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Courtesy of Brian Vetruba
The Handbook for European Studies Librarians book project began almost four years ago, although its true genesis goes back much further. For many years we have been active in the European Studies Section (ESS), the former Western European Studies Section, and other groups, where we witnessed our fellow librarians' deep knowledge of Europe and Eurasia as well as their willingness to share their knowledge and educate other librarians. We began thinking of ways to disseminate this collective knowledge more broadly to aid librarians who might lack knowledge of region-specific vendors and language-specific resources. Likewise, we wanted to provide a forum on current topics and issues confronted by many of us covering these regions. And so the idea of a practically oriented handbook came into being. To prevent cost being an obstacle to its use, we wanted to publish the book open-access.

Any internet search will yield library guides with lists of resources for a given subject area, but such lists assume all kinds of unstated knowledge on the part of the user. Alphabetical lists, for example, do not indicate where to begin, and ranked lists ignore the fact that for certain types of queries, a more limited and specialized database might be the place to start. Lists also often mix types of databases, and users might get frustrated by not knowing if they are in a catalog, a full-text database, a national bibliography, a microfilm index, etc. The Handbook authors are intent on creating narratives that help the reader understand where to start when faced with questions by researchers in these fields. For example, understanding how individual countries gather statistics, and which are harmonized (or excluded) from European-wide aggregators, is vital in understanding any reference query about statistics. Our authors take their deep familiarity with the resources, based on hundreds of individual consultations with researchers, and help librarians without experience in these subjects step into huge research areas, giving them some assurance about the size and shape of the area and a recommended path for learning, and helping them gain confidence along the way.
The resulting handbook is, foremost, a publication written by academic librarians for other academic librarians—both newer and experienced. This includes North American librarians at large institutions who specialize in regions of Europe or Eurasia as well as those at smaller institutions who, although not specialists for Europe, may be called upon to acquire materials or assist with research on Europe. Despite the book being geared toward subject and liaison librarians, other LIS professionals and soon-to-be professionals, such as interlibrary loan and acquisitions staff, special collections curators, LIS educators, and LIS students, will also benefit. In addition, the book is likely to assist scholars who wish to learn about resources on Europe. The book is made up of 30 chapters in three parts: (1) “Resources and Tools for Regions of Europe,” (2) “Resources on Underrepresented Groups in Europe,” and (3) “Current Issues in European Studies Librarianship.”

There is no preconceived chapter order in each part other than alphabetical (yes, we’re librarians!). Each chapter is considered a separate publication; readers can thus select which to read. Similarly, they can use the contents to navigate between chapter sections. The chapters are not exhaustive; they are intended to ground the reader in the resources for a particular region or country, topic, or subject. Recommended readings are included in each chapter to assist those wishing to delve more deeply into the subject matter. Following the references at the end of each chapter is an alphabetical list of all linked resources, organizations, etc., followed by the URL. This list is intended to assist readers who download the handbook as a print PDF, as the hyperlinks are not generated.

The chapters in the first part, “Resources and Tools for Regions of Europe,” each follow a similar outline, with an introduction followed by an overview of the academic field, including notable scholarly societies readers might want to follow. The “Publishing Landscape” section includes listings of publishers, book series, and prizes, as well as details on publishing output. The section titled “Collection Development Tools” includes information on domestic and international vendors, review sources, book fairs, and collection assessment, as well as tips on collecting for this area. “Disciplinary Resources” follows, with subsections for journals, primary source databases, secondary source databases, news sources and media outlets, catalogs, bibliographies, archives, and reference tools. The last three sections are “Distinctive Print Collections,” “Professional Development and Networks,” and “Key Takeaways.”

The chapters on “Resources on Underrepresented Groups in Europe” (Part 2), are an extension of the chapters in Part 1. When the country- and region-specific chapters were completed, it became obvious that there is a real need not only to advocate for diversity in collections but to address strategies for diversifying the collection. Every European country has many such underrepresented communities, and there is no claim that these chapters cover all those communities and their cultural production; rather, our authors provide case studies of up to three underrepresented groups in their country or region of choice and propose a core collection of recent titles. Each chapter provides a general introduction to the underrepresented groups, followed by a discussion of related primary sources and core other materials, community resources, recommended readings, and relevant references and links.

The chapters look at Black Irish and Irish Travellers (Mincéirs); Dutch East Indian, Surinamese, and ethnic minority authors (Netherlands and Belgium); Black-identifying authors, and authors with African heritage (France, Francophone, and Germany); LGBTQ+ authors (Germany and Russia); Upper and Lower Sorbian authors (Germany); and South Asian British authors (United Kingdom). A librarian focused on diversifying their collection can start with understanding these communities and their core writings, then use the resources on vendors and publishers in the chapters by country, as well as the chapters on bibliodiversity and colonialism, to expand their understanding of related DEIA (diversity, equity, inclusion, and accessibility) concepts.

“Current Issues in European Studies Librarianship” (Part 3) includes chapters on current issues and trends in European Studies librarianship. Every chapter provides guidance on the basic concepts, introductory readings in the field, annotated resources, stakeholders, and key takeaways. The accessibility chapter helps readers understand issues that need to be considered in licensing European resources for US libraries. The chapters on Open Access (OA) and Open Educational Resources (OER) together discuss the entire spectrum of digital open content (public domain, creative common licenses, OA, OER, and related repositories), as well as the relevant
European Union or country-specific policies. The chapter on newspapers discusses the challenges for North American research libraries in providing coverage to international news. Fewer and fewer institutions can afford the cost and administrative burden of maintaining subscriptions to hundreds of titles from around the world, despite the high value they have for researchers. The chapter provides starting points for understanding the issue and notes some key collaborations.

Also included in Part 3 are chapters covering interdisciplinary subjects; these are written by librarians who have honed their own literacy on these subjects over years of teaching, research support, and collection development. These include Digital Humanities, Medieval Studies, Colonial History, Archival Research, Legal Research, and Data and Statistics.

While the chapter on archival research in Europe is built as a step-by-step guide to finding archival materials, it can also be used as an outline for a workshop that guides students through the search process for their particular research. And the chapter on colonial history helps the librarian identify where to question the notion of European history as a story of global expansion by examining European action, policy, and ideas from multiple perspectives, including non-European voices.

The Digital Humanities (DH) chapter provides an entry point for identifying available digital cultural heritage collections for DH research related to Europe, and offers advice on how librarians can enrich local DH projects with European data sources. The chapter on Medieval Studies defines the period and the field, provides an illustrative deep dive on supporting research on women and literature, and helps librarians who mostly support research on modern Europe understand the landscape of catalogs and databases that are unique to Medieval Studies. The chapters on European legal research and data and statistics do a masterful job of untangling the multi-step research process involved when country-specific practices differ, and help readers understand to what degree certain resources allow for cross-country analysis.

In conclusion, we hope that this Handbook will not only serve as a resource for individual librarians, but help strengthen a thriving community of dedicated professionals who provide ongoing mentorship and support in European Studies for colleagues, faculty, and students.

Readers should take note of the following:

- While the links in the Handbook have been checked multiple times, it’s likely some will not work. Please contact the editors about dead links.

- We assume no knowledge of other languages besides English on the part of our readers. For alphabetization of the link lists, the only initial articles disregarded are “a,” “an,” and “the.” Thus, “Le Grand Robert de la langue française” is under the letter “L,” not “G.”

- For downloading the Handbook as a PDF: The digital PDF version includes hyperlinks, but the print PDF version includes only the text of links in each chapter’s link list.
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PART I
RESOURCES AND TOOLS FOR REGIONS OF EUROPE
1. Central and Eastern European Studies

KSENYA KIEBUZINSKI

Map of the countries of Central and Eastern Europe covered in this chapter.

Introduction

Central and Eastern Europe is a historically, religiously, and linguistically complex region. The geographical designators Central and Eastern Europe, East-Central Europe, Eastern Europe, or Middle Europe are imprecise socio-cultural spatial constructs, and scholars define the borders differently. For historical reference, the countries covered in this chapter correspond to the former Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth and the former Habsburg Empire. The region’s northernmost area comprises the Baltic states—Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, situated on the eastern coast of the Baltic Sea. The middle area, from west to east, includes Poland, Belarus, and Ukraine, bordered to the west by Germany and to the east by the Russian Federation. To the south are the Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Hungary. Romania, Moldova, and Bulgaria are covered in the chapter on Southeastern Europe, and Russia and Eurasia are covered in their own chapter.

The majority populations of these countries are adherents to Catholicism (the Czech Republic, Hungary, parts of Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia, Ukraine), Eastern Orthodoxy (Belarus, Ukraine), or Protestantism (Estonia, parts of Latvia).

The region’s linguistic groupings include Uralic, Baltic, East Slavic, and West Slavic. Estonian, a Uralic language of the Finnic branch, is the official language of Estonia, while Russian is by far
the most spoken minority language in the country. Hungarian, a distinct Uralic language, is the only official language of Hungary, and is unrelated to any of the languages spoken in neighbouring countries.

Latvian and Lithuanian are Baltic languages. Latvian is the official language spoken by the ethnic population known as Letts, while Russian is a first language spoken by a quarter to a third of Latvia's population. Lithuanian is the official and dominant language spoken in Lithuania, with the largest language minorities speaking Polish and Russian.

Belarusian, Ukrainian, and Russian are East Slavic languages written with a form of the Cyrillic alphabet. Belarus has two official languages: Belarusian and Russian. In Ukraine, the official language is Ukrainian. According to a 2022 survey, up to 58% of Ukrainians use the language exclusively or mostly in everyday life. The 2001 census indicated that a large majority of people spoke Russian as a preferred, or first, language—up to 14.3 million people, or 29% of the population. The number of Russian speakers declined from 26% in 2017 to 15% in 2022. Twenty-four percent of people in Ukraine use both languages (Ben 2023).

Polish, Czech, and Slovak are West Slavic languages written in the Latin script. While Polish is the only official language recognized by the constitution of Poland, the State recognizes regional, national, and ethnic minority languages. Czech (formerly Bohemian), and Slovak are related languages and mutually highly intelligible, with both languages serving as the official languages of their respective countries. While Czech is the predominant spoken language in the Czech Republic, in Slovakia there are significant minorities. Hungarians form the second largest ethnic community there, which makes Hungarian the second largest ethnic language spoken in the country. Additionally, Slovakia recognizes Rusyn as a minority language.

Mostly established during the Second World War and the Cold War, Central and Eastern European Studies programs in North America are multidisciplinary, with an emphasis on teaching and research in the arts and humanities and social sciences, particularly in the disciplines of history, political science, and literatures and languages. Library collections reflect these areas of interest. This chapter centers on collection-development resources to highlight past and current trends in the humanities and social sciences, with a focus on the dominant languages of the countries within Central and Eastern Europe.

The Academic Field

Central and East European studies is not a particular field, but, rather, refers to a geographical area and any disciplines that intersect with the study of peoples, cultures, and lands within former imperial (Austria, Austria-Hungary, Prussia, Russia, and Ottoman) or present state boundaries (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Belarus, Ukraine, Czech Republic, Slovakia, and Hungary), focused on the Modern to Postmodern Eras.

Formal university-level instruction in Central and East European studies is carried out in departments of history, political science or international studies, and Slavic or modern languages and literatures. Faculty also teach in art, anthropology, cinema, sociology, or music with a focus on this region, but they are few. Aside from academic departments in the Faculty of Arts and Sciences, there are some North American universities with centers or institutes devoted to East European, Russian, Eurasian, and European studies. Below are some notable ones:

- Center for Russian, East European and Eurasian Studies at Stanford University
- Center for Russian, East European, and Eurasian Studies at the University of Michigan
- Centre for European, Russian, and Eurasian Studies at the University of Toronto
- Davis Center for Russian and Eurasian Studies at Harvard University
- Harriman Institute at Columbia University
- Institute for European, Russian, and Eurasian Studies at George Washington University
- Russian, East European, and Eurasian Center at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
In response to Russia’s war against Ukraine, some universities are in the process of changing the names of some of the centers noted above.

There are also centers focusing on country-specific studies, such as the Polish Studies Center at Indiana University, the Ukrainian Research Institute at Harvard University, and the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, University of Alberta.

The state of instruction to support undergraduate and graduate research in the vernacular languages of Central and Eastern Europe varies. Russian has been among the most prominent modern European languages in the American and Canadian higher education curriculum for many decades. This remains the case, though enrollments in Russian have been trending downward since the 1990s, following the collapse of the Soviet Union.

According to the Modern Language Association (MLA), of the less-commonly taught languages (LCTL) in the United States, only Polish, Czech, and “Slavic” break into the top-fifteen group of European LCTLs. Enrollments in Polish have declined since 2009 by 54.8% (down from 1,251 enrolled undergraduate and graduate students in 2009 (at 55 institutions) to 731 in 2016 (at 48 institutions)). Conversely, Czech enrollments have modestly increased over the last three-year period by 12.9% (up from 209 enrollments in 2013 to 236 in 2016). Still, the outlook for continued growth is unclear, as the number of institutions offering Czech fell from 26 in 2013 to 19 in 2016. Hungarian enrollments remain steady, averaging around 110 per reporting year (2009, 2013, 2016) spread out across 11 institutions. Those for Ukrainian fluctuate between 60 and 80 over the same years, though there are now two more institutions offering courses than in 2013 (up to 14). Teaching in Estonian, Latvian, Lithuanian, and Slovak show low enrollments overall, and these languages are taught at only one to two institutions in the US (Looney and Lusin 2019, 56-57, 59, 61, 65, 67, 69, 72, 77-82).

In Canada, course offerings in languages paint a similar picture, with Russian predominating, followed by Polish, Ukrainian, and Croatian. Many of the university programs are limited to one to two years of instruction. The University of Toronto is an outlier; its Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures offers undergraduate and graduate courses not only in Russian, Polish, and Ukrainian, but also in Bosnian, Croatian, Serbian, Macedonian, and, until recently, Czech and Slovak language, literature, and culture. It also houses Finno-Ugric Studies with instruction in Finnish and Estonian.

Similarly, undergraduate, and graduate enrollments in the humanities in general have been trending downwards since the 2008-2009 recession, with students opting for majors or degrees in areas that will offer safer job opportunities upon graduation. This drift away from humanistic inquiry corresponds to the devaluation of expertise in North America (Brookins and Swafford 2020). Fields important to area- or international-studies programs have experienced significant declines since 2008. This includes history as well as the qualitative branches of the social sciences such as political science, anthropology, and sociology (Flaherty 2018). According to faculty surveyed in 2014 by the National Council of Area Studies Associations (NCASA), student interest in Europe and the Former Soviet Union has stayed the same or fallen. To the detriment of students, budgets for area-studies acquisitions and subject specialist positions in the library are an easy target for cuts when enrollments decline and interest wanes (Adams 2014, 11).

Despite the discouraging enrollment trends and devaluation of disciplines associated with humanistic inquiry, those faculty members, librarians, graduate students, and researchers associated with teaching and research on Central and Eastern Europe have various and robust associations and networks to support them. Many of these societies are devoted to countries or nations, such as the following:

- American Association for Ukrainian Studies
- Carpatho-Rusyn Research Center
- Czechoslovak Studies Association
- Hungarian Studies Association
- North American Association for Belarusian Studies (via Facebook)
- Polish Studies Association
Other associations are cross-disciplinary and transnational. These include, for example:

- **American Association of Teachers of Slavic and East European Languages** (AATSEEL)
- **Association for the Advancement of Baltic Studies** (AABS)
- **Association for the Study of Nationalities** (ASN)
- **Association for Women in Slavic Studies** (AWSS)
- **Canadian Association of Slavists**
- **International Association for the Humanities**
- **International Council for Central and East European Studies** (ICCEES)
- **Society for Austrian and Habsburg History**: subgroup of the American Historical Association

These associations hold annual meetings and host receptions, sometimes concurrently with the convention organized by the **Association for Slavic, East European, and Eurasian Studies** (ASEEES), usually in mid-November of each year. They foster regular networking and community through websites, listservs, and social-media accounts.

Another way to stay abreast of scholarly developments and discussion in Central and Eastern European studies is to join one of several H-Net free online communities. **H-Net** is an international consortium of scholars in the humanities and social sciences. It offers several discussion networks, including these seven in Slavic, East European, and Eurasian history or studies:

- **H-EarlySlavic**: pre-1725 Slavic history, literature, and culture
- **H-Poland**: history, culture, art, politics, economics, and society of Poland
- **H-Romania**: Romanian history, politics, culture and society
- **H-Russia**: Russian and Soviet history
- **H-SHERA**: East European, Eurasian and Russian art and architecture
- **H-Soyuz**: postsocialist cultural studies
- **H-Ukraine**: Ukraine studies

The H-Net network **Habsburg Empire** is also relevant for Central and Eastern European studies. Each of the H-Net networks provides online scholarly reviews, information on new book releases, academic position announcements, and calls for papers.

The **New Books Network** is a consortium of author-interview podcast channels; learn about newly released books and keep up with the publishing landscape by subscribing to the threads **Eastern European Studies, Literary Studies**, and/or **Russian and Eurasian Studies**.

### Publishing Landscape

The Central and Eastern European book market is fragmented, both along linguistic lines and in terms of structure, size, and the role of the different players. The average share of eBooks in this market is far lower than in the North American, German, and French markets, due not only to economic and legal barriers, but also to the region’s linguistic and cultural diversity.
Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania

While Estonia, with a population of 1.3 million, is a highly literate society, its small readership market means high printing costs, which limit print runs to less than 1,000 copies per title. Of the 1,200 publishers in Estonia, only 20 or so publish more than 20 titles per year. The eBook market (19% of all publication titles) accounts for just 2% of overall book sales revenue.

Latvia, with a population of 1.9 million, experienced a boom in publishing when the country regained its independence in 1990. Today there are 70 trade publishers in Latvia which, combined, release an estimated 2,150 titles each year, with 17% as eBooks. Poetry is at the center of Latvian culture, with poetry collections making up almost half of the literary market. For example, 186 poetry books and 208 fiction titles were published in 2016.

With a population of 2.8 million, Lithuania has 400-500 organizations and enterprises designated as publishers; only 60 or so, however, publish more than 10 books per year, releasing a total of about 3,400 new titles. Alma Littera Group dominates the market, producing about 23% of the sector’s output. Literature by Lithuanian authors accounts for two-thirds of all book titles and about half of the annual circulation. As in Estonia, eBooks have made little traction (Nawotka 2018, 9, 12, 16, 24).

Poland

Poland, with a population of 38 million and one of the largest book markets in Europe, is experiencing a crisis in reading. Consequently, the Polish book market has shrunk since 2011, despite increasing governmental spending to promote reading (Trentacosti 2016). Between 2011 and 2015, the value of the Polish book market in wholesale prices fell by 11%, though the number of published titles rose by 29% (from 24,920 in 2011 to 34,920 in 2015). And though the output of titles increased, overall and average print runs fell (Maciejewski 2019, 175).

The share of belles lettres within the overall title count has increased—in 2020, literary works constituted nearly a third of all titles. Among Poles, bestselling literature tends towards crime and fantasy novels, although Olga Tokarczuk’s fiction has received increased interest after she won the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2018.

Of the more than 2,000 publishing houses in Poland, only 600-700 bring out more than 10 titles annually, while the remaining include just a few books per year. As in the Baltic States, the eBook market is still relatively underdeveloped, accounting for only 2-3% of overall annual publishing revenues. The open-access movement is hampered by the lack of a national policy to cover researchers’ costs for fees. And the academic market is dominated by international legacy publishers or local university presses. In 2020, Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN was the leading publishing house in Poland, with over 64,000 publications, followed by Znak, with nearly 50,000, and Wydawnictwo Literackie with over 31,000 (Statista Research Department 2021b, 4, 6).

Belarus

Interest in cultural life in Belarus grew after Svetlana Alexievich won the Nobel Prize in Literature in 2015. Alexievich writes in Russian, which reflects the overall situation in Belarus. The ratio of Russian- to Belarusian-language publications in Belarus has not changed since the collapse of the Soviet Union. Belarusian-language books account for only 10% of the market, with much of the Russian-language literature produced in Belarus or imported from Russia. Of the small share of Belarusian publications, most are state-issued textbooks, followed by children’s literature and fiction. eBooks account for 15-20% of the book market. Since 2013, publishing houses are licensed and regulated by the state, and thus operate in very restrictive circumstances, like conditions under the Soviet Union, where registrations can be turned down with little pretext and operating without a license can bring charges of extremism, heavy fines, and/or closure. The state mandates that only certain publishers
can produce books on specific subjects. These repressive measures have resulted in the closure of publishing houses, arrests of writers, and the exile of its most prominent journalistic and literary representatives, such as Alexievich, who has lived abroad on and off (Flood 2015; Anderson 2021).

**Ukraine**

The collapse of the Soviet regime in 1991 contributed to upheaval in the Ukrainian book market. As Eugene Gerden documents, “What had been an industry dominated by 30 mostly state-run publishing houses turning out 200 million units annually nosedived, average per-capita book sales dropping from 20 in 1990 to four in 2017” (2018). The Covid-19 pandemic further impacted the book publishing market throughout Eastern Europe, including Ukraine—which had the added complication of Russia’s war against the country as well as the initial informational wars, which contributed to the plethora of both legal imports of Russian-language books and the printing of illegal copies within Ukraine. In 2016, the Ukrainian government introduced measures to protect its own market, banning imports of Russian books. Books from Russia had accounted for up to 60% of all titles sold in Ukraine, while Ukraine accounted for 40% of the overall Russian book market (Gerden 2021). In 2020, book production, compared to pre-pandemic figures, was down by 31% in terms of titles and 58% in terms of total circulation (Gerden 2021). Average book circulation fell from 3,500 in 2018 to 700 in 2020 (Shchur 2021).

Since early 2022, the publishing industry has faced further catastrophic declines in production and sales, with many editors and authors displaced by Russian aggression, and publishing and printing houses destroyed by bombings (Johnson 2022). In 2022, compared to the previous year, there was a 47% drop in titles (from 17,000 to just under 9,000), and a 56% drop in books printed (from 25.7 million to 9.2 million). On the positive side, the number of rights sales for Ukrainian books nearly doubled (Nawotka 2023).

Figures from 2018 report 5,600 publishing houses officially registered with the State Committee for Television and Radio Broadcasting of Ukraine, but only 300-350 were active and published more than 50 books a year. Education, followed by political and socio-economic literature, fiction, and children’s books, dominate the market. The top four publishers are, in order in 2020, *Knyzhkovyi klub “Klub simeinoho dozvillia”* (Книжковий Клуб “Клуб Сімейного Дозвілля”), covering Ukrainian literature and best-selling world writers; *Ranok* (Ранок), children’s literature; *Intelekt Ukrainy* (Інтелект України), educational literature; and *Folio* (Фоліо), literary fiction, retro-crime, history, and philosophy (Knyzhkovyi rynok Ukrainy 2019).

**Czech Republic and Slovakia**

Compared to Ukraine and Poland, the book market is much healthier in the Czech Republic and Slovakia, with three books published per reader per year. Over 80% of people in the Czech Republic report reading at least one book per year, with contemporary leisure fiction most popular (about a quarter of all books), followed by non-fiction, classic literature, and specialist literature.

The Czech Republic’s publishing market posted a 2.5% increase in book sales in 2017, despite a decline of 1.3% in the total number of books published over the same period. The share of eBooks in total book sales remains modest, at about 1.7%. Overall, the trend in the publishing market is towards consolidation (Adamowski 2019), with the five largest publishers producing 20% of titles. About 15,000-16,000 titles are released per year, with translations accounting for 35-40%. Among the 6,000-7,000 publishers in the Czech Republic, only some 2,000 publish at least one title per year, and only about 20 issue more than 100 titles per year. Fiction accounts for about a quarter of overall output, though a large portion of titles are in translation, dominated by English, German, and French authors. Academic books and textbooks have been trending down since 2014, and decreased from 1,700 titles in 2014 to 500 in 2018 (Turrin 2019). Presently, the largest publishers are *Albatros*
Media (children’s books, non-fiction), Euromedia Group (biographies, children’s books, fiction, non-fiction), and Grada Publishing (education, history, leisure reading, non-fiction).

Since the dissolution of Czechoslovakia in 1993, Slovakia, with a population of 5.4 million, has been overshadowed by its neighbor to the west, including in terms of recognition for its own literary figures. The country does, however, have 1,650 publishing houses, with 1,000 publishing fiction. Of these, only about 10% issue “highbrow” works rather than the more lucrative genres of popular fiction such as crime, romance, or fantasy. Better known producers of original Slovak fiction include KK Bagala; Kalligram, an imprint of Absynt; and Marenčin PT (Sherwood 2013). While their publications come out in small print runs from 500 to 1,000 copies, there are signs of an upturn in the market, as fiction accounted for a record 27.1% of overall book sales in Slovakia in 2016—up from 15.5% in 2010 (Adamowski 2018).

Hungary

Hungarian readership is high. In 2020, 21% of survey respondents read 1-10 books per year, and 79% reported that they read 11 or more books per year (18% of respondents reported reading over 51 books a year!) (Statista Research Department 2020). Over the previous decade, from 2010 to 2020, the number of books and booklets published in Hungary peaked in 2020, at nearly 15,000 titles. eBooks in Hungary account for 2.1% of the total book market, with crime novels and fantasy and science fiction making up the largest share of this market. The number of active publishers in Hungary is between 1,200 and 1,300. The top revenue getters are in the genres of literature (belles lettres and entertaining literature), children’s books, and scholarly and educational works. And the four main publishers are Alexandra Könyvsház Könyvkiadó (children’s books and entertaining literature), Móra Ferenc Ifjúsági Könyvkiadó (children’s and juvenile books), Kossuth Kiadó (arts, humanities, and social sciences), and Könyvmolyképző Kiadó (children’s and juvenile books) (Statista Research Department 2021a, 6, 10-11, 25, 28).

North America and Europe

In the US and Canada, notable university presses of English-language scholarly works on Central and Eastern Europe or on topics relating to Slavic and East European studies include:

- Columbia University Press
- Cornell University Press
- Harvard University Press
- Indiana University Press
- McGill-Queen’s University Press
- Northern Illinois University Press
- Northwestern University Press
- University of Chicago Press
- University of Pittsburgh Press
- University of Toronto Press
- University of Wisconsin Press
- Yale University Press

In Europe, Cambridge University Press, Oxford University Press, and Central European University Press (CEUP) carry front and back lists of titles devoted to this region.
Among all these university presses, CEUP’s *Opening the Future* shows the greatest initiative in broadening its reach through open access, offering an annual subscription to backlist titles and converting them to perpetual ownership after three years. The scholarly presses below publish in the field of Slavic and East European studies:

- **Slavica Publishers**, affiliated with Indiana University, is the leading specialty press devoted to scholarly monographs, collections of research articles, textbooks, reference works, and journals serving the field of Slavic languages and literatures.
- **Academic Studies Press** issues titles under various series, such as *Jews of Poland, Jews of Russia & Eastern Europe and Their Legacy*, *Lithuanian Studies without Borders*, *Polish Studies*, *Studies in Russian and Slavic Literatures, Cultures, and History*, and *Ukrainian Studies*.
- **Lexington Books** (Rowman and Littlefield) issues titles under the series *Studies in Slavic, Baltic, and Eastern European Languages and Cultures*, *Harvard Cold War Studies Book Series*, and *Russian, Eurasian, and Eastern European Politics*.

Several German-language publishers, including **Harrassowitz Verlag**, have series focusing broadly on Slavic and Baltic history, languages, and cultures; **V&R unipress** focuses on Austrian Galicia.

## Collection Development Resources

Whether you’re responsible for acquiring material in European or Central and East European studies, or for one or several disciplines in the humanities and/or social sciences, collection development can be straightforward. Much depends on faculty teaching needs and research interests, and on the flexibility of your library’s budgets and policies. A small undergraduate institution, for instance, with only a few faculty members engaging in research on Central and Eastern Europe, may be best served by receiving on approval scholarly publications by academic presses from North American and European (particularly German) vendors, and supplementing these publications by running demand-driven acquisitions or firm ordering requests from specific in-country (foreign) commercial vendors and/or antiquarian dealers. A large graduate-level institution with numerous faculty, students, visiting scholars, and community members actively engaged in the study of Central and Eastern Europe across various disciplines, in contrast, will require a shift in collection-development resources to multiple regional and/or in-country approval plans, subscriptions to language- or area-specific databases and eJournals, and targeted development of special collections (e.g., rare books, manuscripts, and audio-visual material).

**GOBI Library Solutions** from EBSCO (formerly YBP Library Services) and **OASIS** from ProQuest Books (formerly Coutts Information Services) are two of the most prominent book marketplace and ordering platforms for academic libraries. Their online services are used by libraries for the selection and acquisition of print and electronic library materials, including firm orders, approvals (with the ability to set profiles of criteria for approvals), standing orders, and demand-driven acquisitions. Librarians can expect that most of the major western English-language academic publishers for Central and Eastern European studies will be covered by at least one of these two platforms and that profiles can be tweaked to receive this material on approval, whether in print format or as e-preferred. See the list of academic publishers noted at the end of the Publishing Landscape section, above.

Librarians should consider receiving, on approval or via slips, translations of belles lettres by Eastern European writers from these publishers, among others:

- **Ugly Duckling Presse** (*Eastern European Poets Series*)
- **Dalkey Archive Press**
Libraries collecting material in the vernacular languages of Central and Eastern Europe can establish approval plans, or place firm orders on demand, through vendors. Some vendors, such as East View Information Services or MIPP International, can procure library material from the Baltics and East Central Europe, and offer a wide range of approval-plan coverage options in geographic, subject, and format areas. It is advisable, however, to cooperate directly with in-country vendors, either separately or in conjunction with East View Information Services and MIPP International. I also recommend that libraries subscribe to the Central East European Online Library (CEEOL), a provider of academic eJournals and eBooks in the humanities and social sciences from and about Central and Eastern Europe. As of 2021, the CEEOL platform offers access to more than 2,500 journals, 5,600 eBooks, and 6,800 documents of grey literature. A combination of a CEEOL subscription and targeted profiles for English-language material via GOBI Library Solutions or OASIS, along with firm orders from selected Central and East European vendors, may suit most libraries.

Several vendors supply material from Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania. Toomas Etverk (email address) of Teek Ltd, in Tallinn, has been a reliable partner for Estonian- and Russian-language publications printed in Estonia since 1991. Using customer profiles, he sends periodic lists annotated in English, from which one can select titles. Jānis Roze serves as a publishing house, book distributor, and wholesaler. MIPP International and Humanitas cover publications from Lithuania and are experienced in working with libraries in North America. Jānis Roze, MIPP International, and Humanitas also manage online bookshops. All of these vendors have websites that are available in English.

Lexicon is the main supplier of Polish library material in all subjects and formats to North American academic libraries. The company maintains a vast network with publishers in Poland and can supply current titles on the market. Most American and Canadian institutions receive publications on approval. Libraries can also select from 200 titles posted every two weeks on the vendor’s website or by catalogs distributed by email. In 2021, Lexicon launched its first e-Platform. With so many partners in North America, libraries will find it beneficial to create collaborative approval plans to minimize duplication and to increase the regional and cross-institutional depth and breadth of their Polish collections. Ars Polona is another vendor offering approval plans or providing subscription services to content issued in Poland.

North American institutions rely on several suppliers for Ukrainian and Belarusian publications. East View Information Services and MIPP International are the principal providers for material from Belarus. East View also manages approval plans for material from Ukraine, Crimea, and the Donbas. Several libraries have arrangements for blanket orders with the independent book agent Alexandra Isaievych (email address). The occupation of Crimea by Russia in 2014, and the Russian war against Ukraine in 2022, has disrupted book distribution in most of the country, with some publishers moving outside the war zones.

Dependable and reputable vendors for the other countries of Central and Eastern Europe include Regula Pragensis for the Czech Republic; Ulrich Waterstradt for the Czech Republic and Slovakia; Slovart for Slovakia; and Batthyány Kultur-Press and Bouchal Books for Hungary. All can fulfill firm orders, standing and continuation orders, and subscriptions, and deliver books on approval. For libraries on limited budgets, the above vendors can send regular, monthly, or quarterly recommendations of new books, with titles translated into English.

Librarians can keep up with book publishing in Central and Eastern Europe by traveling to annual book fairs and comic-cons held in Vilnius, Riga, Minsk, Kyiv, Prague, Bratislava, and Warsaw, depending on professional
funding. Far easier, however, is to attend the annual ASEEES convention, where a few dozen vendors of new publications and online platforms, as well as antiquarian dealers, participate in the exhibit hall. It is common practice to arrange one-on-one meetings with exhibitors to discuss existing approval plans, review new products, and to talk over desiderata of out-of-print material. Additionally, many scholarly presses exhibit, so one can examine present and forthcoming publications, and pick up lists of discounted backlisted titles.

Some of the reputable antiquarian or out-of-print book dealers who carry Central and Eastern European imprints include Penka Rare Books, Simon Beattie Bookseller (Chesham, United Kingdom), Michael Fagan Fine Art and Rare Books (email address; Newton, MA), and ZH Books (Fremont, CA). AbeBooks is useful for finding out-of-print publications. You can find other booksellers by searching the directories of the Antiquarian Booksellers’ Association of America (ABAA) and the International League of Antiquarian Booksellers (ILAB), and limiting the search to world areas or subjects of interest.

Assessment of collection building efforts involves several considerations, including how to allocate a budget across multiple vendors, the average costs per title in each country, and the general and specific needs of your library users. These costs and needs can then be evaluated in a quantitative manner against purchases (or other means of acquisitions, such as bundled packages, digital archives, or gifts) and numbers of circulations and interlibrary loan requests, and electronic usage data. Since faculty and students engaged in Central and Eastern European studies will generally be a small community, a more qualitative analysis focused on research outcomes will better gauge the impact of collections, such as grades of student essays, citations of library resources in faculty publications, successful grant applications, and results of accreditation reviews.

Disciplinary Resources

Journals

Journals that publish scholarship related to Central and Eastern Europe are interdisciplinary or have either a disciplinary or regional focus. What follows is just a selection of core peer-reviewed journal titles issued in English by North American publishers:

- *Nationalities Papers* is one of the better-known publications and covers a range of issues relating to nationalism, ethnicity, ethnic conflict, and national identity in Central Europe, the Balkans, the former Soviet Union, the Caucasus, the Turkic world, and Central Eurasia. Subscription resource.
- *East European Politics and Societies: and Cultures* provides an interdisciplinary forum for research from social, political, and economic perspectives, with a geographical scope for the expanse between Germany to the west and Russia to the east, and the Baltic region and the Balkans. Subscription resource.
- *East European Quarterly* publishes original articles in the disciplines of East European politics, sociology, economics, history, and international relations. The journal's status is unclear, as it has not published issues since 2017. Open access.
- *Eastern European Economics* covers Central and Eastern European economic thought and policy. Subscription resource.
- *East European Jewish Affairs* is the leading global interdisciplinary journal dealing with Jews in both Eastern Europe and the former Soviet Union and with the Ashkenazic Jewish community. Subscription resource.

A more complete list of titles covering these areas, with corresponding links to their home pages, is on the Related Journals in Russian, Eurasian, and East European Studies list maintained by the editors of Slavic Review.
The list on the Portal on Central Eastern and Balkan Europe (PECOB) is also useful. Regionally focused North American journals that publish scholarly articles on Central and Eastern Europe include:

- **Journal of Baltic Studies**, issued by the Association for the Advancement of Baltic Studies (AABS), covers the Baltic region. Subscription resource.
- **Lituanus** focuses on Lithuanian history and culture. Back issues: open access; current issues: subscription.
- **The Polish Review** is a scholarly quarterly run by the Polish Institute of Arts and Sciences of America (PIASA); it includes articles dealing with all aspects of Polish culture. Subscription resource.
- **East-West: Journal of Ukrainian Studies** (open access) and **Harvard Ukrainian Studies** (subscription resource) published by the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, University of Alberta and the Ukrainian Research Institute at Harvard University, respectively, are the main English-language forums for scholarly engagement with Ukraine.
- **Kosmos**, published by the Czechoslovak Society of Arts and Sciences, focuses on Czech, Slovak, and Central European studies. Open access.
- **Hungarian Studies Review**, a joint publication of the Hungarian Studies Association of Canada and the Hungarian Studies Association, and publishes articles in the humanities and social sciences on contemporary and historical issues related to Hungary and the surrounding region, and to the Hungarian diaspora. Subscription resource.

The previously mentioned Central and East European Online Library (CEEOL) is the most comprehensive subscription-based repository of eBooks and eJournals from and about Central, Eastern, and Southeastern Europe. It includes content in over 50 languages in the subjects of history, economics, political science, law, geography, sociology, language and literature, philosophy, religion, and fine and performing arts. Content from the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Lithuania, Poland, and Slovakia is best represented. Aside from a full subscription to access all content, CEEOL provides alternative subscription models, such as subject or country/regional collections and even single title selection.

**Primary Source Databases**

**East View** and **Brill** produce and market primary-source databases and digital archives relating to Eastern Europe, although both tend to focus more on the former Soviet Union and today's Russia than on countries to the west. **East View** does, however, carry products relating to Belarus, Ukraine, and the Baltics, such as the following subscription-based databases:

- **Periodicals of the Baltics, Belarus, Moldova and Ukraine (UDB-EUR)**: official and independent newspapers and journals, covering current events, politics, economics, science, culture, public life, and more.
- **Research Collections: Ukrainian Studies**: primary source documents covering 1830 to 1945.
- **Social Movements, Elections and Ephemera: Belarus Collection**
- **Social Movements, Elections and Ephemera: Ukraine Collection**
- **Ukrainian National Bibliography (UDB-BIB-UKR)**
- **Ukrainian Publications (UDB-UKR)**: Ukrainian newspapers and journals

In addition, **East View** offers a wide variety of specialized digital archives, such as a collection of newspapers from Chernobyl during the 1986 nuclear disaster, and another with newspapers from the Donetsk and Luhansk
regions of Ukraine from 2013-2015. The vendor has also developed online historical research collections related to Ukraine, ranging from mid-19th to early 20th-century Judaica material from the State Archives of Kyiv Oblast to documents relating to the 1941-1943 German occupation of Ukraine. Recently, East View began to carry the platform Arcanum Digitheca, which is an online collection of periodicals, newspapers and other resources from Hungary, including the Hungarian diaspora, dating from the late 18th century to the present.

Brill offers a narrower range of microform and online resources. Among the more relevant are a collection of 17th-century printed Cyrillic books from Belarus and Ukraine; sources for the history of modern and avant-garde Russian and Ukrainian art; pre-World War II periodicals and monographs for the study of Czechoslovak avant-garde and architecture; newspapers and other serials documenting the Prague Spring; and finding aids and other reference literature covering archives and other manuscript collections in the Baltic States and Belarus.

Primary source material for Central and Eastern Europe can also be found in Europe-wide focused resources, such as the digital library Europeana and EuroDocs, a portal to historical digital documents and collections for all European countries.

Secondary Source Databases

Researchers are well served by traditional abstracting and indexing databases, all of which are very useful for identifying periodical articles in Slavic and East European studies. Note these subscription-based databases in particular:

- American Bibliography of Slavic, East European, and Eurasian Studies (ABSEEES)
- Arts & Humanities Citation Index
- Historical Abstracts
- MLA International Bibliography
- PAIS (Public Affairs Information Service) Index
- Worldwide Political Science Abstracts

The European Bibliography of Slavic and East European Studies (EBSEES), an open access database, provides coverage of publications from 1991-2007 from western European countries. There are also useful and freely available search portals and guides. ARTOS, for example, a joint endeavor of several German and Austrian institutions, allows you to search for articles and reviews from around 350 current journals and selected anthologies in the humanities and social sciences from Eastern and Southeastern Europe and across the region. The Slavonic Studies list, from the University of Regensburg’s Electronic Journals Library, offers a quick way to see the status of over 700 journals, which are open access, and which are only accessible via subscription.

News Sources

For a list of historical news sources for Central and Eastern Europe, consult Bogdan Horbal and Ernest A. Zitser’s Guide to Open Access Historical News Sources from Slavic, East European and Eurasian Countries, hosted at the East Coast Consortium of Slavic Library Collections. Country-by-country lists of contemporary news media outlets can be found on such sites as the World Newspapers List, World Newspapers, News Sites, and Magazines Online, and Wikipedia's List of Newspapers. The Centre for Russian, Caucasian and Central European Studies (CERCEC) in Paris curates the freely accessible database Online Primary Resources for Russian, Caucasian, Central Asian, Eastern and Central Europe Studies, which enables filtering by geographical area, language, or time period, and links to archival documents, photograph collections, maps, datasets, oral histories, periodicals,
and newspaper collections, among other formats. Librarians covering this area should also note that news content from Central and Eastern Europe is available in English and in some vernacular languages from news aggregators, such as Access World News, Factiva, Global Newssstream, Nexis Uni, and PressReader.

**Catalogs, Bibliographies, Archives**

The most comprehensive ways to discover what has been published in a particular country are to consult national bibliographies and search national or regional library catalogs. Many Central and East European online national library catalogs serve as *de facto* national bibliographies. In other cases, earlier and current publishing output is digitized and available freely. While it is often possible to search many years of a national bibliography with a single subject search, there is something lost in the process of meticulous bibliographic research. To give two examples: When I was a graduate student, I examined 100 years of the French national bibliography from 1800 to 1899, scanning title-by-title those sections on fiction, poetry, and drama for any words that suggested a Ukrainian theme (i.e., Mazeppa, hetman, Kijow [Polish name for Kyiv], Petite-Russie, Ukraine, the feminine names Maroussia or Daria). To replicate such a search online would require knowing in advance all the possible keywords, and variations in their spellings, that might appear in the titles. More recently, I assisted a graduate student at the University of Toronto who was compiling a complete bibliography of Russian literary works on representations of the Battle of Stalingrad between 1942 and 2013, including information on print runs and reprints. Again, this type of scholarly work requires a concerted effort that cannot be replicated with casual searching.

The table below provides links to the main online national library catalogs, union library catalogs, national bibliographies, subscription-based bibliographies, and national archives. Not to be overlooked, though, are other valuable catalogs. First and foremost is WorldCat, the union catalog of books and serials for some 15,000 libraries participating in the OCLC database, which has two different interfaces: WorldCat.org (open access) and WorldCat via FirstSearch (subscription resource). Important too are library catalogs that capture the imperial histories of Central and Eastern Europe, such as the Austrian National Library (Österreichische Nationalbibliothek) for Czech, Hungarian, Polish, Serbian, Ukrainian, etc., books, newspapers and journals, prints and graphics, and legal documents. The National Library of Finland also has significant holdings of Eastern European material, especially for Belarusian and Ukrainian. To search and for details, see the National Library of Finland's Catalog and its Slavonic Library. Another useful catalog is the Karlsruhe Virtual Catalog (KVK), which shows holdings across multiple European library catalogs, including Europeana. It is also important to keep in mind other libraries with historical connections to Central and Eastern Europe, such as ones in Germany (Prussia), Russia (Tsarist Russia and the Soviet Union), Sweden (during the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth), and Turkey (Ottoman Empire).

**Table: Central and Eastern European National Catalogs, Bibliographies, and Archives**

---
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>National catalogs</th>
<th>Other major catalogs</th>
<th>National bibliographies</th>
<th>National archives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>Eesti Rahvus-Raamatukogu (National Library of Estonia)</td>
<td>Online Catalogue ESTER: shared catalog of major Estonian libraries</td>
<td>Rahvusbibliograafia (Estonian National Bibliography); includes all formats</td>
<td>Rahvusarhiv (National Archives of Estonia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>Latvijas Nacionalās bibliotēkas katalogs (Electronic Catalog of the National Library of Latvia)</td>
<td>Kopkatalogs (Electronic Union Catalog of Latvian Libraries of National Significance)</td>
<td>iBiblioteka (Lithuanian union catalog for 1,200 libraries)</td>
<td>Latvijas Nacionalās arhīva (National Archives of Latvia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>Lietuvos nacionalinė Martyno Mažvydo biblioteka (Martynas Mažvydas National Library of Lithuania)</td>
<td>iBiblioteka (Lithuanian union catalog for 1,200 libraries)</td>
<td>Nacionalinės bibliografijos leidiniai (Lithuanian National Bibliography)</td>
<td>Lietuvos vyriausiojo archyvaro tarnyba (Office of the Chief Archivist of Lithuania)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>Katalog Biblioteki Narodowej (Catalog of the National Library of Poland)</td>
<td>FBC: digital collections; Polona: digital library</td>
<td>Polish Bibliographies Online</td>
<td>Archiwa Państwowa (Polish State Archives)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belarus</td>
<td>National Library of Belarus E-Catalogue (Электронны каталог Нацыянальнай бібліятэкі Беларусі); Other Resources of the National Library of Belarus</td>
<td>Union Electronic Catalog of Belarusian Libraries (Сводный электронный каталог бібліятэк Беларусі)</td>
<td>Natsyjnalna bibligrafija Belarusi (National Bibliography of Belarus) (Национальная бібліографія Беларусі)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>National archives</strong></td>
<td><strong>National Archives of the Republic of Belarus</strong> (Нацыянальны архіў Рэспублікі Беларусь)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ukraine</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National catalogs</td>
<td><strong>Catalogs of the Vernadsky National Library of Ukraine</strong> (Каталоги – Національна бібліотека України імені В. І. Вернадського)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscription-based bibliographies</td>
<td>Ukrainian National Bibliography (UDB-UKR-BIB) from East View</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National archives</td>
<td><strong>State Archival Service of Ukraine</strong> (Державна архівна служба України)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Czech Republic</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National catalogs</td>
<td><strong>Online katalog Národní knihovny ČR</strong> (Electronic Catalog of the National Library of the Czech Republic)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other major catalogs</td>
<td><strong>Souborný katalog České republiky</strong> (Union Catalog of the Czech Republic)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National bibliographies</td>
<td>Česká národní bibliografie (Czech National Bibliography)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National archives</td>
<td><strong>Národní archiv</strong> (National Archives of the Czech Republic)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Slovakia</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National catalogs</td>
<td><strong>Slovenská národná knižnica Online katalóg</strong> (Slovak National Library Online Catalog)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other major catalogs</td>
<td><strong>Slovenská knižnica Portál ku katalógom a zbierkam slovenských knižníc</strong> (Portal to catalogs and collections of Slovak Libraries)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National archives</td>
<td><strong>Slovenský národný archív</strong> (Slovak National Archives)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hungary</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National catalogs</td>
<td><strong>National Széchényi Library Catalogue</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other major catalogs</td>
<td><strong>Magyar Országos Közös Katalógus</strong> (Hungarian National Shared Catalogue)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National bibliographies</td>
<td><strong>Magyar Nemzeti Bibliográfia</strong> (National Bibliography of Hungary)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscription-based bibliographies</td>
<td>Arcanum Digitheca: digital collection of Hungarian newspapers, scholarly journals, encyclopedias, and thematic book collections from 18th century to present. Subscription resource.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Arcanum Digitheca (direct subscription)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Arcanum Digitheca via East View</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Archives</td>
<td><strong>Magyar Nemzet és Levéltár</strong> (National Archives of Hungary)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Reference Tools

Many current and historical reference sources, such as general and national encyclopedias, biographical dictionaries, historical chronologies, atlases and geographical gazetteers, lexicons, archival guides, and various bibliographies, can now be found online. The Slavic Reference Service at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign maintains guides with descriptions of general resources and at a country level for Eastern Europe, Russia, and Eurasia. For a narrower focus, see the Library of Congress’ European Reading Room website, which provides overviews of collections by country, finding aids, special project descriptions, and transliteration tables that are useful for rendering Cyrillic characters into Roman script. Particularly helpful are research guides to newspapers, periodicals, and serials for the Baltic States, Hungary, Lithuania, Poland, and Ukraine; European Address/Telephone Directories at the Library of Congress, for all of Central and Eastern Europe; and research guides on various subjects for Czech and Slovak history, Masaryk and America, Taras Shevchenko, visual arts in Poland, and so on.

Distinctive Print Collections

The depth, scope, and currency of North American library collections vary by language and region. Very few institutions can maintain consistently high rates of acquisitions of new publications across all the countries of Central and Eastern Europe, aside from those with large endowments, that are publicly funded, or that have national mandates to collect globally, such as Harvard University, Stanford University, the New York Public Library, and the Library of Congress. For the countries covered in this chapter, aside from the institutions mentioned above which invest and acquire material broadly across the Baltic countries and Central and Eastern Europe, one can find certain special strengths and distinctive collections—for example, the Immigration History Research Center Archives at the University of Minnesota. Some of these collections are described in the still useful, though somewhat outdated, overview of special collections for this region and beyond, Allan Urbanic’s and Beth Feinberg’s A Guide to Slavic Collections in the United States and Canada (2004).

University of Washington Libraries (UW) has a significant Baltic profile, especially in Latvian studies, followed by Lithuanian and then Estonian. Its collection developed late, from the mid-1990s, after the establishment of UW’s Baltic Studies Program. To support the program, the library negotiated the transfer to UW of the complete collection of the Latvian Studies Center Library formerly located in Kalamazoo, Michigan, numbering close to 12,000 books, periodical volumes, and pieces of microform material. The University of Wisconsin at Madison also holds collections dealing with the Baltics, with its library system housing some of the largest Latvian and Lithuanian collections in North America—including the Latvian Gulbis and Jegers collections as well as the collection from Alfred E. Senn known as the “Lithuanian Collection”—on the Special Collections website European History, Literature, & Social Sciences. The New York Public Library’s strengths lie in interwar Latvian imprints and post-World War II publications from Lithuania and in emigration. Among their important holdings is the private library of Helmars Rudzitis, who founded a publishing house in Riga in 1926, continued to publish books after World War II in the displaced person camps in Germany, and resumed his activities in 1951 after emigrating to New York. Yale University’s long running Baltic Studies Program, supplemented by the Baltic Library Internship program, has ensured dedicated expenditures for the acquisition of new Estonian publications in particular, as well as Lithuanian and Latvian material. The University also holds the papers of Estonian-born poet Alexis (Aleksis) Rannit, who served as curator of Yale’s Slavic and East European collections for 20 years, from 1961 to 1981.
Not to be overlooked are heritage collections. The Estonian Archives in Lakewood, New Jersey, documents the Estonian experience in the US in print and manuscript formats. Philadelphia is home to the oldest Latvian library in the US, the Library of the Philadelphia Society of the Free Letts, dating from 1892. The culture and history of Estonia and Estonians in Canada are preserved at the Tartu Institute Library and at the Estonian Central Archives, both located in Toronto, with important holdings of publications and archival materials of the Estonian diaspora in the West after World War II. A similar repository in Toronto is the Latvian Canadian Cultural Centre. Outstanding depositories of Lithuanian publications, archival material, and ephemera are held by the Lithuanian American Cultural Archives in Putnam, Connecticut, at the Lithuanian World Archives in Chicago, and at the Lithuanian Museum Library in Toronto (Kreslins 2002, 203-204).

North American libraries do not lack Polish print and special collections. Formidable collections exist at Cornell, Harvard, the Library of Congress, the New York Public Library, the University of Toronto, Yale, and Stanford. All seven institutions actively collect new material, and several hold large Solidarity collections documenting civil resistance to Communist rule in Poland during the 1980s. The largest and most comprehensive and diverse collection of historical sources on modern Poland outside Europe is at the Hoover Institution at Stanford University. Polish material in its Library and Archives accounts for approximately 5% (40,000 library items and about 400 archival collections) of the entire Hoover holdings, which continue to grow. The material encompasses personal, military, and diplomatic collections comprised of primary source materials on the Polish People's Republic, the anti-communist opposition, and Poland's transition to democracy after 1989. In addition to the Solidarity trade union and related movements, the Hoover Institution houses substantial holdings of papers from communist functionaries. Among its many remarkable collections are the records of the Second Corps Documents Bureau, which the Polish Government-in-Exile transferred to California. The material includes valuable accounts of Poles about Soviet prisons and deportations (Siekierski 2003; Ziolkowska-Boehm 2019).

The Polish Institute of Arts and Sciences of America (PIASA), in partnership with the Polish Academy of Sciences and the State Archives, both located in Warsaw, gathers and maintains information about processed and unprocessed Polish, Polish-American, and Polish-Canadian archival collections in North American repositories. Located in New York City, PIASA houses a library and archive, the latter holding political manuscript collections (diplomats, political parties in exile, opposition movements), artists' and scholars' private papers, and material on Poles in South and Latin America and in the US. Its library's books and periodicals can be searched via the shared online catalog of Polish American libraries, which includes the library holdings of the Józef Piłsudski Institute of America, the Polish Cultural Foundation, and the Kosciuszko Foundation.

The New York Public Library is among the institutions with historically well-developed Belarusian collections. Its strengths are in belles lettres and historical works, produced in Belarus and in emigration, from the 1920s to the early 2000s. It holds, for example, the Zora and Vitaut Kipel Collection of Belarusian Periodicals and Newspapers, published abroad by different Belarusian organizations, political parties, and private individuals, as well as records of the Rada (Council) of the Belarusian Democratic Republic and the Belarusian Institute of Arts and Sciences in New York. Harvard University leads in actively building print collections in Belarusian and, in recent years, has organized or participated in web-archiving projects to represent the country, such as the Archive-It Belarusian Politics and Society Web Archive and the Belarusian representation to the Archive-It Global Social Responses to Covid-19.

Significant Ukrainian collections can be found at Harvard University Library, the largest of its kind outside Eastern Europe, thanks to the establishment of the Ukrainian Research Institute there in 1973, which facilitated large donations of material in the following decades, including the libraries of Bohdan Krawciw and Michael Bazansky, as well as manuscripts, archives, and photographs dating from the 1890s to the present. The collections at Harvard are an important resource for the study of Ukraine during the revolutionary years of 1917 to the 1920s, and of Ukrainian émigrés in Europe and the US. For an overview of the Harvard collections, see Ukraine in the World; some are also described in Ksenya Kiebuzinski's “A Guide to Ukrainian Special Collections at Harvard University” (2007). Also remarkable are the Ukrainian holdings at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign Library. The University purchased several important collections, such as the Elias Czaykowsky collection of Ukrainian culture and the private scholarly library of the historian George Vernadsky, who took an interest in integrating Ukrainians into the general scheme of Russia. In Canada, collections with emphases on Ukraine can be found at the Universities of Alberta, Manitoba, and Toronto, as well as at cultural and research institutes. Both Manitoba and Toronto hold material documenting Ukrainian Canadians, and Toronto also preserves records on the Ukrainian revolutionary movement, 1917-1923, and on post-World War II Ukrainian refugees. For information on collections related to Ukraine and other Central and Eastern European countries at the University of Toronto, see the Collections webpage for the Petro Jacyk Central and East European Centre. A detailed guide to archival and library collections in Canada, Arkhivna ukrainika v Kanadi: dovidnyk, was compiled by Iryna Matiash in 2010.

Several libraries have notable Czechoslovak and Czech collections. Indiana University Libraries (Bloomington) emphasizes Czech émigré materials and has one of the best such collections in North America. It also collects deeply in Czechoslovak history and Czech belle-lettres. Indiana, the Getty Museum, Yale's Beinecke, Columbia, Illinois, the New York Public Library, Harvard, and the University of Toronto all house rich collections of Czech modernism, with wonderful examples of the interplay between content (text) and graphic design (image—i.e., typographic design, the linocut, etching, photo-illustration, photomontage, photogravure, woodcut, and photo-collage) (Davis 2021). The University of Chicago Library holds the Archives of the Czechs and Slovaks Abroad (ACASA). The University of Pittsburgh fills a niche for Slovak materials, and in recent years the University of Ottawa has been expanding its Slovak library and archival collection to support the Chair of Slovak Studies established there in 1990. The University of Nebraska-Lincoln Libraries house major Czech heritage collections documenting immigration and exile after World War II and the Prague Spring.

Great Hungarian research collections are associated with universities where Hungarian studies began and continue to be pursued as an academic field, especially at Columbia and Indiana. Worth noting as well are smaller collections at University of California, Berkeley; Rutgers; Pittsburgh; and Case Western Reserve, among others (Niessen 2013).

News about newly received, cataloged, or digitized special collections is featured regularly in ASEEES's Newsnet (open access). The subscription-based journal Slavic & East European Information Resources includes an "In Our Libraries" column where contributors describe, in depth, material in local repositories that has particular value in terms of subject matter, language specialization, or format (e.g., photographs, manuscripts, rare books). Both WorldCat (WorldCat.org (open access) and WorldCat via FirstSearch) and ArchiveGrid (open access) are excellent starting points to uncover archival collections held by thousands of libraries, museums, historical societies, and archives.

Research engagement with collections can be tracked through definitive abstracting and indexing databases, such as Historical Abstracts, the MLA International Bibliography, and Worldwide Political Science Abstracts.

Professional Development and Networks

The Slavic and East European library community is well organized, service-oriented, helpful, and friendly. We stay in touch and communicate with each other through several channels. The most important forum for networking is Slavlib, the Slavic librarians’ listserv, which should be joined straightaway as it’s the go-to resource for everything from advice on vendors, tips on establishing new approval plans, help with complex research questions and verifying citations, to exchanging duplicate copies or connecting donors with library homes for their material. One can expect an expert response to most questions immediately or within hours. Similarly, the Slavic Reference Service, run by the University of Illinois Library, is an invaluable resource for locating items, answering difficult reference questions, troubleshooting fonts and keyboards for vernacular languages,
and securing digital copies of material held by the University Library. The expert staff also provide virtual consultations, regardless of institutional affiliation.

There are two professional library groups to join. The first is the Committee on Libraries and Information Resources (CLIR), part of the Association for Slavic, East European, and Eurasian Studies (ASEEES). Members are librarians in the fields of Slavic, East European, and Eurasian studies who, through subcommittees, work throughout the year on a wide range of topics, including but are not limited to collection development, copyright, and education and access. New participants are actively encouraged to join one of the subcommittees, which involves a three-year commitment. In-person meetings are held once per year at the annual ASEEES convention. The second group is the European Studies Section (ESS) of the Association of College & Research Libraries (ACRL), which promotes cooperation between libraries and scholars in European fields and publishers and book dealers in Europe, and is involved in coordinating the acquisition, organization, and use of information sources originating in or related to European countries. This work is facilitated through several groups, including the Slavic Cataloging and Metadata Committee, and the Slavic and Eastern European Discussion Group. Meetings are held at least twice a year: online in midwinter and in-person or online during the American Library Association’s annual conference.

Aside from CLIR (ASEEES) and ESS (ACRL), three regional consortia help coordinate work with Central and Eastern European library collections through biannual in-person meetings and listservs: the East Coast Consortium of Slavic Library Collections (EEC), the MidWest Slavic and Eurasian Librarians’ Consortium (MidSlav), and the Pacific Coast Slavic and East European Library Consortium (PacSlav). The revived Slavic Library Institute, run by the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, brings together and benefits graduate students in library and information sciences, along with early-career librarians, interested in or responsible for collections and user services in Central and Eastern European Studies. The Institute draws on leading national and international experts in the field as lecturers.

The quarterly, peer-reviewed, subscription-based Slavic & East European Information Resources (SEEIR) is the primary journal in English for research articles on Slavic and Eastern European book history, collections, digital projects, metadata services, and librarianship. It has been published since 2000, first by Haworth Press, and presently by Taylor and Francis. The journal also includes book reviews, memoirs, and “Internet” and “In Our Libraries” columns. For a historical perspective, Solanus is invaluable. The international journal, with contributions by North American librarians on American and Canadian topics, was published by the School of Slavonic and East European Studies at University College London in two series, the first as a bulletin from 1966 to 1985, and the new series journal from 1987 to 2013.

To keep up with general scholarship beyond librarianship, such as academic research and book reviews, be sure to occasionally browse the following three journals:

- **Slavic Review**, an international interdisciplinary journal devoted to the study of eastern Europe, Russia, the Caucasus, and Central Asia; published since 1941, and a membership journal of ASEEES. Subscription resource.
- **Slavic and East European Journal** covers Slavic and East European languages, literatures, cultures, linguistics, and methodology/pedagogy; published in its current form since 1957 by AATSEEL. Subscription resource.
- **Canadian Slavonic Papers**, a quarterly interdisciplinary journal devoted to problems of Central and Eastern Europe; published since 1956, in English and French, by the Canadian Association of Slavists. Subscription resource.

Librarians of Slavic and East European studies use newsletters and social media to contribute, on a rather ad hoc basis, news about local collections, digital projects, and research tools, with the best and most informative sources taking the form of blogs. There is an irregular library column in the ASEEES NewsNet. Some institutions, such as the Petro Jacyk Central and East European Centre at the University of Toronto Libraries, publish annual
newsletters, such as the *PJRC Update*, which has come out annually since 2008. The European Language Division of Harvard’s Widener Library contributes an engaging blog, as do the European Division of the Library of Congress, the Curator for Slavic and East European Collections at New York Public Library, and other institutions. See, for example, *Harvard Library’s Slavic blog*; *Library of Congress International Collections – European Reading Room*; and *New York Public Library Posts from the Slavic and East European Collections*.

---

**Key Takeaways**

Librarianship in Central and Eastern European studies is challenging and rewarding.

- Develop close relationships with faculty, donors, and friends of the library.
- Hone your communication and persuasion skills to justify budgets and labor to serve your community of users.
- Coordinate closely with liaison librarians in other disciplines at your institution to avoid duplication of effort.
- Build relationships with rare-book librarians and archivists to identify, collect, and preserve unique material.
- Keep up with computing techniques and approaches to data analysis, visualization, organization, storage, and retrieval that are used by researchers to study topics of interest in the social sciences and humanities.
- Reach out to and ask questions of the collegial and well-organized community of Slavic and East European librarians via *Slavlib*.
- Consult, cooperate, and coordinate collection development with libraries within the same state, province, or region.

---
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**Link List**

(accessed December 2023)
• Alexandra Isaievych (email address). is.svitlo@gmail.com.
• Alma Littera Group. https://almalittera.lt/.
• American Association of Teachers of Slavic and East European Languages (AATSEEL). https://www.aatseel.org.
• Antiquarian Booksellers’ Association of America (ABAA). https://www.abaa.org/.
• Archives of the Czechs and Slovaks Abroad (ACASA; University of Chicago Library). https://www.lib.uchicago.edu/collex/collections/archives-czechs-and-slovaks-abroad-acasa/.
• ArchiveGrid. https://researchworks.oclc.org/archivegrid/.
• Arts & Humanities Citation Index. https://clarivate.com/webofsciencegroup/solutions/webofscience-arts-and-humanities-citation-index/.
• Cambridge University Press. https://www.cambridge.org/.
• Canadian Association of Slavists. https://slavists.ca/.
• Catalogs of the Vernadsky National Library of Ukraine (Каталоги – Національна бібліотека
• Center for Russian, East European, and Eurasian Studies at the University of Michigan. https://li.umich.edu/crees.
• Centre for European, Russian, and Eurasian Studies at the University of Toronto. https://munkschool.utoronto.ca/ceries.
• Česká národní bibliografie (Czech National Bibliography). https://aleph.nkp.cz/F/3M5XQL4DV9PVT3PYA5V556LK4R6AK897TY2FHXE4FL6IHNEH18290?func=file&file_name=find-
b&local_base=CNB&CON_LNG=ENG.
• Collections (Petro Jacyk Central and East European Centre). https://pjrc.library.utoronto.ca/our-
collection.
• Committee on Libraries and Information Resources (Association for Slavic, East European, and Eurasian Studies (ASEEES)). https://www.aseees.org/about/committees/clir.
• Cornell University Press. https://www.cornellpress.cornell.edu/.
• Country-level resources (Slavic Reference Service). https://www.library.illinois.edu/ias/spx/slavicresearchguides/country/.
• Czech heritage collections (University of Nebraska-Lincoln Libraries). https://libraries.unl.edu/czech-american-collections.
• Davis Center for Russian and Eurasian Studies at Harvard University. https://daviscenter.fas.harvard.edu.
• European Bibliography of Slavic and East European Studies (EBSEES).

- European Studies Section (ESS). [https://acrl.ala.org/ess/](https://acrl.ala.org/ess/).
- Factiva. [https://www.dowjones.com/professional/factiva/](https://www.dowjones.com/professional/factiva/).
- FBC. [https://fbc.pionier.net.pl/](https://fbc.pionier.net.pl/).
- General resources (Slavic Reference Service). [https://www.library.illinois.edu/ias/spx/slavicresearchguides/subsourgen/](https://www.library.illinois.edu/ias/spx/slavicresearchguides/subsourgen/).
- Glagoslav Publications. [https://glagoslav.com/](https://glagoslav.com/).
- Guide to Open Access Historical News Sources from Slavic, East European and Eurasian Countries. [https://www.eccslavic.org/newspapers](https://www.eccslavic.org/newspapers).
- Harvard Library’s Slavic blog. [https://blogs.harvard.edu/slaviccollection/](https://blogs.harvard.edu/slaviccollection/).
- Harvard University Library. [https://library.harvard.edu/](https://library.harvard.edu/).
- Harvard University Press. [https://www.hup.harvard.edu/](https://www.hup.harvard.edu/).
- iBiblioteka (Lithuanian union catalog for 1,200 libraries). [https://ibiblioteka.lt/metis/](https://ibiblioteka.lt/metis/).
- Indiana University Libraries (Bloomington). [https://libraries.indiana.edu/](https://libraries.indiana.edu/).
- Indiana University Press. [https://ipress.org/](https://ipress.org/).
- Institute for European, Russian, and Eurasian Studies at George Washington University. [https://ieres.elliott.gwu.edu](https://ieres.elliott.gwu.edu).
• knyzhkovyi klub “Klub simeinoho dozvillia.” https://bookclub.ua/bookclub/publishing/.
• Latvian Canadian Cultural Centre. https://latviancentre.org/.
- Marenčin PT. https://marencin.sk.
- Michael Fagan Fine Art and Rare Books (email address). mfaganfineart@gmail.com.
- Online Primary Resources for Russian, Caucasian, Central Asian, Eastern and Central Europe Studies (Centre for Russian, Caucasian and Central European Studies). https://onlinenewprimarysources.cercec.fr/.
- Other Resources of the National Library of Belarus. https://www.nlb.by/en/information-
resources/electronic-informational-resources/resources-of-the-national-library-of-belarus/

- Petro Jacyk Central and East European Centre (University of Toronto Libraries). https://pjrc.library.utoronto.ca/.
- Polish Institute of Arts and Sciences of America (PIASA). https://piasa.org/.
- Polish Studies Center at Indiana University. https://polish.indiana.edu.
- Russian, East European, and Eurasian Center at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. https://reeec.illinois.edu.
• Simon Beattie Bookseller. https://simonbeattie.co.uk.
• Slavic & East European Information Resources (SEEIR). https://www.tandfonline.com/journals/wsee20.
• Slavic and Eastern European Discussion Group (European Studies Section). https://acrl.al.org/ess/slavic-eastern-european-discussion-group/.
• Slavic Reference Service (University of Illinois Library). https://www.library.illinois.edu/ias/spx/srs/.
• Slavilb. https://mailman.yale.edu/mailman/listinfo/slavlib.
• Slovart. https://www.slovart.sk.
• Slovenský národný archív (Slovak National Archives). https://www.minv.sk/?sna.
• Toomas Etverk (email address). toomas.etverk@mail.ee.
• Ukrainian Research Institute at Harvard University. https://huri.harvard.edu.
• University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Library. https://www.library.illinois.edu/.
• University of Pittsburgh Press. https://upittpress.org/.
• University of Toronto Press. https://utorontopress.com/.
• University of Wisconsin Press. https://uwpress.wisc.edu/.
• World Newspapers, News Sites, and Magazines Online. https://www.w3newspapers.com/.
• WorldCat.org. https://www.worldcat.org/.
• Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN. https://www.pwn.pl.
• Yale University Press. https://yalebooks.yale.edu/.
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2. Dutch, Flemish, and Afrikaans Studies

JOANNEKE FLEISCHAUER

Map of the Dutch and Flemish-speaking countries of Europe covered in this chapter
Introduction

Librarians charged with developing and maintaining Dutch, Flemish, and Afrikaans language collections face a unique set of challenges. While each language presents its own fully-developed literary and academic traditions filled with opportunities for unique and important research, librarians are often limited in collection development by lack of resources, perceived student disinterest in these disciplines, and departmental obscurity, with the languages often subsumed into German or Germanic-studies departments. This chapter aims to support librarians covering Dutch, Flemish, and Afrikaans collections in overcoming these challenges and to provide a broader understanding of what it means to work in these disciplines.

The countries covered in this chapter are primarily the Netherlands, Belgium, and South Africa and the languages of Dutch, Flemish, and Afrikaans. As with many western European countries, the question of whether to include both current and/or former Dutch colonies is a complicated one. For the purpose of this work, the constituent countries of Aruba, Curaçao, and Sint Maarten, parts of the Kingdom of the Netherlands; and the special municipalities of Bonaire, Sint Eustatius, and Saba are considered as parts of the Netherlands. Although Dutch is the sole official language of Suriname and the majority of its population speaks Dutch, it will not be covered in this chapter.

The disciplines covered beyond Dutch, Flemish, and Afrikaans culture, language, and literature include history, comparative literature, sociology, political science, and anthropology.
The Academic Field

Dutch is relevant in the North American academic sphere primarily from two points of view: language learning and more advanced cultural, historical, and literary studies. These are generally stratified along undergraduate-graduate lines.

At the undergraduate level, Dutch is typically offered within a World Languages context at up to four levels, from beginner to intermediate. More extensive undergraduate programming in terms of a full major in Dutch is offered at very few universities in the US, limited to programs in areas of Dutch immigration at either highly specialized private colleges or large public universities such as Calvin College, Dordt University, the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA), and the University of California, Berkeley (UC Berkeley). Courses in Dutch language are offered in a wider, but still limited, context, often as a subsidiary of Germanic departments at other large public universities such as the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, the University of Michigan, Indiana University, and the University of Minnesota. While there are no full PhD programs related to Dutch, Flemish, or Afrikaans, doctoral students can opt to study any or all of the above within the context of Germanic studies, political science, history, or other related disciplines (DeWulf 2019).

The undergraduate Dutch-language classroom presents unique challenges to instructors and librarians alike in the world-languages context, as students pursue Dutch for different reasons, not all directly related to a passion for Dutch studies. As a result, instructors and librarians will find differing skill and interest levels to be quite common in the classroom, and will need to adapt materials to account for that challenge while maintaining a critical mass of student interest to retain Dutch language programs. In the North American academic setting, Flemish is not taught separately from Dutch from the Netherlands, although classes will include Belgian historical and cultural topics. Afrikaans, although distinct, is even more rarely covered, and at this time appears to be taught only at UCLA.

Staying current in the landscape of Dutch studies is a balancing act between cultivating personal relationships within the relatively easily surveyable academic landscape and membership in several relevant associations and networks. In North America, the American Association for Netherlandic Studies covers interdisciplinary subjects to promote Dutch language, literature, and culture in the US (American Association for Netherlandic Studies 2021). Likewise, the Canadian Association for the Advancement of Netherlandic Studies/Association canadienne pour l’avancement des études néerlandaises serves a similar purpose. For a perspective from outside North America, there is the Association for Low Countries Studies for the UK and Ireland, which maintains an active blog, and De Internationale Vereniging voor Neerlandistiek (The International Association of Dutch Studies). The H-Net network H-Low Countries is an academic forum focused primarily on national histories of Dutch-speaking countries. The most prominent funding source from the Netherlands for study of Dutch comes from the Taalunie (Union for the Dutch Language), which supports Dutch language promotion projects with the goal of increasing the number of Dutch language courses in higher education in foreign countries (Taalunie, n.d.).

The dispersed nature of the field in the US results in a primarily virtual learning environment, both for connecting academics from various universities and for disseminating updates about Dutch Studies and Dutch perspectives on European studies. While English-language monographs are increasingly available in eBook format, most Dutch literature and non-fiction remains available only in print. Casalini Libri, a supplier of books and journals, has made inroads on providing foreign language electronic publishing in Italian, and having recently merged with the Dutch supplier Erasmus Boekhandel, it may be making Dutch language eBooks available in the future. For Flemish, Flanders Literature is an entire website dedicated to Flemish literature, authors, translators, and publishers.

Afrikaans is offered at US universities when there is a demonstrated research or curricular need. It has been taught irregularly in class mode and is often offered through African studies departments or as part of Germanic studies departments, as was the case at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Due
to budget and program cuts related to low enrollment for less commonly taught languages, Afrikaans has, however, virtually disappeared from language curricula. Some universities that include Afrikaans sporadically in their language curriculum include Harvard University, Yale University, the University of Pennsylvania, and the University of California, Berkeley. Afrikaans courses center on language learning, historical linguistics, and literary study.

There are several organizations and websites that promote the Afrikaans language:

- **Voertaal** (Main Language): Offers literary, cultural, and historical resources, alternating in the Dutch and Afrikaans languages.
- **PEN Afrikaans**: One of the many PEN centers affiliated with PEN International.
- **Het Zuid-Afrikahuis** (South Africa House): International institute that focuses on the language, culture, and history of South Africa; holds the largest collection of South African literature in Europe.

Gents Centrum voor het Afrikaans en de Studie van Zuid-Afrika (Ghent University’s Center for Afrikaans and the Study of South Africa) and De leerstoel Zuid-Afrika: talen, literatures, cultuur en maatschappij (Ghent University’s Department of South Africa: Languages, Literatures, Culture, and Society) are two of the most important programs in Europe where one can study Afrikaans.

Staying current with the academic field in Dutch, Flemish, or Afrikaans requires creating and maintaining relationships across campus, whether with individual faculty and students, respective departments, or relevant centers on campus. Cultivating relationships and having conversations around research and new publications, especially with vendors and publishers, will help librarians stay current on recent research trends in academia. Promotional materials and book lists from vendors and publishers can be of enormous value when tackling a new discipline in collection development. Lastly, cultivating relationships with other librarians in the discipline and joining library associations and organizations will also aid in getting to know a new field. Creating a support system of librarians, faculty, and other stakeholders in the field is one of the most important aspects of getting to know the academic disciplines.

**Publishing Landscape**

**The Netherlands**

The Netherlands is well known for its reading culture and thriving publishing industry. It produces a large amount of contemporary fiction, much of which has been translated into other languages. The international stature of Dutch literature has received increased attention through different campaigns organized by Nederlands Letterenfonds (Dutch Foundation for Literature). Letterenfonds, for example, subsidized funding for *The Discomfort of Evening* by Marieke Lucas Rijneveld, which won the 2020 International Booker Prize. In 2016, the Netherlands and Flanders were the host countries at the Frankfurter Buchmesse (Frankfurt Book Fair). In 2020, publications of non-fiction titles grew with popular topics such as Black Lives Matter, #metoo, Dutch colonial history, and climate change. An increase in publications by previously silenced voices, such as authors from diverse backgrounds, also grew significantly (Nederlands Letterenfonds 2021, 27).

Arguably, the three major Dutch authors that should be present in any collection are Willem Frederik Hermans, Harry Mulisch, and Gerard Reve. A more recent line-up of authors includes Arnon Grunberg, Arthur Japin, Annejet van der Zijl, Joost Oomen, Marieke Lucas Rijneveld, Sheila Sitalsing, Kader Abdolah, Ilja Leonard Pfeijffer, and Anna Enquist.

Major Dutch publishers for fiction and nonfiction are the following:
Small publishers are of great importance in the Netherlands, contributing about 10 million titles to the literary and cultural output in 2019 (KVB Boekwerk 2020). The largest academic publishers include:

- Brill
- Elsevier
- Amsterdam University Press
- Leiden University Press

Ebooks are popular in the Netherlands. In 2014, sales generated by Dutch-language ebooks totaled four percent of the total turnover of Dutch language books; in 2020, this number had grown to 5.9% (Koninklijke Vereniging van het Boekenvak 2021). Primary materials are increasingly available through online repositories. Delpher, a website developed by the Koninklijke Bibliotheek (KB; National Library of the Netherlands), provides full-text Dutch language historical newspapers, journals, books, and radio reports.

Nederlab brings together all digitized Dutch texts from the year 800 to the present on one platform. It is a collaboration between KB, university libraries, de Digitale Bibliotheek voor de Nederlandse Letteren (DBNL; Digital Library for Dutch Literatures), Huygens Instituut voor Nederlandse Geschiedenis (Huygens Institute for the History of the Netherlands), Instituut voor de Nederlandse Taal (Dutch Language Institute), and Het Meertens Instituut (The Meertens Institute). The DBNL itself is a digital collection of Dutch literary, linguistic, and cultural historical texts from early times to the present; it also includes Flemish literary corpora.

Another digital collection that deserves mention is Early Dutch Books Online, a collaboration between KB, the University of Amsterdam, and the University of Leiden. It provides access to 11,240 Dutch-language books from 1781-1800. This collection has now been incorporated into Delpher.

The Netherlands Research Portal, available via OpenAIRE from the European Union, provides open access scholarly information, datasets from some data archives, and descriptions of research projects, researchers, and research institutes. Although discontinued in July 2023, the National Academic Research and Collaborations Information System (NARCIS) can still be consulted for links to other resources.

According to the Rathenau Instituut, the prospects of academic publishing in the Netherlands are mixed and generally more technical. Although the total research output in the Netherlands has risen steadily since 2003, the majority of this growth can be attributed to publications in healthcare and medicine. Between 1997 and 2019, however, while the share of publications from non-technical fields decreased, the number of publications from social sciences and humanities also increased steadily. Furthermore, the Dutch academic space is a rather international one, as only 63% of publications from the Netherlands have a Dutch first author (Rathenau Instituut 2021).

**Flanders (Belgium)**

In Flanders, there are three historically canonized authors who will likely be found in any Dutch-language library collection: Willem Elsschot, Hugo Claus, and Louis Paul Boon. The new generation of Flemish fictional authors includes some of the most influential authors in Flanders today: Dimitri Verhulst, Saskia de Coster, Kristien Hemmerechts, Tom Lanoye, and Stefan Hertmans. Literature has also become more diverse in Flanders, with increased numbers of publications by female authors and authors with immigrant backgrounds.
Although previously somewhat obscure, Flemish non-fiction has steadily grown in popularity, with authors such as Bart van Loo (*De Bourgondiers; The Burgundians: a Vanished Empire* [translation]) and David van Reybrouck (*Congo, een geschiedenis; Congo: The Epic History of a People* [translation]) achieving celebrity status. Hugo Brems, professor of Dutch literature, argues that this trend began in the late 1980s, with travelogs, oral histories, and researched monographs following soon thereafter (Peeters, n.d.).

The major publishers for fiction and nonfiction in Belgium are Uitgeverij Vrijdag, Uitgeverij Houtekiet, De Bezige Bij, Lannoo, and Standaard Uitgeverij. The publishers for academic subjects in Flemish include the university presses along with Elsevier, Brill, and Brepols. In 2018, eBook formats accounted for about 25% of the distribution of book sales.

### South Africa

The publishing landscape of South Africa has a long and varied history closely tied to the country's colonial and apartheid pasts. During the colonial period, the book and publishing industry in South Africa was controlled by colonists, with English and Dutch the dominant languages (Möller 2014, 859). European missionary presses played an important role as an extension to the colonial powers, promoting Christianity and Western culture.

In postcolonial South Africa, the landscape of the publishing industry was intimately connected with the rise of the National Party, which promoted the Afrikaans language. National Party-supported Afrikaner publishing houses like Van Schaik and Nasionale Pers dominated the industry in the 1920s and 1930s (Möller 2014, 860). Language became a tool of racial oppression, with the competing consequences between the English and Afrikaans languages leading to suppression of indigenous languages and Black interests. Certain authors were banned during apartheid, forcing them into exile and to publish abroad. The dire situation in South Africa during this time resulted in literary fiction characterized by conflict, division, and political activism.

These trends changed with the end of apartheid, 1990-1994, as publishers became interested in titles aimed at all groups in South Africa instead of particular segments of the population. While some publishing and translating in African languages has since taken place, the majority of output in South Africa is still in English or Afrikaans.

According to Möller (2014, 869), the publishing industry in South Africa continues to grow, with a focus on the educational and trade markets. The educational market remains the largest segment of the publishing industry, but the trade market is growing, with authors and themes becoming more diverse. The report summary of “Publishing of Books and Other Publications” suggests that the South African publishing industry focuses on educational content, with Pearson South Africa being the largest educational publisher, and that the market for trade books is small (Veitch 2019). Educational institutions are slowly transitioning to eBooks and digital content.

According to Attridge (2018), only a small portion of Afrikaans speakers read literary fiction, while contemporary authors rely on translations to reach a wider audience. Despite these challenges, Afrikaans has seen a resurgence since the end of apartheid. Notable authors writing in Afrikaans and who should be part of any collection are Breyten Breytenbach, André Brink, Etienne van Heerden, and Marlene van Niekerk.

The important South African Literary Awards can be awarded to authors of any of the languages in South Africa. The most prestigious prize in Afrikaans literature is the Hertzogprys (Herzog Prize), awarded by the Suid-Afrikaanse Akademie vir Wetenskap en Kuns (South African Academy for the Sciences and Art); for details on the Hertzogprys, see their list of Pryse en bekronings (prizes and awards). Another important resource for staying current on Afrikaans publishing is the *Johannesburg Review of Books*, an independent literary review on South Africa's literary output.

In general, looking at literary prizes, reading publisher and vendor reports, and scanning recent acquisitions from other libraries are all good ways to keep up with the publishing landscape. Two smaller literary awards are especially notable: De Prijs der Nederlandse Letteren (Dutch Literature Prize), the most prestigious literary
award in the Dutch-speaking world, awarded every three years to an author from Belgium, the Netherlands, or Suriname; and De Libris Literatuur Prijs (the Libris Literature Award), awarded by Libris, an association of independent Dutch booksellers, for novels written in Dutch. Using approval plans and reading new title announcements (often referred to as “slips”) from vendors are sure ways to receive current publications and stay up to date with recent literary output. Publishing Perspectives is a useful website and newsletter, reporting on international book publishing news, trends, and issues. And collaborating with other institutions can be a way to maximize resources, and may result in a deeper and more diverse collection.

Collection Development Tools

The two main academic library vendors for the acquisition of English-language titles in North America are GOBI Library Solutions and ProQuest’s OASIS. Both provide eBooks, print books, and metadata for discovery to academic libraries. For eBook acquisitions, their options include title-by-title firm ordering, approval plans, demand-driven acquisitions, and evidence-based acquisitions. For print books, options include title-by-title firm ordering, approval plans, awards programs, series, rush order service, and out-of-print books.

When looking to order titles in Dutch or Flemish, there are two options for North American libraries: Erasmus Boekhandel and Harrassowitz. Both offer subscriptions, approval plans, title-by-title firm ordering, standing orders, eBooks, and metadata for cataloging. Each company also has representatives for the US and Canada who can work with libraries to fine tune approval plans and answer questions.

Book vendors that distribute books in Afrikaans are the African Books Collective (ABC) and Clarke’s Bookshop. ABC is an African-owned distributor for books from Africa that offers print and eBook titles which can be ordered online. Clarke’s specializes in books on Africa, with a particular focus on Southern Africa.

Out-of-print books can be ordered through a variety of vendors:

- AbeBooks
- AddALL
- Bibliocom
- Bookwire
- International League of Antiquarian Booksellers
- Used Book Search

Despite the popularity of books and reading, the Netherlands does not have a yearly book fair. Belgium, however, holds a well-attended annual book fair, LEES! Het Boekenfestival (Read! The Book Fair), in Antwerp at the beginning of November.

Open Book Cape Town is an annual literary festival in South Africa that aims to attract authors from around the world, showcasing the best of South African literature, and contributing to reading and literacy for young South Africans.

One very important aspect of collection development is assessing the collection on a regular basis. The most important considerations are:

- How well does the collection about a particular subject meet the research and teaching needs of the faculty and students in the department?
- Is there enough space to house the collection?
- What are the usage statistics of print circulation and electronic usage?
- What kind of impact does the collection have on a wider audience?
- Where does the collection fit in comparison with other libraries?
While collections of literary works for Dutch, Flemish, and Afrikaans, and the related budgets, might be relatively small and therefore easier to assess, the interdisciplinary subjects relating to these fields might result in lengthy processes. One example of this is the many books published about apartheid and Afrikaans.

Building out a collection for Dutch, Flemish, and Afrikaans studies requires forming strong long-term partnerships not only with academics who actively teach the corresponding languages, but with faculty in Germanic studies, history, anthropology, political science, and African, Asian, and American Studies departments. Strategic and creative cross-disciplinary collection development requires actively making the case that materials in Dutch and Afrikaans are worth investing in, which can often require a more active advocate role from the librarian than other subject areas. Sources of information about researchers and their scholarly output can be found through journal publications, conference or university presentations, and popular media. Analyzing faculty pages at the department level and understanding the research being conducted can help in making collection development decisions.

Disciplinary Resources

Core Journals

The following core journals focus specifically on the Netherlands and the Low Countries, and primarily relate to history and literature.

- **BMGN – Low Countries Historical Review** covers the history of the Low Countries since the Middle Ages. Open access.
- The **Canadian Journal of Netherlandic Studies / Revue canadienne d’études néerlandaises** has been published twice a year by the Canadian Association for the Advancement of Netherlandic Studies/Association canadienne pour l’avancement des études néerlandaises since 1979. Open access.
- **Dutch Crossing: Journal of Low Countries Studies** covers practically all aspects of Dutch, Flemish, and Afrikaans history, literature, and culture. Published since 1977 on behalf of the Association for Low Countries Studies (UK and Ireland) and currently available through Taylor and Francis Online. Authors have the option to publish Open Access. Subscription resource.
- **Early Modern Low Countries** is dedicated to the study of the early modern Low Countries between 1500 and 1830, from a variety of perspectives. Open access.
- **Internationale Neerlandistiek** covers international Dutch (including South-African) linguistics and literature, including aspects of communication studies, translation, cultural studies, and the culture of the Low Countries in general. Open access.
- **Journal of Dutch Literature** is the most prominent English-language journal covering Dutch literature from the Middle Ages to the present day, with a stated goal of promoting the debate past more typical Dutch language boundaries. Open access.
- **Neerlandistiek** is an electronic journal for Dutch linguistics, literature, and language proficiency. Open access.
- **Tijdschrift voor Nederlandse Taal en Letterkunde** (Journal of Dutch Linguistics and Literature). Open access.
- **Nederlandse Letterkunde** (Journal for Dutch Literary Studies). Open access.
- **TSEG – The Low Countries Journal of Social and Economic History**. Open access.
LitNet, an important South African multicultural online journal, has a large amount of Afrikaans materials and is useful for students interested in cultural, literary, and political issues. Open access.

Tydskrif vir letterkunde (Journal for African Literature) is the oldest literary journal in South Africa and publishes articles on literature and cultural practices. Open access.

Additionally, the Netherlands, Belgium, and South Africa all appear as topical or regional focuses in journals of all disciplines, so a broader knowledge of historical and literary academic journals is helpful to fully grasp the scope of publishing on issues related to Dutch, Flemish, and Afrikaans Studies.

An open access platform for journals, Openjournals.nl, was launched in January 2021, and provides access to academic journals in the social sciences and humanities.

Primary Source Databases

As a replacement for the discontinued National Academic Research and Collaborations Information System (NARCIS), the Netherlands Research Portal via OpenAIRE does include publications and research data related to the humanities and social sciences, although most content is focused on STEM fields.

EuroDocs, from Brigham Young University Library, is a helpful portal to primary source documents from ancient times to the present day for all European countries, including Belgium and the Netherlands. Open access.

Perhaps one of the most useful sources of archival information for North American librarians is Geheugen van Nederland (Memory of the Netherlands), which contains “paintings, drawings, photographs, sculptures, ceramics, stamps, posters, and newspaper clippings from more than a hundred Dutch museums, archives and libraries,” and can often be used instead of costly trips to, or cumbersome requests of, physical archives based in the Netherlands. Open access.

Comparable to primary materials in the Netherlands, Flemish primary materials are also increasingly available through online repositories. Vlaamse Erfgoedbibliotheeken (Flanders Heritage Library), organized by six heritage libraries in Flanders, maintains several databases and collections which aim to preserve heritage library collections and make them accessible to the public. Universities and research institutions in Belgium have made significant strides in establishing open access repositories, including Open Access Belgium.

Europeana, a Europe-wide source that includes the Netherlands and Belgium, can also be an effective source for monographs, music, art, etc. Open access.

The Early European Books database traces the history of printing in Europe from its origins through the close of the 17th century. It represents a diverse array of printed sources and has significant Dutch content sourced from national libraries including the Koninklijke Bibliotheek (KB; Royal Library of the Netherlands). Subscription resource.

Lastly, ProQuest, AM (formerly Adam Matthew), Gale, Brill and Brepols are all main primary source vendors that hold an interesting amount of Dutch, Flemish, and even Afrikaans content. Subscription resources.

Secondary Source Databases

- MLA International Bibliography is a comprehensive index for research works on literature, languages, and folklore. The database is international in scope and contains citations for secondary works in many different languages, including Afrikaans, Flemish, and Dutch. Subscription resource.
- Historical Abstracts covers world history (excluding the US and Canada) from 1450 to the present, and includes citations for secondary sources for Belgian, Dutch, and South African history. Subscription resource.
Periodicals Index Online is an index of citations for articles in the arts, humanities, and social sciences. The scope is international and includes journal articles in Afrikaans and Dutch. Subscription resource.

In addition to these databases, one can also find citations relevant for Dutch, Flemish, and Afrikaans studies in most other subject-specific databases and indexes for the humanities and social sciences.

**News Sources and Media Outlets**

*De Volkskrant*, *de Telegraaf*, and *Algemeen Dagblad* form the bedrock of the Dutch newspaper world, having long held the distinction of the three most circulated dailies in the Netherlands. The largest, *de Telegraaf*, is a center to center-right publication with arguably the “most sensational” headlines. *De Volkskrant*, although Catholic in origin, is center to center-left in orientation today, often appealing to a younger, urbanized audience. *NRC Handelsblad* and *Het Financieele Dagblad* are generally considered business-focused publications, and *Trouw* is arguably the most widely read daily newspaper in the Netherlands that consistently discusses religion; it is not, however, considered conservative. On top of national dailies, a number of regional-level newspapers remain relevant throughout the country.

The weekly circuit is dominated by four major news magazines, with only one, *De Groene Amsterdammer*, increasing in relevance since the major daily papers began integrating opinion columns into their publications around the turn of the 20th century. The others, *HP/De Tijd*, *Vrij Nederland*, and *Elsevier Weekblad* remain relevant but decreasingly so.

In Flanders the media landscape is much more fractured, with at least six different Dutch-language newspapers, including:

- *Het Laatste Nieuws*
- *Het Nieuwsblad* and *De Gentenaar*, which is part of *Het Nieuwsblad*.
- *Gazet van Antwerpen*
- *Het Belang van Limburg*
- *De Morgen*
- *De Tijd*

*Die Burger*, *Beeld*, and *Volksblad* are the three main daily newspapers in Afrikaans. All three are online and provide access to 10 articles per month at no cost.

The subscription news aggregators *Factiva*, *Nexis Uni*, *Global Newsstream*, and *PressReader* provide access to relevant news content from major global newspapers, newswires, industry publications, magazines and reports in English. Factiva and Global Newsstream offer content in Dutch, and Nexis Uni and PressReader offer content in Afrikaans and Dutch.

Television broadcasts in the Netherlands are divided between several commercial networks, including RTL Nederland, SBS6, and Net5, and three channels for publicly funded television, NPO 1, NPO 2, and NPO 3. The main Flemish television network in Belgium is VRT, which has three main channels, VRT 1, VRT Canvas, and Ketnet.

**National and Other Major Libraries and Archives**

The most prominent library in the Netherlands is the national library *Koninklijke Bibliotheek* (KB; Royal Library of the Netherlands), which contains a full repository of all Dutch publications including an extensive colonial
section, newspapers, and journals. Most cataloged items can only be accessed physically in the Hague, but the KB-Catalogue itself is fully accessible online. Government and colonial archives are also housed in the Hague, in the Nationaal Archief (National Archives). If travel to the Netherlands is not feasible, you can submit requests for scans from both the KB and the Nationaal Archief for a fee.

A similar arrangement exists for the Koninklijke Bibliotheek van België (KBR; Royal Library of Belgium), located in Brussels and fully accessible to the public, with some digital collections accessible via the library's website. Like the KB-Catalog, the KBR General Catalog includes an English interface. BelgicaPress is the accessible online collection of Belgian newspapers, and BelgicaPeriodicals performs similar functions for journals from the 17th century to the early 21st century. UniCat (Union Catalog of Belgian Libraries) is a broader catalog of three distinct library networks containing Belgium's academic libraries, and also includes the KBR. On a more local Flemish heritage level, there is the Vlaamse Erfgoedbibliotheken (Flanders Heritage Library), which focuses on preservation of heritage libraries in Flanders. The State Archives of Belgium also has a searchable online catalog.

The National Library of South Africa (NLSA) has locations in Pretoria and Cape Town, and exhibits 47 digital collections, including newspaper collections, political propaganda, and war ephemera. The National Archives & Records Service of South Africa, located in Pretoria, houses archival records on South Africa's history going back to 1892.

The University of Johannesburg Library and the University of Pretoria Library each hold special collections in Afrikaans, such as the Eugene Marais collection of manuscripts and the Witwatersrand collections.

Bibliographies

There are two major bibliographies to be aware of: the Bibliografie van de Nederlandse Taal- en Literatuurwetenschap (BNTL; Bibliography of the Dutch Language and Literary Studies) which contains Dutch, Flemish, and foreign titles of publications on Dutch language and literature from 1940 to the present (so no primary literature), with links to full text when possible; and the Digitale Bibliografie van die Afrikaanse Taalkunde (DBAT; Digital Bibliography of Afrikaans Linguistics), a comprehensive database of Afrikaans linguistics and language-related sources. The African Studies Center in Leiden also keeps a useful bibliographic web dossier, with resources on Afrikaans Literature and Language.

Reference Tools

Biografisch Woordenboek van Nederland (BWN; Biographical Dictionary of the Netherlands) is an academic reference work containing short descriptions of the lives of prominent Dutch persons, mainly from the 20th century. The database contains two sub-projects, Biografisch Woordenboek van Nederland: 1780-1830 and 1880-2000.

Database of Surnames in the Netherlands contains over 300,000 surnames of people of Dutch nationality who lived in the Netherlands in 2007.

Language dictionaries and resources

• Algemeen Nederlands Woordenboek: Online dictionary of contemporary Dutch in the Netherlands, Flanders, Suriname, and the Dutch Caribbean from the Instituut voor de Nederlandse Taal (Dutch Language Institute)
Dutch online grammar course
• Historische woordenboeken: Historical dictionaries for Dutch and Frisian from the Instituut voor de Nederlandse Taal (Dutch Language Institute)
• Nederlandse Sprekwoorden en Gezegden: Searchable dictionary of proverbs and sayings
• SpeakDutch.nl: Free resources to learn how to speak Dutch.
• Taalvragen: Language resources and advice from the Taalunie (Union for the Dutch Language)
• Van Dale: Dutch monolingual and bilingual dictionary.

Maps

• Meertens Kaartenbank: Searchable database from Het Meertens Instituut (The Meertens Institute) of approximately 30,000 culture and language maps for the Low Countries.
• Maps and Plans at the KBR: Cartographical documents from the 16th century to the present day at the Koninklijke Bibliotheek van België (KBR; the Royal Library of Belgium).

Statistics

• Statistics Netherlands: The Netherlands’ Central Bureau of Statistics.
• Statbel: The Belgian statistical office.
• Statistics South Africa (Stats SA).

Distinctive Print Collections

Despite being almost three decades old, the most relevant overview of Dutch Studies collections in the US remains "Mapping Library Resources in Dutch Studies Through the Conspectus," published in 1990 by M.L. Brogan and available through the repository at the University of Pennsylvania. This work sorely needs to be reworked and updated, and this topic represents an excellent opportunity for further research on collections nationwide.

The most well-established Dutch Studies collection at an American university is housed in the University of Wisconsin-Madison Libraries' Special Collections in its “Tank” Dutch Collection, which contains over 5,000 items from the library of Reverend R.J. van der Meulen. The materials primarily cover Calvinist thought and sermons from the 16th through 18th centuries. UW-Madison’s Special Collections department also maintains a collection of over 200 Dutch pamphlets from the 16th and 17th centuries, with a focus on 1672, known as the “year of disasters.” These pamphlets are indexed in Koninklijke Bibliotheek (KB; Royal Library of the Netherlands): Catalogus van de pamfletten-verzameling berustende in de Koninklijke Bibliotheek by W.P.C. Knuttel s-Gravenhage: Algemeene Landsdrukkerij, 1889-1920. Likewise, the Hugo Grotius Collection, containing titles on theology, history, and politics by the 17th-century Dutch jurist and humanist Hugo Grotius, is also housed in UW-Madison’s Special Collections.

The Library of Congress’ Dutch Studies Collections was indirectly founded by way of Thomas Jefferson’s collections of French language and other European materials, and the Library’s history of collecting Dutch materials continues today. The Library of Congress (LC) contains over 200,000 Dutch-related items, with approximately 3,000 added each year. The LC’s collections of Dutch literature and history are arguably the most extensive in the US.

A quick snapshot of some of the larger African Studies and Germanic Studies departments at universities in
the US shows the following numbers of cataloged print titles in Afrikaans: 7,796, Columbia; 4,140, Stanford, 9,077, Yale; and 1,682, Northwestern.

Professional Development and Networks

As small fields, Dutch, Flemish, and Afrikaans Studies do not enjoy a deep trove of networking and professional development opportunities, particularly for librarians. However, they make up in quality what they lack in quantity. The most active and relevant network is the European Studies Section (ESS) email discussion list ESS-L, which includes section news, job announcements, resource updates, and requests for reference assistance. ESS meets virtually and in-person at conferences, and its website provides many useful resources, such as the ESS Dutch Studies Research Guide, with curated lists of scholarly resources that are mostly available at no cost.

The Africana Librarians Council (ALC), a coordinate organization of the African Studies Association, is an active organization of librarians, archivists, and documentalists working with materials from and about Africa. It meets twice a year, once during the Annual meeting of the African Studies Association, and provides useful resources and expertise in Afrikaans.

Other important opportunities include international book fairs, most notably the Frankfurter Buchmesse (Frankfurt Book Fair), which bring together publishers, librarians, and representatives of the private sector from around the world. Members of the Dutch-language publishing world frequently attend such events, especially when the Netherlands or Belgium plays a role as an honorary “host country.” Conferences, like the bi-annual conference organized by the American Association for Netherlandic Studies, are another great opportunity to connect with colleagues.

There are many ways to reach out to users and stakeholders when being new to a subject area. Start having conversations with faculty and students by simply sending an introductory email with all the library services that are offered, such as creating subject guides, conducting library instruction sessions, holding individual research consultations, and acquiring resources. Connect with the different relevant centers on campus; they usually already have many established networks, and often organize various events throughout the year which are likely to connect in some way to the subject area. And promote the collection through exhibits or events in the library. Creating connections and getting to know a new subject area take time and patience.

Key Takeaways

- Dutch, Flemish, and Afrikaans Studies are very rich subject areas, but representations are difficult to find in the American context.
- Examine the existing collection and explore your library catalog; it will hold more resources than expected.
- Building cross-disciplinary coalitions of interested parties is very important.
- Working in these disciplines is a challenging but ultimately highly rewarding environment for
someone new to these subjects.
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Map of the French-speaking countries in Europe.
Introduction

French is the fifth most spoken language in the world, with 321 million speakers. The number of French speakers is growing, with an increase of 17% since 2014, and 79% of the total French-speaking populations around the world use French daily in 36 countries and territories (Organisation internationale de la Francophonie (OIF) 2022, 6). The Francophone world includes France, Francophone Europe, Sub-Saharan Africa, the Maghreb, the Mediterranean, the Indian Ocean, Oceania, Quebec, parts of the US, and the Caribbean. A worldwide map (in French) can be viewed in the 2022 OIF report summary (p. 8–9). French is an official language of 29 countries, the United Nations, the European Union, and other intergovernmental agencies. It is also the second most taught second language in the world (OIF 2022, 4).

As with English (and in competition for dominance with English), the French language has spread worldwide through a history of nationalism, colonialism, and imperialism (Kasuya 2001, 238). The French government has used single-language policies to mandate the use of French, endangering the many regional languages and even penalizing their use through fines or punishment. In recent years, however, France has seen a shift in identity and popular opinion, with support of multilingualism and linguistic diversity. On April 8, 2021, the French parliament adopted the Molac Law in order to promote and protect regional languages such as Basque, Corsican, and Occitan, and allowing for schools to teach the majority of the day in minority languages. The following month, however, the Constitutional Court censured the law, ruling it unconstitutional (Reuters 2021). After widespread protests, France’s Ministry of Education issued a circular stating support for immersion teaching of regional languages (Coffey 2021).

French is actually a language of multilingual communities and countries worldwide. The OIF now explicitly emphasizes the promotion of plurilingualism as its core tenet. It is important to note that the vast majority
of French speakers live on the African continent, where most speakers are multilingual, and French is rarely their first language. French is evolving: “several forms that originate in the French language or combine it with other languages (Nouchi in Côte d’Ivoire, Tolibangando in Gabon, for instance) are developing and being used” (International Organisation of La Francophonie 2018, 6). Using the title and slogan Le français est à nous! (French is ours!), a 2019 publication argues for a people’s movement to “emancipate” the French language from an institutional, fixed understanding and move toward supporting French as a living, evolving language (Candea and Véron 2019). For decades, activists and academics have been pushing for un français inclusif (inclusive French), first with a goal to equally represent women within the language, and now to respect and include gender-nonconforming and nonbinary French speakers (Mackenzie 2019, 18).

Within Europe, French is the official language in France, including its l’Outre-mer (overseas departments and regions): French Guiana, Guadeloupe, Martinique, Mayotte and Réunion; Belgium; Luxembourg; Monaco; and Switzerland. "French is the first language of 12% of the EU citizens (compared with 16% for German, and 13% for English—before Brexit—and Italian). Overall, it remains the 2nd most learnt foreign language in lower secondary school in the EU member countries, after English)” (International Organisation of La Francophonie 2018, 16). While this book focuses on Europe, the majority of the Francosphere resides outside. This chapter will thus stretch beyond Europe, also reflecting the study and teaching of Francophone and French Studies in North American universities.

The Academic Field

The 2020 Ithaka Report Supporting Research in Languages and Literature describes the discipline of languages and literature as being at a crossroads and a critical juncture, with both undergraduate enrollments and tenure-track positions declining:

At the same time, digital methodologies, nontraditional forms of scholarly communication, and alternative career paths present exciting new opportunities to engage wider audiences. The pandemic has also prompted renewed calls for humanistic scholars to contribute to societal dialogues on pressing subjects including collective responsibility, scientific authority, and inequality, including through translational or “public humanities” scholarship. (Cooper et al. 2020, sec. Introduction)

The Modern Language Association (MLA) reports that French enrollments fell by 11.1% between 2013 and 2016, but that 41.5% of all French programs reported either stability or gains. And “a growing number of departments have created tracks, certificates, minors, or majors, often in conjunction with other departments and programs across campus, to appeal to students (and their parents) who want to be assured that a job will be waiting upon graduation.” (Looney and Lusin 2019, 17).

While Francophone and French Studies has a long history of interdisciplinarity, intertwining social sciences and humanities in the curricula and in research, the field is increasing its reach. A snapshot of postings in French on the MLA list in 2021 shows calls for specialization in transdisciplinary fields such as criticism and theory, cultural studies, diaspora studies, transnational or transcultural studies, gender and sexuality studies, post-colonialism, ecocriticism, media studies, digital humanities (DH), visual studies, translation theory, critical approaches to race and ethnicity, and immigration/refugee studies (“MLA Job List” n.d.).

Teaching

Some Francophone and French Studies programs are making significant changes to diversify curricula and
practice inclusive teaching. In 2016, the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages published *Words and Action: Teaching Languages Through the Lens of Social Justice* to promote and support curricular change (with a second edition following in 2018). Jessica S. Miller describes efforts at the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire to “build a curriculum that reflects the diverse identities of French speakers around the world while affirming those of our learners at the same time,” and emphasizes the need for real structural change (Glynn 2018, 91). The University of Washington French Studies program offers interdisciplinary undergraduate and graduate courses in cultural studies, animal studies, eco-criticism, and gender studies. For example, Professor Maya Smith’s *A Comparative Look at Immigrant Cultural Production* uses “an interdisciplinary approach from fields of sociolinguistics, migrant/identity/cultural studies” with a focus on Francophone countries (“French & Italian Studies | University of Washington” n.d.).

Professors are creating and using open educational resources (OER) to meet their own teaching needs, as well as offering access to course materials at no cost to students. French and Francophone OER can be found (and librarians can add them to guides and catalogs) on websites such as the [OER Commons](https://www.oercommons.org) or [Open Textbook Library](https://opentextbook.com).

In addition to writing traditional research papers in French and Francophone studies courses, students may have the option of creative multimodal compositions, digital storytelling, short films, podcasts, or performances. Academic librarians are thus now teaching and advising on issues of copyright, fair use, privacy, media production, and digital tools along with research skills. Faculty are working to help students gain transferable digital communication and technical skills at both the undergraduate and graduate levels. Professor Geoffrey Turnovsky at the University of Washington (UW), for example, created an undergraduate course called *Projects, Pathways, and Possibilities in French Studies*, taught jointly with a graduate section of *Theories of the Text from Medieval Manuscripts to Digital Media*. The course explores print and digital texts, and includes a digital humanities project, using *Text Encoding Initiative* (TEI) to transform a primary source into a digital edition. UW librarians are part of the pedagogy team for the course.

### Scholarship

Ithaka S&R reports that, for language and literature scholars, the notion of “text” has expanded broadly to include films, games, cultural artifacts, architecture and more. Scholars identify a core text (or texts) and search for a unique angle to explore, such as a theoretical or historical framework. “When identifying an angle, novelty is value” (Cooper et al. 2020, sec. Core Text, Physical Text). These humanities scholars use discovery tools, archives, social media, and listservs to find sources. “This emphasis on socially curated discovery is an important way in which language and literature scholars differ in their discovery practices from their colleagues in other disciplines. The proliferation of scholarly outputs and discovery tools has made it more important for language and literature researchers to lean on their peers to decide ‘whose voice matters’ within the scholarly conversation” (Cooper et al. 2020, sec. Research Workflows).

“Research in languages and literature increasingly straddles the material and digital—both in terms of scholars’ workflows and their objects and methods of study” (Cooper et al. 2020, sec. Conclusion). Digitized primary sources by institutions such as the [Bibliothèque nationale de France](https://www.bnf.fr) (BnF; National Library of France) or by cooperatives like the [HathiTrust Digital Library](https://www.hathitrust.org) allow researchers to conduct work remotely, and travel less; visiting is required, however, when there is “a really compelling reason to examine the material object.” Scholars are also raising concerns about “the Western bias of online databases, metadata, and digitized materials” (Cooper et al. 2020, sec. Research Workflows).

Academic writing in Francophone and French Studies is most often completed as a solo project, while digital humanities and public humanities projects are more collaborative. Scholarly communication is highly influenced by tenure requirements. Assistant professors are pushed towards traditional publications, especially books and articles in prestigious journals and presses, with digital projects often undertaken by graduate
students and tenured professors. Conferences and blogs offer scholars opportunities to workshop their ideas before publication (Cooper et al. 2020, sec. Research Workflows).

**Traditional Scholarly Publications**

As in other humanities disciplines, the primary types of publications are monographs and peer-reviewed articles. Contributions to edited collections and critical editions are also important. It should be noted, however, that the monograph is considered by and large as the most significant and desirable publication format. Quantitative measures, such as journal impact factors, are not important (Cooper et al. 2000, sec. Research Workflows).

**Digital Humanities (DH)**

Scholars note that the peer review process, and the tenure and promotion process in academia, serve as gatekeepers for scholarly work: “the continued importance of peer review in the eyes of scholars means that digital projects are unlikely to play a prominent role in tenure and evaluation assessments until they can be formally assessed through a comparable process.” The slow progress in formal acceptance and evaluating DH projects for tenure frustrates the DH community (Cooper et al. 2020, sec. Conclusion). Even if DH is not yet widely accepted for tenure, it is well established in Francophone and French Studies, and provides an opportunity for librarian-faculty collaboration. Libraries can potentially offer guidance on DH tools and skills, project and data management, copyright, web hosting, preservation, and open access publishing.

Francophone and French Studies librarians and scholars are working to track DH projects in the field with the following resources:

- [French and Francophone Digital Humanities Projects](#): a guide maintained by the collection development working group of the [Collaborative Initiative for French Language Collections (CIFNAL)](#).
- [H-France Digital Humanities Database](#): a searchable database of French and Francophone Studies digital projects.
- [Humanités numériques (Digital Humanities)](#): a new French-language journal dedicated to digital scholarship in the humanities and social sciences. Open access.

**Public Humanities**

Language and literature scholars describe three categories of public humanities work: “creating public-facing online research outputs such as websites; taking on the role of a ‘public intellectual’ [by giving public talks, interviews, or writing an op-ed or magazine article]; and conducting community-engaged research” (Cooper et al. 2020, sec. Research Outputs).

As with DH, public humanities work, such as creating public-facing research outputs, giving public talks or interviews, and conducting community-engaged research, is not yet valued highly for tenure and promotion. Scholars themselves do value community engagement and writing for a more general audience. Created in 1979, Carolina Public Humanities, at the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill, has offered programs such as “Feast & Famine: A Brief Cultural History of French Food,” with proceeds benefiting Carteret Community College’s Culinary Program Fund (“Carolina Public Humanities” n.d.). Cooper et al.’s Ithaka report describes a “transformation in modes of scholarship [DH and public humanities] among the next generation of scholars.”
Academic departments are incorporating public humanities into graduate programs to build these skills, which may, some say, also help students pursuing "alt-ac" careers. New York University, for example, offers a graduate course focused on "Public Humanities and French Studies" (2020, sec. Conclusion).

**Scholarly Societies**

Following the activities of scholarly societies devoted broadly to modern languages, language teaching, DH, or Francophone and French Studies in particular can help you keep abreast of developments in the field. Conferences offer networking and learning opportunities; they also come with travel and registration costs, but there may be scholarship opportunities. Easier access to community and learning opportunities can be found on websites, mailing lists, and X (formerly Twitter):

- [American Association of Teachers of French](https://aafrench.org) (AATF), the largest national association of French teachers in the world, publishes *The French Review*, the AATF *National Bulletin*, and conference proceedings. @AATFrench
- The 20th & 21st Century French and Francophone Studies International Colloquium @20thand21st
- The [Asie du Sud Est Research Network](https://asienet.org) (ASERN; Francophone Southeast Asian Studies). @asie_sud_est
- The [Conseil International d'Études Francophones](https://cief.org) (CIÉF; International International Council of Francophone Studies) is based in North America and publishes *Nouvelles Études Francophones*.
- [Coordination Internationale de Chercheurs sur les Littératures Maghrébines](https://ciclim.org) (CICLIM; International Organization of Maghrebi literature researchers) hosts a blog.
- [Diversity, Decolonization, & the French Curriculum](https://diversitydecolonization.org) is a forum to foster conversation about French and Francophone studies, with a focus on diversity, inclusion, equity, and social justice. @DdfcTweets
- The [French Colonial Historical Society](https://frenchcolonial.org). @frenchcolonial
- [H-France](https://h-france.org) is a scholarly organization for Francophone history and culture which hosts a scholarly discussion list and publishes a website with a research repository, an open access review journal, and professional resources. @HFranceWebsite
- [H-Net: Humanities and Social Sciences Online](https://www.h-net.org) is an open international academic space for humanities and social sciences scholarship and teaching. The networks, book reviews, discussions, and resources can help librarians keep up-to-date in the field. See relevant networks such as H-Français, H-French-Colonial, and H-Maghrib, and more.
- The [Modern Language Association](https://www.mla.org) (MLA) is the professional association of language and literature scholars and critics. Follow @MLAnews and conferences hashtags, e.g., #mla22.
- The [Nineteenth-Century French Studies Association](https://www.ncfs.org) (NCFS) organizes an annual colloquium.
- The [Society for French Historical Studies](https://www.societyfrenchhistoricalstudies.org) promotes the study of French and Francophone history, awards prizes, and publishes *French Historical Studies*. @thesfhs
- The [Society for French Studies](https://www.societyfrenchstudies.org) is the largest such association in the UK and Ireland, and publishes the journal *French Studies*. @french_studies.
- [Women In French](https://womeninfrancophone.org) promotes the study of French and Francophone women authors, the study of women's place in French and Francophone cultures or literature, and feminist literary criticism. @WomenInFrench

**Social Media**

Ithaka S&R's [Supporting Research in Languages and Literature](https://www.ithaka-sr.org) reports that language and literature scholars predominantly use Facebook, X (formerly Twitter), and Academia.edu (alongside mailing lists) for networking.
and sharing. ResearchGate is not as widely used in the humanities as it is in STEM. Librarians can keep up with the research and teaching interests of Francophone and French Studies faculty at their institutions, and discover scholars at others, by following them on these platforms. While the tools may change, new and future faculty will likely curate an online presence, as “a strong ‘digital footprint’ is being added to the implicit list of must-haves for graduate students vying for academic jobs” (Cooper et al. 2020, introduction).

Publishing Landscape

In support of the 2017 Frankfurt Book Fair, where France was the guest of honor, Livres Hebdo published a free special issue in 2016 describing the French publishing industry in English. “All About French Publishing” is a digestible resource describing the landscape (with a focus on France), featuring articles about and interviews with publishers and book professionals, ranking the top 200 French publishers, and describing their specialties and subsidiaries (but keep in mind that you can rely on your vendors to keep you current). In addition, the Livres Hebdo website is a helpful resource for keeping current on French book news.

Le Syndicat national de l’édition (SNE; French Publishers Association) reports that print book, audiobook, and eBook sales in France have increased and that reader behavior changed due to COVID-19-related confinements; readership increased and readers diversified their reading practices (Anderson 2020). Sales are up “20.4 percent in 2021 over 2020, and up 24.3 percent over 2019’s sales” (Anderson 2022). Editorial production increased 12.5% from 2020 to 2021, likely due to publishers catching up on postponed titles. eBook publishing is growing at a more moderate pace (3.6%) after an exceptional jump of 13.5% in 2020 due to the impact of COVID-19 restrictions. In 2021, eBook revenue represented 9.3% of publishers’ book sales. Francophone publishing outside of France is also growing, up 17% from 2020 to 2021, and the sale of translation rights increased 17% as well (Syndicat national de l’édition n.d.).

Professional associations offer guidance to publishers and authors as well as list notable titles. With France holding a dominant share of the Francophone book market, the Alliance internationale des éditeurs indépendants (International Alliance of Independent Publishers) advocates for bibliodiversity and for publishers outside of France, bringing together more than 800 independent publishers worldwide (in six languages). Advocates are calling for a “more international and inclusive approach on the part of French publishers” (Trentacosti 2018), describing “a Francophone literary ecosystem that is exclusive in nature and centered on French presses” (Thierry 2020, 68). The Bibliothèque nationale de France (BnF; National Library of France) offers Nouveautés Éditeurs, a webpage announcing new publications, searchable by keyword, publisher, and more.

Like France’s SNE, many countries and world regions have associations that produce information on recent publications and current publishers:

- Worldwide: Alliance internationale des éditeurs indépendants (International Alliance of Independent Publishers) and the Association internationale des Libraires francophones (AILF; International Association of Francophone Booksellers). île en île (Island to Island) provides resources about French-speaking islands.
- Belgium: the Wallonie-Bruxelles Edition website, by the Association des Éditeurs Belges (ADEB; Association of Belgian Publishers) and the Éditeurs singuliers (Atypical Publishers) represent Franco-Belgian publishing and include publisher directories. ADEB reports that the Belgian market relies heavily on French imports of titles.
- Canada: Québec Édition is the outreach arm of French-speaking Canada’s publishing association, L’Association nationale des éditeurs de livres (ANEL; National Association of Book Publishers).
- France: Bureau international de l'Édition française (BIEF; International Bureau of French Publishers)
recently launched a Books from France database and newsletter (both available in English) for an international audience. Le Syndicat national de l'édition (SNE; French Publishers Association) is France’s trade association of book publishers.

- Switzerland: LIVRESUISSE is the association devoted to the Francophone Swiss market.

Publishers

“All About French Publishing” lists the biggest French publishing groups, including Hachette Livre, Editis, Groupe Madrigall, Média-Participations, France Loisirs, La Martinière Groupe, Groupe Albin Michel, and Actes Sud. These conglomerates are home to many familiar publishing houses. Groupe Madrigall, for example, is the corporate holding company for Flammarion and Gallimard. While the book publishing world is too complex, intertwined, and changing, with mergers and acquisitions happening rapidly, to dissect here in tremendous detail, this chapter offers some key publishing names.

Financial rankings are not the most important consideration in collecting for academic libraries; smaller independent and boutique publishers offer important titles. Allary Éditions, for example, founded in 2013, published Riad Sattouf’s graphic novel series L’arabe du futur (The Arab of the Future), which won numerous awards and was translated into English.

North American academics publish widely in university presses in both English and in French. The Association of University Presses offers an annual subject area grid to help scholars find a suitable press. Note that while Francophone and French Studies is not called out individually, there are categories for literature, literary criticism, language, history, and world regions such as European Studies, African Studies, and Caribbean Studies.

Below are examples of recommended publishers for Francophone and French Studies, by publisher location rather than specialization. This list is non-definitive and, for brevity, university presses are not listed by name, but do seek them out by country, region, or state. This list builds on those compiled by European Studies librarians in previous publications (Raufus and Staiger 2020, 23–24). Links are included, but it’s easiest to work through your vendor(s).

Africa

- L’Harmattan à l’étranger (with offices throughout the continent)
- North Africa:
  - La Croisée des chemins
  - Elzad
  - Editions Le Fennec
  - Editions Marsam
- Central Africa:
  - Lettres mouchetées
  - Editions Proximité
- West Africa:
  - Editions Amalion
  - Jimsaan Éditions
  - Panafrika/Silex/Nouvelles du Sud (Africa Vivre lists books from this publisher)
The Americas

- Canada:
  - Editions Alto
  - Editions du Boréal
  - Leméac Editeur
  - Libre Expression
  - Québec Amérique

- Caribbean:
  - C3 Editions
  - Caraïbéditions
  - Editions Jasor
  - Editions Nestor

Europe

- Belgium:
  - Editions Academia
  - Académie royale de Belgique
  - Brepols
  - De Boeck
  - Peeters

- France:
  - Albin Michel
  - Actes Sud
  - Editions de l’Aube
  - Flammarion
  - Gallimard
  - Classiques Garnier
  - Editions (Bernard) Grasset
  - Les Éditions de Minuit
  - Les Éditions de l’Olivier
  - L’Harmattan
  - Honoré Champion
  - Jean-Claude Lattès
  - Editions Julliard
  - Karthala
  - Mercure de France
  - Editions P.O.I.
  - Présence Africaine
  - Stock
  - Editions du Seuil

- Switzerland:
  - L’Age d’Homme
Indian ocean

- Editions Orphie
- Project'îles

Oceania

- Au vent des îles

United States and the United Kingdom

Many US and UK university presses have book series devoted to Francophone and French Studies, such as:

- Contemporary French and Francophone Cultures, Liverpool University Press
- Francophone Postcolonial Studies, Liverpool University Press
- French and Francophone Studies, University of Chicago Press
- New French Thought Series, Princeton University Press
- New Directions in Francophone Studies: Diversity, Decolonization, Queerness, Edinburgh University Press
- Scènes francophones: Studies in French and Francophone Theater, Bucknell University Press
- The Voltaire Foundation, University of Oxford

Translations

Some university presses offer series of translations of literature from French to English:

- CARAF Books: Caribbean and African Literature Translated from French (University of Virginia Press)
- French Voices, University of Nebraska Press

A searchable translation database of works is available on the Publishers Weekly site. In addition to the major trade publishers, some specialized translation publishers offer English translations of Francophone and French titles:

- Archipelago Books
- Europa Editions
- New Directions
- New Vessel Press
- New York Review Books
One personal tip: If a title has been translated into English, this may (though not always) signal its cultural significance. I often search our collections to see if we have a translated title in French, and order the original French version if we do not.

**Comics and Graphic Novels**

French-language comics and graphic novels (*bandes dessinées*) are taught in higher ed curricula, and there is a growing field of related scholarly research. Find helpful guidance and information, including a list of recommended publishers, about *European Comics and Graphic Novels* in the *European Studies Research Guide* from the European Studies Section of the Association of College & Research Libraries (ACRL) and on the Library of Congress website: *Bande Dessinée: Comics & Graphic Novels*. The University of Florida offers a “*French & Francophone Comic Books at UF*” digital exhibit with an informative history and a selection of recent French and Francophone titles (Huet and Valoz, n.d.). Prizewinners are promoted by the *Association des Critiques et journalistes de Bande Dessinée* (ACBD; Association of Critics and Journalists of Comics).

**Prizes**

Livres Hebdo offers a comprehensive listing of literary prizes (*Tous les prix littéraires*) on their website. Of these, the following make up the *Grands prix d'automne*, or major prizes, in France:

- The *Académie Française* (French Academy) Prizes include the Grand prix de la francophonie.
- The Prix Decembre, originally known as the Prix Novembre, was designed to be a sort of “anti-Goncourt,” rewarding a novel overlooked by the other major literary prizes.
- The Prix Femina is awarded by a jury composed exclusively of women.
- The Prix Goncourt, awarded by the Goncourt Academy, is often considered the most prestigious award for a Francophone novel.
- The Prix Interallié, created by journalists, is awarded to a novel written by a journalist.
- The Prix Médicis, originally conceived to reward lesser-known authors, is awarded for French-language fiction.
- The Prix Renaudot for Francophone novels competes with the Goncourt, and is often described as the second-most prestigious award.

The Livres Hebdo list also promotes prizes outside of France, such as the *Prix des Cinq continents de la Francophonie* (Prize of the Five Continents of the Francophonie), organized by the OIF, and the *Prix Senghor du premier roman francophone* ([Léopold Sédar] Senghor prize for a first Francophone novel).

Search Google for country-specific prizes as well; use keywords “prix littéraire [name of country]” or “literary prize [name of country]” to explore. Within Europe, for example, you'll find:

- *Les Prix de la Fédération Wallonie-Bruxelles* (Belgium)
- *Le Prix Batty Weber* Luxembourg's national literary prize
- *Le Grand Prix suisse de littérature* (Switzerland)
Keeping Current

Working with vendors is the best way to keep up-to-date with the publishing world. Vendor websites offer lists of new acquisitions and thematic compilations of suggested titles. If budgets allow, attending book fairs will teach you more in one week about the publishing landscape than you can learn in years at your desk. Talking directly with book professionals and perusing their new releases allow for in-depth personalized learning. While attending a fair, visit some local independent bookstores. You’ll find the booksellers to be knowledgeable professionals who can further suggest relevant titles for purchase. Book fairs are discussed further in the section on Collection Development Tools, below.

The New Books Network’s French Studies channel hosts podcast interviews with scholars of France. You can also follow this on X (formerly Twitter) @NewBooksFrance.

Open access

French-language open access (OA) journals have a strong presence, and opportunities for OA publishing are growing. In 2017, France adopted the “Digital Republic Law” (Loi pour une République numérique), allowing humanities and social science scholars to deposit an approved open-access version of their publications after 12 months. The law also includes a text and data mining exception for non-commercial research ("The French Publishers Association" n.d.). There are many OA repositories as well as publishers, such as the following:

- **HAL** is an interdisciplinary open archive.
- **OpenEdition**, from the Centre pour l’Édition Électronique Ouverte (Cléo), offers access to humanities and social sciences scholarship with a “Freemium” subscription, through which HTML versions are publicly available; institutional subscriptions allow for downloadable PDF and ePub formats.
- **CAIRN** offers some of its content openly, with access varying by journal. The CAIRN International Edition offers English-language content.
- **Humanities Commons** offers a central repository for OA scholarly publications in Humanities fields.

Faculty and students may also deposit their scholarship at their own institutions. Libraries can activate OA collections in their catalogs or discovery systems through OpenURL, linking to resources such as the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ) and the Directory of Open Access Books (DOAB).

Collection Development Tools

This section will assume a library is collecting Francophone and French Studies materials primarily in French and English, but scholarship and literature is published in other languages, and the vendors mentioned here do offer materials in other languages as well, as do OA repositories. Some parts of any academic library collection will likely be managed more centrally, such as central approval plans, eBook and eJournal packages, and patron- and evidence-based acquisition programs. Through vendor databases, you can often see if other libraries in your consortium own a title, which can help you stretch your dollars.
North American Vendors/Distributors

North American academic libraries can use EBSCO's GOBI Library Solutions and ProQuest's OASIS for purchasing English-language titles and some in other languages, including French. Both vendors are full-service tools which offer approval plans, new title notifications (i.e., “slips”), as well as firm order services for print and eBooks from US, UK, Canadian, and some European publishers. Both also support all major integrated library systems and can provide metadata of acquired titles. Reviews of titles from sources like Booklist, Choice, Library Journal, and Publishers Weekly are available on records in GOBI and OASIS.

International Vendors/Distributors

Libraries may also use one or more international vendors to purchase print and electronic French-language content. These vendors are largely small, family-owned businesses that offer specialized services. Copyright and pricing laws vary globally, and vendors are able to acquire materials and provide access to North American libraries. They are available by appointment, and are often at library conference exhibit halls such as the American Library Association’s annual conference. These vendors are a big part of the European Studies librarian community, attending social events, programs, meetings, and discussion groups organized by the European Studies Section (ESS) of ACRL. The SALALM (Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials) community includes vendors who cover Francophone Caribbean countries; Libros de Barlovento specializes in publications from Haiti.

The European vendors listed below offer materials in all formats (books, eBooks, periodicals, films) through approval plans, standing orders, cataloging records, slip notifications or new title announcements, and firm ordering from an extensive database. They also offer “out-of-print” or “OP” searches, and can piece together suggested lists for you based on a given topic.

• Amalivre, a French full-service vendor based in Paris, offers print books and eBooks on their own platform. They offer French and Francophone titles, including graphic novels, from countries worldwide.
• Casalini Libri, a full-service vendor based in Italy, specializes in humanities and social sciences print and electronic publications from Europe. For French-language titles, this includes France, Belgium, and Luxemburg. At present, Casalini’s Terrosa platform includes eBooks only in Spanish and Italian, but it does have some French eJournals. In 2020, Casalini acquired Erasmus (with offices in Amsterdam and Paris), which will grow their French-language offerings.

French-language eBooks

You may find French and Francophone Studies eBooks in GOBI and OASIS, and on platforms such as Project MUSE and JSTOR. International copyright is complex, and author rights vary from country to country. eBooks that are available to individuals may thus not be available to North American academic libraries, but publishers are opening up and more platforms are becoming available. The following companies offer eBooks on their own platforms:

• Amalivre
• CAIRN and CAIRN International Edition
• Classiques Garnier
• Érudit
Book Fairs

ESS maintains a list of European book fairs, such as the Festival du Livre de Paris (formerly known as the Salon du Livre), Maghreb-Orient des Livres, and the Foire du livre de Bruxelles. Many ESS members have reported on their travels in ESS newsletters. Book fairs are a tremendous way to learn about important authors and publishers. Some allow you to purchase on site, others do not. You can tell the vendors what your department’s interests are, and they’ll load your arms with relevant titles! It’s wise to communicate with your vendor representatives before you go to strategize and avoid duplication.

Reviews and Literary Magazines

There are many general review sources for books, such as Booklist, Choice, Library Journal, and Publishers Weekly. French Studies, The French Review, and other peer-reviewed journals, however, contain reviews that would be more targeted to Francophone and French Studies. You can also find academic book reviews from searches in your discovery tool, in JSTOR, and in Project MUSE (filtering results to “reviews”) rather than going to individual titles.

Words without Borders, available open access, and World Literature Today, available via a subscription, are two useful literary magazines that specialize in international literature and also contain book reviews.

The New York Review of Books, the New York Times, the Times Literary Supplement, the New Yorker, and other literary periodicals often review English translations. You could then purchase the English or original French version, depending on your needs and budget.

French language literary magazines offer a glimpse into current publications and contemporary literature. Check out Critique, Lire magazine littéraire (a merger of Lire and Le Nouveau Magazine littéraire), Livres Hebdo, Le Monde de livres, and La Quinzaine littéraire (Raftus and Staiger 2020, 37).

WorldCat (FirstSearch version) can be used as a collection development tool to find great titles based on what other North American libraries have purchased. Nearing your library's purchasing deadline for each fiscal year, you can search WorldCat to see what has been missed. Here’s an example of what you can do: using “Advanced Search” in WorldCat, search by broad subject heading (e.g., fiction, or [country name] history), limited to books by date (e.g., the past two years), and to French language and non-juvenile, then ranked by number of libraries.

Disciplinary Resources

If you’re new to this field of librarianship, do a google search for French LibGuides and poke through the research guides at various libraries to become acquainted with key search tools and databases. If you’re not new, you can always find something you didn’t know about as you update your own guides.

The Center for Research Libraries (CRL) negotiates with vendors on behalf of CIFNAL (Collaborative Initiative for French Language Collections) members for consortial agreements and discounts, which are listed on CRL’s eDesiderata list. CRL member libraries should contact CRL if interested.
Journals

The OpenEdition journals catalog and the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ) can be filtered by theme and subject category to find open access journals. As an example, here is a list of DOAJ French-language journals filtered to the subject “language and literature.”

There are hundreds of relevant journals from all disciplines (and journals spanning disciplines and borders, such as Diaspora: A Journal of Transnational Studies). It would be impractical to list all here; the select list below focuses on Francophone and French studies journal titles that might be in your budget line. These titles are subscription resources unless otherwise indicated. For better representation of worldwide scholarship in your library’s discovery tool and on guides, it is advisable to provide access to international and interdisciplinary Francophone journals which are generally OA in addition to the core subscription ones.

- Alternative Francophone, University of Alberta. Open access
- Contemporary French Civilization, Liverpool University Press
- CFC Intersections, Liverpool University Press
- Critique: revue générale des publications françaises et étrangères, a monthly literary journal of book reviews and essays.
- Dix-Neuf: Journal of the Society of Dix-Neuviémistes
- L'Esprit Créateur, Johns Hopkins University Press
- Essays in French Literature and Culture, University of Western Australia. Open access.
- Francosphères, Liverpool University Press. Open access.
- French Cultural Studies, Sage Publications
- French Forum, University of Pennsylvania
- French History, Society for the Study of French History
- French Historical Studies, Duke University Press
- French Politics, Culture & Society, Conference Group on French Politics & Society
- The French Review, American Association of Teachers of French
- French Studies, Society for French Studies
- International Journal of Francophone Studies, Intellect
- Modern & Contemporary France, Association for the Study of Modern & Contemporary France (ASMCF)
- Nineteenth-Century French Studies, University of Nebraska Press
- Nottingham French Studies, Edinburgh University Press
- Nouvelles Études Francophones, International Council of Francophone Studies / Conseil International d’Études Francophones (CIEF)
- Présence Africaine, Présence Africaine
- Québec Studies, Liverpool University Press
- Revue d’histoire littéraire de la France, Presses Universitaires de France
- SubStance, Johns Hopkins University Press
- Women in French Studies, Women in French
- Yale French Studies, Yale University Press
Primary Source Databases

Digital collections are proliferating. Brigham Young University Library’s EuroDocs offer links to primary sources in European countries. Look to museum, archive, and national and regional library websites for: bibliothèque numérique (digital library), collections numériques (digital collections), archives en ligne (online archive), or archives numérisées (digitized archives). Some, but not all, of the larger collections will offer English-language search interfaces.

- **African Diaspora, 1860–Present**: From Alexander Street; includes materials from the Caribbean and France. Subscription resource.
- **The ARTFL Project** (The Project for American and French Research on the Treasury of the French Language): A digital collection of 3,500 French texts from the 12th to 20th centuries. Offers OA digital editions, such as the Encyclopédie of Diderot and d'Alembert, and search tools such as “Tout Voltaire.” Subscription resource with some OA content.
- **La Bibliothèque du réseau francophone numérique**: The digital library of the Réseau Francophone Numérique (RFN; Francophone Digital Network); features collections from Belgium, Canada, Egypt, France, Haiti, Ivory Coast, Luxembourg, Madagascar, Morocco, Senegal, and Switzerland. Open access.
- **dLOC, the Digital Library of the Caribbean**: A cooperative of sixty partners in the US, the Caribbean, Canada, Central and South America, and Europe. Content includes newspapers, official documents, ecological and economic data, maps, histories, travel accounts, literature, poetry, musical expressions, and artifacts. Open access.
- **Early European Books**: A European-wide project (following EEBO, Early English Books Online); aims to offer “all European printed material from the early modern period” up to 1700. Content is drawn from major collections like the National Central Library in Florence and the National Library of France. Subscription resource.
- **Electronic Enlightenment**: A database of edited correspondence from important enlightenment figures (including Voltaire), linked together to show relationships. Subscription resource.
- **Europeana**: An initiative of the European Union; serves as a portal to millions of digitized cultural heritage items, including books, art, music, and film, at institutions across Europe. Open access.
- **Francophone Africa; beyond archives**: Digital collections supporting research of French colonization in Africa and its enduring impact. Open access.
- **Gallica**: The digital collections of the National Library of France. Browsable by format type, such as Presse et revues (newspapers). Open access.
- **Portail Mondial des Revues/Global Journals Portal**: 1000 non-European and/or diasporic critical and cultural periodicals from the end of the 18th century to 1989. Open access.
- **Underground & Independent Comics, Comix, and Graphic Novels**: Digitized collection of comics dating from the 1960s to the present, with accompanying interviews and criticism. Subscription resource.

Secondary Source Databases

The European Studies Section (ESS) offers a compiled list of French Periodical Indexes and Guides. For Francophone and French Studies, relevant subject databases depend on the topic, and most are international in scope. Familiar interdisciplinary databases include the subscription databases JSTOR and Project MUSE. I’ll focus more here on disciplinary and French-language interdisciplinary tools.
• Bibliographie de la littérature française (BLF; The Bibliography of French Literature): Online searchable index of French and Francophone literature from the 16th century to today, co-edited by the Bibliothèque nationale de France, the Société d'histoire littéraire de la France, and Classiques Garnier Numérique. Subscription resource.

• The Bonn Online Bibliography of Comics Research: International bibliographic database from the University of Bonn, Germany, for scholarly literature about comics, graphic novels, manga, and related fields. Open access.

• CAIRN: Francophone social science and humanities journals and eBooks from French, Belgian, and Swiss publishers. Offers an English-language platform, CAIRN International Edition (includes all issues and their tables of content, with full-text versions in English when available). Subscription resource, with some open access content.

• Érudit: Full-text humanities and social science open access initiative in French from Québec. Open access with some content only available via a subscription.

• HAL-SHS: Open archive of humanities and social sciences scholarship, supported by the Centre pour la Communication Scientifique Directe (CCSD; Center for Direct Scientific Communication) in France. Open access.

• Klapp-Online: Comprehensive bibliography of French Literature from medieval to contemporary times. Subscription resource.

• Littératures du Maghreb: Database by Coordination Internationale de Chercheurs sur les Littératures Maghrébines (CICLIM; International Organization of Maghreb Literature Researchers), focusing on the literature of Northwest Africa. Open access.

• MLA International Bibliography: Literature, linguistics, folklore, culture studies, and film database from the Modern Language Association. Subscription resource.

• OpenEdition: French organization offering four online platforms for humanities and social science scholarship: journals, eBooks, research blogs, and academic events. Open access; library subscription required for downloadable content.

• Persée: French portal to digitized journals, conference proceedings, series, and books in the humanities and social sciences. Open access.

• Repère: French-language index to scholarly resources, produced in partnership with Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec (BAnQ; National Library and Archives of Quebec). Subscription resource.

• RERO Digital Library: Swiss repository of academic books, theses, articles, and digital objects. Open access.

• Theses.fr: French-language theses and dissertations from universities around the world. Open access.

Also take note that Historical Abstracts covers all aspects of French and Francophone history, while International Medieval Bibliography (IMB) and Iter: Gateway to the Middle Ages and Renaissance cover the Medieval and Early Modern Periods. For French and Francophone film, two important databases are Film & Television Literature Index with Full Text and Performing Arts Periodicals Database. All of these are subscription resources.

Reference Tools

Interdisciplinary encyclopedia collections such as Gale eBooks and Oxford Reference (both subscription resources) are searchable, allowing librarians to link to specific articles (or titles) on research and course guides to highlight topics, such as “Belgian Literature in French” in The New Oxford Companion to Literature in French. Including open web resources in your library catalogs or research guides can offer important perspectives that might be missing in traditional publications.
French-focused Dictionaries

- Dictionnaire de l’Académie française: Dictionary of the French language from the French Academy. Contains all editions back to 1694, allowing for comparisons of meaning, spelling and usage over time, and word histories. The 9th (current) edition is still in publication, with three volumes completed to date. Open access.
- The Dictionnaire des francophones: Open, collaborative dictionary aiming to include all the words of French to reflect the diversity of usage across the world. Open access.
- Le Dictionnaire historique de la Suisse (DHS): Open dictionary of Swiss history. Entries in French, German, and Italian. Open access.
- Le Grand Robert de la langue française: Referred to by its abbreviated title, Le Grand Robert; considered to be the definitive dictionary of French, akin to the anglophone Oxford English Dictionary. An institutional subscription provides online access, with additional content such as synonyms, etymology, word usage, verb conjugation, idioms, and author biographies. Subscription resource.
- Le Robert dico en ligne: Freely available dictionary from Le Robert offering definitions, synonyms, and verb conjugations. While less comprehensive than Le Grand Robert, it still offers an impressive 165,000 definitions. Open access.
- Trésor de la langue française: Historically important 16-volume dictionary of the French language of the 19th and 20th centuries; been digitized and freely available. Provides definitions, history of usage, and etymology. Open access.

Encyclopedias

- Encyclopédie Larousse: Online French-language general encyclopedia from the Larousse publishing house. Open access.
- Encyclopédie ou Dictionnaire Raisonné des Sciences, des Arts et des Métiers: Digitized version of Diderot and d’Alembert’s 18th century encyclopedia. Search full text or browse by headwords. Open access.
- The Encyclopedia of Diderot & d’Alembert Collaborative Translation Project: Translations (French to English) of the famous encyclopedia. Articles are browsable by subject, title, and author. Open access.

News Sources and Media Outlets

Europa World (subscription resource) provides an up-to-date directory of media by country, including press, TV, and radio. Statista (subscription resource) provides detailed consumer information by country.

Google News settings can be configured for news from a specific language and country, offering aggregated current content across a variety of sources. Newspaper websites often offer current articles openly. News behind a paywall can be accessed by your library’s subscription global news databases or via interlibrary loan. It can help to browse titles to get an idea of major newspapers. While it is difficult to find a complete, current list, Wikipedia.fr offers “Presse francophone” as a starting point.

In Europe, TV and radio are generally offered by a mix of state-run and independent media organizations. The state-owned France Médias Monde produces Radio France Internationale (RFI) and France 24 (TV news) for international audiences. Other public television channels include ARTE (France/Germany) and TV5 Monde (financed by Canada, Québec, France, Switzerland, and the Wallonia-Brussels Federation).

In France, France Télévisions (aka france-tv) is a French public television provider, offering 24/7 news via France Info (franceinfo) and other channels. Independent TV includes Canal Plus (aka Canal+), M6, and TFI.
Radio France offers seven radio networks in France. France's overseas departments and territories radio and TV are provided by Outre-Mer 1ère.

French-speaking media in Belgium is offered publically by BX1 and Radio-Télévision Belge Francophone (RTBF), and commercially by RTL TVI.

In Luxembourg, the RTL Group offers multilingual radio and television programming.

In Monaco, TMC Monte-Carlo is part of TF1 (France), with radio broadcasts from Radio Monaco.

Radio Télévision Suisse (RTS) broadcasts radio and television in French. Swiss broadcasters have announced plans to end FM radio in 2024.

Catalogs, Bibliographies, Archives

A map of Francophone national libraries and archives with links is provided by the Réseau Francophone Numérique; it includes Belgium, Benin, Burkina Faso, Cambodia, Cameroon, Canada, the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC), Ivory Coast, Egypt, France, Haiti, Luxembourg, Madagascar, Mali, Morocco, Niger, Senegal, Switzerland, Tunisia, and Vietnam.

Within Europe, Archives Portal Europe provides a centralized search tool of archival collections across Europe. Europeana provides access to millions of items from museums, national libraries, and other cultural institutions across Europe.

Belgium

- Archives de L'Etat en Belgique (Belgium State Archives)
- Bibliothèque Royale de Belgique (KBR; Royal Library of Belgium)
  - Catalog: KBR General Catalog
  - National bibliography: The Belgian Bibliography
- CINEMATEK – Royal Film Archive of Belgium

France

- Archives nationales de France (French National Archives)
- Les Archives nationales d'outre-mer (Archives of French overseas territories)
- Bibliothèque nationale de France (BnF; National Library of France)
  - Catalog: BnF Catalogue général
  - National Bibliography: Bibliographie nationale française
- Institut national de l'audiovisuel (INA): Repository of all French radio and television audiovisual archives
- Système Universitaire de Documentation (Sudoc): Collective catalog of French research libraries

Luxembourg

- Archives nationales de Luxembourg (Luxembourg National Archives)
- Bibliothèque nationale du Luxembourg (BnL; National Library of Luxembourg)
- **a-z.lu**: union catalog for 86 libraries in Luxembourg including the BnL
- **eLuxemburgensia**: BnL's search portal for its digital collection

### Monaco

- Bibliothèque Louis Notari, at the [Médiathèque de Monaco](https://www.mediatheque.mc/) (National Library of Monaco)

### Switzerland

- **Bibliothèque nationale suisse** (Swiss National Library)
  - Catalog: [swisscovery](https://www.swisscovery.ch/) (searches the national library and academic libraries)
  - National bibliography: *"The Swiss Book" national bibliography*
- [Swiss Federal Archives](https://www.admin.ch/ch/d/)

### Distinctive Print Collections

CIFNAL hosts a database and map of very strong French and Francophone collections at institutions in the US and Canada:

- [Finding French and Francophone Special Collections](https://www.francophone toile.com/)

### Notable Collections in the US:

- **France & French Collections at the Library of Congress**: Provides access to digital and special collections at the Latin American, Caribbean & European Division of the Library of Congress.
- **French Pamphlets at the Newberry Library**: Consists primarily of political pamphlets published between 1780 and 1810 from the French Revolution Collection (FRC). The digitized collection is available at the [Newberry Library French Pamphlet Collection at the Internet Archive](https://archive.org/details/newberry_french_pamphlets).

### Professional Development and Networks

The groups below offer professional development and leadership opportunities to support and grow librarian careers through publications, committees and discussion groups, programming, presentations at conferences, web and social media content, scholarships and grants, and more. If membership costs are too prohibitive, there are still ways to learn and participate. These associations also offer open access publications, public events, and, in some cases, access to mailing lists for non-members.

- **European Studies Section** (ESS) is a section of the Association of College & Research Libraries (a division of the American Library Association), and holds virtual or in-person meetings mid-winter and around the ALA annual conferences. ESS represents academic librarians and specialists supporting European Studies research, teaching, and learning. The [Romance Languages Discussion Group](https://www.ala.org/) helps librarians in these areas keep current and share best practices. ESS also maintains regional research guides with scholarly resources and tools, such
as the French Studies Research Guide, ESS publishes a newsletter which is available open access, and hosts an email discussion list, ESS-L, available to both members and non-members.

The Collaborative Initiative for French Language Collections (CIFNAL), a Center for Research Libraries' global resource program, offers personal and institutional memberships. Benefits of membership include group discount rates on databases and access to stipends for travel to relevant conferences. CIFNAL provides online resources such as a database of French and Francophone special collections, a guide tracking digital humanities projects, and digitized French pamphlets. It also collaborates on dLOC, the Digital Library of the Caribbean. CIFNAL offers occasional conference-type events, such as the recent “New Shape of Sharing” online forum in 2021 and “New Directions for Libraries, Scholars, & Partnerships: An International Symposium” in Frankfurt, Germany, in 2017.

L’Association Internationale Francophone des Bibliothécaires et Documentalistes (AIFBD) represents librarians, specialists, and information professionals from French-speaking countries worldwide. Its work is conducted in French. In partnership, CIFNAL offers a limited number of stipends to member librarians to attend AIFBD congresses. On X (formerly Twitter) @aifbd_officiel.

The International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) advocates for infrastructure, laws, and financial support to benefit libraries around the world and for “an inclusive, rights-based information society.” IFLA works to promote and safeguard culture and heritage, and publishes reports and guidelines on topics such as library trends and information access. Grants and awards are available for IFLA’s World Library and Information Congress (WLIC) attendance. The IFLA mailing list is open to the public. On X (formerly Twitter) @IFLA.

---

Key Takeaways

- Reach out to your communities! If you’re stuck on a tricky reference question, you can usually get help via the ESS and CIFNAL email discussion lists.
- The professional sections are small and it’s very easy to get involved, take leadership roles, or contribute to newsletters. Most meetings are open to non-members and offered virtually.
- Vendors know the book world best. You don’t need to keep track of the publishing world on your own; leave it to them. Browse their websites, set up a Zoom meeting, ask questions via email, or visit them at conferences.
- International vendors conduct business in English, so do not hesitate to work with vendors outside the US if you don’t speak French.
- Team up with acquisitions and cataloging colleagues for your vendor visits. They can ask and answer the technical questions, while you provide information about student and faculty interests and needs.
- Create private groups on X (formerly Twitter; scholarly societies, professional associations, etc.), and batch or filter mailing list emails to reduce mental load. You can visit when you want to catch up on current news without getting overwhelmed.
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**Link List**
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• Archives Portal Europe. https://www.archivesportaleurope.net/.
• ARTE. https://www.arte.tv/fr/.
• Association des Critiques et journalistes de Bande Dessinée (ACBD; Association of Critics and Journalists of Comics). https://www.acbd.fr/.
• Association des Éditeurs Belges (ADEB; Association of Belgian Publishers). https://www.adeb.be/.
• Association internationale des Libraires francophones (AILF; International Association of Francophone Booksellers). https://www.librairesfrancophones.org/.
• Au vent des îles. https://www.auventdesiles.pl/.
• AUPresses Subject Area Grid. https://aupresses.org/resources/aupresses-subject-area-grid/.
• Bibliothèque et Archives nationales du Québec (BAnQ; National Library and Archives of Quebec). https://www.banq.qc.ca/.
• The Bonn Online Bibliography of Comics Research (University of Bonn, Germany). https://www.bobc.uni-bonn.de.
• Brepols. https://www.brepols.net/.
• BX1. https://bx1.be/.
• CAIRN. https://www.cairn.info/.
• CARAF Books. https://www.upress.virginia.edu/series/CAR.
• Casalini Libri. https://www.casalini.it/Index.asp?LINGUA=ING.
- Francosphères (Liverpool University Press). https://www.liverpooluniversitypress.co.uk/journals/id/70/.
• French Voices (University of Nebraska Press). https://www.nebraskapress.unl.edu/series/une25-french-voices/.
• HAL. https://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/.
• HathiTrust Digital Library. https://www.hathitrust.org/.
• Humanités numériques (Digital Humanities). https://journals.openedition.org/revuehn/.
• Humanities Commons. https://hcommons.org/.
• International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA). https://www.ifla.org/.
• International Medieval Bibliography (IMB). https://about.brepolis.net/databases/imb/.
• Institut national de l’audiovisuel (INA). http://www.inathque.fr/.
• Iter: Gateway to the Middle Ages and Renaissance. https://www.itergateway.org/resources/iter-bibliography.
• JSTOR. https://www.jstor.org/.
• KBR General Catalog. https://opac.kbr.be/Library/home.aspx?_lg=en-GB.
• Klapp-Online. https://www.klapp-online.de/start_klapp-online_en.html.
• La Bibliothèque du réseau francophone numérique (Réseau Francophone Numérique, RFN; Francophone Digital Network). http://rfnum-bibliotheque.org/rfn/.
• La Croisée des chemins. https://lacroiseedeschemins.ma/.
• La Martinière Groupe. https://www.editionsdelamartiniere.fr/.
• Le Syndicat national de l’édition. (SNE; French Publishers Association) https://www.sne.fr/sne-international/.
• Librarie Droz. https://www.droz.org/.
• LIVRESUISSE. https://www.livresuisse.ch/.
• OER Commons. https://www.oercommons.org/.
• Project MUSE. https://muse.jhu.edu/.
• The Society for French Studies. https://www.sfs.ac.uk/.
• Système Universitaire de Documentation (Sudoc). http://www.sudoc.abes.fr/cbs/DB=21/LNG=EN/.
• TFI. https://www.tfi.fr/.
• Ugly Duckling Presse. https://uglyducklingpresse.org/.
• The Voltaire Foundation (University of Oxford). http://www.voltaire.ox.ac.uk/.
• Women In French. https://womeninfrench.org/.
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Map of German-speaking countries covered in this chapter.

Introduction

German is a West Germanic language most closely related to Afrikaans, Dutch, English, and Yiddish. According to Ethnologue, over 133 million people worldwide speak German as a native or second language ("German, Standard" 2024). Within the European Union (EU), German is the most widely spoken native language and is a working language alongside English and French within the EU government. German is the single national official language for Austria, Germany, and Liechtenstein. In Switzerland, where 63.7% of the population speak German, it is an official national language along with French, Italian, and Romansh (Ammon 2020, 100). German is also a primary language in eastern parts of Belgium and in the Italian autonomous province Bolzano–South Tyrol (South Tyrol), where it has regional official language status. There are also sizable numbers of German-speakers in 42 countries, including Canada; all Eastern European countries; Namibia, a former African colony of Germany; Russia; and the US (Ammon 2020, 94–95).

Within academia, German has held a prominent position as a language of scholarship. The proportion of German articles published in natural science journals, for example, rose to considerable levels in the 19th and early 20th centuries. By 1920, 44% of scientific publications were in German, compared to 33.26% for English and 14.35% for French (Ammon 2004, 162). German was especially strong in chemistry publications, as evident by
publication studies analyzing citation sources (Ammon 2004, 161). Likewise, German is a language of scholarship in a number of humanities and social science disciplines, including anthropology, archaeology, music, and philosophy. All of this has resulted in German becoming one of the languages collected most frequently by North American research and university libraries. After English, German materials make up the highest percentage of the HathiTrust Digital Library’s collection (HathiTrust Digital Library, n.d.). And among books published currently, German accounts for the third highest number, by language, after English and Chinese, with 9.78% of titles (Talbot 2022).

The purpose of this chapter is to provide librarians responsible for German Studies and German collections an overview of resources and tools available to assist them in serving faculty and students in German Studies and related fields, and to help them build these collections. German Studies is a dynamic field focused primarily on the literatures, cultures, and histories of German-speaking countries; its multidisciplinary aspects are discussed below. The primary focus of the chapter is on resources from or related to the dominant German-speaking countries of Austria, Germany, and Switzerland; other German-speaking areas are covered tangentially.

**Academic Field**

German Studies at North American universities and colleges has been evolving and redefining itself for decades. Up until the 1980s, Germanistik, the German term for the field, focused primarily on the study of language and canonical German literature. Starting in the 1980s, German departments began to include writers and topics not traditionally part of the canon (Trommler 2018, 255). The 1990s saw inclusion of texts from philosophy, history, and the sciences alongside traditional literature (Trommler 2018, 252). The study of German-language film became a firmly established and recognized subfield. As evident by examining the program of the German Studies Association’s 2023 annual conference, German Studies now intersects with other disciplines, including Digital Humanities, economics, Environmental Studies, history, political science, and sociology. Given the historical legacy of German-speaking Europe, both Jewish Studies and Holocaust Studies are interwoven within the field. Courses and conference programs centering on Black German Studies (sometimes also known as African German Studies), Disability Studies, Gender Studies, Migration Studies, Queer Studies, and similar fields are now commonplace. Likewise, scholars are increasingly studying comics, graphic novels and other types of texts. German Studies has also become more globalized, looking at German culture, language, and the history of German-speaking countries outside of Europe, such as Postcolonial Studies through a German Studies lens. For a discussion of postcolonial and diversity aspects within the field, see Criser and Malakaj (2020).

German Studies librarians primarily work with those teaching and studying German culture, language, and literature, who are usually housed in academic departments named German Studies or Germanic Languages and Literatures. Sometimes these faculty and students are part of multi-language departments, such as the Department of German, Nordic, Slavic, and Dutch at the University of Minnesota–Twin Cities. At smaller institutions, they may belong to world languages and cultures or modern languages departments. Depending on the institution, a German Studies librarian may also need to address the needs of and work with faculty and students in comparative literature, European history, film studies, linguistics, philosophy, and political science. Beyond academic departments, many universities have research centers with interest in German Studies, such as centers of Medieval and Early Modern Studies, and European Studies. Some universities even have centers focusing on German or Austrian Studies, such as Brandeis University’s Center for German and European Studies, and the University of Minnesota–Twin Cities’ Center for Austrian Studies. Lastly, external community organizations, such as German-American and German-Canadian groups, may also have an interest in library collections and programming related to German Studies.

German is commonly taught at universities and colleges throughout North America. Despite declines in
recent years, it remains the fifth top-ranked language at US colleges and universities. In 2021, German language courses in the US had 53,543 enrollments (Lusin et al. 2023, 50). Doctoral and masters programs in German, however, have seen a decrease over the years. For example, Canada and the US had 6 and 52 PhD German programs in 2011, respectively (Peterson’s 2011, 380–387); by 2021, these numbers had fallen to 5 and 45 (Peterson’s 2021, 309–314). A number of German departments have begun initiatives to recruit new students by revising degree requirements and partnering with other departments. A number of schools, for instance, have dual German and engineering degrees, including Indiana University–Purdue University Indianapolis, University of Georgia, and University of Maryland. The University of Colorado at Boulder relaunched its PhD program in 2013 and shortened the degree requirements to four years, versus 8–10 for other programs. (Smith 2012).

Scholarly Organizations

Scholarly associations to be aware of include:

- **American Association of Teachers of German** (AATG): promotes the teaching and research of the language, literatures, and cultures of the German-speaking world in schools and at the college level. It publishes two journals: *The German Quarterly* and *Die Unterrichtspraxis/Teaching German*.
- **Association for German Studies in Great Britain and Ireland**: a scholarly organization which holds annual conferences with open access (OA) conference reports.
- **Austrian Studies Association**: an association devoted to scholarship on all aspects of cultural life and history in the Austrian, Austro-Hungarian, and Habsburg territory from the 18th century until today.
- **German Studies Association** (GSA): an interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary association of scholars of German, Austrian, and Swiss history, literature, cultural studies, film, political science, and economics. The GSA publishes the journal *German Studies Review*.
- **German Studies Canada/Études Allemandes Canada** (GSC/EAC): an association for people teaching and researching German Studies within transdisciplinary contexts in Canada. It has an annual conference and publishes *Seminar: A Journal of Germanic Studies*.
- **Modern Language Association** (MLA): promotes the study and teaching of languages and literatures. Publishes *PMLA* as well as a number of book series. You can join specific discussion forums via MLA Commons.
- **Other organizations focusing on specific areas/aspects**:
  - **Black German Heritage Research Association** (BGHRA): promotes scholarship relating to the historic and contemporary presence of Black people in Germany, and Black Germans in the US.
  - **Coalition of Women in German** (WiG): covers feminist and gendered approaches to German literature and culture, and publishes *Feminist German Studies*.
  - **Society for German-American Studies** (SGAS): advances the scholarly study of the history, language, literature, and culture of the German element in the Americas and publishes the *Yearbook of German-American Studies* (open access).

There are scholarly associations for specific literary authors (e.g., **Goethe Society of North America**), and German Studies is also covered in societies devoted to specific literary and historical periods (e.g., **Sixteenth Century Society & Conference**). For additional scholarly associations, see the GSA's list of related organizations.

In addition to scholarly organizations, research institutes and cultural organizations can provide valuable insights into research trends and scholarships. The German Historical Institute (GHI), for example, promotes research in the fields of German/European and Jewish history, history of the Americas, and transatlantic history, including Migration Studies. **GHI publications**, many of which are OA, are collected by academic libraries. The
American Institute for Contemporary German Studies (AICGS) focuses on political, economic, and security issues confronting Germany and the US, and offers white papers and other publications, podcasts, and other events.

Funded by the German government, the Goethe-Institut (Goethe Institute) is the most important cultural organization to be aware of. It provides German-language instruction and promotes art, film, literature, and other aspects of German culture through in-person and online programming. Goethe-Institut USA has six locations, and Goethe-Institut Kanada (Goethe Institute Canada) has three. The Austrian Cultural Forums and Pro Helvetia are the Austrian and Swiss counterparts to the Goethe Institut.

Scholarly Networks

The scholarly community H-Net: Humanities & Social Sciences Online has freely available email discussion networks focused on aspects of German Studies. Posts include calls for papers, book reviews, and tables of content for new issues of journals. In particular, these networks are recommended:

- **H-German**: history of Germany and German-speaking Europe
- **H-Germanistik**: German literary studies and philology (primarily in German)
- **H-Transnational German Studies (TGS)**: study of the German diaspora and intercultural transfer between German and non-German societies

Others of secondary relevance include H-Black-Europe for Black German Studies, H-Holocaust for Holocaust Studies, H-HRE for the Holy Roman Empire, and HABSBURG for the Habsburg monarchy and successor states.

For additional detail on the field of German Studies, consult Halverson and Costabile-Heming, (2015) and Hodkinson and Schofield (2020). Another valuable resource is the Ithaka S+R report by Cooper et al. (2020), Supporting Research in Languages and Literature. Some practical tips for keeping up on the academic field include:

- If budgets allow, attend conferences of the scholarly organizations. If not, peruse conference programs and newsletters of these groups.
- Subscribe to H-Net networks and follow organizations on X (formerly Twitter).
- Talk to faculty and graduate students at your institution. Ask them about emerging trends in the field.

Publishing Landscape

Given its size, Germany plays a dominant role in publishing, and Austrian and Swiss authors routinely publish with German publishers rather than their own due to the larger German market (Bosse 2005, 52). Nevertheless, the publishing landscape and book production for all three countries is interconnected. For example, the Deutscher Buchpreis (German Book Prize), awarded by the Börsenverein (German Publishers and Booksellers Association), has been won by authors from both Austria and Switzerland as well as from Germany. Tonio Schachinger, an Austrian writer, won the prize in 2023, and Kim de l’Horizon, a Swiss novelist, won in 2022. Austria and Switzerland were among the top three importers of books from Germany in 2022, constituting 17% and 14% of the German book export market, respectively (International Publishers Association [2023], 190).

The publishing landscape in all three countries is constantly in flux with mergers, acquisitions by global conglomerates, and firms going out of business. One of the most notable changes was the 2013 merger of Random House and Penguin Group by the German media conglomerate Bertelsmann and Pearson Publishing,

Open access has generally been embraced in Austria, Germany, and Switzerland. For an overview of the OA landscape in each country, and for descriptions of organizations and initiatives, see the Global Open Access Portal. A key player for OA and research in Germany is the funding organization Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG; German Research Foundation), whose webpages on OA give a helpful overview. For Austria, see the Open Science Austria platform; for Switzerland, see the Swissuniversities’ Open Access webpages. See also the Open Access and Open Educational Resources chapters in this Handbook.

Knowing key German terms for publishing will be helpful:

- **Programm** refers to the frontlist titles for the year and may also include backlist titles.
- **Neuerscheinungen** means “new releases.”
- **Belletristik** is the German work for “belles lettres” and includes fiction, poetry, drama, essays, and other literary nonfiction.
- **Sachliteratur** is nonfiction but more for a general audience, whereas **Fachliteratur** is more for scholarly audiences.
- The noun **Wissenschaft** and corresponding adjective **wissenschaftlich** can mean “science/scientific,” but can also refer to “scholarship,” “studies,” or “scholarly.” Literaturewissenschaft, for example, is the term for “literary studies.”

For additional terms, see the 2015 list compiled by Heidi Madden “International and Area Studies Workshop–Germanic Collections,” pages 35–40, and the Bibliotheks-Glossar (Library Glossary).

**Germany**

According to the International Publishers Association ([2023], 162–63), Germany has the largest book market in Europe and is one of the top exporters and importers of books. According to the German Publishers and Booksellers Association, Börsenverein (Börsenverein des Deutschen Buchhandels 2023, 46), there are 3,000 publishers in Germany. One major difference from North American markets is that in Germany a book has the same price nationwide regardless of where it is sold. The publisher sets the price for a book in each format and can discontinue the fixed price 18 months after a book is released (Anderson 2019). The fixed prices do not apply for book exports from Germany. See the German Publishers and Booksellers Association’s The System of Fixed Book Prices according to German Law (2015) for more information.

In 2022, German publishers released 71,524 first and new edition book titles, 116 fewer than in 2021. Of these 71,524, 89.9% were first editions. The number of German translations rose 6.7% between 2021 and 2022, with English being the original language for over 60% of titles (Börsenverein des Deutschen Buchhandels 2023, 100–101). Belles lettres made up 34% of new titles for 2022, children’s and young adult literature 18.5%, Ratgeber (“self-help”) 13%, school and education 10.6%, general non-fiction 10.4%, and travel 4.7%. Academic titles accounted for 9% of the 2022 book market, with humanities, art, and music titles seeing the highest amount (4%) (Börsenverein des Deutschen Buchhandels, n.d.). In 2021, only 10.8% of German consumers purchased eBooks, compared to 58.3% for print books (Richter 2022). Among fiction and non-fiction publishers, Penguin Random House received the highest revenue in 2022, followed by Carlsen, a publisher of children’s and young adult literature and graphic novels, and Bastei Lübbe (Buchreport 2023).

Börsenverein is the national association for German publishers and booksellers; it also promotes book publishing and reading nationwide, and is a valuable source for data and insight into German-language publishing trends. The Börsenverein organizes and runs the Frankfurter Buchmesse (Frankfurt Book Fair) and issues a number of literary awards (discussed below). The large publishing houses and conglomerates make the
lion's share of publishing revenue, but the vast majority of German publishers are small and medium-sized. In 2019 it was reported that "around 7 percent of publishers account for 95 percent of the total turnover of more than €5 billion ($5.62 billion). The remaining 93 percent are small and medium-sized independent publishers" (Peschel als 2019).

The Kurt Wolff Stiftung (Kurt Wolff Foundation) is an association of 122 independent publishers in Germany. Librarians should be aware that titles from independent publishers may not be distributed by library vendors, given the publishers' low output. The Foundation's Es geht um das Buch ("It's about the Book"), an annual catalog, can help in becoming familiar with independent publishers and their releases. Also helpful is the list of independent publishers from Germany, Austria, and Switzerland from Morehotlist.

Austria

According to data from the national Österreichische Bibliografie (Austrian Bibliography), 12,157 new book titles were published in Austria in 2021, of which 31% were in the social sciences, 16.3% in the arts and entertainment, 13.2% in literature, 12.5% in history and geography, and 11.8% in technology, medicine, and related fields (Statistik Austria 2023a, 24). Data from Statista Market Insights shows a clear preference of print books over eBooks. In 2022, the average reader spent an estimated 118.90 € for print compared to 80.11 € for eBooks (Statista Market Insights, n.d.). Similar to Germany, Austria has fixed book prices, and the law stipulating this was recently updated (Mena Report 2022).

The publishing landscape in Austria is much smaller than in Germany. Statistik Austria (Statistics Austria), the national statistics agency, notes 456 book publishing companies in 2021 (2023b). An estimated 81% of companies have fewer than 10 employees. Of the 1,002 active publishers in 2000, 85% had 50 or fewer titles available (Buchacher and Steyer 2006, 23). Most small publishers survive in Austria by being part of a niche or specialized market, securing subsidies, or becoming part of German publishing groups (Klamet 2020, 51–52).

Despite the small number of publishers overall, Austria's publishing output is consistently well-represented at European book fairs. In 2023, 175 Austrian publishers exhibited at the Frankfurter Buchmesse (Frankfurt Book Fair). Austria was also the 2023 guest host country for the Leipziger Buchmesse (Leipzig Book Fair).

Der Hauptverband des österreichischen Buchhandels (HVB), the professional association for Austrian publishers, booksellers, and antiquarian book dealers, provides bestseller lists and a publisher and bookseller directory, and awards a number of Austrian literary prizes (noted further below). Other publisher lists include Österreich liest (Austria Reads), from the Büchereiverband Österreichs (Austrian Library Association), and Publishing Companies of Austria. Noteworthy Austrian publishers include the following:

- **Böhlau**: a scholarly book and journal publisher and subsidiary of the German publisher Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht; covers history and other humanities fields.
- **Jung und Jung**: covers German-language literature and German translations. Its Österreichs Eigensinn series includes canonical works of Austrian authors from the 19th and 20th centuries.
- **Paul Zsolnay**: founded in Vienna in 1924 but now a subsidiary of the German publisher Hanser. Publishes belles lettres and non-fiction.
- **Der Verlag der Österreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften**: publishing arm of the Österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften (Austrian Academy of the Sciences). Publishes a wide range of scholarly books and journals in the humanities, social sciences, and sciences. Includes a large number of open-access titles.
- **Czernin**: titles include non-fiction in the fields of politics, art, and history, especially the Third Reich, along with belles lettres, especially works from newer Austrian authors.
- **StudienVerlag**: scholarly book and journal publisher in the areas of education/pedagogy, history, Jewish Studies, literary criticism, and other fields in the humanities and social sciences.
Switzerland

In 2022, 12,828 books were published in Switzerland. Of these, approximately 26% were in German, 13% in French, and 2% in Italian. Books in other languages accounted for about 59% of the total, 94% of these were in English (Bundesamt für Statistik 2023).

Of the 12,508 titles published in 2021, literature accounted for about 13%, followed by art and technology / management / construction, with 10% and 6%, respectively (Schweizerische Nationalbibliothek 2022). Although revenue from eBooks ($146.60 per reader) is higher than that from print ($113.90), the number of users of print books is twice as large, at 3.2 million compared to 1.4 million using eBooks (Statista Market Insights 2023).

The publishing scene in Switzerland is dwarfed by Germany's. According to Myriam Lang from the Schweizer Buchhandels- und Verlags-Verband (SBVV; Swiss Book Trade and Publishing Association), approximately 280 publishers (mainly independent) in Switzerland regularly publish books (European Literature Network 2020).

Switzerland has four main publishing and bookseller associations, each representing a specific language region, with SBVV covering German-speaking Switzerland and Liechtenstein. Among its services, the SBVV has a publisher and bookseller directory (which can be filtered by genre, etc.), bestseller lists, and industry reports. SWIPS (Swiss Independent Publishers), a collective of 29 independent publishers in German-speaking Switzerland, provides a blog noting new titles and links to publisher catalogs. Swiss publishers often exhibit at book fairs, and Switzerland is routinely a guest country.

Noteworthy German-language publishers in Switzerland include:

- **Diogenes**: one of the largest independent fiction publishers in Europe; publishes contemporary literature, classics, and literary non-fiction, both original titles and translations in German.
- **Kein & Aber**: publishes Swiss belles lettres and nonfiction as well as German-language translations.
- **Limmat**: focuses on Swiss belles lettres and German translations from French, Italian and Romansh. Also publishes nonfiction with a focus on Switzerland, women, migration, and the biographies of lesser-known voices.
- **Nagel & Kimche**: part of the HarperCollins Publishing Group, it focuses on contemporary Swiss literature in German as well as translations of international literature.
- **Rotpunktverlag**: publishes political nonfiction on social justice, ecology, and international issues. Its literature series Edition Blau includes works from contemporary Swiss authors. Also publishes the literary journal Viceversa Literatur: Jahrbuch der Schweizer Literaturen.

University Presses from German-speaking Countries

University presses in German-speaking Europe developed differently than their Anglo-American counterparts. Most university presses, such as Oxford University Press, are independent or only loosely affiliated with the university itself, and those in the UK, US, and Canada compete for authors and manuscripts internationally, with most not affiliated with the press’ university (Bargheer and Walker 2017, 293, 296). Presses in German-speaking countries, in contrast, are generally service units of the university, and their main goal is to provide a publishing venue for their faculty and researchers (Bargheer and Walker 2017, 294; Bargheer and Papst 2016, 335). On average, the German-language university presses publish about 44 titles a year, usually in a hybrid model with small print runs and an OA electronic version (Bargheer and Walker 2017, 298). Most of the university presses publish titles in English as well as in German.

The Arbeitsgemeinschaft deutschsprachiger Universitätsverlage is an association of 29 German-language university presses from Austria, Germany, and South Tyrol. Of the titles published by its members, 61.6% are available OA (Arbeitsgemeinschaft deutschsprachiger Universitätsverlage [2022?]). The “Publikationen”
(Publications) menu link brings up a list of all published books and journals by members. “Fachgebiete” (Subject areas) under “Publikationen” allows browsing by subject area (in German). Records for most of the titles available OA include links to downloadable versions; for others, consult the press' websites. These titles are eventually ingested into the Directory of Open Access Books (DOAB).

Commercial Publishers from Europe

Two of the most important publishing conglomerates are Brill and De Gruyter, which merged in early 2024 but maintain separate websites.

- **Brill**: publishes secondary literature, primary literature, and reference works covering history, literature, cultural studies, philosophy, theology, law, and the social sciences. Its output includes print and electronic books and journals as well as databases, with content in German, English, Dutch, and other languages. Brill's imprints include Böhlau, Wilhelm Fink, Ferdinand Schöningh, and Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, all of which were recently independent. Much of Brill's content is available OA; see Discover Brill's Open Access Content.
- **De Gruyter**: publishes secondary literature, primary literature, and reference works as print and electronic books, journals, and databases. Content is in German and English and covers the gamut of humanities, social science, and science disciplines. Its search interface includes a filter to limit to OA titles. De Gruyter's website doesn't allow for easy browsing by subject, such as German literature or history of German-speaking countries. Consult DeGruyter's catalogs for new titles and databases in specific subjects.

Other key publishers to follow are:

- **Aisthesis**: focuses on German-language belles lettres and literary criticism; also covers philosophy, history, media studies, and psychotherapy, and publishes collected works and critical editions.
- **Edition Text + Kritik**: covers primarily German literature but also other literatures, music, film, and cultural studies. Most notable is Text + Kritik, a critical journal usually covering one German-language author or topic per issue.
- **Georg Olms**: covers art, classical studies, European history, German language and literature, philosophy, musicology, and other fields in the humanities.
- **Hanser**: publisher of German-language belles lettres, German translations of international literature, and non-fiction.
- **J. B. Metzler**: a subsidiary in the Springer Nature conglomerate, its output includes print and eBook handbooks covering the works and lives of literary authors, philosophers, and other figures. Also publishes introductory texts about emerging fields.
- **Königshausen & Neumann**: books and journals on literature, literary criticism, philosophy, music, art history, cultural studies, and media studies. Publishes yearbooks on literary authors and philosophers.
- **Suhrkamp**: publisher of German-language belles lettres, German translations from other literatures, philosophy, and graphic novels. Publishes collected works and critical editions of canonical German-language authors and authors.
- **Universitätsverlag Winter**: publisher of books and journals covering German literary and language studies as well as other humanities fields, such as Romance, Slavic, and English literary and language studies. Also has OA content.
- **Wallstein**: publications include German-language belles lettres (contemporary works as well as critical editions of older works), literary criticism, history, Holocaust Studies, Jewish Studies, philosophy, and other humanities fields.
Notable publishers of German-language graphic novels and comics include Avant, Carlsen, Edition 52, Edition Moderne, Reprodukt, and Zwerchfell. In addition to original German titles, these publishers also publish translations. It may not be obvious whether a particular title is a translation; you may need to research the title or author or consult a vendor.

Content from these publishers is generally included in European vendor databases and, to some extent, by North American ones. It’s useful to consult publisher sites to discover upcoming titles and get information on published books and journals. Unfortunately, there is no one directory or portal for publishers of German-speaking Europe. Publishers Global includes publishers in Austria, Germany, and Switzerland. Wikipedia.org provides adequate coverage for Germany with its Book Publishing Companies of Germany, but less coverage for Austria and Switzerland. The following provide more comprehensive lists with subject information:

- **Overview of publishing houses in Austria, Germany and Switzerland**: from New Books in German; provides information in English on smaller German-language publishers.
- **Verlage im Internet mit literarischem oder kulturwissenschaftlichem Programm**: list of publishers from Literaturkritik.de which publish literature and cultural studies titles.
- **Liste deutscher Verlage**: from Wikipedia.de.
- **Liste deutscher Verlage und ihrer Genres**: (List of German-language publishers with genres and subjects); from Anton Weyrothers Literaturbetrieb.
- **Verlagsliste** (Publisher List): from the Deutsches Schriftstellerforum, a list of publishers which specialize in Belletristik (belle lettres) or Lyrik (poetry). Also has a list of LGBTQ+ publishers.

## Publishers outside of German-speaking Europe

### University Presses

Almost all Anglo-American university presses cover German Studies to some degree. To discover relevant content, browse by subject on each press’ website or search the interfaces of North American vendors. Vendors are covered further below. It’s also good to be familiar with monographic series for future and retrospective purchasing, such as the following:

- **Cambridge University Press**
  - *Cambridge Companions* (e.g., *Cambridge Companion to Thomas Mann*)
  - *Cambridge Handbooks* (e.g., *Cambridge Handbook of Germanic Linguistics*)
  - *Cambridge Histories* (e.g., *Cambridge History of German Literature*)
- **Cornell University Press**
  - *Signale: Modern German Letters, Cultures, and Thought* and *Signale|TRANSFER*, a related series of new English translations of German-language texts
- **Indiana University Press**
  - *German Jewish Cultures*
- **Oxford University Press**
  - *Oxford Modern Languages and Literature Monographs* (e.g., *Exotic Spaces in German Modernism*)
  - *Oxford Handbooks Online* (e.g., *Oxford Handbook of Nineteenth-Century Women Philosophers in the German Tradition*)
  - *Very Short Introductions* (e.g., *German Literature: A Very Short Introduction*)
Studies in German History
- Penn State University Press
  - Max Kade Research Institute: Germans Beyond Europe
- University of California Press
  - Weimar and Now: German Cultural Criticism (no new volumes)
- University of Chicago Press
  - Studies in German-Jewish Cultural History and Literature, Franz Rosenzweig Minerva Research Center, Hebrew University of Jerusalem
- University of Michigan Press
  - Social History, Popular Culture, and Politics in Germany
- University of New Orleans Press
  - Contemporary Austrian Studies
- University of Toronto Press
  - German and European Studies
- University of Virginia Press
  - Studies in Early Modern German History

Commercial Publishers

Below is a select list of commercial scholarly publishers and series relevant for German Studies:

- Berghahn Books
  - Austrian and Habsburg Studies
  - Film Europa: German Cinema in an International Context
  - New German Historical Perspectives
  - Spektrum: Publications of the German Studies Association
- Bloomsbury
  - German Library
  - New Directions in German Studies
  - Visual Cultures and German Contexts
- Camden House, an imprint of Boydell & Brewer, is the most important commercial publisher, as it specializes in German literature and culture, film, and history. Its Camden House History of German Literature series (vols 1–10) provide excellent overviews of the different periods of German literature.
  - Edinburgh German Yearbook
  - Screen Cultures: German Film and the Visual
  - Studies in German Literature, Linguistics, and Culture
- Palgrave Macmillan (imprint of Springer)
  - New Perspectives in German Political Studies
  - Palgrave Series in Asian German Studies
Translations

English translations of German-language literature and non-fiction are published by university presses as well as major trade publishers such as HarperCollins and Penguin Random House. In addition, the following smaller publishers regularly release English translations of German works:

- Archipelago Books
- Europa Editions
- New Directions
- New Vessel Press
- New York Review Books
- Seagull Books: in particular, the German List and the Seagull Library of German Literature series

Publisher’s Weekly provides a searchable translation database which can be used to learn about new titles translated into English.

Prizes

All three countries have an abundance of literary awards, which should be monitored by librarians to identify trends or changes in thematic outputs. Librarians should also acquire winning and finalist titles or works by winning authors as these titles and authors are likely to be studied over time. The award websites often provide detailed information on the winning and finalist authors and titles. English-translations of award winners are often released within a few years. Below is a list of prominent awards for German-speaking countries:

- Deutscher Buchpreis (German Book Prize): the equivalent of the Booker Prize; awarded each year at the Frankfurter Buchmesse (Frankfurt Book Fair) to the best novel written in German.
- Deutscher Krimipreis (German Crime/Mystery Novel): awards for the best crime or mystery novel written in German and German translation.
- Georg Büchner Preis: named after the German dramatist and writer Georg Büchner (1813–1837) and considered the most prestigious award within German-speaking countries; awarded annually to an author writing in German who has made significant contributions.
- Hotlist Preis (Hot List Prize): awarded to an independent publisher from Austria, Germany, or Switzerland for the best new German book of the year.
- Ingeborg-Bachmann-Preis: awarded at the Tage der deutschsprachigen Literatur (Festival of German-Language Literature) to an author writing in German after presenting excerpts of an unpublished work. The award is named after the Austrian writer Ingeborg Bachmann (1926–1973).
- Preis der Leipziger Buchmesse (Leipzig Book Fair Prize): three annual awards for newly published fiction, non-fiction/essay, and translation.
- Österreichischer Buchpreis (Austrian Book Prize): awarded annually for the best German-language work of belles lettres, poetry, drama, or prose non-fiction by an Austrian author.
- Die schönsten Bücher Österreichs (The Nicest Books from Austria): the 15 new “nicest” books published each year in different categories and recognized by the Austrian publisher and bookseller association Der Hauptverband des österreichischen Buchhandels (HVB) and the Austrian government. The government also sponsors other literary prizes.
- Schweizer Buchpreis (Swiss Book Prize): also yearly; awarded to the best German-language work of literature or essays by a Swiss author or author living in Switzerland.
• Schweizer Grand Prix Literatur and Schweizer Literaturpreise (Swiss Grand Prize for Literature and Swiss Literature Prizes): yearly awards for Swiss authors and literary works, which can be in French, German, Italian, Romansh, or any Swiss dialect.

Vendors that supply German books (noted further below) have award-winner categories for approval plans. Information on other awards and recipients can be found on Book Prizes from New Books in German and Literaturpreis Gewinner. Both English-language Wikipedia and German-language Wikipedia.de include information and recipient lists.

Keeping Up

Listed below are a few resources to follow to keep up in the publishing landscape:

• First and foremost, consult with foreign vendors who are located in Europe and are happy to brief librarians on changes in the industry. They may even be able to supply you with publisher lists.
• Consult Publishing Perspectives; in particular, see its magazines, which are issued around the time of the Frankfurt Book Fair.
• For new titles, see New Books in German
• BuchMarkt
• Buchreport

Collection Development Tools

North American Vendors/Distributors

For English-language materials covering German Studies, most libraries use either EBSCO’s GOBI Library Solutions or ProQuest’s OASIS, both of which provide approval plans, demand-driven or evidence-based plans, and standing orders, as well as firm order services for print books and eBooks. The GOBI approval plan is broadly organized by Library of Congress Classification (LCC) and is customizable, although librarians will need to work within the parameters of their library’s plans. In each plan, a library can set up categories of materials for automatic shipment (i.e., “book”) or title notification (i.e., “slips”). Each librarian can set up their own profile for notifications. Approval plans in OASIS are also organized by LCC and can be customized. eBook offerings for both GOBI and OASIS include different models, including DRM-free. Reviews from Booklist, Choice, Library Journal, and Publishers Weekly are available in both GOBI and OASIS.

Although focusing primarily on English-language materials and publishers from the US, UK, and elsewhere, both GOBI and OASIS can provide print and eBooks for some German-language and other foreign language items from European publishers. This can be helpful, as eBook models that will work for North American libraries from German-speaking countries are limited.

Foreign Vendors

The German distributor Harrassowitz is the leading supplier of German imprints to North American academic
libraries. Its services include detailed and customizable approval plans and standing orders, as well as new title notifications for both print monographs, music scores, and DVDs. Harrassowitz can also supply eBook monographs, but due to publisher restrictions, institutional-wide access is not available.

Of particular note is Harrassowitz’s “Contemporary German Belles Lettres Approval Plan,” which includes well-established and up-and-coming German-language authors. In addition to German, Harrassowitz supplies materials in other languages, most notably Dutch, Scandinavian, and Finnish.

Harrassowitz recently launched its new order database Fokus, which offers saving and export options as well as multiple subject searching or limiting capabilities, such as by LCC, genre, and time period. Fokus includes a number of “Customized Subject Tags” like “Black Culture Studies” and “LGBTQI Studies,” which are helpful in diversifying collection selections. Under the “Discover” pull-down, one can limit to OA publications, graphic novels, and music scores.

With its team of North America-based sales managers, Harrassowitz is attuned to the North American library landscape. Upon request, Harrassowitz staff can provide individualized reports to assist in making selections. For example, I have requested lists of critical editions of literary works and philosophy for given time periods.

In addition to Harrassowitz, the Dutch vendor Erasmus, which merged with the Italian distributor Casalini Libri in 2020, also supplies German-language publications to North America libraries. Its services include approval plans, standing orders, and new title announcements. Besides German, Erasmus covers Dutch-language publications and those from the Nordic countries.

German Studies librarians should also be aware of vendors covering other languages. Amalivre covers French and Francophone publications, and Casalini Libri covers French, Greek, Italian, and Spanish materials.

The website Comicguide.de: Deutsche Comics von A bis Z has a catalog, publisher list, and other resources related to German-language comics and graphic novels.

Film – Streaming and other formats

With the rise of remote learning and access, streaming video has become a new demand for academic libraries, and sourcing the streaming of German-language film may fall to German Studies librarians. Below are some of the main vendors:

- **Kanopy**: includes feature films, documentaries, and educational videos; has a German Cinema Collection. Libraries can license streaming for one or three years, purchase perpetual streaming, or set up a patron-driven acquisition (PDA) plan.
- **Swank**: includes feature films, documentaries, and educational videos in its “Digital Campus,” set up for colleges and universities. German-language film is included in its International Film category. Options include title-by-title licensing as well as demand-driven acquisition (DDA).
- **Alexander Street**: encompasses all film genres covering multiple subjects, including recordings of theater performances. Options include title-by-title streaming and DDA. Academic Video Online is Alexander Street’s bundled collection of films. To find German-language films, librarians will need to search by individual titles. Streaming video can also be ordered directly in OASIS.

For hard-to-find films, YouTube, Vimeo, or similar sites may be of help. Given the questions of legality and the ephemeral nature of these platforms, however, they should only be used as a last resort.

For films related to the former German Democratic Republic (GDR; East Germany), the DEFA Film Library at the University of Massachusetts Amherst offers not only DVDs, but also scanned tables of contents of East German film journals as well as other information. Streaming for films from DEFA is generally available from Kanopy.

Sometimes you may need to purchase DVDs, Blu-ray, or even VHS. Some libraries may not allow purchasing of
DVDs or Blu-rays coded for outside North America or PAL VHS, Amazon.com, Amazon.de, and film distributors are good sources for purchasing such formats.

Providing access to foreign films is less straightforward than doing so for foreign books. Considerations such as licensing, subtitles/closed captioning, access for outdated formats (e.g., VHS) and non-North American DVD/Blu-ray regions must be taken into account. Streaming videos are generally much more expensive than books.

**Out-of-print Dealers**

In addition to Amazon.com and AbeBooks, librarians can source out-of-print German-language materials from Amazon.de, ZVAB (Zentrales Verzeichnis Antiquarischer Bücher), and the International League of Antiquarian Booksellers (ILAB). Antiquariat.de is a portal to directly order from German-language booksellers. Harrassowitz and Erasmus will also source and sell out-of-print and hard-to-find titles.

**Book Fairs**

Attending book fairs can help librarians discover titles from smaller publishers that may not be covered by distributors and learn about new authors and publishing trends. The two most important fairs are the annual Frankfurter Buchmesse (Frankfurt Book Fair), held in October, and the Leipziger Buchmesse (Leipzig Book Fair), held in March or April. Considered among the largest in the world, the Frankfurt Book Fair is international in scope, with a “host country” highlighting its publication and cultural output. German-language publishing is well represented each year, with two of the eight exhibit halls dedicated for German imprints. Smaller in size, the Leipzig Book Fair provides comparable coverage for German-language publications. Buch Wien (Book Vienna), held in November each year, is Austria’s most important book fair. BuchBasel (Book Basel) is likewise the most important Swiss fair for German Studies. German-language publishers are consistently well represented at all fairs throughout Europe. For a comprehensive list, see the European Studies Section’s European Book Fairs.

**Review Sources**

Aside from CHOICE and Library Journal, many of the scholarly journals listed below include reviews of recent publications. Particularly noteworthy is the journal German Studies Review, which includes reviews for all aspects of German Studies (e.g., literature, history, politics). The H-Net networks noted above include reviews for their particular areas. Reviews can also be searched for in H-Net Reviews. The New Books Network German Studies site includes audio interviews with authors. Each issue of The Year’s Work in Modern Language Studies, an annual critical bibliography of new work in the modern languages, includes listings for German literature and philology. Perlentaucher: das Kulturmagazine, an online culture and literary magazine, provides book review summaries from German-language news sources. And for translations of German belles lettres and non-fiction, review sources include the Times Literary Supplement, the New York Review of Books, Publisher’s Weekly, and Library Journal.

**Assessment and Cooperative Collection Development**

Comparing your library’s German Studies collections against the holdings of other libraries is one way to
measure coverage. Besides assessment tools such as GreenGlass (subscription resource) and WorldShare Collection Evaluation (subscription resource), both from OCLC, another approach is simply to use WorldCat (FirstSearch version) to compare holdings of your library against those of libraries with substantial collections. Another useful tool is the subscription database Resources for College Libraries (RCL), which provides core title lists in subject areas deemed essential by expert subject librarians.

One should not compare circulation statistics and electronic resource usage of German-language materials (or of any foreign language materials) with those of English-language materials, as English is the predominant language of research and scholarship in North America. Library administrators and managers might not factor this in when assessing resources.

Librarians covering German Studies should be aware of relevant cooperative collection development arrangements. In these arrangements, libraries divide up collection responsibilities by subject, language, country of publication, etc., with the overall goal of reducing duplication and broadening collections in North America. Such agreements are most often publicized via professional networks; some case studies are noted in library science literature.

Disciplinary Resources

Journals

Below are the major scholarly journals for the field. Unless otherwise indicated, the journals are peer-reviewed and subscription resources.

- Deutsche Vierteljahrsschrift für Literaturwissenschaft und Geistesgeschichte (0012-0936): arguably a leading journal; covers German literature, philology, cultural studies, and philosophy.
- Feminist German Studies (1058-7446): all aspects of German literature, culture, and language, including pedagogy, journal of WiG.
- Film-Dienst (0720-0781): ceased in 2017; covered German cinema and included interviews, portraits, and film festival reports as a non-peer-reviewed periodical. Transitioned to the Filmdienst.de website that includes useful content (both open access and subscription) on German film.
- Frauen und Film (0343-7736): publishes on film, television, and the media from a feminist perspective. Not peer-reviewed.
- German as a foreign language: GFL (1470-9570): pedagogical and research articles related to German-language instruction. Open access.
- German Films Quarterly: German film magazine. Not peer-reviewed. Open access.
- German Life and Letters (0016-8777): all aspects of German Studies, including literature, film, intellectual and political history, music, art, philosophy, and cultural studies.
- German Quarterly (0016-8831): German literature, culture and film from the Middle Ages to the present; published by the AATG.
- German Politics and Society (1558-5441): politics, history, popular culture, film, and literature of contemporary Germany.
- German Studies Review (0149-7952): history, literature, cultural studies, film, political science relating to German-speaking countries; journal of the GSA.
- Germanic Review: Literature, Culture, Theory (0016-8890): German literature, culture, and theory.
• Germanisch-Romanische Monatsschrift (0016-8904): literary history and theory in German Studies, English Studies, and Romance Languages Studies with special emphasis on comparative aspects.
• Germanistik (0016-8912): quarterly bibliography for secondary literature in Germanic language, literature, as well as in other Germanic languages and literatures, film, comparative literature, and literary theory.
• Internationales Archiv für Sozialgeschichte der deutschen Literatur (0340-4528): covers German literature from the Middle Ages to the present day, with an emphasis on connections between literature and social history. Not peer-reviewed.
• Jahrbuch für internationale Germanistik (0449-5233): yearbook focusing on German language and literature, especially from an international perspective. Open access.
• Monatshefte (0026-9271): started in 1899; one of the oldest journals covering German Studies.
• New German Critique: an Interdisciplinary Journal of German Studies (0094-033X): 20th and 21st German Studies, including literature, mass culture, film, literary theory, Holocaust Studies, and intellectual history and philosophy.
• Seminar: a Journal of Germanic Studies (0037-1939): German literature, media and culture, including the fields of philology, philosophy, aesthetics, media studies, gender studies, and transnationalism.
• Unterrichtspraxis/Teaching German (0042-062X): pedagogical and research articles related to German-language instruction; published by the AATG.
• Weimarer Beiträge: Zeitschrift für Literaturwissenschaft, Ästhetik und Kulturwissenschaften (0043-2199): literary studies, aesthetics, and cultural studies related to German-speaking countries. Material from 2004 to last three years available open access at Weimarer Beiträge (back issues via Goethe University Frankfurt). Not peer-reviewed. Print resource.
• Zeitschrift für deutsche Philologie (0044-2496): German philology, literature, and language history for all periods.
• Zeitschrift für Germanistik (0323-7982): German Studies. Open access since 2006.
• Zeitschrift für interkulturelle Germanistik (2198-0330): German language, literature, and cultural studies. Open access.

Besides topical and disciplinary journals, university and some college libraries also acquire yearbooks such as The Brecht Yearbook/Das Brecht-Jahrbuch, and the Goethe Yearbook, which are usually published by literary societies for many authors. To find additional journals, librarians should consult the MLA Directory of Periodicals, which is included in a subscription to the MLA International Bibliography (subscription resource); and the Zeitschriftendatenbank (ZDB; Union Catalog of Serials; open access), which includes German and Austrian library holdings for print and electronic periodicals, monographic series, yearbooks, and newspapers. Both allow searches to be limited to OA resources.

Also useful is the list of journals in Online Contents Germanistik (Online Contents German Language and Literature Studies; open access), which includes tables of content for many issues. Other subjects, such as Film Studies and history, can be found under “Online Contents – Subjects” on the Databases webpage for the library consortium Gemeinsamer Bibliotheksverbund (GBV). Lastly, EZB, the electronic journal library, provides journal title lists by subject areas with filter options for open access.

Primary source databases

• Archives Unbound: relevant collections cover German colonial history, the Holocaust, Nazi-occupied
Europe, post-war occupation, and German folklore. Subscription resource.

- **Austrian Literature Online**: books, journals, newspapers, manuscripts, theses, and scholarly essays, mostly related to Austria and Austria-Hungary. Open access.
- **Deutsche Literatur des 18. Jahrhunderts Online**: first editions of 642 German-speaking authors of the 18th century. Subscription resource.
- **Early European Books**: drawn from the holdings of major European libraries; includes books and other primary sources from about the 1450s to 1700. Subscription resource.
- **Emblematica Online**: searchable and browsable digitized emblem books from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, the Herzog August Bibliothek, Wolfenbüttel, and other libraries. Open access.
- **EuroDocs**: a portal to transcribed, reproduced, or translated primary source documents from prehistoric times to the present day for European countries; from Brigham Young University's library. Open access.
- **German History in Documents and Images (GHDI)**: collection of documents, images, and maps documenting Germany's political, social, and cultural history from 1500 to the present. Includes both original German texts and English translations. Open access.
- **German Literature Collections**: from Proquest; each collection available separately. Subscription resources.
  - Bertolt Brechts Werke: works of German dramatist and poet Bertolt Brecht. Includes critical apparatus.
  - Die Deutsche Lyrik in Reclams Universalbibliothek: German poetry from over 500 authors from the 15th to the early 20th century which has been published by Reclam Verlag since 1945.
  - Digitale Bibliothek Deutscher Klassiker: critical edition works of more than 30 authors from the Middle Ages through the early 20th century. Includes prose, poetry, drama, diaries, letters, political speeches, historical documents, and writings on German art and philosophy.
- **Lebendiges Museum Online** (LeMO; Living Museum Online): documents, photographs, biographies, maps, videos, chronologies, and statistics related to German history. Open access.
- **Luthers Werke**: complete works of Martin Luther, with critical apparatus including Bible translations, treatises, sermons, letters, table talks, poems, and hymns. Subscription resource.
- **Nineteenth Century Collections Online**: one collection includes 9,500 English, French, and German titles of the Romantic era. Subscription resource.
- **Sophie: A Digital Library of Works by German-Speaking Women**: fiction, drama, poetry, and music written by German-speaking women from medieval times through the early 20th century. Open access.

For German literature, history, and philosophy and other German Studies-related subjects, De Gruyter offers subscription primary source databases. Project Gutenberg-DE, Wikisource.de, and Zeno.org, all commercial sites but nevertheless open access, offer public domain German-language texts related to literature, music, art, natural sciences, and social sciences. These sites also provide access to historical reference works. Additional primary source materials can be found in the digital libraries noted further below in the “National and Other Major Libraries and Their Catalogs” section.

**Secondary Source Databases**

In addition to the more general and multidisciplinary databases such as Academic Search Premier/Complete/
Ultimate (subscription resource), JSTOR (subscription resource), and Google Scholar (open access), the following are especially relevant for German Studies:

- **BDSL Online** (Bibliographie der deutschen Sprach- und Literaturwissenschaft; Bibliography of German Language and Literary Studies): international in focus; indexes journal articles, monographs, and book reviews for all periods of German literature and language studies. Interface in German, but easy to use. Coverage for publications 1985 to 2011 (open access); 1985 to present (subscription resource).
- **Bibliography of Linguistic Literature / Bibliographie Linguistischer Literatur** (BLLDB): international in focus; indexes journal articles, monographs, dissertations, and book reviews for general linguistics, with emphasis on English, German, and Romance languages. Coverage for publications 1971 to 2012 (open access); 1971 to present (subscription resource).
- **DigiZeitschriften**: similar to JSTOR, database of German-language scholarly journals for the humanities, social sciences, and natural sciences. Mainly a subscription resource, but some issues are open access.
- **Gelehrte Journale und Zeitungen als Netzwerke des Wissens im Zeitalter der Aufklärung** (Scholarly Journals and Newspapers in the Age of Enlightenment): database of journals and newspapers from late 1600s to early 1800s. Open access.
- **Germanistik**: database for all issues of the bibliography Germanistik (1865-9187); includes citations for German literature and language as well as for other Germanic languages and literatures, film, comparative literature, and literary theory. Coverage 1960 to the present. Subscription resource.
- **Historical Abstracts**: covers world history (excluding the United States and Canada) from 1450 to the present, and thus a main database for history of Europe and German-speaking countries. Subscription resource.
- **IBR Online** (Internationale Bibliographie der Rezensionen geistes- und sozialwissenschaftlicher Literatur; International Bibliography of Book Reviews of Scholarly Literature in the Humanities and Social Sciences). Indexes 7,000 journals in the humanities and social sciences. Subscription resource.
- **IBZ Online** (Internationale Bibliographie der geistes- und sozialwissenschaftlichen Zeitschriftenliteratur; International Bibliography of Periodical Literature in the Humanities and Social Sciences): journal article index for 11,500 journals; also includes abstracts for 800,000 articles. Subscription resource.
- **Klassik Online**: index to primary and secondary literature for German literature's classical period (1750–1850). Includes citations for books, book chapters, articles, reviews, and other formats. Open access.
- **KLG – Kritischer Lexikon zur deutschsprachigen Gegenwartsliteratur** (Critical Lexicon for German-language Contemporary Literature): bio-bibliographical database covering post-1945 German-speaking authors. Includes short biographies, critical essays, lists of prizes won, and references for primary and secondary literature. Also has citations for newspaper and magazine articles and reviews as well as broadcast interviews, all of which are not noted elsewhere. Subscription resource.
- **MLA International Bibliography**: from the MLA; includes citations for articles, books, book chapters, and dissertations covering literary studies, modern languages, linguistics, dramatic arts, film, folklore, and the teaching of languages. Coverage is international, from the 1880s to the present. Subscription resource.

Although there are no databases specifically for German-language film, relevant citations can be found in Film and Television Literature Index with Full-Text and the FIAF International Index to Film Periodicals (both subscription resources).

**Dissertations and Theses**

In addition to the subscription database ProQuest Dissertations and Theses Global, WorldCat (FirstSearch
version), and the MLA International Bibliography, as well as individual institutional repositories, dissertations and theses can be found from a variety of sources. A select list follows:

- **DART Europe e-Theses Portal**: access to OA theses from universities in 29 European countries, including Austria, Germany, and Switzerland.
- **Global ETD (electronic thesis and dissertation) Search**: includes both OA and non-OA ETDs.
- **CRL’s Dissertation Collection**: a collection of over 809,000 foreign (not US or Canadian) doctoral dissertations from the mid-1800s to the present. As of 2008, dissertations in German accounted for 66% of the collection (Center for Research Libraries 2008). To find holdings, use the “dissertation” filter in the CRL Library Catalog.
- **German-language search portals**:
  - **Katalog der Deutschen Nationalbibliothek** (German National Library’s catalog): use the facet “Hochschulschriften” (university theses) to find dissertations, master theses, and habilitation theses from German universities. The facet “Online (frei zugänglich)” can also be used to find OA materials. For more details, see Anleitung zur Suche von Dissertationen und Habilitationen im Katalog der Deutschen Nationalbibliothek (Guide for Searching for Dissertations and Habilitation Theses in the German National Catalog).
  - **OBV-Verbundsuchmaschine**: Catalog of the Österreichische Bibliothekenverbund (OBV; Austrian Library Network), which includes all dissertations and theses (bachelors, masters, and habilitation) produced in Austria. Make sure “Hochschulschriften” is selected in the menu pull-downs. Use the facet “Freie Volltexte” for open access ETDs.
  - **e-Helvetica**: catalog of the Schweizerische Nationalbibliothek (Swiss National Library); use to find Swiss dissertations.

The GSA maintains Dissertations in German Studies, a list, with English abstracts, of dissertations published each year, which can help in learning about emerging topics and trends.

Additional databases can be found in the Datenbank-Infosystem (DBIS), a searchable list of subscription and OA resources organized by discipline. Limit listings to open access by going to “Bibliotheksauswahl/Einstellungen” and selecting only “frei im Web.” For German language and literature, use Germanistik, Niederländische Philologie, Skandinavistik, which includes resources for German, Dutch, and Scandinavian Studies.

### News Sources and Media Outlets

#### Germany

Germany has the fifth-largest newspaper and magazine market worldwide and the largest in Europe, with approximately 320 regional daily newspapers, 16 weekly newspapers, and 1,300 magazines (Fazit Communication, n.d.). As in other countries, print circulation is declining relative to online news, including social media. Eleven percent of survey participants in Germany pay for online news, with the tabloid Bild, daily newspapers Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ) and Süddeutsche Zeitung (SZ), and news magazine Der Spiegel most frequently mentioned (Hölig 2023, 76). Bild, FAZ, and SZ, respectively, were noted as having the highest reach in Germany, followed by Die Welt, Handelsblatt, and taz, die Tageszeitung (Arbeitsgemeinschaft Media-Analyse 2023). FAZ and SZ are highly trusted news sources (Hölig 2023, 77), and are national newspapers of record. Other important newspapers include Die Zeit, a weekly national newspaper of record, as well as
Der Tagesspiegel. Germany has three main weekly news magazines: Der Spiegel, which is consistently ranked highest in circulation and reach, followed by Stern and Focus (Statista 2023a). For most of these titles, most content is behind a paywall only accessible to subscribers or via aggregators and databases (noted below). Der Spiegel offers access to all content from back issues, as does Die Zeit via a free account. Almost all of these sites have archives, though these may be limited. Der Spiegel and Die Zeit are the two exceptions, offering free searching of their archives back to the first issue.

Germany has a mix of public and private radio and television broadcasters. ARD is a coordinating organization of Germany's 10 regional public radio and television broadcasters, such as Norddeutscher Rundfunk (NDR; Northern German Broadcasting) and the internationally-focused Deutsche Welle (DW; German wave), which provides programs in 30 languages. Public Deutschlandradio covers news and current affairs with its Deutschlandfunk network, and culture (including books) with Deutschlandfunk Kultur.

ARD operates the national television network Das Erste (the first), which broadcasts Die Tagesschau, a popular nightly news program, ZDF (Zweitdes Deutches Fernsehen; Second German Television) is Germany's second public television broadcaster and airs the news program heute. Other television networks include the public 3Sat and ARTE; and commercial ProSieben and RTL. The newspapers, magazines, and broadcasters noted above cover the Frankfurt Book Fair each year, providing information about new titles, publishing trends, and author readings.

Austria

In 2021, Austria had 277 newspapers (including free and fee-based newspapers), with 243 weeklies and 34 dailies. The tabloid Kronen Zeitung, also known as Krone, had the highest circulation in 2022, followed by Heute, a free newspaper, Kleine Zeitung, a regional newspaper based in Graz and Klagenfurt, and Kurier (Statista 2023c). The Viennese broadsheets Die Presse and Der Standard are considered national newspapers of record. The Viennese daily Wiener Zeitung, which was the world's oldest daily printed national newspaper, printed its last daily issue on June 30, 2023. It still publishes an online edition (Ferguson 2023). For news magazines, the most significant are the weeklies NEWS and Profil.

Österreichischer Rundfunk (ORF; Austrian Broadcasting) is Austria's national public radio and television broadcaster. For radio, ORF has Ö1, which broadcasts news, Ö3, FM4, and nine regional radio stations, one for each of Austria's states. Commercial radio stations include Radio 1 and Radio Arabella. For television, ORF has five television stations and airs the daily news program Zeit im Bild. Commercial television broadcasters include ATV, PULS 4, and ServusTV.

Switzerland

In 2022, Switzerland had 251 newspapers: 213 in German, 29 in French, and 9 in Italian (Statista 2023b). Excluding free newspapers, the seven regional daily newspapers in the newspaper group Nordwestschweiz, including the Aargauer Zeitung and the Limmattaler Zeitung, had the highest circulation in 2022 and 2023. The Zurich-based Tages-Anzeiger was the next highest, followed by the Berner Zeitung (BZ) and Der Bund, two dailies in Bern (WEMF 2023). The daily Neue Zürcher Zeitung (NZZ) is the only German-language newspaper of record for Switzerland. Other important papers include Basel's Basler Zeitung and Lucerne's Luzerner Zeitung. Prominent magazines with news content include Beobachter, Schweizer Illustrierte, NZZ Folio, and Schweizer Monat.

Schweizer Radio und Fernsehen (SRF; Swiss Radio and Television) is the German-language public broadcaster. SRF has nine radio channels, with Radio SRF 4 News dedicated to news. Die Tagesschau is SRF's
main television news program. Like Germany and Austria, Switzerland has a number of commercial radio and television broadcasters. World Radio Switzerland broadcasts Swiss news in English.

Other Countries

The daily Liechtensteiner Vaterland is Liechtenstein’s one print newspaper, while Radio Liechtenstein and FL TV are the principality’s public radio and television broadcasters. German-speaking South Tyrol in Italy has two daily papers: Dolomiten and the Neue Südtiroler Tageszeitung, and Rai Südtirol is South Tyrol’s German-language public radio and television broadcaster. In Belgium, Grenz-Echo is the only German-language daily newspaper; Belgische Rundfunk (BRF; Belgian Broadcasting Corporation) broadcasts German-language radio over two channels and also produces the news program Blickpunkt. In Luxembourg, the German-language dailies Luxemburger Wort, Tageblatt, and Zeitung vom Lëtzebuerger Vollek are top newspapers (TNS Ilres 2022). RTL Group (Radio Télévision Luxembourg) is a Luxembourg-based conglomerate which provides German-language radio and television to countries including Luxembourg.

Resources for comprehensive listings of news publications as well as broadcasters include the European Studies Section’s German Studies Guide on News; general country reference works, such as Europa World; and Wikipedia. In general, Wikipedia.de is more current on news and media than the English-language version. Zeitungen in Deutschland, a directory of newspapers from Germany, can be searched and browsed by state (Bundesland) and district (Landkreis).

Commercial Databases and Aggregators

Only a few commercial products cover current and historical German-language news. Below are subscription databases available to libraries:

- F.A.Z.-Bibliotheksportal: digital archive of the newspapers Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (FAZ) and Frankfurter Rundschau with three modules:
  - Frankfurter Rundschau: contains articles from the Frankfurt am Main daily newspaper Frankfurter Rundschau since 1995.
- Neues Deutschland Digital Archive: digital archive of Neues Deutschland, the official newspaper of the Sozialistische Einheitspartei Deutschlands (Socialist Unity Party of Germany), East Germany’s ruling party, covering the years 1946–2022.
- Vossische Zeitung 1918–1934 Online: digital archive of Vossische Zeitung, a renowned Berlin daily, for the years 1918–1934.

Note that issues of both Neues Deutschland and Vossische Zeitung are available open access via Zeitungsinformationssystem ZEFYS, discussed below. German-language news, as well as English-language news covering German-speaking Europe, is available through main news aggregators, including Factiva, Global Newsstream, Nexis-Uni, and PressReader.
Historical News

Below are prominent digital collections and portals to German-language newspapers which can be searched and browsed:

- **ANNO**: a collection of historical Austrian newspapers and periodicals from the 16th to 20th centuries. Open access.
- **Compact Memory**: 500 Jewish newspapers and periodicals from German-speaking Europe, mainly for the years 1768–1938. Most titles are in German, with some in Hebrew, Yiddish, English, and other languages. Open access.
- **Deutsches Zeitungsportal** (German Newspaper Portal): searchable and browsable collection of historic German newspapers from 1671 to 1994. Open access.
- **Digital Exile Press**: German-language newspapers published in exile between 1933 and 1945. Open access.
- **e-newspaperarchives.ch**: newspapers digitized by the [Schweizerische Nationalbibliothek](http://www.snb.ch) (Swiss National Library) and other Swiss libraries. Open access.
- **ZEFYS (Zeitungsinformationssystem)**: digital newspaper collection from the [Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin – Preußischer Kulturbesitz](http://www.sbb.de) (Stabi; Berlin State Library — Prussian Cultural Heritage), with titles from German-speaking Europe. Also includes the subset DDR Presse, a collection of three GDR newspapers: *Neues Deutschland* (1946–1990), *Berliner Zeitung* (1945–1993), *Neue Zeit* (1945–1994). To access the DDR Presse, free registration is required. Open access.

Additional collections and portals are at the [Historical News Sources](http://www.eurodocs.com) on the ESS German Studies guide, [Historic German Newspapers Online](http://www.eurodocs.com) from EuroDocs, the [Listen digitalisierter Zeitungen](http://www.wikisource.de) from Wikisource.de, and the [Indexes and Guides to Western European Periodicals](http://www.eurodocs.com) from ESS. The Center for Research Libraries (CRL) has a collection of domestic and foreign newspapers in print, microform, and online formats; use its [CRL Library Catalog](http://www.crl.edu) to find holdings.

Newspaper Indexes

Besides [WorldCat](http://www.worldcat.org) (FirstSearch version) and individual library catalogs, librarians should consult the [International Coalition on Newspapers (ICON) database](http://www.icontemp.org) and [Zeitschriftendatenbank](http://www.zeitschriftendatenbank.de).

Locating articles on topics from newspapers before the 1990s can be problematic, as aggregators don’t include German-language news coverage that far back. As noted previously, newspapers’ online archives don’t always provide significant historical coverage. One workaround is searching for articles in Google with the title and dates. Other resources include:

- **Indexes and Guides to Western European Periodicals**: includes print and electronic indexes, guides and websites for periodicals from the 17th to 21st centuries.
- **Innsbrucker Zeitungsarkiv**: index from the University of Innsbruck for articles on German and other literatures in German-language news periodicals. Includes some full text.
Catalogs, Bibliographies, Archives

National and Other Major Libraries and Their Catalogs

The Deutsche Nationalbibliothek (DNB; German National Library) serves as a deposit library for materials published in Germany and systematically collects German-language materials published elsewhere. The DNB’s collections include a German music archive and German exile archive (1933–1945), and a web archive. The Katalog der Deutschen Nationalbibliothek (catalog of the German National Library) has a new beta-version available. Germany has seven geographically based library consortia or networks of public and academic libraries. The Gemeinsamer Bibliotheksverbund (GBV; Common Library Network) is the largest; the K10-plus union catalog includes GBV’s holdings as well as those of another network.

Similar to the DNB, the Österreichische Nationalbibliothek (ÖNB; Austrian National Library) is a deposit library for all works published in or about Austria, including electronic media. Notable digital collections include ANNO: Austrian Books Online, a collection of more than 600,000 public domain works; Beethoven Digital; Ariadne, a database for women and gender studies; and archival materials for literary authors Peter Handke, Robert Musil, and others in Digital Editions. Although having only a German-language interface, the ÖNB catalog uses Primo, which is familiar to many librarians. The Search Engine of the Österreichischer Bibliothekenverbund (övb; Austrian Library Network) allows for simultaneous searching of holdings in 90 Austrian academic libraries as well as the ÖNB.

The Schweizer Nationalbibliothek (SNB; Swiss National Library) collects, catalogs and preserves information about Switzerland, in print and other media. This includes material published in Switzerland and abroad. Some of the SNB’s notable digital collections (often in partnership with other Swiss libraries) include E-Periodica, a collection of Swiss periodicals, many of which are open access; digitized literary estates and archival documents from the Swiss Literary Archives; and a web archive of Wikipedia articles in French, German, Italian, and Romansh having to do with Switzerland. Besides the Swiss National Library’s main catalog, Helveticat, the SNB has specialized catalogs and databases. Swisscovery is the new national discovery system for material from 500 Swiss libraries.

Other catalogs and libraries include the following:

- Bayerische Staatsbibliothek (BSB; Bavarian State Library): one of the largest research libraries in Germany, with considerable print and digital holdings. Search the digital collections at MDZ – Münchener Digitalisierungszentrum (Munich Digitization Center), which includes manuscripts, early printed books, maps, and reference works. Notable collections include Bavaria, a collection of materials from or about Bavaria, and the photo archive of Stern magazine. Catalog: BSB Discover.
- Deutsche Digitale Bibliothek (DDB; German Digital Library): a national virtual library which serves as a search portal to digitized paintings, books, music, sculptures, films, photographs, files, manuscripts, and more from museums, libraries, archives, and other cultural institutions. Includes public domain and in-copyright materials. DDB has dossiers on a variety of topics and its content is discoverable on Europeana. DDB and Archivportal-D have begun creating thematic searchable portals:
  - Collections from Colonial Contexts
  - Weimar Republic
  - Wiedergutmachung (reparation/compensation) for National Socialist Injustice
- Karlsruher Virtueller Katalog (KV; Karlsruhe Virtual Catalog): by far the most useful catalog for librarians, it searches simultaneously most German, Austrian, and Swiss library catalogs; other major catalogs, such as those from the British Library and Bibliothèque nationale de France; digital library portals; and out-of-print dealers.
Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin – Preußischer Kulturbesitz (Stabi; Berlin State Library – Prussian Cultural Heritage): one of the largest research libraries in Germany, its historical collections are generally more comprehensive than the DNB. Stabikat is Stabi’s catalog. Its broad digital collections include the travel diaries of Alexander von Humboldt, the works of E.T.A. Hoffmann, and volumes on the history of medicine.

Zentrales Verzeichnis Digitalisierter Drucke (ZVDD; Central Catalog for Digitized Materials): portal to searching digital collections from Germany for publications from the 15th century to the present.

Two special libraries important for literary scholars are the Herzogin Anna Amalia Bibliothek (Duchess Anna Amalia Library), whose main focus is German literature and culture from 1750 to 1850, and the Herzog August Bibliothek (Duke August Library), which specializes in the Medieval and Early Modern periods. Both have digitized some collections. Another special library is the Leo Baeck Institute in New York, whose collections focus on the history and culture of German-speaking Jews; DigiBaeck is its search portal for digital collections.

In the 2010s, the German academic and research library community switched to the “Specialized Research Services” (FID; Fachinformationsdienste) system from the comprehensive collection-focused “Specialized Research Collections” (SSG; Sondersammelgebiete). With this new system, a library designated as an FID library for a specific discipline or area studies region (e.g., South Asia) works with researchers to identify needs and services. Collection development is focused on current rather than future needs (like the SSG system). Each FID library develops and maintains an online portal to resources. Currently, there are approximately 40 FID libraries. For German Studies librarians, the most relevant is the one for Germanistik (German literary and language studies): Universitätsbibliothek Johann Christian Senckenberg, the university library for the Goethe University. Its very useful portal Germanistik im Netz (German literary and language studies on the web) is described further below. Another helpful FID portal is Historicum.net, for history. For more information on the FID and SSG systems, see Madden (2021).

Other libraries and their collections are described in the English-language version of Wikipedia (e.g., List of Libraries in Germany) and Wikipedia.de. The 2003 open access Handbuch der historischen Buchbestände in Deutschland, Österreich und Europa (Handbook of historical book holdings in Germany, Austria, and Europe) provides detailed information.

Bibliographies

In addition to the bibliographies noted below, readers should consult the resources in the Secondary Source Database section, above.

Due to the German Spelling Reform of 1996 (Reform der deutschen Rechtschreibung von 1996), the recommended spelling of the word “bibliography” in German changed to “bibliografie” from “bibliographie.” Some titles changed to the new spelling, including the national bibliographies, while others still maintain the “ph” spelling. Both forms should be used when searching for bibliographies.

As noted previously, Germanistik is a quarterly bibliography covering secondary literature on Germanic literatures and languages and related fields. It’s available for subscription as a periodical or in a database. Particularly helpful is its organization by period and genre with specific author entries.

National Bibliographies

The Deutsche Nationalbibliografie (German National Bibliography) has been published since 1913 under different titles. The website provides a history of the bibliography with a number of download options. Searching is also available via the Katalog der Deutschen Nationalbibliothek (catalog of the German National Library). The bibliography is produced in seven series and includes all formats of monographs, periodicals, AV media,
maps, dissertations and habilitation theses, and print music published in Germany as well as in Austria and Switzerland. It also includes German-language materials published elsewhere, and materials about Germany.

The Österreichische Bibliografie (Austrian Bibliography) includes all works published or printed in Austria since 1945, regardless of format. Works about Austria published abroad are included in a separate section. PDFs of years 2003–2018 are available to download. To search the Bibliography, use the ÖNB catalog. For earlier publications, see the partially complete Österreichische Retrospektive Bibliographie (2001–; Austrian Retrospective Bibliography)

Switzerland's national bibliography Das Schweizer Buch (The Swiss Book), began in print in 1943 but has been exclusively online since 2007. Das Schweizer Buch, which indexes all Swiss output regardless of format as well as materials published abroad on Swiss topics and people, is available via PDF downloads and Helveticat. For earlier publications, see these bibliographies:

- Bibliographie und literarische Chronik der Schweiz = Bibliographie et chronique littéraire de la Suisse (1877–1901)
- Bibliographie der Schweiz = Bibliographie de la Suisse (1871–1877)

Other important national retrospective bibliographies include:

- Gesamtkatalog der Wiegendrucke (Union Catalog of Incunabula): incunabula of the 15th century.
- VD16 (Verzeichnis der im deutschen Sprachbereich erschienenen Drucke des 16. Jahrhunderts; Bibliography of Books Printed in the German Speaking Countries of the 16th Century); many materials available full text. Search VD16.
- VD17 (Verzeichnis der im deutschen Sprachbereich erschienenen Drucke des 17. Jahrhunderts; Bibliography of Books Printed in the German Speaking Countries of the 17th Century); many materials available full text.
- VD18 (Verzeichnis Deutscher Drucke des 18. Jahrhunderts); includes materials published in German or in the German-speaking world between 1701 and 1800; much available full text.

Select Subject-specific Bibliographies

Listed below is a select list of subject bibliographies.

  - Organized by literary era, it is a comprehensive bibliography of secondary and primary German-language literature from the Middle Ages to 1830 with some annotations. Provides detailed edition history. Other editions titled Grundrisz zur Geschichte der deutschen Dichtung aus den Quellen.
- Deutsche Historische Bibliographie (German Historical Bibliography): covers all areas of history. See also Bibliographie der Schweizergeschichte (Bibliography of Swiss History) and Österreichische Historische Bibliographie (Austrian Historical Bibliography).
- Bibliographies and bio-bibliographies related to women and women authors:
a bio-bibliography of German-speaking women authors from 1800–1945.


- a bio-bibliography of German-speaking women authors with works from 1840 until the 1890s.

**Bibliographies of Individual Authors and Literary Societies**

Bibliographies of literary authors, philosophers, critics, etc. (known in German as *Personalbibliografien*) can be helpful for tracing both primary literature and secondary literature about their works. A prime example is the *Weimarer Goethe-Bibliographie Online* (WGB), which includes works on Johann Wolfgang von Goethe. Many of these bibliographies are noted in the *Germanistik im Netz’s Bibliographien* list, which is no longer being updated.

Many literary societies for authors either produce or note bibliographies. For example, the Austrian *Anna-Seghers-Gesellschaft* includes a downloadable bibliography. Literary societies are also valuable resources for biographical information and criticism. A list of literary societies is available from the *Arbeitsgemeinschaft Literarischer Gesellschaften und Gedenkstätten*, the Working Group of Literary Societies and Memorials. One can also find societies by googling *Gesellschaft* (German word for “society”) and the name of the author.

Another tool is *Buchhandel.de*, the open access database version of *Verzeichnis Lieferbarer Bücher*, the German equivalent of Books in Print. Designed for booksellers and publishers, the database provides only limited search options, but it does note all German-language books in print as well as some periodicals.

**Archives**

German-speaking Europe has substantial physical archives, including national, provincial/state, municipal, church, business, and family ones. Germany alone has 351 noted in *Archives Portal Europe*. A select number of archives are noted below, followed by search tools to discover additional ones.

**Select list of archives**

- *Schweizerisches Bundesarchiv* (Swiss Federal Archives): national government documents. Has pages on frequently requested *topics*. *Digitized sources* are full-text government documents, and the *Archives’ catalog* can be searched for finding aids and documents.
- *Bundesarchiv* (Federal Archives): national archive for Germany. Also includes archival collections from East Germany. Has online *thematic portals*, *virtual exhibitions*, and *multiple search tools* to find archival materials.
- *Deutsche Kinemathek – Museum für Film und Fernsehen* (German Cinematheque, Museum for Film and Television): a leading film and television archive and museum located in Berlin. Primarily analog with some
digital collections, including personal and film company papers, film, photos, and other documents.

- **Deutsches Literaturarchiv Marbach** (DLA; German Literature Archive in Marbach): one of the most important archives, with around 1,600 papers and collections of German-speaking authors, critics, translators, philosophers, philologists, and other scholars, literary publisher archives, and over 450,000 images and objects from 1750 to the present. **Kallias** is the DLA’s online catalog; it is still in beta and doesn’t include all holdings.

**Search Tools for Archives**

- **Archives Online**: searches Swiss archives and their collections.
- **ArchivNet**: searches Austrian archives and their collections.
- **Archivportal-D**: has information on archives from all over Germany as well as digitized archival material.
- **Archivregister**: directory of Austrian archives.
- **HelveticArchives**: online database for the archival collections of the Swiss National Library, the Swiss Literary Archives, and other archives.
- **Kalliope**: union catalog for collections of personal papers, manuscripts, and publishers’ archives at institutions in Austria, Germany, Switzerland, and, to some extent, the US.
- **Swisscollections**: searches Swiss libraries and archives, includes listings for archival material (including unpublished papers), images, old prints and rare books, document collections, film material, manuscripts, maps, and more.
- **Wirtschaftsarchivportal**: portal for business archives in German-speaking countries.

Archives from German-speaking countries are included in **Archives Portal Europe** (open access). Other tools include **ArchiveGrid** (open access), which encompasses archives in English-speaking countries but also some German-language ones, and **Archive Finder** (subscription resource), which covers the US, UK, and Ireland.

**Reference Tools**

**Books and Articles Especially Useful for Librarians Covering German Studies**

Especially relevant for finding additional digital and print resources are:

- Gantert, Klaus. 2012. *Erfolgreich recherchieren: Germanistik* [Successful researching: German Language and Literature]. Berlin: De Gruyter Saur. Intended for German-speaking students; provides an overview of the most important resources for the field.
For an overview of subjects:


**General Reference**

German literature, the history of German-speaking Europe, and other areas of German Studies are well-represented, if briefly, in general library reference databases such as Oxford Reference and Credo Reference (both subscription resources). The subscription resource Cambridge Companions, which include most canonical German literary authors and philosophers as well as subjects and topics, provide thorough surveys of current scholarship. Titles in Oxford Handbooks Online (subscription resource) also provide overviews. Despite all its caveats, open-access Wikipedia.de (unlike the English-language version) provides useful coverage of German Studies topics.

*Brockhaus Enzyklopädie* (Brockhaus Encyclopedia) is a prominent German-language general encyclopedia. Past editions were titled *Der Große Brockhaus* (The Big Brockhaus), and the most current print edition is *Brockhaus Enzyklopädie in 30 Bänden* (2006; Brockhaus Encyclopedia in 30 Volumes). *Brockhaus Enzyklopädie Online* is available for subscription.

A number of historical general encyclopedias are available open access, including *Meyers Großes Konversations-Lexikon* (6th ed.; 1905–1909) and Johann Heinrich Zedler’s *Grosses vollständiges Universal-Lexicon aller Wissenschaften und Künste* (1731–1754), a major German 18th-century encyclopedia. Others are listed on Lexika from Zeno.org and at Die Retro-Bibliothek.

For country information, see Europa World (subscription resource), the European Commission Country Knowledge Guides (open access), and the CIA’s World Factbook (open access). Statistisches Bundesamt (German Federal Statistical Office), Statistik Austria (Statistics Austria), the Swiss Federal Statistical Office, and Liechtenstein’s Office of Statistics all offer some statistical information in English as well as in German.

**Subject Encyclopedias, Lexica, Dictionaries**

The Dictionary of Literary Biography database (subscription resource) provides biographies, critical essays, and bibliographies of primary and secondary sources for many German-language literary authors. Although somewhat dated, *The Oxford Companion to German Literature* (3rd ed.; 1997), is available in the Oxford Reference database. It covers German literature from the 8\(^{th}\) century through the mid-1990s with short articles on authors, titles, and themes. Historical dictionaries in the Rowman and Littlefield series Historical Dictionaries of Literature and the Arts, such as the *Historical Dictionary of German Literature to 1945*, can be useful for quick reference. Similarly, titles in the Historical Dictionaries of Europe provide background on all European countries. Other useful reference works include:

to the 1990s.


Below are notable German-language reference works:


Verfasser-Datenbank (subscription resource), a reference database about authors and their works from the Middle Ages through the present, includes content from *Killy Literaturlexikon* as well as four other reference works. Handbooks (in German *Handbücher* (plural), *Handbuch* (singular)) are valuable reference sources with bibliographical and biographical information. *De Gruyter* and *J. B. Metzler* are two prolific publishers of handbooks.

Biographical Reference

Biographie Portal (Biography Portal; open access) is a portal to search articles in 10 OA biographical reference works, including *Allgemeine Deutsche Biographie* (*ADB*; 1875–1912), *Neue Deutsche Biographie* (*NDB*; 1953–), the *Österreichisches Biographisches Lexikon* (Austrian Biographical Dictionary; 1815–1950), and the *Historisches Lexikon der Schweiz* (Historical Dictionary of Switzerland; 1998–2014). *ADB* and *NDB* can also be searched in Deutsche Biographie (open access). The World Biographical Information System Online (WBIS) is a subscription-based database which includes biographical articles from a number of archival sources, such as the German Biographical Archive.

Language Dictionaries

Considered the German-equivalent of the *Oxford English Dictionary*, Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm’s *Deutsches Wörterbuch* (*DWB*; The German Dictionary; 1854–1961) notes the etymology, meanings, varied forms, synonyms, and regional differences of words. An online version of the *DWB* is available open access. Also important is Johann Christoph Adelung’s *Grammatisch-kritisches Wörterbuch der hochdeutschen Mundart* (Grammatically-critical Dictionary of the High German Dialect), the 1811 edition of which is available online open
access. **Wörterbuchnetz** is an OA German dictionary portal which allows cross-searching of the DWB, Adelung's dictionary, and 35 other historical and regional dictionaries and lexica. The open access **Digitales Wörterbuch der deutschen Sprache** is a dictionary and corpus of contemporary German. Munzinger offers a subscription package of 15 German dictionaries from the publisher DUDEN; the package can be licensed from CRL.

For bilingual English-to-German and German-to-English dictionaries, Oxford includes some in **Oxford Reference** and **Oxford Dictionaries** (both subscription resources). A list of OA language dictionaries is available on the ESS German Studies guide.

**Websites**

Listed below is a select list of useful websites for librarians and users:

- **Black Central Europe**: scholarly website in English and German covering Black history in German-speaking countries; includes biographies, interactive maps, primary source documents, teaching resources, and videos.
- **Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung** (German Federal Agency for Civic Education): information in various formats on historical, political, and social topics.
- **Filmportal.de**: information on over 150,000 German films and individuals in the film industry, industry news including film festivals, and updates on theatrical, DVD, and streaming releases.
- **Germanistik im Netz** (German literary and language studies on the web): the FID portal for German Studies in Germany; includes comprehensive listings of resources and tools, tutorials, a disciplinary repository, and more.
- **Germanistenverzeichnis**: directory of German language and literary academics worldwide.
- **Lebendiges Museum Online** (LeMO; Living Museum Online): an online portal for German history from the 19th century to the present from the **Deutsches Historisches Museum** (German Historical Museum), Haus der Geschichte der Bundesrepublik (Federal Republic of Germany's House of History), and the **Bundesarchiv**.
- **Literarisches Colloquium Berlin** (Berlin's Literary Colloquium): valuable resource for keeping up on new books and the literary scene in Germany. Includes videos and podcasts.
- **Literary and Cultural Online Magazines**:
  - **Literaturcafe.de** (Literature Cafe): news on the literary scene, book reviews, podcasts, poems, and short stories.
  - **Perlentaucher: das Kulturmagazine**: online culture and literary magazine with industry news and book review summaries.
- **Xlibris**: commercial website which provides overviews of the eras of German literature and German-language authors

Additional reference sources can be found on the **ESS German Studies** guide.

**Distinctive Print Collections**

**Major German Collections in North America**

University libraries with comprehensive German-language print collections include many Ivy League
Libraries' Distinctive Collections

Special collections of German-language materials, as well as those focusing on German-speaking Europe, include:

- **German-Americana** (University of Cincinnati): one of the largest collections focusing on German Americans; includes books, pamphlets, documents, journals, newspapers, and manuscripts.
- **Germany-related collections** (Center for Research Libraries): documents on German foreign policy, colonial affairs, the Reich Chancellery, the Nazi Party (including propaganda operations), Jewish persecution, and personal documentation on Hitler and post-War Germany.
- **International Dada Archive** (University of Iowa): 60,000 volumes; includes a Digital Dada Library.
- **Library of Congress** (see German Collections at the Library of Congress for an overview)
  - **Lessing J. Rosenwald Collection**: its strengths are 15th century woodcut books, early 16th illustrated books, and 20th century artist books. Includes the 15th-century Giant Bible of Mainz.
  - **Sigmund Freud Papers**: family papers, correspondence, manuscripts, and interviews. Some material digitized.
  - **Third Reich Collection**: miscellaneous books, albums, and printed materials from the Reichskanzlei Library in Berlin and the private book collections of several high-ranking Nazi Party officials. Includes Hitler's personal library.
- **Library of the Juridisch-politischer Leseverein** (University of Alberta): the Juridisch-politischer Leseverein was Vienna's chief intellectual club for the 19th and early 20th centuries. The collection of over 13,000 books, serials, and pamphlets focuses on political and cultural thought of Central Europe.
- **Lincke'sche Leihbibliothek** (University of Chicago): collection of approximately 15,000 volumes of popular literature (Trivalliteratur) published 1775–1985.
- **Max Kade Institute for German-American Studies collections** (University of Wisconsin, Madison): print collection focusing on German Americans; includes North American German Dialect Archive.
- **Mike Lützeler Contemporary German Literature Collection** (Washington University in St. Louis): started in 1985, a comprehensive collection of contemporary German-language belles lettres, essays, autobiographical works, and literary periodicals. Produces an annual bibliography with subject and genre descriptors.
- **William A. Speck Collection of Goetheana** (Yale University): one of the largest collections of Goethe editions and other related works and ephemera in the world. Yale also has strong holdings of the German Romantics, such as Novalis, Fichte, and Hölderlin, as well as late 19th and 20th century authors, such as Wedekind, Rilke, Hofmannsthal, and Schnitzler.

For additional details and other distinctive collections, see Hacken, Madden, and Vetruba (2016), Hacken, Madden, and Vetruba (n.d.), and the German Archival and Manuscript Resources in the US and corresponding PDF “Sampling of German Archival and Manuscript Resources in the U.S.” from the University of Notre Dame. The list Notable European Studies Holdings in North America from ESS is no longer updated but is still useful.

**Professional Development and Networks**

Two primary groups for librarians responsible for German Studies offer professional development and networking: European Studies Section (ESS) and the German-North American Resources Partnership (GNARP). ESS, a section of the Association of College & Research Libraries (ACRL), which itself is a division of the American Library Association (ALA), is the professional home for academic librarians covering any region of Europe. Free membership is available to any member of ACRL, although most meetings and resources are open to non-members as well. The section holds online or in-person meetings twice a year, often including its Germanists Discussion Group. ESS also offers webinars, conference programs, and workshops. The 2023 workshop “European Language and Area Studies Workshop for Librarians” included “German Studies: Austria, Germany, Switzerland & The Netherlands” by Heidi Madden, a useful accompaniment to this chapter. The section’s email list, ESS-L (available to members and non-members), is valuable for keeping up in the field and assisting with challenging reference questions. The ESS German Studies guide is a must-read for librarians covering Germany, Austria, and Switzerland.

GNARP, one of CRL’s Global Resources Programs, has negotiated database discounts from German vendors, funded the digitization of German-language newspapers, and provided travel grants to attend conferences or book fairs in Europe. Membership includes both a fee-based institutional option and a personal one for librarians at libraries that are not GNARP members. CRL is restructuring as this article is being written, and it is unclear where GNARP will fit. Two UK groups to be aware of are the German Studies Library Group and the West European Studies Library and Information Network (WESLINE), which hosts the WESLINE email list.

Occasional conferences focus on European Studies librarianship and thus on German-speaking Europe. GNARP teamed up with the Collaborative Initiative for French Language Collections (CIFNAL), another CRL global resources program, to host “New Directions for Libraries, Scholars, and Partnerships: an International Symposium” in 2017 and “New Shape of Sharing: Networks, Expertise, Information” in 2021. Online content for both is available.

---

**Key Takeaways**

- ESS is a very welcoming and helpful community. Don’t be hesitant to ask questions on ESS-L.
- European vendors are “on the ground” experts. Set up meetings with them. Ask about the publishing landscape, and request customized reports.
- Consult New Books in German and literary prizes websites for key titles to collect.
- Explore the databases noted above. Even if your library can’t subscribe, it helps to know what is out there.
• Take faculty and graduate students out for coffee and ask about their research interests and views on the field.
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**Link List**

*(accessed February 2024)*

- 1 FL TV. https://1fl.li/wp/.
- 3Sat. https://www.3sat.de/.
- Annual bibliography (Mike Lützeler Contemporary German Literature Collection). https://openscholarship.wustl.edu/maxkade_biblio/.
• ArchiveGrid. https://researchworks.oclc.org/archivegrid/.
• Archives Online. https://www.archives-online.org/Search.
• Archives Portal Europe. https://www.archivesportaleurope.net/.
• Archivinformationssystem. http://www.archivinformationssystem.at/.
• ArchivNet. https://www.archivnet.at/.
• Archivportal-D. https://www.archivportal-d.de/.
• Archivregister. https://www.oesta.gv.at/services/archivregister.html.
• ARD. https://www.ard.de/.
• Association for German Studies in Great Britain and Ireland. http://www.ags.ac.uk/.
• ATV. https://www.atv.at/.
• Avant. https://www.avant-verlag.de/.
• Bastei Lübbe. https://www.luebbe.de/.
• BDSL Online (Bibliographie der deutschen Sprach- und Literaturwissenschaft; Bibliography of German Language and Literary Studies). http://www.bdsl-online.de/.
• Belgische Rundfunk (BRF; Belgian Broadcasting Corporation). https://brf.be/.
• Bestseller lists (Der Hauptverband des österreichischen Buchhandels). https://buecher.at/wochencharts/.
• Bibliography of Linguistic Literature / Bibliographie Linguistischer Literatur (BLLDB). http://www.blldb-online.de/.
• Bild. https://www.bild.de/.
• Black Central Europe. https://blackcentraleurope.com/.
• Black German Heritage Research Association (BGHRA). http://bghra.org/.
• Blickpunkt. https://m.brf.be/blickpunkt/.
• Börsenverein (German Publishers and Booksellers Association). https://www.boersenverein.de/english/.
• Brandeis University's Center for German and European Studies. https://www.brandeis.edu/cges/index.html.
• Brockhaus Enzyklopädie Online. https://brockhaus.de/info/.
• Buch Wien (Book Vienna). https://www.buchwien.at/.
• Buchhandel.de. https://www.buchhandel.de/.
• BuchMarkt. https://buchmarkt.de/.
• Buchreport. https://www.buchreport.de/.
• Bundeszentrale für politische Bildung (German Federal Agency for Civic Education). https://www.bpb.de/.
• Carlsen. https://www.carlsen.de/.
• Casalini Libri. https://www.casalini.it/Index.asp?LINGUA=ING.
• Coalition of Women in German (WiG). http://www.womeningerman.org/.
• Collecting the Core — Gegenwartsromane, Contemporary German-Language Novels. https://docs.lib.purdue.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=8447&context=atg.
• Collections from Colonial Contexts (Deutsche Digitale Bibliothek and Archivportal-D). https://ccc.deutsche-digitale-bibliothek.de/.
• Comicguide.de: Deutsche Comics von A bis Z. https://www.comicguide.de/.
• Compact Memory. https://sammlungen.ub.uni-frankfurt.de/cm.
• CRL Library Catalog. https://catalog.crl.edu/Search/Results?filter%5B%5D=crl_scope%3A%22Newspapers%22.
• CRL’s Global Resources Programs. https://www.crl.edu/collaborations/global-resources-programs.
• Das Erste (the first). https://www.daserste.de/.
• Databases webpage (Gemeinsamer Bibliotheksverbund (GBV)). https://en.gbv.de/research/databases/gsomenu.
• DDR Presse. https://zefys.staatsbibliothek-berlin.de/ddr-presse/.
• DEFA Film Library (University of Massachusetts Amherst). https://www.umass.edu/defa/.
• Der Bund. https://www.derbund.ch/.
• Der Hauptverband des österreichischen Buchhandels (HVB). https://buecher.at/.
• Der Spiegel. https://www.spiegel.de/.
• Der Tagesspiegel. https://www.tagesspiegel.de/.
• Deutsche Digitale Bibliothek (DDB; German Digital Library). https://www.deutsche-digitale-bibliothek.de/.
• Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG; German Research Foundation). https://www.dfg.de/en.
• Deutsche Historische Bibliografie (German Historical Bibliography). https://www.historicum.net/metaopac/search.do?methodToCall=selectLanguage&Language=en&SearchType=1.
• Deutsche Kinemathek — Museum für Film und Fernsehen (German Cinematheque, Museum for Film and Television). https://www.deutsche-kinemathek.de/en.
• Deutsche Nationalbibliografie (German National Bibliography). https://www.dnb.de/EN/Professionell/Metadatendienste/Metadaten/Nationalbibliografie/nationalbibliografie_node.html.
• Deutsche Nationalbibliothek (DNB; German National Library). https://www.dnb.de/EN/Home/home_node.html.
- Deutscher Buchpreis (German Book Prize). https://www.deutscher-buchpreis.de/.
- Deutscher Krimipreis (German Crime/Mystery Novel). http://www.deutscher-krimipreis.de/.
- Deutsches Literaturarchiv Marbach (DLA; German Literature Archive in Marbach). https://www.dla-marbach.de/en/.
- Die schönsten Bücher Österreichs [The Nicest Books from Austria]. https://schoenstebuecher.at/.
- Die Tagesschau (ARD; review of the day). https://www.tagesschau.de/.
- Die Tagesschau (SRF; review of the day). http://www.tagesschau.ch/.
- Dolomiten. https://dolomiten.it/de/.
- Es geht um das Buch (It’s about the Book). https://www.kurt-wolff-stiftung.de/katalog/.
- Focus. https://www.focus.de/.
• German Archival and Manuscript Resources in the US (University of Notre Dame). https://sites.nd.edu/western-european-history-at-und/resources-major-german-archival-and-manuscript-resources-in-the-u-s/.
• German as a foreign language: GFL. http://www.gfl-journal.de/index.php.
• German Historical Institute (GHI). https://www.ghi-dc.org/.
• German Library (Bloomsbury). https://www.bloomsbury.com/us/academic/literary-studies/german-studies/?Series=366e72b7-b1e7-4cb5-bffa-f48d235780c9&SortId=new&Page=1.
• German List (Seagull Books). https://www.seagullbooks.org/books-by-series/the-german-list/.
• German Studies Association (GSA). https://www.thegsa.org/.
• German Studies Canada / Études Allemandes Canada (GSC/EAC). https://germanstudiescanada.org/.
• German Studies Library Group. https://gslg.org.uk/.
• Germanistik im Netz (German literary and language studies on the web). https://www.germanistik-im-netz.de/.
• Gesamtkatalog der Wiegendrucke (Union Catalog of Incunabula).
• Goethe-Institut (Goethe Institute). https://www.goethe.de/de/index.html.
• GSA’s list of related organizations. https://www.thegsa.org/resources/resources-german-studies/related-organizations.
• Handbuch der historischen Buchbestände in Deutschland, Österreich und Europa. (Handbook of historical book holdings in Germany, Austria, and Europe). https://fabian.sub.uni-goettingen.de/fabian.
• Hanser. https://www.hanser-literaturverlage.de/.
• Harrassowitz. https://www.harrassowitz.de/.
• HathiTrust Digital Library. https://www.hathitrust.org/.
• Herzogin Anna Amalia Bibliothek (Duchess Anna Amalia Library). https://www.klassik-
stiftung.de/en/herzogin-anna-amalia-bibliothek/.

- Indiana University–Purdue University Indianapolis. https://liberalarts.iupui.edu/programs/german/current-students/dual-degree-in-german-and-engineering.
- International Dada Archive (University of Iowa). https://dada.lib.uiowa.edu/.
- JSTOR. https://www.jstor.org/.
- Klassik Online. https://lhwei.gbv.de/DB=4.2/.
- List of independent publishers from Germany, Austria, and Switzerland (Morehotlist).

- Mike Lützeler Contemporary German Literature Collection (Washington University in St. Louis). https://libguides.wustl.edu/contemporarygermanliteraturecollection.
- MLA Commons. https://mla.hcommons.org/groups/.
• NEWS. https://www.news.at/.
• OBV-Verbundsuchmaschine (Catalog of the Österreichische Bibliothekenverbund; OBV; Austrian Library Network). https://search.obvsg.at/primo-explore/search?vid=OBV&search_scope=OBV_HS&tab=hs-tab&lang=de_DE.
• ÖNB catalog. https://search.onb.ac.at/primo-explore/search?vid=ONB.
• Online Contents Germanistik (Online Contents German Language and Literature Studies). https://kxp.k10plus.de/DB=2.158/SET=11/TTL=6/LNG=EN?CMD_COLLAPSE=N
• Online version of the DWB (Deutsches Wörterbuch). http://woerterbuchnetz.de/DWB/.
• Open-access titles (Verlag der Österreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften). https://verlag.oeaw.ac.at/produkte/open-access-publikationen/c-62.
• Österreich liest (Austria Reads; Büchereiverband Österreichs). https://www.oesterreichliest.at/verlage.
• Österreichischer Rundfunk (ORF; Austrian Broadcasting). https://www.orf.at/.
• Österreichisches Biographisches Lexikon (Austrian Biographical Dictionary). https://www.biographien.ac.at/oebl?
• Österrechs Eigensinn (Jung und Jung). https://jungundjung.at/oesterrechs-eigensinn/.
• Overview of publishing houses in Austria, Germany and Switzerland (New Books in German). https://www.new-books-in-german.com/overview-smaller-houses/.
• Photo archive of Stern magazine (Bayerische Staatsbibliothek). https://www.stern-fotoarchiv.de/stern/main/thumbnailview.
• Profil. https://www.profil.at/.
• ProSieben. https://www.prosieben.de/.
• Publisher and bookseller directory (Der Hauptverband des österreichischen Buchhandels). https://buecher.at/mitglieder/mitglieder-buchhandlung-und-verlag-finden/.
• Publisher and bookseller directory (Schweizer Buchhandels- und Verlags-Verband). https://www.sbvv.ch/wiw/20/Verzeichnisse/Who%20is%20who.
• Project Gutenberg-DE. https://www.projekt-guten.org/.
• Rotpunktverlag. https://rotpunktverlag.ch/.
• RTL. https://company.rtl.com/de/homepage/.
• Schweizer Buchpreis (Swiss Book Prize). https://www.schweizerbuchpreis.ch/.
• Schweizer Illustrierte. https://www.schweizer-illustrierte.ch/.
• Schweizer Monat. https://schweizermonat.ch/.
• Schweizer Radio und Fernsehen (SRF; Swiss Radio and Television). https://www.srf.ch/.
• ServusTV. https://www.servustv.com/.
• Signale: Modern German Letters, Cultures, and Thought (Cornell University Press). https://signale.cornell.edu/.
• Sophie: A Digital Library of Works by German-Speaking Women. https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sophie/.
• Statistik Austria (Statistics Austria). https://www.statistik.at/en.
• Statistik Austria (Statistics Austria). https://www.statistik.at/en.
• Stern. https://www.stern.de/.
• StudienVerlag. https://www.studienverlag.at/.
• Studies in Early Modern German History (University of Virginia Press). https://www.uppress.virginia.edu/series/EMG/.
• Studies in German History (Oxford University Press). https://global.oup.com/academic/content/series/s/studies-in-german-history-sgh/?cc=us&lang=en&.
• Suhrkamp. https://www.suhrkamp.de/.
• SWIPS (Swiss Independent Publishers). http://swips.ch/.
• Swisscollections. https://swisscollections.ch/.


taz, die Tageszeitung. https://taz.de/.


University of Georgia. https://engineering.uga.edu/degree/german-engineering-dual-degree/.


Verlag der Österreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften. https://verlag.oeaw.ac.at/.


Verlagsliste (Publisher List; Deutsches Schriftstellerforum). https://www.dsfo.de/dsfopedia/index.php/Verlagsliste.


Webpages on OA (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft). https://www.dfg.de/en/research-
• Weimar Republic (Deutsche Digitale Bibliothek and Archivportal-D). https://www.archivportal-d.de/themenportale/weimarer-republik?portalId=0&rows=20&offset=0&viewType=list&lang=en.
• WESLINE email list. https://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/cgi-bin/webadmin?A0=wesline.
• Wiedergutmachung (reparation/compensation) for National Socialist Injustice (Deutsche Digitale Bibliothek and Archivportal-D). https://www.archivportal-d.de/themenportale/wiedergutmachung.
• World Radio Switzerland. https://www.worldradio.ch/.
• Xlibris. https://www.xlibris.de/.
• Yearbook of German-American Studies. https://journals.ku.edu/uygas/issue/archive.
• YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/.
• ZDF (Zweites Deutsches Fernsehen; Second German Television). https://www.zdf.de/.
• ZEFYS (Zeitungsinformationssystem). https://zefysstaatsbibliothek-berlin.de/list/.
• Zeitschriftendatenbank (ZDB; Union Catalog of Serials). https://zdb-katalog.de/index.xhtml.
• Zeitungen in Deutschland (Bundesverband Digitalpublisher und Zeitungsverleger). https://www.bdzv.de/zeitungen-in-deutschland.
• Zeitungsinformationssystem ZEFYS. https://zefysstaatsbibliothek-berlin.de/.
• Zentrales Verzeichnis Digitalisierter Drucke (ZVDD; Central Catalog for Digitized Materials). https://www.zvdd.de/startseite/.
• “Zett” am Sonntag. https://www.zett.it/.
• Zwerchfell. https://zwerchfellverlag.de/.
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5. Iberian Studies

TAYLOR LEIGH AND ADÁN GRIEGO

Map of the countries on the Iberian peninsula that are covered in this chapter.

Introduction

The field of Iberian Studies covers the culturally and linguistically diverse area comprising modern-day Spain, Portugal, and Andorra. In Spain, there are 17 autonomous communities with defined boundaries, unique cultures, and, in most cases, distinct languages or dialects: Andalusia, Catalonia, Madrid, Valencia, Galicia, Castile and León, the Basque Country, Castile-La Mancha, the Canary Islands, Murcia, Aragon, Extremadura, the Balearic Islands, Asturias, Navarre, Cantabria, and La Rioja. Portugal, which is generally more uniform in its language and culture, includes the island regions of the Azores and Madeira in addition to its primary continental territory. The small country of Andorra consists of seven parishes: Andorra la Vella, Canillo, Encamp, Escaldes-Engordany, La Massana, Ordino, and Sant Julià de Lòria.

Portuguese is the official language of Portugal; there are currently an estimated 10 million speakers in Portugal alone, with an additional 248 million speakers across the world (Yates 2021). In Andorra, the official language is Catalan, spoken by approximately 30,000 people, with Spanish, Portuguese, and French spoken in smaller numbers (Koyfman 2021).

In Spain, on the other hand, there is much more linguistic diversity. Spanish, or Castilian, is the country’s official language. There are an estimated 43.64 million Spanish speakers in Spain alone (Romero 2021), and 460
million Spanish speakers across the globe, making them the second largest native-language population in the
world (Thompson 2021). Aside from Castilian, the Spanish Constitution officially recognizes and sanctions “other
Spanish languages” used in the autonomous communities, noting that “the wealth of the different language
modalities of Spain is a cultural heritage which shall be the object of special respect and protection” (The
Spanish Constitution. Article 3, 1978, 9). These languages include Basque, Catalan, and Gallego, spoken in their
respective autonomous regions of Euskadi (or Basque Country), Catalonia, and Galicia. Of all the languages
spoken in Spain, Basque, also known as Euskara, is distinct; it is unrelated to any other existing languages and
is thought to pre-date the arrival of Indo-European languages to the Iberian Peninsula. Euskara is spoken by
approximately 900,000 people, most of whom are located in the Spanish portion of Euskadi, while a smaller
number inhabit the French portion (Etxepare Euskal Institutua 2022). Catalan is a co-official language of
Catalonia, along with Spanish, and there are an estimated 2.78 million Catalan speakers in Catalonia (Institut
d’Estadística de Catalunya 2019). Catalan is also spoken in Andorra, France, and Italy. Many other languages
and dialects are spoken in smaller regions and communities of Iberia, including Aragonese, Astur-Leonese, French,
Portuguese, and Valencian. Many of these languages encompass a dialect continuum of mutually intelligible
varieties, and several additional terms are used to designate these smaller linguistic iterations.

The Academic Field

At larger research universities in the United States, the field of Iberian Studies tends to reside within
departments of Spanish, Portuguese, or Hispanic Studies. At smaller institutions, it may be found in
departments of Romance Languages or Modern Languages and Cultures. The field is subject to ongoing
debates concerning the terminology used to refer to the cultures and identities of Spanish-speaking people
and heritage groups around the world, though much less so than its counterpart, Latin American Studies. While
the term “Hispanic” predominates in the eastern part of the US, the terms “Latino,” “Chicano,” and “Latinx” are
more common in the western part of the country. The term “Hispanic” is meant to encompass other Spanish-
language disciplines outside of Iberian Studies, such as Latino, Latinx, Chicano, and Latin American Studies.
Those fields, however, mainly focus on Central America, South America, the Caribbean, and Latin American
culture in the US, while generally eschewing direct ties to Spain or Iberia. While it is impossible to entirely
disconnect the study of those regions and cultures from their shared history of Spanish colonial rule, the field
of Iberian Studies focuses more squarely on the languages and cultures of Spain, Portugal, and Andorra.

It should be noted that there are no known instances of college departments dedicated entirely to Iberian
Studies in the US, though there are many departments whose name includes the term “Iberian Studies,”
such as the Department of Iberian and Latin American Cultures (Stanford), the Department of Latin American
and Iberian Cultures (Columbia), and the Department of Latin American and Iberian Studies (University of
Massachusetts Boston). Aside from college departments, there are many interdisciplinary programs and
centers whose names contain the phrase “Iberian Studies,” and numerous Iberian Studies disciplinary tracks
within departments of Spanish, Portuguese, and Hispanic Studies.

Due to the substantial and increasing influence of the Spanish language in the US, Iberian Studies occupies
a privileged position among other language and literature disciplines. According to the 2016 Modern Language
Association (MLA) survey of enrollments in languages other than English in US institutions of higher education,
total enrollment in Spanish language courses in 2016 was 712,240, compared to the combined total of 705,598
for all other languages (Looney and Lusin 2019, 26). This pattern has held true since the mid 1990s and is very
likely to continue in the coming decades.

As in other humanistic fields, however, growth in enrollments and financial support for Iberian Studies has
slowed across the US higher education landscape over the last several decades. According to the National
Center for Education Statistics (NCES), between 1971 and 2019, Humanities disciplines in general saw only an
88% increase in total number of degrees conferred, compared to computer sciences (3,612%), engineering (192%), business (238%), and health professions and related programs (897%) (NCES 2020b). Moreover, the overarching fields of study that Iberian Studies fall into, i.e. “Area, Ethnic, Cultural, Gender, and Group Studies” and “Foreign Languages, Literatures, and Linguistics,” saw an average growth in the total number of bachelor’s degrees conferred of 4.7%, compared to computer and information sciences (3,233%), engineering (171%), business (235%), and health professions and related programs (871%) (NCES 1997, 102; NCES 2019; NCES 2020b).

While there has been a relatively modest growth rate for the Humanities disciplines as a whole over the last several decades, the number of degrees conferred in Iberian Studies fell 14% between 1971 and 2019. To put this shrinking into perspective, however, it is instructive to compare Spanish to French, the next most studied language in the US. From 1970-71 to 2017-18, the total number of bachelor’s degrees conferred in the field of Spanish shrunk at a rate of -17.6%, compared to -408.1% for bachelor’s degrees in French (NCES 1997, 103; NCES 2019; NCES 2020a).

As of 2019-20, 973 Title IV institutions of higher education in the US had an Iberian Studies degree-granting program, compared to 584 for French Studies, and 8,068 total degrees (undergraduate and graduate) were conferred in the Iberian Studies grouping during that year, compared to 1,766 for French Studies (NCES 2020b). For our purposes, Iberian Studies is represented by the following NCES program categories: Spanish and Iberian Studies; Portuguese Language and Literature; Spanish Language and Literature; and Hispanic and Latin American Languages, Literatures, and Linguistics, General. These categories are not comprehensive, but they represent the most appropriate grouping given the level of data collected by NCES.

As for other language and literature disciplines, the primary professional organization for Iberian Studies in the US is the Modern Language Association (MLA). According to its About Us page, the MLA “promotes the study and teaching of languages and literatures through its programs, publications, annual convention, and advocacy work” (MLA 2021). Its annual convention serves as both a conference and a job market; prospective employees and employers use the convention to hold job interviews and network. MLA further facilitates connections among its members via discussion lists and MLA Commons pages, and supports regional sub-groups that hold their own conventions. These regional sub-groups include:

- Midwest Modern Language Association (MMLA)
- Northeast Modern Language Association (NEMLA)
- Pacific Ancient and Modern Language Association (PAML A)
- Rocky Mountain Modern Language Association (RMMLA)
- South Atlantic Modern Language Association (SAMLA)
- South Central Modern Language Association (SCMLA)

The MLA International Bibliography represents the most commonly used database for accessing scholarly literature on Iberian Studies topics. Details about this database are mentioned further below.

Several other professional organizations include Iberian Studies in their ambit, including the Renaissance Society of America (RSA), the Asociación de Licenciados y Doctores en Estados Unidos (ALDEEU), and the Grupo de Investigación Siglo de Oro (GISO).

In addition, the Instituto Cervantes (IC) and the Hispanic Society of America (HSA) are relevant to Iberian Studies, though they do not align neatly with the other professional organizations listed. The IC is a non-profit created by the Spanish government in 1991 to “universally promote the teaching, study, and use of Spanish, and contribute to the diffusion of Hispanic cultures abroad” (Instituto Cervantes 2021). With satellite offices in 88 cities across 45 countries, including seven in North America, it aims to “support the work of Hispanists,” and “publish various digital resources by means of the Centro Virtual Cervantes and make an electronic library accessible to the public” (Instituto Cervantes 2021). The HSA, in contrast, is primarily an art museum and research library. Founded in 1904, its mission is “to collect, preserve, study, exhibit, stimulate appreciation for, and advance knowledge of, works directly related to the arts, literature, and history of the countries wherein
Spanish and Portuguese are or have been predominant spoken languages" (HSA 2018). While HSA's function as a vehicle of scholarly communication is limited in comparison with MLA, it remains relevant for its research collection, exhibits, and historical importance as the first site dedicated to the study of Iberian cultures in the US.

Many smaller professional organizations focus on specific topic areas relevant to Iberian Studies, including:

- Association for Hispanic Classical Theater (AHCT)
- Asociación Internacional de Hispanistas (AIH)
- Association for Spanish & Portuguese Historical Studies (ASPHS)
- Asociación Internacional Siglo de Oro (AISO)
- Asociación Internacional de Teatro Español y Novohispano de los Siglos de Oro (AITENSO)
- Cervantes Society of America (CSA)
- Asociación de Cervantistas (AC)

Important conferences for Iberian Studies include the MLA Annual Convention, the International Congress on Medieval Studies (Kalamazoo), the Congresos Internacionales de Literatura y Estudios Hispánicos (CILH), and the Kentucky Foreign Language Conference (KFLC). All of these conferences are held annually.

To best support Iberian Studies researchers, often referred to as Hispanists, one must understand their scholarly and information-seeking behaviors. The most up-to-date overview of scholarly trends affecting Iberian Studies is contained in the Ithaka S+R report, Supporting Research in Languages and Literatures (Cooper et al. 2020). Sponsored by MLA, the report is not specific to Iberian Studies disciplines, but covers language and literature fields in general, and focuses on faculty behavior related to the research process and on the research landscape for these disciplines. Here are 10 key takeaways from that report for the Iberian Studies librarian to keep in mind:

1. Print monographs and peer-reviewed articles remain the most prominent and preferred forms of scholarly communication; scholars often accumulate their own personal libraries of physical texts. Traditional publications (e.g., monographs, peer-reviewed articles, critical editions, book chapters) continue to be prioritized in departmental promotion and tenure requirements, despite increasing interest in and awareness of alternative forms of publishing.
2. Most research focuses on a core text or corpus of texts. Thanks to cultural studies, the parameters of what counts as a “text” have expanded; as one interviewee puts it, “anything’s a text for us to study now” (Cooper et al. 2020, 13).
3. Language and literature scholarship is increasingly interdisciplinary, drawing on fields such as history, musicology, art history, film and theater studies, cultural studies, philosophy, anthropology, and linguistics.
4. Researchers in these disciplines regularly use archives and special collections materials and/or their digital surrogates. Difficulty accessing materials and varying institutional regulations are common frustrations.
5. Rates of consultation with subject librarians for research assistance vary widely.
6. The use of Google Scholar is common despite acknowledgment of its limitations.
7. Many faculty believe that graduate students would benefit from instruction in research methods, though they tend to be reluctant to seek out that instruction for themselves.
8. Most research is credited to a single researcher, though they might receive help from others in their research process; co-authorship remains rare.
9. The prestige of publishing in certain journals curtails desires to support open-access publishing, even when individuals are theoretically in favor of open-access models.
10. Confusion remains around the meaning of the terms “open access,” “digital humanities,” and “public humanities”; real engagement with these concepts and practices remains rare.
The Recommendations section of this report is especially useful for forward-thinking librarians. It provides practical advice on how to best prepare for the future needs of language and literature scholars, including centering discovery on core texts, activating liaison relationships, prioritizing diverse collections, training graduate students in bibliography, and building social tools to engage on a variety of scales (Cooper et al. 2020).

Publishing Landscape

Spain’s publishing landscape is dominated by large media conglomerates, based locally, like Grupo Planeta, and abroad, like Germany’s Bertelsmann (Penguin Random House Grupo Editorial) or France’s Hachette (Grupo Anaya). In recent years these mega publishers have acquired independent, well-known fiction imprints such as Anagrama, by Italy’s Feltrinelli, and Tusquets, by Planeta. Their respective series Narrativas Hispánicas and Colección Andanzas represent established and emerging writers from both sides of the Atlantic. Most scholarly presses are also grouped under the umbrella Unión de Editoriales Universitarias Españolas.

Smaller publishers have established regional alliances, with Madrid’s publishers association (Asociación de Editores Madrid) one of the best examples. As WorldCat holdings show, many are well-represented in North American academic libraries:

- Editorial Egales (WorldCat holdings for Egales)
- Iberoamericana/Vervuert (WorldCat holdings for Iberoamericana)
- Marcial Pons (WorldCat holdings for Marcial Pons)
- Editorial Pliegos (WorldCat holdings for Pliegos)
- Editorial Páginas de Espuma (WorldCat holdings for Páginas de Espuma)
- Editorial Pre-textos (WorldCat holdings for Pre-textos)
- Editorial Verbum (WorldCat holdings for Verbum)

Except for works by well-known authors, print runs are usually 1,000 copies, often less. Publishing continues to be a print-based industry (21.6% digital), according to the latest available figures covering 2019, published in 2021 (Centro Regional para el Fomento del Libro en América Latina y el Caribe 2021, 13), and has remained around 20-25% (Ministerio de Cultura y Deporte 2020, 25).

All of these figures are prior to COVID-19, and it is very likely that post-pandemic digital publishing will show an increase over print. Data from during the pandemic showed a tendency in this direction, with an increase in digital readership (Anderson, February 2021).

Portugal’s publishing landscape is also dominated by local mega publishers—Porto Editora, owner of the Bertrand bookshops, and Grupo Leya. Together, these groups control more than 70% of the publishing market, and also cover textbook publishing in Portuguese-speaking Africa (Angola and Mozambique). Virtually all canonical names in Lusophone literature (e.g. José Saramago, Mia Couto, Germano Almeida, José Agualusa, Walter Hugo Mâe, Lídia Jorge) are linked to one of these groups. There is no available data on print runs, but it’s likely to be similar to that of Spain noted above. In acquiring local publishers, Germany’s Bertelsmann formed Penguin Random House Grupo Editorial Portugal; “the new company will have a backlist of some 4,000 titles and, together with books produced by PRH-controlled companies in Brazil, will publish about 650 new books a year” (Nawotka 2021).

The leading scholarly presses from the Universidade de Coimbra, Universidade do Porto and Universidade Católica are part of the university publisher consortium Associação Portuguesa de Editoras do Ensino Superior (APEES). Although not set up as a commercial space, the site can be useful for checking recent publications. Also of interest are institutional publishers like the Imprensa Nacional Casa da Moeda or the Imprensa Ciências Sociais. The Bibliografia Nacional Portuguesa portal, maintained by the Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal
Statistical information from the Portuguese Publishers Association, or Associação Portuguesa de Editores e Livreiros (APEL), dates from 2014. (Neves et al. 2014). The site does not provide detailed data of print vs. digital titles, but does note electronic commerce and eBooks as a weakness in the country’s publishing output. A projected forthcoming report on the effects of the pandemic on the book industry could offer more current data. For comparison, neighboring the recent digital output of Spain is 20-25% (Ministerio de Cultura y Deporte 2020, 25), while that of Brazil (the other center of Portuguese publishing) is 32.67% (Centro Regional para el Fomento del Libro en América Latina y el Caribe 2021, 65). Portugal’s eBook production very likely falls between that range.

Collection Development Resources

For North American libraries, European-based vendors (Casalini Libri, Iberoamericana/Vervuert, Iberbook-Sánchez Cuesta, and Puvill Libros) offer recent print publications. Brazil’s Susanne Bach carries research materials covering a wider Lusophone speaking world that includes Africa.

Several vendors offer digital copies of material relevant to academic libraries as subscription or purchase via Casalini’s AccessTorossa, Digitalia, E-libro, and OpenEdition. The GOBI and OASIS platforms carry some materials for a wider audience beyond that of an academic library in both Spanish and Portuguese, although that output tends to be more from Latin America. Richard C. Ramer can be a source for out-of-print materials. These vendors are familiar with the library market and offer both approval plans and firm ordering. In recent years, Amazon listings have come to complement the much broader out-of-print holdings of Iberlibro.

A growing open access monographic presence is available from various scholarly presses and research centers in the region. With titles available via institutional repositories, it’s a highly decentralized output (Morka and Gatti 2021) with a limited presence in the DOAB (Directory of Open Access Books).

The America Reads Spanish website is a great resource for best-sellers, new releases, and reviews as well as for recent general news on publishing in Spain. Unfortunately, no such resource exists for Portugal. Newspaper literary supplements for the sources noted in the News Sources and Media Outlets section below include notices and reviews of recently published and forthcoming titles.

Book fairs, from the open air fairs held at Madrid’s Retiro Park to the Oporto and Lisbon Spring book events, continue to play an important role in distribution channels. The LIBER autumn fair alternates between Madrid and Barcelona, and usually occurs the week before the Frankfurt Book Fair. Since 1999, the Fair has hosted a yearly group of librarians from the US as “compradores” or book buyers.

A listing of “premios literarios,” or literary prizes, can be quite helpful in evaluating a collection. Spanish Literary Awards and Prémios literários de Portugal offer a simple way of matching a library’s holdings with the winners for any given year/prize. A recent text (Ibacache Olivia, et al. 2020) offers interesting insights on Spanish-language literary collecting practices of university libraries in the US. The Spanish Research Council, or Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas (CSIC), has embarked on a promising long-range, multi-country study on academic publishing in Iberoamerica, with findings that can be incorporated into future collecting strategies.

Disciplinary Resources

The following lists represent a compendium of some of the most frequently used and helpful resources for
the field of Iberian Studies, including journals; primary source databases; secondary source databases; indexes; dissertation databases; news sources and media outlets; and catalogs, bibliographies, and archives. All journals and databases require a subscription except where otherwise noted. Other resources are designated as either open access or a subscription resource.

**Journals**

**Hispanic Studies**

- Arizona Journal of Hispanic Cultural Studies
- Hispanic Review
  - *Revista Canadiense de Estudios Hispánicos* (Open access)
  - Revista de Estudios Hispánicos
  - Revista Hispánica Moderna
  - Romance Notes

**Peninsular – Spain**

- Anales de la Literatura Española Contemporánea
- Bulletin of Spanish Studies
- España Contemporánea
- Journal of Spanish Cultural Studies
- Letras Peninsulares
  - *Revista de Literatura* (Open access)

**Portuguese Studies – Language & Literature**

- *ALFA: Revista de Linguística* (Open access)
- *Cadernos de Estudos Linguísticos* (Open access)
- *Linguística: Revista de Estudos Linguísticos da Universidade do Porto* (Open access)
- *Letras de Hoje* (Open access)
- Portuguese Studies
- Portuguese Literary & Cultural Studies

**Literature/Humanities/Critical/Cultural Theory**

- *Comparative Literature*
- Critical Inquiry
- Diacritics
- differences
- Modern Language Notes
Early Modern

- *Anales Cervantinos* (Open access)
- *Bulletin of the Comediantes*
- *Cervantes: Bulletin of the Cervantes Society of America*
- *Criticón* (Web version open access)
- *Edad de Oro* (Open access)

Applied Linguistics

- *Applied Linguistics*
- *Foreign Language Annals*
- *Hispania*
- *Journal of Spanish Language Teaching*
- *Language Learning*
- *The Modern Language Journal*

Discourse Analysis/Sociolinguistics

- *Discourse & Society*
- *Discurso y Sociedad*
- *Language in Society*
- *Revista Latinoamericana de Estudios de Discurso* (Open access)
- *Revista Iberoamericana de Lingüística*
- *Revista de Lingüística y Lenguas Aplicadas* (Open access)

Primary Source Databases

**Biblioteca Digital del Patrimonio Iberoamericano** (BDPI; Digital Library of Iberoamerican Patrimony): The result of a collaboration of member libraries of the Asociación de Bibliotecas Nacionales de Iberoamérica (ABINIA). Provides access to digitized content from all of its member libraries, not just the Biblioteca Nacional de España (BNE; National Library of Spain). Provides bibliographic details for digitized objects, and access to those objects wherever they may be hosted by individual libraries, but does not host digitized materials on its own server. Open access.

**Biblioteca Digital Hispánica** (Hispanic Digital Library): Digital library platform of the BNE. Provides free access to thousands of documents related to Spanish history and culture from the 15th century to the present, including manuscripts, photographs, woodcuts, posters, maps, historic newspapers, and audio recordings. Open access.

**Biblioteca Nacional Digital** (National Digital Library, Portugal): Provides online access to digitized manuscripts
and print materials in the Biblioteca Nacional’s collections. Users can perform keyword searches in the catalog or browse by document type, topic, author, or date of publication. Open access.

**Biblioteca Virtual Miguel de Cervantes** (Cervantes Virtual): Serves as a general portal to relevant websites for Iberian Studies, and provides access to spoken and written primary source material and to video interviews with authors. Open access.

**Biblioteca Virtual de Polígrafos**: Provides access to materials related to important “polygraphs” (intellectuals) from the Hispano-Luso world. Users can search by title or author, or browse different collections. Open access.

**Clásicos en la Biblioteca Nacional** (Cervantes Virtual): Provides free access to various kinds of materials related to the “classics” of Spanish literature, including facsimiles, manuscripts, printed editions, and bibliographies. Open access.

**Comedias Sueltas Database**: Resources for the study of comedias sueltas, Spanish plays published in inexpensive quarto editions from the 17th to the early 19th centuries. Aimed at scholars engaged in research on Spanish theater, book history, and print culture in Iberia before the machine press period. Open access.

**EuroDocs**: Collection of resources for the study of European History; includes transcriptions, facsimiles, and translations. Searchable by country and time period. Links out to digital primary sources hosted on other servers. Includes collections for Andorra, Spain, and Portugal. Open access.

**Europeana**: Provides digital access to materials held in cultural institutions across Europe. Users can browse by theme or century, then limit to Iberian materials by selecting Spain or Portugal in the country drop-down menu. Other limiters include item type, language, and institution. Open access.

**Hemeroteca Digital**: Part of the **Biblioteca Digital Hispánica**, but has a separate search interface that allows for more precise searching of its content. Provides access to historic newspapers, magazines, and journals from Spain. Open access.

**HISPANA**: Another portal for digitized materials related to Spanish cultural patrimony. Provides access to Spanish universities’ institutional repositories and to digital libraries from Spain’s autonomous communities, as well to a variety of other types of materials including manuscripts, maps, books, and photographs. Indexes contents found in CER.es, the collective catalog of the **Red Digital de Colecciones de Museos de España**, and includes Directorio de colecciones, a directory of digitization projects in Spain. Open access.


**LIBRO (The Library of Iberian Resources Online)**: Provides full-text access to scholarly books on medieval and early modern Iberia, including translations, histories, and other academic monographs. All texts provided with permission from the author and/or copyright holder. Open access.

### Secondary Source Databases

**Academic Search Complete** (EBSCO): Full-text database containing scholarly journals and video content for a variety of disciplines. Also indexes magazines, monographs, book reviews, reports, and conference proceedings. Subscription resource.

**JSTOR**: Provides extensive full-text coverage of core humanities disciplines. Most content is published outside of the US, and all journal content is peer-reviewed. Journals covering Iberian Studies may be found in the European Studies and, to a lesser degree, the Latin American Studies categories located under the Browse by Subject tool. Subscription resource.

**MLA International Bibliography**: Undoubtedly the most frequently utilized database for Iberian Studies in North America; available with full text or just as an index. Focuses on languages, literatures, film, and folklore, but also has interdisciplinary content such as cultural studies. Subscription resource.
OpenEdition: Open-access resource for academic communication in the humanities and social sciences. Platforms include OpenEdition Journals, OpenEdition Books, Hypotheses, and Calenda. Primarily focused on French and Francophone materials, but also contains substantial content on Spain and Portugal. “Freemium” content is freely available in HTML format, while PDF downloads are limited to members of partner institutions. Open access.

Project MUSE: Provides full-text access to scholarly journals and monographs in the humanities and social sciences. Offers various subscription and payment options, while also maintaining an open-access platform, Open Access on MUSE. Subscription resource.

Indexes

Dialnet: Index of published materials, dissertations, and conference proceedings. Coverage includes more than 5,000 Spanish journals as well as 2.1 million documents. Particularly useful for subjects related to Spain, such as History and Islamic Studies. Coverage is 1980 to the present. Open access.

ÍndICEs CISC: Indexes journals and conference papers published in Spain in a wide variety of disciplines, from the humanities and social sciences to the physical sciences. Subscription resource.

Linguistics and Language Behavior Abstracts (LLBA): Provides indexing and abstracts for international literature in linguistics and other language-based disciplines. Indexed content includes journal articles, book reviews, books, and dissertations. Subscription resource.

Periodicals Index Online (PIO): Database from ProQuest; provides multidisciplinary and international indexing of journals and periodicals for the arts, humanities, and social sciences. Includes many complete runs of periodicals. Especially useful for historical material. Subscription resource.

Portal de Archivos Españoles (PARES; Spanish Archives Portal): Provides free access to indexed holdings of various Spanish archives. Includes holdings from a number of provincial archives, the archives from the Spanish Civil War, and the famous Archivo General de Indias, the most important archive of materials related to the Spanish colonial period in the Americas. Digitization and delivery of materials may be requested by directly contacting the holding archive. An especially good resource for those studying the Spanish New World. Open access.

Latindex: Indexes and, in some cases, provides full-text access to academic journals hosted on a variety of other sites. Focuses on scientific content, but includes some cultural content. Includes material from Spain and Portugal, in addition to Latin America and the Caribbean. Open access.

SciELO Citation Index (Web of Science): Indexes regional journals in Latin America, Spain, Portugal, and the Caribbean. Users will benefit from Web of Science’s citation impact tools. Provides links to some open-access content. Subscription resource.

Dissertations

In addition to the resources listed below, Iberian Studies dissertations may also be cataloged by MLA International Bibliography and WorldCat.

Catálogo de Tesis Doctorales Relacionadas con la Literatura (Cervantes Virtual; Catalog of Doctoral Theses Related to Literature): Catalog of multilingual literary studies doctoral dissertations. Some dissertations are available in full text. Open access.

Open Dissertations (EBSCO): Open access to global dissertations and theses via EBSCO.

PQDT Open (ProQuest): Open access to global dissertations and theses via ProQuest.
News Sources and Media Outlets

According to Statista, the following six Spanish newspapers had the most daily readers in 2020: Marca, El País, As, El Mundo, La Vanguardia, and Abc (Watson 2022); Marca and As are strictly dedicated to sports coverage. In Portugal, the major newspapers are Correio da Manhã, Expresso, Jornal de Notícias, and Público, and in Andorra, they are Altaveu (Andorra la Vella), Bondia, Diari d'Andorra (Andorra la Vella), and El Periódico d'Andorra (Escaldes-Engordany). The two most popular newspapers in Catalonia are La Vanguardia and El Periódico de Catalunya, respectively (Statista Research Department 2015b); both publish separate daily editions in Catalan and Spanish. And in the Basque Country, El Correo and Diario Vasco have the highest readership (Statista Research Department 2015a).

Radio Nacional de España (RNE) is Spain’s national public radio broadcaster and maintains six distinct channels; Radio Nacional, Radio 4, Radio 5, and Radio Exterior de España include news coverage. Private radio broadcasters in Spain include PRISA Radio, Atresmedia Radio, and Radio Popular. Televisión Española (TVE) is the national public television broadcaster, and also maintains six channels; La 1, La 2, and 24 Horas include news coverage. Both RNE and TVE are owned by Radiotevisión Española (RTVE).

Rádio e Televisão de Portugal (RTP) is Portugal’s public broadcasting company. It provides access to four national television channels (RTP1, RTP2, RTP3, and RTP Memória) and three national radio stations (Antena 1, Antena 2, and Antena 3). RTP1 and RTP3 provide televised news coverage, while Antena 1 is the primary radio news outlet.

National Libraries

Biblioteca de Catalunya (Library of Catalonia): Contains print and digital collections (Fons digitalitzats) related to Catalonia. Collections include archival materials, manuscripts, print materials, graphic material, photographs, maps, and music and other audiovisual holdings. Document reproduction and delivery available upon request and a fee.

Biblioteca Digital Luso-Brasileira (Luso-Brazilian Digital Library): From Brazil’s National Library; integrates content related to Portugal and other Lusophone areas.

Biblioteca Nacional Digital (National Digital Library, Portugal): Provides access to digitized content from several libraries: Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal, Biblioteca Pública de Évora, and Biblioteca da Ajuda.

Biblioteca Nacional de España (BNE; National Library of Spain): Catalog search page (Catálogo BNE) contains links to other kinds of searches, including Advanced Search, Alphabetic Search, Signature (call number) Search, Digitized Materials Search, and eBook Search.

Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal (National Library of Portugal): Landing page links to digital content, legal deposit procedures, and union catalog for digital content.

Galician: Biblioteca Dixital de Galicia: Part of the Biblioteca de Galicia. Includes digitized materials in Galician on various aspects of the region’s history and culture.
Archives

Archivo Histórico Nacional (Spanish National Archives): Contains historical state documents and other historic materials related to the Spanish kingdom.

Arquivo de História Social (AHS; Social History Archive): Covers topics including labor and union history, anarchism, feminism, student movements, African nationalist movements, and Portuguese colonialism.

Arquivo Histórico Ultramarino (AHU; Ultramarine Historical Archive): Portal for Portuguese and Lusophone colonial documents held in various collections.

Catálogo Colectivo de la Red de Bibliotecas de los Archivos Estatales y del CIDA (REBAE; Collective Catalog of the Network of State Archives and Libraries): Brings together the library collections of the eight Spanish state archives as well as the library of the Centro de Información Documental de Archivos (CIDA).

Censo-Guía de Archivos de España e Iberoamérica (Census-Guide of Spanish and Iberoamerican Archives): Search tool for Spanish archival content, descriptive repository for materials deemed Spanish cultural patrimony, and source of information about various Spanish archives. Provides links to all regional archives of the Spanish autonomous communities on its Enlaces de interés page.

Guía de Fuentes Documentales de Archivos (Guide to Documentary and Archival Sources): Serves as a hub of archival activity and research in Spain, and facilitates searching across different archival collections. Users can search by guide (i.e., History of Spain, History of América, Spanish Civil War, Science and Technology, and European History) or by various other fields (e.g., Archive, Autonomous Community, Language, Date).

Instituto dos Arquivos Nacionais (Institute of the National Archives), previously known as Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo (National Archive of Torre do Tombo): Contains documents and artifacts that span Portuguese history and some that pre-date the formation of Portugal. Collection highlights include documentation of the Inquisition; Portuguese activity in Africa, Latin America, and Asia during the colonial period; and church history. Also useful for genealogical research.

Legislación Histórica de España (LHE; Historical Legislation of Spain): Provides access to many kinds of historical legislative materials related to the Spanish kingdom and the autonomous communities. Contains images, manuscripts, and printed materials, as well as a helpful thesaurus.

MetaPARES: Index of documents that have cited material from the various national archives in Spain. Includes full-text content in some cases.

Portal de Archivos Españoles (PARES; Spanish Archives Portal): Best online tool for accessing Spanish national and regional archives. Allows users to browse archival content from a variety of Spanish institutions and member libraries.

Reference Tools

In addition to the professional associations, journals, and databases noted above, the following books and resources offer a broad overview of various topics.

Distinctive Print Collections

In addition to the following collections of particular note for Iberian Studies, several other US institutions have historically maintained strong collections in the field, such as Harvard University, Princeton University, Yale University, and the University of California, Berkeley.

**Abraham Lincoln Archives Collection, New York University:** Important collection on the Spanish Civil War. Founded by North American volunteers who formed the Abraham Lincoln Brigade and fought in the Spanish Civil War. Contains letters, writings, oral histories, photographs, posters, artifacts, and ephemera.

**Library of the Hispanic Society of America (HSA):** Most extensive collection of Hispanic art and literature outside of Spain and Latin America. Collections include more than 250,000 manuscripts, documents, and letters dating from the 11th to 20th centuries, along with 30,000 books printed before 1830, including some 250 incunabula (books printed before 1500). Also features a modern research library with extensive holdings on the literature, fine arts, geography, history, and cultures of Spain, Portugal, Latin America, and the Philippines.

**John Carter Brown Library, Brown University:** A premier research library for the study of the history of the Americas. Maintains a strong collection of primary sources, including rare books, maps, and manuscripts, on Spanish and Portuguese activity in the so-called “New World.”

**Jon Bilbao Basque Library—Renoko Euskal Liburutegia, University of Nevada at Reno:** Premier research library dedicated exclusively to Basque culture and history. Consists of an archival and a public collection, both of which include multiformat holdings.

**Library of Congress, Hispanic Division:** A primary access point for research related to Iberian Studies in the US. Includes a 6,000 volume reference collection, as well as the Archive of Hispanic Literature on Tape, with Spanish, Portuguese, Latin American, and Latino writers reading passages from their own works.

**Newberry Library:** Like the John Carter Brown Library, a premier research library for the history of the Americas and the early modern period. Includes books, manuscripts, maps, and other materials. Many holdings related to Spanish and Portuguese activity in the colonial period may be found in the Edward E. Ayer Collection, and are accessible via the Spanish-American Colonial Manuscripts Research Guide.

**Revistas de la Movida Collection, Brown University:** Constitutes the most comprehensive US collection of Spanish cultural magazines from the so-called movida madrileña, the countercultural period following the death of Francisco Franco.

**Spanish Civil War Collection, Hoover Institution:** Features memoirs of US volunteers who fought for the Spanish Republic. Of particular significance are Burnett Bolloten's extensive collected research materials. Other
collections pertain to US diplomats in Spain during the Franco era and to groups opposed to Franco’s dictatorship.

According to OCLC, the US research libraries with the greatest number of Catalan holdings include the New York Public Library, Yale Library, the Library of Congress, the University of California-Berkeley Library, and the University Library, University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign.

**Professional Development and Networks**

Librarians may stay abreast of trends and developments in the field of Iberian Studies via disciplinary and topic area listservs like the MLA Discussion Lists (e.g., Catalan Studies, Galician, Portuguese, Mediterranean, Global Hispanophone), H-Net forums (e.g., H-Spain, H-Portugal, and H-Mediterranean), and the Europe and Latin American Section (ELAS) of the Latin American Studies Association (LASA).

In terms of professional library organizations dedicated to Iberian Studies, the two most substantive organizations are the Seminar on the Acquisition of Latin American Library Materials (SALALM), which has an Iberian Studies section, and the Association of College and Research Libraries’ (ACRL) European Studies Section (ESS). Both maintain active listservs, have various committees, and hold annual meetings and conferences. ESS maintains an Iberian Studies guide. For Iberian Studies librarians, membership in one or both of these organizations is highly encouraged. The Latin American Studies Association (LASA) has a section on Spain, but it is generally much more focused on Latin America and the Caribbean.

---

**Key Takeaways**

- As in other humanities fields, the monograph and peer-reviewed article remain the paramount modes of scholarly communication in Iberian Studies, shored up by tenure and promotion incentives that favor traditional formats. Digital humanities and public humanities approaches remain on the margins for now (Cooper et al. 2020).
- While the publishing industry is still primarily print-based, there is a continuing shift from print to digital in academic fields, more so than in popular sources.
- Independent presses continue paper-based output. E-preferred collection development policies in academic libraries can exclude non-English language cultural and scholarly production and limit diverse voices in library collections.
- Locally based vendors are important because of their expertise in specific regions, and they provide access to necessary and unique materials for the learning, teaching, and research needs of library users that would be overlooked by larger vendors based outside of the region.
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6. Italian Studies
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Map of Italian-speaking countries covered in this chapter.

Introduction

This chapter discusses library collection development and outreach for Italian studies. It covers materials, in all formats, that document the Italian Peninsula, including the Vatican City and San Marino, as well as the Italophone populations in Switzerland, the Adriatic (Croatia), Slovenia, and the Italian diaspora. For materials produced in this region, Italian is the primary language, but there is an enduring tradition of materials published in local and regional dialects. North American research libraries also collect Italian Studies materials in English and other languages, primarily French and German.

Given the important role and contributions of Italy and Italians throughout history, Italian studies in North American institutions concentrate heavily in the humanities, especially the history and literature of Italy, and the study of art, music, and cinema. Italian publishers also are active in disciplines that have close historical ties to Italy, including archaeology, classics, and religion, especially the Catholic Church. Italian studies collections reflect important research in economics, anthropology and sociology, political science, linguistics, and other social science areas. Additional themes and subjects include feminist and women’s history, and emigration and immigration.
The Academic Field

Italian studies research can be found throughout the university and is strongly interdisciplinary in nature. Your primary contacts will likely be with faculty and students in history and literature departments. Research and teaching on Italian history often focuses on the Middle Ages and Renaissance, the 18th-century Enlightenment, the 19th-century movements towards unification collectively known as the Risorgimento, and the early 20th century, especially the two world wars and fascism. The Italian diaspora and the experiences of immigrants and refugees in Italy are emerging topics. Especially in the medieval and early modern period, the study of Italian history is often part of broader European history. Before unification in the late 19th century, the Peninsula was split into a network of city-states, duchies, and republics, resulting in a strong tradition of local and regional history. Consequently, you will find research and publications focusing not only on today's dominant cities—Rome, Florence, Milan, Naples, Venice, Genoa, Bologna, and Turin—but also on smaller cities such as Ferrara, Pisa, Sienna, Brescia, Bergamo, and Salerno. Librarians should work with faculty to establish any specific regional areas of interest.

Classics, especially focused on the Roman Empire, occasionally comes under the purview of librarians with responsibilities for Italian studies. Italy has a strong tradition of scholarship and publishing in classics and Latin, and scholars working in this discipline may be located in departments of classics, history, linguistics, anthropology or archaeology. Within the field of anthropology, ethnology, and folklore, academic studies emphasize field research of the “other” within Italy, with a focus on the south (Mezzogiorno) and the islands of Sicily and Sardinia. Popular religion, tales, festivals, and rituals are common subjects of study. Cultural anthropology in Italy looks at contemporary Italian society from an activist and ideological perspective, addressing issues such as class struggle, youth movements, and cultural stratifications through political lenses of communist or socialist thought.

Scholars working in religion, music, art, and film departments will often use Italian materials, given Italy’s enduring importance in these disciplines and publishing programs. Depending on their duties, Italian studies librarians may collaborate with colleagues to collect materials on the Catholic Church and its influence in Italy and on the experience of Jews in Italy. In the arts, they may work to ensure that the collection acquires relevant materials on Italian composers or on musical genres such as opera; on Italian art, design, fashion, and museum studies; and on film genres including Italian neo-realism, commedia all’italiana, horror, and spaghetti westerns.

Finally, there are strong traditions of Italian social science research, especially in the fields of economics and political science. As a region with a long history of banking and trade, Italy has produced many important economists, and this continues to be an important area of research. Political science is important as well, given the many political experiments and theories that have emerged from the Peninsula, from the Romans and Machiavelli through fascism, communism and the present day. The study of women and gender is also an active area of research, with interests in early modern women, religion, female intellectuals and writers, and the contemporary women’s movement in Italy.

In the United States, Italian language is commonly taught in colleges and universities. The most recent statistics in Italian language instruction in US colleges and universities from the Modern Language Association (MLA) found enrollment in fall and summer 2016 to be 53,544 for four-year institutions and 8,167 for two-year institutions (Modern Language Association, n.d.).

Scholarly associations of note include:

- American Association for Italian Studies (AAIS; US)
- American Association of Teachers of Italian (AATI; US)
- Association for the Study of Modern Italy (ASMI; UK)
- Canadian Association for Italian Studies (CAIS; Canada)
- Italian American Studies Association (IASA; US)
Modern Language Association (MLA; US)
Renaissance Society of America (RSA; US)
Society for Italian Historical Studies (SIHS; US)
Society for Italian Studies (SIS; UK)
Society for Renaissance Studies (SRS; UK)
Società italiana per lo studio della storia contemporanea (SISSCO; Italian association for the study of contemporary history)

Subject-specific networks and societies include:

- H-Italy
- H-TransItalian Studies
- ISLG Bulletin, the annual newsletter of the Italian Studies Library Group, is available open access from Casalini Libri.
- JISC Italian listserv (email list for UK Italian studies scholarly community)
- Società Dantesca Italiana (Italian Dante Society)

Publishing Landscape

There are over 1,700 publishers in Italy, split between several dominant publishing groups and many small, specialized, and regional presses. Over 90% are classified as small and micro publishers (producing fewer than 40 titles/year). Small presses, often focused on specialized or niche markets, are responsible for almost 40% of the books published. Scholarly societies, academic departments and research labs, libraries and archives, religious institutions, and cultural institutions—including museums and galleries—all publish important materials for the academic market. The medium and large publishers make up less than 10% of firms, but publish approximately 60% of all titles (averaging 200-700 titles/year). While the Italian publishing industry is spread throughout the entire Peninsula and the islands, Rome and Milan are clearly the centers of the Italian book trade. In 2021, there were 90,195 titles published, of which 53,861 were new publications and the rest later editions or reprints (ISTAT, n.d., 2).

Several good resources provide overviews of the publishing landscape. Istituto Nazionale di Statistica (ISTAT), the national statistical agency, publishes an annual report entitled Produzione e lettura di Libri in Italia, available online. And the Associazione Italiana Editori (AIE) publishes an annual report entitled Rapporto sullo stato dell'editoria in Italia, available in print and as an eBook. It is more detailed than the ISTAT report and contains both statistics and analysis, but must be purchased.

The AIE report for 2022 (Associazione italiana editori, 2022) offered the following breakdown of publishing by subject/genre:

- Social sciences and humanities account for 28.4% of total titles published, and include philosophy, linguistics, religion, history, history of literature, anthropology and sociology, political science, and communications and media—all of interest to North American libraries.
- If including editions of classic works, literary narratives account for about 30% of total titles published. Important sectors include novels, comic books (fumetti), biography and memoirs, and mysteries (gialli), thrillers, and horror books. Approximately one-third of all titles published in this area are current fiction.
- Italian poetry and theater books account for over 6% of total titles, while books on music and the performing arts represent 2%.
- Books for children and adolescents are one of the strongest areas of Italian publishing, but of less interest
to academic librarians.
• Because of the fragmented nature of the Italian publishing industry, librarians should be aware of both the large publishers and the smaller, more specialized firms.

**Mondadori** is the largest publisher in Italy, capturing over 10% of the market. It publishes in all areas, with a focus on literary and popular works, both classic and new writings, as well as works in translation. The *Meridiani* series consists of important critical editions of key authors, both Italian and foreign. *Gialli Mondadori* was the first Italian series devoted to publishing mystery novels, an important Italian paraliterary genre. The *Oscar Mondadori* series brought mass market paperbacks to Italy. Mondadori has acquired many historical Italian publishing houses, run separately, including Einaudi and Rizzoli.

**Giulio Einaudi editore**, one of the most prestigious publishers, focuses on literature, history, and works of political and social theory, originally with an anti-fascist bent. Many 20th-century intellectuals published with Einaudi, and it remains an important publisher of Italian poetry. In addition to serious literary works, current publications include a contemporary fiction series.

Other important scholarly publishers include:

• **Laterza**: essays, history, politics and social sciences, literary studies, reference materials.
• **Viella**: history, especially medieval and Renaissance studies.
• **Salerno**: humanities, national editions, reference materials.
• **L’Erma di Bretschneider**: art and archeology.
• **Treccani**: reference materials, dictionaries.

**Collection Development Resources**

Developing an Italian studies collection includes selecting and acquiring materials about Italy and its society, politics, and culture in Italian as well as in English. Materials about the Italian diaspora, including Italian-American studies, may also be covered. You may be responsible for materials in all formats, including print, electronic, born-digital, and film, along with databases.

There are two main library vendors in North America that provide English language materials on Italian studies: ProQuest, through its OASIS service, and GOBI Library Solutions, owned by EBSCO. Both supply materials from major presses in the US, UK, and Canada, as well as from small, independent presses.

Both OASIS and GOBI offer both approval plans and firm order services for print and eBooks. Libraries may decide whether to have selector orders mediated by acquisitions department staff, and each platform offers additional customization. Both firms offer patron- and data-driven acquisitions, as well as weekly notification of new titles for firm order (“slips”). They also survey book prizes, including the American Historical Association’s Howard R. Marraro Prize, for the best book in Italian history (awarded yearly), and the MLA’s Aldo and Jeanne Scaglione Prize for Italian Studies (awarded every two years).

For Italian collection development, the main Library of Congress Classification ranges are the following:

• **DG 100-999**: Italian history by period and subject. DG1-400 is Ancient Rome and may be covered by Classics. If so, be clear that you do not want to get Classics materials on the approval plan.
• **JV2200-2499**: Italian colonies and colonization.
• **KKH**: Italian law.
• **PC 1001-2000**: Italian linguistics and philology.
• **PQ 4001-6000**: Italian literature.
You may include university press preferences when setting up approval plans. Important university presses and series include the following:

The University of Toronto Press has two notable series:

- The Lorenzo da Ponte Italian Library is composed of English translations of foundational works by Italian authors who have made important contributions to literary, political, historical, and cultural thought from the Renaissance through the 20th century. Examples include critical editions of works by Aretino, Machiavelli, Petrarch, and Della Porta, as well as theorists such as Croce, Salvemini, and Bobbio.
- The Toronto Italian Studies series includes contemporary scholarship on Italy’s social, historical, literary, and artistic contributions.

Harvard University Press is another key press. Publications by their center for Renaissance studies, I Tatti, are particularly important, especially the series I Tatti Studies in Italian Renaissance History.

Yale University Press’ strengths in the humanities and arts underscore its importance for Italian studies. In addition to Italian history, literature, poetry, art, and music, it offers the Italian Literature and Thought series, which makes representative works of Italian culture available in English.

Palgrave Macmillan’s book series Italian and Italian American Studies publishes new scholarship by emerging and established scholars in the fields of history, cultural studies, literature, and cinema.

Ecole française de Rome publishes important French research on Italy in various series, and should be considered for collections. Examples include the journal Melanges de L'Ecole française de Rome (MEFRA) and the related MEFRA series. MEFRA Moyen Age and MEFRA Italie et Méditerranée modernes et contemporaines are of particular importance, as is MEFRA Antique, which covers the classical age. All are available in print and eBooks from OpenEdition Journals, Persée, and Torrossa Digital Library (Casalini Libri). MEFRA series before 2010 are available as open access resources from Persée; publications from after 2010 can be found on OpenEdition. The monograph collection Collections de l'Ecole française de Rome is available in print, with the first 200 numbers in the collection available open access from Persée.

Other key presses for Italian studies include Oxford University Press, Cambridge University Press, University of California Press, and Princeton University Press. Scholarly trade publishers with good Italian lists include Bloomsbury Academic and Brill. Many Catholic universities have strong traditions of Italian scholarship, especially on topics related to religion and literature, which are reflected in their publishing programs. Of special note are the university presses of Fordham University and the University of Notre Dame.

In addition to secondary scholarship, academic libraries should consider English translations of Italian literature for their collections. The works of the “three crowns”—Dante, Petrarch, and Boccaccio—are often taught in translation not only in Italian studies classes, but in English and introductory humanities courses. Translations of Dante, in particular, have been undertaken by important poets and writers over the years. Important presses for contemporary Italian literature and poetry in English translation include: Europa Editions, Seagull Books, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, Penguin Books, New York Review Books, Pushkin Press, and HarperCollins.

For finding and evaluating English translations of Italian literature published before 2016, try the following two reference books. Here, Italian literature is defined broadly, to include short stories, correspondence, travel accounts, memoirs, and poetry, and other literary genres:


If you are ordering books in Italian for North American libraries, there are several options, depending on the scope of your collection development. For high-quantity, active collecting, Casalini Libri, based in Fiesole, Italy, is the main book vendor of Italian books in North America, offering approval plans, subscription services, and
ordering. They can provide Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) as well as cataloging and metadata services for their materials. Casalini Libri is very experienced in dealing with North American libraries, and participates at conferences of the American Library Association (ALA) and Art Libraries Society (ARLIS), as well as at other professional events. They offer publications from major Italian scholarly and popular presses, as well as the smaller specialized presses that make up an important part of the Italian publishing industry. Their databases—iLibri and iLibri ART—are important resources for information about current publications, and they offer a wide range of scholarly Italian eBooks, viewable on their Torrossa Digital Library e-content platform, including the Editoria Italiana Online (EIO). Libraries can also purchase or subscribe to single-publisher packages with backfiles for important scholarly publishers.

Other companies that can provide books in Italian include Liberdomus (Libreria già Nardecchia), Libro Co. Italia, and Libreria Ledi International Bookseller.

The publishing industry supports several important book fairs in Italy. The largest and most important is the annual Salone internazionale del Libro di Torino (Turin Book Fair), which immerses attendees in current Italian cultural production by offering access to publishers, author readings, workshops, and other activities aimed at both the public and book professionals, including librarians. The other main fair of interest to academic librarians is Più libri più liberi, held in Rome. This fair focuses on the small and medium-sized publishers which form an important part of the Italian publishing landscape.

For institutions with lesser or only occasional needs for Italian language materials, online book dealers such as Amazon.it, ibs.it, and Libreriauniversitaria.it are good resources. In the US, Rizzoli and Schoenhof’s Foreign Books online bookshops carry Italian language books and work with libraries.

The Associazione Librai Antiquari d’Italia (ALAI) is the professional association of Italy’s rare and antiquarian book dealers. They are affiliated with the International League of Antiquarian Booksellers (ILAB), and members are distinguished by their expertise and bound by professional and ethical standards. They sponsor several fairs (salone del libro) in Milan, Turin, and other cities, and the online fair Firsts Italia. You can find the stock held by Italian rare book dealers through the ALAI website and listed on rare book aggregators such as AbeBooks, viaLibri, or Maremagnun, and you can request catalogs directly from individual dealers. Italian cultural patrimony laws place restrictions and may require export licenses on books and manuscripts created 70 years ago or earlier. Rare book vendors (librai antiquari) apply for the export licenses on behalf of customers.

Librarians can look to reviews and bibliographies to determine which titles are essential for their collections, while at the same time learning about current research trends. In addition to the journals and listservs listed in the “Academic field” section above, useful review resources include general disciplinary journals such as American Historical Review, whose review section includes books, documentary collections, films, and websites. Speculum and Renaissance Quarterly provide literature reviews for new works on medieval studies and Renaissance studies, respectively. The Times Literary Supplement and The New York Review of Books often review Italian books. For a closer view of the Italian cultural and intellectual scene, consult TuttoLibri (published weekly by the newspaper La Stampa) and L’Indice dei Libri del mese. Both are available by subscription in both print and digital formats, and both maintain an active presence on X (formerly Twitter).

In addition to using these types of periodical sources, the following annotated bibliographical works (divided by historical period) can be helpful in making an retrospective assessment of your collection:

- The Year’s Work in Modern Language Studies. Leiden: Brill, 1931-

Single-author or topic bibliographies can help with specific assessments, and can be found within the resources above.
Good English-language resources on the Italian publishing trade include the annual publication *Italian books abroad (and foreign books in Italy)*, produced jointly by the Giornale della libreria and the Associazione Italiana Editori (AIE) and available by download from their websites. Newitalianbooks.it, sponsored by the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the publisher Treccani, is another useful source about current publications, especially popular literature and graphic novels, as well as book prizes and translations into English.

**Disciplinary Resources**

Italian Studies has an established set of reference materials to help guide collection development and offer in-depth assistance to students and scholars. This section of the chapter provides an overview of some of the core resources.

New scholarship in Italian studies frequently emerges as articles in scholarly journals, particularly in those listed below. You can find more information about individual titles in Ulrichsweb, or do a search there using broad terms like “Italian Studies” or “Italian History,” or narrower terms like “Dante.” For literature and cultural studies publications, the MLA International Bibliography also offers a useful “Browse Periodicals” function.

**Journals**

*Bolletino di Italianistica* (subscription resource)
*California Italian Studies* (annual, open access)
*Contemporary Italian Politics* (subscription resource; issue 2 is annual *Politics in Italy*)
*Diasporic Italy* (IASA, subscription resource)
*I Tatti studies in the Italian Renaissance* (subscription resource)
*Italian Culture* (AAIS journal, subscription resource)
*Italian Poetry Review* (subscription resource)
*Italian Politics* (subscription resource, annual)
*Italian Studies* (SIS journal, subscription resource)
*Italica* (AATI journal, subscription resource)
*Journal of Italian Cinema and Media Studies* (subscription resource)
*Journal of Modern Italian Studies* (subscription resource)
*Modern Italy* (AMSI journal, subscription resource)
*Quaderni d’italianistica* (CAIS journal, subscription resource)
*Renaissance Quarterly* (RSA journal, subscription resource)
*Renaissance Studies* (Society for Renaissance Studies (UK), subscription resource)

Specialized journals focused on specific authors and themes include:
*Altrelettere* (on writing by and about women; open access)
*Gender/Sexuality/Italy* (open access)

**Primary source databases**

*Internet Culturale* brings together digital resources found in catalogs from national, university, historical, and regional libraries, and includes additional specialized resources. All materials within are open access. Of special note are the following:
• Biblioteca Digitale Italiana: digitized books and periodicals, images, and sound recordings; full-text search
• the Emeroteca Digitale Italiana: digitized serials from the post-unification period

Byterfly is a project by the Italian national research council, CNR, that offers open access digitized periodical materials from several library consortia and institutions. Other university and research center libraries have also been digitizing their periodicals collections, and are good sources, especially for regionally-based publications. 

Europeana contains digital primary resources from libraries throughout Europe. You can limit by country, or use the advanced search feature.

The Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana (BAV) is the library of the Vatican and the Catholic Church. Its digital library, DigiVatLib, contains vast open-access holdings documenting the religious, social, and political role and activities of the Catholic Church, including manuscripts, codices and printed books, and archives. The Saint Louis University Library in Missouri has the Knights of Columbus Vatican Film Library, the most complete microfilm collection of the BAV in North America.

Opera del Vocabolario Italiano (OVI), available from American and French Research on the Treasury of the French Language (ARTFL), contains almost 2,000 texts in Italian dated before 1375, including texts by Boccaccio, Petrarch, and Dante. Better for text mining rather than narrative reading, it offers ARTFL's advanced search functions.

The following primary source databases also contain significant materials for Italian studies scholars:

• Eighteenth Century Collections Online: from Gale, this full-text database of materials published in the UK during the 18th century includes many translations from Italian works, as well as those with false imprints. Subscription resource.
• Making of the Modern World: from Gale, this full-text database contains works on trade, commerce, and economic and political thought from the 15th century through the beginning of the 20th century, including almost 2,000 titles in Italian. Subscription resource.
• Early European Books: includes collections of Italian literary works that are useful as class texts or for digital humanities textual research. It can be purchased from ProQuest. Subscription resource.
• Biblioteca Italiana: digital library and resources from La Sapienza in Rome. Open access.
• Liber Liber: another option for Italian literature that includes more minor works. Open access.

Secondary Source Databases

The subscription databases MLA International Bibliography and Historical Abstracts are good places to start researching journal articles and monographs, as is Italinemo (open access). More general online subscription indexes such as ProQuest Academic Research Library, ProQuest Periodicals Archive Online, ProQuest Periodicals Index Online, Academic Search Premier, IBZ (International Bibliography of Periodical literature in the Humanities and Social Sciences), and the open access Google Scholar are also key resources. Most offer full-text access to subscribed and open-access materials. The full-text databases of JSTOR and Project MUSE offer searching and access to important journals in the field. Casalini Libri's Torrossa/Editoria Italiana Online is a subscription-based searchable collection of Italian scholarly journals and monographs. OpenEdition's Journals and Books search interface, which is open access, is a good option for research produced in France.

Because of the importance of Italy in Medieval and Renaissance Studies, librarians should also be aware of subscription databases such as the Iter Bibliography, part of the Iter Gateway to the Middle Ages and Renaissance, and the Brepols Medieval and Early Modern Bibliographies.
News Sources and Media Outlets

Italy has a rich periodical and newspaper tradition, with scholars finding the origins of the newspaper in the handwritten and later printed news summaries (avvisi, gazette) that circulated in Italy starting in the 15th century. The late 17th century and 18th century saw the rise of early literary journals with ties to the larger European periodical press, including such titles as the Giornale de Letterati d'Italia, Il Caffè, La Frusta letteraria. These provided accounts of wars, news briefs (faits divers), reports of scientific and literary activities, and notices of book publications.

Italy’s press has always been characterized by the country’s fractured, regional nature. There are currently about 175 newspapers published in Italy. Media organs reflect or are aimed at regional audiences, political parties, or the interests of their owners. Most of the big dailies are owned by large media conglomerates, and publish regional editions in addition to their national edition.

Several titles, nevertheless, have national scope:

- **La Corriere della Sera** (Milan, 1876- , RCS Media) is the most widely-read newspaper, with a center-right perspective.
- **Il Giornale** (Milan, 1974- , Fininvest, the Berlusconi family holding company) offers a center right/populist/Berlusconi view.
- **La Repubblica** (Rome, 1976- , GEDI Group) and **La Stampa** (Turin, 1867- , GEDI Group) are both characterized as center-left publications.
- **Il Sole 24 Ore** (Confindustria) focuses on business and finance and is the organ of the national chamber of commerce.
- **L’Osservatore Romano** is the daily newspaper of the Vatican, reporting on activities related to the Catholic Church.
- **La Gazzetta dello Sport** (RCS Media Group) concentrates on sports reporting.

All of these national papers are available in print and as microfilm subscriptions. The price of print and microfilm, however, may be prohibitive, unless there is a clear reason to maintain an institutional subscription. Content in many of the regional newspapers and some national papers is available in NexisUni, Factiva, and PressReader. The Center for Research Libraries (CRL) has a collection of Italian newspapers for its members.

Some current programming of Italy’s national radio and television service, RAI, can be accessed from its website. A separate website hosts archival footage of RAI: RAI Teche. There are several privately owned free-to-air and cable channels. The former Italian president, Silvio Berlusconi, founded and owns the media conglomerate Mediaset. Additional news and media sources can be found in the News section of the European Studies Section (ESS) Italian Studies Guide.

Catalogs, Bibliographies, Archives

National and other major library catalogs

Italy has a national union catalog and several portals that bring together library resources. The scope and depth of these important resources are constantly expanding. The Istituto Centrale per il Catalogo unico (ICCU) is responsible for the catalog of Italy’s national collection, and hosts a website containing the country’s union catalog, as well as other specialized databases. Its main portal, Alfabetica, includes the following:
• **Opac SBN**: the Italian union catalog, with holdings of all branches of the national library and other university and historical libraries.
• **Cataloghi storici**: digitized catalogs of 39 historical libraries.
• **EDIT 16**: an important inventory of 16th-century Italian imprints.
• **Manus online**: a database of descriptive bibliographical information and images of manuscript materials, including correspondence, held in national, private, and ecclesiastic libraries in Italy.

The ICCU also publishes a series of regionally based print catalogs for libraries and archives, and other bibliographical resources helpful for doing research or locating materials in Italian institutions.

For bibliographical and holdings information on Italian periodicals, the University of Bologna hosts the **ACNP** (Catalogo italiano dei periodici; Italian Periodical Catalog).

### Archives

The **Sistema Archivistico Nazionale** (SAN) portal is a key source for learning about different Italian archives, and searching for archival material. It includes information gleaned from digitized catalogs and inventories as well as digitized primary source materials, when available. Its scope is broad, covering national, regional, local, and private archives. Also noteworthy is the following:

- **Mazzatinti, G. 1890-**. *Inventari dei manoscritti delle biblioteche d’Italia*. Firenze: L.S. Olschki. This ongoing inventory of manuscripts in Italian libraries is now partially superseded by **Manus Online**, noted above, and by inventories and resources on the websites of the archives and libraries. It is also available as a digital resource from the publisher. Earlier issues are available in **Google Books**.

### Bibliographies

While the databases and indexes listed in the section above are excellent starting points, historians should know about the **Bibliografia storica nazionale**, the national bibliography of Italian history.

**Bibliografia generale della lingua e della letteratura italiana (BiGLI)** is an annual bibliography, worldwide in scope, providing citation information for periodical articles and books relating to Italian language, literature, and culture. Online subscriptions are available from **Casalini Libri**.

**Oxford Bibliographies: Medieval Studies** and **Oxford Bibliographies: Renaissance and Reformation** (subscription resources) provide excellent bibliographical guidance for topics in these time periods and are useful for both collection development and reference purposes.

The British Library has a particularly strong collection of Italian imprints from the early years of printing; and its short-title catalogs can thus be very useful for tracking down bibliographic information:


For information on the British Library’s holdings, see: [British Library’s Italian Print Collections](https://www.bl.uk/learning/curriculum/italian/). For secondary sources on Dante, consult the **Bibliografia Dantesca Internazionale** (International Dante Bibliography), created by the Società Dantesca Italiana and the Dante Society of America. It has both Italian and English interfaces and is available open access.
Reference Tools

There are many reference tools for Italian studies, but a few stand out as “must haves” for any university/college library covering this field. Luckily, some of the more important titles have been turned into digital resources.

- *Cambridge Italian-English Dictionary*. Open access.
- Dartmouth Dante Project: a searchable full-text database containing more than 70 commentaries on Dante's *Divine Comedy – the Commedia*. Open access.
- Decameron Web: an interactive website from Brown University covering the *Decameron*. Open access.
- *Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani*: a biographical dictionary covering Italians who have contributed to the arts, politics, science, religion, literature, and economics. Open access.
  - Volumes 1 through 12 provide a chronological survey of Italian literature. Librarians should also be aware of Volume 13, which surveys bibliographic research and cultural heritage institutions, and Volume 14, which contains a detailed bibliography of Italian literature.
- *The Oregon Petrarch Open Book*: contains critical editions, manuscripts, and commentary of Petrarch's *Rerum vulgarium fragmenta*. Open access.
- *Treccani Enciclopedia Italiana*: general Italian encyclopedia. Open access.

Helpful sites and guides for government information, legal documents, and country reports include:

- *British Library's West European Government Publications* offers one of the best guides in this area, containing both current and historical materials. You can download their PDF on Italian government documents.
- *GlobaLex's Guide to Italian Legal Research and Resources on the Web* is another great resource.
- The *Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)'s page for Italy* offers useful reports on Italy as well as Italian government links.

Distinctive Print Collections

North American library collections with strong Italian collections include Harvard University; Yale University;
Princeton University; Wellesley College; New York Public Library; Columbia University; New York University; University of Virginia; University of Chicago; University of Toronto; University of Texas/Harry Ransom Center; University of California, Los Angeles; University of California, Berkeley; and Stanford University. The libraries of Notre Dame University, Fordham University, Seton Hall University, and other Catholic schools also have notable collections, especially for the medieval and early modern period, Church history, and in Italian-American studies. The Hoover Institution Library and Archives are particularly strong in rare 20th century social and political materials. Among their other strengths, the Getty Research Institute and the Beinecke Library at Yale have important collections on Italian futurism.

Professional Development and Networks

How can you meet and share information with colleagues in the profession of Italian studies and Italian studies librarianship? In North America, librarians responsible for Italian studies collections should be members of the ACRL European Studies Section (ESS), which has an active Romance Studies discussion group. ESS meets in person at ALA conferences and virtually in online workshops, discussion boards, and via a listserv. ESS also has a useful guide with resources: European Studies Section (ESS) Italian Studies Guide.

Online networks such as H-Italy and H-TransItalian Studies are incredibly useful for keeping up on current research questions and new publications. Listening to the New Books Network, Italian Studies Podcasts is a great way to hear scholars talk about their recent publications, and the podcasts are interdisciplinary in scope. The website of the Society for Italian Historical Studies (SIHS) is another good resource—see especially their Italian Currents blog and their Annual Newsletter, which provides an excellent overview of the research activities of emerging and established scholars in the field. You need to be a member to subscribe to the forum of the American Association for Italian Studies (AAIS), but you can read the postings and other research-related content directly on its website. From the UK, the Society for Italian Studies (SIS) and the Association for the Study of Modern Italy (ASMI) also provide rich websites as well as active X (formerly Twitter) feeds. The Istituto Italiano di Cultura is an international network of centers sponsored by the Italian government with the aim of teaching language and sharing Italian culture. Join their email list, or follow one of the especially active institutes like New York or London. Try these, or subscribe to the email lists, Facebook pages, or X feeds of the publishers, journals, libraries, and research centers mentioned above to keep abreast of publications, prizes, and events in the field. Once you find a set of email lists, social media feeds, you will be able to select those that best fit your needs.

Conclusion

This chapter offers a well-defined set of tools and resources for librarians starting out in Italian studies. It can serve to complement a smaller but well-curated ready reference shelf, both print and online, for Italian studies library work. Here are some top choices for your daily work, all described above:

Online:

- British Library's West European Government Publications
- Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani
- Internet Culturale
- Istituto Nazionale di Statistica (ISTAT)
- Istituto Centrale per il Catalogo unico (ICCU)
• Oxford Bibliographies (Oxford Bibliographies: Medieval Studies and Oxford Bibliographies: Renaissance and Reformation)
• Treccani Enciclopedia Italiana

Print:

Key Takeaways

• Work with your faculty to understand what is needed for their research and curricular needs.
• Casalini Libri is a valuable resource; its staff is extremely knowledgeable and can help shape your Italian language approval plan according to your needs.
• Skimming the scholarly journals listed here will give you a good idea of the current state of research, emerging topics, and research methodologies. You can set up alerts of new issues to receive tables of contents in your inbox.
• Delve into the materials found on the websites of scholarly associations. Following them on social media can be an easy way to learn about new publications and current research projects.
• Book reviews in the trade publications in both the Italian and English language press can help you identify emerging and established authors and genres.
• Discipline- and topic-specific manuals, bibliographies, and scholarly encyclopedias offer important insights into evaluating your current collection and building on it.

These tips and resources along with discussions with colleagues in other libraries and contacts with scholars and students at your institution, will help you establish a strong foundation for Italian librarianship.
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7. Modern Greek Studies

GEORGE I. PAGANELIS

Introduction

This chapter is intended to guide the librarian who has acquired selection responsibilities in Modern Greek studies (MGS) as an add-on to primary responsibilities in European studies, classics, or Middle Eastern studies. A background that includes some knowledge of Ancient Greek would be of service, but with the tools available to assist with collection development and translation, this is less of a prerequisite than in years past. My hope is that collection development in MGS will be an enjoyable endeavor, albeit challenging at times, and that you will develop an appreciation for the rich bibliographical history and landscape of the field.

Like other area studies disciplines, MGS is an umbrella term that encompasses broadly the fields of the social sciences and humanities. It can also include the pure and physical sciences for materials with a more socio-historical or cultural orientation—the history of science/medicine, for example—but generally excludes technical works. Territorially, MGS focuses principally on Greece and Cyprus, along with other countries where there is a significant diasporic population. The Hellenic diaspora spans the globe, but the most significant populations of Greeks outside Greece today can be found in the United States, Australia, Canada, Italy, Germany, Albania, Russia, and Britain, with smaller but noteworthy populations in Chile, Argentina, Brazil, South Africa, and elsewhere. Historically, Turkey and Egypt had sizable Greek populations, but these numbers declined...
sharply during the 20th century due to forced population exchange with Greece, persecution in the case of Turkey, and emigration from Egypt. The principal languages of publications in MGS are Modern Greek and English; due to the Hellenic diaspora and the range of scholars working in the various fields in the discipline, however, publications can be found in most European languages, Turkish, Slavic languages, and others. Depending on subject area and context, the field can typically range chronologically from 1453, the fall of Constantinople to the Ottomans, to the present. The greatest emphasis and publishing output, however, deals with the period of pre-independence Greece from 1800 to the present.

The Academic Field

The field of MGS encompasses all the subject areas within the social sciences and humanities as well as interdisciplinary areas such as women's and gender studies and diaspora studies. Within these fields there is a significant body of scholarship that includes an aspect of MGS in a comparative context, often in edited volumes and Festschriften.

Given its relatively small size, MGS can reasonably be termed a “boutique” discipline in academia, often not represented in its own department, but rather consisting of programs housed in or under the aegis of other departments such as history and classics. At research universities, MGS programs are frequently affiliated with interdisciplinary institutes and centers, while some institutions have their own MGS or broader Hellenic studies centers.

In North America the Modern Greek Studies Association (MGSA), founded in 1968, is the foremost scholarly society devoted to the field. The MGSA has its own scholarly publication, the Journal of Modern Greek Studies, published by Johns Hopkins University Press and considered the leading journal in the field. The MGSA website maintains a comprehensive directory of MGS programs, faculty, and graduate students, along with additional information, giving an overall picture of the field. In North America there are 59 MGS programs across 25 US states and four Canadian provinces, including 13 new programs created since 2000. According to figures on the MGSA website, enrollments at institutions with MGS programs range from around a dozen per academic term to as many as 300. It is worth noting that, over the same timeframe, more than 10 endowed professorships/chairs in MGS and Hellenic studies have been created at some of these same institutions. For the reader’s reference, the counterpart to the MGSA in Europe is the European Society of Modern Greek Studies (Ευρωπαϊκή Εταιρεία Νεοελληνικών Σπουδών; EENS). Note that this site offers translation into English and in other languages via Google Translate.

Publishing Landscape

The scholarly output of books in MGS from North American publishers has been steadily proliferating for more than 40 years. History, political science, language and literature, and Greek-American studies have been among the most prevalent subject areas, but changes in the social and political landscape of Greece, Cyprus, and Europe, including financial and refugee crises over the past 15 years, have resulted in publishing activity in subjects that previously received little attention.

University presses are among the key publishers of scholarly materials in MGS in North America. MGS-focused series from university presses and academic departments include Harvard’s Early Modern and Modern Greek Library and Cultural Politics, Socioaesthetics, Beginnings; and Princeton Modern Greek Studies. Other notable publishers include:
Among now-defunct North American publishers whose output is of particular importance and should be sought when building or enhancing collections in MGS, Pella Publishing and Aristide Caratzas should be considered essential. Scholarly works on Greek-American themes are sometimes treated in the presses above, though these are outnumbered by popular press titles and, increasingly, self-published works.

In Europe, there are numerous university presses outside Greece and Cyprus with significant publishing output in MGS, including:

- Cambridge University Press
- Central European University Press (Hungary)
- Edinburgh University Press
- Manchester University Press
- Oxford University Press

Other notable scholarly European presses include:

- Brill (Netherlands)
- Cambridge Scholars Publishing (UK)
- De Gruyter (Germany)
- L’Harmattan and its series Études grecques (France)
- Harrassowitz Verlag and its series Peleus (Germany)
- Isis Press (Turkey)
- Istituto Ellenico di Studi Bizantini e Postbizantini de Venezia (Italy)
- Peter Lang and its series Byzantine and Neohellenic Studies (Germany)
- Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht Verlage (which acquired Böhlau Verlag) (Austria)

In 2006, for the first time, book production in Greece topped 10,000 publications for the year, and numbers increased the following two years, though this trend began to reverse in 2009 as Greece experienced the brunt of its financial crisis (National Book Centre of Greece 2012, 3). Based on figures available through the VivlioNet (ΒιβλιοNet) database, a portal that acts as a de facto source of Greek books in print, overall book production has generally remained between 8,000 and 9,000 titles per year on a national level since about 2015; the number of publishers in Greece—popular and scholarly, literary, historical, political, and others—is more than 4,500.

While most universities in Greece have a press, some have imprints under particular divisions or departments or use private publishers. Here are some of the major university presses:

- Crete University Press (Πανεπιστημιακές Εκδόσεις Κρήτης)
- Library and Information Center, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (Βιβλιοθήκη & Κέντρο Πληροφόρησης Αριστοτέλειο Πανεπιστήμιο Θεσσαλονίκης)
- Press of the National and Kapodistrian University of Athens (Εκδόσεις του Εθνικού και Καποδιστριακού
Likewise, here is a sampling of some of the key publishers in various subject areas to serve as a basis for collection development efforts of Greek imprints in MGS:

- Benaki Museum Publications
- Ekdoseis Kastaniotē (Εκδόσεις Καστανιώτη)
- Ekdoseis Kedros (Εκδόσεις Κέδρος)
- Ekdoseis Metaichmio (Εκδόσεις Μεταίχμιο)
- Ekdoseis Nephelē (Εκδόσεις Νεφέλη)
- Hestia (Εστία)
- National Bank of Greece Cultural Foundation (Μορφωτικό Ίδρυμα Εθνικής Τραπέζης; ΜΙΕΤ)
- National Center for Social Research (Εθνικό Κέντρο Κοινωνικών Ερευνών; ΕΚΚΕ)
- National Hellenic Research Foundation (Εθνικό Ίδρυμα Ερευνών; ΕΙΕ)
- Vivliopōleio Gutenberg (Βιβλιοπωλείο Gutenberg)

In the Republic of Cyprus, by contrast, according to recent issues of the Bulletin of Cypriot Bibliography (Δελτίο Κυπριακής Βιβλιογραφίας, available open access), the annual national publishing output has been steady, at just under 1,000 titles. The two university presses of note are the University Press of Cyprus (Πανεπιστημιακές Εκδόσεις Κύπρου) and the University of Nicosia Press (Εκδόσεις Πανεπιστημίου Λευκωσίας). Other notable publishers in Cyprus include:

- Anastasios G. Leventis Foundation
- Bank of Cyprus Cultural Foundation (Πολιτιστικό Ίδρυμα Τραπέζης Κύπρου)
- Cyprus Research Centre (Κέντρο Επιστημονικών Ερευνών; ΚΕΕ) of the Cyprus Ministry of Education, Culture, Sport, and Youth
- Moufflon
- Society of Cypriot Studies (Εταιρεία Κυπριακών Σπουδών)

As is the case in Greece and other countries, privately printed works that we would classify as self-published abound.

To an extent, the degree to which a librarian with responsibilities in MGS must actively keep up with the publishing landscape is determined by one’s acquisition budget and reliance on vendors via approval plans, etc. Beyond the role of vendors, the MGS’s website, including the faculty directory and the MSGA-L email discussion list, is a useful resource for learning about new publications. Finally, book reviews that appear in many of the core journals and article databases cited further in this chapter are another helpful tool.

For titles in Greek, VivlioNet (ΒιβλιοNet) serves as an excellent gateway to surveying the book market, keeping up on new publications, and tracking award-winning authors and titles in literature; it offers a search interface for publications in Greece. For Cyprus, the periodical Bulletin of Cypriot Bibliography (Δελτίο Κυπριακής Βιβλιογραφίας), published by the Cyprus National Library and available open access but only in Greek, provides the best conspectus of publishing output in various languages on the island, with useful indexes.

Two important organizations in Greece provide further valuable information on the book market and the state of publishing in the country: Book Publishers’ Network (Σύνδεσμος Εκδοτών Βιβλίων; ΣΕΚΒ) and the Hellenic Federation of Publishers and Booksellers (Πανελλήνια Ομοσπονδία Εκδοτών Βιβλιοπωλών; ΠΟΕΒ).
Collection Development Resources

Several vendors in North America can supply books in MGS. Because MGS is still a predominantly print-oriented field, the vendors and resources below apply to acquisition of both primary- and secondary-source texts.

GOBI from EBSCO and ProQuest's OASIS offer search interfaces for firm orders and for setting up profiles for approval plans and standing orders for current print books and eBooks, mostly in English with some coverage in other languages.

Specializing in publications from Russia, Eastern Europe, Eurasia, and the Middle East, East View can provide materials on the Greek diaspora in these areas and a limited selection of Greek-language titles published in Greece. They offer book services for firm orders, approval plans, serial subscription services, and digitization services of library collections.

Greece in Print, a network of organizations that includes Cosmos Publishing, is a useful portal for firm orders of books in English and Greek, especially in the areas of history, diaspora, and literature.

Outside North America there are several vendors that can supply books from Greece and Cyprus in Greek and other languages. These include:

- Casalini Libri, long an established Italian vendor for providing Italian, French, Spanish, and Portuguese books and non-print media, has been supplying Greek imprints since 2012. Casalini offers the ability to place firm orders, standing orders, subscriptions, and more. Greek imprints are also included in its core titles lists. Users should be aware of certain discrepancies with ALA-LC Romanization in bibliographic records from Casalini; see the ALA-LC Romanization Table for Transliterating Greek. Also note that their value-added service translates into higher prices than if titles were ordered directly from Greek sources.
- Based in Munich, Wissenschaftliche Versandbuchhandlung Dr. Martin Berg, has been supplying books, journals, and series from Greece and Cyprus since 2003. They offer firm orders, approval plans, and a new title service, and also sell books from Italy.

The following specialty book vendors in Greece supply materials to North American academic libraries via standing orders. Note: one can usually expect to communicate with them in English.

- Ekdoseis Kardamitsa (Εκδόσεις Καρδαμίτσα); interface in Greek only
- Ekdoseis Papadēmas (Εκδόσεις Παπαδήμας); interface in Greek only
- Eleutheroudakēs (Ελευθερουδάκης); interface in Greek only
- Janos (Ιανός); interface in Greek and English
- Oionos has the most developed operation and specializes in supplying books to North American libraries. They offer approval plans of shelf-ready books for most major publishers in Greece, and periodical subscriptions and standing orders. Interface in English.

In Cyprus, Moufflon is an established bookseller and publisher whose store allows for firm orders for books, periodicals, newspapers, and other items published in Cyprus, or published outside the country and concerning Cyprus, but does not offer vendor record loads. Perizitito offers firm orders and approval plans of Greek books, books published in and about Cyprus, and books in English, and also operates an e-commerce site called TOTELIO.

In Turkey, Libra Books supplies books, journals, conference proceedings, dissertations, and audiovisual content produced in Turkey and the Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus. They offer approval plans, standing orders, and firm orders for publications from official bodies, museums, research institutes, professional organizations, and more.

Publishers and booksellers in Greece have a far greater online presence today than previously, making it possible to find and order titles efficiently. Two better-known sites for ordering Greek books online are...
Prōtoporia (Πρωτοπορία) and Vivliopōleio Politeia (Βιβλιοπωλείο Πολιτεία). Note that titles that appear to be available may turn out to be out of print after an order has been placed, likely due to inventory not being updated in real time.

For out-of-print titles in English or in languages other than Greek, sites such as AbeBooks, BookFinder, Amazon, and eBay are familiar sources. There are now dozens of used and out-of-print Greek and Cypriot bookshops with an online presence and searchable inventories. These can be found by doing an online search for παλαιοβιβλιωτικείο ("old [i.e., used] bookstore") or παλιά βιβλια ("old books"; add Κύπρος ["Cyprus"] for sites in Cyprus).

Two major book fairs that occur annually in Greece are the Festival of the Book (Φεστιβάλ Βιβλίου) in Athens and the Thessalonikē International Book Fair (Διεθνής Έκθεση Βιβλίου Θεσσαλονίκης). European book fairs in which Greece has been represented in recent years include the Frankfurter Buchmesse in Frankfurt am Main, Germany; Bologna Children’s Book Fair in Bologna, Italy; and the Festival du Livre de Nice in Nancy, France.

Several auction houses in Greece provide remote and in-person opportunities for retrospective collection development of books, journals, manuscripts, maps, photographs, and so on. These include:

- A. Karamitsos (Θεσσαλονίκη); mostly philatelic auctions, but also books
- Frattis Auctions (Αθήνα)
- Petros Vergos (Πέτρος Βέργος) (Αθήνα)

Collection assessment in MGS can best be achieved through the powerful analytics tools available to libraries today. GreenGlass (OCLC) is one option for analyzing and making deselection and retention decisions for your print monograph and serial collections. Another powerful solution is WorldShare Collection Evaluation (OCLC), which allows you to compare “your library collections to those of another library, a peer group or a benchmark library group to analyze the strength of your discipline-specific resources and to support decisions about what to buy, license or borrow” (OCLC, n.d.).

Disciplinary Resources

Journals

The core peer-reviewed journals for the fields encompassed by MGS in English are as follows:

- Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies: Semi-annual which includes all aspects of Byzantine and Modern Greek scholarship, whether historical, literary or social-anthropological. Includes book reviews. Subscription resource.
- Cyprus Review: Semi-annual which focuses on “Cypriot political, social and economic issues, encouraging research and reflection on social and political sciences pertinent to Cyprus.” Principal journal in English on Cyprus and Cypriot studies. Includes book reviews. Open access.
- Ergon: Greek/American Arts and Letters: Continuously updated online journal that promotes the arts, letters, and scholarship of Greek America via articles, editorials, essays, fiction, blog posts, etc. Includes reviews of various types (e.g., books, films, events). Open access.
- Filmicon: Journal of Greek Film Studies: Annual, bilingual (English and Greek) online journal focused largely on Greek film, television, and audiovisual culture in international and transnational contexts. Open access.
- Journal of Greek Media and Culture: Semi-annual that explores “a wide range of manifestations of media
and culture in and about Greece." Includes occasional book and event reviews. Subscription resource.

- **Journal of Modern Greek Studies (JMCS):** Semi-annual covering Greek social, cultural, and political affairs from the late Byzantine Empire to the present. Includes book reviews. Official journal of the Modern Greek Studies Association and the leading journal in the field in English. Subscription resource.

- **Journal of Modern Hellenism (JMH):** Annual thematic issues cover history, language, institutions, and culture of the Greek people and the Greek diaspora from the late Byzantine period to the present. Includes book reviews. Open access.

- **Journal of the Hellenic Diaspora:** Annual published by Pella; no longer produced. Focused on history, literature, politics, and culture in the Hellenic diaspora worldwide; still is an excellent source of information on Greek America. Issues include book reviews. Utility of the digitized version of v.1 (1974)-v.35 (2009) is greatly compromised by a search interface that does not return results in context, but only points to the issue wherein the search terms are contained. Open access.

- **Modern Greek Studies Yearbook** (print only): Annual published by the former Modern Greek Studies Program at the University of Minnesota on historical, literary, and cultural aspects of Modern Greece and earlier periods of Greek history that relate to the modern era; ceased publication in 2017. Emphasis on Orthodoxy and Slavic-Greek relations. Includes review articles and book reviews.

- **Southeast European and Black Sea Studies:** Quarterly which covers political science, international relations, and related areas, with comparative research on countries within the Southeast European and Black Sea regions. Includes book reviews. Subscription resource.

Primary Source Databases

- **ANEMI: Digital Library of Modern Greek Studies:** Portal of digitized reference collections, books, journals, and archives from the holdings of the University of Crete. Interface in Greek and English. Open access.

- **Digital Library of the Hellenic Parliamentary Library** (Ψηφιακή Βιβλιοθήκη της Βουλής): Large collection of digitized newspapers, constitutions, acts of parliament, and archives held by the Hellenic Parliament from the 18th century to the present. Interface in Greek only. Open access.

- **Digital Platform of the National Library of Cyprus** (Ψηφιακή Πλατφόρμα της Κυπριακής Βιβλιοθήκης): Digitized government documents, municipal archives, periodicals, and more from the National Library of Cyprus (Κυπριακή Βιβλιοθήκη). Interface in Greek only. Open access.

- **eContent Digital Content and Services** (eContent Ψηφιακό Περιεχόμενο & Υπηρεσίες): Digital content portal of the National Documentation and Electronic Content Center (Εθνικό Κέντρο Τεκμηρίωσης και Ηλεκτρονικού Περιεχομένου; ΕΚΤ), including digitized books, periodicals, dissertations, etc. Interface in Greek only. Open access.

- **Greek Literary and Historical Archive Digitized Collections** (Ελληνικό Λογοτεχνικό και Ιστορικό Αρχείο Ψηφιοποιημένες Συλλογές; ΕΛΙΑ): Extensive digitized content of postcards, ephemera, photographs, journal, newspapers, and more. Interface in Greek, with English version "coming soon." Open access.

- **Greek Radio and Television Archive** (Ελληνική Ραδιοφωνία Τηλεόραση Αρχείο; ERT): Digital archive of radio, television, newsreels, and other media outlets. Interface in Greek only. Open access.

- **Kosmopolis Digital Collection** (Κοσμόπολις Ψηφιακή Συλλογή): Digitized versions of 14 Greek literary periodicals covering the years 1834-1930; hosted by the University of Patras. Interface in Greek only. Open access.

- **Lēkythos** (Λήκυθος): Home of the digital collections and the Institutional Repository of the University of Cyprus. Interface in Greek and English. Open access.

- **National Library of Greece Digital Collections Platform** (Πλατφόρμα Ψηφιακών Συλλογών – Εθνική Βιβλιοθήκη της...
Secondary Source Databases

Unlike other interdisciplinary area studies fields, MGS does not have a single article or secondary-source database that can retrieve sufficient results for every subject area. The list below represents the most relevant article databases in the social sciences and humanities that will be helpful for MGS research.

- **Academic Search Ultimate**: Multi-disciplinary database providing access to full-text articles from popular magazines and scholarly journals in most areas of academic study. Available in four tiers (Elite, Premier, Complete, and Ultimate) with progressively more full-text content. Subscription resource.
- **America: History and Life**: Covers the history of the US and Canada from prehistory to the present. Useful for research on Greeks in the US and Canada. Subscription resource.
- **American Bibliography of Slavic, East European, and Eurasian Studies** (ABSEEES): Comprehensive indexing and abstracting for a range of disciplines covering East-Central Europe, Russia, the Soviet Union, and the former Soviet republics. Coverage of Greece is usually in the context of other Balkan countries. Subscription resource.
- **Anthropology Plus**: Comprehensive anthropology index which combines the holdings of the Anthropological Index and Anthropological Literature databases, covering anthropological literature from the 19th century to the present. Subscription resource.
- **Atla Religion Database** (Atla RDB): Compiled by the American Theological Library Association; covers Biblical studies, world religions, church history, and religious perspectives on social issues. Subscription resource.
- **EconLit**: Index for economic literature, containing over 1.1 million records relevant to virtually all areas of economics. Subscription resource.
- **Historical Abstracts**: Index of over 2,300 journals relevant to world history excluding the US and Canada; includes key historical journals from virtually every major country. Subscription resource.
- **Index Islamicus**: Index of articles, books, and reviews covering the main Muslim areas of Asia and Africa, as well as Muslims living elsewhere, and their history, beliefs, societies, cultures, languages, and literatures. Useful for coverage of topics including Greece and the Balkans during the Ottoman period and Greeks in the Middle East. Subscription resource.
- **JSTOR**: Online archive of core scholarly journals in most subject areas, a growing collection of eBooks, and...
some primary-source collections in the social sciences and humanities. Does not provide access to current issues of its journals; the embargo period typically varies from one to five years. Subscription resource.

- **Literature Criticism**: Collection of literary criticism resources from Classical antiquity to the present, including drama, short story, and children's literature. Subscription resource.

- **MLA (Modern Language Association) International Bibliography**: Index of journal articles, books, and dissertations in literature, language and linguistics, folklore, literary theory and criticism, and dramatic arts, as well as the historical aspects of printing and publishing. Subscription resource.

- **National Archive of PhD Theses** (Εθνικό Αρχείο Διδακτορικών Διατριβών): Database containing more than 46,000 dissertations from Greece; includes limited availability to full-text dissertations since 1985. Downloads require user registration. Interface in Greek and English. Open access.

- **Project MUSE**: Full-text content of over 700 journals in the social sciences and humanities and over 70,000 eBooks, all without embargo. Home platform for the *Journal of Modern Greek Studies* online. Subscription resource.

- **ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global**: Largest repository of full-text dissertations and theses from institutions worldwide. Subscription resource.

- **Sociological Abstracts**: Abstracts and indexes of the international literature in sociology and related disciplines in the social and behavioral sciences. Subscription resource.

**News Sources and Media Outlets**

Today Greece has about a dozen national daily newspapers, along with a host of Sunday, weekly, specialty, and local papers. The main daily papers of record are Ηέ Καθημερινή (Η Καθημερινή), with an English version *Ekathemerini*; Ελευθερος Τύπος (Ελεύθερος Τύπος); Ηστία (Εστία); and Τα Νέα (Τα Νέα). Notably, Greece's official newspaper of the Communist Party, Ριζοσπάστης (Ριζοσπάστης), has been published daily since 1916. In the US, the principal Greek-American newspaper is Εθνικός Κήρυξ (Εθνικός Κήρυξ). The *Center for Research Libraries* (CRL) provides access to Greek and Greek-American newspapers for members and non-members.

Some online portals for keeping up with news in and of interest to Greece include CNN Greece, News247, In, and Newsit. English-language news focusing on Greece is generally available from many news aggregators, such as Factiva, Global Newsstream, and Nexis Uni. News in Greek, however, is somewhat harder to come by in aggregators, although Global Newsstream, Nexis Uni, and PressReader have a few titles.

Likewise, Greece has a dozen public and private national television channels, complemented by dozens of private and specialty subscription channels and local channels around the country. The *Hellenic Broadcasting Corporation* (Ελληνική Ραδιοφωνία Τηλεόραση; EPT) operates several separate public channels (EPT1-EPT3 and EPT World) and recently launched Ertflix, a streaming platform featuring series, movies, news, and more. *Parliament TV* (Βουλή Τηλεόραση) is akin to C-SPAN and broadcasts government proceedings and public affairs programming. Several other major channels include:

- **Alpha TV**
- **Antenna** (ΑΝΤ1)
- **Mega TV**
- **Skai TV** (ΣΚΑΪ)

Comprehensive lists of print media, television stations, radio stations, and other media outlets in Greece can be found linked in the Wikipedia article *Mass media in Greece.*
Catalogs, Bibliographies, Archives

There is a great number and variety of bibliographical tools, catalogs, and archives available to assist you in collection development and other work associated with MGS.

National and Other Major Libraries and Their Catalogs

- **AMBROSIA**: Union catalog of the Blegen Library and Gennadius Library of the American School of Classical Studies at Athens and the British School Library at Athens. Interface in English.
- **Argo (Ἀργό)**: Gateway with links to catalogs of special, academic, public, and school libraries, and more. Interface in Greek and English.
- **Benaki Museum Library Catalog (Κατάλογος της Βιβλιοθήκης του Μουσείου Μπενάκη)**: Catalog of one of Greece's leading museums in Athens. Interface in Greek and English.
- **Catalog of the National Library of Cyprus (Κατάλογος της Κυπριακής Βιβλιοθήκης)**: Interface in Greek and English.
- **Catalog of the National Library of Greece (Κατάλογος της Εθνικής Βιβλιοθήκης της Ελλάδος)**: Interface in multiple languages.
- **Hellenic Parliament Library Catalog (Κατάλογος της Βιβλιοθήκης της Βουλής των Ελλήνων)**: Interface in Greek and English.
- **National Library of Northern Cyprus (Milli Kütüphane)**: Interface in Turkish only.

Bibliographies

- **Constantinidis, Stratos E., ed. 2000. Greece in Modern Times: an Annotated Bibliography of Works Published in English in Twenty-Two Academic Disciplines during the Twentieth Century.** Lanham, Md.: Scarecrow Press. Highly useful bibliography covering a range of disciplines for scholarship in English.
- **Greek Bibliography of the 19th Century (Ελληνική βιβλιογραφία του 19ου αιώνα)**: Electronic catalog; greatly enhances access to all the most important sources and concomitant additions, supplements, and corrections of 19th-century Greek bibliography. Interface in multiple languages.
- **Kitromilides, Paschalis., and Marios L. Evriviades, comps. 1995. Cyprus. Rev. ed. Oxford; Santa Barbara: Clio Press.** Annotated entries on the history, geography, economy, and politics of Cyprus, as well as its people, culture, customs, religion, etc.
- **Legrand, Emile, et Hubert Octave Pernot. Bibliographie hellénique, ou, Description raisonnée des ouvrages publiés en grec par des Grecs aux XVe et XVIe siècles.** Mansfield Centre, Conn: Maurizio Martino, 1997. Reprint edition of the foundational bibliographical work on the post-Byzantine/Early Modern Greek era. Covers the period 1476-1600. Entries contain descriptive annotations, extracts from works, and locations. Later works by Legrand and his protégés span the 17th and 18th centuries, while later bibliographers have issued additions, corrections, and supplements to Legrand's original works.
- **Philippides, Dia Mary L. 1990. Census of Modern Greek Literature: Check-List of English-Language Sources Useful in the Study of Modern Greek Literature (1824-1987).** New Haven: Modern Greek Studies Association. Informative conspectus of English-language sources in the field of Modern Greek literature. An updated, searchable online edition covering Greek authors from the 19th-21st centuries is now available as the
Census of Modern Greek Literature (Online).


Archives

- Contemporary Social History Archives (Αρχεία Σύγχρονης Κοινωνικής Ιστορίας ΑΣΚΙ): "Leading Greek archival institution for the history of political and social movements, with a particular emphasis on the history of the Greek Left." Interface in Greek and English.
- General State Archives of Greece (Γενικά Αρχεία του Κράτους; ΓΑΚ): Maintains a national index of Greek archives and has overseen the creation of digital collections at the central and regional/local archives. English interface available but not directly linked to the Greek site.
- Greek Literary and Historical Archive (Ελληνικό Λογοτεχνικό και Ιστορικό Αρχείο; ΕΛΙΑ): Operates as a department of the National Bank of Greece Cultural Foundation (MIET). Holds extensive literary, historical, and cultural archives, and has a significant digital presence. Interface in Greek and English.

Reference Tools

- Europa World Plus: Online edition of The Europa World Year Book. Covers political, economic, and historical information, including statistics, for over 250 countries and territories. Subscription resource.
- Chatzēphōtēs, Iōannēs M. Megalē enkyklopaideia tēs Neoellēnikēs logotechnias: apo ton 10οn aiōna M.
Ch. mechri sēmera. 1968-[1972?]. Athēnai: Ekdotikos Oikos Ch. Patsē. [Χατζηφώτης, Ιωάννης M. Μεγάλη
gεγκυκλοπαίδεια της Νεοελληνικής λογοτεχνίας: απο τον 1ον αιώνα M. μέχρι σήμερα. 1968-[1972?]. Αθήνα: Εκδοτικός
Οίκος Χ. Πάτση.] Comprehensive 12-volume work spanning Modern Greek literature from the 10th century to
the late 1960s.

Distinctive Print Collections

The number of research collections across a range of subjects in MGS can be counted on two hands. The two
largest collections in the US are Harvard University Library’s Modern Greek Collections, which has been growing
for over two centuries (Layton 1971, 221), and the Modern Greek Collection at Princeton University, which began
collecting in Hellenic studies (and MGS specifically) in earnest after 1979 (Lindau 2008, 6). The latter has grown
dramatically to become arguably the strongest collection in the country, with the largest and most active
fellowship program in Hellenic studies. Gondicas (1997) offers additional background on the development of
Princeton’s MGS collections and program.

Elsewhere on the East Coast, the Modern Greek Collections in the Library of Congress (LC) consist mainly of
books and journals published since 1945 in all core disciplines of the social sciences and humanities, with other
formats including maps, photographs, and sound recordings. The Archbishop Iakovos Library and Learning
Resource Center at Hellenic College Holy Cross in Brookline, Massachusetts, holds a sizable collection on
Orthodox theology, with secondary strengths in classics, Byzantine history, and MGS, including collections on
Greek America (Cotsonis 2000). The holdings of the Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of America’s Department of
Archives & Resource Center in New York City documents not only the history of the Archdiocese and Greek
Orthodoxy in America, but also various aspects of the Greek experience in the US. The New York Public Library
has significant holdings in MGS. And the Historical Society of Pennsylvania owns the holdings of the former
Balch Institute for Ethnic Studies, including materials related to Greek America.

In the Midwest, the University of Cincinnati’s John Miller Burnam Classics Library holds significant materials in
MGS, with particular strengths in history, geography, linguistics, Philhellenism, and historic journals of the 19th
and early 20th centuries. See this Description of Burnam’s MGS Collection and the more recent description and
analysis by Riley (2008). Also in Ohio, the Ohio State University, home to one of the most active MGS programs
in the country, is particularly strong in Modern Greek language and literature, with additional strengths in
history and Cypriot studies, including Northern Cyprus. The University of Minnesota, Twin Cities, is home to the
Basil Laourdas Modern Greek Collection, numbering around 20,000 volumes. This non-circulating collection is
particularly strong in Modern Greek literature and literary criticism. In addition, the university’s Immigration
History Research Center Archives (IHRCA) holds numerous significant manuscript collections and periodicals
relevant to Greek America.

West of the Mississippi, the Tsakopoulos Hellenic Collection at California State University, Sacramento, is the
premier Hellenic collection of its kind, with holdings in excess of 83,000 volumes spanning the whole arc of
Hellenism, but with particular strengths in Byzantine through Modern Greek studies, including perhaps the
finest collection on Greek America in the country. For the past decade, Sacramento State has hosted more than
two dozen visiting scholars in Hellenic studies through its Hellenic Research Fellowship Program. See Paganelis
(2008) for an in-depth profile of the collection.

Keeping up with new publications and the activities of scholars in the field can be done through a variety of
means, including the MGSA-L email discussion list, social media, book reviews, VivlioNet (ΒιβλιοNet), and other
collection development tools referenced elsewhere in this chapter.
Professional Development and Networks

The community of librarians in North America who work substantively with MGS materials is a small one. The MGSA Library Consortium (noted on the MGSA’s standing committee webpage), which meets at the MGSA Biennial Symposium, is the principal body for librarians who wish to engage with colleagues and a scholarly community beyond email, etc. The Consortium of Hellenic Studies Librarians (CoHSL), an e-mail discussion list maintained by Harvard, serves as an informal network for librarians involved in MGS and Hellenic studies more broadly. The European Studies Section (ESS) of the Association of College & Research Libraries (ACRL) serves the needs of librarians involved in European studies and the countries of Europe. Of related interest, librarians with responsibilities in MGS may also consider joining the Middle East Librarians Association (MELA), whose publication MELA Notes and blog MELA Notepad are great venues for sharing information.

The reader should also be aware of the Hellenic Academic Libraries Link (HEAL-Link), a consortium of Greek universities and research centers that engages in joint subscriptions to electronic databases and collaborates in other ways.

Key Takeaways

• For useful historical background on the state of MGS in North America in the fairly recent past, see the presentations and reports from the conference Strengthening Modern Greek Collections: Building US-Greek Library Partnerships, organized by the Library of Congress in 1999.
• Make the effort to learn some basic Modern Greek and the ALA-LC Romanization Table for Transliterating Greek so that you can do searches in library catalogs.
• Set up Greek input on your keyboard so that you can search Greek library catalogs and Web sites and obtain easy translations of titles, etc.
• Realize that the tools for reference work and collection development in MGS are better than ever, even if you don’t read Modern Greek.
• Books in North America are costly, but shipping is cheap; books in Greece and Cyprus are cheap, but shipping is costly.
• There are still many types of publications in Greece and Cyprus that vendors do not supply. As such, there is still tremendous value in being able to acquire library materials on the ground in these countries as part of a well-rounded collection development policy.
• In some instances, vendors that do not have a particular specialty in MGS will simply act as middlemen with price mark-ups when procuring orders from Greece and Cyprus. It is better to get materials directly from Greece and Cyprus when possible.
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**Link List**

*(All accessed December 2023)*

- Alpha TV. [https://www.alphatv.gr/](https://www.alphatv.gr/).
- Amazon. [https://www.amazon.com/](https://www.amazon.com/).
• American School of Classical Studies at Athens. https://www.ascsa.edu.gr/.
• Antenna (ΑΝΤ). https://www.antenna.gr/.
• Argō (Αργώ). http://argo.ekt.gr/.
• Cambridge University Press. https://www.cambridge.org/.
• Casalini Libri. https://casalini.it/.
• Catalog of the National Library of Greece (Κατάλογος της Εθνικής Βιβλιοθήκης της Ελλάδος). https://vopac.nlg.gr/.
• Census of Modern Greek Literature (Online). https://www.censusofmoderngreekliterature.org/.
• Contemporary Social History Archives (Αρχεία Σύγχρονης Κοινωνικής Ιστορίας; ΑΣΚΙ).
https://www.askiweb.eu/
- Department of Archives & Resource Center (Greek Orthodox Archdiocese of America). https://www.goarch.org/departments/archives.
- Digital Library of the Hellenic Parliamentary Library (Ψηφιακή Βιβλιοθήκη της Βιβλιοθήκης της Βουλής). https://library.parliament.gr/%CE%AB%CE%B7%CF%86%CE%B9%CE%B1%CE%BA%CE%AE-%CE%92%CE%B9%CE%B2%CE%BB%CE%B9%CE%BF%CE%B8%CE%AE%CE%BA%CE%B7.
- eContent Digital Content and Services (eContent Ψηφιακό Περιεχόμενο & Υπηρεσίες). https://econtent.ekt.gr/.
• Filmicon: Journal of Greek Film Studies. https://filmiconjournal.com/journal.
• Greek America (IHRCA; University of Minnesota). https://www.mgsa.org/Resources/minnesota.html.
• Greek Literary and Historical Archive (Ελληνικό Λογοτεχνικό και Ιστορικό Αρχείο; ΕΛΙΑ). http://www.elia.org.gr/.
• Greek Literary and Historical Archive Digitized Collections (Ελληνικό Λογοτεχνικό και Ιστορικό Αρχείο Ψηφιοποιημένες Συλλογές; ΕΛΙΑ). http://www.elia.org.gr/digitized-collections/collections-tour/.
• Hellenic Federation of Publishers and Booksellers (Πανελλήνια Ομοσπονδία Εκδοτών Βιβλιοπωλών; ΠΟΕΒ). https://poev.org/.
• Hestia (Εστία; newspaper). https://www.estianews.gr/.
• Hestia (Εστία; publisher). http://hestia.gr/.
• Immigration History Research Center Archives (IHRCA; University of Minnesota). https://www.lib.umn.edu/collections/special/ihrca.
• In. https://www.in.gr/.
• Istituto Ellenico di Studi Bizantini e Postbizantini de Venezia (Italy). http://stitutoellenico.org/.
• John Miller Burnam Classics Library (University of Cincinnati). https://libraries.uc.edu/libraries/
classes.html.
- JSTOR. https://www.jstor.org/.
- Lēkythos (Λήκυθος). https://lekythos.library.ucy.ac.cy/.
- Manchester University Press. https://manchesteruniversitypress.co.uk/.
- MGSA’s standing committee webpage. https://www.mgsa.org/About/comm.html.
- Middle East Librarians Association (MELA). https://www.mela.us/.
• OpenArchives.gr. https://www.openarchives.gr/.
• Pleias Digital Collection (Πλειάς Ψηφιακή Συλλογή). http://pleias.library.upatras.gr/.
• Project MUSE. https://muse.jhu.edu/.
• Rizospastēs (Ριζοσπάστης). https://www.rizospastis.gr/.
• SearchCulture.gr. https://www.searchculture.gr/.
• Skai TV (ΣΚΑΪ). https://www.skaity.gr/.
• Ta Nea (Τα Νέα). https://www.tanea.gr/.
• TOTELiO. https://totelio.com/.
• Tsakopoulos Hellenic Collection (California State University, Sacramento). https://library.csus.edu/tsakopoulos-hellenic-collection-rooms.
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8. Nordic Studies (Scandinavia and Finland)
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Map of Nordic countries covered in this chapter.

Introduction

This chapter covers the countries of Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden (including the semi-autonomous countries of the Faroe Islands and Greenland). This region is generally referred to as the Nordic countries, Nordics, or Scandinavia. It should be noted that the term Scandinavia can be more narrowly defined to exclude Finland, the Åland Islands, Iceland, the Faroe Islands, and Greenland; for the purposes of this chapter, however, the term should be understood by its broadest definition.

The five major languages spoken in the Nordic countries are Danish, Finnish, Icelandic, Norwegian, and Swedish. Danish, Norwegian, and Swedish are Germanic languages that are distantly related to Old Norse and are closely related to each other. Modern Icelandic, also Germanic, is more closely related to Old Norse. Finnish, in contrast, is a Uralic language and not related to the other four languages. In addition to the national language of each country, there are dialects, along with languages of indigenous populations, minority communities, and immigrant groups. One example is the Sámi languages, a group of Uralic languages spoken by the indigenous Sámi people in northern parts of Norway, Sweden, and Finland, and in extreme northwestern Russia.
While Denmark's only official language is Danish, others are recognized as minority languages, including German, spoken in an ethnic German community in southern Denmark, Faroese, and Greenlandic. In the Faroe Islands, a semi-autonomous region of Denmark, Faroese is the official and primary language but Danish is taught in schools and has official secondary status. In Greenland, another semi-autonomous region of Denmark, Kalaallit Nunaat (Greenlandic), an Inuit language, is an official language; Danish is mandatory in schools and is widely spoken among the populace.

Finland's official languages are Finnish and Swedish; 86.5% of the population are native Finnish speakers, and 5.2% are native Swedish speakers (Statistics Finland 2022). Recognized minority languages include Sámi, Karelian, and Romani (Kalo Finnish).

While Icelandic, a direct descendant of Old Norse, is Iceland's sole official language, Danish and English are both compulsory in schools.

Norway has two official languages, Norwegian and Sámi. Although no official or state-sanctioned form of spoken Norwegian exists, there are two official written standards with equal standing: bokmål (descended from Danish and spoken Danish-Norwegian; used today by about 90% of Norwegians) and nynorsk (developed from various Norwegian dialects and used by roughly 10% of the population, mainly in western Norway (Vikør 2015)). Most Sámi-speaking people living in Norway speak North Sámi; smaller populations speak Lule Sámi, Pite Sámi, and South Sámi (Welch, n.d.).

Swedish is the only official language in Sweden, but there are five recognized minority languages: Finnish, Meänkieli (a dialect of Finnish), Romani, Yiddish, and Swedish Sign Language. The Sámi languages also have official status in Sweden, with North Sámi being the most common.

The Academic Field

The Scandinavian studies field in North America focuses primarily on literary studies, film studies, folklore, language instruction, the Scandinavian diaspora in North America, and, to some degree, history, anthropology, and archaeology.

The largest academic program focusing on these regions is the University of Washington's Department of Scandinavian Studies, which also includes a Baltic studies program. Course work includes language instruction in Danish, Finnish, Norwegian, Swedish, and, occasionally, Icelandic and Old Norse, along with literature, folklore, film studies, politics, and history. The department offers a number of majors and minors, and has MA and PhD programs. The only other standalone Scandinavian studies department in North America is the University of California, Berkeley's Department of Scandinavian, which offers a Scandinavian area studies major and minor as well as an MA/PhD program with courses in the Scandinavian languages, literature, folklore, and cultural studies.

The University of Wisconsin-Madison's Department of German, Nordic, and Slavic, the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities' Department of German, Nordic, Slavic, & Dutch, and the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA)'s Department of European Languages and Transcultural Studies have strong Scandinavian degree and course offerings, while other major universities have more limited ones. A handful of historically Scandinavian liberal arts colleges, such as St. Olaf College and Gustavus Adolphus College, offer undergraduate degrees in Nordic languages or Scandinavian studies. The study of Danish, Finnish, Icelandic, Norwegian, and Swedish is not a growing field, and all of the Scandinavian languages are considered “less-commonly taught” in academia (Looney and Lusin 2019, 51-70). As part of Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Accessibility (DEIA) initiatives within academia, Nordic studies scholars have also begun having discussions and publishing about marginalized groups in Nordic countries.

The two preeminent scholarly organizations in the field are the Society for the Advancement of Scandinavian Study (SASS) and the Association for the Advancement of Scandinavian Studies in Canada (AASSC). The
Association of Swedish Teachers and Researchers in America (ASTRA) and the Norwegian Researchers and Teachers Association of North America (NORTANA) are both teacher-led non-profit organizations dedicated to promoting the study of Swedish and Norwegian, respectively, and to facilitating cooperation between scholars in those fields. Also of interest is the American-Scandinavian Foundation, a non-profit organization promoting intellectual and cultural exchange between the United States and the Scandinavian countries.

Publishing Landscape

The publishing landscape varies widely by country, with large Scandinavian countries publishing thousands of books annually, while smaller ones publish significantly less. Subject topics also vary widely by country. General statistics and information on the publishing industry for a number of countries, including all of those covered in this chapter, are available via Statista (subscription resource). For a listing of publishers by country and other categories, see the PublishersGlobal's Directory of Publishing Houses & Publishing Services Companies (open access). It’s also advisable to watch out for literary prizes and awards from these organizations, which cover publications from the Nordics: Nordic Council Literature Prize, the Svenska Akademien nordiska pris (Swedish Academy’s Nordic Prize), and the Nordic Council Children and Young People’s Literature Prize, which covers books published in Nordic languages, Greenlandic, and Sámi. The Glasnyckeln (Glass Key award), named for Dashiell Hammett’s novel The Glass Key, recognizes the best crime novel published each year in Scandinavia.

Denmark, Faroe Islands, and Greenland

In 2020, 1,878 fiction and 2,388 non-fiction books were published originally in Danish, with most new titles also appearing as eBooks and audiobooks. In addition, 1,457 fiction and 673 non-fiction titles were translated into Danish, predominantly from English (Danish Ministry of Culture 2021). In fiction, the most growth occurred in children’s literature and graphic novels for adults, while growth in non-fiction was highest in biographies and personal stories, sports, and recreation.

Greenland publishes 30-40 new books annually in the areas of education, textbooks, juvenile literature, art catalogs, fiction, and non-fiction, along with a small number of eBooks. A search of Denmark’s union catalog, Bibliotek.dk, shows that 40 Greenlandic new editions were published in 2021, with 24 in parallel text with Greenlandic and Danish; some books include English as well. Some books are original Greenlandic texts, while others are Greenlandic translations of Danish titles.

The Faroe Islands published 178 books in 2020—95 Faroese originals and the balance translations—covering fiction, textbooks, non-fiction, and children’s literature. Translations were from Scandinavian languages, English, and a small number of other languages (Hagstova Føroya 2022). A search of Bibliotek.dk showed that 19 eBooks were published in 2021, and 22 audiobooks were published in 2022.

In 2020 there were 971 publishers in Denmark, with 60% releasing only one book annually, and 30%, 7%, and 3% releasing 2-10, 11-50, and more than 50 books, respectively. Every year some publishers cease to exist and others are bought by larger publishers (Danish Ministry of Culture 2021). Gyldendal, Denmark’s biggest publisher, has the highest net sales and publishes over 400 new titles annually. JP/Politikens Forlag publishes about 80 new titles annually, and Lindhardt & Ringhof publishes about 600. Other important publishers are Forlaget Mellemgaard, PeoplesPress, and Modtryk. In the US, notable publishers of translations are Minotaur, William Morrow, Thomas Dunne, Torndike, Knopf, Alladin, Harper, and Vintage Crime/Black Lizard. To keep up with trends in the publishing industry in Denmark, see the Danske Forlag (Danish Publishers Association), which publishes an annual report, a list of publishers, and other relevant information. Also consult the annual
reports (årssrapport) from the Danish Ministry of Culture’s Book Panel (Bogpanelet), which include book and publishing information.

In Greenland the largest publisher is Ilinnessiorfik, an education publisher. The several smaller publishers include Milik Publishing, with books and eBooks, mostly fiction, and Nuuk Kunstmuseum, with art exhibition catalogs.

The major Faroe Islands publishers are Sprotin; BFL-Bókadeild Føroya Lærarafelags; and Fróðskapur (Faroe University Press). To keep up with Faroese publishing, consult Statistics Faroe Islands and the National Library of the Faroe Islands’ List of Publishers.

Regarding book prizes, here are some of Denmark’s most prominent prizes:

- De Gyldne Laurbær (The Golden Laurels): given by the booksellers association
- Det Danske Akademis Store Pris (The Danish Academy’s grand prize): awarded every other year
- Søren Gyldendal prisen (Søren Gyldendal prize): given by the Gyldendal publishing house
- Holberg medalien (The Holberg medal): given by the Danish Agency for Culture and Palaces
- Blixenprisen (the Karen Blixen prize): given by the Danish Author’s Society in 12 fiction categories
- Bogforums debutantpris (Bogforum debut prize): for a debuting work in fiction; given by Denmark’s book fair, Bogforum.
- DR romanprisen (DR novel prize): given by the Danish public radio and television broadcaster DR for a work of fiction

For the Faroe Islands, prizes include the Barnamentanarheiðursløn Tórshavnar Byrð, given to artists and writers for cultural contributions to children, and the Mentanarvirðisløn M.A. Jacobsens, the Faroese literature prize for fiction, non-fiction, and cultural achievement.

Finland

In 2022, publishers in Finland released 4,675 new titles, including 881 fiction titles, 1,369 non-fiction, 66 comics, and 1,137 children’s and young adult books. The remaining 1,222 titles were learning materials for primary, secondary, and vocation schools. Domestic titles and translations accounted for 55.2% and 44.8% of new titles in fiction, respectively (Finnish Publishers Association, n.d.).

Finland averages 20 million book sales per year, with fiction the most popular genre, particularly crime and thriller fiction. The best-selling Finnish-language books are historical fiction and literary titles. The publishing market is small, with the average print run about 2,000 copies, and perhaps 100,000 copies of a major bestseller (Trentacosti 2017). Sales of audiobooks more than doubled in 2020 compared to 2019 and, similarly, eBook sales increased by 84% (Anderson 2021).

Otava Publishing Company, the largest publishing company in Finland, is a family-held, independent company well-known for its commercial and literary successes. It focuses on literary fiction, crime fiction, commercial fiction, and poetry, and also publishes biographies, history, narrative nonfiction, illustrated non-fiction, health-related books, children’s books, and books for young readers and young adults. Its imprints include LIKE, Karisto, Moreeni, Nemo, and F-Kustannus. In a given year, Otava Publishing will produce over 500 works in various formats (FILI – Finnish Literature Exchange 2020).

In the Finnish market, there is an overlap between Finnish and Swedish publishers, with Swedish-owned/Finnland-based publishers that publish both in Finnish and Swedish. The most prominent is Werner Söderström Osakeyhtio (WSOY), owned by Bonnier Books. Founded in 1878, WSOY has established itself as a household name in Finland; it’s known to publish classic Finnish authors and to value Finnish literature. WSOY publishes all fiction genres as well as history, biographies, current affairs, and children’s and young adult books. It consists of the following imprints: Tammi Publishers, Readme.fi, Johnny Kniga, Kosmos Docendo, Minerva Publishing.
and Bazar Kustannus Oy (FILI – Finnish Literature Exchange 2020). See Suomen Kustannusyhdistys/Finlands Forlagstjänst (FILI – Finnish Literature Exchange 2020) for additional information on the publishing landscape in Finland, including reports, statistics, and a list of publishers.

The most important literary prizes are the Finlandia Prizes, awarded each year for fiction, non-fiction, and children’s and youth literature, and the Runeberg-palkinto/Runebergspriset (Runeberg Prize), given for a literary work in Finnish or Swedish. The Runeberg Prize is administered by the city of Borgå/Porvoo, the newspaper Uusimaa, Suomen Kirjailija-liitto (Union of Finnish Writers), Suomen arvostelijain liitto (Finnish Critics’ Association), and the Finlands svenska författargemenskapen (Society of Swedish Authors in Finland). The Helsingin Sanomien kirjallisuuspalkinto (Helsingin Sanomat Literature Prize) is awarded by the Finnish daily newspaper Helsingin Sanomat for the best novel in Finnish, and Kiitos kirjasta -mitali/Tack för boken-medaljen (Thanks for the Book Award) is given to a Finnish author who published a particularly stimulating work of fiction in Finnish or Swedish the previous year. See the Wikipedia pages Finländska litteraturpriser (in Swedish) and Suomalaiset kirjallisuuspalkinnot (in Finnish) for additional literary awards.

Iceland

Statistics for Iceland show 1,681 publications in 2021, including 282 children's books, 29 textbooks, and 344 audio books; 458 translations were published as well (Félag íslenskra bókaútgerenda, n.d.), including 353 literary works, mostly novels, translated chiefly from English and other Scandinavian languages. The 175 eBook publications shown in Bókatíðindi, the annual book catalog of the Félag íslenskra bókaútgerenda (Icelandic Publishers Association), were mostly in the fiction genre, with some children's literature and non-fiction.

The Íslensk útgáfuðkrá (Icelandic National Bibliography) lists 296 publishers in 2021, of which only four published more than 50 books, 170 published one book, and the balance published 2-50 titles. The largest publishers in Iceland are Ásútgáfan, Úgla útgáfa, and Háskóli Íslands, along with the imprints Mál og Menning and JPV Forlag, published under the publisher Forlagið. To keep up with the publishing landscape in Iceland, consult the Icelandic Publishers Association, Félag íslenskra bókaútgerenda. The most important book prize in Iceland is Íslensku bókmennatverðlaunin (the Icelandic Literary Prize), given by the Félag íslenskra bókaútgerenda for three books each year in the genres of fiction or poetry, children's literature, and academic non-fiction.

Norway

Book sales in Norway are consistently high. According to the Den Norske Forleggerforening (Norwegian Publishers Association), more than 93% of the population report having read a book in the past year, and more than 40% report reading more than 10 books (Den Norske Forleggerforening, n.d.). In 2022, 6,003 new titles were released for the general market (excluding school books). Audiobooks continued to account for a high proportion of the new titles, at 36.3%. Among new belles lettres titles for adults and children, Norwegian titles and translations accounted for 51.2% and 48.8%, respectively (Den Norske Forleggerforening [2023]).

The three largest publishers in Norway by market share are: Cappelen Damm, Gyldendal Norsk Forlag, and Aschehoug. Other key publishers include Vidmodst & Bjørke, Oktober, Pax, Universitetsforlaget, Kagge (Norway’s largest publisher of popular non-fiction), and Samlaget. Norway also has a large and growing number of small and/or newly established publishers. The Sámi publisher ČálliidLágádus is based in Norway and publishes books by Sámi authors in Sámi languages.

Notable literary prizes include the following:
Den internasjonale Ibsenprisen (International Ibsen Award): given to an individual, organization, or institution which has made substantial achievements in drama.

Brageprisen (Brage Prize): one of the most prestigious prizes; includes awards for adult fiction, children's and young adult literature, and non-fiction, as well as an open category.

Gyldendalprisen (Gyldendal Prize): from the publisher Gyldendal Norsk Forlag; awarded every other year for a significant piece of writing regardless of publisher affiliation.

Ibsenprisen (Ibsen Prize): awarded to a Norwegian playwright for a dramatic work which recently premiered.

Kritikerprisen (Critics' Prize): awarded by the Norsk kritikerlag (Norwegian Critics' Association); includes awards for the best adult belles lettres (novels, poetry, novellas), children's and young adult literature, translation, and non-fiction, and for best literary critic.

Information on additional Norwegian literary awards can be found on Norske litteraturpriser (Wikipedia.no).

Sweden

According to the Svenska Förläggareföreningen (Swedish Publishers Association), its members published 7,475 new titles and editions in 2022, an 8.9% decrease from 2021. Of these, 3,831 were adult belles lettres, 1,898 adult non-fiction, and 1,746 children's and young adult titles (Svenska Förläggareföreningen [2023], 22, 45). As in the other Nordic countries, translations make up a significant portion of publications. In 2022, translations accounted for 39.5% of new fiction, 12.6% of children's and youth literature, and 9.9% of non-fiction (Svenska Förläggareföreningen [2023], 23).

Book sales in Sweden are consistently high, with crime novels the most popular and most commonly translated into English. Children's literature is also extremely popular, both in Swedish and in translation. Sweden's market is dominated by three conglomerates: Storytel, the Bonnier Group, and Natur & Kultur. Storytel, a Sweden-based international audiobook subscription provider, acquired Sweden's largest and oldest publisher, Norstedts. The Bonnier Group owns a number of Swedish media and publishing companies, with the most prominent publishers being Albert Bonniers Förlag and Wahlström & Widstrand. Natur & Kultur is best known for teaching materials, including Swedish-language dictionaries and learning material. Ordfront, a leftist-leaning publishing house founded in 1969, is known for publishing graphic novels and works by Swedish popular historian Dick Harrison.

HarperCollins Nordic, which is based in Sweden, publishes over 1,000 titles per year in Danish, Finnish, Norwegian, and Swedish. Sweden also has a strong market of diaspora and minority language publishers. Beginning in the 1990s, for example, there has been a dramatic increase in the number of Kurdish-language titles published in Sweden; Dana Marouf publishes Kurdish titles and Nordic translations into Kurdish. Olniansky Tekst is a Lund-based publisher of Yiddish language materials (both original and translations), and Scansom Publishers, with locations in both Sweden and Toronto, is a publisher and distributor of Somali-language materials.

In addition to the well-known Nobel Prize in Literature, which is open to authors worldwide, Sweden has a plethora of literary awards specifically for Swedish-language authors and achievements in Swedish literature. Some of the notables include:

- **Augustpriset** (August Prize): awarded by the Swedish Publishers Association for the best book in three categories: belles lettres, non-fiction, and children's and young adult literature.
- 40+ prizes and stipends from the Svenska Akademien (Swedish Academy), such as:
  - Bellmanpriset (Bellman Prize): awarded yearly to an outstanding Swedish poet.
A more comprehensive list of additional prizes and stipends for authors can be found on Svenska Litteraturpriser (Wikipedia.sv).

**English-language Publishers**

There are several publishers of Scandinavian material in North America and the UK, including the University of Minnesota Press, University of Washington Press, University of Wisconsin Press, and Norvik Press, a London-based publisher of Scandinavian-language literature translated into English, whose “Series B” includes many popular and well-regarded works in Scandinavian literature. The University of Washington Press has two important series to be aware of: New Directions in Scandinavian Studies, which focuses on the culture, history, politics, and literature of Scandinavia, the Baltic countries, and their cultural connections in North America; and the film studies series Nordic Film Classics. Cornell University Press' Islandica series covers Icelandic civilization, history, and literature. The University of Cambridge series Acta Scandinavica, published by Brepols, covers early Scandinavian culture, history, language, and literature from the fall of Rome through the 17th century. The series University of Southern Denmark Studies in Scandinavian Languages and Literatures includes both Danish and English monographs. New Nordic Press is a small, print-on-demand publisher primarily focusing on Danish literature translated into English.

Books translated from Norwegian and Swedish into English are surprisingly popular in the US. In 2009, Swedish was the fourth language most commonly translated into English in the US after Spanish, French, and German (Post 2009). Norwegian and Swedish have remained in the top 10 most translated languages in the American literary market for the past decade (Diment 2019).

**Collection Development Resources**

**North American Vendors/Distributors**

Most academic libraries use EBSCO’s GOBI Library Solutions or ProQuest’s OASIS, both of which offer approval plans, firm ordering, and new title notifications to supply English-language publications focused on the Nordic countries.

For librarians interested exclusively in scholarship in literature and history, these Library of Congress...
Classification (LCC) ranges should be sufficient for defining the scope of approval plans and notification lists for firm ordering:

- DL (History of Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden, and Scandinavia in general)
- G 725-770 (Greenland (General works, History, Social life and customs))
- PD 1-6000 (Scandinavian languages including Danish, Icelandic, Norwegian, Old Norse, and Swedish)
- PH 101-405 (Finnish language and literature)
- PM 61-64 (Kalâtdlisut (Greenlandic) language and literature)
- PT 7001-7099 (Scandinavian literature (general))
- PT 7101-7338 (Old Norse literature)
- PT 7351-7550 (Modern Icelandic literature)
- PT 7581-7599 (Faroese literature)
- PT 7601-8260 (Danish literature)
- PT 8301-9155 (Norwegian literature)
- PT 9201-9999 (Swedish literature)

Both GOBI and OASIS allow other search options for approval plans and notifications, including by publisher and format.

Vendors for licensing streaming film include Kanopy, which has a Nordic cinema collection, Swank, and Alexander Street, whose offerings can be ordered directly in OASIS.

International Vendors/Distributors

There are two main vendors that can supply North American libraries with publications from the Nordic countries: Harrassowitz and Erasmus distribute materials from all Nordic countries (including Greenland) and the Faroe Islands through firm orders, approval plans, and standing orders. Both can likewise provide new title announcements to librarians for titles from most of the Nordics. East View, a vendor primarily for Eastern Europe and Russia, also provides Finnish materials via firm orders, approval plans, and standing orders.

A number of academic libraries also work directly with bookstores and antiquarian dealers in Scandinavia. In some cases, bookstores will even set up approval plans or provide new title notifications to libraries.

Booksellers and Bookstores

One very useful tool is Antikvariat.net, a database which allows users to search the catalogs of antiquarian dealers in Scandinavia which are members of the International League of Antiquarian Booksellers (ILAB).

In addition to the standard online bookstores like AbeBooks and Amazon, here are some local bookstores which have worked with libraries in North America:

- Adlibris – Swedish bookstore.
- Atuagkat – bookstore in Nuuk, Greenland, that allows online ordering.
- Bog & Idé – chain of bookstores in Denmark.
- Bóksala stúdenta – the University of Iceland's bookstore.
- Forlagið (bookstore) – Icelandic publisher and online bookstore; the publishing company includes the important Icelandic imprints Mal og Menning and JPV.
- Hedengrens – Swedish bookstore with a strong online presence.
Book Fairs

The Göteborg (Gothenburg) Book Fair in Sweden is the largest book fair in Scandinavia and the second-largest in Europe. Initially a trade fair, it has now expanded to a yearly literary festival. The other Nordic countries also have their own book fairs or literary festivals, most notably Bogforum (Book Forum; Denmark), the Helsinki Book Fair (Finland), the Reykjavík Book Fair (Iceland), and the Norwegian Festival of Literature. All of the Scandinavian countries have a strong presence at the Gothenburg Book Fair as well as at other European fairs, such as the Frankfurter Buchmesse (Frankfurt Book Fair) in Germany and the London Book Fair. Despite the costs of traveling, attending book fairs can be very helpful in getting to know new titles and authors, publishing trends, and smaller and alternative publishers whose titles may not be available from vendors. The European Studies Section (ESS) maintains a list of European Book Fairs.

Reviews

There are many review sources of which readers can avail themselves. Most Nordic countries have websites or publications with English-language reviews to promote their literature abroad. Here are some examples:

- Books from Finland Online Archive (1967-2015) (no new content as of July 1, 2015)
- Books from Norway
- Danish Lit Lounge (Danish Arts Foundation)
- FarLit: Literature from the Faroe Islands
- Promotion of Icelandic Literature Abroad (Icelandic Literature Center)
- Publications from FILI (Finnish Literature Exchange)
- Swedish Book Review


Both GOBI and OASIS include reviews of academic and literature titles from CHOICE, Library Journal, and other publications. Lengthier reviews of academic publications are found in many scholarly journals covering Scandinavian and Nordic Studies and related fields, such as Scandinavian Studies. Another valuable publication to consult is the subscription-based The Year’s Work in Modern Language Studies, an annual critical bibliography by academics of recent scholarly work in the modern languages and literatures excluding English. Scholarly journals are discussed in more detail in the next section, “Disciplinary Resources.”

Assessment

The subscription database Resources for College Libraries (RCL) provides core title lists in subject areas deemed
by expert subject librarians to be essential for college libraries. Assessment of your library’s Scandinavian Studies collections can be done via tools such as GreenGlass (subscription resource) and WorldShare Collection Evaluation (subscription resource), both from OCLC. Another approach is simply to use WorldCat (FirstSearch version) to compare holdings of your library against those of libraries with substantial collections. Libraries with large Scandinavian Studies collections are discussed below in the section “Distinctive Print Collections.”

Librarians covering Scandinavian Studies should be cognizant of cooperative collection development arrangements, and contribute to them when feasible. In such arrangements, libraries divide collection responsibilities by subject, language, country of publication, etc., with the overall goal of reducing duplication and broadening collections in North America. They are most often publicized via professional networks which are covered further below.

Disciplinary Resources

Journals

Listed below are select scholarly English- and Nordic language journals and periodicals. For additional titles, consult WorldCat (FirstSearch version), national library catalogs, and catalogs from university libraries with extensive collections (noted further below).

English-language Journals and Periodicals

- *Journal of Scandinavian Cinema* (2042-7891): peer-reviewed; cinema from Nordic countries. Subscription resource.
- *Nordic Journal of Linguistics* (0332-5865): peer-reviewed; all branches of linguistics, with a special focus on the Nordic languages, including Finnish, Greenlandic, and Sámi. Subscription resource.
- *Scandinavian-Canadian Studies = Études scandinaves au Canada* (0823-1796): peer-reviewed and published by the Association for the Advancement of Scandinavian Studies in Canada (AASSC); articles and reviews cover a wide range of subjects on Nordic studies and Nordic-Canadian studies. Content in English or French. Open access.
- *Scandinavian Political Studies* (0080-6757): peer-reviewed; politics and public administration in the Nordic countries. Subscription resource.
- *Scandinavian Studies* (0036-5637): arguably the leading journal in the field, and from the Society for the Advancement of Scandinavian Study (SASS); articles and reviews cover the languages, literatures, histories, cultures, and societies of Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden. Subscription resource.
- *Viking and Medieval Scandinavia* (1782-7183): peer-reviewed, multidisciplinary; covers the Viking and Medieval eras. Subscription resource.
Journals and Periodicals in Nordic Languages

- **Danske Studier** (0106-4525): peer-reviewed; articles and reviews in Danish, English, and other Scandinavian languages, focused on Danish language, literature, and folklore. Open access.
- **Edda: nordisk tidsskrift for litteratursforskning** (1500-1989): leading peer-reviewed journal; focused on the Nordic literatures and literary theory, with articles and reviews in Norwegian, Danish, Swedish, and English. Only published online after 2016. Open access.
- **Frøðskaparrit: annales Societatis Scientiarum Færoensis** (0367-1704): peer-reviewed; articles in Faroese and English cover humanities, social sciences, science, and medicine in the Faroe Islands. Open access.
- **Grønlandsk kultur- og samfunnsforskning**: Danish-language peer-reviewed annual; covers Greenlandic culture and society. Subscription resource.
- **Kalevalaseuran vuosikirja** (0355-0311): peer-reviewed Finnish-language annual; covers the Kalevala and Finnish and Balto-Finnic folk poetry and folklore. Subscription resource.
- **Parnasso: kirjallisuuden katselmus** (0031-2320): Finnish-language literary periodical; includes poetry, short fiction, literary journalism, non fiction, and essays. Subscription resource.
- **Samtiden** (0036-3928): Norwegian-language periodical on culture, society, and literature. Subscription resource.
- **Statvetenskaplig tidskrift** (0039-0747): peer-reviewed content primarily in Swedish covering the social sciences. Subscription resource.
- **Syn og segn** (0039-7717): Norwegian-language (nynorsk) periodical on culture, society and politics. Subscription resource.
- **Tidsskrift for litteraturvetenskap** (1104-0556): Swedish-language literary journal with articles and reviews; only online as of 2021. Open access.
- **Timarit máls og menningar: TMM** (1670-4916): Icelandic-language periodical of Icelandic literature and culture. Subscription resource.
- **Viking: norsk arkeologisk årbok** (0332-608X): peer-reviewed; Norwegian-language journal of articles and reviews on archeology and antiquities. Some content in Danish or Swedish. Open access.
- **Vinduet** (0042-6288): Norwegian-language online forum for Norwegian and foreign literature; print magazine ceased in 2021. Open access.

Open Access

Like other countries in Europe, the Nordics have begun adopting and implementing Open Access (OA) policies, especially as they relate to government-funded research. Likewise, some publishers also are providing OA content. For an overview of OA initiatives in each country, see OpenAIRE’s “Open Science Overview in Europe” and the Global Open Access Portal (GOAP). Listed below are selected OA portals from Nordic countries:

- **Idunn**: Scandinavian University Press’ (Universitetsforlaget) eBook and eJournal portal. Content primarily OA.
- **Journal.fi**: Finland’s OA eJournal portal, with content in Finnish, Swedish, and English.
- **Kriterium**: Swedish OA portal for scholarly eBooks in Swedish and English.
- **Nordic Open Access Scholarly Publishing (NOASP)**: Norwegian publisher Cappelen Damm Akademisk’s OA platform for eBooks and eJournals which are in Norwegian, English, and other Scandinavian languages.
- **Norwegian Open Research Archives (NORA)**: portal for OA eJournals, eBooks, dissertations, and more in
Norwegian, English, and other languages.

- **Opin vísindi**: repository for OA peer-reviewed articles and dissertations from Icelandic universities.
- **Opinn aðgangur/Open Access**: Icelandic portal to OA Icelandic journals, repositories, and more.
- **Publicera**: from the **Kunliga Biblioteket** (KB; National Library of Sweden), a search portal for Swedish OA journals and articles.
- **Tidsskrift.dk**: portal from **Det Kongelige Bibliotek** (KBDK; the Royal Danish Library) for OA eJournals in Danish, English and other languages; currently includes over 250 journals. Some additional open access journal sites in Denmark are hosted by Copenhagen Business School and Aalborg University.

Besides the above, librarians can also find OA journals and eBooks from Nordic countries in well-known portals like **Directory of Open Access Journals** (DOAJ), the **Directory of Open Access Books** (DOAB), and **OAPEN (Open Access Publishing in European Networks)**. However, not all content from Scandinavian countries is included. For example, Björk (2019) found that 42% of OA journals from the Nordic countries are not included in the DOAJ (228). Given this, librarians covering Nordic Studies should be familiar with the Nordic OA portals noted above.

**Primary Source Databases**

The following databases, digital collections, and portals are particularly noteworthy for having primary source materials from or about the Nordics:

- **Arkiv for Dansk Litteratur** (ADL): collection of full-text classical Danish literature from the 12th century to the 1920s. Open access.
- **Bækur.is**: Digitized books from the **Landsbókasafn Íslands – Háskólabókasafn** (National and University Library of Iceland). Open access.
- **Bokhylla**: Digitized in-copyright and public domain books and other formats from the **Nasjonalbiblioteket** (National Library of Norway). In-copyright materials available to anyone using a Norwegian IP address; scholars outside Norway can apply for access to Bokhylla from abroad.
- **Digitaaliset aineistot** (Digital Collections): from the **Kansalliskirjasto/Nationalbiblioteket** (National Library of Finland); includes digital books, maps, newspapers, ephemera, sheet music, and more; primarily in Finnish and Swedish. Open access.
- **Digitaala kollektsioon** (Digital Collections): from the **Kungliga biblioteket** (KB; National Library of Sweden). Open access.
- **Digitalarkivet** (Digital Archives): digitized archival sources from **Arkivverket** (the National Archives of Norway). Open access.
- **Digitale Samlinger** (Digital Collections): from **Det Kongelige Bibliotek** (KBDK; Royal Danish Library); includes Danish printed texts, manuscripts, maps, letters, store catalogs, political party programs, foreign books, and texts and manuscripts from the library's **judaistisk** (Judaic) and **orientalsk** (Asian) collections. Open access.
- **EuroDocs**: from Brigham Young University's library; a portal to transcribed, reproduced, and translated primary source documents from prehistoric times to the present day for European countries, including all of the Nordic countries. Open access.
- **Handrit.is**: digitized Icelandic manuscripts from the **Landsbókasafn Íslands – Háskólabókasafn** (National and University Library of Iceland) and other institutions. Open access.
- **Icelandic Saga Database**: sagas available in modern Icelandic and Old Norse, with some translated into English and other languages. Open access.
• **Project Runeberg**: a volunteer-led effort to create digital editions of classic Scandinavian literature. To date, it includes 6,203 titles in Swedish, Danish, Finnish, Icelandic, Norwegian, and other European languages. Open access.

• **Tímarit.is**: Danish, Faroese, Greenlandic, and Icelandic newspapers and periodicals published in those countries as well as in Canada, the US, and elsewhere. Also includes some titles in other languages. Open access.

Although there are no commercial primary source databases focused specifically on the Nordics, relevant content is often included in commercial databases covering Europe. Det Kongelige Bibliotek (KBDK; Royal Danish Library), for example, is one of the main national libraries which contributed materials to ProQuest’s Early European Books (EEB) subscription database of printed sources up to 1701.

### Secondary Source Databases

As with primary source databases, there are no commercial secondary source databases or indexes that specifically focus on Nordic Studies, but citations for materials covering this area are included in most disciplinary databases. Below is a select list of some of the more relevant databases, all of which have citations for materials in English and Nordic languages:

- **Anthropology Plus**: provides extensive worldwide indexing of articles, reports, commentaries, and edited works in the fields of social, cultural, physical, biological, and linguistic anthropology, ethnology, archaeology, folklore, material culture, and interdisciplinary studies. Subscription resource.
- **Historical Abstracts**: covers world history (excluding the United States and Canada) from 1450 to the present. Subscription resource.
- **Linguistics & Language Behavior Abstracts** (LLBA): a main database for linguistics; includes citations for all aspects of linguistics and language study. Subscription resource.
- **MLA International Bibliography**: from the Modern Language Association (MLA); focuses on cultural studies, languages, literatures, film, and folklore. Subscription resource.

In addition to WorldCat (FirstSearch version), ProQuest Dissertations & Theses Global, and other disciplinary databases, dissertations from Nordic countries can be found in the DART-Europe E-theses Portal and in the OA portals previously noted.

### News sources and media outlets

The newspaper market in the five Nordic countries of Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway, and Sweden has traditionally consisted of a few national newspapers, strong provincial daily press, and numerous local papers. The market itself is robust compared to other regions, although the number of titles has declined. In 2016, there were 608 individual newspaper titles in the five countries, down from 643 in 2000 (Harrie 2018, 23).

According to Statista, **Politiken** was the largest daily newspaper in Denmark for 2021, followed by **B.T.** (Watson 2022c). In Finland, **Helsingin Sanomat** is the most read daily newspaper; other leading papers include **Ilta-Sanomat** and **Ilta-lehti** (Spearman et al. 2022), and **Hufvudstadsbladet** is the top Swedish-language newspaper in the country (Skogberg 2019). In Iceland, the two largest daily newspapers in 2020 were **Morgunblaðið** and **Fréttabraða**, each having a print circulation of about 50,000 (Hetsroni 2020, 781); **Fréttabraða** ceased publication in early 2023. **Verdens Gang (VG)** was Norway’s highest circulating daily newspaper in 2021, followed...
closely by Aftenposten (Watson 2022b). In Sweden, Dagens Nyheter has the highest readership of daily city newspapers, followed by Svenska Dagbladet (Watson 2022a); Aftonbladet is another leading daily Swedish newspaper. Greenland has two national newspapers: Atuagagdliutit/Grønlandsposten and Sermitsiaq; they merged in 2010, but only Sermitsiaq is available online (Lund 2016). The Faroe Islands have a handful of newspapers, including Dimmalætting, Norðlýsið, and Sosialurin. Current Sámi newspapers include Ávvir and Ságat (now only published in Norwegian).

Additional news and media sources can be found in the News section of the European Studies Section (ESS) Scandinavian Studies guide and the University of Washington Libraries’ Scandinavian Studies Guide: News & Current Events. English-language news content focusing on the Nordic countries is generally available from many news aggregators, such as Factiva, Global Newsstream, and Nexis Uni. News in the Nordic languages, however, is harder to come by in aggregators, although both Factiva and PressReader have some titles. The Local is an international outlet for English-language news based in Sweden, with local editions for Denmark, Norway, and other European countries.

Historical Newspapers

Most Nordic countries have undertaken major newspaper digitization projects, resulting in substantial digital archives of newspapers. Although most newspapers in the public domain are available worldwide, access to issues under copyright is generally restricted to those on-site at local libraries or from IP addresses in that country. Listed below are some of the main digital archives of newspapers:

- **Aviser (Nasjonalbiblioteket)**: Norwegian newspapers. Partial open access.
- **Aviser i Mediestream**: Danish newspapers from 1666 onwards. Partial open access.
- **Infomedia**: access to select issues of Faroese newspapers. Open access.
- **National Library of Finland’s Digital Collections**: includes not only Finnish-language newspapers but ones in Swedish and some in Russian. Partial open access.
- **Svenska dagstidningar**: archive of more than 1,500 Swedish daily newspapers from 1645 to the present. Partial open access.
- **Timaritis**: Danish, Faroese, Greenlandic, and Icelandic newspapers and periodicals. Open access.

Digital newspapers from immigrant communities (e.g., Swedish-American newspapers) can be found at Chronicling America (Library of Congress), the Digital Public Library of America (DPLA), and state and local historical societies.

Catalogs, Bibliographies, Archives

National and Other Major Libraries and Their Catalogs

As WorldCat (FirstSearch version) does not, unfortunately, include holdings for all academic libraries in Nordic countries, librarians covering this region may need to consult the catalogs of national and other major libraries.
Denmark, Faroe Islands, and Greenland

- **Det Kongelige Bibliotek** (KBDK; the Royal Danish Library) serves as Denmark's National Library and, as such, serves as a legal deposit library for materials published in Denmark. The [KBDK's Catalog](https://www.kb.dk/catalog) also includes holdings for Aarhus University, Copenhagen University, and other university libraries.
- **Bibliotek.dk**: similar to WorldCat, this is a union catalog noting holdings at Danish academic and public libraries.
- **Føroya Landsbókasavn** (National Library of the Faroe Islands)
- **Nunatta Atuagaateqarfia & Groenlandica**: Nunatta Atuagaateqarfia is the public library for Nuuk, Greenland, as well as the central library for Greenland; Groenlandica is the national library for Greenland.

Finland

All of these catalogs include English, Finnish, and Swedish search interfaces.

- **Kansalliskirjasto/Nationalbiblioteket** (National Library of Finland): the [National Library Search Service](https://www.kansalliskirjasto.fi/search) is its catalog.
- **Finna.fi**: Perhaps the best tool for finding materials related to Finland, this search portal includes online resources as well as physical items, such as books, journals, maps, archival materials, maps, and artworks. Institutions that list their holdings include the Kansalliskirjasto/Nationalbiblioteket (National Library of Finland) as well as public, university, and special libraries; Kansallisarkisto/Riksarkivet (National Archives of Finland) and other archives; museums; and research institutes.
- **Melinda**: a national metadata repository and union catalog for Finnish university libraries. Provides thorough browse and advanced search options, including title, series title, LCSH, and more.

Iceland

- **Landsbókasafn Íslands – Háskólabókasafn** (National and University Library of Iceland): [Lbs.leitir.is](https://www.lbs.is) is a portal for materials at the National and University Library of Iceland; [Leitir.is](https://www.leitir.is) includes listings for materials available from all Icelandic libraries, museums, and other cultural institutions.

Norway

- **Nasjonalbiblioteket** (National Library of Norway): [Oria](https://www.nb.no) is its catalog of printed and digital collections, but searches can also be expanded to include items at Norwegian academic libraries. The [National Library of Norway's Research page](https://www.nb.no/research) lists a number of useful online resources.
- **Biblioteksøk**: union catalog noting holdings for libraries in Norway nationwide.

Sweden

- **Kungliga Biblioteket** (KB; National Library of Sweden): [Regina](https://www.kb.se) is the catalog for physical and electronic collections; the [Hitta och beställ](https://www.kb.se/hittaochbestall) webpage lists other catalogs and portals by format.
- **LIBRIS**: union catalog for more than 500 Swedish libraries.
Bibliographies

• Bibliography of saga translations: bibliography of translations of Old-Icelandic literature: Eddic poetry, sagas of Icelanders, þættir (short stories), kings' sagas, bishops' sagas, contemporary sagas, legendary sagas, and romances. This is a work in progress by the University of Iceland.
• Bibliotek.dk: Denmark's national bibliography has no separate search interface but has been incorporated into Bibliotek.dk.
• Faroese National Bibliography
• Fennica: the Finnish National Bibliography
• Íslandsk útgáfuskrá (Icelandic National Bibliography): search via Leitir.is.
• Nationalbibliografin (Swedish National Bibliography): search via LIBRIS.
• Nasjonalbibliografien (National Bibliography for Norway): includes access to the Norbok, a national bibliography of Norwegian publications, Norwegian books (original and translated) published outside Norway; a national discography; a sheet music bibliography; a periodical directory; a periodical article index, and the Sámi Bibliography.

Many of the national libraries also note other specialized bibliographies. See, for example, the bibliographies noted by the Swedish National Library and the bibliographies noted by the Norwegian National Library. Other notable specialized bibliographies include:

• Dansk Historisk Bibliografi (1917-1924): a bibliography for Danish history up to 1912. Open access.
• Svensk Historisk Bibliografi digital (1771-2010): a bibliography for Swedish history which generally notes publications from 1771 to 2010. Open access.

Archives

As in other countries, the national archives in Nordic countries contain both physical and online census records, parish registers, military records, and other archival materials. Some also have digital image collections on their sites or via Flickr. In addition to the archives noted below, consult the Archives Portal Europe.

• Arkivverket (National Archives of Norway): includes 10 state and regional archives, such as the Riksarkivet og Statsarkivet (Norwegian National and State Archives), the Sámi arkiiva/Samisk arkiv (Sámi Archives), and the Digitalarkivet (Digital Archives).
• Kansallisarkisto/Riksarkivet (National Archives of Finland)
• National Archives of Iceland (Pjóðskjalasafn Íslands): includes access to historical censuses via the National Archives of Iceland Census Database (Pjóðskjalasafn Íslands manntöl).
• Nunatta Katersugaasivia Allagaateqarfialu (Greenland National Museum & Archives)
• Rigskivet (Danish National Archives): see Arkivalieronline for online documents; of particular note is an online archive for the Danish West-Indies.
• Riksarkivet (Swedish National Archives): the Riksarkivet's Digital Resources webpage offers a number of valuable resources, including a catalog of Swedish historical charters and TORA, the Riksarkivet's geographical register.
• Tjóðskjalasavníð (Faroese National Archives)
Reference Tools

Nordic content is included in many of the standard online reference resources as well as those focusing on Europe, such as Oxford Reference Online and Europa World. Dictionaries and encyclopedias such as the following are also useful for users as well for librarians wanting to develop their own knowledge:

- Historical dictionaries for the Nordic countries in the Historical Dictionaries of Europe Rowman and Littlefield series

For statistics, look at the Nordic Council’s Nordic Statistics database, which provides data for the whole region and individual Nordic countries, and at the statistical agency of each Nordic Council, noted in the Statistics section of the Scandinavian Studies guide from ESS. Statistical and governmental information is also available from European-wide sources; consult Chapter 28 of the Handbook “European Statistics and Data” for specific resources.

National film institutes can be a valuable resource for researching not only developments in the national film industry but themes and individual films. In some cases, film extracts, trailers, and even whole films are available for online viewing. See these searchable databases (open access) from the respective film institutes:

- "All Films" list from the Suomen elokuvasäätiö/Finlands filmstiftelse (Finnish Film Foundation). To research or view older films: Elonet.
- Danmark på film: from the Det Danske Filminstitut (Danish Film Institute).
- Film.qi: films from Greenland.
- Icelandic Film Database: from the Icelandic Film Centre.
- Norwegian Films: from the Norsk Filminstitutt (Norwegian Film Institute).
- Swedish Film Database: from the Svenska Filminstitutet (Swedish Film Institute).

Additional notable English-language websites and reference sources include:

- History of Nordic Women’s Literature: scholarly website with thematic articles and biographical information. Open access.
- Nordics.info: scholarly website from Aarhus University with articles, podcasts, videos, biographic information, and more. Open access.
- World Biographical Information System: includes the Scandinavian Biographical Archives from the German publisher K.G. Saur. Subscription resource.

Listed below are a selected list of useful online reference works and websites from the region. Note that these are in Nordic languages and may not have an English translation or interface.

- Danmarkshistorien.dk: from Aarhus University; comprehensive scholarly website focusing on the history of Denmark with articles, sources, topical overviews, and more. Open access.
- Dansk biografisk Lexikon: first edition (1887-1905) of this Danish biographical dictionary. Open access.
- Den Store Danske: general Danish encyclopedia. Open access.
For information on languages dictionaries and additional reference sources, see the University of Washington Libraries' Scandinavian Studies Guide and the ESS Scandinavian Studies Guide. Additionally, ESS' Indexes and Guides to Western European Periodicals guide lists Danish, Finnish, Icelandic, Norwegian, and Swedish indexes, guides, and websites for periodicals.

**Distinctive Print Collections**

**Major Nordic Collections in North America**

University libraries which have comprehensive print collections covering the Nordic countries include many of the Ivy League institutions on the East coast; the University of California, Berkeley; the University of Chicago; the University of Minnesota, Twin Cities; the University of Washington, Seattle; and the University of Wisconsin, Madison. It is worth mentioning that the University of Minnesota’s holdings are especially strong for the post-World War II period, as it was assigned responsibilities for Scandinavia as part of the Farmington Plan (1948-1972) (Wagner 2002, 154-155). Regarding research and public libraries, the Library of Congress (LC) has one of the most comprehensive collections covering the Nordic region as well as other parts of Europe. For an overview of these collections by language, see the European Division's Overview of the Collections and the European Division Online Publications by Country/Region. As library collections in Sámi are exceedingly rare in the US, LC's collection of Sámi materials is noteworthy; it includes a few hundred volumes of Sámi-language material and books about Sámi history and culture in English, Finnish, Norwegian, and Swedish. The New York Public Library also is strong in Scandinavian materials.

**University and College Libraries' Distinctive Collections**

In addition to holdings at major research and university libraries, a number of universities and colleges have distinctive collections; notable ones include:

- **Bygdebøker Collections** – *Bygdebøker* (farm books) contain local history of small geographic areas in Norway, including histories of families living at specific farms. Thus, these are of great interest for genealogists.
- **Arne G. Brekke Bygdebok Collection** (University of North Dakota Libraries): non-circulating; consists of about 1,800 books.
- **Bygdebøker at the University of Minnesota Libraries**: circulating; available via interlibrary loan.

For more information on *bygdebøker*, see the guide Conducting Research with Bygdebøker from the University of North Dakota Libraries.
• **Fiske Icelandic Collection** (Cornell University Library): one of the most comprehensive collections of Icelandic literature and civilization in the world; particularly strong for the Nordic Medieval era. Includes a digital collection of Icelandic and Faroese photographs.

• **Icelandic Collection** (University of Manitoba Libraries): consists of approximately 27,700 circulating volumes of fiction and non-fiction, available via interlibrary loan, and 686 non-circulating volumes. For more details on the collection and other Icelandic Studies resources, see Icelandic Collection: Research Tools.


• **Luther College Library**: special collection that includes Norwegian literature, Norwegian-American newspapers, archival records of the Norwegian Lutheran Synod, and other aspects of Scandinavian-American immigration.

• **North Park University’s F.M. Johnson Archives and Special Collections**: Swedish-American culture in Chicago, focusing on 1900-1985. Contains, in particular, the Swedish-American Archives of Greater Chicago, and issues of the Swedish-American Historical Society.

• **Scandinavian Immigrant Experience** (Pacific Lutheran University Archives & Special Collections): relates to Scandinavian immigrants to the Pacific Northwest and includes print and digitized records of Scandinavian cultural organizations, family and personal papers, newspapers, and publications. Also includes recorded interviews and transcripts from the New Land, New Lives Oral History Collection.

• **University of Minnesota Libraries: Archives and Special Collections** include a collection of August Strindberg works (uncataloged), the Tell G. Dahllöf Collection of Swedish Americana, the Pär Lagerkvist Collection, Swedish documents and theses, Finnish-American materials, and more.

• **University of Washington Libraries**: the Pacific Northwest Collection includes correspondence, images, records, and oral histories related to the Scandinavian immigrant communities of the area; the Authors Collections include a sizable collection of Hans Christian Andersen’s works.

**Museums, Historical Societies, Local Archives**

The **National Nordic Museum** in Seattle has a large collection of household objects, photographs, and other documents related to the Scandinavian immigrants in the US. Their Walter Johnson Memorial Library has an extensive print and archival collection in addition to a large genealogy center. Philadelphia’s **American Swedish Historical Museum** has a collection of Anders Zorn’s paintings and archives, including papers of prominent individuals and community organizations. The **American Swedish Institute** in Minneapolis has a material collection of 7,000 objects, and a non-circulating library of 17,000 volumes—mostly related to Sweden and Swedish-Americana.

Despite being separate institutions, since its founding in 1925 the **Norwegian American Historical Association** (NAHA) has been located on the campus of St. Olaf College. The NAHA archives, hosted in the special collections of St. Olaf’s Rolvaag Memorial Library, are the largest print collection of the Norwegian diaspora in the US.

Danish-American culture in the US is anchored by five sister organizations: the **Danish American Archive and Library**, the **Museum of Danish America**, the **Danish Immigrant Archives** at Grand View University, the **Danish-American Heritage Society** (DAHS), and the **Rebild National Park Society**. These organizations partner with others in both Denmark and the US to promote Danish culture, connect scholars, and preserve Danish-American material from the 19th and early 20th centuries. The Museum of Danish America, for example, provides open access to digitized copies of Danish-language American newspapers from the late 19th century.
Professional Development and Networks

The most important organization for librarians focusing on Nordic Studies is the European Studies Section (ESS) of the Association of College & Research Libraries (ACRL); it provides networking and professional development opportunities focusing on all aspects of European studies librarianship. ESS has a number of discussion groups, including the Scandinavian Discussion Group, and usually holds a series of online and in-person meetings twice a year as well as programs and other events. ESS-L, the ESS email list, is open to members and non-members alike and valuable for posing questions and keeping informed. As noted previously, the ESS Scandinavian Studies Guide is also helpful for discovering new resources.

Other educational opportunities include those offered by Scandinavian cultural and heritage organizations in the US and Canada, such as the American-Scandinavian Foundation, the Finlandia Foundation, and the Canadian Nordic Society, which often offer free online newsletters and publications, cultural information, in-person and online events, and language courses. Many of these organizations are centered in the Upper Midwest and Pacific Northwest. Nordics.info offers a free podcast called Knowledge on the Nordics. To keep up on the field of digital humanities (DH) for the Nordics, the Digital Humanities in the Nordic and Baltic Countries (DHNB) group is an important one to follow. Its website includes a listing of DH projects for these areas, links to its publications, and conference abstracts.

Other tips for keeping up with the field include:

- Attending conferences of the scholarly organizations noted in the Academic Field section. If you’re unable to attend, perusing the conference programs will help you identify new scholarly trends.
- Following the news and social media from the large Scandinavian/Nordic Studies departments as well as the Nordic countries’ embassies.
- Follow major publishers and the Nordic countries’ book promotion sites (e.g., Books from Norway).

Key Takeaways

- Professional associations like ESS are instrumental in furthering your own knowledge as well as in assisting with tricky reference questions.
- European book vendors can provide customized reports as well as “on the ground” expertise to assist you in selection.
- Talk to faculty and students from various humanities and social science departments (not just language departments) about collection needs.
- Don’t forget museums and heritage organizations for resources related to immigration from Nordic countries.
- Recent scholarly trends include BIPOC representation in Nordic countries and these countries’ colonial legacies.
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This chapter covers an enormous, and ethnically and linguistically diverse, geographical area. What is commonly referred to as Slavic, East European, and Eurasian Studies encompasses well over 100 languages and geo-political entities. The Russian Federation alone includes 35 officially recognized minority languages, and over 100 spoken on its territory—from Adegey to Yakut. Given the vastness of the Slavic, East European, and Eurasian area, the Handbook includes three chapters in Section One covering the countries in this region. The Central and Eastern Europe chapter covers the Baltic countries of Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania; Belarus and Ukraine (East Slavic countries); the Czech Republic, Poland, and Slovakia (West Slavic), and Hungary. The Southeastern Europe chapter covers Albania, Bulgaria, Moldova, and the areas comprising the former Yugoslavia (Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Kosovo, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Serbia, and Slovenia). And the focus of this current chapter is on Russia and the extra-European parts of the former Soviet territories: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and Uzbekistan. Given its close historical and cultural ties to Russia and the former Soviet Union, Mongolia is covered here as well.

Because its political, cultural, and intellectual hegemony in the region has historically been reflected in the region’s representation in North American research collections, Russia will be given considerably more space
than any of the other nine countries in the region. It should be noted that there are growing efforts in the North American research library community to redress this and to better represent the political, linguistic, ethnic, and cultural diversity of the region. These efforts, however, must inevitably contend with challenges associated with resource description and scarcity of language and regional expertise.

The Academic Field

Like all area studies constructs, Russian and Eurasian Studies is, at least in theory, a pandisciplinary category. It is often grouped with Eastern and Central European countries in academic area studies programs, such as Slavic, East European, and Eurasian Studies; Slavic and East European Studies; or Russian, East European, and Eurasian Studies. In practice, Russian and Eurasian Studies was long a considerably narrower field, both disciplinarily and geographically, than the label implies. Disciplinarily, it was distributed across three main clusters: humanities, history, and politics. The core of the humanities cluster was the study of literature, cinema, performing arts, art, and architecture; the historical cluster engaged the social, political, cultural, and intellectual history of the region; and the political cluster examined the contemporary state administration in the region and its foreign and domestic politics. Imperial Russia long dominated the study of the 19th century in Eastern Europe (present-day Ukraine, Poland, and Belarus) and of what would become the extra-European territories of the Soviet Union, with Russian literary and cultural canons dominating in the humanities, and Imperial Russia’s internal and external politics and its social and cultural evolutions dominating historical research and teaching on the area. This was true as well for the study of the region’s 20th-century history, dominated as the region was for a full seven decades of that century by the Soviet Union, with Russian as the language of political administration and also the intellectual and cultural lingua franca of the region as a whole.

In the early 21st century, however, several factors have helped to significantly diversify North American research and teaching focused on Russian and Eurasian Studies. There has been, for example, a turn towards decanonization in the humanities—an expansion of the scope of humanities research and teaching focused on the region beyond the literary, art-historical, and musical canons, to include broader cultural and aesthetic systems outside those canons. In history, there has been movement away from a focus on larger state apparatuses and state and cultural institutions towards the reconstruction of the texture of daily life and the realities and experiences of people of all stations and in all parts of the region, towards the redressing of what have come to be referred to in contemporary academic parlance as “archival silences,” and towards the kinds of events, phenomena, and experience that have historically tended to elude the historical record.

In recent study of the region, there has also been increased representation of anthropology and sociology and other social science disciplines. The central turn here is toward interdisciplinarity. Increasingly, humanities, history, and social science projects in Russian and Eurasian Studies are borrowing each other’s methods and primary source bases in classes and research projects that cross traditional disciplinary boundaries.

All of this has resulted in expanding appetites for an ever-broadening range of documentary and artifactual categories in a wide range of media, including artifacts of popular and material culture, analog audiovisual recordings, and born-digital documents and artifacts. A shift of focus from hegemonic centers to peripheries, and efforts to access experiences, expressions, and communications marginalized or excluded in the historical record, have created greater demand for regional publications with small print runs and for documents in languages that were marginalized in the Soviet period or by Imperial or post-Soviet Russian dominance in the region.

Per the Enrollment Database of the Modern Language Association (MLA), US Russian-language enrollment in 2016 was 20,353 (MLA Language Enrollment Database, n.d.). The Central Asian and Caucasian languages of the region are not programatically taught in North America; students requiring instruction in these languages for specific projects engage in independent language study. Some institutions have structures in place to match
students with tutors for individual instruction. Russian language, literature, and culture are taught in Slavic Language and Literature departments in institutions that have them. In some places, Russian and German are paired in one department; otherwise, world languages and comparative literature departments tend to be the administrative homes for Russian language and humanistic study. Any humanistic study of the other countries covered by this chapter tends to happen within Near Eastern studies departments and programs. Historical and social-scientific study of the region occurs in the relevant disciplinary departments.

The primary professional organizations for Russian and Eurasian studies are:

- The Association for Slavic East European and Eurasian Studies (ASEEES)
- The American Association of Teachers of Slavic and East European Languages (AATSEEL)
- The Middle Eastern Studies Association

The most important email lists and scholarly networks for the field are:

- SEELANGS: Slavic and East European languages and literatures
- H-EarlySlavic: pre-1725 Slavic history, literature, and culture
- H-Russia: Russian and Soviet history
- H-SHERA: history of East European, Eurasian and Russian art and architecture

**Publishing Landscape**

Russia is sometimes described as a graphomaniacal society. The country has several thousand publishers, and its publishing output is massive. Its population of approximately 144 million has produced, on average, around 115,000 monographic print titles annually over the past 15 years (Russian Book Chamber, n.d.). The country’s production of periodicals is similarly vast. While the bulk of these publications falls outside more traditional definitions of the academic-library purview, recent trends of decanonization and interdisciplinarity make it increasingly difficult to exclude such non-traditional categories. For this reason, many of the larger academic libraries which collect Russia’s print output have formed cooperative collection development arrangements in recent years to create maximally comprehensive shared inter-institutional print collections.

Literature—belles lettres as well as intellectual and philosophical writings—has been an essential element of Russia’s national culture and society since the early 19th century. An unusually high quotient of the population publishes works of poetry and prose, including memoiristic works. A very small number of publishers publish only poetry and creative prose likely to be of interest to students and scholars of contemporary Russian literature. In general, the publishing landscape is a shifting one, and this content category is something of a moving target; it is thus advisable to rely on vendors’ conversance with the publishing sphere. Some librarians may also instruct approval plan vendors to select works awarded major literary prizes and by prize-winning authors. The volume of belletristic literature coming out of the Caucasus and former Soviet Central Asia is much smaller than that produced in Russia, but these countries are active in this area and recent years have seen revivals of national languages and local literary traditions. Because this tends to be less charted territory than the Russian literary sphere, vendor expertise is crucial for collecting this material.

Local history (in Russian, kraevedenie or краеведение) is another prodigious genre in Russia, with its own range of subgenres—from well-documented and methodologically rigorous works of narrowly restricted geographical focus, to books that are essentially collections of anecdotal accounts, to publications filled with minute details about the histories and personnel of various local institutions. While, for other world regions, personal reminiscences of historically anonymous people and amateur histories of small areas are generally considered beyond the scope of research libraries, in this case the peculiarities of Russia’s 20th-century history
make these publications a uniquely valuable source category. For most of the 20th century, Russia had a state monopoly on publishing and a range of censorship mechanisms that substantially regulated and restricted literary and artistic expression, philosophical and intellectual thought in many disciplines, and, especially, any historical works focused on Russia or other parts of the Soviet Union. This censorship of the Soviet historical narrative lends a special importance to anecdotal local histories and memoirs of historically inconsequential figures. Access to such materials can be critical for scholarly projects seeking to redress gaps or silences in the existing Soviet historical record. The same can be said of histories and memoirs that have been emerging from the former Soviet Caucasus and Central Asia, sometimes in Caucasian and Central Asian national languages that were relegated to the category of minor local vernaculars for much of the Soviet period. There have been recent indications that the current administration in Russia wants to assert more control over historical narratives of the Soviet era, but as of the time of writing, the publishing of history has not been restricted in any systematic way in the post-Soviet era.

Academic publishing across the disciplines is prolific in Russia, and occurs on a somewhat smaller scale across former Soviet Central Asia and the Caucasus, with Kazakhstan and Georgia the biggest producers. For Kazakhstan, approximately 75% of the output is in Russian, with the rest in Kazakh; in Georgia, the proportions are reversed, with 75% in the Georgian language and the remainder in Russian or English, roughly speaking. Many librarians responsible for this region tend to collect only the part of the region’s humanities and social-science output that is focused on the region itself, and forgo more general works or works focused on other regions. Historically, even the largest North American libraries have not tried to systematically cover the region’s voluminous practitioner literature (e.g., legal literature for practicing lawyers) or publications in the natural sciences.

eBook platforms for the region’s output (at this point, almost exclusively Russian) available to North American institutions are a recent development; print is still the primary medium.

Across disciplines, academic publications focused on Russia, former Soviet Central Asia, and the Caucasus are another prodigious category, with monographs from most, if not all, of the major academic presses for humanities and social sciences in the US and UK and elsewhere in the English-speaking world. The same is true for the major publishers of academic literature in Western Europe. At this point, scholarship focused on Russia and Eurasia is broad and interdisciplinary enough that individual publishers and monographic series are not productive as parameters for surveying the literature. The periodical literature is similarly voluminous, with numerous interdisciplinary and disciplinarily specific periodical titles focused on the region, and articles appearing in other disciplinary and interdisciplinary periodicals of more global geographic scope.

Collection Development Tools

EBSCO’s GOBI Library Solutions and ProQuest’s OASIS, both of which offer approval plans and firm ordering, provide good coverage for English-language publications focused on Russia and Eurasia. For librarians interested in literature and history, these Library of Congress Classification (LCC) ranges should be sufficient for defining the scope of approval plans and notification lists for firm ordering:

- PG (Slavic Languages and Literatures)
- PK 8001-8832 (Armenian Language and Literature)
- PK 9001-9201 (Caucasian Languages)
- PL 1-481 (Ural-Altaic Languages)
- DK 1-949.5 (covers the history of Russia and the Soviet Union, including all former Soviet republics)

LC call number ranges are not practical as parameters for targeting material focused on this region in other
disciplines. Here, use of terms such as “Russia” and “Former Soviet Union” in GOBI’s controlled “geographic focus” field is recommended in addition to the LCC ranges for language/literature and history. Notification interfaces that list LC Cataloging in Publication records can be handy for identifying not-yet-published titles a librarian may want to acquire.

For publications issued from outside North America and the UK and focused on Russia, former Soviet Central Asia, and the Caucasus, it’s generally best to work with local vendors, whether on an approval-plan or firm-order basis. The following vendors can supply publications in non-English Western European languages focused on the history, literature, culture, politics, sociology, economics, and so on of Russia and other former Soviet territories:

- Casalini Libri in Italy, a supplier of French, Greek, Italian, and Spanish materials
- Amalivre in France, a supplier of French-language materials from France and other francophone countries
- Harrassowitz in Germany, a supplier of German, Dutch, Finnish, and Scandinavian materials

It should be noted that German, in particular, is an important language in historical and literary scholarship focused on Russia and the Soviet Union. Libraries aiming at comprehensiveness in Russian and Eurasian studies may want to consider including German publications.

For material from the region itself, intermediary vendors are indispensable, and approval plans are highly advisable for even smaller-scale collection agendas. As the publishing landscape is vast and unstable in Russia and not well charted for the former Soviet Central Asia and the Caucasus, North American librarians responsible for these regions should rely on vendors who not only have deep and extensive regional expertise and maintain close familiarity with the regional publishers and their output, but also have experience mediating between the evolving purviews of North American academic and research libraries and the shifting sands of the publishing landscape in the region. Fortunately, several active vendors fit this description. Listed here in alphabetical order are four major vendors covering Russia and/or former Soviet Central Asia and the Caucasus for academic libraries in North America. All four are incorporated in the US or Western Europe, offer approval plans and service firm orders, and regularly circulate lists of new titles.

- ATC Books International is an excellent vendor for print publications from Armenia and Central Asia, offering approval plans and firm ordering.
- East View Information Services runs the largest operation supplying research-valuable material from Eastern Europe, Russia, and the other territories of the former Soviet Union. The company offers coverage of the region in its entirety, and will configure selective coverage of specific countries/languages as needed. In addition to supplying print publications from the region, East View is also the largest commercial database publisher for born-digital and digitized scholarly and journalistic content coming out of the region (more on this in the next section on Disciplinary Resources). East View uses spreadsheet-based templates for print approval plans, with one sheet that covers parameters such as price limits, geography, languages, and another covering disciplinary and thematic parameters using a numeric classification system modified from the structure of the Russian National Bibliography (RNB). Full cataloging services with approval plans for materials in Russian and some other languages, as well as customizable recent-publication lists, are also available. East View also offers eBook approval plans (the books are served on the company’s own proprietary platform) and approval plans for the region’s cinematic output (feature and documentary, contemporary and retrospective) in DVD format.
- Natasha Kozmenko Booksellers Slavic Literature focuses almost exclusively on Russia. While they will supply material from other Russian regions, they are strongest in the output of Russia’s two largest publishing centers: Moscow and St. Petersburg. Their expertise in these two markets is deep and extensive,
and their strong relationships with publishers allows them to provide elusive small-print-run titles for approval plan customers. Instead of structured templates for approval plan profiles, Natasha Kozmenko uses text documents that verbally define the parameters of material to be supplied. Optional paid full cataloging and shelf-ready services for its approval plans are available.

- **MIPP International** covers the print output of all of the former Soviet territories, including but not limited to Russia, the former Soviet Central Asia, and the Caucasus. Their main base in the region is in Minsk, and, in addition to Belarus and Moldova, they are particularly strong in the Russian regions beyond Moscow and St. Petersburg (i.e., the eight Federal Districts: Central, Northwestern, Southern, North-Caucasus, Volga, Ural, Siberian, and Far Eastern). MIPP is currently developing capacity for full cataloging services.

The following are active rare, antiquarian, and out-of-print dealers who specialize in Russia and, in some cases, other territories of the former Soviet Union and former Eastern Bloc, and who are active suppliers of North American research libraries.

- **Penka Rare Books**, based in Berlin, is very active and deeply expert in the antiquarian Russian and East European book trade. They regularly publish lists of antiquarian and rare offerings from the region, and are resourceful when it comes to sourcing out-of-print titles in general.

- **Globus Books**, in San Francisco, is the American arm of the Moscow and Tbilisi-based dealer **Bookvica Russian Antiquarian Books**. It is very active and deeply expert in the antiquarian trade in books from Russia, former Soviet Central Asia, and the Caucasus, with a particular strength in Georgia. Globus Books publishes catalogs several times per year, and is a good resource for sourcing out-of-print titles from Russia, former Soviet Central Asia, and the Caucasus.

- **Esterum** broadly covers the contemporary belles lettriste and scholarly Russian-language press, and circulates weekly lists of new publications. It is well connected to a number of smaller presses and to many authors, and often has advanced knowledge of very small print-run publications, some of which never enter established distribution channels. This gives the company the ability to reserve copies of these often elusive publications for interested customers. Esterum can thus be used to supplement larger approval plans for libraries that aim for comprehensiveness.

Other antiquarian dealers who regularly offer materials from the region include **Simon Beattie Bookseller** in the UK, Michael Fagan Fine Art & Rare Books (mfaganfineart@gmail.com), **Productive Arts!**, and Michael R. Weintraub (michael@mrwbooks.com).

### Book Fairs

The largest book fairs of interest to academic libraries are the **Moscow International Book Fair** and the **NonFiction Book Fair**, both held annually in Moscow. All large-scale Russian publishers of belles lettres, art books, and scholarly literature in the humanities, history, and the social sciences have booths at these fairs, and books from many smaller publishers are displayed in a separate area at the NonFiction fair. The major Russian approval plan vendors visit these fairs to acquire stock and discover new publishers. For approval plan customers, the fairs can be a good opportunity to gauge the extent to which their vendors are covering the categories of the Russian print publishing arena targeted by approval-plan profiles. The fairs also provide an opportunity to discover new categories to be added to profiles.

The **Krasnoyarsk Book Culture Fair** features many of the major publishers of belles lettriste and humanities
literature, but places heavier emphasis than the NonFiction fair on smaller, independent publishers. It can provide a good supplement to information supplied by vendors about smaller independent publishers.

Currently, there are no fairs that concentrate specifically on publishing from the post-Soviet Central Asian and Caucasian regions.

Another way to assess collecting related to Russia, former Soviet Central Asia, and the Caucasus is to use OCLC WorldShare® Collection Evaluation, which provides benchmarking and a variety of ways to parse and examine comparative data on collections at different OCLC subscriber institutions. It should be noted that many libraries have significant cataloging backlogs of materials from Russia and Eurasia, which can complicate meaningful comparison via OCLC holdings data.

**Disciplinary Resources**

**Journals**

The most visible and impactful English-language interdisciplinary titles for Russian and Eurasian studies are listed below in order of importance:

- *Slavic Review* (0037-6779, 2325-7784)
- *Russian Review* (0036-0341, 1467-9434)
- *Slavic & East European Journal* (0037-6752, 2325-7687)
- *Canadian-American Slavic Studies* (0090-8290, 2210-2396)
- *Ab Imperio: Studies of New Imperial History and Nationalism in the Post-Soviet Space* (2166-4072)
- *Central Asian Affairs* (2214-2282)
- *Demokratizatsiya: The Journal of Post-Soviet Democratization* (1074-6846)
- *Post-Soviet Affairs* (1060-586X)
- *Russian Literature* (0304-3487)
- *Studies in Russian and Soviet Cinema* (1750-3132)
- *Toronto Slavic Quarterly* (1708-3885)
- *Post-Communist Economies* (1465-3958)
- *Anthropology and Archeology of Eurasia* (1558-092X)

Although far too many to note here, numerous scholarly periodical titles focusing on Eastern Europe, Russia, and the rest of the former Soviet Union, in a broad range of disciplines, are published by Western publishers. For additional titles, see this useful list of Journals in Russian, Eurasian, and East European Studies published by *Slavic Review*.

**Primary and Secondary Source Databases**

- *East View Information Services’ Universal Databases*: Aggregators of born-digital and digitized primary sources in different categories, such as “Russian Central Newspapers,” “Regional Newspapers,” “Newspapers of the North Caucasus, Abkhazia and South Ossetia,” and “Periodicals of Central Asia and the Caucasus.” Other categories aggregate the contents of several Russian journals in history, the humanities,
and the social sciences, such as “Moscow University Press,” “Russian Institute of Social Sciences Publications,” and “Russian Social Sciences and Humanities Periodicals.” East View also has numerous more specialized databases covering topics such as governmental publications, the military and security sectors, and Islamic studies. These databases primarily aggregate born-digital content, and usually span the early-to-mid 1990s to the present. The older, digitized analog content in these databases appears to have been transcribed by hand, as the electronic text is clean. The individual aggregating databases and digital archives are sold separately. All of a given institution’s East View subscriptions are searchable through the company’s federated search interface, which accommodates a variety of search techniques, including truncation, proximity, and Boolean expressions. It includes English and Russian versions and allows for searching using Romanized (Russian) text, but using Cyrillic script in the Russian interface produces better results. The system has built-in lemmatization functionality, which is important for an intensely inflected language like Russian. Users should use the nominative-singular form of nouns and adjectives and the infinitives of verbs when searching. It should also be noted that almost all content in these databases related to Russia, former Soviet Central Asia, and the Caucasus is in Russian, with a small minority of titles in English and Central Asian or Caucasian languages. Subscription resource.

- **Integrum (via MIPP International)**: Suite of electronic content and instruments licensed through MIPP International. Overlaps with East View for contemporary journalistic and scholarly presses, newswires, legislative documents, and government documents, including publications of a variety of government agencies, among them the Russian Book Chamber. Also contains data related to social media and to private and public commercial and industrial entities, and offers instruments for aggregating and analyzing data from different sources, including media and social-media monitoring tools. Main customer base is European; not commonly subscribed to by academic and research libraries in North America. Subscription resource.

- **American Bibliography of Slavic, East European, and Eurasian Studies Online (ABSEEES)**: Aims to aggregate Western (primarily English-language) scholarly periodical content focused on Eastern Europe and the territories of the former Soviet Union, across the disciplines. Subscription resource.

- **Central and East European Online Library (CEEOL)**: Database of eBooks, eJournals, and grey literature of full-text documents in the humanities and social sciences from and about Central, Eastern, and Southeastern Europe in Russian, Eastern European/Slavic, English and other languages. Subscription resource.

- **European Bibliography of Slavic and East European Studies (EBSEES)**: Includes citations for books, journal articles, reviews, and dissertations from Eastern Europe (former countries of the Eastern Bloc) which were published in Belgium, Germany, Finland, France, Great Britain, the Netherlands, Austria, and Switzerland from 1991 to 2007. Open access.

Other relevant disciplinary and multidisciplinary databases include:

- **Historical Abstracts**: Covers world history (excluding the US and Canada) from 1450 to the present. Subscription resource.
- **MLA International Bibliography**: From the Modern Language Association; focuses on cultural studies, languages, literatures, film, and folklore. Subscription resource.
- **ProQuest Central**: Multi-disciplinary database providing abstracts and indexing, with select full text for many core scholarly journals and popular press periodicals. Subscription resource.
News Sources and Media Outlets

The mass media sphere of this region of nine nation states and more national languages is far too vast and diverse to be encapsulated in any productive way. Indeed, on its own, the media sphere in the Russian Federation is immense, somewhat unstable, and complex, and all areas of public discourse in all media (print, broadcast, and online) have been vigorously contested throughout the post-Soviet period.

East View offers comprehensive or nearly comprehensive digital archives of several of the most impactful and widely circulated Russian newspapers and magazines of the 20th century, such as Pravda, Izvestia, and Literaturnaia Gazeta. These archives are made up of Optical Character Recognition (OCR)-processed full-page scans, and the searchable text is inevitably corrupted OCR output, which can lead to false positives and negatives in search results. The late-20th and 21st century journalistic output is born-digital, appearing in the databases as clean electronic text.

For librarians and researchers new to this arena, it is advisable to start with East View. Other news aggregators with some amount of Russian-language news content include Factiva, Nexis Uni, and PressReader. Newcomers are also advised to seek the help of experienced specialist librarians through channels noted in the “Professional Development and Networks” section, below. For open access newspapers, see EastView’s Global Press Archive and Bogdan Horbal and Ernest Zitser’s Guide to Open Access Historical News Sources from Slavic, East European and Eurasian Countries, published on the website of the East Coast Consortium of Slavic Library Collections.

National and Other Major Libraries and Their Catalogs

In terms of library and union catalogs to use as bibliographic instruments, OCLC's WorldCat is very useful for surveying all types of materials and formats—including, to some extent, electronic and archival collections from and/or about Russia, former Soviet Central Asia, and the Caucasus. Bear in mind, however, that libraries in the region itself do not contribute their catalog records to WorldCat, meaning that North American libraries aiming to identify all relevant publications related to a given question or topic will need to supplement WorldCat searches with searches in the catalogs of the relevant libraries inside the region. For Russia, the two main catalogs are those of the Russian State Library (Российская государственная библиотека) in Moscow and the Russian National Library (Российская национальная библиотека) in St. Petersburg. The Russian National Library’s catalog interface is considerably friendlier for exploratory searching than that of the State Library. Both are more or less straightforward when it comes to known-item searches, and both offer English and Russian-language interfaces.

The catalogs of the national libraries for former Soviet Central Asia and the Caucasus can be found on the websites for the libraries noted below. Note that only some of these have English interfaces.

- Armenia: National Library of Armenia (Հայաստանի Ազգային Գրադարան)
- Georgia
  - The National Parliamentary Library of Georgia (საქართველოს პარლამენტის ილია ჭავჭავაძის ეროვნული ბიბლიოთეკა)
  - National Scientific Library—Georgia (ეროვნული სამეცნიერო ბიბლიოთეკა)
- Kazakhstan: National Academic Library of Kazakhstan (Қазақстан Республикасының ұлттық академиялық кітепханасы)
- Kyrgyzstan: Alykul Osmonov National Library of the Kyrgyz Republic (Алықұл Осмонов атындағы Қыргыз Республикасының ұлттық кітепханасы)
Archives

The archival sphere in Russia, former Soviet Central Asia, and the Caucasus is massive and complex. Owing to the long history of Russian/Soviet dominance in the region, certain categories of documents for the region as a whole are likely to be found in repositories inside the Russian Federation, while others are held in repositories in the territories of the now independent Central Asian and Caucasian nation states.

On its own, the world of archival repositories inside Russia can be challenging to navigate, owing in part to the collapse of Soviet-era institutions and the shifting of collections between repositories. The Center for Russian, Caucasian and Central European Studies (CERCEC) curates the freely accessible database Online Primary Resources for Russian, Caucasian, Central Asian, Eastern and Central Europe Studies, which allows filtering by geographical area, language, and time period, and contains links to archival documents.

Since Russia's full-scale invasion of Ukraine in February 2022, travel to Russia is unrealistic for many Western researchers. Paid research and delivery services offered by many of Russia's archival repositories have become unavailable since Russia has been isolated from Western banking and payment systems. Researcher communities try to improvise various workarounds to get scholars access to the materials they need, but this is a complex and unstable landscape. Researchers who believe archival materials in Russian repositories are important for their projects should consult the SEELANGS and SLAVLIB email lists (discussed in more detail in the "Professional Development and Networks" section).

For those researchers who are able to travel to Russia to undertake archival research, Russian archives can present bureaucratic challenges that researchers and the librarians assisting them need to negotiate. Some archives are open for limited hours and require substantial advance notice in order for materials to be made available. Some require letters of introduction from faculty advisors or officials at academic institutions. Some prohibit photography or any kind of reproduction of the documents in their collections by researchers themselves, and some charge prohibitively high fees for reproduction services. Any researcher without substantial prior experience with Russian archives should seek advice well in advance of their trip. In most cases, it will be advisable to seek advice from people with knowledge of the specific relevant repository or repositories through venues such as the SEELANGS and SLAVLIB listservs.

The following is a very cursory list of the largest Russian archival repositories in two categories.

The primary humanities archival repositories in Russia are:

- The Russian State Literature and Art Archive (RGALI)
- The Institute of Russian Literature at the Russian Academy of Sciences (IRLI RAN)
- The Central State Archive of Literature and Art (TsGALI; https://spbarchives.ru/cgali—link inactive as of June 10, 2024)
- The Manuscript Division of the Russian State Library
- The Manuscript Collection of the Russian National Library

The primary archival repositories for history and politics in Russia are:

- The State Archive of the Russian Federation (GARF)
- The Russian State Archive of Socio-Political History (RGASPI)
While North American researchers are growing accustomed to online finding aids and inventories of archival repositories that allow them to undertake remote preliminary exploration of funds and to formulate plans to optimize their use of limited onsite time, this is not quite as widespread in Russia. Some websites for archival repositories are still little more than landing pages, giving very general information about location, hours, regulations, and scope of the collections. Others, particularly sites for the larger repositories, allow users to freely explore the structure of various fonds and opisi (the Russian term roughly equivalent to finding aids) online.

Due to the sizable Russian diasporas in Western Europe and North America, there are numerous important archival and manuscript collections related to Russia in Western European and North American repositories. Broadly speaking, these are the papers of intellectual, political, and cultural figures of whom, and/or of whose work, the Soviet atmosphere was aggressively intolerant. Here are a few representative examples:

- Leon Trotsky Papers at Harvard Library
- Vladimir Vladimirovich Nabokov Papers (Finding Aid) at the Library of Congress
- Vladimir Nabokov Papers at New York Public Library
- Joseph Brodsky Papers at Yale University
- Osip Mandel’shtam Papers, 1900-1979 (mostly 1914-1937) at Princeton University Library
- Sergei Rachmaninoff Archive at the Library of Congress
- Papers pertaining to the poet and novelist Boris Pasternak and poet Yevgeny Yevtushenko at the Hoover Institution
- Bakhmeteff Archive of Russian and East European Culture at Columbia University Libraries, possibly the largest single concentration of important émigré archival collections in North America

Any collection supporting research and teaching where users are likely to work directly with manuscripts and archives related to Russia, former Soviet Central Asia, or the Caucasus should have the following:


**Bibliographies and Reference Tools**

The field of bibliography and reference works related to the study of Russia, former Soviet Central Asia, and the Caucasus is too massive and diverse to be meaningfully dealt with here. Moreover, owing to the trends towards interdisciplinarity and decanonization discussed earlier, it is far less feasible than it once was to compile lists of essential resources or to distinguish between essential and secondary bibliographic and reference resources. For librarians without advanced specialist preparation who inherit responsibilities for this region, it is best to define the collecting profile of the library in this area in close collaboration with relevant faculty, and to determine the scope for bibliographic and reference sources from there. For some collections, relevant English-language reference resources from Western publishers may be sufficient. Some may require the more extensive and granular coverage provided by resources published in the region in some disciplinary or thematic areas but not others. In any event, it is advisable to consult guides compiled by specialist librarians, and/or these librarians themselves.

The Russian National Bibliography (RNB), a database published by East View, amalgamates bibliographic data from the many bibliographic periodicals (letopisi) published by the Russian Book Chamber, the entity that administers Russia’s legal deposit system which has now been incorporated into the Russian State Library...
The University of Illinois also has an excellent suite of resource guides covering Eastern Europe and the territories of the Former Soviet Union, including:

- National Bibliographies
- General Resources
- Research Resources by Country

Distinctive Print Collections

Materials from the republics and languages of the former Soviet Union are well-represented in many academic and public libraries in North America. Some possess remarkable holdings or rarities, while others exhibit tremendous depth and breadth of holdings. Not surprisingly, the vernacular language most widely held is Russian. While there are many excellent collections, developed on an ongoing basis via approvals plans, firm orders, and, in some cases, exchanges; we will only mention some of the most linguistically diverse institutions, staffed by full-time librarians actively involved in collection development. Reach out to these specialists for their advice: we are a friendly and helpful group.

Non-Academic Research Collections

The Library of Congress (LC) is the single-largest repository for materials from and about this diverse region, developed through a combination of strategic purchases (for example, the 1905 purchase of Siberia's Yudin Collection of some 80,000 volumes), exchanges, and approval plans. Today, the staff of LC's European Reading Room, Rare Book & Special Collections Reading Room, and (for Central Asian and Caucasian-language materials) the Near East Section of the African & Middle Eastern Reading Room perform both collection development and public service duties. Although LC collects actively in all languages, the single-largest group consists of Russian-language holdings. See The Russian Collections at the Library of Congress for more information.

The New York Public Library's (NYPL) Slavic and East European collections pre-date the founding of the NYPL in 1895. Beginning in 1898, when the former Slavonic Division was established, NYPL distinguished itself by developing collections that covered a broad swath of humanistic and social science subjects in the full array of Slavic and Baltic languages. Russian holdings are especially distinguished by extensive purchases of nationalized imperial collections during the Soviet period, sold abroad by the USSR in return for needed hard currency.

Academic Libraries

In the northeastern US, the Slavic, Caucasian, and Central Asian collections of Harvard University and Columbia University, with roots in the late 1890s and early 1900s, are notable both for their size and linguistic diversity. Harvard's collections are collectively the largest in North America, with intensive development begun under the auspices of Professor and Harvard College Library Director Archibald Cary Coolidge (d. 1928) and his successor at HCL, the Byzantinologist Robert Pierpont Blake (d. 1950). The collections have expanded steadily (and often
spectacularly) ever since, with collecting centered in Widener Library's Americas, Europe, and Oceania Division, and the Middle Eastern Collection for Central Asia and the Caucasus.

Columbia's Russian, Eurasian, & East European Studies Collections got a later start (ca. 1903), but thanks to its propitious location at the heart of a large and diverse immigrant community, and to the leadership of outward-looking President Nicholas Murray Butler (d. 1947), it, too, has grown steadily over more than a century, encompassing the broadest range of languages of the former Soviet Union. Columbia is home to the Bakhmeteff Archive of Russian & East European History & Culture, founded in 1951, today the second-largest repository of its kind in the US, exceeded only by the holdings of the Hoover Institution (see below). A pioneer in Soviet nationalities studies, Professor Edward Allworth (d. 2016) played a direct and active role in building Columbia's holdings in non-Russian languages, most especially for Central Asia and the Caucasus.

In the Midwest, the largest single comprehensive collection is the University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign's Slavic and East European Studies Collection. Although established only in the post-war period, the collection grew dramatically, quantitatively eclipsing many of the much older holdings in the Northeast. Illinois' distinguished—and free-of-charge—Slavic Reference Service has served North American scholarship since 1976. Holdings in Slavic, Eastern European, and Eurasian Studies at the University of Chicago are also linguistically broad, and venerable, dating from at least the tenure of Slavist Samuel Northrup Harper (d. 1943). And Indiana University at Bloomington maintains a rich tradition of collecting for its Slavic and East European Studies Collection, especially in the Central Asian and Slavic languages.

The West Coast of the US holds outstanding research collections. Slavic & East European Studies Collections at the University of California, Berkeley, have grown steadily over the years, and UC-Berkeley has also played a key role in preserving print resources held privately in the region. Holdings for Stanford University's Slavic & Eastern European Collections have grown exponentially in recent decades, especially in the Eastern Slavic and Baltic languages. The Hoover Institution's Russia and Eurasia Collection at Stanford includes not only unique manuscript and archival material for the study of the region, but many rare pamphlets and other ephemeral materials, collected in situ, in part by Odesa-born archivist and historian Frank A. Golder (d. 1929). The University of Washington in Seattle has extensive holdings in Slavic languages (particularly Baltic and South Slavic).

In Canada, the largest collections of materials are housed at the University of Toronto Libraries. The University became a serious collector of materials from the region at the beginning of the Cold War, when it established its Department of Slavic Studies with support from the Rockefeller Foundation.

In terms of utilizing the collections of these institutions, the single-most important tools are, of course, the respective library catalogs. For each, however, there is often a significant body of material—i.e., articles, specialized catalogs—that highlight significant holdings and areas of strength. For example, see recent standalone issues of the subscription journal Slavic & East European Information Resources (SEEIR) devoted to the Library of Congress (vol. 9/2, 2008), the Stanford/Hoover Institution (vol. 17/3, 2016), and Columbia (vol. 23/1-2, 2022). Some of the older collections—i.e., Harvard, NYPL—have a particularly rich legacy of articles, catalogs, and other literature documenting their holdings. These are most easily identified by contacting the individuals responsible for regional collections. Another helpful resource is the following:


Professional Development and Networks

The Association for Slavic East European & Eurasian Studies (ASEEES) is the largest Western pandisciplinary scholarly association for the study of Eastern Europe and the territories of the former Soviet Union, and the primary association to which all scholars in Slavic, East European, and Eurasian studies must belong. Its Committee on Libraries and Information Resources (ASEEES CLIR) is the primary professional body for librarians
with professional responsibilities related to the region. ASEEES CLIR has three subcommittees: the Subcommittee on Collection Development, the Subcommittee on Copyright Issues, and the Subcommittee on Education and Access. ASEEES CLIR collaborates closely with The Slavic & East European Materials Project (SEEMP), administered by the Center for Research Libraries, and frequently convenes a variety of ad hoc committees and task forces. Those new to librarianship for Eastern Europe, Russia, and the former Soviet Union, and interested in learning about the broader profession, should consider joining ASEEES and taking active part in the work of ASEEES CLIR.

The European Studies Section (ESS) of the Association of College & Research Libraries is a professional librarian body of pan-European scope and, as such, represents librarianship focused on the former Warsaw Pact countries, including Russia. Its roster of committees and discussion groups includes the Slavic Cataloging and Metadata Committee and the Slavic & Eastern European Discussion Group. The former publishes the Slavic Cataloging Manual, the authoritative guide for Western catalogers of materials in Slavic languages. The aforementioned journal Slavic & East European Information Resources is a source to help librarians keep up-to-date on book history, collections, and other aspects of Slavic and East European librarianship.

In terms of wider professional networks that can offer support and assistance with challenging reference and research-support questions, as well as with questions related to collection development, the SLAVLIB email list is often the most efficient way to draw on the aggregate expertise of librarians in the field. The Slavic Reference Service at the University of Illinois is another invaluable resource of which librarians can avail themselves and to which they can also refer researchers directly. For some questions, the broader SEELANGS list for scholars and students may be the best venue.

Key Takeaways

Given the vastness and complexity of Russia and Eurasia, it is important to recognize that no one librarian can know everything. Contact librarian groups and specialist librarians for this region via email lists (e.g., SLAVLIB) for assistance.

Trends towards interdisciplinarity and decanonization have moved the field of Russian and Eurasian Studies beyond the point where compact bibliographies or lists of essential resources are possible.

Work closely with faculty and vendors to define the scope of your collecting.

Talk to specialist librarians to learn about web-archiving projects, open-access digital collections, inter-library collection-sharing mechanisms, and other resources accessible to your users as supplements to the collections at your library.

Consider strategic, cooperative collection arrangements with other libraries.
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Link List

(accessed November 7, 2023)

- Research Resources by County (University of Illinois Guides for Eastern Europe and the Territories of the Former Soviet Union). https://www.library.illinois.edu/ias/spx/slavicresearchguides/country.
• Simon Beattie Bookseller. https://simonbeattie.co.uk/bookseller.
• Slavic & East European Studies Collections at the University of California, Berkeley. https://guides.lib.berkeley.edu/subject-guide/53-Slavic-East-European-Studies.
• Slavic, Eastern European, and Eurasian Studies at the University of Chicago. https://guides.lib.uchicago.edu/SEEEStudies.
• SLAVLIB email list. https://mailman.yale.edu/mailman/listinfo/slavlib.
• Stanford University’s Slavic & Eastern European Collections. https://guides.library.stanford.edu/east-europe.
• University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign’s Slavic and East European Studies Collection. https://www.library.illinois.edu/collections/statements/slavic.
• University of Toronto Libraries. https://guides.library.utoronto.ca/slavicresources.
• Vladimir Vladimirovich Nabokov Papers (Finding Aid) at the Library of Congress. https://lcn.loc.gov/rr/nn mm79034082.
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10. Southeastern European Studies

TÉA ROKOLJ

Map of countries in Southeastern Europe covered in this chapter.

Introduction

This chapter encompasses Southeastern Europe, the region bordered by the Adriatic Sea to the west, Greece and Turkey to the south, the Black Sea and Ukraine to the east, and Hungary, Austria, and Italy to the north. The terms “the Balkan Peninsula” or “the Balkans,” often used to designate this region of Europe, are a legacy from the 19th century, and are neither the defined nor the precisely delineated geographical or political entities. The misnomer “Balkan Peninsula” (Balkanhalbinsel) was coined in 1808 by the Prussian geographer Johan August Zeune, who erroneously believed that the Balkan mountain range, which extends from the Serbian-Bulgarian border and ends on the Black Sea, covered the entire peninsula (Mishkova 2019, 143). While these terms remain in use, “Southeastern Europe” is often seen as preferable to “the stigmatizing and pejorative ‘Balkans’” (Vezenkov 2017, 127).

The countries encompassed by this chapter include Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Kosovo, the Republic of Moldova (henceforth “Moldova”), Montenegro, North Macedonia, Romania, Serbia, and Slovenia. In terms of the region’s linguistic composition, the predominantly spoken or official languages include Albanian, Romanian (a Romance language), and the South Slavic languages—Bosnian, Bulgarian, Croatian, Macedonian, Montenegrin, Serbian, and Slovene. While most of these languages use the Latin script, Bulgarian
and Macedonian exclusively use the Cyrillic script. The languages that make up part of the Serbo-Croatian language continuum, which until 1991 was one of the official languages of Yugoslavia, can employ both scripts interchangeably. Officially, the Latin script is in use in Croatia, while the Cyrillic script is in use in Serbia. In Bosnia and Herzegovina and Montenegro, on the other hand, both scripts have an equal status. For a historical overview of Serbo-Croatian and its predecessor and successor languages, see Greenberg (2008). In addition, several regional or minority languages are spoken in the area, including Armenian, Bunjevac, Czech, German, Greek, Hungarian, Istro-Romanian, Italian, Ladino, Polish, Romani, Russian, Ruthenian, Slovakian, Tatar, Turkish, Ukrainian, Vlach, and Yiddish (Council of Europe, 2020).

The sources, collections, and information networks outlined in this chapter pertain primarily to the areas of study in the humanities and social sciences—languages and literatures, history, media studies, linguistics, and political science.

The Academic Field

Southeastern European studies are an interdisciplinary field of research within the larger and continuously changing sphere of literature, modern languages, and area studies. In addition to languages and literatures, the field involves the study of cultural, historical, economic, social, and political aspects of the region. In the North American context, area studies were born after the Second World War, reflecting the geopolitical developments and strategic interests during the Cold War. The study of Southeastern European countries was conducted from within the field of “Russia and Eastern Europe” that, in turn, reflected “internal hierarchies” and ascribed less attention to scholarship on Yugoslavia, Romania, Bulgaria, and Albania (Todorova 2018, 459). While Yugoslavia, a socialist federation of six republics that disintegrated in 1992, was one of the founding members of the Non-Aligned Movement, Romania, Bulgaria, and Albania (until 1962) adhered to the Warsaw Pact. In addition to being divided along the Cold War fault line, the region was the subject of study of two fields—Slavic Studies and Middle Eastern Studies, which covered Islamic studies along with the history of the Ottoman Empire and Turkey (460). Contemporaneously in Southeastern Europe, with UNESCO sponsorship, L’Association Internationale d’Etudes Sud-Est Européen (AIESEE; International Association of South-East European Studies) was created in Bucharest in 1963. The association defied the Cold War binaries, brought together committees and events with international participation, and helped establish various area studies institutions within the region (Iacob 2018, 31). Reduced funding in the 1980s combined with dwindling local political support for AIESEE curtailed “its former visibility and dynamism” (35).

In the aftermath of the fall of communism and the accession of some of the countries to NATO and/or the European Union, academic study of the region is taking different paths. Maria Todorova systematizes the research pertaining to the history of Southeastern Europe around a few dominant debates—empire (e.g., the Ottoman/Habsburg legacies), the nation-states and nationalism, ideologies, and gender history (461)—noting that the existing East-West divide within European studies can be broken by “setting up a general European or global framework, in which the East European presence is organically interwoven” (473). Similarly, Edin Hajdarpašić recognizes the need for continuous engagements with theoretical approaches developed in other regions or disciplines while maintaining a critical awareness of “the differences in historical experiences and the conditions under which . . . bodies of knowledge have been produced” (Hajdarpašić 2009, 5). Wendy Bracewell, on the other hand, proposes looking at the region in relation to politics of knowledge production, including “asymmetries in the legitimation, circulation and assimilation of knowledge” (Bracewell 2020, 115).

Considering the umbrella of Slavic languages and literatures under which the region is often studied at the graduate level in the United States, Ani Kokobobo’s article on the renaming of her department at the University of Kansas, written for the newsletter of the Association for Slavic, East European, and Eurasian Studies (ASEEES)—itself renamed from the American Association for the Advancement of Slavic Studies (AAASS) in
2008—underscores the urgency to engage with the boundaries of the profession as well as the questions of race, ethnic plurality, diversity, and inclusiveness (Kokobobo 2020). Recent articles by Dušan Bjelić and by Sunnie Rucker-Chang and Chelsi West Ohueri, respectively, examine the lack of the critical discourse on race in Southeastern European historiography and the critical importance of the discussion of race and racism in the region (Bjelić 2018; Rucker-Chang and Ohueri 2021).

In addition to the University of Kansas, the North American institutions with graduate programs in Southeastern European languages, literatures, or area studies include the University of California, Berkeley; the University of Chicago; Columbia University; Harvard University; the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign; Indiana University, Bloomington; the University of Michigan; the Ohio State University; the University of Pittsburgh; the University of Toronto, and the University of Washington.

In addition to ASEEES, for the latest news or additional information about teaching, research, debates, or professional development within the field, consider joining or following activities of the scholarly organizations dedicated to study of the region:

- American Association of Teachers of Slavic and East European Languages (AATSEEL)
- Association for the Study of Nationalities (ASN)
- Association of Croatian Studies (ACS)
- Association for Women in Slavic Studies (AWSS)
- Bulgarian Studies Association (BSA)
- Canadian Association of Slavists (CAS)
- International Council for Central and East European Studies (ICCEES)
- Modern Language Association (MLA), including its forums via MLA Commons
- North American Society for Serbian Studies (NASSS)
- Q*ASEEES!: Society for the Promotion of LGBTQ Slavic, East European, & Eurasian Studies
- Society for Albanian Studies (SAS)
- Society for Romanian Studies (SRS)
- Society for Slovene Studies (SSS)
- Southeast European Studies Association (SEESA)

Given the historical and scholarly connections to Eastern Europe as well as Russia noted above, readers should also consult the “Central and Eastern European Studies” and “Russian and Eurasian Studies” chapters in this handbook for additional information and resources.

**Publishing Landscape**

According to the latest survey of the global publishing industry in which several countries from the region participated, the total numbers of published monographs in the educational and trade sectors in 2018 were 12,606 in Bulgaria; 11,888 in Serbia; 4,898 in Slovenia; and 3,941 in Moldova (IPA and WIPO 2020, 14). In terms of the legal deposits in 2018, the total number of deposited books in print or digital formats was 7,875 in Croatia; 11,628 in Serbia, and 7,375 in Slovenia (22). As many countries do not have a centralized data collection system, it is only possible to provide a general portrait of publishing activities (30). The Federation of European Publishers, which disseminates aggregate annual data on the European publishing sector, counts among its members several national associations from the region, including the Bulgarian Book Association (Асоциация Българска Книга), Asociația Editorilor din România (Association of Romanian Publishers), Association of Publishers and Booksellers of Serbia (Удружење издавача и књижара Србије), and Cospodarska zbornica Slovenije (Slovenian Chamber of Commerce).
The Creative Europe program of the European Commission offers funding for translation, publishing, and promotion of literary works from lesser-used European languages into English, German, French, or Spanish. It also finances the European Union Prize for Literature (EUPL), which is open to both member and non-member states of the European Union and aims to promote the circulation of literary works beyond national borders. The annual EUPL anthology presents excerpts from the winning works in the original language along with the English translation. To date, the laureates include these Southeastern European authors:

- Albania: Ben Blushi, Enkel Demi, Rudi Erebara, Tom Kuka
- Bosnia and Herzegovina: Faruk Šehić, Lana Bastašić, Tanja Stupar-Trifunović
- Bulgaria: Georgi Bardarov, Ina Vulchanova, Kalin Terziiski, Milen Ruskov
- Croatia: Lada Žigo, Luka Bekavac, Maša Kolanović, Mila Pavičević, Martina Vidaić
- Kosovo: Shpëtim Selmani
- Montenegro: Aleksandar Bečanović, Andrej Nikolaidis, Ognjen Spahić, Stefan Bošković
- North Macedonia: Goce Smilevski, Lidija Dimkovska, Nenad Joldeski, Petar Andonovski
- Romania: Claudiu M. Florian, Ioana Pârvulescu, Răzvan Rădulescu, Tatiana Ţibuleac
- Serbia: Darko Tuševjaković, Jelena Lengold, Uglješa Šajtinac, Dejan Tiago Stanković
- Slovenia: Gabriela Babnik, Jasmin B. Frelih, Nataša Kramberger, Anja Mugerli

Since 2009, the regional publishers with the most translation grants include Ljevak (Croatia), Antolog (North Macedonia), Fan Noli (Albania), Heliks (Serbia), Zavet (Serbia), Tri (North Macedonia), and Colibri (Bulgaria) (Wischenbart, Kovač, and Fleischhacker 2020, 56).

In addition, Traduki, a collaborative network of several national ministries of culture, cultural institutes, and literary translation associations, aims to foster exchanges and connections between the Southeastern European literatures and the German-language regions in Europe via translation grants, residencies, and events at book fairs. The database of books, authors, translators, and projects on the Traduki website can be searched by language, country, or literary genre. To promote literary works and non-fiction in the humanities internationally, many countries in the region offer translation grants through their national book agencies or ministries of culture—e.g., Qendra Kombëtare e Librit dhe Leximit (Albania's National Book Center), Bulgaria's Culture Fund, (Национален Фонд Култура), Ministarstvo kulture i medija (Croatia's Ministry of Culture and Media), Centrul Naţional al Cărţii (Romania's National Book Center), Serbia's Ministry of Culture and Information (Министарство културе и информисања), and Javna agencija za knjigo (Slovenian Book Agency).

In terms of British and North American English-language publishers of contemporary translated literary works from the region, significant presses include Istros Books, Open Letter Books, Dalkey Archive Press, Archipelago Books, New Directions Publishing, Shearsman Books, Diálogos, Zephyr Press, Yale University Press, University of Wisconsin Press, and Northwestern University Press. In the last ten years, the most translated authors include the following:

- from the Albanian: Ismail Kadare and Luljeta Lleshanaku
- from the Bulgarian: Georgi Gospodinov
- from the Croatian: Dubravka Ugrešić, Daša Drndić, and Miljenko Jergović
- from the Romanian: Magda Cârneci and Norman Manea
- from the Serbian: David Albahari and Svetislav Basara
- from the Slovenian: Tomaž Šalamun and Aleš Šteger

English-language literary magazines and websites such as Versopolis, Eurozine, Words without Borders, World Literature Today, and Asymptote feature interviews, translation excerpts, book reviews, and essays on or by authors from the region. For news on the region's literary culture, consider checking the websites of major book fairs and literary festivals, most of which are available in English in addition to the national languages:
When it comes to Humanities and Social Sciences publishers specializing in Southeastern Europe, Central European University Press, which publishes priced and open access books, is of interest. Southeastern European Studies Librarians should also be aware of the following series that publish interdisciplinary research on the region in English: Balkan Studies Library (Brill), Southeast European Studies (Routledge), and New Perspectives on South-East Europe (Springer). In addition, some book series covering “Central Europe” and “Eastern Europe” will also include this region, such as Austrian and Habsburg Studies (Berghahn Books) and Central European Studies (Purdue University Press), of which some titles are open access.

Open Access

All countries of the region contribute to the global open access (OA) movement to a certain extent. The Global Open Access Portal (GOAP) provides comprehensive information on the countries' OA journals, digitization projects, institutional repositories, and OA policies interlinked with, respectively, the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ), ROAD Directory of Open Access Scholarly Resources, OpenDOAR (Directory of Open Access Repositories), and ROARMap (Registry of Open Access Repository Mandates and Policies). While Albania, Kosovo, Montenegro, and North Macedonia are lagging in terms of institutional support and infrastructure, Croatia, Serbia, and Slovenia have vibrant OA communities, and a combination of propitious factors, including an active scientific publishing environment, institutional support, and funding.

COBIIS.net (Co-operative Online Bibliographic Systems and Services), which connects to the library systems of Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Kosovo, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Serbia, and Slovenia, also provides access to some countries' research information systems, including research institutes, researchers, and research projects.

CROSBI (Croatian Scientific Bibliography) can be searched in multiple languages and allows browsing by institution, project, discipline, or type of publication.

Instrumentul Bibliometric Național (Moldova’s National Bibliometric Instrument) is an OA database, searchable in three languages, with articles from national scientific journals and with conference proceedings from 1993 through the present.

Bulgarian Portal for Open Science (Български портал за отворена наука) provides a bilingual search interface and access to theses, conference papers, articles, and reports or metadata on publicly funded research projects in Bulgaria.
Collection Development Resources

North American Vendors

- Both GOBI and OASIS provide print and eBooks from English-language academic and trade publishers from North America, Europe, and Australia. Libraries may set up approval plans, initiate demand driven acquisition programs, and/or opt to receive weekly book notifications (slips) based on the Library of Congress (LC) classification scheme, content level, or type. Bibliographic records from both contain rich metadata and, where available, link to book reviews.
- East View provides print and eBooks, maps, atlases, serials, DVDs, and video tapes in Albanian, Romanian, and the South Slavic languages. Libraries may set up approval plans and/or opt to receive notifications based on geographic regions, languages, or formats.
- MIPP International can supply books and periodicals from Bulgaria, Romania, and Moldova as well as from other areas in Eastern Europe, Russia, and Eurasia. Services include approval plans, subscriptions, firm orders, and title notifications.
- Romanian Books USA is an online bookstore supplying children's books, bestsellers, and classics in the Romanian language. Firm orders only.
- South East Europe Books / Serbica Books is an online Canadian bookstore supplying children's books, literary works, textbooks, reference works, and related academic publications from Serbia and other countries from the former Yugoslavia. Firm orders only.

Foreign Vendors

- The Grant & Cutler Foreign Languages Accounts Team, of the UK bookseller Foyles, supplies libraries with fiction, children's books, and language learning materials in Albanian, Romanian, and several South Slavic languages. Libraries can make firm orders or standing orders.
- Botimpex is a Tirana-based distributor of books, periodicals, maps, DVDs, and other media published in Albania, Kosovo, and several other countries from the region.

Assessment

- GreenGlass is a subscription-based collections analytics platform allowing libraries to assess their print holdings of monographs and periodicals based on local usage data, WorldCat and HathiTrust holdings data, overlap with their digital collections, Choice Magazine's reviews, and any local preservation considerations.
- GlobalCollections and eDesiderata are two interactive platforms created by the Center for Research Libraries (CRL) for identifying, describing, and evaluating special collections, data sources, or digitization projects pertaining, respectively, to (1) area and international studies and (2) databases and e-resources. While only CRL members can vote on the proposals, access to descriptions, general information, and reviews are available to all.
- Citation studies or case studies published in professional literature can offer valuable insights into institutional, disciplinary, and economic context affecting collection management decisions in academic libraries. For example, see:
Disciplinary Resources

Core Journals

The following academic journals publish articles on all aspects of Southeastern European studies in the English language as well as in the languages of the region. For additional journals with a narrower regional or disciplinary focus, consult citation indexes such as Web of Science, Scopus, and Dimensions; the title lists of the resources listed under “Secondary Source Databases;” or the directories of journals such as Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ), ERIH PLUS, and Ulrichs.

- **Aspasia** (1933-2890): gender history in Central, Eastern and Southeastern Europe. Open access.
- **Balkanistica** (0360-2206): interdisciplinary. Subscription resource.
- **Cahiers balkaniques** (2261-4184): interdisciplinary. Open access.
- **Canadian Slavonic Papers** (2375-2475): interdisciplinary. Subscription resource.
- **Comparative Southeast European Studies** (2701-8202): area studies. Open access.
- **Hiperboreea** (2284-5666): history of Southeastern Europe. Subscription resource.
- **Slavic and East European Journal** (2325-7687): humanities. Subscription resource.
- **Slavic Review** (2325-7784): interdisciplinary. Subscription resource.
- **Slavonica** (1745-8145): interdisciplinary. Subscription resource.
- **Slavonic and East European Review** (2222-4327): interdisciplinary. Subscription resource.
- **Southeastern Europe** (1876-3332): interdisciplinary. Subscription resource.
- **Southeast European and Black Sea Studies** (1743-9639): area studies. Subscription resource.

Primary Sources

- **EuroDocs**: a compilation of transcribed, reproduced, or translated European historical documents, organized chronologically and geographically by Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young University. Open access.
- **Online Primary Sources: for Russian, Caucasian, Central Asian, Eastern & Central Europe Studies**: a directory of digitized sources from or about the region, curated by the Centre for Russian, Caucasian and Central European Studies (CERCEC) in Paris. Open access.
- **E-albanica**: a collection of manuscripts, maps, monographs, and periodicals, digitized by the Biblioteka Kombëtare e Shqipërisë (National Library of Albania). Searchable in Albanian only. Open access.
- **Kolekcije.nub.ba**: a collection of periodicals, rare books, manuscripts, maps, posters, and postcards, digitized by the Nacionalna i univerzitetska biblioteka BiH (National and University Library of Bosnia and Herzegovina). Searchable in Bosnian only. Open access.
- **The Digital Library of St. St. Cyril and Methodius National Library of Bulgaria**: a collection of recently
digitized historical documents and photographs, 19th-century books, and Slavonic, Arabic, and Turkish manuscripts. Searchable in Bulgarian only. Open access.

- **Portal digitalna.nsk.hr**: a collection of digitized documents from the Nacionalna i sveučilišna knjižnica u Zagrebu (National and University Library in Zagreb, Croatia); includes books, periodicals, manuscripts, maps, scores, images, newspapers, dissertations, and web archives. Searchable in Croatian only. Open access.

- **Moldavica**: a collection of digitized documents from the National Library of Moldova; includes manuscripts, rare books, periodicals, maps, postcards, and printed music. Searchable in Romanian only. Open access.

- **DLIB.ME**: a collection of digitized documents from the Nacionalna biblioteka Crne Gore – Đurđe Crnojević (National Library of Montenegro – Đurđe Crnojević); includes books, periodicals, archival records, maps, posters, and postcards. Bilingual (English and Montenegrin) interface. Open access.

- **Biblioteca Digitala Nationala**: a collection of digitized documents from the Biblioteca Națională a României (National Library of Romania); includes archival documents, periodicals, images, manuscripts, sheet music, letters, and government reports. Multilingual (English, Romanian, German, French, and Hebrew) interface. Open access.

- **Digitalna Narodna Biblioteka Srbije (Дигитална Народна библиотека Србије)**: a collection of digitized documents from the National Library of Serbia (Народна библиотека Србије); includes periodicals, rare books, audio files, posters, photographs, maps, bibliographies, and yearbooks. Bilingual (English and Serbian) interface. Open access.

- **Digitalna knjižnica Slovenije (dLib.si)**: a collection of digitized documents from the Narodna in univerzitetna knjižnica (National and University Library of Slovenia); includes books, periodicals, manuscripts, images, scores, recordings, and maps, in addition to thematic collections on all aspects of Slovene heritage. Bilingual (English and Slovene) interface. Open access.

### Secondary Source Databases

- **Central and Eastern European Library** (CEEOL): a collection of humanities and social sciences journals, books, and grey literature from or about the region, published in more than 50 languages. Subscription resource.

- **American Bibliography of Slavic, East European, and Euroasian Studies** (ABSEEES): citation index for cultural and area studies journals, books, book reviews, dissertations, and government documents. Includes publications from Canada, the US, and some European countries. Subscription resource.

- **The European Bibliography of Slavic and East European Studies** (EBSEES): developed by the Berlin State Library; includes references to books, journal articles, reviews, and dissertations published in Belgium, Germany, Finland, France, Great Britain, the Netherlands, Austria, and Switzerland from 1991 to 2007. Open access.

- **Slavic Humanities Index**: provides bibliographic citations to articles from Slavic humanities journals in 21 languages. The search interface is available in native alphabets. Subscription resource.

- **OSMIKON**: a research gateway to interdisciplinary research publications and information on Central, Eastern, and Southeast European, developed by the Bavarian State Library, the Collegium Carolinum, the Herder Institute for Historical Research on East Central Europe, the Leibniz Institute for East and Southeast European Studies, and the Austrian National Library. Open access.

- **Central & Eastern European Academic Source** (CEEAS): a multidisciplinary and multilingual collection of academic journals published in Central and Eastern Europe. Subscription resource.

- **Historical Abstracts**: covers world history (excluding the US and Canada) from 1450 to the present. Subscription resource.

- **MLA International Bibliography**: indexes academic literature on literatures, languages, linguistics, and
Newspapers

In addition to the collections of digitized periodicals highlighted under “Primary Sources,” it is recommended that you consult the research guides by European Reading Room librarians of the Library of Congress, which has a considerable collection of newspapers from the region. The following research guides will provide you with historical context, information about the key regional newspapers, bibliographies, external online catalogs, and digitized collections, as well as information on subscription databases providing access to current news.

- Bosnian Newspapers in the Library of Congress
- Bulgarian Newspapers in the Library of Congress
- Croatian Newspapers in the Library of Congress
- Kosovar Newspapers in the Library of Congress
- Montenegrin Newspapers in the Library of Congress
- Newspapers from North Macedonia in the Library of Congress
- Serbian Newspapers in the Library of Congress
- Slovenian Newspapers in the Library of Congress

The East Coast Consortium of Slavic Library Collections maintains the Guide to Open Access Historical News Sources from Slavic, East European and Eurasian Countries, a list of country-by-country open access historical news sources, while the Petro Jacyk Central & East European Resource Centre (PJRC) at the University of Toronto Library maintains Newspapers from Central and Eastern Europe in the University of Toronto Library, a detailed guide on its historical newspaper holdings. CRL’s ICON (International Coalition on Newspapers) database and Online Catalog are useful sources of information about international newspaper collections in print, digital, and micro formats.

English-language news content focusing on Southeastern Europe is generally available from many news aggregators, such as Factiva, Global Newsstream, and Nexis Uni. News in the languages of the region, however, is somewhat harder to come by in aggregators, although all three noted above, as well as PressReader, have a few titles. The Foreign Broadcast Information Service (FBIS) provides English translations of broadcasts, news agency transmissions, newspapers, periodicals, and government statements from nations around the world, including Southeastern Europe, from 1941 to 1996.

Catalogs, Bibliographies, Archives

In addition to the resources listed under “Open Access” and “Secondary Sources Databases,” and to the research guides of libraries with considerable Southeastern European studies collections, it is important to gain familiarity with and make a habit of consulting websites and catalogs of national, public, and university libraries; research institutes; and archives from the region for bibliographies, recently added bibliographic records, and finding aids for primary sources and data. While the websites of many such institutions have language switchers or multilingual search interfaces, a basic knowledge of a local language is helpful.

COBISS.net (Co-operative Online Bibliographic Systems and Services) links to the union catalogs of Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Kosovo, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Serbia, and Slovenia, where one can search in English in addition to the official languages of each country.
Albania

- Biblioteka Kombëtare e Shqipërisë (National Library of Albania)
- Drejtoria e Përgjithshme e Arkivave (Albania’s General Directorate of Archives)
- Arkivi qëndror shtetëror i filmit (AQSHF; Albanian National Film Archive)
- Akademia e Shkencave e Shqipërisë (Academy of Sciences of Albania)

Bosnia and Herzegovina

- Nacionalna i univerzitetska biblioteka BiH (National and University Library of Bosnia and Herzegovina)
- Arhiv Bosne i Hercegovine (Archives of Bosnia and Herzegovina)
- Kinoteka Bosne i Hercegovine (Film Archive of Bosnia and Herzegovina)
- Akademija nauka i umjetnosti Bosne i Hercegovine (Academy of Sciences and Arts of Bosnia and Herzegovina)

Bulgaria

- St. St. Cyril and Methodius National Library of Bulgaria (Национална Библиотека “Св. св. Кирил и Методий”)
- Central State Archives of Bulgaria (Централният държавен архив)
- Bulgarian National Film Archive (Българска национална филмотека)
- Bulgarian Academy of Sciences (Българска академия на науките)

Croatia

- Nacionalna i sveučilišna knjižnica u Zagrebu (National and University Library in Zagreb, Croatia)
- Hrvatski državni arhiv (Croatian State Archives); includes the film archive
- Hrvatski nacionalni skupni katalog (Croatian National Union Catalog)
- Hrvatska akademija znanosti i umjetnosti (Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts)

Kosovo

- Biblioteka Kombëtare e Kosovës “Pjetër Bogdani” (National Library of Kosovo “Pjetër Bogdani”)
- Agjencia Shtetërore e Arkivave të Kosoves (State Archives Agency of Kosovo)
- Akademia e Shkencave dhe e Arteve e Kosoves (Academy of Sciences and Arts of Kosovo)

Moldova

- Biblioteca Națională a Republicii Moldova (National Library of Moldova)
- Agentia Națională a Arhivelor (National Archives Agency of Moldova)
• Academia de Științe a Moldovei (Academy of Sciences of Moldova)

Montenegro

• Nacionalna biblioteka Crne Gore – Đurđe Crnojević (National Library of Montenegro – Đurđe Crnojević)
• Državni arhiv Crne Gore (State Archives of Montenegro)
• Crnogorska kinoteka (Montenegrin Film Archive)
• Crnogorska akademija nauka i umjetnosti (Montenegrin Academy of Sciences and Arts)

North Macedonia

• National and University Library “St. Clement of Ohrid” (Национална и университетска библиотека “Св. Климент Охридски”)
• State Archives of North Macedonia (Државен Архив на Република Северна Македонија)
• Film Archive of North Macedonia (Кинотека на Северна Македонија)
• Macedonian Academy of Sciences and Arts (Македонска академија на науките и уметностите)

Romania

• Biblioteca Națională a României (National Library of Romania)
• Arhivele Naționale ale României (National Archives of Romania)
• Arhiva Națională de Filme – Cinemateca Română (National Film Archive of Romania)
• Academia Română (Romanian Academy)

Serbia

• National Library of Serbia (Народна библиотека Србије)
• State Archives of Serbia (Државни архив Србије)
• Yugoslav Film Archive, National Film Archive of Serbia (Југословенска кинотека, Национални филмски архив Републике Србије)
• Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts (Српска академија наука и уметности)

Slovenia

• Narodna in univerzitetna knjižnica (National and University Library of Slovenia)
• Arhiv Republike Slovenije (Archives of the Republic of Slovenia); includes the film archive
• Slovenska akademija znanosti in umetnosti (Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts)

For detailed, country-by-country overviews of reference and periodical sources, including national bibliographies, consult the guide Research Resources from the International and Area Studies Library at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. For short overviews of the post-Second World War history and archival situation of each country, consult the EHRI (European Holocaust Research Infrastructure) Portal.

When searching by subject headings in library catalogs, consult the controlled vocabularies and authority files such as Library of Congress Subject Headings, COBISS.SI General List of Subject Headings, the VIAF (Virtual International Authority File), or EuroVoc, a multilingual thesaurus of the European Union that includes the official languages of all the countries referenced in this chapter.

Reference Sources

Information about Southeastern Europe is included in many of the standard online reference resources as well as those focusing on Europe, such as Oxford Reference Online and Europa World. The following are also useful for librarians wanting to deepen their own knowledge of the region:

- The journal Slavic & East European Information Resources (1522-8886) is an excellent source of information on all aspects of Southeastern European studies librarianship. Subscription resource.
  - This guide provides helpful lists and descriptions of regional libraries and archives, international digital repositories, dissertations, and secondary sources databases. Available in print and electronic format.
- Reference monographic series, such as Historical Dictionaries of Europe from Rowman & Littlefield (available in print and electronic format), provide helpful overviews of the national histories of the region.

Google Translate is the most widely used online translation tool, but one should be aware that the languages spoken in Southeastern Europe are not uniformly supported by language technologies such as machine translation (META-NET 2012). The European Language Equality project, funded by the European Commission, recently updated the reports and data on language technologies for European and endangered minority languages, indicating that an imbalance is still starkly evident (ELA 2022). In addition to Google Translate, you may use Microsoft Bing Translator and Glosbe Dictionaries. Also, consult the ALA-LC Romanization Tables.

Distinctive Print Collections

The University of Toronto Library, in conjunction with PJRC, has a comprehensive collection of reference materials, literary works, and films from the countries of the region, in addition to special collections, some of which are housed in the Thomas Fisher Rare Book Library. The International and Area Studies Library at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign has a rich collection of bibliographies, periodicals, literary works, and legal documents from the Yugoslav successor states, Bulgaria and Romania. Other distinctive collections pertaining to the countries of the region include the South Slavic collections at the University of Kansas and the collections at Columbia, Harvard, Princeton, and Cornell. The latter three are members of the Research
Collections and Preservation Consortium (ReCAP), and have shifted to collaborative collection development and shared approval plans (ECCSL 2020). For additional information, consult the following research guides:

- Library of Congress: Balkan Studies
- Library of Congress: East European Studies
- University of Illinois: Slavic & East European Resources
- University of Kansas: All Slavic & Eurasian Collection Guides
- University of Pittsburgh: Russian, East European & Eurasian Studies Resources
- University of Toronto: Slavic and East European Resources

Professional Development and Networks

Librarians covering Southeastern European Studies should consider joining and getting involved in the organizations noted below, which provide professional development opportunities through in-person and virtual conferences, publications, and more. Also consider subscribing to the email lists and consulting the newsletters to help you keep current.

ASEEES Committee on Libraries and Information Resources (ASEEES CLIR): consists of both librarians and scholars working in the fields of Slavic, East European, and Eurasian studies.

European Studies Section (ESS): part of the Association of College & Research Libraries (ACRL), ESS focuses on all aspects of European studies librarianship and has a number of discussion groups, including the Slavic & Eastern European Discussion Group. It holds online and in-person meetings twice a year. The ESS email list ESS-L is open to both members and non-members.

Slavlib: an email forum for library professionals who work with Slavic, East European, and Eurasian collections; an excellent source of information for reference questions relating to the region.

SEEES Announcements Listserv: operated by ASEEES, this email list communicates academic and professional news relevant to Slavic, East European, and Eurasian Studies.

LIBER Insider: the monthly newsletter of the Association of European Research Libraries.

EBLIDA Newsletter: the monthly mailing of the European Bureau of Library, Information and Documentation Associations.

Key Takeaways

- Develop an understanding of research interests, challenges, teaching, and learning activities of professors, researchers, and students at your institution.
- Become a member, subscribe to a listserv, or attend a conference of one of the professional associations mentioned in this chapter.
- Consult the ESS research guides and the guides at North American university libraries with collections and graduate programs in Southeastern European Studies.
- Introduce yourself to area studies librarians at other institutions and do not hesitate to ask
questions.

- Read widely, immerse yourself in the cultures of the region, and consider developing a basic reading knowledge of one of its languages.
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- Academia de Științe a Moldovei (Academy of Sciences of Moldova). https://www.asm.md/.
• Association for the Study of Nationalities (ASN). https://nationalities.org/.
• Association of Publishers and Booksellers of Serbia (Удружење издавача и књижара Србије). http://www.izdavaci.rs/.
• Author-accepted manuscript (open access). http://hdl.handle.net/1808/26625.
• Balkan Studies Library. https://brill.com/view/serial/BSL.
• Bookfest Romania. https://bookfest.ro/.
• Bookstan International Literature Festival. https://www.bookstan.ba/.
• Bulgarian Book Association (Асоциация Българска Книга). https://www.abk.bg/.
• Bulgarian Studies Association (BSA). https://bgstudies.org/.
• Cahiers balkaniques. https://journals.openedition.org/ceb/.
• Canadian Association of Slavists (CAS). https://slavists.ca/.
• Central European Studies. https://docs.lib.purdue.edu/ces/.
• Centrul Național al Cărții (Romania’s National Book Center). https://www.cennac.ro/
• COBISS.net (Co-operative Online Bibliographic Systems and Services). https://www.cobiss.net/#Member-countries.
- Colibri. https://www.colibri.bg/eng/.
- Crnogorska akademija nauka i umjetnosti (Montenegrin Academy of Sciences and Arts). https://www.canu.me/.
- Crnogorska kinoteka (Montenegrin Film Archive). https://kinoteka.me/.
- Digitalna knjižnica Slovenije (dLib.si). https://www.dlib.si/.
- DLIB.ME. https://www.dlib.me/.
- Državni arhiv Crne Gore (State Archives of Montenegro). https://dacg.me/.
- EBLIDA Newsletter. https://us9.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=e89f2b03e1c5beec6e43581dd&id=b3e430f971.
- ERIH PLUS. https://kanalregister.hkdir.no/publiseringskanaler/erihplus/.
- Film Archive of North Macedonia (Кинотека на Северна Македонија). https://kinoteka.mk/.
• Gospodarska zbornica Slovenije (Slovenian Chamber of Commerce). https://www.gzs.si/.
• Grant & Cutler Foreign Languages Accounts Team (UK bookseller Foyles). https://www.foyles.co.uk/grant-cutler-accounts.
• Heliks. https://www.heliks.rs/.
• Hrvatska akademija znanosti i umjetnosti (Croatian Academy of Sciences and Arts). https://www.info.hazu.hr/.
• Hrvatski državni arhiv (Croatian State Archives). http://www.arhiv.hr.
• Hrvatski nacionalni skupni katalog (Croatian National Union Catalog). http://skupnikatalog.nsk.hr/.
• Interliber International Book Fair. https://www.zv.hr/interliber.
• International and Area Studies Library at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. https://www.library.illinois.edu/ias/spx.
• Javna agencija za knjigo (Slovenian Book Agency). https://www.jakrs.si/
• Kinoteka (National Film Archive of Serbia). https://www.kinoteka.org.rs/.
• Kinoteka Bosne i Hercegovine (Film Archive of Bosnia and Herzegovina). https://www.kinotekabih.ba/.
• Kolekcije.nub.ba. https://kolekcije.nub.ba/.
• Ljevak. https://www.ljevak.hr/.
• Macedonian Academy of Sciences and Arts (Македонска академија на науките и уметностите). http://manu.edu.mk/.
• Ministarstvo kulture i medija (Croatia’s Ministry of Culture and Media). https://min-kulture.gov.hr/.
• MLA Commons. https://mla.hcommons.org/.
• Национална и унутарштина књижница у Загребу (National and University Library in Zagreb, Croatia). https://www.nsk.hr/.
• Национална и универзитетска библиотека БиХ (National and University Library of Bosnia and Herzegovina). https://www.nub.ba/.
• Narodna in univerzitetna knjižnica (National and University Library of Slovenia). https://www.nuk.uni-lj.si/.
• National and University Library “St. Clement of Ohrid” (Национална и университетска библиотека “Св. Климент Охридски”). http://nubsk.edu.mk/.
• New Perspectives on South-East Europe. https://link.springer.com/series/14733.
• Northwestern University Press. https://nupress.northwestern.edu/.
• Online Catalog (CRL). http://catalog.crl.edu/search~S3.
• Online Primary Sources: for Russian, Caucasian, Central Asian, Eastern & Central Europe Studies. https://onlineprimarysources.cercec.fr/.
• OpenDOAR (Directory of Open Access Repositories). https://v2.sherpa.ac.uk/opendoar/.
• OSMIKON. https://www.osmikon.de/en/.
• Petro Jacyk Central & East European Resource Centre (PJRC). https://pjrc.library.utoronto.ca/.
• Portal digitalna.nsk.hr. https://digitalna.nsk.hr(pb/.
• Q*ASEEES!: Society for the Promotion of LGBTQ Slavic, East European, & Eurasian Studies. https://qaseees.org/.
• Research Resources (International and Area Studies Library, the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign). https://www.library.illinois.edu/ias/spx/slavicresearchguides.
• Romanian Books USA. https://romanianbooksusa.com/.
• Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts (Српска акацида наука и уметности). https://www.sanu.ac.rs/.
• Slavic & East European Information Resources. https://www.tandfonline.com/toe/wsee20/current.
• Slavic Humanities Index. https://slavus.ca/.
• Slavlib. https://mailman.yale.edu/mailman/listinfo/slavlib.
• Slovenska akademija znanosti in umetnosti (Slovenian Academy of Sciences and Arts). https://www.sazu.si/.
• Slovenski knjižni sejem (Slovene Book Fair). http://www.knjiznisejem.si/.
• Sofia International Literary Festival (Софийски международен литературен фестивал). https://literaryfest.org/.
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11. UK and Irish Studies

ANDRÉ G. WENZEL

Map of Ireland and the United Kingdom.

Note to the reader: Due to the cyber attack against the British Library’s website in October 2023, some links to British Library’s resources are not currently working. We will continue to monitor these resources. – Brian Vetruba and Heidi Madden (editors), May 2024.

Introduction

The United Kingdom and Ireland are distinct countries, with Northern Ireland part of the United Kingdom along with England, Scotland, and Wales. Ireland—officially the Republic of Ireland—continues to be a member of the European Union; general resources about Europe will therefore contain data about Ireland. The United Kingdom stands alone and, despite strong separatist movements, remains a single country governed from London. Besides English, languages spoken in the region include Irish Gaelic, Scots, Scottish Gaelic, and Welsh. This chapter focuses on English-language resources in Humanities and Social Sciences and aspects of academic librarianship related to supporting these fields. Given the long historical, social, and cultural ties between Great Britain and Ireland, many UK studies resources are equally relevant for Irish studies and vice versa.
The Academic Field

UK and Irish studies as a whole is a strong field of study in the United States, in part because of their shared common language. In addition, history binds the countries together in a web that dates back to the settlement of the Americas in the 16th century.

In the US and Canada, many scholarly departments, such as English Literature, also cover the UK and Ireland. There are however notable exceptions, including Irish Studies, found at such institutions as the University of Notre Dame and Boston College, Simon Fraser University, in British Columbia, has a center for Scottish Studies, as does the University of Guelph in Ontario. Likewise, Celtic Studies programs are found at a handful of universities in the US and Canada, such as Harvard University, which has the only PhD program in North America, the University of California, Berkeley, and St. Michael's College, which is part of the University of Toronto (Center for Celtic Studies, n.d.).

While most fields of study that cover the UK and Ireland are found in separate departments in US and Canadian universities, such as history, research is increasingly interdisciplinary and intersectional, reflecting faculty interests and encouraging scholarship that crosses traditional boundaries. This mixing and melding of disciplines was in the past perhaps more common in other “area studies,” but is increasingly prevalent in UK and Irish studies.

The number of bachelor’s degrees in English literature has been declining at a near precipitous rate (23% since 2011) (National Center for Education Statistics, Fast Facts 2019). The number of undergraduate degrees in history and the social sciences has fallen as well, although not as sharply (National Center for Education Statistics, Digest, 2019). The Modern Language Association (MLA) has done numerous studies and reports on the use of adjunct faculty members in these fields, pointing to the increase in adjunct positions and subsequent decline of tenure-track positions (Modern Language Association, n.d.; Lusin, 2020). These factors point to a loss of job potential for newly minted PhD students and the shrinking number of students entering humanities programs (Lusin, 2019).

While interest in political science grows, the most popular classes are in American political science (American Political Science Association, n.d. 2017-2018). Available tenure-track positions in this field are comparably greater than in the humanities, but just over a quarter of doctoral students placed into these jobs (American Political Science Association, n.d. “2018-19). Academic societies, associations, and networks covering UK and Irish Studies include:

British Studies

- British Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies (BSECS)
- North American British Music Studies Association (NABMSA)
- North American Conference on British Studies (NACBS)

History

- American Historical Association (AHA)
- Economic & Social History Society of Scotland
- H-Albion
- H-Atlantic
- H-Black-Europe
- H-Empire
Keeping up in the field can be challenging, given the number of associations and societies that cover UK and Irish studies. Nevertheless, joining the mailing lists of other relevant organizations can be key to staying up-to-date.
The publishing market for books on UK and Irish studies remains relatively strong, with an ever-increasing number of books available in both print and electronic form. Preference depends on the primary field of study (literature scholars generally prefer print; historians electronic), the genre of the book (conference proceedings, collected articles, traditional monograph), and the distance of the researcher from the library. Since the COVID-19 pandemic, there has been an increasing tolerance, if not demand, for electronic books, and the market for digitized archival materials is growing, with companies offering a variety of resources from UK archives, from the earliest printed books to works of the 20th century.

The UK continues to be a force in publications in English, the only country other than the US represented in the annual Library and Book Trade Almanac. British sales for “academic” books increased to 19,350 titles in 2019 (Library and Book Trade Almanac 2020, 368). The strongest areas, in terms of numbers of titles, were business and economics, history, and philosophy and religion (Library and Book Trade Almanac 2020, 368-69). The largest overall price increase, at 300.9%, was in home economics (Library and Book Trade Almanac 2020, 370).

In terms of serials published in the UK, the Library of Congress (LC) class “R” (health sciences) had the highest number of titles (Library and Book Trade Almanac 2020, 363-64), with other strong sectors including biology, business and economics, and language and literature (Library and Book Trade Almanac 2020, 364-65). In 2019, the average increase in price for publications in the health sciences was 6.2% overall (Library and Book Trade Almanac 2020, 366-67).

Open Access publishing in scientific journals is an important feature of UK policy. As of April 2022, scientists “must make papers supported by Britain’s national research-funding agency free to read immediately on publication” (Van Noorden 2021). The UK Research and Innovation policy will apply to monographs, book chapters, and edited collections after January 1, 2024 (UKRI 2021).

The Publisher’s Association supports UK publishers and promotes publishing in the UK; it is a good resource for news about the industry. Other industry groups include the Independent Publishers Guild and the Association of Learned and Professional Scholarly Publishers, an international body.

Academic presses in the UK, strong in print and electronic publications, include such powerhouses as Oxford University Press (OUP), Cambridge University Press (CUP), and Liverpool University Press. OUP is well-known for its electronic publications across several different platforms, ranging from the Oxford English Dictionary (OED; subscription resource) to Oxford Scholarship Online (OSO; subscription resource), which reprints critical editions of “classic” texts. CUP products are cross-searchable on the Cambridge Core (subscription resource), and include journals and monographs.

The large literary publishers are the conglomerates Penguin Random House, Hachette Book Group, and Macmillan. Each is known for a number of individual imprints, and their output is usually available in EBSCO’s GOBI Library Solutions. Prizes to watch for are the Booker Prizes, the Women’s Prize for Fiction (formerly the Orange Prize), and the T. S. Eliot Prize for poetry. The Costa Book Awards, which ended in 2022, are also worth mentioning. Two publications to follow are the London Review of Books and the Times Literary Supplement(TLS).

UK entities known for publishing large academic databases include the British Library, which distributes through Gale Cengage in Canada and the US, and AM (formerly Adam Matthew), now part of Sage. The British Library concentrates on digitizing its impressive newspaper collections, which are free to users in the UK. AM publishes a variety of primary source databases, some tightly focused, such as Shakespeare’s Globe Archive (subscription resource), and others covering a broad range of materials, e.g., Slavery, Abolition and Social Justice (subscription resource). British Online Archives has a smaller footprint and some interesting subscription-based primary source collections.

Irish publishing output is relatively small compared to that of the UK, although over €200 million in retail sales...
(textbooks excluded) was earned in 2009 (Farmar 2018, 220). Ireland is a distinct and vibrant market, despite mergers of prominent publishers (e.g., Penguin and Random House) and the disappearance of others during the last recession (Kostick 2018, 229). According to Farmar, the market is dominated by bestsellers, with the “top ten” best-selling titles representing the majority of sales. Compared to non-Irish publishers, Irish publishers sold approximately 22% of the total trade sales in Ireland in 2018 (Farmar 2018, 220). eBooks are a significant product for Irish booksellers, with a peak in 2011 and subsequently higher numbers of around 300 in 2017 (Kostick 2018, 237).

Major players in the Irish market are some of the same conglomerates that dominate the UK and North American markets: Hachette, Penguin Random House, and Macmillan. Other significant publishers from Ireland include the Irish imprint of The History Press, Lilliput Press, Little Island, and Tramp Press. For books in Irish Gaelic, see such publishers as Coiscéim, Leabhar Breac, Comhar, and Éabhlóid. Along with educational imprints, literature and children's books remain key to Irish publishing and are important market leaders.

For new Irish publications, check out Books Ireland's First Flush. Books Ireland also offers a number of resources, including the Burning Books Podcast. Other organizations to watch for include the Irish Writers Union, the Irish Writers Centre, and Literature Ireland. The website loveleabhargaeilge.com focuses on books in Irish and includes a list of bookstores, and the An Post Irish Book Awards cover all genres.

Publishing Scotland supports the book publishing sector in Scotland. Its companion website, Books from Scotland, is devoted to promoting and presenting new titles, as is the charity the Scottish Book Trust, which has a book list for Stories in Gaelic. The website of the Gaelic Books Council is a useful resource. The Scots Language Centre/Centre for the Scots Leid has some information about books in Scots, although the site's primary focus is promoting the Scots language and the Scots song tradition. The Bottle Imp reviews new literature and poetry titles from all genres. Finally, the Scottish Poetry Library provides podcasts to help listeners keep up-to-date on the Scottish poetry scene.

Cyngor Llyfrau Cymru/Books Council of Wales is a useful resource for learning about publishing activity in Wales and books published in Welsh. Annual reports of the publishing sector are provided on the website. In 2018-19, Welsh book sales were £4,000,000, and the Books Council reported editing 201 books (Cyngor Llyfrau Cymru, n.d.). The Books Council supports magazine publishers in both Welsh and English (Cyngor Llyfrau Cymru 2021). The #CaruDarllen Podcast is a Welsh-language podcast discussing books published in Wales. Cyngor Llyfrau Cymru/Books Council of Wales supports the website Gwales.com, on which users can purchase Welsh books. Also of note is Llenyddiaeth Cymru/Literature Wales, which focuses on contemporary writing.

Perhaps the most comprehensive of UK trade publications is The Bookseller. The Black Agents & Editors' Group (BAE), an association “for agents and editors of African descent working in UK book publishing," collaborated with The Bookseller to create the “Black Issue.” Other trade publications include InPublishing and the British Journalism Review.

In short, the UK and Irish publishing markets continue to thrive, in part because of regional government support for languages other than English. While standard US book vendors are able to supply the majority of the British academic and literature markets, librarians must look more carefully for books published on the edges of or outside these zones.

Collection Development Resources

A primary vendor in North America for books from the UK is EBSCO's GOBI Library Solutions. GOBI covers the majority of UK presses for academic and other books. It is less thorough for Ireland and parts of the UK with a strong local independent scene, such as Scotland. Both print and electronic books are available through the same interface, and approval plans are possible for both print and electronic books. GOBI is flexible and allows
for the creation of approval plans for a variety of subjects using Library of Congress Classification and other parameters, such as series or publisher.

Book selection can be tedious, especially when selecting a publisher or aggregator from multiple records for the same title. It is possible to receive weekly or monthly notifications from within the GOBI system, create multiple folders, and do some fairly sophisticated searching. Librarians can choose to create multiple templates for ordering, with different combinations of sub-account, fund, or bookplate.

One of the chief difficulties in working with UK or Irish content through GOBI is that books from smaller publishers are often not profiled for a notification, meaning the librarian must rely on other methods for discovering books of interest, be they mailing lists, publisher newsletters, or podcasts. The alternative to GOBI is ProQuest’s OASIS platform, which provides similar interface search and approval plans options.

Books in languages other than English, Gaelic, Scots, or Welsh on UK and Irish Studies may be found primarily through vendor databases that cover books from other countries, such as Amalivre for France, Casalini Libri for Italy, and Harrassowitz for Germany. Music scores may be purchased from Harrassowitz. The alternative to GOBI is ProQuest’s OASIS platform, which provides similar interface search and approval plans options.

One of the chief difficulties in working with UK or Irish content through GOBI is that books from smaller publishers are often not profiled for a notification, meaning the librarian must rely on other methods for discovering books of interest, be they mailing lists, publisher newsletters, or podcasts. The alternative to GOBI is ProQuest’s OASIS platform, which provides similar interface search and approval plans options.

AbeBooks is the primary out-of-print book locator for UK or Irish titles. The Search For Books database from the Independent Online Booksellers Association also allows searching for out-of-print books. Alternatively, Amazon.com or Amazon.co.uk may be useful, especially for non-book material, such as DVDs or CDs.

This directory of independent publishers in the UK and Ireland can assist in locating material outside the mainstream. The Booksellers Association of the UK and Ireland has a bookshop search, as well as an “Indie Book of the Month” list.

Key publications for reviews of UK and Irish titles include the Times Literary Supplement (TLS) and the Irish Literary Supplement, published in association with the Center for Irish Programs, Boston College. As mentioned previously, the London Review of Books should be followed for reviews, as should the Dublin Review of Books. For history titles, the H-Net book channel for New Academic Titles in British and Irish Studies is very useful. Lastly, librarians should also peruse reviews in scholarly journals.

Both bookfairs and book festivals are useful for discovering new books, publishers, and imprints. For the UK, the bookfair of note is the London Book Fair; additional fairs include the Edinburgh International Book Festival (UK), the Dublin Book Festival (Ireland), and the Hay Festival (UK), which provide introductions to new or important authors and forthcoming books. There are also a number of antiquarian fairs held around the UK and Ireland, particularly by the Provincial Booksellers Fairs Association.

Collection development for the UK can appear deceptively simple, and most libraries may rely on their vendor of English-language books to cover the UK and, to some extent, Ireland. However, for books written by underrepresented populations or in languages other than English, it is necessary to explore beyond the major publishers and presses. The value of attending bookfairs, even predominantly English-language bookfairs outside of the US, remains strong, as they provide opportunities to gain information about and acquire books from smaller publishers, regional publishers, and publishers in non-English languages.

Disciplinary Resources

Journals

Journals relevant to UK and Irish Studies include those from societies in the US that cover the field more generally, such as PMLA or the American Historical Review. Below is a selection of relevant titles; except for those noted, all require a subscription.

Australasian Journal of Irish Studies
Béaloideas (journal of the Folklore of Ireland Society)
Brio (journal of the United Kingdom Branch of the International Association of Music Libraries)
British Journal of Educational Studies
British Journal of Politics and International Relations
The British Journal of Sociology
Canadian Journal of Irish Studies
Dublin Historical Record
The English Historical Review
Études écossaises (Open access)
The Historical Journal
The Historian
Irish Archives
Irish Historical Studies
Irish Journal of Sociology
Irish Political Studies
Irish Studies Review
Irish University Review
Jewish Historical Studies: Transactions of the Jewish Historical Society of England (Open access)
Journal of British Studies
Journal of Irish and Scottish Studies (Open access)
The Journal of Religious History, Literature and Culture (Wales)
Journal of Scottish Historical Studies
Journal of the British Archaeological Association
Journal of the Galway Archaeological and Historical Society
The Journal of Pre-Raphaelite Studies
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society
Journal of the Society for Army Historical Research
Labour History Review
Llafur: The Journal of the Society for the Study of Welsh Labour History
The Local Historian
National Institute Economic Review
New Hibernia Review
New Theatre Quarterly
North American Journal of Welsh Studies
Northern History
Northern Scotland
Parliamentary History
Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London
The Political Quarterly
Post-medieval Archaeology
Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy: Archaeology, Culture, History, Literature
Romanticism
RSA Journal
Saothar: Journal of Irish Labour History
The Scottish Historical Review
Scottish Affairs
Scottish Archives (journal of the Scottish Records Association)
Primary Source Databases

There are numerous primary source databases in UK and Irish studies. For the sake of brevity, the list below includes only major database providers and a select few databases. Librarians responsible for UK and/or Irish Studies should consult provider webpages for complete product listings. Gale Cengage is one of the main vendors for primary source materials related to the British Isles. Some of its notable databases include:

- **Eighteenth Century Collections Online** (ECCO): Contains significant English-language and foreign-language titles printed in the UK between the 1701 and 1800. Subscription resource.
- **Nineteenth Century Collections Online** (NCCO): Suite of thematic collections covering the UK, Europe, Africa, Australia, Asia, Latin America, the Middle East, and North America in the long 19th century (1789-1914). Examples include “British Politics and Society,” “British Theatre, Music, and Literature: High and Popular Culture,” and “Europe and Africa, Colonialism and Culture.” Subscription resource.
- **Archives Unbound**: Digital collections of historical material on many topics from various archives and libraries, including the UK’s National Archives. Subscription resource.

Similarly, AM offers thematically structured databases covering a wide range of fields in the arts, humanities, and social sciences, many of which are sourced from libraries and archives in the UK. Some examples include:

- **Defining Gender**: Provides a gendered perspective on conduct, domesticity, the family, consumption, education, and the body in British culture and society from the 15th to 20th centuries. Subscription resource.
- **Empire Online**: Includes primary sources for the study of “Empire” and its practices and consequences, including British, French, Spanish, Portuguese, and German points of view, as well as those of indigenous peoples from Africa, India, and North America. Subscription resource.
- **Mass Observation Online**: Collection of documents from the Mass Observation Project covering the social history of Britain from 1937 to 1967. Subscription resource.

ProQuest also has a number of primary source databases, including:

- **Early English Books Online** (EEBO; subscription resource), parts of which may be searched in full-text thanks to the EEBO TCP (Text Creation Partnership; open access).
• **Early European Books** (EEB): Collection of digitized European books printed in the early modern period (1450s-1700) from national European libraries and the Wellcome Library (London). **Early Modern Books** provides cross-searching of both EEBO and EEB Subscription resources.

• **Periodicals Archive Online** (PAO) and the related **Periodicals Index Online** (PIO): Historical volumes of scholarly journals in the arts, humanities, and social sciences, spanning more than two centuries of content. Subscription resources.

**British Online Archives** offers over 120 subscription collections, including digital archives of British periodicals, such as *The Tatler*, as well as others focused on colonization, government documents, politics, and other subjects.

The following databases are also noteworthy:

• **British History Online**: Primary and secondary sources from the Medieval period to the 20th century. Open access with premium content that is subscription-based.

• **CELT** (Corpus of Electronic Texts): Irish Galic, Latin, Anglo-Norman French, and English texts of Irish literature and history. Open access.

• **Collaborative Online Database and e-Resources for Celtic Studies** (CODECS): Bibliography and catalog of sources of interest to Celtic studies, along with a collection of texts. Open access.

• **EuroDocs**: Portal to primary source documents for the British Isles and European countries. Open access.

• **Medieval and Early Modern Sources Online** (MEMSO): Manuscripts and printed sources covering English, Irish, Scottish, and colonial history during the Medieval and Early Modern periods (c1100-1800). Subscription resource.

**Government Documents and Statistics**

For UK government documents, librarians should be aware of the catalogs published by the Stationery Office, previously known as Her Majesty's Stationery Office (HMSO). Note that there is still reference to HMSO among government documents, and that, with King Charles III’s ascension to the throne, it now refers to “His” instead of “Her.” The current catalog is:


*AM, Gale Cengage*, and *ProQuest* offer a number of useful databases focusing on UK government documents. A select list includes:

• **UK Parliamentary Papers**: Online source for the complete House of Commons Parliamentary Papers from 1715 to the present. Subscription resource.

• **State Papers Online**: Covers English government documents from 1509-1714. Subscription resource.

• **Colonial State Papers**: Collection of thousands of government documents concerning British activities in the American, Canadian, and West Indian colonies between the 16th and 18th centuries. Subscription resource.
For questions and further information, consult with your local government documents librarian, and look at the following excellent resources:

- British Library’s collection guide for UK National Government Publications
- UK Government’s Official Documents website


For UK legal research, William A. Schwesig, Anglo-American and Historical Collections Librarian at the University of Chicago, suggests Harvard Law School Library’s guide United Kingdom Legal Research and the United Kingdom Legal Research Guide from the Georgetown Law Library (pers. comm.). For coverage of historical sources, the best guides to Irish law are Ireland: Legal Resources: Legal history from the Bodleian Libraries, University of Oxford, and Irish Legal Research from Harvard Law School Library (Schwesig, pers. comm.). These guides from the Library of Congress are also helpful: Guide to Law Online: England and Guide to Law Online: Ireland.


**Secondary Source Databases**

Although not specific to UK or Irish studies, the following databases index and, in some cases, provide relevant full text secondary literature:

- Annual Bibliography of English Language and Literature (ABELL): Includes citations for scholarship on English language, literatures written in English, traditional culture of the English-speaking world, and bibliography. Subscription resource.
- Historical Abstracts: Covers world history (excluding the US and Canada) from 1450 to the present; key for UK and Irish history. Subscription resource.
- MLA International Bibliography from the Modern Language Association (MLA): Focuses on cultural studies, languages, literatures, film, and folklore. Subscription resource.
- ProQuest One Literature: Includes primary source texts, eBooks, reference sources, full-text journals, dissertations, video, and more by and about authors from around the world. Subscription resource.
Likewise, the UK and Ireland are covered in most other subject-specific databases (e.g., Anthropology Plus) as well as general ones, such as JSTOR and Academic Search Complete.

Most UK and Irish dissertations are included in the ProQuest Dissertations & Theses: Global database. Although from 1968-86, there’s also the Index to Theses Accepted for Higher Degrees by the Universities of Great Britain and Ireland and the Council for National Academic Awards. For more recent years, consult the Networked Digital Library of Theses and Dissertations (NDLTD) and Open Access Theses and Dissertations (OATD). Dissertations and theses from the UK and Ireland can also be found in the DART-Europe E-theses Portal.

News Sources and Media Outlets

In the UK, major news publications by circulation include The Times (London), The Guardian, the Financial Times, the Daily Mail, The Sun, the Daily Mirror, The Independent, Daily Star, Daily Express, Metro, and The Telegraph (Publishers Audience Measurement Company 2021). Ireland’s daily newspapers are the Irish Daily Mail, Irish Daily Mirror, Irish Daily Star, Irish Examiner, Irish Independent, The Irish Sun, Herald, and The Irish Times (Press Council of Ireland n.d.). And the papers most read in Scotland are the Daily Record, Sunday Mail (sister paper of the Daily Record), and The Sunday Post (Press Gazette 2021). The British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), producing radio and television, remains a strong, relatively trusted voice, although it has considerable competition from other newscasters (Ofcom 2021). Less widely read although important to include in the conversation are the minority and ethnic presses, such as those found through such sites as Oona Black British Business Directory’s “Black Magazines and Newspapers in the UK” and Information for the Majority Not the Minority’s “Black Websites and News Links.”

For historical news, the two primary vendors are Gale Cengage and ProQuest. Gale Cengage’s collections of major and local UK and Irish newspapers span from the mid-18th century to the 2010s. Notable archives include those of The Times (London), The Telegraph, The Economist, and The Illustrated London News. ProQuest’s International Historical Newspapers includes historical coverage for The Guardian, The Irish Times, the London Evening Standard, The Observer, and The Scotsman. Current and recent news from the UK and Ireland is included in many news aggregators, such as Factiva, Global Newsstream, Nexis Uni, and PressReader. For additional news sources, consult the following from the European Studies Section (ESS) of the Association of Research & College Libraries: British and UK Studies: News and Irish Studies: News.

National and Other Major Libraries and Their Catalogs

The libraries of note for the UK and Ireland are the British Library (formerly part of the British Museum) in London and the National Library of Ireland (Dublin). Other important libraries are the National Library of Scotland (Edinburgh and Glasgow), the National Library of Wales (Aberystwyth), and large university libraries, such as the Libraries at the University of Oxford, Cambridge University Library, and the Library of Trinity College Dublin. The legal deposit libraries are the British Library; the National Library of Scotland; the National Library of Wales; the Bodleian Libraries, University of Oxford; Cambridge University Library; and the Library of Trinity College Dublin.

The British Library’s catalogs are a very good record of material published from the Early Modern period through the present. The print version of the catalog, the General Catalogue of Printed Books (up to 1975), can still be useful for looking up more obscure citations. The ESTC (English Short Title Catalogue), covering items in English or about England from 1473-1800, is now available online, as is Scottish Books 1505–1700. While the catalogs of the British Library are excellent resources, researchers should also be aware of Library Hub Discover.
(formerly COPAC), which contains the records of 201 UK and Irish academic, national, and specialist library catalogs.

Bibliographies


There is less detail for the rest of the UK and Ireland. The Annual Bibliography of Scottish Literature (1969-84), the Irish Publishing Record (1967-94; followed by the Record of Irish Publishing (online from 2006-2009)), the Northern Ireland Bibliography (1990-94) and the Bibliotheca Celtica (1901-84) for Wales are relatively limited, although still useful for the dates covered. For Northern Ireland, there is now the Northern Ireland Publications Resource (NIPR), which began in 2000. All of the previously existing print national bibliographies were dismissed as obsolete when library catalogs became consultable online.

Additional bibliographies of note include:

- Bibliography of British and Irish History Online: Provides bibliographic data on historical writing dealing with the British Isles, and with the British empire and commonwealth, from 55 BCE to the present. Subscription resource.
- Bibliography of Irish Linguistics and Literature: Reference tool for Irish language and literature studies. Open access.
- Conflict Archive on the Internet (CAIN): From Ulster University; provides bibliographies, links to other resources, and source material related to “the Troubles” and politics in Northern Ireland from 1968 to the present. Open access.
- Irish History Online: National bibliography of Irish history. Open access.
- Victorian Studies Bibliography: Indexed journals from a range of disciplines from 1933-2012/2013; formerly hosted at Indiana University, now available via Zotero.
- Welsh Bibliographical Sources: Selection of general Welsh biographical works in English and Welsh. Open access.

Archives

For searching across archives held in the UK, the Archives Hub is invaluable. It covers UK universities, institutions, colleges, and cultural organizations. The National Archives (UK) searches primarily government records and courts of law in England and Wales. Additionally, there’s the Scottish Archive Network, Archives Wales, and the Irish Archives Resource, the latter covering both Ireland and Northern Ireland. The National Archives of Ireland and the Public Record Office of Northern Ireland (PRONI) also deserve note. For scholars of film and media, the BFI (British Film Institute) National Archive has one of the largest analog and digital collections related to film and television. Lastly, one can search for archives worldwide via the National Archives’ Find an Archive in the UK and Beyond search.

Some archives contain distinct sections devoted to the ethnic minority experience in the UK. Additionally,
archives are beginning to scan and offer material related to the transatlantic slave trade, such as \textit{Recovered Histories}. Also important is the \textit{Black Cultural Archives} (BCA), “dedicated to collecting, preserving and celebrating the histories of African and Caribbean people in Britain,” as well as the National Theatre’s \textit{Black Plays Archive}.

\textbf{Reference Tools}

While important reference tools in UK and Irish Studies tend to vary by subject, discipline, and timeframe, a few should be considered essential:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{Dictionary of Irish Biography}: Biographies of significant figures from Irish history. Open access.
  \item \textit{Oxford Bibliographies}: Comprehensive, annotated bibliographies covering a variety of subjects. Of particular note are the bibliographies for British and Irish Literature and for Victorian literature, and those covering Medieval Studies, the Renaissance, and the Reformation. Subscription resource.
  \item \textit{Oxford Dictionary of National Biography}: Biographies and portraits of significant deceased figures in the UK; often includes references to archival locations. Subscription resource.
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Distinctive Print Collections}

Distinctive British collections in the US are too numerous to mention. In general, the older and wealthier the library, the better its holdings. Irish publications are not as widely held, but notable collections and online research guides are found at Boston College’s \textit{Irish Studies Portal} and the \textit{Irish Studies Resources for Graduate Research} (University of Notre Dame). The \textit{University of Guelph’s Scottish Studies collection} is remarkable and purported to be the largest outside the UK.

Understanding publishing patterns and disciplinary habits will make it easier to select materials for a library. Because UK and Irish Studies are such broad fields, there is no general or standard way to judge a collection other than going through it discipline by discipline. In the case of English literature, for example, one could compare collections to the standard bibliographies, histories, and anthologies, including the \textit{Norton anthologies}, the \textit{Cambridge History of Irish Literature}, and the \textit{Oxford Companion to English Literature}. However, many of those will be dated and subject to historical bias. Perhaps a better way to look for trends in collections is to review a wide variety of prize lists for literature and check bibliographies from current literary studies that are relevant to the collection.

\textbf{Professional Development and Networks}

As mentioned in the Academic Field section, subscribing to the \textit{H-Net} networks covering the UK and Ireland is useful for keeping up with the field. Attending subject-based conferences, such as the MLA Convention, is another good way to find out what’s new or trending in a field.

Two sections of the Association of College & Research Libraries are important for developing knowledge of the fields and for networking: the \textit{Literatures in English Section} (LES) and the \textit{European Studies Section} (ESS). LES concentrates on literature, and ESS covers the social sciences and humanities. The \textit{British and UK Studies}}
guide and the Irish Studies guide from ESS are good sources of links to research tools. In addition, the LES-L email list is an excellent resource for questions involving English-language literature, while the ESS-L email list can be used for other aspects of UK and Irish studies. For British and Irish Music resources, the guide at St. Olaf College is very good.

To stay current on the library aspect of the field, join relevant mailing lists, and pay attention to LES and ESS committees or discussion groups—especially those newly formed.

The landscape of UK and Irish research is broad and ever evolving. While there are established and important disciplinary resources, especially for historical research, finding material that responds to current faculty and student interests is critical. Even in such established media as television and radio, there are lacunae, and social media remains relatively understudied. Challenges for a librarian in UK and Irish studies include not only keeping up with research in the field and working to decolonize collections, but keeping abreast of an ever-changing media landscape.

Key Takeaways

- Not everything in English is in WorldCat; consult the British Library's catalogs and the other online and print catalogs noted above.
- For archival research, begin with Archives Hub, although it is not comprehensive.
- Increasingly, information about new material appears on social media, first or only.
- For material in languages other than English, work with book councils or even individual bookshops.
- To locate material published by underrepresented groups, seek out small publishers and reviewers outside the mainstream media.
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• AM (formerly Adam Matthew). https://www.amdigital.co.uk/.
• Amazon.co.uk. https://www.amazon.co.uk/.
• Archives Hub. https://archiveshub.jisc.ac.uk/.
• Archives Wales. https://archives.wales/.
• Asociación Española de Estudios Irelandeses (Spanish Association for Irish Studies). http://aedei.es/.
• Association for Scottish Literature. https://asls.org.uk.
• Association for Welsh Writing in English. https://www.awwe.org/.
• Bibliography of British and Irish History Online. https://www.brepols.net/series/bbih-o.
• Black Cultural Archives. https://blackculturalarchives.org/.
• Black Plays Archive (National Theatre). https://www.blackplaysarchive.org.uk/.
• Booksellers Association of the UK and Ireland. https://www.booksellers.org.uk/home.
• Boston College (Irish Studies). https://www.bc.edu/content/bc-web/schools/mcas/sites/
• The Bottle Imp. https://www.thebottleimp.org.uk/.
• British Association for Irish Studies. https://bairishstudies.wordpress.com/.
• British History Online. https://www.british-history.ac.uk/.
• British Journalism Review. https://www.bjr.org.uk/.
• British Library. https://www.bl.uk/.
• British Online Archives. https://microform.digital/boa/.
• Cambridge Core. https://www.cambridge.org/core.
• Cambridge History of Irish Literature. https://doi.org/10.1017/CHOL9780521822220.
• Cambridge University Library. https://www.lib.cam.ac.uk/.
• Cambridge University Press. https://www.cambridge.org/.
• Canadian Association for Irish Studies. https://www.canadianirishstudies.org/.
• Casalini Libri. https://www.casalini.it/.
• Comhar. https://comhar.ie/.
• Daily Express. https://www.express.co.uk/.
• Daily Mail. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/.
• Daily Mirror. https://www.mirror.co.uk/.
• Daily Record. https://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/.
• Daily Star. https://www.dailystar.co.uk/.
• Edinburgh International Book Festival. https://www.edbookfest.co.uk/.
• EEBO TCP (Text Creation Partnership). http://quod.lib.umich.edu/e/eebogroup/.
• Empire Online. https://www.amdigital.co.uk/primary-sources/empires-online.
• ESS-L email list. https://lists.uchicago.edu/web/info/ess-l.
• ESTC (English Short Title Catalogue). http://estc.bl.uk/F/?func=file&file_name=login-bl-estc.
• Études écossaises. https://journals.openedition.org/etudesecossaises/.
• European Studies Section (ESS). https://acrl.ala.org/ess/.
• Find an Archive in the UK and Beyond (National Archives). https://discovery.nationalarchives.gov.uk/find-an-archive.
• First Flush (Books Ireland). https://booksirelandmagazine.com/first-flush/.
• The Guardian. https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news.
• Harrassowitz. https://www.harrassowitz.de/.
• Harvard University (Department of Celtic Languages and Literatures). https://celtic.fas.harvard.edu/.
• The History Press. https://www.thehistorypress.co.uk/.
• Historical Association. https://www.history.org.uk/.
• The Independent. https://www.independent.co.uk/.
• Indie Book of the Month list (Booksellers Association of the UK and Ireland). https://www.booksellers.org.uk/Campaigns/indiebookofthemonth.
• InPublishing. https://www.inpublishing.co.uk/.
• International Association for the Study of Irish Literatures (IASIL). http://www.iasil.org/.
• International Association for the Study of Scottish Literatures (IASSL). https://www.iassl.org/.
• Irish History Online. https://www.ria.ie/irish-history-online.
• Irish Literary Supplement. https://newspapers.bc.edu/?a=cl&cl=CL1&sp=irishliterary.
• The Irish Studies Association of Australia and New Zealand (ISAANZ). https://isaanz.org/.
• Irish Studies (University of Notre Dame). https://www.library.nd.edu/irish-studies.
• Irish Studies Portal (Boston College). https://libguides.bc.edu/irishportal.
• Irish Studies Resources for Graduate Research (University of Notre Dame). https://libguides.library.nd.edu/irish-studies-grad/specialcoll.
• The Irish Sun. https://www.thesun.ie/.
• Irish Writers Centre. https://irishwriterscentre.ie.
• JSTOR. https://www.jstor.org/.
• Library Hub Discover. https://discover.libraryhub.jisc.ac.uk/.
• Library of Trinity College Dublin. https://www.tcd.ie/library/.
• Libraries at the University of Oxford. https://www.ox.ac.uk/research/libraries.
• Lilliput Press. https://www.lilliputpress.ie/.
• Literatures in English Section (LES). https://www.alax.acrl/aboutacrl/directoryofleadership/sections/les/leshomepage.
• Little Island. https://littleisland.ie/.
• Liverpool University Press. https://www.liverpooluniversitypress.co.uk/.
• Llenywiddiaeth Cymru/Literature Wales. https://www.literaturewales.org/.
• London Book Fair. https://www.londonbookfair.co.uk/.
• National Archives of Ireland. https://www.nationalarchives.ie/.
• National Library of Scotland. https://www.nls.uk/.
• Norton anthologies. https://wwnorton.co.uk/subjects/textbooks/anthologies.
• Oxford Scholarship Online. https://oxford.universitypressscholarship.com
• Oxford University Press. https://global.oup.com/
• Political Science Association (UK). http://www.psa.ac.uk/.
• Political Studies Association of Ireland. https://www.psai.ie/.
• Scottish Archive Network. https://www.scan.org.uk/.
• Scottish Poetry Library. https://www.scottishpoetrylibrary.org.uk/.
• Scots Language Centre/Centre for the Scots Leid. https://www.scotslanguage.com/.
• Simon Fraser University (Research Centre for Scottish Studies). https://www.sfu.ca/scottishstudies.html.
• St. Michael's College (Celtic Studies). https://stmikes.utoronto.ca/program/celtic-studies.
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PART II

RESOURCES ON UNDERREPRESENTED GROUPS IN EUROPE
12. Introduction

CHELLA VAIDYANATHAN AND WALTER SCHLECT

Historically, people from various countries have migrated from their homelands to different European countries in search of social and economic opportunities. These diverse groups of migrants have included, among others, students, professionals, citizens of former colonies, refugees, and asylum seekers, all from varied social, educational, economic, linguistic, religious, and ethnic backgrounds, including members of the LGBTQ+ communities. Academic libraries must work to diversify their collection development policies to reflect the richness of these groups. However, when researchers at Ithaka S+R surveyed 638 academic library directors in the fall of 2020 about issues of diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI), only 17% responded “yes” to the statement “My library has well-developed strategies to decenter white authors and/or racist content and center the works of authors of color and/or anti-racist content” (Frederick and Wolff-Eisenberg 2021).

This lack of strategies can be discouraging to the subject librarian, who often needs concrete guidelines/approaches for applying DEI principles to their collection development. Yet, it is this librarian who has the power to dive deeply into their subject area to build truly diverse core collections. This is especially true of European Studies, which privileges authors and histories from dominant national cultures and often fails to reflect global and diverse identities. Authors from underrepresented communities in Europe are more likely to publish at the margins, either with more minor experimental presses or using alternative forms of publication. While these materials are harder to collect, it is imperative to do so, so that our collections reflect the true diversity of the countries they come from and provide voices apart from those in the dominant national narrative.

Because each country/culture in Europe poses specific challenges for the subject librarian, we invited contributors to write case studies of a select group of areas, using their subject expertise to identify up to three underrepresented groups in their country or region of choice and propose a core collection of recent titles. These titles could be a starting point for libraries and librarians interested in building collections in these areas. While most titles represent cultural output from the last 20 years, focusing on literature, other resources—including oral histories, social media, fine and performing arts, historical and cultural materials, and various forms of artistic expression—were also considered, along with suggestions for readings that provide history/social/cultural context. Most importantly, the chapters discuss titles written by members of the underrepresented groups themselves, making sure their voices are centered or heard.

Concept of Identity

It is important to note that the concept of identity is complex. An individual or group may have multiple identities and may choose one or another identity depending on their social, cultural, and political situations. Identity is thus not static, but fluid. It is not defined by how others see an individual or group of people, but by how each may see themselves.

Coverage

This part of the Handbook covers marginalized groups/communities in Belgium, France, Germany, Ireland, the Netherlands, Russia, and the United Kingdom. Each chapter provides a general introduction to the
underrepresented groups the author has focused on, followed by a discussion of related core materials, community resources, and recommended resources. References and relevant links are provided at the end.

- Helene Huet’s chapter covers Black Francophone and French authors.
- Walter Schlect’s chapter discusses the works of Black Germans, LGBTIQ+ Germans, and Turkish Germans.
- Milan Pohontsch’s chapter focuses on the literature of Upper and Lower Sorbian authors in Germany.
- Aedín Ni Bhróithe Clements’ chapter on Ireland focuses on Black Irish and Irish Travellers (Mincéirs).
- Joannekke Fleischauer’s chapter on the Netherlands and Belgium discusses postcolonial literature, literatures of the Dutch East Indies and Suriname literature, and migration literature of the Netherlands and ethnic minority authors of Belgium.
- Kirill Tolpygo’s chapter provides an overview of LGBTQIA+ communities and relevant resources in the Russian Federation.
- Chella Vaidyanathan and Rebecca Malek-Wiley’s chapter highlights the works of South Asian British authors in the United Kingdom.
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13. Black France/France Noire

HÉLÈNE HUET

Events in recent years have made race and racism part of the public debate in France. These events include the 2016 death of Adama Traoré, who died in custody after being restrained by the police, and the beating of Michel Zecler, a Black music producer, by four policemen in 2020. France is now experiencing a growing mobilization against police violence. Many white French people are also trying to reckon with the concepts of race and racism, as well as with the country’s colonial past.

The process has not been easy. Politicians, including president Emmanuel Macron, have openly rejected American theories of race, gender, and postcolonialism, arguing that these theories go against the French Republic’s values of “Liberté, Égalité, Fraternité.” Moreover, race remains a taboo subject in France, with the French state acting as if this reality does not exist—refusing, for instance, to include race and ethnicity as categories in its national census. The colonial history of France in Africa, Asia, and the Caribbean also remains a touchy subject. And there is still much work to do in better integrating that history in school curricula and discussions about the so-called French identity.

The core materials featured below were published in the last 20 years. They represent a wide array of issues and stories that are essential in better understanding France and its complicated relation to race and its colonial past. The majority of the books were written by Black authors from France, the DOM-TOM, or France d’outre-mer (overseas French territories), Haiti, and Africa. A few books in the recommended reading section were written by white authors, but are deemed essential works for anyone working in French and Francophone studies.

In addition to literary and scholarly works, the list also includes bandes dessinées (comic books/graphic novels), which are considered a fine art in France and currently represent 25% of all book sales in the country. Comics and graphic novels are a great way to introduce students to French and are a popular teaching tool for instructors.

Core Materials

Comic Books


**Fiction**

Recommended Readings


---
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14. Germany: Black Germans, Turkish Germans, and Queer Germans

WALTER SCHLECT

Germany's publishing status quo does not yet reflect the full multiculturality of contemporary Germany. There have been positive developments of late, with authors from marginalized groups finally being published by larger literary publishers as well as appearing on the longlists for major literary awards (though those juries remain almost exclusively white). Nevertheless, much still continues to be published on the margins, so librarians collecting for German studies must be nimble and look beyond their approval plans and slips.

Black Germans

Black Germans (sometimes called Afro-Germans) are Germans or German residents with ancestry from Sub-Saharan Africa, or migrants in Germany from Sub-Saharan Africa. Since race is not a category on the German census, it is difficult to accurately count how many Black Germans are in Germany today, though some estimate the number to be at least one million (Chimbelu 2020).

As the useful website of the Black Central European Studies Network shows, Black people have lived in or experienced Europe since the medieval era. The era of colonization brought more permanent black communities to what is now Germany. Though Germany relinquished its claims to these lands at the end of World War I, colonization has had lasting and sinister effects, most notably with the genocide of the Herero and Nama people in the former colony of German Southwest Africa (today Namibia) from 1904-1908.

Much of contemporary Black German literature has roots in the 1980s, which brought a new wave of Black German activism, scholarship, and literary production. The grassroots organizations ADEFRA – Schwarze Frauen in Deutschland (Black Women in Germany) and Initiative Schwarze Menschen in Deutschland (Initiative of Black People in Germany) were founded at this time; they helped bring a new political voice to Black Germans, and continue to do so today. The germain Farbe Bekennen, edited by May Ayim, Katharina Oguntoyé, and Dagmar Schultz and published by the feminist press Orlanda Verlag in 1984, was a pathbreaking collection of essays, poetry, interviews, and Black German history. It was subsequently translated into English and published in 1991 as Showing our Colors: Afro-German Women Speak Out. The late May Ayim also made a name for herself with her poetry, and today is perhaps the most commonly taught Black German writer in German literature courses in North America.

Like Ayim, many contemporary Black German authors do activist work alongside or intertwined with their literary output. Until recently, the more traditional German literary publishers rarely published any works by Black German authors; many authors thus published with activist or leftist publishers like Orlanda Frauenverlag, Unrast Verlag, and edition assemblage. Some found it was easier to reach readers in English, while others sought to self-publish. Writing about her decision to self-publish her crime novel Die Schwarze Madonna (The Black Madonna), Noah Sow wrote on her blog “Of course an editor is important and necessary! But when I self publish I can seek one out myself that I don’t have to spend time educating that women of color have different (and more complex) experiences than other figures” (Sow, n.d.).

Traditional German literary publishers appear to be starting to listen to Black German voices, and one would hope that the critical success of recent books like 1000 Serpentinen Angst (1,000 Coils of Fear) by Olivia Wenzel
and *Adas Raum* (Ada’s room) by Sharon Dodua Otoo, both of which have been translated into English, will lead publishing houses to spend more time nurturing these voices.

## Core Materials

### Memoirs/Non-fiction/Essays


### Anthologies


### Fiction/Poetry/Graphic Novels


Recommended Readings


Community Resources

Black Central European Studies Network: A digital humanities project by a network of historians; provides good overviews of the history of the Black diaspora in Europe along with teaching materials.
Each One Teach One: A community organization in Berlin devoted to the empowerment of Black Germans. Their library, which has an online catalog, is an excellent collection of Black German writing, and they frequently hold events.
Theodor Wonja Michael Bibliothek: A library in Cologne founded by the Afro-Diasporic association Sonnenblumen Community Development Group e.V. It has an extensive collection of non-fiction, fiction, and children's books by Black German authors and Black authors from around the world, hosts frequent events, and has a blog.

Turkish Germans

Cultural exchange between inhabitants of German-speaking and Turkish-speaking lands has existed for centuries. In the contemporary German imagination, however, the Turkish presence in Germany is often reduced to the beginning of an agreement between Germany and Turkey in the 1960s that invited Turkish
workers to come to West Germany to support its burgeoning Wirtschaftswunder (economic miracle). Turkey was not the only country from which these so-called Gastarbeiter (guest workers) came, but the Turkish workers made up a large part of this workforce, and some eventually brought their families and stayed permanently in the country. Turkish Germans are often the target of right-wing thinkers in Germany who refuse to believe in the possibility of a multicultural Germany, even though many Turkish-German families have lived in Germany for generations.

Turkey is itself a diverse country, and the term “Turkish” encompasses many different identities, as does “Turkish German,” as evident in the texts selected for this chapter. As with Black Germans, it is impossible to accurately measure how many Germans of Turkish descent are living in Germany today, though some sources estimate around 7 million (Zestos and Cooke 2020).

In the 1970s and 80s, as more literary texts in German by migrants or children of migrants started to appear, German literary scholars began to write about what they first called Gastarbeiterliteratur (Guest Worker Literature) and later termed Migrationsliteratur (Migration Literature). This latter term includes writers from Eastern Europe, the Middle East, and other regions, but it is most frequently applied to Turkish German authors. Some now argue, however, that it is a paternalistic term that exotizes these authors and prioritizes texts emphasizing the non-German-ness of the authors. Olga Grajsnowa, a German writer born in Azerbaijan, wrote “Everyone—really, without exception—everyone who has a strange-sounding name or whose parents were not born in Germany is lumped together under this ineffable term. A term that remains highly questionable, racist, and paternalistic” (Grjasnowa 2021).

There are now writers in Germany of Turkish descent (like Fatma Aydemir) who are third-generation Germans, yet this othering continues. As many on the right in Germany resist multiculturalism, texts by Turkish German authors provide another point of view and a reflection of shifting realities in contemporary Germany, making them essential parts of German Studies collections.

Core Materials

Fiction/Poetry


Life Is a Caravanserai: Has Two Doors, I Came in One, I Went out the Other. Translated by Luise von Flotow. Middlesex University World Literature Series. London: Middlesex University Press.


Wo noch Licht brennt: Roman. Innsbruck: Haymon Verlag.


Community Resources

Literturport: Turkish Scene: This list, compiled by Berlin-based Turkish journalist Menekše Toprak, is a good overview of libraries, bookstores and theaters that either present Turkish literature in German translation or feature Turkish-German voices.

Renk: An online cultural magazine that focuses heavily on German-Turkish experience. The magazine also holds regular events.

Recommended Readings


Queer Germans

During the Weimar Republic, homosexuality was relatively decriminalized, leading to an explosion of queer culture memorably depicted in British writer Christopher Isherwood’s Berlin Stories, which would later be adapted to the Broadway musical and film Cabaret. But the rise of the Nazis led to brutal suppression of queerness. Existing anti-sodomy laws were made more severe and were brutally enforced, and eventually convictions led to deportation to concentration camps. After World War II, the strict anti-sodomy laws stayed on the books in West Germany and would take years of queer activism until they were fully repealed in 1994.

One of the 20th century’s most famous and enduring German writers, Thomas Mann, made great literature of his repressed homosexuality (most notably in Death in Venice), and scholars have written much about the desire he revealed in his diaries. More explicitly queer literature was published in the 1970s and 80s, most notably with Hubert Fichte and Roland Schernikau. Yet queerness remains marginal in German literature, and relatively few authors have made it a focus or even a feature of their work. Despite this, publishers such as Männerschwarm Verlag and Querverlag specialize in giving voice to queer authors and themes. A select list of German-language queer and queer-friendly publishers is available at Wir schreiben queer (We Write Queer).

Though this chapter has strived to present fiction by marginalized communities rather than merely about marginalized communities, authors in German-speaking countries are somewhat cagier about centering queer identity than their North American counterparts (perhaps out of fear of being pigeonholed). It is not clear in every case whether the author self-identifies as queer, but this list of books represents notable engagement with queer themes in contemporary fiction of the last two decades in Germany, as well in a few titles from Austria and Switzerland.

In the last few years there has been a stunning shift in the visibility and acceptance of queer authors writing in about queer experiences in German, as evidenced in the last two winners of the German Book Prize: Ante Rávik Strubel, Germany’s foremost queer contemporary literary author, for Blaue Frau in 2021, and Kim de L'Horizon, a Swiss non-binary author, for their stunning debut Blutbuch in 2022.

Core Materials

English-language Anthology


Memoirs/Essays/Non-fiction:


Fiction/Poetry/Graphic Novel


Community Resources

Buchladen Eisenherz: An excellent LGBTIQ+ bookstore in Berlin with a great selection of fiction and non-fiction queer titles by German authors and by world authors in German translation. Their website has a helpful online catalog.

Recommended Readings


References


ADEFRA – Schwarze Frauen in Deutschland (Black Women in Germany). http://www.adefra.de/.


Each One Teach One. https://www.eoto-archiv.de/ueber-uns/.


Initiative Schwarze Menschen in Deutschland (Initiative of Black People in Germany). https://isdonline.de/.
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15. Germany: Sorbian Authors and Literature

MILAN POHONTSCH

Introduction

Sorbian authors created works of literature in Germany that can still be considered marginalized; in 2020, only 41 Sorbian book titles were produced (Bibliotheksservice-Zentrum Baden-Württemberg 2024), compared to 69,180 German book titles in Germany alone (Statista 2024). Sorbian titles include fiction and non-fiction, prose literature and scientific publications, and print and digital format; excluded are newspapers and magazines. The publication of Sorbian literature helps slow the extinction of the two Sorbian languages, Upper Sorbian and Lower Sorbian.

These languages, also known as Wendish languages, are classified under the West Slavic branch of the Indo-European languages. The area where these two languages are spoken is known as Lusatia, located in the southeast corner of Germany near the Czech and Polish borders. Today there are approximately 19,500 active speakers that use either or both of these languages (Guardian 2016). In the mid-1880s, there were about 176,000 active speakers (Muka 2019, 339). While Upper Sorbian is considered an endangered language today, Lower Sorbian is classified as a definitely endangered language (UNESCO 2024). Lower Sorbian is recognized as a “statutory language of provincial identity” in Brandenburg as is Upper Sorbian in Saxony (Eberhard, Simons, and Fennig 2024).

The oldest known Sorbian handwriting is a short annotation in a Latin-language book, written in the Lower Sorbian language in 1510 (Schmidt 2011). The religious Reformation in Germany could be considered the pivotal point for the beginning of the written Sorbian languages (Schiemann and Scholze 2019, 6). The first publications in Upper and Lower Sorbian were primarily translations of religious texts. The first Sorbian belles-lettres was published in Upper Sorbian in 1767 (Schiemann and Scholze 2019, 16). Later, mainly in the first half of the 19th century, publications of songs and poems prevailed. The first Sorbian newspaper started in 1842, and the first Sorbian novellas appeared in the 1850s (Schiemann and Scholze 2019, 17).

While public libraries outside the Sorbian-speaking community have little interest in collecting Sorbian publications, academic libraries whose colleges offer degrees in various Slavic languages should have an essential collection of Upper and Lower Sorbian literature, as Sorbian publications could be helpful to Slavists in the fields of comparative literature and language research. Translations of Sorbian literature into English are few; some titles have been translated into German. Translations of Sorbian literature are seldom published outside of Germany.

One main challenge in identifying a Sorbian author in library databases is that the author’s name can be spelled in two different ways: (1) in Sorbian according to the Sorbian alphabet, or (2) according to the author’s German legal name. The VIAF (Virtual International Authority File) usually contains both versions.

A few publishers have published Sorbian language materials in the past. Today, the main publisher for printed and electronic books in both Sorbian languages is Domowina, in Bautzen, Germany. They send a quarterly newsletter to subscribers with a list of the latest publications, and their Bautzen bookstore, Smolerjek kniharnja, sometimes carries out-of-print Sorbian-language editions. The Sorbian Institute (Serbski Institut/Sorbisches Institut), also in Bautzen, is heavily involved in scientific research and publications for Sorbian languages and cultures. Its library collects all works of literature in Sorbian and pieces written about Sorbs, and participates in interlibrary loans. The Witaj Language Centre (Rêčny-centrum WITAJ/WITAJ-Sprachzentrum) publishes Sorbian
school materials in Sorbian languages. And the Foundation for the Sorbian People (Założba za serbski lud/Stiftung für das sorbische Volk) creates new media publications.

The Sorbian newspapers are Serbske Nowiny (Upper Sorbian) and Nowy Casnik (Lower Sorbian/German). Printed periodicals are Rozhlad (Upper Sorbian), Płomjo (Upper Sorbian), Płomje (Lower Sorbian), Katolski Posol (Upper Sorbian), and Pomhaj Bóż (Upper Sorbian), and almanacs are Serbska Protyka (Upper Sorbian) and Serbska Pratyja (Lower Sorbian).

The core list below includes literary authors who have actively published since 2000 and are in print as of this publication. The recommended reading section includes shorter topical lists about Sorbian publications, as well as secondary literature on the topic of Sorbian literature.

Core Collections


Cuścyna, Měrana, 1961–. Publishes prose, short stories.


Krawc, Křesćan, 1938–. Publishes prose, short stories.


Lenka [pseud. for Piniekiowa, Christiana], 1958-. Publishes poetry, short stories in Lower Sorbian.


Mětowa, Měrka, 1959–. Publishes prose, short stories.


Šołćina, Dorothea, 1953–. Publishes short stories.

Stachowa, Angela, 1948–. Publishes novellas.


Other Notable Authors and Titles

Foundational Figures of Sorbian Authorship

- Kosyk, Mato, 1853–1940. Published poetry. Collected works: Spise.
- Radyserb-Wjela, Jan, 1822–1907.
- Witkojc, Mina, 1893–1975. Published poetry in Lower Sorbian.

Promising New Sorbian Authors


Lesser-Known Sorbian Literary Authors

Authors on Sorbian Literary Criticism


Authors of Sorbian Children's Literature


Publications on Sorbian Emigration


Authors on Sorbian History


Authors on Sorbian Linguistics

Authors on Sorbian Culture, Religion, and Ethnology


References and Recommended Readings

Link List

(accessed December 19, 2023)
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16. Irish Travellers and Black Irish

AEDÍN NÍ BHRÓITHE CLEMENTS

Introduction

After the foundation of the Free State in 1922, Ireland's economy struggled until the 1990s, when a rapidly improving economy caused a dramatic change from the longtime trend of Irish emigration to the reverse—return immigration by Irish, immigration from other European Union (EU) countries, and immigration by people from countries outside the EU, including many seeking refuge or asylum.

The sudden changes accompanying this period of economic success, known as the Celtic Tiger included a major increase in diversity in the Irish population. The increase in immigration from the mid-1990s was dramatic, and though the numbers peaked while the economy was good, immigration has continued ever since. The population of the Republic of Ireland is now over five million, and Northern Ireland has a population of 1.89 million.

Relevant official sources for information on marginalized populations in Ireland include the following: The Government of Ireland website offers a search engine for government information. The Central Statistics Office (CSO) website offers reports on statistics relevant to all groups for the Republic of Ireland, and statistics for Northern Ireland may be found on the Northern Ireland Statistics and Research Agency (NISRA) website.

Irish Travellers (Mincéirs)

Though the Traveller, or Mincéir, community is often discussed alongside Roma in the literature, it is officially recognized as a unique ethnic group, and has been part of the Irish population for centuries. While “Traveller” is the most common term used today, some community members prefer to use “Mincéir,” a term from their own language rather than one assigned by others. This term is used by sociologist Dr. Sindy Joyce and writer Oein de Bharduin.

Travellers are traditionally nomadic, both in lifestyle and in ways of thinking of their relationship to place and home. Their homes are often caravans, or small mobile homes, formerly horse-drawn but now vehicle-drawn. Travellers’ occupations have traditionally included trading in horses and donkeys and working as tinsmiths. The Census of 2022 reported almost 33,000 Travellers in Ireland, up from 6% in Census 2016 (Central Statistics Office 2023b). In 2017, the Irish Government declared Travellers to be an ethnic minority (Department of the Taoiseach 2017). More demographic information on Travellers in the Republic of Ireland may be found online, in Census 2022 Profile 5 — Diversity, Migration, Ethnicity, Irish Travellers & Religion.

Travellers’ music and folklore have been collected and published at various times, including by photographer Alen Mc Weeney and anthropologists such as George Gmelch and Sharon Gmelch. Contemporary writers among the Traveller community include Rosaleen McDonagh, a playwright and essayist, and Oein DeBharduin, whose Why the Moon Travels is a collection of stories from the folklore of the Mincéirí framed in introductory essays by the author. DeBharduin’s book and McDonagh’s Unsettled are both published by Skein Press.

With a current move to include the history and culture of Travellers in the school curriculum, we may anticipate increased resources on the subject.

What follows are sources on Traveller organizations and advocacy groups, historical and sociological work on Travellers, cultural works by Travellers, and sources on Traveller language.
Core Materials


Community Resources

- **National Traveller Women’s Forum Ireland.**
- **Pavee Point: Traveller and Roma Centre**; various publications may be downloaded from the Pavee Point website.
- **Traveller’s Voice**: a magazine dedicated to contemporary Traveller life. The magazine is available by subscription via Involve.

Recommended Reading


Irish and Black

Over the past 30 years, immigration has brought a dramatic change in the make-up of the Irish population, with people who are black or multiracial now a visible part of that population. In Ireland’s 2022 Census, over 76,000 people are listed as “Black or Black Irish” (Central Statistics Office 2023a).

The “Black and Irish” Instagram page (@black_andirish) reveals a diverse community, with members whose parents were born in Africa, or whose parents or grandparents immigrated from Europe, America, or elsewhere.

The 2018 report Ethnicity and Nationality in the Irish Labour Market presents unsurprising evidence that people who identify as Black or Black Irish experience the highest rates of discrimination in the Irish labor market (McGinnity, x-xi). The background reading below gives more context to this racism, and lists some of the literary works and memoirs that bear witness to their experiences.

Primary Materials


Community Resources

- AkiDwA (Akina Dada wa Africa): an organization founded by Salome Mbugua, working with African women and migrant women in Ireland on various issues that affect their lives. Reports and other publications may be found on their website.
• **Black and Irish**: initially an Instagram account, this has gathered a large collection of personal stories of black people in Ireland. The website has links to the Black & Irish Podcast and the group's social media sites.
• **INAR** (Irish Network Against Racism).
• **Migrant and Minority Ethnic Thinktank** (formerly the MME Council): a Northern Ireland advocacy and community think tank that seeks responses and solutions to key societal issues.

**Recommended Reading**


**References**


**Link List**

*(accessed December 10, 2023)*
• AkiDwA (Akina Dada wa Africa). https://akidwa.ie/.
• Alen MacWeeney’s website. https://www.alenmacweeney.com/.
• Involve. https://www.involve.ie/.
• National Traveller Women’s Forum Ireland. https://www.ntwf.net/.
• Pavee Point: Traveller and Roma Centre. https://www.paveepoint.ie/.
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17. The Netherlands and Belgium: Migrant Communities

JOANNEKE FLEISCHAUER

Historical Background in The Netherlands

The literary output produced by ethnic minority writers in the Netherlands is known for its diversity, with authors of varied heritage, individual experiences, and time of arrival in the Netherlands. Works therefore follow different patterns of publication, language, and themes (Minnaard 2018, 355). According to several researchers, including Minnaard and T’Sjoen, writing by marginalized groups in the Netherlands generally falls into three categories: postcolonial literature and literature of the Dutch East Indies and Suriname; migration literature, by authors who migrated to the Netherlands due to political and economic circumstances during the 1960s; and works by political refugees who sought asylum during the 1980s and 1990s (Minnaard 2018, 358; T’Sjoen 2013, 267).

Works by ethnic-minority writers gained popularity in the Netherlands in the 1990s, when migration became a topic of interest in literary and academic fields. There is still extensive discussion on how to categorize these authors and their works (Behschnitt, de Mul and Minnaard 2013; Nijborg and Laroui 2013; T’sjoen 2013). Literary works by postcolonial writers, refugees, and other minority authors were initially placed into the same category as migration literature, or referred to as allochtoon writing, the official term for a Dutch citizen with a migrant background (see T’Sjoen 2013; Minnaard 2018). The word allochtoon, however, is no longer officially used by the government. At the start of the 21st century, emphasis shifted from the ethnic background of the author to the quality of the literary work. And while first-generation ethnic minority authors focused on identity, cultural differences, and origins, these themes shifted with the arrival of the second and third generations of ethnic-minority writers. Hafid Bouazza, one of the first Moroccan authors to write literary works in Dutch, was very outspoken about how his writing was not to be categorized in terms of his Moroccan background.

In Een beer in bontjas, he writes:

If I were to believe most critics then I am a Moroccan writer. But I do not believe most critics. According to other, well-disposed people, I am a Moroccan-Dutch author. But that label sounds uncomfortable. It hobbles around in a slipper and a clog— and that makes walking bloody tricky. Then there are the careful people (they are a minority) for whom I have coined the title D.A.M.D.D.N. [Dutch Author of Moroccan Descent with Dutch Nationality]. That is the only politically correct designation, but it will not make you very popular. It sounds like a rare disease. (Bouazza 2004, 14-15)

Postcolonial Migrants

The first group of postcolonial migrants to the Netherlands arrived after Indonesia declared independence on August 17, 1945. Many were of Indonesian, Dutch, and Moluccan descent. The second wave, arriving during the 1970s, was associated with the independence of Suriname, and consisted of people from vastly different groups, such as Hindi-Surinamese, Creole-Surinamese, Javanese-Surinamese, Afro-Surinamese, Aukan-Surinamese, and Saramaccan-Surinamese.
Labor Migrants or Guestworkers (Gastarbeiders)

During the labor shortages of the 1960s, the Dutch government, like many others in Europe, started recruiting unskilled foreign workers mostly from Morocco and Turkey. These workers were initially called labor migrants or guest workers (gastarbeiders). Upon arrival and thereafter, the situation for these workers was precarious, and starkly different from that encountered by the first postcolonial group of immigrants. The term “guestworker” suggested that the migrants were only supposed to stay temporarily, and differences in language, religion, and appearance contributed to discriminatory policies, attitudes, and perceptions.

Many labor migrants decided to stay in the Netherlands with their families after the ban on foreign recruitment in 1973. Although there were guest workers from many countries, including Turkey, Moroccan authors continued to create the bulk of literary output. Nijborg and Laroui (2013) attribute this literary success to the influence of Amsterdam’s media, publishers, and prominent literary institutions. Two other reasons are Morocco’s tradition of telling stories and acquisition of the Dutch language.

Refugees and Asylum Seekers

The third group of migrants to the Netherlands consists of refugees and asylum seekers who arrived during the 1980s and 1990s, fleeing their countries of origin for political, humanitarian, or economic reasons. In 2022, most asylum seekers came from Syria (5,566 people), followed by Eritrea (1,504), Turkey (1,265), Algeria (1,062), and Yemen (861) (“Cijfers, aantal vluchtelingen wereldwijd,” n.d.).

Historical background in Belgium

This chapter discusses Flemish rather than Belgian Francophone. Sarah de Mul has written extensively about the lack or delayed arrival of Flemish ethnic minority writing (Boehmer and de Mul 2012; Behschnitt, de Mul and Minnaard 2013), proposing that one explanation is that the first generation of Maghrebi immigrants from the 1970s was supposed to stay only as temporary guests. A failed implementation of multicultural policies and a climate of xenophobia and racism also contributed to the exclusion of ethnic minorities from the literary and cultural scene. In addition, Moroccan-Belgian authors have refused to conform to expectations in the Flemish literary arena of serving as spokespersons for their ethnocultural communities. Brems (2016) suggests that, in contrast to the Netherlands, Flemish Belgium lacks a tradition of colonial or postcolonial literature and that most ethnic minority literary works are in French. In addition, fewer cultural migrant organizations focus on literature, thus limiting the promotion of ethnic minority authors.

Core Collection

What follows is a list of authors and their literary output; it is neither exhaustive nor complete. In the case of Suriname, while most titles are more than 20 years old, they are all critical to the Dutch canon and our colonial and postcolonial understanding. The authors in this list are referred to as Moroccan-Dutch, Turkish-Dutch, Moroccan-Flemish, and Turkish-Flemish, but it is understood that these artificial labels hold little meaning, and most of these authors simply consider themselves Dutch or Belgian and would reject these artificial labels.
Suriname

Albert Helman (1903-1996, pseudonym of Lodewijk Lichtveld)

• Helman, Albert. 1931. De stille plantage [The silent plantation]. Rotterdam: Nijgh & Van Ditmar.

Anton de Kom (1898-1945)

• Kom, Anton de. 1934. Wij Slaven van Suriname [We slaves of Suriname]. Amsterdam: Contact.

Astrid Roemer (1947-)


Anil Ramdas (1958-2012)


Bea Vianen (1935-2019)


Clark Accord (1961-2011)


Cynthia McLeod (1936-)


Edgar Cairo (1948-2000)


Karin Amatmoekrim (1976-)


Raoul de Jong (1984-)

Rudie van Lier (1914-1987)


Moroccan Dutch

Hafid Bouazza (1970-2021)


Mustafa Stitou (1974-)


Khalid Boudou (1974-)


Abdelkader Benali (1975-)


Said El Haji (1976-)


Khalid Mourigh (1981-)


Mano Bouzamour (1991-)

**Turkish Dutch**

Halil Gür (1951-)


Erdal Balci (1969-)


Murat Isik (1977-)


Lale Gül (1997-)

- Gül, Lale. 2021. *Ik ga leven* [I am going to live]. Amsterdam: Prometheus.

**Important other**

Kader Abdolah (1954-) (Iran)


**Moroccan Flemish**

Rachida Lamrabet (1970-)


Fikry El Azzouzi (1978-)


Ish Ait Hamou (1987-)


**Turkish Flemish**

Mustafa Kör (1976-)
Important other

Chika Unigwe (1974-) (Nigeria)


Community Resources


*The Black Archives Expositie: “Surinamers in Nederland: 100 jaar Emancipatie en Strijd”:* Information related to the exhibition “Surinamese in the Netherlands: 100 years of Emancipation and Struggle.”

*Anton de Kom* (Canon van Nederland): Encyclopedia entry on Anton de Kom.

*E. du Perronprijs*: An annual prize established in 1986 to reward those who promote mutual understanding and good relations between diverse populations living in the Netherlands.

*El Hizjra*: A cultural organization for Arab-speaking immigrants in the Netherlands. Founded in 1987; promotes a tolerant society with equality when it comes to gender, culture, and religion.

*El Hizjra Literatuurprijs*: El Hizjra Literature Prize; encourages and supports upcoming literary talent for authors with an Arabic background.

*Kwakoe Literatuurprijs* (Wikipedia.nl). Kwakoe Literature Prize; given between 1999 and 2006 to encourage upcoming literary talent from Suriname.

*Literatuur Vlaanderen* (Flanders Literature) and *Nederlands Letterenfonds* (Dutch Foundation for Literature): Charged with supporting writers and translators and promoting Flemish and Dutch literature (respectively) abroad. Grants awarded to promote diversity in literature.

*Literatuurmuseum* (Museum of Literature): Holds the literary memories of the Netherlands; archive includes books by nearly every Dutch author and illustrator.

*Passa Porta*: International house of literature in Brussels; meeting place for authors and translators from Belgium and abroad.

Recommended Reading


References


Link List

(accessed December 10, 2023)

- The Black Archives. [https://www.theblackarchives.nl/home.html](https://www.theblackarchives.nl/home.html).
- El Hizjra. [https://www.elhizjra.nl/](https://www.elhizjra.nl/).
- Literatuur Vlaanderen (Flanders Literature). [https://www.literatuurvlaanderen.be/](https://www.literatuurvlaanderen.be/).
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18. Russian Federation: LGBTQIA+ Studies Resources

KIRILL TOLPYGO

Introduction

This chapter highlights a sampling of LGBTQIA+ media produced in the Russian Federation, focusing on the increased activity of the last 3–4 years. Despite the hostile climate, a new generation of visible LGBTQIA+ voices has emerged which, unlike the vibrant but ghettoized LGBTQIA+ print culture of the 1990s and early 2000s, is reaching a growing audience (Wilkinson 2019). My selection is far from exhaustive, but should equip someone new to the subject to identify additional contemporary or historical sources related to topics not discussed here, like popular music, art, theater, or fashion. For a longer and continually updated list of sources, see my guide LGBTQIA+ Studies Resources: Russian Federation.

There is a gender imbalance even in LGBTQIA+ media in Russia, with more publications by and for gay cismales than for other members of the LGBTQIA+ community. I have attempted to balance this out when selecting resources. I chose to exclude Russophone publications from neighboring Kazakhstan, Belarus, and Ukraine as well as from other former Soviet republics; while such content may be accessible to audiences within the Russian Federation, it is produced in different contexts and requires separate guides. Conversely, I chose to include a few prominent expatriate voices who continue to write about the situation in Russia from abroad. Emigration of LGBTQIA+ people has been increasing since national discriminatory laws began to be adopted in 2013 and has peaked (at least for the activists and content creators discussed in this text) in the wake of the full-scale invasion of Ukraine, mobilization, and the passing of the most recent anti-LGBTQIA+ legislation. I use the term “LGBTQIA+” throughout this text, but researchers should be aware that the most common acronyms used in the media produced by the community in Russia as of 2023 are LGBT (ЛГБТ) and LGBT+ (ЛГБТ+).

LGBTQIA+ people in the Russian Federation exist in an environment of systemic, state-sponsored homophobia and escalating discriminatory laws. Many live with the daily threat of physical violence (Kondakov 2021) and experience discrimination in education, employment, health care, and other spheres. This environment has been exacerbated by the wartime increase in hostility toward any expression of non-conformity or dissent and by the growing culture of informing on neighbors and colleagues. While the Soviet sodomy laws were quietly repealed in 1993, a series of municipal and regional anti-gay laws were passed by the early 2010s, leading to the 2013 national-level adoption ban and the “gay propaganda” law prohibiting the dissemination of information about LGBTQIA+ topics to minors. The 2020 constitutional amendment defined marriage as a union between a man and a woman. In 2022, the “gay propaganda” law was expanded to ban the dissemination of any information about LGBTQIA+ topics on the internet, in mass media, books, film/video, audiovisual services, or advertisements to people of any age. In 2023, an anti-trans law banning gender-affirming surgery and changes to the gender marker in passports was passed, followed by the Russian Supreme Court declaring the “international LGBT-movement” an extremist organization and banning their activity in Russia. Additionally, the 2012 “foreign agent” law, though not specific to LGBTQIA+, has been weaponized to target organizations as well as individuals like activist Igor’ Kochetov (Игорь Кочетов), or young adult authors Katerina Sil’vanova (Катерина Сильванова) and Elena Malisova (Елена Малисова), especially after protecting “traditional values” became part of Russia's National Security Strategy in 2015.

There is every reason to expect more repressions against LGBTQIA+ people to follow. Much of the content discussed below can thus be considered endangered, and it is difficult to predict which of the resources
will remain available by the time of publication. Internet resources, including audio and video materials, may be the most vulnerable, as they are not just subject to being blocked by Russia’s media policing agency Roskomnadzor, but may be “proactively” suspended by website hosting providers or social media platforms, or simply removed by creators themselves in acts of self-censorship for self-preservation.

Books and Publishers

Librarians wishing to add current Russian queer literature to their book collections can start with Popcorn Books, an independent Moscow publisher focusing on YA literature about “uncomfortable” (their term) topics such as identity, racism, sexism, body image, and mental illness. Their output includes a string of path-breaking books centering LGBTQIA+ characters from a new cohort of queer domestic authors. Some, like Leto v pionerskom galstuke (Лето в пионерском галстуке) by Katerina Sil’vanova (Катерина Сильванова) and Elena Malisova (Елена Малисова), a novel about same-sex romance in a Soviet Young Pioneer camp, have topped Russian bestseller charts, resulting in unprecedented print runs reaching 250,000 copies; the average print run in 2021 was 3,591 copies. Mikita Franko (Микита Франко)'s 2020 debut Dni nashei zhizni (Дни нашей жизни) is the first work in Russian literature to examine relationships between a child and their same-sex parents, and look at the effects of having to hide one's family in the homophobic world of contemporary Russia. Franko's next two novels, Tetrad' v kletochku (Тетрадь в клеточку) and (Devochka) (Девочка) explore gender identity and transgender family relationships (another first for Russian fiction), also through the eyes of an adolescent. Other small presses to watch are the Saint Petersburg independent Poriadok slov (Порядок слов), the feminist No Kidding Press, and Freedom Letters, launched in 2023 outside of Russia.

Major Russian publishers have typically shied away from LGBTQIA+ topics, but recent years have seen several important exceptions. Rana (Рана) by poet Oksana Vasiakina (Оксана Васякина), released in 2021 by heavyweight humanities publisher Novoe literaturnoe obozrenie (Новое литературное обозрение), is the first novel dealing with female homosexuality to garner significant media attention. The book is available in an English translation by Elin Atler (Catapult, 2023). The publishing giant EKSMO (ЭКСМО), through its imprint Inspiria, released Moi belyi (Мой белый) by Ksenia Burzhskaja (Ксения Буржская), while EKSMO's sibling AST (АСТ) issued, through its various imprints, novels by Katia Chistiakova (Катя Чистякова), Iurii Karakur (Юрий Каракур), Timur Valitov (Тимур Валитов), and non-binary author Maksim Sonin (Максим Сонин), and a transition memoir by Miranda Zomberg (Миранда Зомберг). With the passing of the 2022 law, major publishers (and retailers) have begun to remove LGBTQIA+ content from their platforms; new publications are unlikely to appear through this channel any time soon.

Librarians wishing to engage in retroactive collecting can start by exploring the output of Kolonna Publications, the back issues of related literary journal Mitin zhurnal (Митин журнал), and the defunct Kvir (Квир), the publishing arm of the eponymous gay male magazine (2003–2013). Kolonna has operated since 1997, and has published icons from that era such as Iaroslav (Slava) Mogutin (Ярослав (Слава) Могутин), Vadim Kalinin (Вадим Калинин), and Evgenia Debrianskaia (Евгения Дебрянская). Their more recent publications include two acclaimed novels by journalist Sergei Khazov-Kassia (Сергей Хазов-Кассия) and the “diary” series from Aleksandr Markin (Александр Маркин), although the press now concentrates primarily on translations. Kvir published novels by Soviet Union's premier gay dissident Gennadii Trifonov (Геннадий Трифонов), poetry by activist Ol'ga Krauze (Ольга Краuze), biographies of LGBTQIA+ Russians by Vladimir Kirsanov (Владимир Кирсанов), and several gay and lesbian literature anthologies. In many ways, the titles above are exceptions. Much of Russia’s domestic queer literature has existed in the realm of (primarily electronic) self-publishing (with presses like Popcorn Books drawing from this pool), but the 2022 law makes the fate of this domain uncertain. Furthermore, a key activity of publishers like Popcorn Books, Poriadok sloy (Порядок слов), No Kidding Press, and Kolonna Publications has been issuing Russian...
translations of Western queer literature. This is an important cultural phenomenon, and its influence is awaiting research. However, outside of a small handful of public libraries serving émigré populations, North American libraries do not normally collect translations into Russian.

Precious little scholarship on LGBTQIA+ topics has been published in Russia. Many institutes conducting such research (or any kind of gender studies) in the 1990s and early 2000s have since closed their doors, and any remaining ones have been declared “foreign agents.” A different kind of anti-gay “scholarship” seems to have emerged (Moss 2021). Consequently, the number of scholars working on LGBTQIA+ topics is minimal, and even those work from outside the country. Irina Roldugina (Ирина Ролгудина) is a historian whose articles on Russian queer history have appeared in places like the independent culture review Colta, the opposition magazine The New Times, and the anthology V zashchitu meinstrima (В защиту мейнстрима) (Aliab'eva, Gorbachev, and Danilkin 2021). Alexander Kondakov (Александр Кондаков) is a sociologist investigating violence against LGBTQIA+ persons. Both regularly contribute to English-language scholarly publications. A small handful of other scholars can be traced by examining the 2014 conference publication Na pereput'e (На перепутье), evidently the last domestic publication of its kind.

Film & Video

With no government funding and obvious difficulties in securing private support for films on LGBTQIA+ topics, very few such films are produced. Shorts and documentary shorts predominate. Tellingly, Russia’s only LGBTQIA+ film festival, “Bok o Bok” («Бок о бок»), which has been held in Saint Petersburg and online since 2008 (despite ever-increasing harassment), did not include a domestic film program until 2021.

Several notable projects emerged in the last few years, however. Karen Shainian (Карен Шаинян)’s Kvirografiiia (Квирография; Queerography), directed by Mariia Pavlova (Мария Павлова) and Anna Shmit'ko (Анна Шмитько), is a beautifully filmed documentary series that presents, in their own voices, the lives of LGBTQIA+ people in Russian cities outside of the two capitals. Shainian and his team have built an impressive body of work (available on Shainian’s YouTube channel), which includes the interview web show Straight Talk with Gay People, a series of playful educational videos Kvirprosvet (Квирпросвет), and over a dozen other interview-based documentaries. Davai s’ezhhat’sia! (Давай съезжаться!), a Zoom show created by journalists and lesbian activists Anna Filippova (Анна Филippova), Mariia Latsinskaia (Мария Лаcинская), and Katia Nenakhova (Катя Ненахова), takes a more DIY approach. Recorded during the pandemic lockdown in 2020, the show’s nine episodes dissect lesbian stereotypes, biphobia, and plenty of popular culture. As of December 2023, however, the creators have removed all episodes from their YouTube channel.

Several projects have received attention in the West. For example, Alina Rudnitskaiia (Алина Рудницкая)’s Victory Day and Askol’d Kurov (Аскольд Куроv) and Pavel Loparev (Павел Лопарев)’s Children 404, both made on the heels of the 2013 “gay propaganda” law, have been picked up by American distributors. Katerina Sedliarova (Катерина Седлярова)’s Nikogda nikomu ob etom ne rasskazyvai (Никогда никому об этом не рассказывай), about intersex people, was created specifically for the BBC News Russian Service.

Some creators make their films freely available on video sharing platforms after they have made the festival circuit, including Alina Alieva (Алина Алиева)’s portraits of non-binary people Ty mal’chik ili devochka? (Ты мальчик или девочка?), Anastasia Shalaia (Анастасия Шалаи)’s documentary about transgender people Zdravstvui, ia (Здравствуй, я), Seva Galkin (Сева Галкин)’s probing dramas Fanaty (Фанаты) and Porok serdtsa (Порок сердца), and Svetlana Sigaleva (Светлана Сигалева)’s Plokhaia doch’ (Плохая дочь), a fictional exploration of partner/family relations and homophobia.

Several films about the Russian LGBTQIA+ community have been produced by Western filmmakers since 2013, focusing primarily on human rights violations. David France’s 2020 HBO documentary Welcome to
Chechnya is perhaps the most well-known of these. Since these resources are easier to identify and access, I have chosen to omit them here.

### Podcasts

The 2020 pandemic lockdown produced an explosion of Russian LGBTQIA+ podcasts, with several standout projects functioning very much like oral history collections. *Puti priniatia* (Пути принятия) (rebranded as *Kartofel* (Картофель) in 2023), is a formidable corpus of interviews with lesbian activists, journalists, and scholars by Kazan'-based journalist Lena Dogadina (Лена Догадина), focusing on self-acceptance, coming out, and parent relations. *Propaganda feminizma* (Пропаганда феминизма), co-hosted by women’s history scholar Anna Sidorevich (Анна Сидоревич) and non-binary activist Kris Gnezdo (Крис Гнездо), bridges the gap between feminism and queer activism. *Raduzhnyi* (Радужный) is an excellent narrative podcast exploring LGBTQIA+ lives in the Russian provinces, anchored by host Sergei Puchkin (Серге́й Пучкин)’s own story of growing up gay in a remote Siberian town. Mikhail Suetin (Михаил Суэтин)’s *Po poias v raduge* (По пояс в радуге), the longest-running podcast on the list, is a series of well-researched lectures on world LGBTQIA+ history and conditions in Russia. *Kvirkast* (Квиркаст) and *Naraspashku* (Нараспашку) are activist podcasts covering a range of topics, from anti-gay violence to sexual health to non-binary language, while *Kvir' kul'turu* (Квирь культуру) and *Gromche!* (Громче!) explore queer art, literature, and film. Notable defunct podcasts include *Moi gender segodnia* (Мой гендер сегодня), focusing on gender studies and feminism, and *Nebinarnyi SSSR* (Небинарный СССР), exploring queer Soviet history, both produced by Aleksandr Fokin (Александр Фокин) and consisting of extended interviews with Russophone scholars at Western universities.

### Community Organizations & Gray Literature

LGBTQIA+ support organizations have existed in several Russian cities (Moscow and Saint Petersburg have had multiple organizations), with new grassroots community centers appearing until the most recent round of anti-LGBTQIA+ legislation. One example is Kazan’ Priniatie (Принятие, https://accept.center), which opened its doors in 2019 but closed in 2022, though versions of Kazan’ Priniatie’s website are available via the Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine. Other organizations are similarly under threat. While the “foreign agent” label placed significant restrictions and bureaucratic burdens on operations, often leading to suspension or closure, and the “gay propaganda” law resulted in lawsuits and fines, the new “extremist organization” designation will prove even more devastating.

In addition to their function as community spaces and sources of legal and psychological support, many of these organizations have published a variety of gray literature in print and electronic format. These include human rights monitoring reports, educational materials, and self-help brochures. For example, several style guides on inclusive and respectful language aimed at journalists have been produced as part of a campaign to improve how news sources cover LGBTQIA+ topics. These publications function as cultural artifacts that by their very existence underscore existing discriminatory practices in mainstream media.

The resource lists below include a small selection of recent examples from different organizations. It is essential that these publications are cataloged and preserved before they disappear—as was the case with the report library of Stimul (Стимул), https://www.msk-stimul.eu/library, which is no longer accessible as the archived page in Wayback Machine did not preserve any of the documents.
Online Media Projects

LGBTQIA+ websites have received considerable attention from US institutions engaged in web archiving of endangered content, although far from everything has been captured. Deti-404 (Дети-404), an LGBTQIA+ teen support organization founded by Lena Klimova (Лена Климова) and targeted under the “gay propaganda” law of 2013, received considerable press coverage and was the subject of a documentary film. Because of its prominence, the organization’s website, containing an extensive collection of teen testimonies and a sizable digital library, was thoroughly archived between 2014 and 2016, when it was taken down. Deti-404’s Facebook account appears still active. Other content disappears more quietly. The parent support project Illuminator (Иллюминатор, http://illuminator.info) has vanished during the writing of this text. The project’s site has been archived in Wayback Machine, but its extensive video library, hosted on Vimeo, is gone. The crowdfunded online queer culture magazine Otkrytye (Открытые), which became a social media-only project after the loss of its website (https://o-zine.ru), also ceased while I was initially compiling the resource list in 2021. Social media plays a central role in people’s lives and is perhaps the most important venue for LGBTQIA+ voices today. These online publications are the most ephemeral and largely resist web archiving efforts. It is not clear how future researchers will be able to access this content.

Core resources

Books: Primary sources: fiction, poetry, autobiographical works


Luk’ianova, Svetlana, ed. 2020. Druzhba: rasskazy, napisannye zhenschinami i nebinami liud’mi. Moskva:


Books: Secondary sources


Russian platforms like mave and aggregators like podcast.ru are quickly dropping this content, but it may still be available via services like Apple Podcasts and Castbox, at least until they cave in to Roskomnadzor.

**Gei-propaganda** (Гей пропаганда): Conversational podcast about gay culture produced by journalist and activist Miloslav Chemodanov (Милослав Чемоданов), launched in November 2020. First season was co-hosted by journalist Renat Davletgildeev (Ренат Давлетгилдеев). As of June 2022, new episodes are produced in the US following Chemodanov’s immigration. Last accessed December 17, 2023.

**Gromchel** (Громчел): Interview podcast about queer arts, hosted by Leo Veles (Лео Белес) and produced by the queer literary journal Vsluch (Вслух), launched in October 2022. Last accessed May 27, 2023.


**My tut** (Мы тут): Autobiographical podcast about queer lives in Russia, launched by Rossiiskaia LGBT-set (Российская ЛГБТ-сеть) in October 2023. Last accessed January 8, 2024.

**Naraspashku** (Нараспашку): Conversational podcast about queer culture produced by the defunct media project Otkrytye (Открытые), launched in October 2020. Hosted by activists and journalists Mariia Latysnskaia (Мария Латыньская), Ekaterina Kudriavtseva (Екатерина Кудрявцева), Slava Rusova (Слава Русова), and Nikita Andriianov (Никита Андреянов). Several hosts have left Russia following the full-scale invasion of Ukraine and new episodes are produced irregularly/infrequently. Last accessed January 5, 2024.

**Nebinarnyi SSSR** (Небинарный СССР): Scholarly interview podcast about Soviet queer history, hosted by Aleksandr Fokin (Александр Фокин). Thirteen episodes were released between June 2020 and July 2021. Appears defunct. Last accessed January 5, 2024.


**Puti priniatia** (Пути принятия): Interview podcast about queer (primarily lesbian) experience in the post-Soviet space, hosted by Kazan’ journalist Lina Dogadina (Лина Догадина), launched in February 2020. Dogadina left Russia following the full-scale invasion of Ukraine and continues to produce episodes from abroad. The podcast has been rebranded as Kartofel’ (Картофель) in 2023. Last accessed January 8, 2024.

**Raduzhnyi** (Радужный): Narrative podcast about queer lives in Russia’s small towns and rural regions, hosted by Sergei Puchkin (Сергея Пучкин), launched in May 2021. Last accessed January 8, 2024.

**Tviker** (Твикер): Autobiographical podcast about growing up gay in a small Siberian town by Aleksandr Kazantsev (Александр Казанцев), launched in May 2021. Last accessed December 17, 2023.

**Vaut** (Ваут): Conversational podcast about lesbian culture and social issues, hosted by journalists Alena Nalimova (Алена Налимова) and Katia Nenakhova (Катя Ненахова), launched in December 2021. Last accessed December 17, 2023.
Community Organizations & Festivals

Al'ians geteroseksualov i LGBT za ravnopravie (Альянс гетеросексуалов и ЛГБТ за равноправие): LGBTQIA+ human rights organization for heterosexual allies operating in Saint Petersburg since 2012. Only has social media presence; link is to Facebook page as an example. Last accessed December 17, 2023.

Delo LGBT+: Organization providing legal support to LGBTQIA+ community. Last accessed January 8, 2024.


Kvirfest/Queerfest (Квирфест): International festival of queer culture held in Saint Petersburg (currently online) since 2009. Last accessed December 17, 2023.

LaSky: Center for HIV prevention and support for people with HIV, based in Moscow. Last accessed December 17, 2023.


Mezhdunarodnyi kinofestival “Bok o Bok” / Side by Side International Film Festival (Международный кинофестиваль «Бок о Бок»): International LGBTQIA+ film festival held in Saint Petersburg, Moscow, and online since 2008. Last accessed December 17, 2023.


**Trans*koalitsiia na postsovetskom prostranstve / Trans*coalition in the post-Soviet space** (Транс*коалиция на постсоветском пространстве): Trans human rights organization uniting activists from Armenia, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Moldova, Russia, Uzbekistan and Ukraine, operating since 2013. Last accessed December 18, 2023.

**Tsentr T = T Center** (Центр Т): Trans support and advocacy organization based in Moscow offering a community space, a shelter, and legal and psychological support. Last accessed December 18, 2023.


---

**Gray Literature (examples)**


---

**Film & Video: Drama**


Filippova, Anna, Masha Latsinskaia and Katia Nenakhova. 2020. Davai s’ezzhat’sia (Филиппова, Анна, Маша Лацинская и Катя Ненахова. 2020. Давай съезжаться!). Russian. YouTube video, 335 min (9 episodes). As of December 2023, the web series has been removed from the creators’ YouTube channel. The playlist page has been archived in Wayback Machine: https://web.archive.org/web/20220611223801/https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBnMpXnuI0HGZkdx9KxOUQ.


Pogrebizhskaia, Elena, dir. (Погребижская, Елена, реж.). 2022. Doctors and parents were deciding who to

Film & Video: Documentary


Filippova, Anna, Masha Latsinskaia and Katia Nenakhova. 2020. Davai s’ezzhat’sia (Филиппова, Анна, Маша Лацинская и Катя Ненахова. 2020. Давай съезжаться!). Russian. YouTube video, 335 min (9 episodes). As of December 2023, the web series has been removed from the creators’ YouTube channel. The playlist page has been archived in Wayback Machine: https://web.archive.org/web/20220611223801/https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCBnMpXnuI0HGZkdx9KxOUQ.


Pogrebizhskaia, Elena, dir. (Погребижская, Елена, реж.). 2022. Doctors and parents were deciding who to
make out of me: a boy or a girl. Intersex people in Russia. Russian with English subtitles. YouTube video, 85 min. Last accessed December 18, 2023. [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sCGIQaiANq&t=2s](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sCGIQaiANq&t=2s).


Online Media Projects (examples)

- **Gei i Dinamit** (Гей и Динамит): Telegram channel of activist and journalist Renat Davletgил’деев (Ренат Давлетгильдеев). Last accessed December 18, 2023.
- **KonstantinKropotkin** (Константин Кропоткин): Telegram channel of author and literary critic Konstantin Kropotkin (Константин Кропоткин), based in Berlin. Former home of his project Sodom i Umora (Содом и Умора), focusing on queer books and film. Last accessed January 8, 2024.
- **Lesbiiskoe lobbi** (Лесбийское лобби): Telegram channel of journalist and activist Maria Latsinskaia (Мария Лацинская) focusing on queer women. Last accessed December 18, 2023.
- **LiuBI** (ЛюБИ): Facebook page of bisexual rights activist group. Last accessed January 8, 2024.
- **Muzei istorii LGBT v Rossi** (Музей истории ЛГБТ в России): Website of project aimed at popularizing and Russian queer history; partners with privately held archive Arkiv lesbianok i geev (Архив лесбиянок и геев). Appears to be moribund. Last accessed December 18, 2023.
- **Neznanie** (Незнание): Website of independent online literary journal, founded in 2019 by authors Arina Boiko (Арина Бойко), Liza Kamenskaia (Лиза Каменская), and Sania Guseva (Саня Гусева), focused on publishing works by queer authors, women, and other marginalized people. Last accessed December 18, 2023.
- **Parni+** (Парни+): Website of project originally focused on sexual health and family relationships of gay men, currently widely covering LGBTQIA+ culture and social issues. Last accessed December 18, 2023.
Recommended Readings
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Introduction

Various communities of South Asian heritage (i.e., Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, the Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka) live in the United Kingdom. The migration of South Asian immigrants to the UK began with the establishment of the East India Company in 1600. It continued during the British colonial period and, after that, to contemporary times. Early immigrants who settled in the UK included servants traveling with the East India Company officials’ families, Indian students from wealthy families pursuing higher education, soldiers, well-qualified professionals, and others. Recent migrants include well-qualified professionals, students, economic immigrants, and asylum seekers.

While we use the term “South Asian British” in this chapter, other terms such as “British South Asian,” “Asian British,” or “British Asian” are also common in the UK. “Black” has often been used to broadly include Black British and South Asian British communities rather than being limited to people of African heritage.

At present, the South Asian diaspora in the UK constitutes “Indians 1.45 million (2.3 percent [of the total UK population]), Pakistanis 1.17 million (1.9 percent), Bangladeshis 451,500 (0.7 percent) and other Asians, who include Sri Lankans, as well as third-generation Asians, Asians of mixed parentage, people from Nepal, Bhutan, and the Maldives Islands and some from the Middle East” (Minority Rights Group 2020). South Asian British play essential roles in British society as activists, artists, business owners, fashion designers, educators, government officials, policymakers, politicians, professionals, and so on.

This chapter highlights 21st-century works by British writers of South Asian heritage, both immigrants and their descendants. Due to space limitations, only 20 representative authors from this vibrant literary activity field have been included. Prominent figures such as Hanif Kureishi and Salman Rushdie have been set aside in order to feature other highly regarded but less well-known writers. Bangladeshi, Indian, Kashmiri, Pakistani, and Sri Lankan British writers are listed. Note that available publications by members of less populous communities can be challenging to locate.

The chapter includes authors who identify as mixed in ethnicity (e.g., poet Zaffar Kunial) and those whose nationality is ambiguous or fluid. Novelist Kamila Shamsie, for example, retains dual British and Pakistani citizenship, while several authors, such as writer and critic Neel Mukherjee, have homes both in the UK and elsewhere (Poetry International Rotterdam, n.d.; Mishra and Shamsie 2022; Harvard University Department of English, n.d.). On the other hand, the chapter excludes authors with South Asian roots (Kiran Desai and others) who have lived in the UK but no longer do so and do not currently identify as British (Bennington College, n.d.), as well as writers who live part-time in the UK but identify only as South Asian nationals, such as Pankaj Mishra (Mishra and Shamsie 2022).

Many of the works listed below explore questions of identity and migration, considering generational changes along with the intersectionality of ethnicity with gender roles, sexual orientation, religious traditions, disabilities, and other factors. Others address themes independent of the identity of the communities in which their authors were raised; indeed, several writers, including dramatist Tanika Gupta, explicitly prefer not to be defined in ethnic terms (Shaikh 2011). Settings may be Britain of the 20th or 21st century ancestral countries, elsewhere, or nowhere specific.
Core Collection

Oral histories and archival sources

From the Ahmed Iqbal Ullah RACE (Race Archives and Community Engagement) Centre: a special library, affiliated with the Manchester Central Library and the University of Manchester, focusing on the study of race, migration, and anti-racist activism:

- **Albums**: Audio recordings of more than 300 oral history interviews of members of Black, Asian, and other immigrant communities.
- **Archive collections**: Material documenting the history of global majority, migrant, and refugee communities, particularly within Greater Manchester and Northwest England.
- **Coming to Manchester: Stories of South Asian Migration to Manchester**: A blog.

From the British Library (BL):

- **Indians Overseas sources guide**: Guide to archival and published resources in the British Library’s extensive collections relating to the South Asian diaspora.
- **Oral Histories of Migration, Ethnicity and Post-Colonialism**: A guide to the BL’s collected interviews addressing ethnicity and the postcolonial experience in the UK, including interviews with refugees and other migrants from the Indian subcontinent.

From the Foundation for Indian Performing Arts (FIPA): **British Arangetrams**: YouTube videos featuring memories and experiences of Bharatanatyam dancers who have done their arangetrams—debut dance performances following years of dance training.

From the Swadhinata Trust and The British Library Sound Archive: **A History of Bengali Music and Musicians in the UK**: Sound recordings of interviews, along with other information.

From Sheba Remy Kharbanda: **Oral History — Vilayati Tarti/Foreign Land Project**: Video interviews and documentaries chronicling the story of women, mostly Punjabi, who migrated to England in the decades following the Partition of India.

From Kim Knott: **Moving People, Changing Places**: A website addressing key concepts, migration histories, locations, identities, and cultures.

From the London School of Economics, Runnymede Trust, and University of Cambridge Project: **Bangla stories**: Interviews from immigrants from West Bengal and Bangladesh along with information on the Bengali diaspora.


From South Asian Writers: **Our Stories Matter**: A crowdsourced archival project collecting photographs, videos, personal essays, and poems by South Asian Britons, exploring their shared histories and identities within British society.

From the St. Albans Museums: **Oral History**: Oral histories of the South Asian community in St. Albans.

South Asian British literary works

The following selected titles were available in print as of February 2022. Most are also available as eBooks.


Community Resources

Asian Booklist: An information resource on new and forthcoming books by South Asian British authors, including both literary and non-literary works.

The Asian Writer: A quarterly magazine and online newsletter that showcases South Asian literature; founded by Farhana Shaikh in 2007.
The **Bhutan Society of the UK**: A cultural and educational organization, established in 1992, for people with connections to or an interest in the Kingdom of Bhutan.

**British Bangladeshi Association**: A Facebook group for British Bangladeshis living in the UK.

**The British Sri Lankan Association** (BRISLA): An association that works to coordinate activities among British Sri Lankan and other British associations and groups.

**Greater London Tamil Sangam**: A community organization for the members of Tamil origin living in the Greater London area.

**Indian Community Association**: Based in East Reading; offers “a wide range of services and opportunities for local people of all ages and backgrounds.”

**Making Britain: Discover how South Asians shaped the nation, 1870–1950**: A database with biographical and other information about South Asians in the UK; from the Open University.

**Nepali British Community, UK**: An organization established in 2010 to promote sociocultural activities and support the social integration of Nepali British with other UK communities.

**Organizations**: From Making Britain: Discover how South Asians shaped the nation, 1870–1950 from the Open University, a list of organizations in which South Asians were involved.

**The Pakistan Society**: An organization working to bring Pakistan and Britain together; established in 1951.

**South Asian Writers**: A website amplifying the work of writers and creators from the South Asian diaspora; started in 2017.

### Recommended Reading

#### South Asian British communities: social and historical context


#### South Asian British literature: Historical and critical works

Hussain, Yasmin. 2005. *Writing Diaspora: South Asian Women, Culture, and Ethnicity*. Aldershot, UK; Burlington, VT: Ashgate. The focus is on British authors.
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PART III
CURRENT ISSUES IN EUROPEAN STUDIES
LIBRARIANSHIP
Universities, and more specifically university libraries, have been taking significant actions to improve the accessibility of the resources they offer to their students, faculty, and staff. But what does it mean to be accessible? In its resolution agreement with the University of Montana, the US Department of Education’s Office for Civil Rights says that accessibility “means that individuals with disabilities are able to independently acquire the same information, engage in the same interactions, and enjoy the same services within the same timeframe as individuals without disabilities, with substantially equivalent ease of use” (“Resolution Agreement,” n.d.).

As the resolution agreement indicates, many accessibility initiatives begin with a complaint, lawsuit, or Office of Civil Rights inquiry, and are resolved through consent decrees or other settlement agreements. Examples of such agreements include the University of California, Berkeley 2013 settlement agreement with Disability Rights Advocates; Penn State’s 2013 resolution agreement; and the University of Montana’s resolution agreement with US Department of Education Office for Civil Rights (DeLancey and Ostergaard 2016). Each of these came with mandated changes and standards, and require regular reporting on changes and improvements to accessibility.

Inherent in these agreements, and in universities’ larger initiatives to become more accessible, is an acknowledgment of the social model of disability. Where the medical model treats disabilities “as a condition residing within certain people, as a malfunction or medical problem” (Schmetzke 2007, 454), the social model recognizes disability as “the restriction of activity based on a social context that overlooks the existence of people with impairments” (Kazuye Kimura 2018, 428). Universities and libraries are taking more proactive approaches to addressing these issues in the acquisitions process, but they still tend to drop off librarian’s radar screen as we take on additional responsibilities (Schmetzke 2015).

Library resources often pose significant barriers to a student’s success. A 2010 study found that 80% of databases evaluated presented accessibility barriers (Tatomir and Durrance 2010), including slow loading times and inaccessible visual materials. Perhaps the most pervasive issue across database platforms is inaccessible PDF full-text, but other issues exist as well, such as availability of alternative text on images, problematic heading structures, and interactive elements (Pionke and Schroeder 2020). Even articles in disability studies journals from major publishers have been found to have PDF accessibility issues (Nganji 2015). And this is not an issue exclusive to journal article databases. eBook platforms are also problematic, especially those carrying academic eBooks (Mune and Agee 2016). When students can’t access the full array of library resources, “the first step in information literacy—the ability to critically locate and select appropriate articles—is being compromised” (Dermody and Majekodunmi 2011, 157). The inaccessibility of library resources is disabling our students’ access to information.

While it is important for all subject liaison librarians to understand and consider accessibility issues when adding to their libraries’ collections, European Studies librarians have the added complication of working with international materials, navigating differences among European Union (EU) law and the laws of individual European countries, and addressing varying levels of awareness, receptiveness to requests to modify licensing language, and willingness by providers to address accessibility issues as they arise. This chapter will broadly
survey literature related to accessibility in library acquisitions, look at web accessibility standards in the US and EU, examine methods for addressing accessibility in the acquisitions process, and provide recommendations for European Studies librarians new to the world of accessibility. It will also present interviews with select European vendors.

Accessibility in the United States

As more academic institutions in the US address the accessibility of their collections, the need to be familiar with standards and laws increases. Librarians at any point in their career need to be familiar with Sections 504 and 508 of the Workforce Rehabilitation Act of 1973, the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, and the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines. The Workforce Rehabilitation Act of 1973, also known as the Rehabilitation Act, prohibits programs that receive federal funding (including academic institutions) from discriminating on the basis of disability (Section 504), and requires that federal agencies make their information technologies accessible to both employees and the public (Section 508) (Willis and O'Reilly 2018; “Section 508 Surveys and Reports: Main Overview Page,” n.d.). The Americans With Disabilities Act applies to academic institutions, “prohibiting discrimination and requiring accommodations for full participation in education” (DeLancey and Ostergaard 2016, 181).

But how is accessibility measured? Perhaps the best-known and most widely used standards to assess accessibility are the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) in their various iterations. WCAG released a working draft of the version 2.2 standards in May 2021, and a working draft of the 3.0 standards in July 2021. The standards are divided into sections assessing how perceivable, operable, understandable, and robust the web content is (“Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.1” 2018). Beneath these sections are individual compliance standards in levels ranging from A to AAA, with AAA being the most rigorous. For web content to achieve AAA compliance, it must meet the requirements of all A, AA, and AAA level standards listed for that category.
WCAG standards have faced criticism. Standards that take a checklist approach turn accessibility into a box to be marked off and "fixed" rather than shifting perspectives and creating larger systemic change (Kazuye Kimura 2018). And, even close adherence to WCAG standards does not guarantee full accessibility to a web resource (Nganji 2015). Some argue that accessibility determinations should take into account how disabled people use a site (Kelly et al. 2013), because a fully accessible site does not guarantee that it's easily usable in the practical sense. Despite these critiques, however, the use of WCAG standards remains widespread. And because they are intended to be international standards, their use is not exclusive to the US. As outlined in the next section, they provide the basis of many accessibility standards throughout Europe.

### Accessibility in Europe

Cross-European efforts to mandate web accessibility are more recent than those in the US. While some
countries within the EU had laws mandating internet accessibility in the early 2000s, the EU itself lacked binding centralized coordination. The eEurope 2005 plan from the European Commission stated that “by 2004, member states should have ensured that basic public services are interactive, where relevant, and accessible for all” (Thorén 2004, 102), and the 2010 Digital Agenda for Europe required that “public websites and services...that are important to enable people to take full part in public life” meet WCAG 2.0 standards (European Commission 2010, 26). Similar to Section 508 in the US, the plan encouraged public sector entities to take accessibility into account at the point of acquisition. Even with these recommendations, guidelines, and targets, however, large discrepancies between requirements still existed in different countries, and levels of web accessibility were low (Ferri and Favalli 2018).

The great variations in country-specific legislation in the early 2000s illustrate the difficulty of centralized coordination. The Stranca Act, passed in Italy in 2004, “protects each person's right to access all sources of information and services independent of disability” (“Digital Accessibility Laws in Italy,” n.d.), and uses standards based on Section 508 and WCAG 1.0 to set accessibility requirements for public sector websites. The French Law N° 2005-102, specifically articles 47 and 78, “broadly require that public services that are provided by federal, state and local agencies be accessible to individuals with disabilities” (“French Accessibility Requirements” 2010). The deadline in the law, however, was a moving target, getting pushed back several times. France uses the Référentiel Général d’Accessibilité pour les Administrations (RGAA) standard, which is based on WCAG 2.0 with the addition of a few other requirements, and has a second widely recognized accessibility certification, the AccessiWeb label. Created by the BrailleNet advocacy organization, AccessiWeb standards are based on a reorganized form of WCAG standards, and while not required by law, the label “is widely recognized within France as a certification mark that demonstrates a high degree of compliance” (“French Accessibility Requirements” 2010). The status of this project, however, is in question, with the website inaccessible as of this writing. In Spain, section five of law 34 of 2002 required public sector websites to be accessible by the end of 2005 in terms defined by standard UNE 139803:2004, created by the Spanish standards organization AENOR (“Spanish Accessibility Requirements” 2010). Germany passed an Act on Equal Opportunities for Disabled Persons in 2002, and the Federal Ministry of the Interior and the Federal Ministry of Labor and Social Affairs subsequently created the Creation of Barrier-Free Information Technology ordinance, commonly referred to as BITV (Barrierefreie Informationstechnik-Verordnung). The ordinance mandates that federal web content and services be accessible and pass the BITV conformance test (BITV-Test, B. I. K., n.d.), which is also based on WCAG standards. And in July 2021, Germany passed the Barrierefreiheitsstärkungsgesetz, which implements the European Accessibility Act (EAA).

This disorganization, along with the use of a variety of standards and voluntary participation, began to change when the EU signed the 2008 United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD), which lays out “the role technology can play as a tool to promote the human rights of people with disabilities, and their participation and inclusion in society” (Ferri and Favalli 2018, 2). As it moved to implement the UNCRPD, on April 17, 2019 the EU passed Directive (EU) 2019/882 of the European Parliament and the Council, more commonly known as the European Accessibility Act (EAA). Applying to both private and public institutions, the act mandates accessibility of all types across the EU, addressing web accessibility and many information technologies relevant to libraries, including eBooks and eJournals, vendor catalogs and ecommerce sites, and eReaders (Madden and How 2019). ETSI, a European standards organization, set the standards by which accessibility will be measured under the act, and these map to and reference WCAG 2.1 AA standards (“Accessibility Requirements for ICT Products and Services” 2019).

The EU maintains a complete list of the EAA in national laws. There are many critiques of the EAA. The timeline is long; the directives were mandated to become part of national laws in EU countries by 2022, and countries must start applying them by 2025 (Drabarz 2020). The Act exempts small companies, and does not include the built environment in its accessibility mandates (“EDF Analysis of the European Accessibility Act” 2019). And major services such as health care, transportation, housing, and home appliances are excluded from the act (Drabarz 2020). Still, with vendors and publishers now working to improve the accessibility of their
Accessibility in Acquisitions

All of these concerns should and do affect the acquisition of electronic resources. As a European Studies librarian, the role you can play in working toward accessibility in the acquisitions process is in some part shaped by the institutional structure in which you work. A large R1 (R1 Doctoral Institutions) with a large acquisitions department will function very differently than a smaller college or medium-sized research library. The spectrum of liaison subject librarian involvement in purchasing can range from making simple purchase requests and having initial inquiry discussions with vendors to leading price negotiation and licensing discussions. No matter the role you end up playing, ideally, you’ll need to know about Voluntary Product Accessibility Templates (VPATs), accessibility language in licensing, collection development policies, and resources available to learn more about accessibility in order to best work within your acquisitions structure to provide the most accessible resources to your users.

VPATS and their drawbacks

A VPAT is a template created by the Information Technology Industry Council (ITI) and the General Services Administration in the US to “assist Federal contracting and procurement officials in fulfilling the market research requirements specified in Section 508” (US Social Security Administration, n.d.). VPATs are completed by a vendor in order to document the accessibility of their product. They can be publicly available on a vendor’s website, or be non-existent for a particular resource. With the European Accessibility Act and the established standards to determine accessibility in Europe, ITI has also developed EN 301 549, a template for mapping to European accessibility standards (Information Technology Industry Council 2020).

Requiring a VPAT from vendors is one of the most common starting places when considering accessibility in acquisitions. Being a standardized template, however, it is far from perfect. Information provided by the vendor can be at least partially inaccurate. DeLancey (2015) evaluated VPATs, and found that 80% were accurate using automated testing to confirm information provided by the vendor. Additionally, the standardized format hasn’t evolved with changing accessibility standards (DeLancey 2015), and the format might lead vendors to focus on meeting minimal technical standards rather than on true accessibility in how the product is used (Kazuye Kimura 2018). Even given these problems, however, VPATS are often still required as the starting point for discussions of accessibility with a vendor. And given how new the templates are to Europe, a European Studies librarian might be called on to explain them to a vendor who does not currently provide such documentation.

Licenses and procurement

One of the more active roles libraries can take in improving the accessibility of their resources is to require accessibility to be addressed in licensing agreements. In 2009, the American Library Association (ALA) passed a resolution recommending that libraries require vendors to comply with Section 508 and WCAG 2.0 guidelines, perform regular testing or require vendors to provide accessibility testing reports, and ask funders to provide
adequate resources to make the recommendations possible (Council of the American Library Association 2009). Such licensing language should require vendors to:

1. comply with all applicable accessibility laws,
2. grant the right to create accessible versions of content, and
3. promptly address accessibility issues with their products as they arise (Rodriguez 2020, 152-53).

Additionally, product updates and improvements should not compromise accessibility (Rodriguez 2020, 153).

Sample language for licensing agreements is available from a wide variety of institutions, including the Library Accessibility Alliance (a partnership between the Big Ten Academic Alliance (BTAA) and the Association of Southeastern Research Libraries), the LIBLICENSE project hosted by the Center for Research Libraries, and the Library of Congress. Each can be customized to meet the needs and requirements of a specific institution. Negotiating these additions is often challenging (Pionke and Schroeder 2020), especially with smaller European vendors who might be unfamiliar with accessibility or are beginning their process of working to comply with EU accessibility standards.

European Studies librarians at larger institutions are not likely to be involved in licensing negotiations undertaken by an acquisitions department, while at a small institution, a liaison subject librarian might be expected to fully take on this role. No matter the institutional context, you’ll need to be familiar with your institution’s procurement process and its legal requirements or recommendations for licensing. Does it require specific accessibility language to be added to all licenses? Does it have a minimum level of accessibility required to be met before procurement? Is an Equally Effective Alternative Access Plan (EEAAP) required when procuring a resource that does not meet minimum accessibility standards? Such a plan would put into place an action plan for addressing alternative access options before a user reports inaccessible content. If one is required, which entities on campus work with the vendor to create the EEAAP? Will any new resource undergo an accessibility review, either in the library or by a campus accessibility team? A liaison subject librarian is not expected to undertake all of these activities, but a thorough knowledge of the procurement process and the accessibility requirements of an institution will provide you with the footing to begin conversations on these topics with vendors in the initial inquiry process.

Collection development policies

One thing squarely in the role of the liaison subject librarian is writing a collection development policy. Accessibility language is increasingly being included in licenses, but it has yet to be incorporated into many libraries’ collection development policies (Schmetzke 2015). Wherever possible, subject liaisons should update such policies to reflect the accessibility statements and policies of the larger institution. These are often internal documents, but the process of updating them to include accessibility emphasizes their importance to the internal audience. They can be cited when constituents push for inaccessible resources, and can provide continuity in the event of turnover in positions. Examples of such language can be found at SUNY Albany and Columbia University. Generally included is a statement of the institution’s commitment to accessibility and to the prioritization of accessible resources, and some explanation of the process for requesting equally effective alternative access to materials.
European Vendors

The issues outlined above became clear when we interviewed people involved in accessibility work and in library markets in Europe. Respondents emphasized the importance of understanding differences in each country, and how such differences can lead to varied approaches to providing accessible content. In Italy, there has been a proactive approach to addressing accessibility concerns. The Stranca law was updated in 2018 to bring it in line with EAA guidelines. The Fondazione LIA, founded in Italy in 2011 as a project of the Italian Publishers Association, provides accessibility consulting, training, and accessibility testing and certification to publishers. Its work closely aligns to existing international standards such as EPUB, ONIX (for metadata), and WCAG 2.1. It has since also gone on to create partnerships across borders, including with the Federation of European Publishers. Its partnership with the German publishing organization Börsenverein resulted in the creation of accessibility guides specifically for publishers working to create born-accessible content.

While Italy has had an accessibility mandate in law prior to the EAA, this is not the case in France. The vendor representative we interviewed outlined the many political considerations affecting accessibility. The French Parliament was discussing EAA implementation in 2022, but with a change in presidents and a parliamentary election currently in process as of this writing, discussions were placed on a back burner. Publishers and platform providers were waiting to see the results of legislative action before acting, and had various concerns, including over the issue of funding and the large costs associated with making their eBooks accessible. Would government funding be provided to help with these efforts? They also wondered whether back-listed titles would be included in any mandates. According to the vendor we interviewed, publishers worked to negotiate a delay on making backlist titles accessible, as doing so would require a considerable investment in time and resources. The idea of just withdrawing titles from eBook availability has been floated as a possibility in case there are no deadline extensions for backlist titles. Either way, smaller publishers’ electronic publishing is at risk because of costs, which will ultimately have an impact on bibliodiversity. At some point, the additional costs of creating born-accessible electronic content is likely to be passed on to the clients. The EAA was enacted into French law in March of 2023 (“LOI N° 2023-171 Du 9 Mars 2023,” n.d.).

This vendor also discussed the need for clear and specific communication about an institution’s accessibility needs, especially by librarians in the US. While sales representatives at the firm don’t have specific training on accessibility, they understand that it’s a growing concern. But with accessibility standards being large and complex, the vendor expressed a need to hear concrete information from librarians about which standards and requirements should be prioritized.

Recommendations for European Studies Librarians

To those new to the profession or to accessibility in acquisitions, there can be a lot to learn, and it’s common to feel overwhelmed. As one interview participant emphasized, however, accessibility is the responsibility of every participant in the value chain (Anonymous. 2022). With that in mind, what follows are concrete, actionable recommendations that can make a difference in improving the accessibility of resources in libraries. It’s crucial to remember that, in following these recommendations, you are removing barriers that disable user access to our research resources and facilitating the success of all students and faculty.
Learn about your institution

Learn about your institution’s accessibility requirements and procurement process. What level of accessibility for electronic resources does your institution require? What is your collection development policy? What is the procurement process and policy? Do new purchases go through accessibility checks?

Identify key partners on campus. Work with your disability services department to learn about your local community needs. Are there student groups that you can bring into the process? Is there a person in information technology services responsible for accessible technology? Does your library have a liaison responsible for reaching out to these groups?

Build a relationship with your vendors

When working with vendors, it’s essential to communicate your institution’s needs in concrete and specific terms, including what accessibility standards your institution must meet. Where necessary, point to current European legal requirements for accessibility, and communicate usability and accessibility feedback you get from patrons. If you don’t acquire a product due to accessibility concerns, provide that feedback to the vendor. Find out if the company has an accessibility point person. In addition, take the time to understand the vendor’s point of view so you can best work together to resolve issues as they arise beyond the licensing process.

Document your work

As you complete these recommendations, document your findings. You can use your notes to build a checklist or resource documentation for other colleagues, or as a tool in training new librarians at your institution.

Stay current with publishing trends in Europe

Accessibility in Europe is in flux, especially as countries work to create legislation in line with the EAA. Staying current with publishing trends in Europe, especially as they relate to accessibility, not only builds a librarian’s knowledge, but facilitates communication with vendors. Whether it’s attending open vendor forums hosted by the European Studies Section of the Association of College & Research Libraries, reading the newsletters of organizations like the Fondazione LIA (which is provided in English), or keeping current with new development with trade organizations like the Federation of European Publishers, there are many avenues to keeping informed of new developments.

Conclusion

Utilizing available resources is extremely helpful in feeling less overwhelmed at the amount of information available as you work to improve your knowledge about accessibility and to incorporate accessibility into your acquisitions process.
Takeaways

It is essential to frequently consult key resources for this important work:

- **Library Accessibility Alliance Testing**: Results of accessibility testing of library resources completed by consulting companies on behalf of the BTAA and the Association of Research Libraries. Includes vendor responses to testing results when available.

- **BTAA sample license language**: Sample standardized license language for accessibility.

- **LIBLICENSE**: Hosted by CRL; provides a model license template, licensing vocabulary list, licensing terms and descriptions, and a discussion forum.

- **Library of Congress Terms and Conditions for License of Electronic Resources**: A model license for electronic resources; includes a section on accessibility.

- **Disabilities and Libraries Toolkit, University of North Carolina**: A toolkit covering all aspects of disabilities in the library, including identity, facilitators and barriers to access, planning with the library community, and inclusion and accessibility in action.

- **Accessibility Information Toolkit for Libraries**: From the Ontario Council of University Libraries; covers public services, procurement, and law and administration, and provides additional resources. Some information is specific to Canada.

- **VPAT Templates**: Templates for VPAT 2.4 for Section 508 standards, EU standards, and WCAG standards.

- **WCAG 2.1 Standards**: The full WCAG 2.1 standards, with explanations of each and how each can be met.
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21. Archival Research in Europe

HEIDI MADDEN

Introduction

Graduate students are frequently tasked with evaluating archival materials for evidence-based arguments in the humanities and social sciences, whether in the context of a limited research project, teaching, exhibits, or the dissertation itself (Gilliland-Swateland 2000, 58). These researchers naturally start their search for primary materials on the internet, and librarians should embrace and encourage this work as the perfect preparation for the "reference interview," where the graduate student comes prepared to talk about their research questions, subjects, and search language, and with types of materials that already seem relevant to them. Looking through the results of this internet research provides the librarian with an opportunity to show how investigating the digital objects will lead to the first physical archives of interest, and to explore the archive's website and catalog to show that online materials are usually a fraction of what is available in the archival print collections, from which those online materials were selected for digitization. Graduate students in European Studies also need guidance in recognizing important institutions and their open databases of digital content, because internet search engines do not crawl all relevant repositories.

In this essay on archival research in Europe, librarians will learn how to find relevant archives, help researchers understand organizational concepts of archives, and teach graduate students the professional skills needed for the first trip to an archive in Europe, including practical advice for effective preparatory research, discovery tools, and project management.

Methodologies

Graduate student researchers come from all kinds of disciplinary backgrounds, and the discipline-specific methodologies of archival research taught in their academic departments will vary. A librarian might start by reading methodological introductions and handbooks, and should also make a point of consulting faculty on their expectations regarding archival literacy of graduate students in their field (Morris, Mykytiuk, and Weiner 2014, 394). The following are examples of introductions to methodology by discipline; they demonstrate the variety of approaches to archival material.

Some general introductions to complex research will also be useful in giving advice appropriate to the scope of the research:


It is worth noting that working with born-digital archives (as opposed to digitized print), as described on the Library of Congress page An Introduction to Born Digital Collections at the Manuscript Division, or How to Cross the Equator, requires additional methodological considerations and technical skills, especially in investigating current government and business records. These tend to be born-digital, but “archival methods can also be applied to the analysis of digital texts, including electronic databases, emails and web pages.” (Ventresca and Mohr 2002, 805). The critical pedagogy around digitized archives and born-digital archives is discussed generally in the field of Digital Humanities (DH), which considers authorship, workflows, selection, metadata, networks, sustainability, and access; some of these topics are discussed in the Digital Humanities chapter of this handbook.

With undergraduate researchers, a librarian might start with a focus on developing a research topic. The College of Charleston has a useful visualization for the process at Introduction to Archival Research: Developing a Research Strategy, and provides a great list of questions relevant to identifying the types of materials needed, quoted here;

• List names of individuals and families.
• List businesses, corporations, or organizations.
• Are particular ethnic groups more relevant than others?
• What professions and occupations would have placed people in contact with your topic?
• Are some locations more relevant than others?
• Can you divide your research topic into subtopics?
• Determine the kind of information you will need to research your topic further. Do you need financial information? Personal commentary?
• Determine how that information is likely to have been generated. What functions or activities would produce relevant information? Is the information likely to be found in personal papers, records of a business, government records, etc.

Collecting Principles

It is common for European institutions to combine rare books, ephemera, manuscript collections, medieval manuscripts, and institutional archives under the umbrella of Special Collections, and for these collections to be housed in a larger library system. The Dictionary of Archives Terminology, by the Society of American Archivists, and the ODLIS Online Dictionary for Library and Information Science can help researchers untangle the uses of the word archive in the context of institutional characteristics.
Archives defined:
An organized collection of the noncurrent records of the activities of a business, government, organization, institution, or other corporate body, or the personal papers of one or more individuals, families, or groups, retained permanently (or for a designated or indeterminate period of time) by their originator or a successor for their permanent historical, informational, evidential, legal, administrative, or monetary value, usually in a repository managed and maintained by a trained archivist ... Also refers to the office or organization responsible for appraising, selecting, preserving, and providing access to archival materials." (ODLIS: archives)

Archives and libraries each use a lot of specialized vocabulary (some would say jargon), and it is important to help students understand both the differences between the two types of institutions and their related approaches to discovering materials.

Types of Materials Collected and Access

Archives hold rare, unique, unpublished materials; examples include the records of operation of corporations, educational institutions, and corporate or governing bodies, and the personal papers of individuals or groups. Photographs, audio and video, letters and diaries, art and maps, and drafts of literary texts can also be part of archival collections. Some collecting is guided by institutional or government rules, and in other cases archives work directly with the producer or collector of the material. Users travel from afar to consult an archive's unique holdings in a secure reading room.

Libraries hold published materials in many formats, including print, electronic, and microfilm, and have many types of publication, such as books, journals, video, and scores, etc. These materials are acquired from academic, commercial, and independent publishers, based on the needs of a particular local community of users, e.g., patrons at a college, university, or public library. Public and academic libraries across the country have similar offerings for their respective communities. Library materials are designed for checking out, or circulating, including through loans between institutions.

Description and Discovery

For archival collections, the term provenance describes the history of ownership. The information captured includes who created the records, how the records were used, the time period over which the records were built and used, where the records were kept, and how the collection came to the archive. This background then rests with the collection, giving researchers the collection's story and a sense of its authenticity. Collections with provenance are never reorganized or intermingled.

Original order is the overall principle, adhered to by archives, of keeping records in the same order in which they were received. Each archival collection is filed in co-located boxes or shelves. When a user opens a folder with letters and personal papers, they are asked to keep the materials in the order in which they found them, and not to rearrange them by date, alphabet, etc. The organizational principle of archives thus arises from the origins of the archival materials themselves. Individual collections are described in Finding Aids (also called collection guides, and discussed in detail below), which are key for a deep understanding of the collection, but archival collections may also have a high-level catalog record with collection titles, formats, and sizes. Since not every archival collection has a catalog record, union catalogs like do not reliably find archival collections.

Libraries, in contrast, interfile new purchases within an overall subject classification, like the Library of Congress (LC) system, and allow users to browse their holdings systematically by subject, either in the catalog or in person in the stacks. The holdings are described in the library catalog record, and can be reliably investigated in institutional or union catalogs.
A common source of confusion for the undergraduate researcher is the term “primary source,” which is often used to describe both the originals in the archives and the reproductions. In the context of libraries, primary sources are published versions of the rare materials held in an archive. An archive may, for example, hold a handwritten memoir, but the library will hold the published book. While open stacks are the norm in US libraries, users can’t assume that European libraries have open stacks.

Types of Archives

Archives have distinct personalities depending on the focus of their collecting:

- **Government archives** are dedicated to collecting records produced by successive governments, and provide a backbone for accountability.
- **In-house archives** focus on one company or family and its history and networks.
- **Collecting archives** develop collections in specific subjects like film, genealogy, sound, personal papers, rare books, and manuscripts (in the sense of personal papers, not medieval manuscripts) to provide access to a subject across time.

The corresponding types of repositories might have the following words in the title: community archive, corporate archives, government archive, museum collection, research center, university archive, or public or academic library. Archives can be stand-alone institutions or part of a library’s Rare Books and Special Collections unit, so users will understand the archival unit by investigating the types of materials and their organization, description, and level of access.

Glossaries and Dictionaries for Archival Terminology

Glossaries are important for understanding technical terms used on websites, in catalogs, and on request forms, and using the language in which archives describe themselves will lead to better results when searching an archive’s website and conducting internet searches about an archive. Print dictionaries are still invaluable because they are always more comprehensive than online glossaries. The following are general resources; each language and country will have dictionaries specific to the region and language covered.

- The [Dictionary of Archives Terminology](https://www.archivists.org/glossary) by the Society of American Archivists (SAA) defines terms found in the records of materials.
- The International Council on Archives (ICA) offers [Multilingual Archival Terminology](https://www.archivists.org/glossary), an online resource.
- The Archives Hub [Glossary](https://www.archiveshub.org/glossary) is a guide to vocabulary used on the Archives Hub website.
- The dictionary at the [Archivschule Marburg Archiv Terminologie](https://www.archivschule-marburg.de/en/index.html) includes terms in German, English, French, and Spanish, and can be extended by the [Bibliotheksglossar](https://www.bibliotheksglossar.de/).
- Some general library vocabulary can be found in the [ODLIS](https://www.ala.org/ala/mgrps/cp/cp_dictionaries/odlis) (Online Dictionary for Library and Information Science).

Multilingual dictionaries in print include:

English and French with Equivalents in Dutch, German, Italian, Russian and Spanish. 2nd ed. München: K.-G. Saur.


Some individual archives will use unique abbreviations, and will have a glossary available in print or on their website.

Research Before a Trip to the Archive

The best first step in archival research is careful research into relevant, reproduced primary sources. Every discipline creates guides to primary sources, which can help graduate students identify the types of materials needed. See, for example, the American Historical Society’s “A Brief Guide to the Sources” to understand the types of historical sources.

Looking at footnotes in published primary sources, and bibliographies of secondary (academic) literature on the subject of the research, can be equally revealing. Reproductions of primary sources in any format (including microfilm, facsimile, and subscription or public domain digital surrogates) will offer provenance information, which will point to specific archives and to related material that has not yet been reproduced. When it comes to finding secondary materials that might point to archives, each Part One chapter in this handbook gives context for databases covering secondary scholarship from European countries and regions in the disciplines. Someone working in German language sources, for example, should start by consulting the German Studies chapter for information on catalogs, databases, and more.

Finding Published Reproductions or Editions of Primary Sources and Associated Archival Information

The best strategy for finding reproduced (published) primary sources, and the archives holding the original materials is to develop a good search vocabulary in catalogs like WorldCat and the KIT Karlsruhe Virtual Catalog (KVK) and then use that vocabulary in an internet search engine and in Google Books, the Internet Archive, and HathiTrust Digital Library. And a good way to identify search vocabulary for materials is to investigate the Library of Congress Subject Headings, and keep track of which search terms seem to be the most fruitful.

WorldCat is a union catalog offering the records of thousands of member institutions of OCLC, a global library organization that supplies the shared technology for the catalog and of other services. In the WorldCat Expert Search, the site provides an especially valuable filter for formats, labeled as AM for Archival Material. Still, because archives do not consistently upload their catalog records, WorldCat is not the best, most comprehensive catalog for finding archival material.

The KIT Karlsruhe Virtual Catalog (KVK) is a meta search engine built and maintained by the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT). It allows for a quick deep dive into German library catalogs, specialized library databases, and the German retrospective national bibliography. KIT also includes important resources for all of Europe: the catalogs of European National Libraries, a search across major Digital Libraries and Open
Access portals, and antiquarian websites. The Zeitschriften Datenbank (ZDB, Serials Database) contains title and holdings information for over 2,000,000 serial publications, including information for 70,000 newspapers.

In a catalog search focused on finding published primary sources, a typical search string will start with the name of a researched person; a city, country, or place; an organization or institution; ethnic or social identity; subject; and keywords that indicate type of primary sources. The more detailed the search string, the more relevant the results. In some cases, filtering by format can be a way to narrow results down to primary sources, including books, computer files, maps, mixed materials, serials, scores, sound recordings, and visual materials.

Keywords mapping to primary sources include:

- Archival Materials, Archives
- Atlases, Maps
- Autobiography
- Bibliography
- Broadsides
- Case Studies
- Charts, Diagrams, Statistics, Data
- Census
- Computer file
- Concordances
- Correspondence, Letters
- Diaries
- Government Document
- Historic Journal, Newspaper, Popular Magazine
- Historical Critical Edition
- Incunabula or Early Modern Print
- Institutional or Corporate Records, including Publisher Records
- Manuscripts (can mean Medieval Manuscript, drafts of Primary Work, Handwritten Documents)
- Original Expression in a Special Format (e.g., pictorial works, photographs, motion picture, audio file, illustrations)
- Published primary work (e.g., novel, drama, poetry, theory, philosophy)
- Sermons, Speeches
- Sources (Library of Congress subject term)
- Nachlass (Papers of a notable figure)
- Library of Congress Genre/Form Terms for Library and Archival Materials

A typical search string would be

- Canetti, Elias, 1905-1994 – Correspondence
- Bible — Chronology — Early works to 1800

In addition to keywords that map to primary sources, some publication types contain archival information, including biography, bibliography, bio-bibliography, Finding Aid (also Findbuch or collection guide, explained in more detail below), inventory, index, bibliography, handbook, encyclopedia, dictionary, chronology, compendium, and digest. Combine this term with the named person or entity that is the subject of the research. For example: Blinn’s Informationshandbuch Deutsche Literaturwissenschaft (Handbook for Information on German Literary Research, 2005) lists the archives for major German-language authors. The linked subject terms provide related results:
When there is no access to print or online primary sources, microfilm reproductions can be valuable. WorldCat and other catalogs offer a format filter for microfilm, making them useful for finding microfilm collections and related guides. Results can include reproductions of entire collections; for example, the Curt Von Faber du Faur papers in the Archives at Yale, and the Harold Jantz Collection of German Baroque Literature. The reels of German Baroque Literature: a descriptive Catalogue of the Collection of Harold Jantz and a Guide to the Collection on Microfilm (1974) contain microfilm reproduction of a primary source collection at Duke University’s Rubenstein Library on 611 reels. The Library of Congress Microfilm Guide is also a good subject- or region-specific starting point. And the EROMM (European Register of Microform and Digital Masters) is a microfilm register hosted in Göttingen, Germany. As of 2022, EROMM Classic and EROMM Web Search will remain available, but will no longer be updated.

It is worthwhile to note that dissertations typically separate primary and secondary sources, and list archival materials and archives in detail. Because they are not considered published books, and do not usually appear in catalog searches, dissertations need to be researched separately in the Proquest Dissertation & Theses (subscription) database or in the DART-Europe e-thesis portal.

Researchers should be encouraged to build a search logic grid for the subject of their research. This grid tracks successful search language used along with individual databases and websites. The researcher notes keywords, subjects, proper names and variant spellings, synonyms, and related concepts, together with translations into the relevant language; this prepares the researcher to effectively search the catalogs of the relevant archives, along with other portals. The logic grid can become the basis for file organization of primary materials by topic. It’s best created in Excel, which allows users to create tabs for results from specialized databases or important archive websites. It might surprise researchers to learn that, in the digital age, it can be difficult to find the same record or information on the internet twice!

Digitized or Reproduced Archival and Primary Sources

Subscription digital libraries will be in the local database finder, but digital libraries on the internet are harder to identify. Graduate students often do not realize that digital libraries (as well as archive websites) are not crawled by Google or other internet search engines, so gaining an understanding of the “brands” of digital content providers may be a new experience for researchers who assume that everything digital is in one place.

A great first stop for finding digital content is the KIT Karlsruhe Virtual Catalog (KVK), which offers a cross search covering important digital libraries, including:

- Deutsche Digitale Bibliothek (German Digital Library), with nearly 4,800 institutions in Germany.
- Europeana (European Cultural Heritage), with 3,700 networked partners. Financed by the European Union.
- Google Books.
- HathiTrust Digital Library, from the Committee on Institutional Cooperation (now the Big Ten Academic Alliance) and the University of California.
- Internet Archive.
- BHL Biodiversity Heritage Library: from the Smithsonian Libraries and Archives.

For digital libraries not indexed by Google or other search engines, digital objects can be found only through a search at the site itself. This is true for the digitized content of many European national libraries, and for archives with digitized collections.

A national bibliography often becomes the organizational backbone of digitization efforts focused on a
country’s publishing output. The International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA) offers information and links to ongoing national bibliographies in its National Bibliographic Register. These national bibliographies usually started collecting publications from the year of founding forwards; once the ongoing national bibliographies were established, library agencies turned to cataloging and collecting the earlier output, usually back to 1450. National bibliography and retrospective national bibliography are distinct enterprises, and their catalogs are usually offered in separate databases, with the materials of the current national bibliography held at the national library, and the retrospective holdings often distributed physically at other institutions. Many national libraries use these bibliographies as a basis for digitization projects, making these libraries important digitization centers, even though they are not necessarily the only or the biggest producers of digital libraries of the books and assorted manuscript collections they house.

The Conference of European National Librarians (CENL) is a network of national libraries in 45 European countries which hosts the Directory of National Libraries. It’s the driving force behind a former union catalog (The European Library, 2004-2019) and the current discovery service Europeana. The Directory of National Libraries is also a starting point for investigating digital collections at each respective national library.

The following is a selection of public domain digital libraries of reproduced primary and archival sources (some connected to national libraries, others not) that illustrates the variety of free content offered online.

- **ANNO** (AustriaN Newspaper Online): historic newspapers and journals from 1568-1952. Austrian National Library, Vienna.
- **Bundesarchiv** (Federal Archives Germany): documents German history in primary sources, starting in 1495. Koblenz, Germany.
- **British History Online**: digital library of British and Irish history, 1100-1900. Institute of Historical Research, University of London.
- **Delpher**: connects to collections at institutions in the Netherlands; search portal maintained by the Royal Library, Den Haag, and by university libraries in Leiden, Amsterdam, Utrecht, and Groningen.
- **Bibliothèques Virtuelles Humanistes**: hosts documents from the Centre d’Etudes Supérieures de la Renaissance (Center for Renaissance Studies) at the University of Tours, France.
- **Compact Memory**: a site for 500 Jewish newspapers and journals of the German-speaking area from 1768-1938 and beyond. Goethe University, Frankfurt, Germany.

A specialized discovery tool for digitized collections is the Datenbankinfosystem DBIS (Databasefinder), which offers 13,000 resources with annotation, and both free and subscription access. Most recently funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG; German Research Foundation), it serves as a local database finder in over 300 German libraries. DBIS is only available in German, but the interface can be searched for freely available content even with very limited knowledge of the language. For example, once a French open resource has been identified, the user can click into the French resource and read, in French, the description in the "About" section, and does not have to rely on the German annotation. The following describes a path to free access to UK databases:

- erweiterte Suche – advanced search
- Suche eingeschränkt auf – search results limited to
- Fachgebiete – discipline or subject
- **Art der Nutzungsmöglichkeit** – type of access
- frei zugänglich – free access
- **Auswahl nach Regionen** – select a region
- Grossbritannien – Great Britain
Selecting free access ("frei zugänglich") and region Great Britain ("Grossbritannien") produces 100 results, as shown in the image below.

![Image](https://dbis.ur.de//fachliste.php?lett=l)

**Fig. 1. Author generated screenshot “Datenbankinfosystem DBIS,” [Databasefinder], accessed March 26, 2024, https://dbis.ur.de//fach liste.php?lett=l.**

**Catalog Records and Finding Aids**

Like libraries, archives use catalog records to describe materials through basic information, and these records appear in various local and union catalogs. The catalog record is short, and includes only the most basic information about the archival collection:

- collection title
- creator
- time of creation, or date range of all materials
- format
- location
- amount of material
- link to Finding Aid
It is this high-level catalog record that can be found using, applying the filter AM for Archival Materials. The researcher must then know to go to the local catalog and look up that catalog record to get to the Finding Aid or, as explained below, must get to know search portals that allow searching by Finding Aids across different institutions. What are Finding Aids, and why are they crucial to archival research?

The Finding Aid is structured like an essay. On its Primary Sources in Archives and Special Collections page, the Purdue University Libraries and School of Information Science provides an exhaustive description of a Finding Aid’s structure, quoted here in part to show how much information they contain:

- Title page; includes the name of the archival repository, the title of the archival collection, Finding Aid creation information, and a date range for the materials
- Summary information
- Access and use
- Related materials
- Subject terms, to help link to related background information in the catalog
- Background information (e.g., biographical information or organizational history)
- Scope and content maps to types of materials in the collection
- Arrangement
- Contents listing, with information on boxes and folders

The following three images illustrate the differences among

- the local catalog record,
- the WorldCat record found by applying the Archival Material AM filter, and
Fig. 3. Author generated screenshot, “Harold Jantz,” WorldCat, accessed March 26, 2024, https://search.worldcat.org/title/42584202.
Archival Collections from Europe in the US and Canada

The basic record for the archival material will appear in networked union catalogs, like WorldCat. In the above example, the WorldCat record does not include a link to the Finding Aid, but it might in other cases. When there is no link, the detailed level of information will be found only by going to the local catalog. Typically not available on the internet are the print card catalog and the print inventory, and even the local print reference collection supporting a research area. Many archives still have a print card catalog because the cards contain notes that don't fit into the online catalog record. Archives also offer a Repetitorium or Inventory, sometimes only available as a local binder, sometimes published as a book, detailing the archival materials in their collections. When a collection is only represented through a high-level catalog record, and there is no Finding Aid, it may indicate that the collection is largely unprocessed. Catalog records for archival collections are nebulous; they can indicate a single volume, or an unprocessed collection that comes in ten boxes. A researcher has to estimate this size in order to schedule enough days to get through the materials.
in institutional settings abroad. Introductions to archival research are provided by the Society of American Archivists (SAA)'s Using Archives, including the SAA Dictionary of English archives terminology, and Ad Fontes, a tutorial by the University of Zurich, available in translation.

Workshops at the US home institution can be of great benefit to students. At the Duke University Rubenstein Library, Katie Henningsen and Kate Collins, in collaboration with International and Area Studies specialists at Duke Libraries, have offered a recurring workshop on The Efficient Archival Researcher, focusing on the research and professional skills needed to make the first trip to an archive abroad a success. Some of the more practical advice from the workshop is listed below. This workshop has proven so popular that the Asian/Pacific Institute at Duke has funded a workshop on archival research in non-Western languages/regions.

There are some important databases and resources for discovery of archival materials held in the US and Canada:

- ArchivesCanada: Search across archives in Canada. Official archival portal maintained by the Canadian Council of Archives (CCA), and a joint initiative of CCA, the Provincial and Territorial Archival Networks, and Library and Archives Canada (LAC)/Bibliothèque et Archives Canada (BAC)
- ArchiveGrid: contains nearly a million collection descriptions, or Finding Aids, from thousands of libraries, archives, and museums.
- Archive Finder: (subscription resource; Proquest) for the United States, the United Kingdom, and Ireland.
- CLIR Hidden Collections Registry (Council on Library and Information Resources): highlights rare and unique library, archival, and museum collections. Features projects funded through CLIR’s Cataloging and Digitizing Hidden Special Collections and Archives programs as well as numerous other special collections throughout the US and Canada.
- Digital Public Library of America (DPLA): connects people to the riches held within America’s libraries, archives, museums, and other cultural heritage institutions. All materials found through DPLA—photographs, books, maps, news footage, oral histories, personal letters, museum objects, artwork, government documents, and so on—are free and immediately available in digital format.
- Library of Congress (LC): America’s de facto national library, with many unique international materials. Getting an LC Reader’s card is now easier than ever, and LC has access to subscription resources that the user can access on site.
- NUCMC, National Union Catalog of Manuscript Collections: provides and promotes bibliographic access to the nation’s documentary heritage through listings of archival collections.
- SNAC (Social Networks and Archival Content): helps in researching descriptions of persons, families, and organizations, including their socio-historical contexts, in the context of historical resources. Provides researchers with convenient, integrated access to historical collections held by multiple private and public archives and libraries around the world.

International archival collections are connected on many levels; for example, a US library that holds part of a person’s correspondence is a starting place for finding other parts of the correspondence abroad.

Types of Archives in Europe

Every country has a unique constellation of archives and cultural heritage institutions. Germany’s institutions,
for example, are best grouped by type of archive across regions, a reflection of the history of constantly changing borders within and around Germany:

- State and federal archives
- Communal archives
- Church or religious archives
- Nobility, family, and genealogy archives
- Parliament, party, and organization archives
- Economic archives
- Press and media archives
- Archives of educational institutions or research centers
- Independent archives
- Regional portals

By contrast, the directory for Italy is organized by distinct regions with more stable borders:

- Abruzzo
- Basilicata
- Calabria
- Campania
- Emilia-Romagna
- Friuli Venezia Giulia
- Lazio
- Liguria
- Lombardia
- Marche
- Molise
- Piemonte
- Puglia
- Sardegna
- Sicilia
- Toscana
- Trentino Alto Adige
- Umbria
- Veneto

The encyclopedias and handbooks recommended below for exploring the particularities of the constellations of institutions in each country are invaluable preparation for archival research, because they include historical context that is not usually available in the short annotations in online directories. The organizational schemes for Germany and Italy are from the Archives Portal Europe, a resource, explored in more detail below, that allows a search in Finding Aids across institutions and is filtered by country; it serves as a perfect complement to the background reading by country.

Directories to European Archives

Directories are most useful if the search includes a regional focus-Beethoven and the city of Bonn, for example-
or if the directory lists archives by type of content or format (e.g., multimedia, radio, newspapers, history). If, for instance, you are looking for a local Italian newspaper from around 1900, and that newspaper does not appear in any catalog as a holding, a directory search for archives in the Italian province (likely holding the material) might be a good step in finding the newspaper. Many smaller archives do not have online catalogs, so the research starts with an inquiry to the service desk.

Print directories are included because, in general, online directories are hard to maintain, and frequently cease altogether. The American Historical Association (AHA), for example, recently suspended their archives wiki to reevaluate its format and sustainability. The formerly online guide by Barbara Walden (2000), “Historical Research in Europe: a Guide to Archives and Libraries,” at the University of Wisconsin-Madison Libraries, is now archived. The “BAM, das gemeinsame Portal zu Bibliotheken, Archiven, Museen” (combined access portal to libraries, archives, and museums) is preserved on the Internet Archive up to 2015. And the “Archive im Internet” site at the Archivschule Marburg is no longer updated, because the school is contributing to other online directory efforts.

While the online portals listed below have the most up-to-date information about archives, the older print directories still have value. When an archive has closed, for example, finding the old street address is a great first step in finding out the collection’s new location.

A subject search for directories should use the name of a specific country (rather than, say, “Europe”), and combine the terms below in various searches in WorldCat and on the internet. Adding other key words, like economics, literature, etc., in an internet search will bring up additional relevant results, especially in Google Books, the Internet Archive, and HathiTrust.

- Archives — Germany — Directories
- Archives — France — Directories
- Archives — Italy — Directories
- Archives — Europe — Catalogs — Bibliography
- Archives — Europe — Databases

Every catalog result for a guide to archives by country will have a hyperlinked subject term to further directories in the local catalog or in WorldCat. Searching for the major guides listed below will lead to more directories in that country in the record’s hyperlinked, related subject section.

- Haase, Carl. 1975. The Records of German History in German and Certain Other Record Offices: with Short

- Kirchner, Daniela. 2012. Film and Television Collections in Europe – the MAP-TV Guide. Hoboken: Taylor and Francis.

The webpages and publications of archivist associations are good additional resources; a quick start is the following listing: Fang, Josephine Riss, and Alice H. Songe. 1980. International Guide to Library Archival and Information Science Associations. 2nd ed. New York: R. R. Bowker. See also the online Directory of Professional Associations through the world, by the International Council on Archives (ICA), and the European Archives Group (European Commission), which ensures cooperation and coordination on matters relating to archives.

The following are examples of print directories with a global scope:


The Encyclopedia of Library and Information Sciences (2010), edited by Marcia Bates and Mary Niles Maack, has country-specific information about the organization of libraries and archives, as well as essays about important cultural heritage institutions (see its Table of Contents). Librarians should also point a researcher to country-specific information about archives. The PDF linked at Gebrauchsanleitung für Archive (User Guide for Archives), for example, has valuable information about collecting principles and access in German archives, and the more specific Archives Nationales ‘outre-Mer: Mode d’Emploi: Guide d’Orientation dans les Fonds D’archives.
Finding Aid Portals for European Libraries

The union catalogs for books, along with the national bibliographies (including retrospective national bibliographies and digital libraries), can be used to find rare books, printed primary sources, and high-level records for archival materials. Portals or catalogs that allow a search across Finding Aids from participating libraries are a separate set of resources. The annotated listings below visualize the differences between regional directories (that list, say, each of the 3,600 archives in Germany) and portals that allow you to research catalogs and Finding Aids across regional or thematic collections. National libraries can be found at The Conference of European National Librarians (CENL), and national archives are included in the Archives Portal Europe.

- **Archives Portal Europe**: the most comprehensive portal for researching across Finding Aids of archives in Europe; also acts as a directory to archives by country. The Research Tools offer background information on how to use the database to its fullest potential. Initially funded by the European Commission, it has been funded since 2015 through the Archives Portal Europe Foundation (APEF). Acts as a data hub for materials displayed in Europeana.
- **Collaborative European Digital Archival Research Infrastructure** (CENDARI): a large (work in progress) database of archival descriptions and collections that contains information from more than 1,000 institutions across Europe and the world. Funded by the European Union’s 7th Framework Programme for Research, with 14 partners in eight countries.
- **East and Southeast European Archives. A Webguide**: by the Graduate School for East and Southeast European Studies, a joint programme by Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität (LMU) Munich and the Universität Regensburg.
- **EHRI Portal European Holocaust Research Infrastructure. Le portail de EHRI**: offers access to information on Holocaust-related archival material held in institutions across Europe and beyond. Coordinated by the Netherlands-based NIOD Institute for War, Holocaust and Genocide Studies.
- **European Union Libraries and Archives**: gives access to information on EU policies, history, and integration. Library reading rooms in Brussels and Luxembourg.
- **Historical Archives of the European Union** (HAEU): preserves and makes accessible for research the archives deposited by EU institutions according to the thirty-year rule governing access to archival material at the European University Institute (EUI). Badia Fiesolana, Italy.
- **International Institute of Social History Finding Aid Catalog** (IISH): search platform for the collections of the International Institute of Social History (IISH), and the Netherlands Economic History Archive (NEHA).
- **Social History Portal**: offers collections on social history and the history of the labor movement from the late 19th to the beginning of the 21st century. Contains more than 2.5 million records, including 900,000 digitized objects (archives, books, brochures, leaflets, photographs, posters, prints, cartoons, sound, films, and videos) from 23 specialized archives and libraries.
- **World-Wide Directory of Repositories holding Archives of Literature & Art**: lists repositories in over 60 countries around the world which hold literary and artistic archives, by the International Council on Archives (ICA).
- **YERUSHA (Inheritance): European Jewish Archival Portal**: a collaborative effort of European, US, and Israeli academic and heritage institutions; provides detailed information on centuries of European Jewish archival heritage. Rothschild Foundation, London.
Region- and Topic-Specific Tools for Finding Archives

The Archives Portal Europe has built a list of useful links, including links to some very evocative subject collections. The following are a few examples of online portals identified and described on the Archives Portal Europe page.

- **Africa Museum Archives**: founded in 1898, the museum holds the archives of private individuals, companies, and institutions that have a link with the former Congo Free State or Belgian Congo.
- **Archiefpunt**: brings together information about private archives and collections in Flanders and Brussels.
- **ArchievenNL**: offers records of 90 archives in the Netherlands.
- **Archives Hub**: offers a search across Finding Aids to collations in over 390 institutions across the UK.
- **Archives National d’Outre Mère**: a branch of the National Archives that documents the French Colonial Empire.
- **Archivführer Deutsche Kolonialgeschichte**: offers holdings related to German colonialism.
- **Archivnet Österreich**: allows searching across the archival holdings of Austria.
- **ArchivportalD**: a sub-project of the German Digital Library; enables cross-archive research throughout Germany in all Finding Aids of the participating institutions.
- **Arkivportalen**: offers a search across Finding Aids at Norwegian institutions; also includes a directory.
- **Calames**: describes archives and manuscripts held by French university and research libraries and institutions.
- **Censo-Guía de Archivos de España e Iberoamérica**: provides information about archives in Spain and Latin America.
- **France Archives Portal Nationales des Archives**: preserves 15 centuries of materials from the French State.
- **Global Archives Online**: a portal for identifying and locating open resources for the study of colonial and global history.
- **HelveticaSacra**: documents the monastery libraries of Switzerland.
- **Irish Archives Resource**: an online service for finding records from archives across Ireland.
- **Kalliope Verbundkatalog**: personal papers, manuscript collections, and publisher archives in Germany.
- **Library Hub Discover**: contains more than 52 million records contributed by 204 contributing libraries.
- **META IDA**: offers a search across 30 women’s archives across Europe.
- **Nationell Arkivdatabas**: search service focused on digital archives in Sweden.
- **Pares Portal de Archivos Españoles**: contains descriptive files and digitized images of the documentary collections preserved in the Spanish State Archives.
- **Portal Português de Arquivos**: provides a cross search of the repositories of participating institutions in Portugal.
- **Recherchez les Archives**: search across Finding Aids in the royal and state archives of Belgium.
- **Slave Societies Digital Archives**: preserves the most extensive serial records for the history of Africans in the Atlantic world, and includes information about indigenous, European, and Asian populations, including 700,000 digital images dating from the 16th through 20th centuries.
- **Verzeichnis der künstlerischen, wissenschaftlichen und kulturpolitischen Nachlässe in Österreich** (Register of Collections from Artists, Scientists, and Public Figures): offers information about 6,100 personal archives of artists, scientists, and figures in the culture and politics of Austria.
- **Wirtschaftsarchivportal**: a portal for identifying industry and enterprise archives in Germany.
Advice for Effective Archival Research

The Orientation Interview in the Archive

The article “The Orientation Interview in Archival Research” (Tissing 1984, 177-178) is still relevant in outlining topics to be covered in an archival interview, even though the internet has changed all of the practical steps for registration, requests, and so on to online processes, which the researcher is expected to consult ahead of time. This leaves more time during the meeting with the archivist to focus on research support. Since a researcher may visit more than one archive, they should have an elevator pitch ready to describe the research project in terms of subject and scope to the archivist. The researcher should explain what materials they have already found online, and what they are hoping to find in the relevant archive. The archivist will be able to talk about the collections’ size, shape, and organization, the condition of the material, and handling instructions and restrictions for taking images based on the fragility of the material. The archivist will also know about the provenance of the material, and will make sure the researcher is aware of locally held print inventories, and reference works like gazetteers, that will help with the local context or time period of the materials. Something to consider in literary studies is that the entire collection around an author might be restricted while a project team works on a historical critical edition, so asking about availability of materials ahead of time is crucial. In an ideal world, the researcher will make time for an exit interview because, after they have successfully navigated the collection, the archivist may have additional information based on these findings.

Practical Considerations

To help researchers make effective use of their time in an archive, the following is some practical advice and information about common challenges.

- Registration: how soon after registration is the user ID activated? Which ID documents are needed? Does the user need a letter of introduction from a known scholar? Do they need a written synopsis of their research project, or a letter from their local archivist confirming that they have experience handling archival materials? In some cases, some of these requirements can be fulfilled before the trip.
- General reading room rules: what is allowed in the reading room? The basic rules about no food and drink; no ballpoint pens or highlighters; and no coats or wet umbrellas are enforced in all archives. Other information can be very specific; an archive might, for example, offer a "perfume free" environment that users must comply with.
- Requesting materials for the reading room: the website will have information on delivery time, which will depend in part on whether materials are in house or in off-site storage. There may also be limits to the number of items a user can request per visit.
- Reserving a seat: reserving materials and reserving a seat to work with the materials may be two separate steps, as some materials might need a larger table, etc. and specialty tables may be in high demand.
- Handling instructions: the rules for handling rare materials vary from institution to institution. Handling instructions are usually different for books, bound items, broadsides, manuscripts, materials in folders, photographs, and digital content.
- Opening hours and holidays: institutional websites will state their standard opening times, but may not update for closure during holidays (national, religious, regional). The definition of the work week is different by country, and there may be no or limited weekend access. For smaller archives, the hours may be limited to two days a week. The length of the commute to the archive must also be considered in
planning the visit.

- Technology: what technology is provided by the archive? Do users have to register for internet access? Are there outlets for personal computers near every table? If not, several travel plug adapters and portable chargers will be needed. Are there scanners, reading lamps, magnifying glasses, camera mounts, and other needed (and hopefully allowed) technology? The technology landscape of citation, notes, and image management systems and apps is ever changing, and will need to be considered together with the speed of the local internet access, or the cost of mobile phone data. Whatever file management software is used, the researcher should make sure that they can extract the data, should the particular software become obsolete.

- Lockers: do the lockers have keys, or do users provide their own lock? Do the lockers use local coins? Increasingly, users may be asked to lock their personal possession in a locker that is accessed with an individual code; instead of creating a code on the spot (and forgetting it by the end of the day), users should pick a 4 digit code ahead of time, so they are ready to lock up their belongings and to retrieve them later. Consider bringing a see-through pouch for keeping track of small items. It is also common practice to ask researchers to open their laptop before entering and upon leaving.

- Networking: talk with the archivist or subject librarian at your local institution, and use their help to contact the archivist in charge of the collection. Investigate the reference collection of the archive; these reference works were selected to help contextualize the materials. Helpful works include almanacs, specialized bibliographies, chronologies, time- and place-specific dictionaries and encyclopedias, directories, guidebooks, and more.

- Access: users should be prepared to be asked to use a digital surrogate on-site. It is ironic that, in the digital age, precious manuscripts may be available to you only on a CD or computer file in-house, and copyrighted archival e-publications may be available only in-house, and not on the internet.

- Script, handwriting: researchers need to consider whether some materials are in script. Working in German language collections, for instance, can require fluency reading script. The technology to help with this work is evolving; see for example, Transkribus.

- DIY reproductions: every archive has guidelines about taking photos or scanning materials; many libraries do not allow researchers to take photos without permission. Photos of materials should not be shared on social media before clarifying permissions.

- Remote reproduction requests: the glossaries listed above are useful for correctly filling out the forms. A commonly seen request is for a copy of a couple dozen letters from one person from a particular year and co-located in a folder. Such a request does not justify a trip to Europe. The catalog record of an item usually has a link to request reproductions; this is a changing landscape, as archives add equipment and staff for such requests.

- Permissions for re-use: rules on copyright vary internationally. For the US context, see: Copyright and Unpublished Material: An Introduction for Users of Archives and Manuscript Collections, by the Society of American Archivists, and Copyright Fundamentals, by the Author’s Alliance. The European Union harmonizes the rights of authors, performers, producers, and broadcasters, reducing national discrepancies in copyright, but differences exist between countries. The fact that an institution provides a scan of their archival material, like correspondence, for personal use does not mean the institution is granting the right to reproduce that material in a publication. The archive’s website, the catalog record, and the Finding Aid for the archival material will have links to forms and information about fees and restrictions. Researchers must similarly learn to investigate digital objects for permissions information. Archival materials in digital form may be “on the Internet,” but this does not necessarily mean they can be reproduced without seeking permission. Graduate students might get an exemption for an unpublished dissertation, but at the stage where the dissertation becomes visible in a repository, and certainly when it turns into a book, new permissions for reproduction need to be sought. Some archives require that researchers deposit a publication containing reproductions of their archival material with the archive. For
all of these reasons, it is good to clarify permissions while on location at the archive.

- Help from local researchers: most archives, whether in the US or abroad, are staffed for the in-person experience, and do not have the capacity for answering in-depth questions by email. H-Net and other listservs offer local research services for hire, and archival blogs in Hypotheses Academic Blogs, hosted by Open Edition, often offer practical advice on local researcher resources. Other sources for advice are Dissertation Reviews and H-Net by region.

- File management: the local institution will have a Data and Visualization Department. Duke University Libraries, for instance, offer many relevant workshops which give advice about data storage, notetaking tools, annotation tools, and so on. Researchers need to take time for data management every day. The tools change so fast, and personal preferences are so strong, that the best first step in preparing this workflow is to consult with a data or project management librarian. If a researcher intends to take a lot of images, it is also crucial to learn how to add metadata to the images themselves.

- Citation management: researchers should take careful notes as they work on materials because it might be hard to figure out the folder number, etc., once they have returned home. The Citing Archival Material page at the Purdue Online Writing Lab gives a good idea of the level of detail needed for a proper and useful citation. Users should also retain their pull slips, or photograph them to retain the detail needed in a citation. For example:

  Summers, Clara. Letter to Steven Summers. 29 June 1942. Box 1, Folder 1. MSP 94 Steven and Clara Summers papers. Virginia Kelly Karnes Archives and Special Collections Research Center, Purdue University Libraries, West Lafayette, IN. 20 May 2013.

- Body and soul: for the digital native, who is used to the ease of full-text searches across digital libraries, in-person archival research can be exhausting and frustrating, with hours and hours needed for every small discovery or insight. It is important to schedule plenty of time for an archival trip, and to make sure to know the daytime food and recreational options. After all that is necessary in preparation for the intellectual work, it is the small things that can become a problem. The reading room temperature, for example, may be better suited to the materials than the user, so an extra sweater is a good idea.

---

**Key Takeaways**

- A researcher must understand which archival materials relevant to their topic are already published or digitized, and where related unpublished materials are held. For published materials, researchers should be instructed on effective citation chaining, as the published material will have notes and bibliographies that lead to archives. During this initial stage, researchers should investigate all remote options at a relevant archive: e.g., are there digital collections, is there a microfilm of the collection, does the archive have scanning services through Interlibrary Loan, and does the archive offer a list of freelance researchers for local help?

- The local archive provides the perfect training ground for learning how to design effective workflows in archival research by testing and perfecting technology and file management habits.
before a trip abroad. The technology landscape of citation management, notetaking software, and image management systems and apps is ever changing, and will need to be considered together with the speed of the local internet access or the cost of mobile phone data. A pencil and notebook might still come in handy.

- Researchers new to this bibliographic deep dive need to understand what type of resources they need: the local catalog, networked union catalogs, catalog records, Finding Aids, search portals across Finding Aids, directories, glossaries, digital libraries, and research databases.
- Online directories to archives are an essential tool, but so are print directories by country that will help researchers flesh out the history of organization of these institutions, and how they were shaped by political realities.
- Copyright laws vary by country, and it is best to get permissions needed for reproduction while on site during the visit. Citations to archival materials can also be complex, and some of the most useful information about an item, and how it relates to the overall collection, might be a note on a folder or in summary notes in a box.
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**Link List**
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- Ad Fontes (University of Zurich). https://www.adfontes.uzh.ch/
- ANNO (AustriaN Newspaper Online). https://anno.onb.ac.at/.
• ArchievenNL. https://www.archieven.nl/nl/.
• ArchiveGrid. https://researchworks.oclc.org/archivegrid/.
• ArchivesCanada. https://archivescanada.ca/.
• Archives Hub. https://archiveshub.jisc.ac.uk/.
• Archives Portal Europe. https://www.archivesportaleurope.net/.
• Archivführer Deutsche Kolonialgeschichte. https://archivfuehrer-kolonialzeit.de/.
• Archivnet Österreich. https://www.archivnet.at/.
• ArchivportalD (German Digital Library). https://www.archivportal-d.de/.
• Archivschule Marburg. https://www.archivschule.de/.
• Arkivportalen. https://www.arkivportalen.no/.
• BHL Biodiversity Heritage Library. https://www.biodiversitylibrary.org/.
• British History Online. https://www.british-history.ac.uk/.
• Calames. https://calames.abes.fr/pub/.
• Canadian Council of Archives (CCA). https://archivescanada.ca/.
• Citing Archival Material (Purdue Online Writing Lab). https://owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/conducting_research/archival_research/citing_archival_resources.html.
• CLIR Hidden Collections Registry (Council on Library & Information Resources). https://registry.clir.org/.
• Collaborative European Digital Archival Research Infrastructure (CENDARI). http://www.cendari.eu/about/.
• Compact Memory. https://sammlungen.ub.uni-frankfurt.de/crm/nav/index/title/.
• Contributing libraries (Library Hub Discover). https://discover.libraryhub.jisc.ac.uk/about/libraries/.

Copyright Fundamentals (Author’s Alliance). https://www.authorsalliance.org/resources/copyright-fundamentals/.


Delpher. https://www.delpher.nl/.


EROMM (European Register of Microform and Digital Masters). https://www.eromm.org/.


• HathiTrust Digital Library. https://www.hathitrust.org/.
• International Federation of Library Associations and Institutions (IFLA). https://www.ifla.org/.
• International Institute of Social History Finding Aid Catalog (IISH). https://search.iisg.amsterdam/.
• An Introduction to Born Digital Collections at the Manuscript Division, or How to Cross the Equator. https://blogs.loc.gov/manuscripts/2022/01/an-introduction-to-born-digital-collections-at-the-manuscript-division-or-how-to-cross-the-equator/.
• Karlsruhe Institute of Technology. https://www.kit.edu/.
• META IDA. https://meta-katalog.eu/.
• National Union Catalog of Manuscript Collections (NUCMC). https://www.loc.gov/coll/nucmc/.
• Nationell Arkivdatabas. https://sok.riksarkivet.se/nad,
• Primary Sources in Archives and Special Collections (Purdue University Libraries and School of Information Science). https://guides.lib.purdue.edu/c.php?g=352889&p=2378063.
• Research Tools (Archives Portal Europe). [https://www.archivesportaleurope.net/tools/research-tools/](https://www.archivesportaleurope.net/tools/research-tools/).
• Rubenstein Collection Guides. [https://archives.lib.duke.edu/collections](https://archives.lib.duke.edu/collections).
• Slave Societies Digital Archives. [https://slavesocieties.org/home](https://slavesocieties.org/home).
• SNAC (Social Networks and Archival Content). [https://snaccooperative.org/](https://snaccooperative.org/).
• Social History Portal. [https://socialhistoryportal.org/](https://socialhistoryportal.org/).
• Society of American Archivists (SAA). [https://www2.archivists.org/](https://www2.archivists.org/).
• Transkribus. [https://readcoop.eu/transkribus/](https://readcoop.eu/transkribus/).
• Workshops (Duke University Libraries). [https://library.duke.edu/data/workshops](https://library.duke.edu/data/workshops).
• WorldCat. [https://search.worldcat.org/](https://search.worldcat.org/).
• YERUSHHA: European Jewish Archival Portal. [https://yerusha.eu/](https://yerusha.eu/).
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22. Bibliodiversity

SEBASTIAN HIERL AND CLAUDE H. POTTS

Introduction

Bibliodiversity—a neologism still wanting a precise definition—is at the heart of an area specialist's work collecting, preserving, and providing access to diverse cultural texts. The term *bibliodiversidad* (bibliodiversity) is said to have been first coined by a group of Chilean publishers when founding the Editores Independientes...
de Chile (Independent Publishers of Chile) collective in the late 1990s (Valencia 2018, 47). However, this point of origin has been disputed by Spanish publishers who are members of the Comisión de Pequeñas Editoriales (Commission of Small Publishers)—a working group of the Asociación de Editores de Madrid (Publishers Association of Madrid)—and who launched the journal Bibliodiversidad in 1999. Formed in 2002, the Alliance internationale des éditeurs indépendants (International Alliance of Independent Publishers) has also made a significant contribution in disseminating and promoting this term in various languages, especially at its international meetings (e.g., the Declarations from Dakar in 2003, Guadalajara in 2005, and Paris in 2007) and in all its communications (Alliance internationale des éditeurs indépendants, n.d.). The Alliance has further helped the term become internationally accepted and to spread rapidly within the French-speaking world. As the term bibliodiversity gains popularity in the English-speaking world, it is also becoming widely adopted and the focus of international initiatives undertaken by publishing collectives, UNESCO, and the European Writers’ Parliament.

Proponents of bibliodiversity agree that the publishing ecosphere is fundamentally under threat from overproduction and from financial concentration, which favors the predominance of a few large publishing groups and the pursuit of large profit margins. The market is characterized by a huge imbalance, with commercial logic vastly prevailing over the intellectual adventurousness that is characteristic of small, independent, or unconventional publishers. For academic libraries, the imbalance between commercial and independent publishers is exacerbated by institutional preferences for digital over print. Faced with the prevalence of print publishing in Europe, the spectrum of viewpoints collected and preserved by academic libraries risks becoming impoverished without the intervention of the librarian or vendor. In the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic, North American library organizations such as The Collaborative Initiative for French Language Collections (CIFNAL), the German-North American Resources Partnership (GNARP), and the Slavic and East European Materials Project (SEEMP) issued more than a dozen resolutions stressing the importance of the continued acquisition of print materials, see: “European Studies Statement on Collection Development, Access, and Equity in the Time of COVID-19, Issued by CIFNAL, GNARP, and SEEMP.” The joint statement by groups within the Center for Research Libraries highlights how critical the voices of marginalized, minority, and vulnerable communities, new social movements, and transnational authors are advancing research of and learning about the linguistic and cultural diversity of the European continent. Bibliodiversity endeavors to ensure diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging (DEIB) as it strives for equilibrium in the publishing ecosphere.

“Just as biodiversity is an indicator of the health of an ecosystem, the health of an eco-social system can be found in its multiversity, and the health of the publishing industry in its bibliodiversity,” explains feminist writer and publisher Susan Hawthorne (Hawthorne 2014a, 13). For Françoise Benhamoua, a French specialist of economics of art and literature, bibliodiversity is more than just variation in the number and kinds of book titles: “If we look at what that means in biodiversity we see the extremely simple idea that if you have several species but some are present in huge numbers while others are very scarce, the ones with many units are likely to eat or prevail over the others” (Hawthorne 2014a, 14). In the strictest sense, it is small independent publishers who are most at risk as attributes of bibliodiversity are constituted by theme (or topic), language, format, genre, place of publication, sexual orientation/identity, political position, and other characteristics often exclusively taken up by these publishing houses who work on the margins. Conversely, it is possible to locate traits of bibliodiversity within the catalogs of large commercial publishers, but wholly insufficient to rely on them alone.

**Why Bibliodiversity Matters**

According to Hawthorne, “Publishing is a social, cultural and transformative activity” (Hawthorne 2014b). When a publishing ecosystem is dominated by a few large companies that are driven by profit seeking, the readers’ choice and access to new ideas, the plurality of ideas, and the dissemination of knowledge is restricted. Only
popular authors, topics, or culturally or economically dominant groups and ideas will draw sufficient attention
in the marketplace to generate the double-digit profit margins sought by large commercial publishing
conglomerates. In *The Business of Books*, publisher André Schiffrin eloquently describes the danger of market
concentration and the essential role of the independent publisher in ensuring a diversity of voices, ideas, and
new knowledge:

> It is only in books that arguments and inquiries can be conducted at length and in depth. Books
have traditionally been the medium in which two people, an author and an editor, could agree that
something needed to be said, and for a relatively small amount of money, share it with the public. [. . .]
Books can afford to go against the current, to raise new ideas, to challenge the status quo, in the hope
that with time an audience will be found. The threat to such books and the ideas they contain—what
used to be known as the marketplace of ideas—is a dangerous development not only for professional
publishing, but for society as a whole. (Schiffrin 2001, 171-172)

In order for such innovative and challenging books—of which perhaps only a few hundred or thousand copies
may have been printed—to remain available and to find an audience with time, libraries must collect them.
For research institutions, it is not enough to simply provide access to licensed content, especially in this new
era of network interdependence and heightened resource sharing. For libraries to maintain rich, varied, and
deep collections, librarians must actively build their collections and seek out challenging and innovative books,
and thus have the resources, both in terms of time and financial means, to do so. To accomplish this goal
of bibliodiversity, librarians must build a network of suppliers and acquire publications across the spectrum
of formats. Just as a library cannot rely on and focus its acquisitions on the largest publishing houses, even
if they offer the most efficient means of access or discounts (as only they can afford them), efficiencies in
the acquisitions process cannot be the sole deciding factors in the selection of vendors. Rather, cultivating
relationships with essential partners will ensure that core publications for the library are acquired reliably and
efficiently, and free up the area specialist's time to search for the marginal and small press publications, which
are not always covered by the larger vendors.

A European studies librarian may work with their library's main suppliers on streamlining and rationalizing,
even automatizing work flows, to acquire the publishing output of major publishers. This will free up the
selectors’ time to actively search for and ferret out publications that are not carried or known by the main
vendors. The final selection decision and the assignment of funds, however, must remain the responsibility of
the librarian, who is ultimately responsible for the long-term curation of the collections in accordance with their
institutional strategic objectives.

Vendors may not always be aware of the output of small, independent publishers or of publications by local
societies and museums. Especially in Europe, local societies, museums, and banks publish valuable information
about local archaeological excavations and historical sites, with formats ranging from booklets to major
exhibitions catalogs. Because of their format and limited print runs, these may not always be obtained on
the market and carried by vendors. Volumes in the monographic series *West-Vlaamse Archaeologica* (West
Flanders Archaeology), for example, may not be readily included in approval plans, but contain crucial
information on the Roman presence in the Low Countries and on trade routes and cross-cultural influences in
the Middle Ages. In Italy, publications are often sponsored by banks and local foundations that may not have
an incentive to sell their catalogs, making them difficult to obtain. Even recent publications are sometimes
printed in smaller runs, as they are destined mostly for their local market. Examples include *Palazzo della
Banca d’Italia a Firenze: restauo della facciata monumentale* by Cristina Donati, published in Rome in 2016
by Italy's Central Bank, the Banca d'Italia, as well as publications by local government entities or museums,
such as *Catania: archeologia e città: il progetto opencity banca dati, GIS e WebGis*, edited by Daniele Malfitana,
Antonino Mazzaglia, Giuseppe Cacciaquerra, et al., Catania: [Istituto per i beni archeologici e monumentali],
2016; or *La necropoli romana di Via Beltrami ad Arsago Seprio: 1975-2000: 25. anniversario dalla scoperta*:
Publications such as these are not frequently requested by North American scholars, but if they have not been acquired by North American libraries, they remain invisible and inaccessible to scholars in Canada and the US. In some cases, calling the publishing institution to ask for a copy or picking one up in person may be the only means of access, as it is generally not in a vendor’s economic interest to supply single copies or small numbers of hard-to-obtain titles. Responsible vendors who are partners in a library’s mission to build strong collections will go out of their way to help, and may be willing to lose money on one title or a smaller number of publications, as long as the overall mix is profitable, but this is not always the case and cannot simply be assumed. The knowledge and the responsibilities of the European studies librarian matter.

In the same manner, the publication format impacts the level of bibliodiversity in library collections. Even at the time of writing, it is mainly the largest academic presses and commercial publishers in North America and Northern Europe that offer eBooks (numerous smaller presses and publishers in Southern and Eastern Europe offer extensive lists of eBooks, but the scholarly eBook has gained more traction in Northern Europe)—and even they do not offer all of their monographic publications in electronic format. Thus, only a subset of the total publishing output is available in electronic format. The 2021 report on Italian book publishing for the Frankfurter Buchmesse (Frankfurt Book Fair) indicates that there were 1,263,257 titles in paper format in print in Italy, compared to 499,562 eBook titles (L’Associazione Italiana Editori 2021). Focusing or limiting a library’s acquisitions to electronic-only publications severely restricts access to intellectual arguments and creative expression.

The notion of bibliodiversity is also linked to the open access movement: access to a broad range of publications and scholarship, and the right to publish and control the distribution of one’s work. The gradual shift toward open access publishing in scholarly communication has been difficult, and a long time in the making. As illustrated by the Joint COAR-UNESCO Statement on Open Access (United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural Organization and Coalition of Open Access Repositories 2016) and the Jussieu Call (Jusieu Call 2017), the scholarly community is still searching for a viable open access model that is truly inclusive. It is incumbent upon librarians with selection responsibilities at academic libraries—indeed, at all libraries—to support decolonized open access models and to foster an environment in which all voices are represented and heard. Through our purchase decisions and our promotion of publications and resources in our information literacy and research guides, librarians participate in and shape scholarly communication. To ensure bibliodiversity, it is not sufficient for librarians merely to acquire publications by small presses and marginalized authors, or in lesser spoken languages and diverse formats. Librarians must also actively contribute to making these resources accessible by sharing their unique collections and fostering a scholarly communication system that is democratic and inclusive. A publishing ecosystem dominated by a handful of large, private, profit-driven conglomerates is antithetical to such democratic and inclusive access, and selectors at academic libraries have a role to play in helping to establish innovative and alternative publishing models. The fundamental role of the selector is to ensure that the information that they purchase, accept as a gift, link to, or exchange is worthy of preservation, to make that information accessible to scholars, and to ensure that the collections they steward are as rich and varied as possible, while matching their institution’s mission and priorities. Through their selections, enhancements to discovery and access, and research guides and information literacy courses, librarians foster acceptance by the scholarly community of the information they provide, and are key contributors to establishing confidence in more inclusive publishing schemes.
From Small Independent Presses to Fanzines

Curating and growing a bibliodiverse library collection may seem an insurmountable task, especially when many librarians feel they have insufficient resources to even begin. Identifying unique and culturally valuable works outside of the mainstream publishing sector requires time and perseverance. Once you begin to look more closely at your home collection, however, you may realize that it already contains recognizable elements of bibliodiversity. You might encounter works from small presses and underrepresented voices captured in some of the lesser-taught European languages such as Catalan, Dutch, Hungarian, Icelandic, Occitan, Welsh, or Yiddish. You might learn that many of the core authors you’ve been collecting for years are, in fact, immigrants from other continents living in Europe, such as feminist writer, philosopher, and literary critic Hélène Cixous or postmodern philosopher Jacques Derrida, both born and raised in Algeria but naturalized as French citizens in their teens.

Even if most are no longer independent today, small literary presses have brought to the world 20th-century masterpieces such as James Joyce’s Ulysses (France, 1922), Bruno Schultz’ Sklepy cynamonowe (Poland 1934; The Street of Crocodiles), Günter Grass’ Die Blechtrommel (Germany 1957; The Tin Drum), Mercè Rodoreda’s La plaça del diamant (Spain 1962; In Diamond Square), and Svetlana Aleksievich’s U vojny ne ženskoe lico
possible by the advent of inexpensive photocopiers—because they offer new insights from a “history from and the entire commercial domain (Šima and Michela 2020, 8). Contemporary scholars analyze fanzines—made and distributed by the authors themselves, in opposition to “the mainstream” represented by both the state and exclusive content are the research reports, incidental publications, and departmental papers of universities. Predominantly print publications, often out of reach even for in-country vendors. Most valuable for their unique and exclusive content are the research reports, incidental publications, and departmental papers of universities (Spohrer and Hazen 2007, 156). Institutes and research centers such as the Institut d’Estudis Catalans (Institute of Catalan Studies) in Barcelona have moved their publications online, where they are openly accessible, but much of the gray literature they disseminate remains accessible only by exchange or direct purchase.

Until the advent of the internet, a viable form of alternative publishing in Europe and North America was the zine, or fanzine (a portmanteau of fan and magazine). These non-commercial, non-professional magazines, flourishing from the 1970s through the early 1990s, were published in small numbers and created, reproduced, and distributed by the authors themselves, in opposition to “the mainstream” represented by both the state and the entire commercial domain (Šima and Michela 2020, 8). Contemporary scholars analyze fanzines—made possible by the advent of inexpensive photocopiers—because they offer new insights from a “history from
below” perspective. With historical precedent in the Dada periodicals of Zürich and Berlin, these alternative narratives, presented on amateurly designed pages, are an important source for studying social history in the late socialism and post-socialism periods in Czechoslovakia and in the successor states Czech and Slovak Republics, as well as in almost all other European nations (Šima and Michela 2020, 8). Elke Zobl, Austrian researcher and founder of the now inactive Grrrl Zine Network, discussing zine maker Mimi Nguyen, posits that queer, trans folk, and feminist zines (or femzines) and their transnational network provide a “culturally productive, politicized counterpublic” in which people can experiment with ideas, articulate their own views, and describe experiences otherwise suppressed by mainstream society (Zobl 2009, 10). While the proliferation of blogs and e-zines (or webzines) has rapidly superseded the booklet format, xeroxed zines persist, providing an analog alternative that reflects and resists cultural and political devaluation by dominant narratives (Borodacheva, n.d.)

If your library has collected comics or graphic novels, the vantage points proffered in some of these publications might be considered bibliodiverse and could enrich the library’s holdings on sensitive subjects such as the dark legacy of the Spanish Civil War and the ensuing Franco regime. Antonio Hernández Palacios’ Euskadi en llamas (Euskadi in Flames) and Groka Gudari, first published between 1979 and 1987 but reprinted in 2019 by boutique graphic publisher Ponent Mon in Tarragona, are examples of how popular genres can critically approach historical trauma long before it is addressed by the academy. For Europe in particular, comics and graphic novels play an important role beyond entertainment and diversion. Le Monde journalist Alain Beuve-Méry reported that in 2006 the comics sector was the third largest part of the European francophone book market, after literature and children’s books (McKinney 2008, 6). Though dominated by five major publishing houses or groups, independent publishers of bandes dessinées (comic books)—like L’Association, founded in 1990 by seven young comics artists including Jean-Christophe Menu, David B., and Lewis Trondheim—have succeeded in finding an outlet for their work while resisting the commercialization of the format. L’Association was among the first to publish Joann Sfar, considered one of the most significant graphic novelists of the new wave of Franco-Belgian comics, and Marjane Satrapi, an Iranian-born French author whose autobiographical “comic books”confront the brutalities of Muslim fundamentalist regimes in the Middle East. In the Fumetto (literally “little puff of smoke”), as it is referred to in Italy, comics artists, such as Pietro Scurera and Bianca Bagnarelli, continue a century-long tradition of tackling serious topics with word bubbles and drawings. In all corners of Europe, and largely through the support of independent presses, the format continues to thrive and evolve, reflecting the region’s complexities through provocative reworkings of history, politics, and social issues.
At the extreme and expensive end of the bibliosphere are rare books, manuscripts, and other primary sources which are typically shelved in special collections. Artists’ books and other printed ephemera, however, occupy a murky area between the rare and the circulating, and have recently found themselves as centerpieces in the evolving liberal arts curriculum. In her article “Teaching with Artists’ Books,” Louise Kulp argues that artists’ books can effectively teach critical thinking, encourage discovery of interdisciplinary connections, and prompt the consideration of relationships among text, image, and form (Kulp 2015, 101). While contemporary artists’ books can be traced back to illuminated manuscripts, they should not be confused with the more opulent genre known as *livres d’artiste*, which surfaced in Europe and the Americas in the early 20th century. Instead, artist books can be defined as a unique work (often in multiple copies) “created by an artist in book format, self-published or published by galleries, limited editions to sometimes none, inexpensive to exclusive collector’s items” (Manmeet 2020, 4).

There are many examples of such books. *Arrebato Libros*, an independent bookstore in the heart of Madrid, promotes the works of book artists such as Roberto Equisoain, whose innovative “books” repurpose previously published works in their presentation of reflections, puns, and fragments of conversations. *Al Manar Éditions*, a Parisian publisher that focuses on art and literature from both shores of the Mediterranean and also produces artists’ books, provides a creative platform for underrepresented postcolonial voices, such as Rita Alaoui and Abdellatif Laâbi, both originally from Morocco. And one of more than a dozen collaborations between experimental writer Michel Butor and artist Bertrand Dorny, *Fichier flambé* (Paris 1997; *File on Fire*) is a collage-
Beyond the Vendor and Discovery in Unlikely Places

While approval plans are vital for the timely and steady acquisition of recently published monographs, even the best vendors cannot profile all the books and ephemeral materials of interest to academic communities. As a result, librarians for Europe and other regions of the world have devised strategies to supplement the coverage of their approval plans. Faculty, students, and library colleagues provide some of the best suggestions for materials of interest. Book reviews and announcements, particularly in social media platforms like blogs, formerly Twitter (now X), and Instagram, are a limitless source for new publications. Managing such a voluminous amount of information can be achieved by setting up feeds and periodically checking them in RSS readers.

A traditional method of ensuring more complete coverage is by consulting the national bibliographies. The Swiss Book, for example, the national bibliography of Switzerland published by the Swiss National Library, lists the country’s entire output of information media: books, maps, music scores, electronic media and multimedia, periodicals, newspapers, annual publications, series, and gray literature. National bibliographies are often available on the website of the respective national libraries, and many can be found in the research guides of the European Studies Section (ESS).

Arguably more important than the national bibliographies are specialized associations and vendors. NordLit and NORLA, for example, promote selections of Nordic literatures that may be of interest to readers beyond the region. In addition, many European libraries see their own catalogs as serving as advanced specialized bibliographies. Some examples include the libraries of the Deutsches Archäologisches Institut (German Archaeological Institute), located in Rome and Athens and elsewhere which analyzes journals and monographs in their specialized fields at great depth. The Bibliotheca Hertziana – Max Planck Institute for Art History and the Kunsthistorisches Institut in Florenz (Art History Institute in Florence) undertake such analysis for publications in art history and architecture, and the German Historical Institutes do the same for a number of subjects. There are also the highly specialized bibliographies, such as Projekt Dyabola (subscription resource), which covers art history, the ancient world, and classical studies; the Byzantinische Bibliographie (subscription resource) for Byzantine studies; and L’Année Philologique (subscription resource) for classics.

Catalogs and announcements from vendors besides your institution’s primary one are also a rich source of information, and may reflect differences in profiling. Despite global trends toward vendor consolidation, the importance of vendor/librarian relationship is crucial in ensuring bibliodiversity. Vendors based in Europe are usually the best contacts for small presses, facilitating payment and speedy acquisition, even if they may not list a certain publication in their database. By ordering through the vendor and not through the publisher or a bookstore, we articulate our unique or evolving interests. Once vendors learn of an interest, they can begin adding similar titles to their online catalogs and offerings, extending awareness of previously unknown titles to peer libraries. Academic conferences and symposia, whether online or in-person, can also enrich our awareness of materials which may not be considered core to our approval plans. Past programs and forums sponsored by the Association of College & Research Libraries’ European Studies Section (ESS) and predecessors the Slavic and Eastern European Studies Section (SEES) and the Western European Studies Section (WESS), including Documenting Sexual Dissidence and Diversity in France, Italy and Spain, Beyond Tintin: Collecting European Comics in the U.S., and Refugee Scholars and Academic Libraries in the Twentieth Century and Today, aim to expand our knowledge of bibliodiverse themes and genres.
According to the *International and Area Studies Collections In the 21st Century* (IASC21), a community of area studies librarians and archivists, travel to the regions of responsibility is a time-tested strategy practiced by international and area studies librarians in order to maintain subject expertise (“authority”) and effective networks (“currency”) (International and Area Studies Collections In the 21st Century 2016). Through foreign travel, librarians can make the one-of-a-kind purchases that distinguish and develop their respective collections. They can also initiate, establish, and nurture their international networks, through which they can support the work of others—most notably the students and researchers of their universities (International and Area Studies Collections In the 21st Century 2016). Book fairs abroad provide opportunities for encountering titles and publishers which may have not made it into a vendor catalog. With author talks, presentations, and curated displays, these fairs promote publications in ways virtually impossible by other means. While commercial book fairs such as LIBER, which alternates between Madrid and Barcelona, and the *Frankfurter Buchmesse* (Frankfurt Book Fair) can provide the impetus and justification for an acquisition trip, it is often outside of the convention halls that the most worthwhile discoveries are made. Lesser known fairs and festivals—including the *Leipziger Buchmesse* in Germany; the *Salon de la Revue*, a showcase for French and Italian cultural journals which takes place in Paris every October; and *Più libri più liberi*, the fair for independent presses held in Rome every December—offer opportunities for librarians to converse with and learn about smaller publishers.

Besides the chance to make valuable connections at book fairs, research institutes, libraries, and archives in Europe, travel offers a golden opportunity to purchase or identify bibliodiverse material of potential interest. Independent and specialized bookshops such as *Librería Berkana* in Madrid or *Prinz Eisenherz Buchladen* in Berlin, both of which focus on LGBTQ+ publications, provide a concentration and level of expertise unavailable through other channels/venues. *Mikrofest* is an example of one of the few online bookstores with a similar focus, listing titles from over 40 smaller, independent Danish publishers. While some bookstores are now owned and operated by large publishing conglomerates, independent bookstores such as *Livraria Letra Livre* in Lisbon act as clearing houses for small presses and sell new, used, and out-of-print titles in the fields of literature, human sciences, anthropology, gender studies, social history, politics, and sociology.
Many of these bookstores sell hard-to-find materials like artists’ books, zines, pamphlets, and comics. In Paris’ Latin Quarter, an independent bookshop that cannot be missed by those who collect for Francophone Africa and the diaspora is that of legendary Éditions Présence Africaine (EPA), publisher of Aimé Césaire, Edouard Glissant, Marie NDiaye, and Ousmane Sembène, among others. In 2021, EPA, along with dozens of publishers, bookstores, and local organizations, launched the first-ever Sofa du livre africain de Paris, which focused on independence and freedom of expression on the continent.

The physical, cultural, social, and intellectual spaces of bookstores not only showcase publications of note, but promote, contextualize, and hierarchize them in an organic way that static lists, websites, and Google cannot. The moment we set foot into a bookstore, we begin to learn through its publishing stock what is and is not popular and valued amongst its community of readers. We recognize what is in our own libraries and, more importantly, what is missing. If, as Jorge Carrión writes in Librerías (Bookshops), every bookshop is a condensed version of the world specialized shops embody the profoundness of these distinct worlds, fields, and disciplines making up what we call our world (Carrión 2013, 21).

A Self-Assessment of Your Collecting

For all of these reasons, it is essential that European studies librarians periodically and critically review their own decisions, supply chains, and preferences for disciplines, subjects, languages or cultural origins, and other subjective criteria, as well as the vendors, formats, and means of access they use. Bibliodiversity, published by the International Alliance of Independent Publishers, cites the main indicators of bibliodiversity as variety, balance, and disparity (Benhamou and Peltier 2011, 28).

Considering these indicators, the following are questions to ask yourself and to periodically assess:

- Of the books, journals, and other materials you acquire for your library, how many are published by independent presses?
- How much can you responsibly spend on e-resources vs. print publications, and what is the right balance for your collection and institution?
- Are you adequately covering cultural diversity for the countries you collect?
- There are more than 400 minorities, ethnic groups, and nationalities in Europe, with approximately 125 languages spoken; which do you collect? (Federal Union of European Nationalities, n.d.)
- How much do you acquire in English vs. vernacular languages?
- Are you collecting material in languages spoken in Europe but outside of the Indo-European family, such as Arabic, Beur, Berber, Euskadi/Basque, Finnish, Hungarian, Kurdish, Maltese, the Romani languages, Sinhalese, Tamil, Turkic languages, and Wolof?
- Are you collecting material in endangered European languages such as the Celtic languages, Corsican, Friulian, Occitan, Picard, Romansh, Sardinian, Sorbian, Yiddish, and so on?
- How many books in your collection are written by immigrant writers?
- How many of the publications you acquire are by Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) or LGBTQ+ writers?
- Are you collecting all political perspectives? Should you document extreme views and preserve them for posterity? Which mix is responsible and represents a healthy diversity of ideas?
- Is your primary vendor able to supply all the publications you want? How do you verify that your vendor is
reliably covering the market? Are there other vendors, perhaps specialized vendors or bookstores, that could complement your main vendor’s coverage? If you work with a number of vendors, how do you avoid duplication?

- Are you coordinating the shared collection responsibility with other partner libraries in a consortium? How are you gaining access to the publications collected by these partners or other institutions?
- Are you including non-traditional formats in your collection policy, such as ephemera, AV materials, popular culture formats (e.g., comics, zines, genre literature, and telenovellas), and other material culture objects?
- When digitizing rare and archival materials, do you make them freely accessible? While it may make sense to work with publishers to digitize your unique holdings, how do you avoid locking these holdings behind a paywall that only select institutions will be able to afford?
- Are you providing links to a select number of specific institutional repositories, or do you rely on a relatively comprehensive search engine, site, or network?
- Are you archiving websites, data, or other online ephemeral content?

Answers to these questions will depend on your institution; budget; personal knowledge of the languages, countries, or subcultures; and ability to identify the appropriate mix of vendors to supply and support your collection development policy—assuming that policy is a thoughtful, carefully calibrated one that reflects the priorities of your institution and your financial means. While we each aspire to being as inclusive and supportive of bibliodiversity as possible, all of us, even selectors at the largest academic libraries in the world, cannot collect or catalog everything, and must set priorities. Your institution’s collection development policy will structure these priorities, back you up in case of difficult decisions or questions, and further guide and formalize your sharing agreements.

While bibliodiversity may be an unfamiliar term for many, the concept it signifies has been around for as long as librarians have been curating library collections. It requires a critical and periodic assessment of both the materials we firm order and those we receive automatically on approval plans and standing orders, taking into consideration many of the factors described in the self-assessment above. Being more conscious of bibliodiversity may require taking your work deeper and becoming more proactive, yet every step forward, from institutions of all sizes, will help the collective effort, as we evolve from disconnected and siloed libraries to a shared collection reflective of diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging.
Key Takeaways

- Bibliodiversity is at the heart of an area specialist's work collecting, preserving, and providing access to cultural texts of diversity.
- Bibliodiversity endeavors to ensure diversity, equity, inclusion, and belonging (DEIB) as it strives for equilibrium in the publishing ecosphere.
- Dominance of the publishing ecosystem by a few large companies that are driven by profit seeking restricts readers' choice and access to new ideas, the plurality of ideas, and the dissemination of knowledge.
• For libraries to maintain rich, varied, and deep collections, European studies librarians must actively build their collections and seek out challenging and innovative books, and must have the resources, both in terms of time and financial means, to do so.
• Focusing or limiting a library’s acquisitions to electronic-only publications severely restricts access to intellectual arguments and creative expression.
• The notion of bibliodiversity is inseparably linked to openness: access to publications, access to scholarship, and access to publish and distribute one’s work.
• Once you begin to look closer at your home collection, you may begin to realize that your collections already possess recognizable elements of bibliodiversity.
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Introduction

In a 1905 commercial chart of the world published by the London Geographical Institute, George Philip depicted the major global empires and trade routes. The Liverpool publisher highlighted the British Empire in a vivid red while setting out the French in light purple, the Portuguese in blue, and the German in orange. Philip’s depictions portrayed a world awash with conflicting colors, with countries connected via steamship and rail. In the early 20th century, after all, European empires expanded far beyond continental borders, and local, European manufacturing involved globally traded resources, as did the morning cup of tea or coffee. Far from new, that state of global political, economic, and cultural entanglement had been the state of affairs reaching back to the 16th century, and arguably earlier.
For librarians responsible for collecting on different aspects of European Studies, these global connections matter. In part, they matter because librarians responsible for collection development are supposed to provide access to primary sources—often in the form of digital collections—to make research on Europe possible. They matter as well because many scholars studying Europe are exploring how the very idea of “Europe” was shaped by these international exchanges. In short, to cover Europe and meet researchers’ needs, European Studies librarians need to consider global connections.

Those connections are particularly important as libraries across the United States and Europe try to diversify their collections. Academic institutions in those spaces have long taught European studies as a story of global expansion and the spread of an elevated, Western culture. Now, when looking at the expanse of European empires and participation in global trade, diversifying collections means examining European action, policy, and ideas from multiple perspectives, including non-European voices. This requires ensuring inclusive content—presenting, for example, the human abuses Europeans perpetuated for economic gain, the intentional attempts at ethnic cleansing and genocide, and institutionalized racism and other forms of systemic discrimination.

Collecting on these topics, however, can be controversial, precisely because it contradicts centuries of claims about Western superiority and high civilization. To make matters more complicated, as Anne Stoler lays out in her book chapter “Colonial Archives and the Arts of Governance: On the Content in the Form” (Stoler, 2002,
83-102), many government, academic, and private repositories across the US and Europe were complicit in the structure of colonial control and abuse as well as in the active destruction of historical records those institutions deemed unworthy. In consequence, just as much as libraries and archives enable scholars to uncover hidden histories, they can also distort the past, contributing to the continued focus on elite, white, male perspectives while obscuring historical realities (for discussions thereof, see Harris 2002 or Iber 2013). In consequence, addressing those imbalances and promoting diverse and inclusive collections usually means reshaping institutional priorities and coverage. The process of using limited resources to reshape collection priorities, however, can invoke anger on multiple sides, including from users angered by the presence of materials on critical race theory and by those frustrated by the slow rate in which a library is diversifying its collections.

Trying to diversify a library’s collections thus requires a librarian to step carefully in order to collect responsibly and successfully. This chapter aims to provide European Studies librarians with a series of steps for doing just that. Using European colonization in Africa between the 1860s and 1960s as a case study, the first section discusses the need to choose a subject and understand it before considering digital primary source collections. In the second section, we look at both the retrospective and ongoing purchase of scholarship. For both, we emphasize the importance of having a general understanding of the history of the subject in order to make informed decisions, providing suggestions in parenthesis for books and articles whose authors discuss the specific points at length.

European Colonization of Africa in Historical Records

At the beginning of the 20th century, academic institutions across the US heavily promoted and then required courses in “Western Civilization,” promoting the idea of “Western” superiority and connections. These courses saw the US government, universities, and professors providing content encouraging students to think about European connections with the US. To support these classes, the institutions’ libraries collected and provided scholarship on topics like the Age of Discovery, Western expansion, and Great Thinkers. They emphasized a great “Western” civilization that spread from Europe to North America along with a common identity (Weber 1998; Stearns 2003). Communities in places across Africa, Asia, Latin America, and the Pacific, in contrast, were presented as primitive others (Mudimbe 1988; Mengara 2001).

A century later, European Studies librarians participating in building more inclusive collections have to acquire material looking beyond the individual European states’ internal communities or their relationships with the US and Canada. These librarians need to collect on Europe’s relationships with the different communities in the “Global South” and—as Siba Grovogu (2011) discusses—challenge the narrative of European superiority. To do this requires addressing the manifold components of the narrative and demonstrating respect for individual communities across the globe. Because tackling this task at once is largely unfeasible, librarians can break the topic down into manageable pieces focused on specific topics or global connections. To choose, it can help to look at what the librarian’s institution focuses on in its collections and/or what classes are taught. For institutions with courses on Western or Global Civilizations, colonization in Africa during the 1860s to 1960s can be a good place to start, as it is a common focus in those classes.

Once a European Studies librarian selects a topic, it is essential to develop at least a rudimentary understanding of it. Because libraries and other repositories are complicit in institutional discrimination, it is a political act to collect on those topics. It is important not to go blindly. Looking, for example, at a topic like European colonization in Africa during the 19th and 20th centuries, it is essential to understand what “colonization” means before exploring what kinds of resources are available to study the topic.

So what was or is colonization? Most scholars agree that, at its core, colonization is about domination and exploitation (Horvath 1972). With that understanding, many scholars then break historical colonial practices into
two main forms: settler and resource. Settler colonialism involved sending people into other lands for conquest and permanent resettlement. This form of colonialism was about claiming territory; toward this end, European colonizers often sought to ethnically cleanse an area rather than integrate or assimilate with local communities (Wolfe 2006; Free 2018). Resource colonization, in contrast, involved invasion, with the intention of depressing the local populations and extracting local resources for European exploitation, export, and/or consumption. Portugal, for example, set up forts along parts of the West African coast to facilitate the brutal enslavement of peoples, and the Belgium Crown invaded the Congo and built work camps designed to extract rubber and other resources (Hochschild 1999; Harms 2019). In either form, colonization is about repression, theft, and human abuses.

The history of European colonization of Africa can loosely be divided into three periods: early-modern, direct colonization from the mid-19th to the early-20th century, and independence in the mid-20th century.

In the early-modern period, the primary focus of European states and of merchants sailing along the coast of Africa was commerce and resource extraction. As scholars or librarians looking at government and institutional records as well as archeological evidence know, that early-modern period began in a limited capacity in the 15th century, when the Portuguese, and later the British, French, and other imperial powers and merchant groups, sent ships down the coast of Africa to find and establish new trade routes into the Indian Ocean regions. As they went, the European powers built competing forts along the coast for restocking and resource extraction. Merchant ship and port records provide evidence from this time of the enslavement of approximately 12 million people, forcibly moved by British, Dutch, Portuguese, Spanish, and other European ships to the Americas and other lands. Court records and memoirs, in turn, discuss the brutal conditions on the ships, and the journeys' adverse effects on the enslaved individuals as well as on the sailors and other officials involved. These records illuminate the horrific inhumanity of this period of colonization, the collaboration of several African communities with European merchants, and the horror many Europeans felt in seeing slavery abroad—a horror that led to the creation of abolitionist efforts (Pagden 1995; Lovejoy 2011; Brown 2012).

The European colonization of African in the mid-19th and early 20th centuries involved a shift toward paternal colonization, with European states “rushing” to take direct control of the continent. To justify their efforts, several European governments and scholars sought to actively erase the history of the diverse, culturally rich groups across the African continent. They claimed the “white man’s burden” was a “civilizing” mission with an imperative to enlighten non-white populations. To make those claims appear reasonable, states and institutions intentionally destroyed and/or stole evidence of art, architecture, and literature evidencing the lie. Several European states also dismantled local education systems on the African continent, promising to bring in more advanced forms (Conklin 1997; Mengara 2001; Marshall 2019). Such promises, however, were rarely fulfilled, resulting in a decline in literacy under European administration.

Instead, European colonial states attempted to silence individuals across the African continent. They set up systems of forced labor, and drove millions of people from long-inhabited territories to make way for European groups to extract raw resources for factories at home. France, for example, imported rubber from the former French Republic of Congo to make finished goods for French consumption or to sell back to Congolese communities (El Kallab 2018; El Kallab and Terra 2018). Even countries without colonies, such as Switzerland, had companies source raw materials like cacao from slave plantations (Haenger 2016; Purtschert, Falk, and Lüthi 2016). Seemingly innocuous “European” cultural products were manufactured for European profits from these highly abusive colonial systems of production, then sold either in the metropole or back to places from which the raw products had been stolen. In response, local communities fought back using myriad methods of resistance, from economic struggle to armed revolt (Uchendu and Okonkwo 2021). European states and companies frequently responded with brutal repression, including the German states’ attempted genocide in response to the Herrero Revolt (Hull 2005).

European colonial behavior in Africa took on a different tone with the First World War, and more so after the Second. This stemmed in part from a rise in global discussions of self-determination and human rights. Particularly during World War II, the European states involved claimed to be fighting for “liberty” and “equality.”
Yet soldiers populating the French army from places like Senegal were hardly granted the freedoms and equalities they were supposedly fighting for; the same is true today, for example, for soldiers from Nigeria who serve in the British army. Continuing the ongoing movements for freedom from European oppression, one country after another across Africa demanded and fought for independence. The devastation of the world wars in Europe, combined with a greater ease of communication, meant that many of the colonial atrocities of the past became unpalatable. As the European states involved found themselves unable to afford to retain their colonial states, and facing uprisings and demands for independence across the African continent, most negotiated independence agreements favorable to themselves. By 1970, most spaces across the African continent had achieved independence and joined international communities like the United Nations (Cooper 2002). These developments significantly changed almost every component of European culture and politics, contributing to shifting access to resources, demographic development, and cultural revolutions.

As evidenced, however, in the ongoing imbalance seen in the collections of most libraries and other repositories in Europe and North America, the legacy of colonial oppression did not end with the formal death of most European empires. Content in national and academic repositories from Russia to the US still presents an image of the African continent as an underdeveloped, “primitive” space while lauding the colonial sensibilities of elite, white men. Such records continue to justify or excuse abusive behaviors, presenting as fact an explicitly colonialist mindset. This imbalance means that scholars—particularly students—exploring European colonization often encounter state, institutional, and private repositories across Europe and the Americas with collections emphasizing European narratives about colonialism that are designed to support discrimination.

### Acquiring and Accessing Historical Material (Primary Sources)

Most librarians will be unable to acquire sufficient historical material to balance their collections, and would hardly have a place to put the material even if they did. Fortunately, there are now dozens of large and small digital collections of relevant historical material that librarians can include in their institution’s catalogs and/or resource guides. The following list provides some discussion of the kinds of collections and records available to European Studies librarians and scholars. Suggestions begin with open access collections and internet collection, emphasizing accessibility regardless of budget. The recommendations are organized by types of materials. For those with larger budgets, a second section includes collections that sit behind pricey paywalls, organized by platform.

### State Repositories

Over the past decades, most European governments have sought to increase accessibility of their physical holdings by providing partial digital access. Some have scanned and provided open access to millions of pages relating to state and merchant involvement in colonial efforts and abuses; these holdings include government papers, official laws and regulations, and state surveys. State repositories usually offer digital surrogates, providing researchers with a sense of the physicality of the material even as they work online. A challenge, however, is that because many of the governments providing this kind of material are doing so in bulk, e-collections often include limited metadata and are rarely full-text searchable. Some of the more extensive examples include:

- [Nationaal Archief](https://www.nationaalarchief.nl) (Dutch National Archives)
- [Gallica](https://gallica.bnf.fr) (digital library of the Bibliothèque nationale de France, BNF, French National Library)
With most European history involving significant overlap and cross-interests, the European Union sponsored the development of the Europeana platform to make member states’ cultural heritage cross-searchable. The content—drawn in via APIs from contributing institutions—focuses on art, but does include a significant number of books and other written documents.

To promote discovery, several state repositories curate small, thematic collections or provide descriptions in blogs or other social-media accounts. See for example the British National Archives’ Blog.

Scholarly Digital Humanities Projects

Several research institutions are working to provide access to material about the slave trade and colonization in the form of digital humanities projects. These collections are usually curated to emphasize value-added pieces in the form of searchable databases and interactive maps or timelines. Slave Voyages, for example, provides access to a large, searchable database of ships registers from ships carrying enslaved persons during the Middle Passage, along with visualizations and discussions of that data. Slavery Images offers an interactive map using Leaflet; users can see historical illustrations of different ports, plantations, and so on across Africa and the Americas. Other collections, including the African Activist Archive, focus on getting specific, targeted collections up and accessible rather than drawing content on specific topics from multiple archives.

Preservation Projects

Several repositories have been working to digitize their material for preservation purposes. While some provide their own interfaces, others collaborate with one or more institutions. These projects often provide just barebones interfaces and metadata, focusing instead on creating digital surrogates of material in danger of deterioration. One notable example is the British Library’s Endangered Archives Programme (EAP), in which researchers can find collections of photographs and local government records from the early and mid-20th century. Because these resources often include material from within the communities, they are particularly useful for researching European involvement in African and Caribbean history in the late 19th and 20th centuries.

Printed Books and Serials in the Public Domain

Several large, collaborative projects have been designed to provide expansive access to material that is predominantly in the public domain. Focused on typed material, these collections usually allow full-text searching of government publications, autobiographical material, magazines, and journals. HathiTrust, the Internet Archive, and Project Gutenberg, for example, are each based primarily on member contributions of printed materials in the public domain, including memoirs by individuals such as Olaudah Equiano, Mary Prince, and Mary Seacole. Project Gutenberg is the smallest, with emphasis on printed books. HathiTrust and the Internet Archive are both larger, with additions of journals, more books, pamphlets, and other materials. Note that each collection includes significantly more than “just” colonial material, making discovery difficult. Each is, however, particularly useful for the quality of its transcription and OCR use, making fantastic for accessibility considerations. Within Project Gutenberg, researchers can find full-text, human-generated transcriptions, making this collection absolutely reliable for screen readers, and HathiTrust and the Internet Archive have high standards for scan quality and OCR. The scale of accessibility means these collections are often worth including, despite their scoping challenges.
Archeological Reports and Surveys

Scholars and staff working on archeological projects often provide images and data about spaces and places for which there are limited textual records in either online interfaces or their own publications. Some archeologists go as far as to contribute to centralized repositories for sharing their work or make 3D tours of archeological sites available through platforms such as Google Arts & Culture and Sketchfab. These collections provide some material—if limited—illustrating the kind of spaces in which people lived.

Different state and international organizations also provide some access to cultural heritage materials. UNESCO’s World Heritage website, for example, can be a good avenue for finding some of these materials both in their own web presence as well as through associations such as the ZAMANI project.

Supranational Institutional Records

Organizations like the League of Nations, United Nations (UN), European Union, Council of Europe, and African Union provide partial access to their records online:

- UN Digital Library
- UN Official Document System (ODS)
- Council of Europe’s Electronic Documents and Archives
- African Union Common Repository
- European Union Official Documents

Readers should note that the UN’s online collections include material from the League of Nations about their mandate system, as well as international discussions of decolonization and post-colonial state formation.

Online access in each of these collections tends to focus on law and regulation, including full assembly minutes, rather than group or country reports. There is more contemporary material than there is material from the 1950s or 1960s, but most of these organizations are working to improve back access. These primarily 20th-century records provide some reports from former colonies as well as extensive documentation from the colonizing states.

Purchasing Access (subscription resources)

Depending on your access to funding, you may also be able to purchase perpetual access or subscribe to material offered by vendors like AM (formerly Adam Matthew), EBSCO, Gale, or ProQuest, among others. While often expensive, these collections frequently provide access to material otherwise inaccessible to most researchers. Many also provide higher-quality OCR or HCR (handwritten character recognition) and metadata than many open access collections. They do, however, skew heavily toward British and US involvement in the world, though most include some content from other European states. These providers are currently looking to collaborate with different repositories across Africa in order to make more of their material accessible.

AM (formerly Adam Matthew)

AM scans and provides open access to primarily European, Canadian, and US materials on topics such as:
• **Age of Exploration**  
• **Empire Online**  
• **Global Commodities**

Each collection provides full-text facsimiles of hundreds of books and other textual documents such as newspapers, images, and maps, as well as other ephemera. Most provide some form of value-added content in the form of expanded metadata, interactive timelines, or maps, and provide some excellent datasets on the trade of materials such as cotton and coal.

**British Archives Online**

*British Archives Online* offers a number of collections documenting British colonialism, the British Empire, and British missionary work. Examples include collections in these thematic series:

- **Governing Africa, 1808-1995**  
- **India Under Colonial Rule, 1752-1933**  
- **Running the West Indies, 1678-1950**

**Gale**

*Gale’s Primary Sources and Archives Unbound* include some incredibly useful collections for researching British and to a lesser extent United States engagement with the world, which means their collections extensively document Anglophone colonialism. Collections of particular interest include:

- **Seventeenth and Eighteenth Century Burney Newspapers Collection**  
- **Eighteenth Century Collections Online**  
- **Nineteenth Century Collections Online**  
- **British Library Newspapers** (parts I to V, 1800-1950)  
- **The Making of Modern Law**  
- **Archives Unbound: African Studies**

These collections provide access to newspapers, pamphlets, and newsbooks illustrating British and other (mostly European) views of Africa, including bills on the sale of human individuals, shipping records, colonial government documentation, and more. Gale’s *Archives Unbound: African Studies* takes some steps away from British material, offering documentation showcasing German, Italian, British, and Portuguese colonialism and US “nation building,” with particular emphasis on the early 20th century.

**HeinOnline**

*HeinOnline* focuses on legal content in the form of laws, regulations, and law reviews. This is a professional database, designed for those in various legal professions in the Anglophone world. As such, the platform provides access to some of the most comprehensive collections of full-text searchable British, Canadian, and US materials regarding law and the discussion thereof from the 13th century to the present. In addition, and
because of overlap, HeinOnline also provides access to collections stretching beyond the Anglophone world, including:

- Foreign & International Law Resources Database
- Law Journal Library
- World Constitutions Illustrated

The Law Journal Library supplements the UN's collections with a search interface for engaging official League of Nations and UN journals, as well as extensive international commentary on those bodies' rules and regulations. HeinOnline's interface provides access to cross-searchable international treatises as well as world constitutions, with official English-language translations of different states' constitutional development, fundamental laws, and international agreements.

ProQuest

ProQuest's Primary Sources include access to extensive digital collections that emphasize US and some British history, with particular focus from the 16th century to the present. Among other critical collections for the European Studies librarian looking at colonization, ProQuest offers:

- Early English Books Online
- Early European Books
- Caribbean Literature (Alexander Street)
- Colonial State Papers

These collections are particularly excellent for literature and published government reports. Furthermore, at the writing of this chapter, ProQuest is moving many of its collections onto the same platform, making their disparate, primary source collections increasingly cross-searchable.

Finding Additional Titles and Further Considerations

To find additional titles, there are several bibliographies and indices that the European Studies specialist should be aware of, including Africabib.org and the International Africa Institute's list of African Digital Research Repositories. Because content on these platforms is expanding as providers digitize more material, consider scheduling periodic checks of these sites into your calendar.

Essential Considerations for Collecting and Discovery

While allowing scholars to examine European colonial history in Africa, each of these collections still presents highly biased accounts; librarians collecting materials, and the researchers studying those materials, should cast a critical eye on what they find. This raises the question of whether and how a European Studies librarian should raise awareness of these challenges. Should librarians include warnings in library guides, noting biased perspectives? Should they mention the issue in library instruction? Or does the responsibility fall on professors? Answers will differ between institutions, based on faculty needs and focus.
Tools and Resources for Approaching Scholarship on Controversial Topics

Approaching retrospective purchasing on colonialism and diaspora is challenging in part because of the colonial past and associated silences. Joseph Conrad’s 1899 novel *Heart of Darkness*, for example, while an indictment of colonial atrocities, notoriously gave voice solely to white, European characters (Conrad 1903). Along with the majority of his contemporaries, Conrad depicted the Congolese people as silent, needing whites to act on them or on their behalf. Without access to publishing, and often actively silenced, people from across the African continent had limited recourse for rebuttal (White et al. 2001). As publishing options started opening up in the latter half of the 20th century, individuals such as Chinua Achebe—author of the 1958 novel *Things Fall Apart*—responded to works like *Heart of Darkness* by arguing that while people might have been forcibly silenced, those silences speak (Singh 2011). For the librarian, the materials missing are frequently just as important as what is present, with the silences telling an important story. Most scholars and students, however, are trained to consider only what is included in textual historical records, not what is missing.

The reach of those colonial systems is still visible in who gets to publish, how children are taught to understand spaces like Europe and the US, and how libraries are organized. Addressing colonization is thus not only about collecting materials to present a diversity of perspectives, but about making these materials discoverable. This section recommends approaches to scholarship on topics like European colonization in Africa, focusing on diversity and inclusion. It considers both retrospective and ongoing purchasing for books and journals, then briefly looks at some considerations for discovery.

To approach collection development on controversial topics such as European colonization in Africa, you’ll want to consider material types such as books and journals as well as digital collections of scholarship, historical texts, and other ephemera. Among the questions you should ask:

- Are you developing a sub-collection from scratch, filling in holes, or seeking to broaden your collection moving forward?
- What size budget do you have?
- What kind of material are you looking for (e.g., journals, books)?
- How are library users going to find the material you acquire?

This section will take you through those questions, focusing on considerations for informed and intentional collecting and suggesting approaches to collection development. Part of the challenge is to consider scope: what should be the limits of European versus African Studies? Because the two are inextricably entangled, this chapter recommends that the European Studies librarian collaborate directly with African or other area subject specialists.

Particularly if an institution does not employ an African Studies specialist, European Studies librarians should consider turning to the multiple library organizations which often hold discussions on topics like these, including:

- [European Studies Section](https://www.ala.org/acrl/sections/s/ess) (ESS) of the Association of College & Research Libraries
- Center for Research Libraries’ (CRL) [Cooperative Africana Materials Project](https://www.camp.info) (CAMP)
- [Africana Librarians Council](https://www.africana.org)

These organizations provide spaces for discussions, updates on material access, and other forms of ongoing support.
Retrospective Purchasing

To build a collection of scholarship from scratch or to fill in holes, you’ll need to consider the historical publishing landscape. Bluntly, no matter how much you might wish to provide diverse perspectives in the collection, most of what is available about almost any aspect of European history will be from white, elite perspectives. You’ll find only limited material illustrating African perspectives prior to the 1960s decolonial movements and, arguably, for decades after. Walter Rodney was able to publish *How Europe Underdeveloped Africa* in 1972 in London with Bogle-L’Ouverture Publications, but it was one of a limited number of such publications (Rodney 1972; Davis and Johnson 2015). After independence, printing houses did not simply appear en masse throughout Africa, although a handful were available primarily to white scholars. Some authors were able to send their work to Europe or North America for printing, but shipping handwritten or typed manuscripts was hardly reliable or available to all. You can and should address this imbalance by drawing on voices from the multiple Black diasporas across the Americas and Europe. The diversity within the Black diaspora means, however, that while incorporating these studies makes a collection more inclusive, they do not replace or stand in for African scholarship on European colonization in Africa. In consequence, while emphasis on diversity is possible, it is nigh impossible to actually balance a library collection.

To rapidly acquire a decent range of material from both African and Black diaspora voices and to highlight these texts, librarians can look toward topical vendor packages. Several vendors now provide subscription resources for acquiring material on Africa and/or the African Diaspora, including ProQuest’s *Black Studies Center* and *Sabinet*. Databases like the Black Studies Center provide curated selections of material that emphasize studies on Africa generally, along with colonization and different Black diasporas, and the digitized content allows access to material that has long been out of print. Readers should note, however, that collections like the Black Studies Center focus on communities in regions like the US or the Caribbean, and should be considered in concert with American or African Studies librarians. There are relatively few vendor packages that explicitly focus on the scholarship by people of color in Europe. Keep in mind the range of European imperialism, such as the fact that most of the Caribbean islands were under European control until after the Second World War.

For retrospective purchasing, title-level monograph selection is another option. This practice requires more consideration and effort, but is often necessary to fill holes or to work with limited budgets. Unless your institution has a significant amount of money to spend, you’ll likely want to focus on the past 20 years of scholarship. To direct your focus, consider prize lists of curated lists of scholarship such as professional bibliographies. For example, the *Oxford Bibliographies* (subscription resource), especially those for African Studies and Atlantic History, include multiple sections on European colonial rule, such as “Colonialism and Postcolonialism” (Ordinas 2021). For particularly limited budgets, you can turn to yearly awards such as the African Studies Association’s (ASA) book prize, although many of the texts may fall under the African Studies librarian’s purview. These curated lists and prizes offer recommended reading for exceptional or important scholarship.

Journals as Backfiles and Ongoing Scholarship

To consider relevant scholarship published in journals, the European Studies librarian should again consider working with an African Studies librarian. While many libraries will already have some relevant coverage in the form of vendor packages focused on Black and/or African Studies, you will also want to do title-level selection for journals. To target your focus, consider looking at the “African Studies Journals, Magazines and Newsletters” section in Brill’s *African Studies Companion Online* (subscription resource), which includes titles focused on colonialism or diasporas, such as:
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Also consider how journals with broader geographic and/or subject focus speak to topics like colonization. Journals such as Contemporary History or Central European History increasingly acknowledge colonial history as part of history rather than a separate field. Explore the chapters in the first section of this Handbook for title recommendations on British, French, or German studies, many of which are including articles acknowledging the role of colonization in the histories of their countries, and consider titles such as:

- African Studies
- The Journal of African History
- Journal of the Historical Society of Nigeria

These titles provide studies on European colonization and are more likely than European Studies journals to publish scholarship from outside the “West.” As such, they can provide access to African and other views of European colonization.

Keeping Current with Recent Monographs

There are multiple sources for recent and forthcoming monographs and book series, with a focus on publishers, book series, title selection, or vendor recommendations. To start, consider looking toward books from across the African continent. Fortunately, it is no longer necessary—though it’s often still useful—to send buyers. Instead, you can use services like the African Books Collective or Clarke’s Bookshop in Cape Town to acquire material from multiple African presses. Their catalogs include university presses and research center publications from presses such as Wits University Press in South Africa (part of University of the Witswatersrand) and the University of Nairobi Press. Some US vendors, including GOBI, also have working relationships with several of these collectives. These books are often only available in print, which can make space a concern. Nonetheless, these volumes are essential additions to European Studies collections, providing a diversity of voices on topics like European colonization.

The European Studies librarian can also draw on the European and US publishers with which they are likely already familiar. Over the past 20 years, most large publishers have started publishing on Africa and Black diasporas, and often make sure to include Black and African voices. Look at university presses such as Cambridge, Ohio, and Oxford, and consider other academic presses such as Lexington Books (an imprint of Rowman & Littlefield), Palgrave Macmillan and Routledge (an imprint of Taylor & Francis), Hurst & Company, Bloomsbury, and I B Tauris. Most publishers are happy to provide catalogs or book alerts, and often make their catalogs available online.

Increasingly, academic and popular publishing houses across the US and Europe also offer book series focused on African studies that explicitly seek to provide a diversity of voices. Ohio University Press, for example, has been an essential publisher for African histories since the 1960s. To make acquisition easier, Ohio recently organized new material into the series Africa in World History and New African Histories. Cambridge University Press started an African Studies series in 1968, while Brill recently began a series on African History. Duke University Press also has a focus on African American, African, and Black Diaspora Studies. Those series can be included in approval plans or standing orders as well as checked in publisher catalogs.

To select titles, some libraries or other repositories work with vendors like GOBI, which offer slips based
on metadata such as publisher, subject, or Library of Congress (LOC) call numbers. Of particular note, GOBI and other vendors offer a “Black studies” tag as a searchable subject. This tag is associated with any book tagged by GOBI’s metadata specialists work as being about any Black diaspora communities or Africa in any subject. As with any human-created metadata, however, the tag is unevenly applied, so it cannot be considered comprehensive.

Similar issues occur in searches based on Library of Congress Classification (LCC) codes. While most European history falls under DA to DR, African history technically falls under DT. Material on African colonization and diasporic communities with connections to Africa can, however, fall under any of these or even other call numbers.

Promoting Researcher Access through Discovery

The significant limitations of metadata and its unequal implementation mean that discovery will necessarily be an issue. Most research libraries lean into LCC organization, which often leads to the separation of material on European colonization away from European history and into African history. Catalog automation further means it is difficult to overwrite or add the metadata necessary for searching.

While purchasing electronic copies of journals and monographs can overcome some of that limitation by allowing full-text searching, not all scholarship is available electronically. Furthermore, platform divisions often mean it is necessary to search multiple databases. Several publishers take advantage of JSTOR as a centralizing repository. Others, including Cambridge University Press and Brill, have their own platforms for electronic use, which can limit accessibility. And many publishers only offer print monographs for institutional purchase.

To overcome those challenges with discovery, European Studies librarians need to consider the impact of library instruction and communication with faculty. Libraries can and should consider using research guides to make suggestions, with included statements regarding the problems of access and historical silences. Yet librarians cannot expect users to find or read those guides. To promote change and increase the likelihood of discovery, consider frank discussions with faculty and, in library instruction and consultations, include explicit commentary on the issues.

The intellectual underpinnings of colonial oppression are in the hands of librarians: dictionaries, encyclopedias, artifacts, policy proposals, and—most crucially—research. Fortunately, recent anti-colonial discourses and practices have pushed the responsibility of librarians to create inclusive and de-colonial collections to the forefront of the profession. Recognizing the suppression of non-white perspectives and acknowledging bias in early and contemporary acquisitions practices can help drive this movement forward.

Conclusion

Attempting to address their participation in the institutionalization of systemic discrimination, many repositories are currently trying to reform their practices and collections to be more diverse, equitable, and inclusive (Andrews 2018). To achieve those aims, librarians have to actively and intentionally commit to ensuring that the topics they cover include different perspectives. That means critically analyzing what material a library holds and exploring what the institution needs to support research from multiple perspectives.

Because there was hardly an aspect of European everyday life, society, or politics that was not entangled with Africa, regardless of ethnic, religious, or socio-economic identity, a librarian collecting in European Studies must make sure to look at Europe’s relationship with Africa. Over the past two decades, multiple libraries, archives, and other repositories have argued that we must strive to promote diversity, equity, and inclusion. Collecting African studies as part of European Studies is essential in striving to lessen the horrors and legacies
of colonialism. It is unlikely that most librarians and archivists will achieve any sort of equitable representation in our lifetimes, but explicit and thoughtful efforts in that regard are essential.

To move intention into action, this chapter recommends breaking down controversial areas into approachable areas and addressing them one at a time. To do this effectively, you need to understand your chosen topic and examine the challenges to addressing unequal coverage. Next, and before making choices within your library’s budget, consider what scholarship your library already holds, the materials you need to acquire to provide a diversity of perspectives, and the breadth of available material.

If librarians are going to emphasize equitable access to diverse and inclusive collections, they must consider what this means for both their holdings and presentation, and take steps to realize these claims. The scope of this goal can seem insurmountable when considering the attendant challenges of defining diversity or inclusivity, and of approaching those concepts from every angle. Focusing on institutional emphasis, and ensuring that single repositories collections cover a broad range of perspectives, can be a controversial act. Most institutions across the US and Canada were part of the problem, and, unless DEI efforts start at the top, librarians will often receive pushback or challenges for trying to redefine their coverage. But if librarians want their commitments to mean anything, it is still important to try.

Key Takeaways

- Because of the history of libraries, archives, and other repositories, collection development has inherently political components that can be, and usually are, controversial.
- Because scholarship is inherently political, approach your topic with consideration, making sure to understand some of the complexity of their subjects. For example, neither European individuals nor geo-political entities like states stayed (or stay) isolated on the European continent, however broadly or narrowly defined. To successfully engage with European Studies, you need to explore Europe and Europeans as connected to the world.
- To make your subject approachable, break the topic into approachable units.
- In accordance with ALA guidelines for collecting inclusively from diverse perspectives, take care to ensure you are doing your reasonable best to include texts from different spaces and from multiple approaches to your different focal points.
- To collect responsibly, collaborate with other area studies librarians.
- Collection is an unavoidably political act that requires you to continually act and respond to your environment. Plan to periodically reassess your collection and goals in response.
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Introduction

From its inception, medieval studies has been multidisciplinary. Due to space limitations, this essay focuses on multidisciplinary resources and on medieval women and literature. The former is included as a counterpoint to general resources; the latter because they are usually important components of the suite of duties for subject specialists in European studies. The chapter opens with a discussion of the terms “medieval” and “Middle Ages,” the sources used by medievalists, the institutionalization of medieval studies, and recent trends in the field, and concludes with a very brief history of the period.

Definitions

Medieval people did not consider themselves medieval nor living in the Middle Ages, but rather “modern” (moderni in Latin), and their predecessors "ancients" (antiqui). The notion of the Middle Ages can be traced to the Italian humanists of the Renaissance who, inspired by the writers of ancient Rome and believing their works to be “illuminating,” regarded the years between the fall of Rome in the 5th century and their own in the 14th and 15th centuries to be the middle period (medium aevum), or, in the more pejorative term, “the Dark Ages.” Select writers from the 16th century onwards used the terms “Middle Ages” and “medieval,” but these terms only entered common usage in English in the early 19th century. While in modern scholarship the adjective “medieval” refers to all things pertaining to the Middle Ages, in common parlance, it often denotes violence and aggression. Because both terms were the invention of later writers and have negative connotations, some contemporary scholars eschew them.

Sources

Medievalists depend upon a wide range of sources that fall into two general groups: texts and physical objects. The majority of textual sources are the documents generated by ecclesiastic and religious institutions, secular corporations (such as royal chancelleries, courts, and universities), and wealthy families, and include laws, charters (deeds of land), privileges (granting rights), court records, wills, testaments, and inventories, to name the most common. Other types of texts are chronicles, hagiographies (lives of the saints), biographies, and literary works, all of which shed light on the history, customs, and ideals of the time. Medieval writing was preserved in handwriting on parchment (and, at the end of the period, on paper), either as single sheets or in the form of codices or rolls, the choice of format dictated by the length and nature of the writing. Medieval codices might collocate examples of a single type—early medieval capitularies, for example, contain laws, and cartularies contain charters—or combine examples of different kinds, following the common medieval practice of the miscellany. The language of medieval texts depends on place and time: Latin (West), Greek (East), Arabic,
Hebrew and, late in the period, the vernacular. Our understanding of the Middle Ages is contingent on the available sources; as new sources come to light each year through archeological and archival finds, they either confirm or challenge prevailing hypotheses.

Today, medieval texts are found in European and North American archives and libraries in the form of originals or critical editions (in the case of illuminated manuscripts, in facsimiles). Locating the former is not easy, and requires spending time in holding institutions and working closely with archivists and librarians. Since the 19th century, archivists, librarians, and scholars have undertaken the monumental task of transcribing and translating these important remnants of the past and making them easier to find and read. Secondary works are good starting points for isolating possible examples and identifying institutional collections.

**Noteworthy Websites for Medieval Texts**

- **Archives Portal Europe** provides access to archival materials on the European continent; visitors can search across content using various parameters or topics. Open access.
- **Europeana** is a collection of Europe's cultural heritage in word, image, and sound. Visitors can create their own collections (via login) or view curated exhibits. Open access.
- Fordham University's **Internet Medieval Sourcebook** collocates “clean” (minus advertisements) out-of-copyright medieval historical texts for educational use. Open access.
- Georgetown University's **The Labyrinth: Resources for Medieval Studies**, now archived via the Wayback Machine but still valid, gathers together a wealth of digital resources. Use the “Categories” menu option to access resources. Open access.
- **Online Medieval Sources Bibliography** is a searchable bibliography of medieval texts available in modern printed form and/or translations with links to some online texts. Open access.

European and US libraries have digitized many of their medieval manuscripts, especially those with beautiful illuminations, and included information about them. Two invaluable tools for hunting down manuscripts, particularly those housed in the US, are:

- **The Schoenberg Database of Manuscripts** aggregates information from over 12,000 auction and sales catalogs.
- Melissa Conway and Lisa Fagin Davis’ "Directory of Institutions in the United States and Canada with Pre-1600 Manuscript Holdings," available through The Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America, continues Seymour de Ricci's **Census of Medieval and Renaissance Manuscripts in the United States and Canada** (Ricci 1935), published in 1935 and 1937, and its 1962 Supplement. All three are available through the Internet Archive.

Online open-access sites for multiple library holdings include:

- Bibliothèque virtuelle des manuscrits médiévaux (BVMM; Virtual Library of Medieval Manuscripts) now part of the **ARCA** database from the Institut de recherche et d’histoire des textes (IRHT, Institute for Research and History of Texts)
- **Digital Scriptorium**
- **Digitized Medieval Manuscripts Map** (DMMap)
- **E-codices: Virtual Manuscript Library of Switzerland**
- **Ktiv: The International Collection of Digitized Hebrew Manuscripts**
- **Manuscripta Mediaevalia—Richtlinien Handschriftenkatalogisierung** (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft): Medieval manuscripts in German libraries
- **Manus Online: Censimento dei manoscritti delle biblioteche italiane**: census of manuscripts held in Italian libraries
• Medieval Manuscripts in Dutch Collections
• Mittelalterliche Handschriften in Österreich (Medieval Manuscripts in Austria)

Online, Open-access Sites for Single Library Holdings

Medievalists rely on a wide range of physical articles as well, including art works, architecture, clothing, coins, domestic objects, personal items, seals, and textiles. Many such articles have been lost to the ravages of time or discarded because they weren’t deemed worthy of keeping. Locating these holdings in online catalogs and websites is best achieved by searching by material type (e.g., textile, ivory, metalwork), object type (e.g., manuscript, furniture, seals), or, in the case of archeological finds, dig site. The scholarly societies of the International Center of Medieval Art and the Society of Medieval Archeology are active in their respective areas and offer their members access to resources.

- Bibliothèque nationale de France (National Library of France), Le catalogue BNF archives et manuscrits (Catalog of Archives and Manuscripts)
- Det Kongelige Bibliotek (Danish Royal Library), Manuscript Collection
- Morgan Library & Museum, CORSAIR Online Collection Catalog

Institutionalization of Medieval Studies

Medieval Studies emerged as a discrete yet interdisciplinary area of study in the early 20th century with the establishment of centers, programs, and conferences devoted to it in the US and Europe. The first, established in 1929, was the Institute of Medieval Studies (now the Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies (PIMS)) at the University of Toronto. Other universities on both sides of the Atlantic soon boasted such centers; noteworthy are the Medieval Institute at the University of Notre Dame in Indiana (1946), the Medieval Institute at Western Michigan University (1962), and the Institute for Medieval Studies at the University of Leeds (1967). The latter two host annual, multi-day gatherings that bring together thousands of scholars working on an astonishing variety of topics: the International Congress on Medieval Studies (Kalamazoo, Michigan) and the International Medieval Congress (Leeds, England). The Medieval Academy of America (MAA), founded in 1925 and the largest US organization in the medieval studies field, hosts an annual gathering at a different US institution each spring, features a robust open-access website, and publishes a major journal and two book series (noted below). Also valuable for librarians is the Classical, Medieval and Renaissance Discussion Group of the European Studies Section (ESS) of the Association of College & Research Libraries (ACRL), which meets biannually and hosts presentations on various topics with an eye to educating librarians about trends and resources.

Periodization and Geography

The Middle Ages are commonly described as lasting from 500-1500 CE and covering the former territories of the Roman empire, both West and East (Byzantium), as well as Arabic regions (after 800 CE). Most scholars follow the English historian Edward Gibbon and his greatly influential six-volume The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (1776, available open access via Project Gutenberg), marking the start of the era as 476 CE, when Odoacer proclaimed himself ruler of Italy. Others prefer later dates, when medieval culture had
a stronger foothold. The “end” of the Middle Ages is harder to pin down, for no clear date presents itself; most scholars see post-1500 Europe as markedly different from what came before. Certainly, people living on this side of 1500—especially Humanists, who were interested in and promoted (at least more than in previous centuries) classical learning and culture through art, writing, and activities—noted differences. Medieval life was not static, and great changes occurred during the millennium, rendering the end of the period quite different from the beginning, though some factors persisted enough to be discernible as “medieval.”

Scholars tend to divide the Middle Ages into three stages: Early (ca. 400-1000), Central (ca. 1000-1300), and High (ca. 1300-1500). The Early Medieval period witnessed the fall of the (Western) Roman Empire, Barbarian (mainly Germanic) invasions, adoption of Christianity as a state religion, establishment of monasticism and monasteries, and development of feudalism/manorialism, which led to a general trend away from city life to country life. The Central Middle Ages saw the rise and spread of the Muslim religion, expansion of international trade and travel, particularly for religious purposes (pilgrimage and crusades), and Viking invasions. And the Late Middle Ages witnessed, among other high points, the emergence of national states, founding of universities, development of towns, growth of the population, and spread of literacy.

The recent global turn in medieval studies has not only expanded the geographical reach of the field but has transformed the nature of related scholarly inquiry. In a 2015 article in the inaugural volume of Medieval Worlds, Catherine Holmes and Naomi Standen define this new scholarly direction: “To analyze the global as it was experienced in the Middle Ages” (Holmes and Standen 2015, 106). They start from the premise that medieval people were in contact with individuals from other regions, both within Europe and beyond, and that this contact influenced and impacted their lives and worldviews. Holmes and Standen advocate a blend of “connection and comparison” methodologies they call “combinative,” equally promoting regional and worldwide characteristics (2015, 106). This Global Middle Ages approach embraces humanities and social science theories and methodologies along with cross-disciplinary research, particularly carried out by diverse research teams. It is less concerned with origins (unlike post-medieval global history, which often looks to earlier periods solely to explain later ones and treats the Middle Ages purely as a prehistory to modernity), and is interested in connections across regions more than across time. Because the dates 500 CE and 1500 CE are less meaningful outside Europe, dating is more flexible in the study of the Global Middle Ages; terminal dates can shift depending on the region and phenomenon under investigation. Key themes include networks; infrastructures, such as roads, transportation, and institutions; and movement of people, ideas, and objects.

Research on the Global Middle Ages appears in two journals: The Medieval Globe (subscription resource), founded in 2015 at the Program in Medieval Studies at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and Medieval Worlds: Comparative and Interdisciplinary Studies (open access), founded in 2015 at the Institute for Medieval Research, Austrian Academy of Sciences. The 2021 textbook Global Medieval Contexts 500-1500: Connections and Comparisons, edited by Kimbery Klimek et al., gives non-specialists insight into this emerging field, while Albrecht Classen’s Handbook of Medieval Studies: Terms, Methods, Trends (2010) provides key definitions.

**Multidisciplinary Resources**

Multidisciplinary surveys on the Middle Ages abound. Though often labeled “histories,” they are broader in scope and include information on other disciplines, such as art, education, literature, philosophy, religion, and science.

Numerous surveys cover the entire period. An excellent quick read is Miri Rubin’s The Middle Ages: A Very Short Introduction (2014), which is organized around the topics of periodization, people and their lifestyles, Christianity, government and governance, trade and resources, “others,” and the contemporary legacy of the Middle Ages (including the university system). By focusing on people in general (as opposed to rulers), and
on their lifestyles, social organization, and hopes for an afterlife, Rubin paints for the non-specialist a clear and comprehensive picture of the period. Another key history is Barbara Rosewein’s A Short History of the Middle Ages (2018). First published in 2002, this bestselling survey, often used as a textbook, covers the period from 300 CE to 1500 CE and integrates material from three civilizations (European, Byzantine, and Islamic) as well as from East Central Europe, a focus new to the latest edition. The eight chapters are organized chronologically around shared themes and interspersed with essays on the production of material culture, which replace the previous art historical discussions. Numerous images, maps, genealogies, and bibliographies accompany each section.

Another survey of note is Judith M. Bennett and Sandy Bardsley’s Medieval Europe: A Short History (2020), which for five decades has been used in medieval studies courses. The most recent edition (2020) “pays particular attention to Europe in its broader context—that is, to connections between Europeans and people elsewhere” (Bennett and Bardsley 2020, xvii). New to this edition are learning goals for students and expanded chapters on Byzantine and Islamic empires and on social and economic changes, all in response to current interest in the broader Middle Ages and in the lives of the diverse peoples. Though over 30 years old and predating recent changes in field, The Cambridge Illustrated History of the Middle Ages (1986-1997), edited by Robert Fosser (2001), still provides an excellent general introduction to the period. With essays written by experts in the field, this three-volume set is geared towards advanced graduate students and scholars. And a noteworthy and refreshing recent treatment of the entire period is Chris Wickham’s Medieval Europe (2017)—not a survey, but an interpretation sparked by key changes, with an emphasis on political and socio-economic structures. Wickham’s discussion of earlier histories of the period and his extensive bibliography make this volume an excellent starting point for readers new to the field.

Helpful books on discrete periods are found in two series: the Penguin History of Europe, which includes Chris Wickham’s The Inheritance of Roman: A History of Europe from 400 to 1000 (2010), William Jordan’s Europe in the High Middle Ages (2004), and The Short Oxford History of Europe (2000), which features three collections of essays by leading scholars on the Middle Ages: The Early Middle Age, Europe 400-100 (2001), edited by Rosamond McKitterick; The Central Middle Ages, 950-1320 (2006), edited by Daniel Power; and The Later Middle Ages (2021), edited by Isabella Lazzarini. Unlike the books in the Penguin series, which do not follow a set structure, those in the Oxford Short History series are divided into thematic categories, namely politics, society, economy, religion, and culture, plus additional topics characteristic of the age.

In addition to surveys, there are many multidisciplinary reference works, most of which are out-of-print and thus available only through the secondhand book market. Though published from 1982-1989, the 13-volume Dictionary of the Middle Ages (1982), edited by Joseph R. Strayer with entries by a large coterie of experts, remains a key reference work. Strayer and his team sought to provide North American high school and college students with articles on a wide range of topics, aiming for depth without being overwhelming in detail. The entries are drawn primarily, but not exclusively, from history, literature, and art, and describe important periods, figures, and concepts; select bibliographies allow readers to dive more deeply into the topics. The result is a surprisingly comprehensive overview of the period. A supplementary volume, Dictionary of the Middle Ages, Supplement 1 (2004), edited by William Chester Jordan, aims to broaden what many medievalists saw as a limited purview, including issues such as race and medievalism (revival of medieval culture); it bears witness to the vibrancy and ever changing nature of the field. The two-volume Encyclopedia of the Middle Ages (2015), edited by André Vauchez and Adrian Walford, covers more terrain and takes into account people living outside of Europe and not subscribing to Judeo-Christian religions. Focusing on Europe, with a desire to help Europeans to understand their past (and, by extension, their present) culture, the authors privilege philosophy, theology, spirituality, liturgy, and iconography. Norman F. Cantor’s The Encyclopedia of the Middle Ages (1999) is a handy one-volume reference work covering highlights of the period. Useful as well is the series Routledge Encyclopedias of the Middle Ages (2003), which to date has 16 volumes on various regions and topics.

Scholarly literature on the Middle Ages has traditionally been published in the form of books (the gold standard), book chapters, and journal articles. Most university presses and some trade publications produce single books or book series on medieval topics. Noteworthy publishers are:
Scholarly reviews of books dating back to 1993 can be found at *The Medieval Review* (open access) and in most scholarly journals. In addition to the series already mentioned, these book series for medieval studies deserve mention:

- Palgrave Macmillan’s *The New Middle Ages* is, according to the series webpage, “dedicated to pluridisciplinary studies of medieval cultures, with particular emphasis on recuperating women's history and on feminist and gender analyses.”
- The University of Pennsylvania Press’s *The Middle Ages Series* has produced a steady stream of books on a wide array of topics since the 1990s.

Journals for medieval studies are plentiful, with most concentrating on a specific period, region, or topic and being the output of scholarly societies. A few have a wide purview, including:

- *Speculum: Journal of the Medieval Academy of America*. Subscription resource.
- *Viator: Journal of UCLA’s Center for Early Global Studies*. Subscription resource.

### Disciplinary Databases

- *Iter: Gateway to the Middle Ages & Renaissance*: Result of a partnership between US and Canadian institutions; now available for a subscription fee. Useful for scholars and students working in the long Middle Ages and Early Modern period. Subscription resource.
- The MAA’s *Medieval Digital Resources*: freely-available database of peer-reviewed digital materials for the study of the Middle Ages. Open access.
- *Regesta Imperii* (Inventory of Holy Roman Emperors): At the Akademie der Wissenschaften und der Literatur Mainz (Academy of Sciences and Literature, Mainz); offers freely available bibliography covering a wide array of subjects. Has an English interface in addition to a German one. Open access.

For additional subscription and open-access databases as well as other resources for Medieval studies, see the European Studies Section’s *Medieval and Renaissance Studies* guide, which is specifically geared towards librarians, and a handy tool in answering reference queries.
Medieval Women

We know little about the lives of medieval women, primarily because women were rarely mentioned in church, family, historical, or legal documents. While the birth of a son, for instance, was usually noted in such documents, the arrival of a daughter often was not. The same was true of obituaries. And while we know more about royal and aristocratic women, especially those such as queens and abbesses who held positions of power in a family or in society, that knowledge usually relates to their interactions with powerful men rather than to their own actions. The lack of knowledge about medieval women also arises from the fact that, since the inception of medieval studies as an academic discipline, most medievalists have been men focused on the lives of men, particularly secular (e.g., kings, aristocrats) and ecclesiastical (e.g., popes, bishops) leaders. Since the 1970s, however, with more women becoming medievalists and joining the ranks of university faculty, interest in the lives of medieval women and in related issues of gender has been growing.

From the scholarly literature we gather that medieval women, like their male counterparts, inhabited numerous roles. Except for women serving in religious roles (e.g., nuns, abbesses, anchorites), a woman’s foremost role was as wife and mother. The married woman oversaw the household, whether a simple peasant’s cottage or a grand castle, furnishing the living spaces, preparing food and medicine, and making cloth and clothing, all to ensure that her family was comfortable, fed, clothed, and healthy. A woman’s participation in these activities depended on her station and resources: wealthier women hired underlings to perform the work, while poorer women had to do it themselves. Women were also the educators of their children, teaching their daughters wifely duties and skills and, after the rise of secular literacy in the 14th century, their sons and daughters writing and reading (before the 15th century, writing was considered a professional skill and not taught in the home). Christian women, in addition, were charged with the spiritual development of their offspring, and taught them prayers in addition to writing. Many extant medieval prayer books include alphabets, revealing the close connection between learning and faith.

Some medieval women assumed leadership roles. Queens and noblewomen often became deeply involved in politics, both while married and widowed, and acted on the local or international stage. After a husband’s death, some medieval noblewomen took charge of their domains, even refusing to remarry so they could continue in power. With the rise of an urban economy in the 13th century, the wives of artisans and shopkeepers not only helped in the store but took over the family business if the husband passed away and no son could replace him. Abbesses led their communities, which could be quite large. And medieval women were also important players in the artistic and literary realms; some, like the famous 12th century French author Marie de France, composed works, while others commissioned them.

The burgeoning scholarship on medieval women has resulted in a number of valuable resources. The Society for Medieval Feminist Scholarship, for instance, actively encourages the study of medieval women and publishes Medieval Feminist Forum: A Journal of Gender and Sexuality (partial open access), the only journal devoted to medieval women. Feminae: Medieval Women and Gender Index, an open-access database for citations of journal articles, book reviews, and book chapters about women, gender, and sexuality during the Middle Ages, is indispensable for research on medieval women.

Key texts for the study of medieval women:

- Margaret Schaus’ Women and Gender in Medieval Europe: An Encyclopedia (2006): Incorporates the wealth of recent scholarship on medieval women. Entries address topics and individuals, the latter chosen because of historical significance or the collectives they represented. Restricted to the European Middle Ages, but includes Byzantine individuals in contact with western Europeans.
- Susan Signe’s A Medieval Woman’s Companion: Women’s Lives in the European Middle Ages (2016): Includes short biographies of 20 women from the European Middle Ages and all walks of life, with information on how these women shaped their worlds in a wide range of areas, from art to marriage to
sexual violence. Also see the companion website: A Medieval Woman's Companion.

- Two older yet still significant works are Jennifer Lawler, Encyclopedia of Women in the Middle Ages (2001; open access via the Internet Archive) and Katharina M. Wilson and Nadia Margolis, Women in the Middle Ages: An Encyclopedia, (2004).
- Judith Bennett and Ruth Karras's The Oxford Handbook of Women and Gender in Medieval Europe (2013): Provides chapters on an array of topics.

### Literature

The Middle Ages was a time of vibrant literary production. In Christian communities in Western Europe, literature was written in Latin and, starting in the 11th century, in the vernacular, which in many areas was a constellation of various dialects. French literature was pre-eminent and adapted and translated by writers in Germany, Italy, Spain, and the Scandinavian countries, and is thus the focus here.

Medieval literature was highly intertextual, and writers and their audiences delighted in modifying earlier works, borrowing characters, making intertextual references, and interweaving the stories of more than one character. From the 11th to the 13th centuries, rhyming lyric poetry was the dominant literary format. An early example is the troubadour love song that southern French men (troubadours) and women (trobairitz), often from the noble class, wrote and sang in the local dialect of Occitan about love and chivalry. Another is the chanson de geste (also called epic) that celebrates feudalism, the relationship between king and vassal, and past heroes. Valuing direct observation and realistic details, which they believed was not possible with the rhyming schemes of poetry, some 13th-century authors switched from poetry to prose addressing major themes of love, arms, and war, reflecting the period's cultural and social realities.

The 12th century witnessed the emergence of the genre of romance, so called as it was written in one of the many French vernaculars, romanç. Unlike the epic, which was structured around the conflict of armies and battles, the romance followed an individual knight's quest, almost always undertaken for the love of a woman (the emphasis was on the knight's feats and less on his lady love). Many of these stories took place in the Arthurian orbit. The work of Chrétien de Troyes, the most well-known writer of 12th-century romances, inspired the great narratives of the 13th century, most of which were written in prose. The most familiar is the Vulgate Cycle (also called the Lancelot-Grail cycle) which, in five books, recounts the long history of the so-called holy grail and the Arthurian world, from the Last Supper (where Christ used the grail) to the death of King Arthur. Not all French literature, however, was refined and courtly. The bawdy and comic tales known as the fabliaux enjoyed popularity from the 12th to the 15th centuries and inspired writers outside France, including Boccaccio (Italy, in his Decameron) and Chaucer (England, in his Canterbury Tales).

Literary histories for Latin and European vernacular languages in Western Europe tend to be organized by language and, in the case of vernacular literature, by country in response to the nationalistic impulses of 19th-century scholars who used literary works to define contemporary nation states. Other organizing principles are subperiod, region, genre, and topic. Following the period's tendency to blend secular and sacred, modern scholars take a broad view of medieval literature and include works with religious and hagiographical themes. For medieval Latin literature, Ralph J. Hexter and David Townsend's The Oxford Handbook of Medieval Latin Literature (2012) is an excellent starting point. Indispensable recent works for vernacular languages include:

- Germany: Joachim Heinzle's Geschichte der deutschen Literatur von den Anfängen bis zum Beginn der
Several key online tools for Western European literature provide full texts of literary works or secondary literature about them. The former might appear in original medieval script, transliteration, English translation, or a combination of the three. Latin literary works are invariably compiled with other genres.

- **Library of Latin Texts**: Contains Latin texts of all genres and periods. Subscription resource.
- **Archivio della latinità italiana del Medioevo** (ALIM; Archive of the Italian Latinity of the Middle Ages): Medieval Latin texts (including non-literary works) produced in Italy. Database has an English interface. Open access.
- **Mirabile: Archivio digitale della cultura mediaeval** (Digital Archives for Medieval Culture): An excellent subscription-based database for both Latin and Romance languages that pulls together various resources for the study of the Middle Ages, including the Compendium Auctorum Latinorum Medii Aev (Compendium of Latin Authors of the Middle Ages).
- **Vernacular languages**: **MLA International Bibliography** from the Modern Language Association (MLA), the main online index covering language and literature for the entire region. Subscription resource.
- **English literature**: **Annual Bibliography of English Language and Literature** (ABELL) and **Classical and Medieval Literary Criticism**: Both subscription-based databases that cover the period well.
- **French literature**: **Klapp-Online: Bibliographie der Französischen Literaturwissenschaft** (Klapp Online: Bibliography of French Literary Studies; subscription resource). **Les Archives de littérature du Moyen Âge** (ARLIMA; Archive of Literature of the Middle Ages; open access).
- **German literature**: **Bibliographie der deutschen Sprach- und Literaturwissenschaft** (BDSL Online; Bibliography of German Language and Literary Studies), with coverage for publications 1985-2011 (open access) and 1985 to present (subscription resource). Wolfgang Stammler and Karl Langosch's *Die deutsche Literatur des Mittelalters, Verfasserlexikon* (German Literature of the Middle Ages), published 1978-2008 and part of the **Verfasser-Datenbank** (Database of Authors; subscription resource).

There are several scholarly societies for the study of medieval literature, including **The International Arthurian Society – North American Branch**, which published the *Bibliographical Bulletin of the International Arthurian Society* (1949-2011) later converted and continued by the subscription-based **BIAS** (Bibliography of the International Arthurian Society). Of note as well is the **International Courtly Society**.

Jewish literature, written in poetry or prose and in Hebrew, Arabic, or a European vernacular, flourished in the Middle Ages, especially in southern Spain (Al-Andalus) but also in North Africa and Northern Europe. Long before the Middle Ages, Jewish poets wrote liturgical poetry in Hebrew for use in the synagogue, a tradition that continued through the Middle Ages. In 10th-century Al-Andalus, influenced by Arabic poetry, Jewish poets began to compose secular works in Hebrew using Arabic themes and forms. The decision to use Hebrew, which was not a spoken language in medieval Spain (it was reserved for religious purposes), demonstrates the poets' desire for self-expression and identity. The three most common types of medieval Jewish poetry in southern Spain were the panegyric, the lampoon, and poems of entertainment. Secular poetry soon became a central feature of Jewish life in Spain, and the tradition spread to other Arabic regions. In the 12th century, Spanish Jews...
found Christians more hospitable and relocated to northern Spain, where they were influenced by Christian and northern European writing in both poetry and prose. Hebrew medieval prose literature has received little scholarly attention until recently, and our understanding of this work is still sketchy. Surviving manuscripts reveal that Jewish writers living throughout Europe were inspired by contemporary prose genres, such as the legends of Alexander the Great and of King Arthur and the Knights of the Round Table, and adapted and translated them into Hebrew. Medieval Jews also produced retellings of Biblical stories and mystical works.

Studies of medieval Jewish literature tend to focus on region and type, with a strong emphasis on the golden age of Jewish poetry in 10th-12th century Al-Andalus. The International Medieval Bibliography and MLA International Bibliography databases, mentioned above, are helpful points of departure for research.

Key texts for medieval Jewish literature:

- Medieval Jewish Civilization: An Encyclopedia (2003), edited by Norman Roth, offers a short but useful section on medieval Jewish literature.
- Additional short essays are found in the Dictionary of the Middle Ages (Strayer 1982-1989) under “Hebrew Belles Lettres,” “Hebrew Poetry,” and “Literature, Hebrew, Europe and the Mediterranean.”

Arabic literature, both in prose and verse, not only greatly influenced medieval European literature but also belonged to the “medieval globe,” and hence deserves mention here. Medieval Arabic poetry was an extension of earlier Classical, pre-Islamic (8th century) poetry in style and subject, but with greater emphasis on the new social structure of the court and on themes of love and religion (the genres of the panegyric and lampoon continued). A major love theme was the exaltation of the lady love, a key notion borrowed by French troubadours. Arabic poetry declined after the 13th century except in Al-Andalus, where it remained strong until the expulsion of Arabs in 1492 CE. With the exception of didactic stories, medieval Arabic writing in prose was predominantly non-fictional.

Key texts for Arabic literature:


Key Subscription-based Databases for Arabic Literature:

- Encyclopaedia of Islam Online (EI Online)
- The Index Islamicus Online
- International Medieval Bibliography
- MLA International Bibliography
Key Takeaways

Medieval Studies is a large and diverse field that is constantly changing and expanding, both geographically and temporally.

- For librarians unfamiliar with the period, the surveys noted above give comprehensive overviews with further bibliographies for exploration.
- Reference works will answer questions on specific topics.
- The best way to keep up with trends in the field is via the website of The Medieval Academy of America (MAA), much of which is open to all, including an active (formerly) Twitter, now X, feed.
- Another avenue is through the programs and websites of the two main annual conferences discussed above, the International Congress on Medieval Studies (Kalamazoo, Michigan), and the International Medieval Congress (Leeds, England).
- An invaluable resource is the Classical, Medieval and Renaissance Discussion Group.
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- Bibliographie der deutschen Sprach- und Literaturwissenschaft (BDSL Online; Bibliography of German Language and Literary Studies). http://www.bdsl-online.de.
- Catalogue of Western Manuscripts at the Bodleian Libraries. https://medieval.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/.
• European Studies Section (ESS). https://acrl.ala.org/ess/
• Europeana. https://www.europeana.eu/
• Feminae: Medieval Women and Gender Index. https://inpress.lib.uiowa.edu/feminae/WhatsFeminae.aspx
• The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (Edward Gibbon, 1776). https://gutenberg.org/ebooks/25717
• Index Islamicus Online. https://brill.com/display/db/lio
• Institute for Medieval Studies at the University of Leeds. https://ahc.leeds.ac.uk/medieval
• International Center of Medieval Art. https://www.medievalart.org/
• International Congress on Medieval Studies (Kalamazoo, Michigan). https://wmich.edu/medievalcongress
• International Courtly Society. https://iclsweb.org/
• International Medieval Bibliography. https://about.brepolis.net/databases/imb/
• International Medieval Congress (Leeds, England). https://www.imc.leeds.ac.uk/
• Internet Archive. Internet Archive
• Internet Medieval Sourcebook (Fordham University). https://sourcebooks.fordham.edu/sbook.asp
• Iter: Gateway to the Middle Ages & Renaissance. https://www.itergateway.org
• Klapp-Online: Bibliographie der Französischen Literaturwissenschaft (Klapp Online: Bibliography of French Literary Studies. https://www.klapp-online.de/
• Le catalogue BNF archives et manuscrits (Catalog of Archives and Manuscripts). https://archivesetmanuscrits.bnf.fr/
• Les Archives de littérature du Moyen Âge (ARLIMA; Archive of Literature of the Middle Ages). https://www.arlima.net/
• Library of Latin Texts. https://www.brepols.net/series/LLT-O
• Manus Online: Censimento dei manoscritti delle biblioteche italiane. https://manus.iccu.sbn.it/en/
• Manuscript Collection (Det Kongelige Bibliotek). https://www.kb.dk/en/find-materials/collections/manuscript-collection
• Manuskripta Mediaevalia—Richtlinien Handschriftenkatalogisierung (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft). http://bilder.manuskripta-mediaevalia.de/hs/kataloge/HSKRICH.htm
• Medieval Academy of America (MAA). https://www.medievalacademy.org
• Medieval Digital Resources (MAA). http://mdr-maa.org/
• Medieval Institute at the University of Notre Dame. https://medieval.nd.edu/
• Medieval Institute at Western Michigan University. https://wmich.edu/medieval
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25. Digital Humanities and Digital Cultural Heritage in Europe: Exploring the Landscape

SALLY CHAMBERS AND THEA LINDQUIST

Introduction

What the Digital Humanities (DH) is – or is not – has been a subject of debate, and the term means different things to different people. Consider, for instance, contributions to the Debates in the Digital Humanities series and Day of DH, a social publication project that different institutions have organized since 2009. What most practitioners can agree upon, however, is that DH is a thriving field that encompasses the application of computing technology in the humanities. Cultural heritage institutions such as libraries, archives, and museums (LAMs) play a key role in the DH research lifecycle as curators of analog and digital source material and fosterers of relevant, subject-based, and functional expertise.

Libraries provide valuable social and technical infrastructure that enables DH inquiry, particularly inquiry that draws upon the centuries of knowledge once encapsulated in print-based source material. Library workers play a variety of important roles in this process, from the digitization of analog materials to partnership in analyzing and visualizing research data. Some library staff are also DH researchers, and all are collaborators in DH knowledge production.

European Studies and other liaison librarians whose roles require depth in a subject and/or geographic area bring a valuable combination of knowledge and skills to the DH research process, including a refined understanding of data sources and disciplinary expertise in their areas of specialization. They also are important points of connection between researchers and the resources LAMs offer for DH work. Liaison librarians are thus collaborating ever more closely with functional specialists such as data librarians, developing higher-level DH skills, and becoming increasingly involved in research collaborations and in DH initiatives in the cultural heritage sector.

This chapter provides a starting point and source of inspiration for liaison librarians and others wanting to learn more about and actively engage with DH and digital cultural heritage in Europe. It provides an entry point for identifying available digital cultural heritage collections for DH research related to Europe, so readers can share this information with and access relevant resources for faculty and student researchers in a variety of disciplines focusing on different European geographical areas.

The DH landscape in Europe, as in North America, is multifaceted and relatively developed, though it is markedly more cooperative and collective, due in part to national and EU funding schemes and consortia that drive support for DH projects, training, infrastructure, and other resources.

In its first section, this chapter provides a succinct overview of the DH landscape in Europe. It covers an array of associations, communities, conferences, and educational and training opportunities at the international, regional, and national levels, touches upon European research infrastructures relevant to DH, and concludes with profiles of three geographically and linguistically diverse DH centers in Europe. The second section explores the contribution of LAMs to European DH, looks at several digital cultural heritage initiatives providing an important foundation for this work, and discusses the impact of the Collections as Data movement on the European cultural heritage sector and how GLAM (galleries + LAMs) labs spark experimentation and collaboration among DH researchers, data scientists, and cultural heritage professionals. The chapter includes
examples from across Europe in a range of languages, and includes references to further information throughout.

**Digital Humanities in Europe**

This section provides readers with a general overview of the DH landscape in Europe is intended to help European Studies librarians, liaison librarians, and other interested users navigate various opportunities for active engagement with the DH community in Europe. First, we discuss DH associations, communities, conferences, and educational and training opportunities, and give examples of various initiatives at the international, regional, and national level. Then we touch on European research infrastructures relevant to DH, before turning to profiles of three geographically and linguistically diverse DH centers in Europe.

**Associations, Communities, Conferences, Education and Training, and Research Infrastructure**

The two major international associations to which European DH-engaged centers and individual researchers and librarians belong, respectively, are centerNet and the *Alliance of Digital Humanities Organizations* (ADHO). centerNet is a global membership network of DH centers that aims to facilitate international connections and educate the broader academic community about the value of DH. The majority of member organizations are from Europe and North America. ADHO, on the other hand, is an umbrella organization for national and regional DH organizations whose members join individually. Associate organizations, in turn, make a contribution to sustain ADHO, and include the *European Association for Digital Humanities* (EADH), *Digital Humanities im deutschsprachigen Raum* (DHd; Digital Humanities in German-speaking countries), and *Humanistica: L’association francophone des humanités numériques/digitales* (French-speaking association of Digital Humanities). A further international organization of interest that is not affiliated with ADHO is *Humanidades Digitales Hispánicas* (Hispanic Digital Humanities).

ADHO’s main activities are to organize an annual international DH conference, which takes place in Europe every three years, award research prizes, and publish the journal *DSH: Digital Scholarship in the Humanities* (hybrid access); two open access journals: *DHQ: Digital Humanities Quarterly* and *Digital Studies/Le champ numérique*, are also published under the ADHO umbrella. ADHO sponsors several Special Interest Groups, including *Global Outlook::Digital Humanities* (GO::DH) and *Libraries and Digital Humanities*, and works in tandem with the *Research Data Alliance* (RDA), an international organization that builds expertise and technical infrastructure for the open sharing and reuse of data. It accomplishes its goals through various working and interest groups, some of which are relevant to DH and cultural heritage.

Some notable international-level DH conferences and publications exist independently of the major associations. Journals such as the *International Journal of Digital Humanities* (hybrid access) and the *Journal of Open Humanities Data* (open access), which feature peer-reviewed papers describing humanities data or techniques with high potential for reuse, provide additional outlets for DH scholarship. And the *Computational Humanities Research* (CHR) is a community of researchers addressing humanities research questions through a range of computational and quantitative approaches to humanities data. CHR is supported through an online community and annual conference, and its organizers consider CHR to be different from but complementary to the DH landscape.

The main European umbrella organization for DH is EADH, which also supports the formation of DH interest groups defined by region, language, methodological focus, or other criteria. EADH organizes an annual
conference in the years that ADHO’s DH conference takes place outside of Europe. Its associate organizations include DHd, the Associazione Informatica Umanistica e Cultura Digitale (AIUCD; Humanistic Computer Science and Digital Culture Association), the Česká asociace pro digitální humanitní vědy (CzADH; Czech Association for Digital Humanities), Digital Humanities in the Nordic and Baltic countries (DHNB), and the Russian Association for Digital Humanities (DH Russia). A DH initiative of particular relevance to librarians is the Digital Scholarship and Digital Cultural Heritage Collections Working Group of Ligue des Bibliothèques Européennes de Recherche (LIBER; Association of European Research Libraries), which aims to build a knowledge network among European libraries interested in DH.

In Europe there are numerous regional and national-level DH associations in which librarians and researchers interested in a particular area or language may find information, community, and partnerships. These organizations organize conferences, workshops, and other events for DH-aligned researchers and professionals and provide a platform for them to network, collaborate, and share ideas through promoting projects, disseminating scholarship, and offering means to connect online, among other activities. Regional associations such as DHd, DHNB, and Digital Humanities Benelux (DH Benelux) foster DH research, education, and collaboration in the German-speaking area, Nordic and Baltic countries, and Benelux countries, respectively, and the UK-Ireland Digital Humanities Network is currently laying the foundation for a formal UK-Irish DH association. Many such associations exist at the national level as well, including CzADH (Czech Republic), AIUCD (Italy), and DH Russia (Russia).

DH initiatives are also organized by institutes, centers, departments, and networks in a variety of European countries. Three centers are profiled in detail below, but further examples are offered here to give a fuller idea of the diverse range of organizations and offerings that exist. In France, Maison Européenne des sciences de l’homme et de la société (MESHS; European Centre for the Humanities and Social Sciences) is a regional research center, headquartered in Lille, that structures and supports humanities and social sciences research by linking together labs, innovation clusters, and other relevant organizations in northern France. In the UK, the Digital Humanities Institute at the University of Sheffield organizes the Digital Humanities Congress every two years. In Hungary, the Department of Digital Humanities at Eötvös Loránd Tudományegyetem (Eötvös Loránd University) organizes an annual DH conference called DH Budapest.

Many learning opportunities are offered to those interested in learning more about DH methods, skills, and competencies in Europe. Two long-standing summer schools, the Digital Humanities @ Oxford Summer School, at the University of Oxford, and the European Summer University in Digital Humanities, at the University of Leipzig, provide opportunities to think, discuss, and learn in an intensive environment. They welcome learners at a variety of levels and career stages. Courses cover a wide range of topics, including an introduction to DH, humanities data, Text Encoding Initiative (TEI) encoding, linked data, Python programming, digital archives, online mapping, and crowdsourcing. Tutorials and workshops also are offered regularly at many DH conferences.

The Digital Humanities Course Registry is an online inventory of DH modules, summer schools, courses, and degree programs in Europe that allow students, researchers, instructors, librarians, and institutions to find and connect to DH teaching and training activities. It allows sorting and filtering by country, language, discipline, technique, and type of educational offering, among other options. For those who prefer self-paced tutorials, The Programming Historian (open access) offers user-friendly, peer-reviewed tutorials that engage humanists with a wide range of digital tools, techniques, and workflows that facilitate DH research and teaching. The free lessons include topics such as network analysis, mapping, distant reading, digital publishing, data analysis, and Python, and are available in a variety of languages, including English, Spanish, French, and Portuguese. The Programming Historian is run by volunteers and invites contributions.

The European research infrastructures Digital Research Infrastructure for the Arts and Humanities (DARIAH) and Common Language Resources and Technology Infrastructure (CLARIN) are key resources for librarians and others who are interested in European DH. Both offer a range of tools and services, including the Digital Humanities Course Registry, DARIAH-Campus learning resources, and CLARIN Resource Families language.
resources. Options also exist for individuals and institutions in North America to become involved. DARIAH, for example, organizes activities through working groups on a wide range of topics such as research data management, geohumanities, and ethics and legality in DH, and it recently reached out “beyond Europe” to welcome the Center for Digital Humanities at Princeton as its first North American Cooperating Partner (VanSant 2021).

Other related European research infrastructure initiatives have important applications for DH. The European Open Science Cloud (EOSC), for example, is developing a European network to facilitate publication, discovery, and reuse of data, tools, and services for research across disciplines. DARIAH, CLARIN, and other social sciences and humanities (SSH) research infrastructures are collaborating to streamline the provision of key services to the European Open Science Cloud via the SSH Open Cloud (SSHOC; Social Sciences & Humanities Open Cloud) project. OPERAS (open scholarly communication in the European social sciences and humanities) coordinates and federates resources to support open scholarly communication in SSH research across Europe, and the European Strategy Forum for Research Infrastructures (ESFRI) coordinates research infrastructures in Europe across disciplines.

DH Centers in Europe: Profiles

DH centers and networks provide research and educational opportunities, build community at the local and regional levels, and plug into and power broader DH efforts. Their on-the-ground work is vital to growing the next generation of DH researchers. Three European centers, diverse in their locations and focuses, are profiled here to give an idea of the range of activities they undertake and the opportunities they offer. The profiles describe their geneses, institutional partners, areas of research focus, major projects, educational offerings and events, and connections with cultural heritage institutions.

Center for Digital Humanities Perm State University (Russia)

The Center for Digital Humanities at Perm University (Центр цифровой гуманитаристики Пермского университета) is an interdisciplinary center that focuses on research and education related to the application of information technology in the humanities. The university established the center in 2016 based on its pre-existing Laboratory of Historical and Political Information Science, which the departments of History and Political Science founded in 2003 with support from the Russian Foundation for the Humanities (Российский гуманитарный научный фонд). It was the first of its kind in the Urals.

Among the Center’s key projects are the Digital History of Virtual Museums, The Parliamentary History of Late Imperial Russia (Парламентская история позднеимперской России), Perm Provincial Periodicals: 1914-1922 (Пермская губернская периодика: 1914-1922), and the Virtual Antique 3D Collection of the History Museum of Perm University (музея истории Пермского университета Коллекция). The Center offers DH courses, and in 2017 launched a master’s program in Digital Technologies in Sociocultural and Artistic Practices. It organizes a variety of events, including the Historical Informatics Olympiad.

The Center collaborates closely with museums, libraries, and other cultural heritage institutions in the state of Perm. It has, for example, implemented joint projects with the Perm State Art Gallery (Пермская государственная художественная галерея), the Perm Regional Museum (Пермский краеведческий музей), and the Perm State Archives (Государственный архив Пермского края). The Center is involved in several EU and international networks and collaborations, and its director is currently a co-chair of centerNet; the Center thus is a representative on centerNet’s International Executive Council. It also is a partner in the EU-funded Erasmus+ ARTEST project, which aims to rethink education in humanities in Russia and Mongolia, in part by
incorporating DH methods and creating a virtual platform for projects aimed at preserving and promoting cultural heritage.

Helsinki Centre for Digital Humanities (HELDIG), Finland

HELDIG, a collaboration network among Finnish universities, focuses on DH research, education, and applications. Established at the University of Helsinki (Helsingin yliopisto) in 2016, along with eight new professorships and a Department of Digital Humanities, it is an outcome of the strategic funding program of the Academy of Finland (Suomen Akatemia) that works to strengthen university research profiles in target areas. HELDIG aims to foster collaboration between academic research groups, cultural heritage organizations, companies, and the general public.

DH research associated with HELDIG covers various areas and topics, including corpus linguistics, social media studies, semantic web applications, e-learning, and legal studies. HELDIG is committed to open science in research as a means to foster reuse of data and workflows and replicability of research. The center offers a tiered educational curriculum in DH, including an introductory undergraduate course, graduate minors of varying intensity, and a master’s degree. HELDIG coordinates a range of events that facilitate discussion, learning, and research, including presentations at its annual Digital Humanities Summit. Its signature event is the annual Helsinki Digital Humanities Hackathon, in which attendees conduct an interdisciplinary research project from start to finish in ten days.

Cultural heritage institutions, including libraries, are key HELDIG collaborators, along with humanists and computer scientists. Partners include the Finnish Heritage Agency (Museovirasto), the Finnish National Museum (Kansallismuseo), the National Archives of Finland (Kansallisarkisto), the National Library of Finland (Kansalliskirjasto), and the Finnish Literature Society (Suomalaisen Kirjallisuuden Seura). HELDIG is involved in various international projects and networks in the EU and beyond, including the national FIN-CLARIAH research infrastructure for Social Sciences and Humanities, which supports both DH and linguistic research and contributes as a national consortial member to DARIAH and CLARIN.

Göttingen Centre for Digital Humanities (Germany)

The Göttingen Centre for Digital Humanities (GCDH) is an interdisciplinary unit at the University of Göttingen (Georg-August-Universität Göttingen) that coordinates, implements, and further develops DH research, teaching, and infrastructure activities for the Göttingen Research Campus. It was founded in 2011 with support from the Ministry for Science and Culture of Lower Saxony (Niedersächsisches Ministerium für Wissenschaft und Kultur) and with funding from the Volkswagen Foundation (VolkswagenStiftung). Since 2016, it has coordinated the CampusLab: Digitization and Computational Analytics, which focuses on digital methods in the humanities and social sciences and offers a fellowship program for early career researchers.

The GCDH engages with a variety of DH research projects and topics, and is especially strong in text-oriented approaches such as computational literary studies, as illustrated by the Uncertain Attribution and Reflective Passages projects. Its educational programs combine computing and the humanities, and focus on digital skills for text and language as well as images and objects, with several options for degree programs and certificates at the undergraduate and master’s levels. Additionally, it offers a range of training opportunities and events, from an informal DH coffee hour (Stammtisch) to the semiannual Hildesheim-Göttingen-Workshops on Digital Humanities and Computational Linguistics.

The GCDH is supported in part by Niedersächsische Staats- und Universitätsbibliothek Göttingen (SUB, State and University Library Göttingen()), and the SUB director serves on the Center’s executive board. SUB also
serves as a bridge to national and international research infrastructure consortia such as DARIAH and the National Research Data Infrastructure, particularly in its participation in the Text initiative. Additional GCDH partner institutions are the Göttingen Academy of Sciences and Humanities (Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Göttingen), the Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic Diversity (Max-Planck-Institut zur Erforschung multireligiöser und multiethnischer Gesellschaften), and the Herzog August Library (Herzog August Bibliothek) in Wolfenbüttel, Germany.

National- and European-Level Digital Cultural Heritage Initiatives

With digital cultural heritage an essential part of DH, LAMs have a crucial role to play in curating their digital – both digitized and born-digital – collections and making them available to DH researchers. In this section we explore some of the national- and European-level digital cultural heritage initiatives in Europe, including Europeana, Europe’s digital library, archive, and museum, and give particular emphasis to the multilingual nature of Europe’s cultural heritage collections. We then explore two intertwined initiatives: the Collections as Data: Always Already Computational movement, originating in the US and now gaining momentum across Europe, and the European “library labs,” including the International GLAM Labs Community. We conclude by looking at the emerging role of Artificial Intelligence (AI), computer vision, and machine learning in the cultural heritage sector in Europe.

European cultural heritage institutions have been digitizing their collections in earnest since the mid-1990s. Several national libraries, for example, have developed their own digital library initiatives, such as Gallica at Bibliothèque National de France (BnF; National Library of France); Delpher at Koninklijke Bibliotheek van Nederland (KB; National Library of the Netherlands, and the Polish National Digital Library, Polona, led by Biblioteka Narodowa Polska (National Library of Poland). Other national libraries have focused on digitizing particular collections, such as historical newspapers. Examples include ANNO Historische Zeitungen und Zeitschriften (AustriaN Newspapers Online), from the National Library of Austria; Österreichische Nationalbibliothek (ÖNB; National Library of Austria); BelgicaPress, from the Royal Library of Belgium; Koninklijke Bibliotheek van België/Bibliothèque Royale de Belgique (KBR; Royal Library of Belgium); and, most recently, Deutsches Zeitungsportal (the German Newspaper Portal) from Deutsche Digitale Bibliothek (German Digital Library).

In addition to digitized collections, born-digital collections such as web and social media archives are of interest to DH researchers. The number of web archives in in Europe is increasing, and includes Arquivo.pt, the Portuguese web archive; Hrvatski arhiv weba (Croatian Web Archive, managed by Nacionalna i sveučilišna knjižnica u Zagrebu (National and University Library in Zagreb); Saving Ukrainian Cultural Heritage Online (SUCHO), a volunteer effort to preserve the digital cultural heritage of Ukraine; and Vefsafn.is, the Icelandic Web Archive, owned and maintained by Landsbókasafn Islands – Háskólabókasafn (National and University Library of Iceland).

Many European web archives are members of the International Internet Preservation Consortium (IIPC), the key objectives of which are to “identify and develop best practices for selecting, harvesting, collecting, preserving and providing access to Internet content” and “encourage and facilitate research use of archived Internet content” (IIPC, n.d.), and many contribute to the IIPC’s Collaborative Collections program, which aims to build transnational public web archive collections based on themes or events. The IIPC uses Archive-it, built at the Internet Archive, to harvest the IIPC’s Collaborative Collections. Research use of web archives in Europe is increasing thanks to initiatives such as RESAW (a Research Infrastructure for the Study of the Archived Web) and WARCNet (Web ARChive studies network researching web domains and events). With its web-archive datasets, Det Kgl. Bibliotek (Royal Library of Denmark) is a forerunner in the provision of research access, including the necessary legal agreements (Laursen 2020).
Europeana

Europeana, the flagship initiative for fostering access to digital cultural heritage collections in Europe, provides access to digital cultural heritage from LAMs across Europe. When first launched as a prototype in November 2008, Europeana provided access to over 4.5 million digital objects from 1,000 cultural heritage institutions across Europe (Purday 2009, 1). By 2023, Europeana was providing access to over 52 million cultural heritage objects from more than 4,000 institutions. In November 2021, the European Commission announced that Europeana would be the basis for building a common European data space for cultural heritage (European Commission 2021).

The Europeana platform aggregates cultural heritage metadata and provides persistent links back to content in the originating cultural heritage institutions. The Europeana Data Model (EDM), an “open, cross-domain Semantic-web based framework,” captures the richness of the domain-specific metadata. Europeana provides detailed guidelines for data sharing and information on accessing data through a range of Application Programming Interfaces (APIs).

Communities are a key aspect of the European Network Association under Europeana Pro, which brings network members together to exchange knowledge, expertise, and best practice around a range of topics, such as copyright, technology, impact, and research. Europeana Pro provides a number of resources, including tools such as the Impact Playbook, the Europeana Public Domain Charter, the Europeana Publishing Framework, and the Europeana Licensing Framework; recommendations, such as AI in Relation to GLAMs and Research Requirements; and regular events, such as the Europeana annual conferences and aggregators forums.

Collections as Data in Europe

Originating in the US, the “Collections as Data” data movement was established to encourage cultural heritage professionals to start thinking differently about how they provide access to their collections to facilitate analysis using digital tools and methods.

Until recently, implementations of Collections as Data have largely occurred in the US (Wittmann et al. 2019), but they are starting to appear in Europe as well. Colleagues at the University of Alicante in Spain, for example, have developed a methodology for reusing collections from GLAM institutions, inspired by the Collection as Data initiative (Candela et al. 2020). Here we discuss three examples of European Collections as Data initiatives from Luxembourg, Scotland, and Belgium.

Luxembourg's largest cultural, scientific, and research library, Bibliothèque nationale du Luxembourg (BnL; National Library of Luxembourg, strives to enhance the value of its collections on a national and international level. Through its Open Data Platform, BnL aims to facilitate access to its collections for the widest possible audience through the provision of Open Data, Open Tools and Open APIs. Currently, BnL's open datasets include Historical Newspapers, along with historical monographs, Luxembourg Authority Records for Persons, the National Bibliography of Luxembourg, and URLs from their special web archive collection related to local elections.

The Data Foundry, at Leabharlann Nàiseanta na h-Alba (National Library of Scotland), was launched in September 2019 and provides access to four core data collections: digitized collections, metadata collections, map and spatial data, and organizational data. Of particular note is the Foundry's Open Data Publication Plan. For more detailed information about the Data Foundry and its role in digital scholarship at the National Library of Scotland, see Ames and Lewis (2020) and Ames (2021).

In Belgium, the DATA-KBR-BE project at Koninklijke Bibliotheek van België / Bibliothèque Royale de Belgique (KBR; Belgian National Library) aims to facilitate data-level access to the KBR’s digitized and born-digital collections for DH research. DATA-KBR-BE collaborates closely with the KBR's Digital Research Lab, which
facilitates text and data mining research using KBR’s digitized and born-digital collections. To ensure that access is developed with researchers in mind, the DATA-KBR-BE team is co-designing three interdisciplinary research scenarios focused on KBR’s digitized historical newspaper collection: BelgicaPress. These scenarios are conceived as initial case studies to demonstrate the scientific potential of providing data-level access to KBR’s collections, and to understand how Collections as Data could be implemented at KBR. The project also harnesses the expertise of data scientists for the semi-automatic extraction and classification of articles from historical newspapers, the results of which are available in NewspAI: Metadata Extraction of Historical Newspaper Archives (Ali and Verstockt 2021).

International GLAM Labs Community

Labs are places of scientific experimentation, but what does this mean in the context of cultural heritage and DH? In a 2013 article, a library lab was defined as “any library program, physical or digital (or a hybrid) in which innovative approaches to library services, tools, or materials are tested in some structured way before being made part of regular workflows, programs, or mission” (Brooks, Heller, and Phetteplace 2013, 186). Founded in 2006, the Scholar’s Lab at the University of Virginia Library is one of the earliest examples.

In Europe, library lab initiatives started in national libraries. The forerunner was the BL Labs at the British Library (BL), formed in 2013 and initially funded by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. The BL Lab support and inspire experimentation with the British Library’s digital collections and data. One of the longest-running library lab initiatives in Europe, BL Labs became an integrated part of the BL’s offerings in Spring 2019.

BL Labs were closely followed by KB Lab at Koninklijke Bibliotheek van Nederland (KB; National Library of the Netherlands). This lab, founded in 2014 within the KB Research Department, was scoped as a showcase for research and prototype experimentation. KB Lab users can find experimental tools and data from KB’s digital collection.

ONB Labs at Österreichische Nationalbibliothek (ÖNB; the National Library of Austria) were established in 2017 and intended as “a platform to foster and inspire research, experimentation and creative work with the Austrian National Library’s digital collections as data” (Austrian National Library, n.d.). As well as providing access to datasets, tools, and collections, ONB Labs encourage creative engagement with the library’s digital datasets. The results of this work are displayed in the ONB Labs Artspace, a dedicated online platform for displaying artworks that engage with ONB collections.

Launched in October 2021, BnF DataLab is one of the newest labs, and is both a physical and a digital laboratory designed to facilitate access to the wealth, breadth, and diversity of the BnF’s digital collections. The lab’s services have been designed to support the whole research project lifecycle, from corpus building to data analysis. To encourage active collection between researchers and collection experts, a number of labs are located at the BnF’s François-Mitterrand site, and are available for both individual and group work as well as for accessing in-copyright materials. The lab provides a dedicated IT environment, including access to secure virtual machines, dedicated storage, configurable computing power, and software for data mining.

With momentum for library labs increasing in Europe, in September 2018 the BL Labs team organized the first international workshop for building these labs (Mahey 2018). This workshop, which attracted over 40 institutions from North America, Europe, Middle East, Asia, and Africa, was the catalyst for establishing the International GLAM Labs Community. A second event was held at the Royal Danish Library in Copenhagen in March 2019 (Mahey 2019b), and was followed by a book sprint in Doha, Qatar, in September 2019 (Mahey 2019a). The book sprint resulted in a practical, open access guide, Open a GLAM Lab, which has since been translated into Arabic (مختبرات الإبتكار في المؤسسات الثقافية), Bulgarian (да отворим GLAM лаборатория), Russian (Откройте GLAM лабораторию), and Spanish (Open a GLAM Lab; Mahey et al., 2019). The GLAM Labs community is in the process of collecting examples of Labs Notebooks to facilitate computation access to digital cultural heritage.
collections; these notebooks include Tim Sherratt’s GLAM Workbench and the GLAM Jupyter Notebooks, developed by Gustavo Candela as part of the BVMC Labs at Biblioteca Virtual Miguel de Cervantes (BVMC; Miguel de Cervantes Virtual Library). A geo-visualization of the current members of the International GLAM Labs Community can be found on the Member Map. You can participate in the community via the GLAM Labs mailing list, GLAM Labs on Slack, or GLAM Labs on X (formerly Twitter).

Cultural Heritage and AI

AI, computer vision, and machine learning are starting to play a more prominent role in the cultural heritage sector in Europe. In the context of the Europeana Tech Community, Europeana established a task force on AI in relation to GLAMs in late 2019. The resulting report, published in September 2021, analyzed opportunities and challenges related to the use of AI, as well as recommendations on how Europeana could continue to facilitate knowledge sharing in this area in the years to come (EuropeanaTech AI in relation to GLAMs Task Force 2021).

European partners are actively involved in initiatives related to AI in cultural heritage institutions. Artificial Intelligence for Libraries, Archives and Museums (AI4LAM), for example, is an international community focused on advancing the use of AI in, for, and by libraries, archives, and museums. The community holds conferences, most recently “Les futurs fantastiques” at the BnF in December 2021. Similarly, the AEOLIAN Network: Artificial Intelligence for Cultural Organisations, a joint US-UK program between the US National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) and the Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC) in the UK, investigates the role AI can play to make born-digital and digitized cultural records more accessible to users.

Finally, Time Machine, a large-scale research program using historical big data to create a distributed digital information system mapping Europe’s social, cultural and geographical evolution, is, in short, “invigorating European history with the Big Data of the past” (Time Machine, n.d.). Its members are designing and implementing advanced new digitization and AI technologies to mine Europe’s vast cultural heritage with a goal of creating innovative new applications of digital cultural heritage that add a new dimension to the past. They are, for example, working to engage people with cross-reality applications to deepen their understanding of historical events, including simulations of hypothetical spatiotemporal 4D reconstructions. Europeana is a founding partner of Time Machine, and Local Time Machines are a key pillar of program’s development. Initiatives such as these, with their application of AI, demonstrate not only the potential of digital cultural heritage, but its importance for cutting-edge DH research.

Conclusion

This chapter provides an overview and guide for European studies librarians and other interested readers wanting to explore the rich and diverse landscape of DH and digital cultural heritage in Europe, and includes suggestions for how to get involved and for further reading.

In the first section, the chapter explored the broad array of associations, communities, and networks as a starting point for further exploration. These were supplemented by information on conferences, journals, and education and training options with DH as their core focus. It also touched upon European research infrastructures relevant to DH before turning to profiles of three geographically and linguistically diverse DH centers in Europe.

The second section of the chapter focused on digital cultural heritage and the essential role played by the GLAM plays in curating digitized and born-digital collections for DH research. It examined the flagship initiative Europeana, as well as a number of national digital library initiatives. Inspired by the “Collections as
Data" movement, which originated in the US, it explores European initiatives and the development of the movement within Europe. This movement is closely interconnected with library labs and in particular with European contributions to the International GLAM Labs Community. It is within networks such as these that the emerging role of AI within the cultural heritage and DH communities is starting to gain traction.

The intention of this chapter was to provide an introductory guide to assist you in navigating the complex, geographically diverse, and multilingually interconnected landscape of DH and digital cultural heritage in Europe. By offering an overview of key initiatives, points of contact, inspirational examples, and suggestions on how to get involved, we hope that readers were introduced to a number of vantage points to help navigate this rich and multi-faceted European terrain.

Key Takeaways

- Libraries and library workers are key collaborators in DH knowledge production, and their contributions should be acknowledged.
- LAMs (libraries, archives, and museums) play an important role in the DH research lifecycle as curators of analog and digital source material and fosterers of relevant subject-based and functional expertise.
- The DH landscape in Europe is multifaceted, and markedly cooperative and collective in nature.
- DH is a community-based field that is welcoming to newcomers. Reach out to organizations, projects, and individuals to ask questions, learn about their work, or get involved.
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• GLAM Labs mailing list. https://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/cgi-bin/webadmin?A0=GLAMLABS.
• GLAM Labs on Slack. https://glamlabs.io/slack-channel-signup/.
• GLAM Labs on X (formerly Twitter). https://twitter.com/glam_labs.
• Global Outlook::Digital Humanities (GO::DH). http://www.globaloutlookdh.org/.
• Historical Informatics Olympiad (Center for Digital Humanities at Perm University). http://dh.psu.ru/olimpiada/.
• Historical Newspapers (BnL). https://data.bnl.lu/data/historical-newspapers/
• Humanidades Digitales Hispánicas. https://humanidadesdigitaleshispanicas.es/.
• Humanistica: L’association francophone des humanités numériques/digitales (French-speaking
- International GLAM Labs Community. [https://glamlabs.io/]
- International Internet Preservation Consortium (IIPC). [https://hetpreserve.org/]
- Internet Archive. [https://archive.org/]
- Journal of Open Humanities Data. [https://openhumanitiesdata.metajnl.com/]
- KB Lab (Koninklijke Bibliotheek van Nederland). [https://lab.kb.nl]
- Koninklijke Bibliotheek van België / Bibliothèque Royale de Belgique (KBR; National Library of Belgium) [http://www.kbr.be]
- Koninklijke Bibliotheek van Nederland (KB; National Library of the Netherlands). [https://www.kb.nl/]
- Leabharlann Náiseanta na h-AlbaData Foundry (National Library of Scotland). [https://data.nls.uk]
- Libraries and Digital Humanities. [https://adholibdh.github.io/]
- Ligue des Bibliothèques Européennes de Recherche (LIBER; Association of European Research Libraries). [https://libereurope.eu/]
- Local Time Machines. [https://www.timemachine.eu/ltms/]
- Maison Européenne des sciences de l’homme et de la société (MESHS; European Centre for the Humanities and Social Sciences). [https://www.meshs.fr/]
- Member Map (International GLAM Labs Community). [https://glamlabs.io/member-map/]
- Nacionalna i sveučilišna knjižnica u Zagrebu (National and University Library in Zagreb). [https://www.nsk.hr/]
- NewspAlper (Metadata Extraction of Historical Newspaper Archives). [https://tw06v072.ugent.be/kbr/]
- ÖNB Labs (Österreichische Nationalbibliothek). [https://labs.onb.ac.at/en/]
- ÖNB Labs Artspace. [https://labs.onb.ac.at/artspace/]
- Open a GLAM Lab. [https://glamlabs.io/books/open-a-glam-lab/]
- Open APIs (BnL). [https://data.bnl.lu/apis/]
- Open Data (BnL). [https://data.bnl.lu/data/]
- Open Data Platform (BnL). [https://data.bnl.lu]
- Open Tools (BnL). [https://data.bnl.lu/tools/]
- OPERAS (open scholarly communication in the European social sciences and humanities). [https://www.operas-eu.org/]
- Österreichische Nationalbibliothek (ÖNB; National Library of Austria). [https://www.onb.ac.at/en/]
- Polona (Biblioteka Narodowa Polska). [https://polona.pl/]
- Projects (Center for Digital Humanities at Perm University). [http://dh.psu.ru/projects/]
- The Programming Historian. [https://programminghistorian.org/]
- Russian Association for Digital Humanities (DH Russia). http://dhrussia.ru/.
- Russian translation of Open a GLAM Lab (Откройте GLAM – лабораторию). http://hdl.handle.net/10576/17196.
- Saving Ukrainian Cultural Heritage Online (SUCHO). https://www.sucho.org/about.
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26. European Legal Research

JENNIFER ALLISON AND ALISON A. SHEA

Introduction

Researching the law of any European jurisdiction is often a multi-step process; librarians must first look to the domestic law of the individual jurisdiction, then determine what-if any-impact supranational organizations will have on the analysis. This chapter introduces librarians to the basics of European Union (EU) legal research, and briefly considers the impact of Council of Europe treaties in domestic human rights research. The second half of the chapter provides general guidance on researching the domestic law of a common law or civil law jurisdiction, focusing on how and where to find the law (whether statutes or codes) and cases, generally within the context of the civil versus common law distinction.

The European Union

How the EU Works

Because the EU was primarily created to avoid future inter-Europe wars and to encourage more cross-border cooperation in commercial matters, much of the EU's legal competencies apply to areas involving commerce of goods and services. The EU is now a leading voice in international affairs and monetary policy, and regulates a number of areas that are often involved in transnational practice, especially competition law and privacy.

The EU has some supranational powers (European Parliament, n.d.), as each member state who signed onto the founding treaty agreed to cede some of their domestic power to the EU. When researching legal issues involving the EU, it is important to consider both the law of the EU itself and any corresponding domestic law on the same topic. For a more detailed overview on the EU's legal system, The ABC of EU Law (Publication Office of the European Union, 2023) is highly recommended; it is very comprehensive and freely available.

There are three sources of EU law: primary law, general principles of law and secondary law (EUR-Lex, n.d.). When researching an EU legal issue, the first step is to identify the relevant treaty provision(s). There have been many treaties over the course of the EU's history, but the current controlling treaties are the Consolidated Treaty on European Union (TEU), the Consolidated Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), and the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU.

Once you have identified the relevant treaty provision(s), look for relevant implementing secondary legislation. Secondary legislation is promulgated by the European Parliament, which is made up of elected representatives from each Member State, the amount of which are proportionate to the Member State's overall population. The European Parliament most often legislates in one of two forms: Regulations, which are immediately binding on all Member States, and Directives, which provide general guidance on how a Member State must amend its existing domestic laws to conform with the outcomes expressed in the Directive. It is very important for researchers looking into Directives to follow up on how a particular country has implemented the Directive in question; a good tool for this is the National Transposition (EUR-Lex, n.d.) information, which can be found linked to the Directive on EUR-Lex.

Beyond this secondary level exists general principles of law, of which case law from the Court of Justice of
the European Union (CJEU) is the primary source. Although considered supplementary, mainly due to the EU’s roots in civil law systems, the CJEU continues to gain more importance as it adjudicates on issues in areas of importance to citizens and corporations outside EU Member States.

The CJEU has three functions: to review the legality of the acts of EU institutions, to ensure that Member States comply with obligations under the Treaties, and to interpret EU law at the request of the national courts and tribunals. The CJEU is composed of two courts: the General Court, which is the trial level or court of first instances; and the Court of Justice of the European Union, which is the appellate level court. Case names that begin with "T" indicate origin in the General Court, and those beginning with “C” indicate origin in the Court of Justice.

Researching the European Union

In researching legal material generated by the EU, you will encounter references to EU treaties, cases, legislation, and policies which you may wish to research in greater detail. The EU maintains a number of freely available websites designed to help you access this information, including:

- **The Your Gateway to the European Union** (formerly known as Europa) is a good starting point to learn how the EU regulates/legislates a particular issue. It provides general information on how the EU works, and includes links to other relevant EU websites for more detailed knowledge. The “Actions by topic” entries are particularly useful for gaining an overview of various EU activities; each topical entry provides links to the relevant EU bodies which regulate that area, and to the relevant legislation which controls in that area. These can be found in the “Priorities and actions” menu.

- **Summaries of EU Legislation** from EUR-Lex is an excellent place to start if you are unsure of the relevant legislation in any particular area of EU activity, and is often linked from the Gateway pages mentioned above. If starting directly with the Summaries page, simply choose the topic that best fits your area and then browse through the relevant sub-topics to locate commentary and citations to controlling legislation for that topic. Note that you may need more background information on the area of law you are researching to fully understand the terminology used in this source.

- **EUR-Lex** provides free and easy access to authentic versions of EU treaties, legislation, cases, preparatory documents, and international agreements to which the EU is a party. The main page features a full-text search option, but if you already have a citation you can retrieve by entering the relevant information in the “Find results by document number” box on the right-hand side of the screen, making sure to select the relevant type of document for which you are searching.

EUR-Lex also features separate pages for compilations of EU treaties, which list all current treaties in force as well as former versions, and is the easiest way to retrieve the consolidated full text.

The **Official Journal of the European Union** is the official publication source of EU legislation and other official documentation. To retrieve an item in the Official Journal using its OJ citation, or to browse recent Official Journal issues in their entirety, it is best to do so directly from Access the Official Journal (EUR-Lex) page, rather than by searching the main EUR-Lex page. Note that as of July 1, 2013, only the electronic version of the Official Journal (“e-OJ”) is considered authentic and has legal force.

Although case opinions from the CJEU can be found on EUR-Lex, the Court maintains its own repository of case opinions on Curia. There are two main benefits to using Curia over EUR-Lex for case opinions; first, Curia provides an excellent advanced search feature which allows users to search by a variety of facets, including judge, nationality of the party, and subject matter. Second, Curia is more likely than EUR-Lex to provide either the official reported version of the opinion or the citation indicating where that official version can be located. Note that as of 2012, the Court of Justice now publishes its cases exclusively online using a “European Case Law
The Council of Europe

The Council of Europe (COE) is an international organization that protects and furthers human rights throughout Europe. Headquartered in Strasbourg, France, it includes 47 member states.

Both the COE and the Organisation for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC), an early precursor to what became the EU, were founded in the late 1940s. These organizations reflect the desire of their founding members to pursue pan-European organization and unity to further economic and political stability in the region.

The COE’s roots were established at the Hague during a 1948 meeting of politicians, intellectuals, journalists, and other high-profile figures from across Europe. Working groups determined what this new organization would look like from economic, political, and cultural standpoints, focusing on how to further peace, prosperity, and unity across the region while still allowing the individual member states to maintain their sovereignty.

From these negotiations, a founding document was eventually created. The Statute of the Council of Europe, also known as the Treaty of London (signed on May 5, 1949) provides the organization's framework. Its original signatories are the COE’s founding members: Belgium, Denmark, France, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, and the United Kingdom.

Under Article 1, the aim of the COE is “to achieve a greater unity between its members for the purpose of safeguarding and realizing the ideals and principles which are their common heritage and facilitating their economic and social progress.” The treaty requires member states to “accept the principles of the rule of law and of the enjoyment of all persons within its jurisdiction of human rights and fundamental freedoms[.]”

All COE member states are signatories to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms, known as the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR), which was completed in Rome in 1950. The ECHR guarantees human rights protections to people in COE member states.

Judicial Body: European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR)

The European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) is the COE’s judicial body. It receives applications from individuals and states to hear and decide on cases involving potential violations of civil or political rights protected by the ECHR.

The court’s judges come from each of the 47 COE member states, and are elected to the court by the COE’s Parliamentary Assembly. Each judge serves one non-renewable nine-year term.

Finding ECtHR Cases

The easiest first option for finding ECtHR case law is to use the court’s HUDOC online database (open access), which has an advanced search option with many searchable fields, including the following:
When using the Google site search feature to search the HUDOC database, the following search query syntax generally works well:

"police act" site:hudoc.echr.coe.int

Note, however, that the top search results for this kind of Google search may be press releases from the court, rather than actual opinions.

### Legislative Body: Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE)

The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE) consists of elected parliamentarians from the 47 COE member states, and represents the European people rather than European governments. It meets four times per year, and develops initiatives to monitor human rights protections in the member states.

The PACE public documents online database (open access) includes adopted texts (recommendations, resolutions, and opinions), working documents (such as committee reports, motions, written declarations, and written questions), and verbatim records.

### Researching the Law of Individual Countries in Europe

Beyond the supranational law of the EU and the COE, every European country has its own body of domestic law. Most countries in Europe are considered civil law jurisdictions, but, notably, the United Kingdom and Ireland follow a common law system.

Researching the law of any country is a complex process which will most likely require the assistance of an expert; the Foreign, Comparative, and International Law Special Interest Section of the American Association of Law Libraries (AALL) maintains a listing of specialists willing to assist with research questions for a variety of jurisdictions on its Jumpstart Your Foreign, Comparative, and International Law Research webpage.

A good, free source for starting research on the law of almost any country in the world is Globalex (open
access). And a useful tool for helping to decode legal citation for select countries outside the US can be found in Table 2, or T2, of the Bluebook (open access), the leading system of legal citation in the US.

Unfortunately, there are currently no useful cross-jurisdictional databases, but the EU’s N-lex attempts to provide a single entry point to the national law databases of individual EU countries. Member states continue to work on N-lex’s multi-jurisdictional search, which would allow users to search and compare law simultaneously in two or more EU countries using automatic translation technology, but at the time of writing this is not yet a recommended resource.

Locating the relevant sources for any jurisdiction, however, is only half the battle; you must understand the underlying structure of the target legal system to fully appreciate and apply the information you’ve found. The following sections address how to approach researching both a civil and a common law jurisdiction.

**Legal Research for European Civil Law Jurisdictions**

Most European countries, including Germany, France, Italy, and Spain, are civil law jurisdictions, meaning the foundation of their legal tradition is centered in Roman rather than English law.

This distinction is most noticeable regarding judicial opinions.

- In civil law countries, the general rule is that law is created exclusively through legislation—the enactment of statutes and codes by a legislative body.
- While courts in these countries are highly engaged in the interpretation of laws and the enforcement of legal obligations, they are not actively involved in the creation of new law, and opinions issued by their judges are generally not binding on anyone other than the parties directly involved in the litigation. While it is true that a country like Germany does not have judge-made law in that all courts are bound by the decisions of the country’s highest court, the decisions from the Federal Court of Justice (Bundesgerichtshof) are often cited in lower court decisions, and it is widely understood that these decisions are to be given a significant amount of deference as indicators of how legal controversies can and will be resolved in future legal proceedings. Furthermore, while the Federal Court of Justice is not itself bound by its own precedent, in practice it values the legal certainty that comes from ruling consistently across cases, and generally does so accordingly.

What does this mean for researchers who are well-versed in common law systems?

- Because judge-made law is such an important element of common law legal systems, legal research for jurisdictions like the US, Canada, England, and Australia is highly focused on court cases.
- While reading court cases in civil law jurisdictions can be helpful and enlightening, legal research for those countries is much more focused on statutes and codes (“primary” sources) and the treatises and periodical articles that analyze and explain them (“secondary” sources).

**Language Concerns**

Despite English being a Germanic language, the development of legal English was largely influenced by French. This means it is easier for native English speakers to understand legal terms in Romance languages, and much more difficult for them to decipher legal German.

The chart below illustrates this point, comparing terms related to legislation:
This is also evident when comparing terms related to the judiciary:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Case Law</th>
<th>Court</th>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Decision</th>
<th>Appeal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>Rechtsprechung</td>
<td>Gericht</td>
<td>Fall / Sache</td>
<td>Entscheidung / Beschluss / Urteil</td>
<td>Berufung / Revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>Jurisprudence</td>
<td>Cour / Tribunal</td>
<td>Affaire judiciaire / Cas juridique</td>
<td>Décision judiciaire</td>
<td>Appel / Recours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>Giurisprudenza</td>
<td>Corte / Tribunale</td>
<td>Caso giuridico</td>
<td>Decisione giudiziaria</td>
<td>Ricorso giurisdizionale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>Jurisprudencia</td>
<td>Corte / Tribunal</td>
<td>Caso jurídico</td>
<td>Decisión judicial / Sentencia</td>
<td>Recurso de apelación</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In German, “Fall” is used to describe a case in academic or scholarly writing, while in legal practice a case is often referred to by the term “Sache.”

Researchers should not expect to find legal resources from European jurisdictions readily available in English, and should consider English-language translations a rare exception rather than a general rule.

Machine translation services like Google Translate or Deep-L can be helpful if you need a quick translation of a few terms or a second opinion regarding your understanding of a longer legal text. Translations generated by these tools should not, however, be considered sufficient for in-depth analysis of legal texts. Remember as well that English translations of laws are essentially never considered to be authoritative.

**Legal Research Methodology**

Rather than jumping right into statutes and cases, you should always start legal research projects with secondary sources, which explain and analyze the law and cite primary legal materials. Even researchers with native-level fluency in the language of the jurisdiction will find this technique helpful, if not necessary, if for no reason other than to familiarize themselves with important concepts and terms.

Legal secondary sources vary in length and complexity. Sound legal research practice dictates consulting them in the following order:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Secondary Source Type</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Reference Materials   | - Legal dictionaries  
- Legal encyclopedias  
- Citation guides (e.g., Bluebook)  
- Abbreviation guides (Bieber/Prince)  
- Language aids (Linguee online multilingual dictionary)  
- Library catalogs (especially those of non-U.S. libraries)  
- Library research guides  
- Foreign Law Guide (now an electronic database maintained by Brill, in print this was commonly known as "Reynolds and Flores")  
- GSoLaw (NYU’s online source guide for foreign law)  
- Bibliographies  
- Government websites |
| Legal Periodical Articles | Databases: HeinOnline, Nexis Uni, Oxford Scholarship Online, Jstor, Brill, LegalTrac (Gale), Academic Search Premier, ProQuest, Taylor & Francis, Wiley Online Library, SSRN. Many of these include English-language articles on the law of jurisdictions other than the United States. |
| Legal Treatises | - Statutory commentaries (these are especially relevant in civil law jurisdictions)  
- Topical treatises focusing on a single jurisdiction  
- Comparative legal treatises (Springer publishes many of these in English on distinct legal topics, with separate chapters covering the relevant legal principles in individual jurisdictions) |

While legal subscription databases like Westlaw and Lexis provide the richest selection of secondary sources, they are not necessary for basic legal research tasks. Many general academic libraries subscribe to the database HeinOnline (subscription resource), one of the most important resources available to researchers of both domestic and foreign law.

When consulting legal secondary materials, be sure to note any citations to primary sources like cases and statutes. Include in your notes any letters and numbers that you see, regardless of how relevant you think they might be. The more citation information you are able to glean from secondary sources, the easier it will be to find the primary materials you are looking for.

Legal Research Example

Assume that you have been asked by a library user for assistance in researching German domestic laws related to data protection. The researcher is fairly knowledgeable about the EU’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), but is really interested in Germany’s domestic law on this topic.

The researcher has a very elementary knowledge of German and would prefer to consult materials in English.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Information Collected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Use Linguee to look up the German term “Data Protection Law” and any other relevant legal terms as the research continues.</td>
<td>The German word is “Datenschutzgesetz.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do a Google search for English-language materials on German government websites, using this search query: “data protection law” site:bund.de</td>
<td>Your results will be chiefly from two federal government agencies: the Federal Ministry of the Interior, Building, and Community; and the Federal Commissioner for Data Protection and Freedom of Information. Both agencies have extensive English-language websites. Among the results is an English-language version of the 2017 “Act to Adapt Data Protection Law,” which incorporates the EU’s GDPR directive into German law. Note that the German acronym for this statute is “DSAnpUG-EU.”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use the Gesetze-im-Internet database (open access) to (a) check whether this statute is still in force and (b) view the most up-to-date version. You can do this using the following Google search query: DSApUG-EU gesetze im internet</td>
<td>This site offers an English translation of this law as of a certain date. Even non-readers of German, however, should review the German language page, because it has the most up-to-date information about when this law was last amended. Look for a sentence at the top of the screen that says something like this: [German name of law] vom [date of enactment] [citation to its publication in the Federal Gazette], das durch [name of and citation to amending law] geändert worden ist. The second date indicates the date of the most recent amendment to this law. Use this to calculate the gap between the current English translation and the actual version of the law in force, and proceed accordingly.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use HeinOnline to search for recent journal articles in English on this topic, using the database’s proximity search syntax: “data protection germany”~50  Limit search results to those published after the date of the translation.</td>
<td>You will notice that there are several results from the European Data Protection Law Review. One of these articles, “Germany Revisited: The Second Data Protection Adaption and Implementation Act Reports,” by Christina Etteldorf, provides detailed information about the enactment of two data protection laws in Germany since 2017, and how those laws also amended other legislation. It is carefully annotated and has extensive citations to primary sources in the Federal Gazette and elsewhere. This article will be an extremely important and informative resource for your researcher.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check citing references for this and other relevant articles using Google Scholar.</td>
<td>As of this writing, the Etteldorf article has not been cited anywhere else. Repeat this process for all relevant articles you find in HeinOnline and elsewhere.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Search library catalogs for relevant treatises. You can do this in individual catalogs, or use WorldCat. Suggested LC Subject Heading searches: • Data Protection – Law and Legislation – Germany • Internet – Law and Legislation – Germany • Privacy – Right of – Germany • Public Records – Law and Legislation – Germany</td>
<td>Searching by subject and limiting search results to current titles will likely return mostly, if not entirely, German-language resources. But consistency of subject heading assignments in catalog records may be uneven, especially for foreign law materials. Therefore, use these terms to run an additional search by keyword, rather than subject, and then limit those results by date. This search should return recent comparative law treatises on this topic that include coverage of Germany, and many of these will be in English.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that Gesetze im Internet is a free online database of German laws currently in force. It is maintained by Germany’s Federal Ministry for Justice and Consumer Protection, and includes non-official English translations of selected German laws.

**Legal Research for European Common Law Jurisdictions**

The two major common law jurisdictions in Europe are the United Kingdom and the Republic of Ireland; Malta.
and Cyprus incorporate some aspects of common law into their systems. In addition to adhering to a precedent-based common law system, all common law jurisdictions feature some sort of Parliamentary legislative body.

Finding Cases in Common Law Jurisdictions

As case law precedent is a key primary source in common law jurisdictions, it is helpful to understand how to decode a case citation and where to retrieve a copy of the judicial decision. A useful source for understanding legal citation in the UK is OSCOLA, while in Ireland researchers use OSCOLA Ireland.

Common law case citations are generally formatted using the neutral citation of the Incorporated Council of Law Reporting for England and Wales (ICLR) or following a published reporter citation system of party names, year, report volume, and page. A single case can be published in more than one print reporter, and the abbreviations for common law print reporters can be daunting to the non-legal researcher; a good guide for decoding these abbreviations is the Cardiff Index to Legal Abbreviations.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shea v Allison</td>
<td>The case name; usually the last name of the plaintiff/appellee and defendant/appellant in the case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>The year the decision was issued. This is often different from the year the case was initiated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The volume number of the print reporter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I.R.</td>
<td>Irish Reports. Consult the Cardiff Index for assistance decoding these abbreviations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>57</td>
<td>The page number on which the case begins. In many jurisdictions it is still important to cite to the official reported version.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparatively, a neutral citation can be provided for the exact same case, and is often preferred as it assumes no access to any of the (fee-based) print reporters mentioned above:


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shea v Allison</td>
<td>The case name; usually the last name of the plaintiff/appellee and defendant/appellant in the case.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>The year the decision was issued. This is often different from the year the case was initiated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IESC</td>
<td>Irish (IE) Supreme Court.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>The case number.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because the volume of case law in most common law jurisdictions is far less than what is seen in the US, it is
not always necessary to have access to fee-based case law databases. One excellent freely available resource for British and Irish case law is BAILII (British and Irish Legal Information Institute).

BAILII is part of the World Legal Information Institutes (WorldLII), which advocate for free, independent, and non-profit access to worldwide law for a variety of jurisdictions. Started in 1997 by an Australian law professor, and now loosely governed by the Free Access to Law Movement, all “LIIs” have varying levels of support/funding, which leads to variance in quality and updates. BAILII, however, has been consistent in its coverage and functionality over the past 20 years, and remains highly recommended for casual researchers looking to retrieve a case by citation. At the time of writing, the British government is working to transfer case law reporting competencies to the National Archives’ Find Case Law database. As of 2022, this database is still in the Alpha stage and cannot yet be considered a comprehensive resource for UK cases.

Across all common law jurisdictions, the availability and scope of judicial decisions on the websites of the individual courts that produce them varies so greatly that it is difficult to make a blanket recommendation on their use; with very recent decisions, however, going directly to the court’s own website could be another option.

Finding Legislation in Common Law Jurisdictions

The majority of common law systems do not codify their legislation, so it remains fairly easy to retrieve a piece of legislation by title using the country’s official legislative portal. Current common law legislation is fairly standard in its format:

**British Museum Act 1963, c.24**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Citation</th>
<th>Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>British Museum</td>
<td>The name of the Act.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Act</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>The year it was passed. Note that many Acts receive substantial updates in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c.</td>
<td>subsequent years, so be sure you are locating the correct version of an Act.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>This was the 24th Act to be passed in this calendar year.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is important for the non-law researcher to note that legislation is routinely updated, so be sure to determine whether the version you’ve obtained is the current version of the legislation and whether any relevant amendments have been incorporated. In both the UK and the Republic of Ireland, subsequent amendments may be made by other Acts or Statutory Instruments.

In the UK, you can easily use Legislation.gov.uk to pull up a copy of the British Museum Act of 1963 simply by filling in the title (“British Museum Act”) and year (1963). This link, and the Irish Statute Book for the Republic of Ireland, are very simple to use, and often will come up as a top result simply after googling the name of an Act. Note that both are official government sites and authoritative sources of their respective domestic legislation.

To track legislation currently in progress, turn to the parliament of the jurisdiction to find information on current bills being considered along with useful legislative history in the form of white papers, hearings, debates, or other reports. Across Commonwealth jurisdictions, recordings of parliamentary debates in common law jurisdictions are referred to as the Hansard.

It is important to note that some UK jurisdictions have devolved powers, which allow them to create legislation in their own parliaments. This means that Acts of Parliament (Westminster) may or may not apply...
to the whole of the UK. Northern Ireland, Scotland, and Wales each have their own devolved parliaments which can legislate on certain devolved issues. For details on devolved powers, see:

- Devolved and Reserved Powers: Find out about the powers of the Scottish Parliament and the UK Parliament
- Devolved Areas [for the Senedd Cymru/Welsh Parliament]
- What are the powers of the Northern Ireland Assembly

Key Takeaways

Legal research can be challenging, even for an experienced law librarian; when you encounter a question involving legal documents, be sure to reach out for assistance from your school's law library (if you have one) and/or contact one of the self-identified experts on the Jumpstart Your Foreign, Comparative, and International Law Research webpage.

Be sure to ground yourself by understanding first whether you need to research an international legal issue or a domestic one. Domestic legal questions will require research of the particular country (i.e., Germany) as well as any relevant supranational organizations (i.e., the EU), but international legal questions tend to stay focused at the intergovernmental organization level (i.e., UN or COE).

Legal terminology is very specialized in any language, and European Legal English is unique even compared with the Legal English as used in other jurisdictions. Try to do some general background research on your topic before attempting to utilize these databases. For European Union research, the EuroVoc thesaurus is a very useful tool.
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27. The European Newspaper Landscape for North American Research Institutions

KATHLEEN SMITH AND BRENDAN NIEUBUURT

Introduction

For North American research libraries, collecting and maintaining print or digital access to both European newspapers printed in English and foreign-language newspapers published outside North America is a significant challenge, one that will only increase in the coming years. The list of newspapers that are of value to researchers is long, yet fewer and fewer institutions can afford the cost and administrative burden of maintaining individual subscriptions to hundreds of titles from around the world. Both print and digital formats are expensive and difficult to maintain. And the most widely-used preservation format, microform, is disappearing rapidly as vendors cease to offer it.

This chapter reviews the current European newspaper resources available to librarians and researchers at North American (NA) universities and research institutions. We begin with a discussion of the background, contemporary considerations, and challenges facing librarians who are working with European newspapers. The next section describes resources and collections covering a broad spectrum of geographic regions, languages, and subjects; some of these materials may be limited in access to NA users (owing to copyright, legal issues, etc.). We then move to an overview of national libraries and resources in Europe that are carrying out their own digitization projects and providing access to their own collections. The following section covers consortial projects and historical initiatives, organized and funded primarily by NA institutions, at the Center for Research Libraries (CRL), the Library of Congress (LC), and other entities. The last section discusses the value of publishers and vendors such as East View, and we conclude with a discussion about shaping the future of European newspaper access.

Background, Contemporary Considerations & Challenges

Newspapers embody a number of counterproductive qualities, and might be the librarian’s most challenging resource. On the one hand, they figure among the most potent primary sources for researchers. As a daily chronicle of important events, a newspaper can, more than almost any other kind of document or artifact, paint a detailed portrait of a certain period and milieu. That portrait might be a global one, thanks to major papers that report on national and international events. Still more valuable to some researchers are the local dailies that bring to life smaller and otherwise less visible places and populations. On the other hand, the very attributes that make newspapers so important also make them incredibly difficult to collect, preserve, make accessible, and, at times, to use.

We can trace all the obstacles unique to collecting and consulting newspapers back to the format’s material makeup. Especially since the late 19th century, the paper on which most newspapers have been printed has been of almost intentionally ephemeral quality (Müller 2014, 190–191). It makes good practical sense: the second industrial revolution, with its expansions in realms like transportation, communication, and global-scale political interactions, brought even far reaches of the world into focus for individual readers. The same period also saw enormous leaps in literacy. These factors resulted in a massive demand for information, and for reportage on
current events around the world. To meet the desire for up-to-the-minute reportage, papers had to be printed quickly and frequently; to facilitate wide circulation, they also had to be printed in large quantities, while at the same time in as portable a format as possible to allow for easier transport and distribution. This meant printing on thin, light, pliable paper. Innovations in paper production met the need, as long-lasting cotton-based paper (rag paper) was replaced by wood-pulp paper, which was faster, easier, and cheaper to produce, but much less durable. As Lothar Müller succinctly states it, the “modern [news]paper embraced rapid, wide-scale, synchronous circulation and ceased trying to be a medium of long-term diachronic storage” (Müller 2014, 190). The move to digital publication and online-only newspapers has merely shifted this crisis to another format. Digital repositories and archives of newspapers struggle with an overload of material and with providing access, and long-term sustainability remains an elusive goal.

The newspaper’s key components also allowed for a growing variety of such publications. As it became easier and more affordable to produce a newspaper, the capacity to do so became increasingly democratized. Thus, the ability of smaller towns or distinct community groups (think of regional newspapers intended to serve the unique concerns of the Jewish or Muslim community, or papers for diaspora populations) to produce their own papers has increased. Here again the digital realm has led to an expansion of content and made collecting even more difficult.

No less important to the story is the fact that the practice of reading the newspaper came to reflect the medium’s qualities. That is, while books were still crafted as a reading matter that one kept and displayed on a shelf, never to discard, the very idea of the newspaper, along with its manufacture, invited an essentially transitory reading encounter. Think of those cinematic depictions of the newspaper printing press, where the unbroken sheet of news streams rapidly, endlessly off the single ream of paper. In contrast to the finite and self-contained reading experience of a book, the newspaper was imagined to flow—and thus to pass—at the pace of events it describes. Lacking the heft and sturdiness of a book, the newspaper’s flimsy physicality reinforced the impression. Put simply, there was little reason for the reader to retain the individual issues of a newspaper. (This is of course to say nothing of the immense volumes of space that a seemingly fleeting stream of newspaper would actually take up.) Digital files offer their own problems of storage costs and retrieval.

What does all of this mean for librarians trying to identify, amass, preserve, and connect users to historical newspapers and newspapers still being published? At the most fundamental level: because newspapers weren’t (and aren’t) designed to be retained, it means that few historical newspapers have been deliberately and systematically collected; even if they were, the sheer duration and volume of output make it very difficult to gather a comprehensive collection, a paper’s “full run.” Similarly, the great number of different newspaper titles that have been produced defy comprehensive collection, and small, local dailies have even lower chances of surviving. And because of their low-quality paper, newspapers deteriorate very quickly. Invaluable collections of newsprint have been lost to time alone. Most newspapers thus necessitate not just rapid preservation, but reformatting.

Even today, when we benefit from greater institutional interconnectivity and from technologies that enhance possibilities for resource preservation and dissemination, these basic obstacles translate into other practical challenges. Comprehensive reformatting is time-consuming and expensive and, what’s more, increasingly unfeasible as North American research libraries endure the continued crisis of budget slashing. Important collections of newspapers, both large and small, exist at countless institutions throughout the world; the records of those collections, however, remain highly decentralized, so it can be very difficult to determine which libraries hold which newspapers, as well as the precise contents of their holdings. Then, of course, one often must visit the holding library in person to actually use the newspaper.

This chapter’s broad geographic scope, covering all of Europe and the former Soviet Union, along with its examination of the challenges of the fragility of newsprint, the sheer number of newspapers, and the lack of a centralized record of their locations and contents, mean that this discussion must necessarily remain general. We list, for instance, only the major hubs for European newspapers within North America. Moreover, because they are so much more accessible, this chapter also emphasizes digital collections of historical newspapers and
organized efforts to create and connect to such content. Since so many newspapers still exist only as analog media, however, it would be impossible to omit formats like microfilm (for decades the principal medium for reformatting newspapers) and local physical collections. Therefore, this chapter also provides some guidance on how to discover and utilize those resources.

In the end, when it comes to identifying and accessing historical newspapers, comprehensive print bibliographies will remain the librarian's and the researcher's most useful resource. Though sometimes outdated, print bibliographies still tend to present the fullest picture of what newspapers were printed at a given time and place; many also record what institutions have holdings of a given newspaper. We discuss these invaluable resources at greater length in the next section.

**Resources and Collections Covering a Broad Spectrum of Geographic Regions, Languages, and Subjects**

**WorldCat** (via FirstSearch): A subscription resource, WorldCat bills itself as the “world’s largest library catalog,” and is maintained by OCLC (Online Computer Library Center) using fees from libraries for services it provides. In addition to listing print bibliographies that are extremely useful for research into a newspaper or newspapers in a region, WorldCat also lists newspapers held at libraries and institutions around the world. As of this writing, WorldCat lists 405,861 newspaper titles worldwide. As a de facto “union catalog” for newspapers, WorldCat does not digitize newspapers and has no holdings or collections of its own, but rather serves as a guide to the collections at various libraries that choose to submit their holdings. An open access version of WorldCat is available via [WorldCat.org](http://WorldCat.org).

**Zeitschriften Datenbank** (ZDB): Germany's open-access union catalog of serials, commonly known by its acronym ZDB, captures the records of more than 3,600 institutional catalogs, enabling users to, as the site puts it, “find serial titles, newspapers, databases, yearbooks etc., in short, everything that was and is being published periodically in printed or electronic form and that is available in German and Austrian institutions.” At present, ZDB claims to contain records for over 68,000 newspapers. When available, ZDB connects users to digital content and keeps track of those papers which have planned digitization projects. It is not itself a digitization project, but rather a list of resources.

**International Coalition on Newspapers** (ICON): Organized by country, the ICON site at the Center for Research Libraries (CRL) links users to prominent digitization projects. It should be noted that not all listed content is publicly accessible. The site includes, for instance, commercial projects accessible via proprietary databases.

**Wikipedia**: This crowd-sourced online encyclopedia, maintained by the nonprofit Wikimedia Foundation in the US, can provide a useful entry point for specific regions, languages, communities, and more, since it has crowd-sourced lists and resources that are often not found elsewhere. If a researcher is trying to find the titles of all newspapers that existed in a particular region or community, rather than trying to find only those newspapers which survived in print or digital format, sources like Wikipedia might provide useful information unavailable elsewhere.

**Lists Compiled by US Libraries**

The European Studies Section (ESS) of ACRL has created the webpage [Indexes and Guides to Western European Periodicals](http://Indexes and Guides to Western European Periodicals), which has 12 sections noting prominent directories to periodical literature for western Europe. Similar sites can be found for Eastern European countries. Both the LC's [Russian Newspapers in the Library of Congress](http://Russian Newspapers in the Library of Congress) and Indiana University's [Russian Serials](http://Russian Serials) guide, for instance, include listings for print periodical...
indexes and bibliographies, and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign maintains Periodical Resources for the Countries of the Former Yugoslavia. These pages, and the many others like them, are useful not only for immediate reference but also for building up a key vocabulary in the target language to aid an expanded search.

Print Bibliographies

When addressing the question of which newspapers were published at a specific time and place, older, analog resources will often prove the most informative. In the pre-digital age, bibliography was almost an artform. Some prodigious practitioners, for instance, devoted their careers—their lifetimes—to producing exhaustive indexes of a country's publishing output. Today, librarians recognize any such reference work as a gold mine.

Print bibliographies can vary in focus and scope. While there are multi-volume tomes that endeavor to cover great swathes of time and geography, often more useful are works which focus on a specific period, locale, or subject matter. Catálogo de prensa almeriense, 1823–1939, for instance, records only the newspapers of the city of Almeria in southwest Spain; Presa Gulaga: 1918–1955 lists the periodical presses that emerged from Soviet forced labor camps (gulags); and A Bibliography of Chinese Newspapers and Periodicals in European Libraries (2011) surveys European collections in the 1970s. As the publisher's description states:

This bibliography has no real predecessor, and it reveals for the first time the extraordinary riches of European Libraries. Few individual libraries in Europe can rival the great collections of America and Japan. The bibliography shows, however, that European libraries do have very large holdings of materials, including many items that are unique. Readers should find the details of holdings in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe particularly impressive. The United Kingdom and France are both shown to have predictably large and widely varying collections. Few people, however, are aware that in Rome there are twenty libraries with sinological material. (University of London. 2011, viii).

This is the power of such specialized reference works—sometimes the lifetime accomplishment of a scholar or team of researchers—and you will be hard-pressed to find a digital equivalent for this type of detailed comprehensive survey. Be aware that such print works can be variously categorized as catalogs, bibliographies, directories, or indices, so a search for them in WorldCat (via FirstSearch), for instance, should try all the different terms.

Depending on the region, the availability of centralized indexing resources can vary greatly. Russia, for instance, has demonstrated tremendous foresight in putting such resources online. One remarkable example is feb-web.ru, the Fundamental'naia elektronnaia biblioteka (Fundamental Electronic Library). The Periodika section of the site features full digitizations of the seminal indexes for pre-Soviet periodicals, including Lisovskii’s indispensable Bibliografiia russkoi periodicheskoi pechati, 1703–1900 gg (1915), which is also available in HathiTrust and elsewhere.

When searching for bibliographies in WorldCat (via FirstSearch), knowledge of the target language will, as ever, be crucial. For instance, if you are looking for newspapers published in the Soviet Union, it can be very useful to know that in Russian such a directory can be described by a number of terms such as библиография (bibliographia), справочник (spravochnik), указатель (ukazatel’), and летопись (letopis’). Including those terms in a WorldCat search can help lead you more quickly to an item like Gazety SSSR 1917–1960: bibliograficheskii spravochnik (Newspapers of the USSR 1917–1960: A Bibliographic Directory), published 1970–1984. This valuable five-volume catalog is organized geographically and includes information such as where, how often, and over what period of time a given newspaper was published. After identifying relevant titles, search WorldCat for existing institutional holdings and use Google or other search engines to see whether the newspapers have been digitized.
Subscription Resources

PressReader, Factiva, Nexis Uni, and Global Newsstream: Proprietary databases such as these aggregate large numbers of newspaper and magazine titles. All four feature content from important European periodicals, many of which are otherwise only accessible via individual subscription. Functionality and features vary. PressReader, for instance, works like a digital newsstand, allowing users to browse more than 6,000 newspaper and magazine titles and select individual issues, which they can then interact with much like a print copy. Factiva, NexisUni, and Global Newsstream, by contrast, function like more conventional databases, enabling users to conduct topical searches across large numbers of full-text newspaper titles as well as other media sources. With each of these sources, archives are another point of consideration. Some newspaper titles on Factiva, NexisUni, and Global Newsstream are archived many years back, while archives for other titles are shallower. PressReader retains content for only 90 days. All told, these databases will be of limited utility to researchers looking for “historical” newspapers more than a couple decades old.

Ulrichsweb Global Serials Directory: This proprietary service provides bibliographic and publication information on more than 300,000 periodicals of all types, including international newspapers. Although intended primarily for librarians responsible for purchasing serials, Ulrichsweb can prove very useful to researchers as well. In addition to crucial pieces of information such as when a given periodical began publication, its frequency (period) of publication, and whether it is still active, Ulrichsweb indicates which services index the periodical and feature content abstracts, as well as those which host full-text content. For some periodicals, the database has this information dating back hundreds of years, and its search functionalities allow users to cast a wide net to capture multiple titles within a given language, geographical area, and time period. In short, Ulrichsweb serves that important purpose of helping discover what was circulating at a given time and place and, when possible, indicating where one might access identified titles.

Search Engines

Widely-available search tools such as Google can prove incredibly powerful in the face of this quandary of what now exists (that is, the newspapers that are currently available in library holdings and archives) and what should exist (that is, the total number of newspapers that circulated at a given time and place). A simple Google search for “German newspapers World War 2,” for instance, will retrieve resources like EuroDocs (mentioned below), but it will also pull up other sites—library research guides, encyclopedia entries, the sites of other educational or cultural heritage institutions—with compiled lists. Crucially, Google can quickly connect users to content created in the region or language, not only to English-language resources.

Google’s great virtue—its immense scope—can, however, also create a significant challenge, namely a hyperabundance of information. When appropriate, target the search by utilizing alternative search engines. While Google also claims a near monopoly on the browser market in Europe, other search engines’ retrieval algorithms may hierarchize results in different ways, revealing fresh content (StatCounter 2022). Certain countries may have preferred domestic search engines, too, which can have important advantages. In Russia, for instance, the majority of searches occur through Yandex.ru (Яндекс). What’s more, Yandex is designed to account for the dynamism of Russian grammatical forms. Russian, like related Slavic languages, is case-based, so a word’s spelling often changes according to its grammatical function in a given clause. Based in the US and developed for the English language, Google is less well-equipped to capture such iterations in form that are the hallmark of other languages, so Yandex can simultaneously conduct more broad and more precise searches.
European National Libraries and European-Based Digitization Projects

A national library's very purpose is to comprehensively collect the country's historical and ongoing publication output, so national library catalogs in Europe should be among the first resources consulted, especially if searching for a broad picture of which newspapers were circulating at a given time. The same sites may be excellent places to view digital copies of historical newspapers, thanks to the tremendous investment of time and effort on the part of national libraries and research institutions, as well as European-wide funders, to preserve these fragile materials for future researchers. Resources funded and carried out by national libraries may or may not be intended for English-language users from outside the country. Many online collections are best used in the language of their country of origin, as they will have additional features, updates, news, etc.

Individual initiatives are numerous, and their quantity will vary country to country. It may surprise some that Russia, for instance, is in many ways at the vanguard of creating open access digital collections. Many Russian regional libraries and research institutions are digitizing and making available excellent collections of historical newspapers. Researchers studying Poland, too, benefit from that country's strong open access initiatives. For example, see the Digitized Polish Historic Newspapers and Serials list compiled by the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign Library.

While many sites, especially those from larger institutions in Western Europe, offer English interfaces, some do not. The ANNO (short for AustriaN Newspaper Online) platform describes itself as the “virtual reading room” of the Austrian National Library and currently offers over 1,500 titles and 27 million pages of newspapers and magazines, primarily from German-speaking regions such as Austria, Germany, Hungary, and Switzerland; the search interface is configured for German-language users. Similarly, while many Russian state libraries have English interfaces, others do not. For instance, the country's State Public Historical Library (Gosudarstvennaia publishnaia istoricheskaia biblioteka), whose e-library hosts an impressive collection of historical newspapers, is only navigable in Russian. The user will thus benefit not only from Russian reading comprehension but also facility with a Cyrillic keyboard.

Language is not the only barrier you might encounter when consulting these kinds of collections. Long-term sustainability is a concern, especially since project websites are not always maintained after the project ends. In other words, don’t be surprised by dead links. And some national libraries, such as those of Greece and Slovenia, have digitized many of their newspaper collections but restrict everything within copyright to in-person access at their physical reading rooms. The National Library of Prague currently makes its digitized newspaper collections available only to citizens of the Czech Republic, or to users accessing them from within the nation's (perhaps also EU) domains.

Europeana: This European Union-funded resource aims to provide online access to cultural heritage across Europe. Its collection of digital newspapers is taken from microfilm, rather than digitized from the original print materials, and as of December 2021 their holdings contained nearly 1 million full-text newspaper issues from 20 European countries.

Consortial Projects and Historical Initiatives Based in North America

The Center for Research Libraries (CRL) has been the major consortial source for foreign newspapers for North American research libraries since 1949. Since its inception, it has developed a number of region-specific projects.

Foreign Newspaper Microfilm Project (FNMP): This CRL initiative officially began in 1956 but had roots in other cooperative filming programs. Together with the Association of Research Libraries (ARL), Harvard, the Library of Congress, and the University of Chicago, FNMP microfilmed as many as 146 foreign newspaper titles and funded its work, in part, by charging subscription fees and selling copies of resulting microfilm to institutions that wished to have a copy of the material at their own library.
**Slavic and East European Materials Project** (SEEMP): This is one of the distinct, regionally specific microfilming initiatives at CRL. Founded in 1995, SEEMP followed the model of the five other projects which existed at that time. Member libraries contribute annually to the SEEMP fund, and SEEMP members choose specific projects (newspapers, journals, or other formats) for preservation. SEEMP prioritizes scarce and underrepresented titles that are available for reformatting, and focuses on the region that includes Eastern and Central Europe, Russia, the Transcaucasian countries, and the Central Asian countries that were formerly part of the Soviet Union.

To illustrate the kind of contributions that initiatives like SEEMP can make to the historical newspaper landscape, take the example of a recent multi-year project to microfilm newspapers from the South Slavic region. The project preserves materials supplied by the University of Michigan, which systematically collected newspapers from the former Yugoslavia, especially during that region's war years (1991–2001). In rough numbers, the project will microfilm complete or substantial runs of 55 newspaper titles, totaling over 250,000 pages of newprint. CRL member libraries will have interlibrary loan access to the film.

While FNMP and CRL's other **Global Resources Programs**, like SEEMP, remain among the most significant efforts to systematically preserve historical newspapers, they have important limitations. For one, neither FNMP nor SEEMP were intended to be comprehensive holdings of all newspapers published in a particular region. Instead, such initiatives can centralize and expand access to substantial collections of especially important and otherwise hard to find historical newspapers. The “Newspapers” filter of CRL's online catalog can therefore be a useful place to initiate a search. It is also worth noting that member libraries of CRL can request microfilm via interlibrary loan. This service is also available to non-member libraries for a fee.

Next, there are disadvantages to the media that FNMP and SEEMP produce. Both initiatives began in response to requests from member libraries at a time when microform was the optimal format available for preserving newprint. With the advent of digital methods, however, microfilm has in some ways fallen out of favor. While it remains a viable format for preserving newspapers because it is durable and has a long shelf life, microfilm lacks the ease of access and dynamic search functionalities which make digital objects so user-friendly. It is worth noting, too, that younger generations of researchers, so accustomed to having content available on their personal computers, are often unfamiliar with how to use microfilm, if they are aware of it as a resource at all.

**Global Press Archive** (GPA): This large digitization effort was realized as a joint enterprise between CRL and commercial vendor and publisher East View. At the time of writing this chapter, CRL looks to be turning more rapidly away from film and toward digitization. GPA typifies this trend, and it demonstrates a project model that bridges the nonprofit and for-profit sectors. In this partnership, East View provides the scanning technology and the content hosting platform, while CRL, drawing also on the holdings of Stanford Libraries and the Hoover Institution Library & Archives, supplies the materials. Phase 1 of the project, completed in 2021, has already digitized more than 500,000 issues of over 1,500 publications, totaling some 5 million pages. The content is organized into different collections, some of which are available open access (OA) and others only via subscription fees. **Imperial Russian Newspapers** is one such OA collection. It alone offers over 300,000 pages of content from 25 pre-1917 newspapers.

CRL appears, moreover, to be in the midst of an organizational overhaul, and there are signs suggesting that they will likewise be shifting initiatives like SEEMP away from microfilm to focus on digitization. One example of this shift is the German-North American Resources Partnership (GNARP), another Global Resources program, which is in the process of digitizing a set of public domain German-language newspapers. This transition to digitization is not a simple one; it will not only require funding, but also the acquisition of new technologies along with the hardware and know-how to utilize them and serve member institutions' needs.

**Library of Congress** (LC): Another major player in the 20th-century newspaper discussion was (and remains) the Library of Congress, the unofficial national library of the United States. With a network of offices around the world, LC operates a Cooperative Acquisitions Program (CAP) in which academic research libraries pay LC to acquire print materials, in a variety of formats, which the libraries could not otherwise obtain through their regular vendors, and these materials are then distributed to the paying libraries. LC would microfilm
newspapers and make them available to academic libraries through interlibrary loan or purchase. Once countries started to emerge from the Eastern bloc and joined international copyright agreements, however, LC could no longer sell the microfilm of many of these newspapers and periodicals.

Naturally, the LC’s collections of historical newspapers are strongest in American publications, but it also offers hundreds of titles and many thousands of items from European and former Soviet states. LC is increasingly digitizing and making its content available online as well.

**EuroDocs**: This is perhaps one of the most useful resources for North American researchers seeking online open-access historical newspapers, especially from Western European countries.

The volume and variety of content to which EuroDocs connects users is impressive, and the feat is all the more admirable because EuroDocs, unlike the initiatives above, is a very local operation. The site was started by Richard Hacken, formerly the European Studies and Linguistics Librarian at Brigham Young University (BYU), who gathered, described, and provided direct links to useful content he encountered. EuroDocs continues to grow and be updated by BYU library staff. The site does have some notable drawbacks concerning newspapers. Its main focus, for instance, is primary source documents more generally, not newspapers. Additionally, while the site and its pages are clearly organized by region and chronology, the site is quite austere, featuring only minimal search functionality. Users must thus do a lot of browsing and make liberal use of the Search or Control + F function. There are a few exceptions to this general rule: for example, EuroDocs features specific pages dedicated to historical newspapers and journals for countries such as Germany, France, Italy, and Switzerland. For those researching Slavic, East European, and Eurasian countries, EuroDocs has some valuable, if less expansive, content.

**Guide to Open Access Historical News Sources from Slavic, East European and Eurasian Countries**: The East Coast Consortium of Slavic Library Collections (which consists of a dozen major libraries, including LC, NY Public, and many of the Ivies) maintains this guide with dedicated pages listing OA digital archives of historical newspapers for each of 29 countries making up the large and diverse region.

The **World Newspaper Archive** (currently in development) is a promising resource for bridging the gap between the nonprofit and for-profit space, since it is a partnership between CRL and commercial vendor/publisher Readex/Newsbank.

---

**The Value of Publishers and Vendors**

Researchers sometimes ask why libraries need to work with commercial publishers and vendors; there are many answers to this question. Commercial vendors have more agility than research libraries and can benefit by being smaller and more flexible and by working in a more specific market. They also represent publishers, who by-and-large produce the content. Newspaper publishers are struggling now with COVID (as of this writing), on top of decades of challenges such as converting from print to digital. Commercial vendors can handle challenges like international rights negotiations, royalties, distribution, and other issues that neither the publisher nor the end purchaser (the library) are set up to handle. Similarly, creating digital files is just one part of the problem, while hosting them is another issue entirely—a very expensive and technically demanding one. Many prominent commercial vendors have platforms on which to host their proprietary content, and so have an existing infrastructure in place that can be expanded and modified.

One service model on which commercial vendors work looks like this: A research library (or a group of libraries) approaches the vendor with a unique collection of materials they would like to see digitized. The vendor covers the costs of shipping and digitizing the materials, and of creating the digital archive. Once the digital archive is active, the library that supplied the materials receives free access to the digital archive, while the vendor makes up for expenses and funds site maintenance by collecting subscription fees from other institutions.

**East View**: The most significant source of digitized historical newspapers in the world of Slavic, East European,
and Eurasian librarianship, East View is responsible for a few invaluable collections—including, for example, digitized complete runs of two of the Soviet Union’s most important newspapers, Pravda (Truth) and Izvestiia (News). For each paper, this amounts to nearly 100 years of coverage captured across tens of thousands of issues. The same collections, it must be noted, also demonstrate the main caveat of commercial digitization ventures, namely cost. These collections’ significance comes with a substantial price tag, which can make subscription prohibitive for some institutions.

Major vendors in the field of European newspapers include East View, Gale, and ProQuest. Since digital newspaper collections and digitization partnerships are increasingly in demand by researchers and scholars, we can expect to see more collaborations between publishers, vendors, and libraries to develop these resources and to make more newspapers available to those who can afford to pay the subscription fees.

**Conclusion: the Future of European Newspapers**

A central theme of this chapter has been the scattered nature of European historical newspaper holdings—scattered not just geographically, among countless institutions, but also across formats, from original print to microfilm to digital surrogates—and the lack of any tool which can systematically identify them, or any catalog in which they are systematically recorded. There is growing interest in crowd-sourced resources that might address these issues, allowing researchers and users to add their own data to combined databases or central research guides. However, there are many unresolved questions such as how and by whom such listings would be funded, maintained, and preserved.

One vital consideration to all projects and initiatives is this basic question: how will these newspapers be used? Feedback is needed from the primary users of these newspaper archives and collections to determine what to prioritize. Text mining is currently under much discussion among publishers and vendors, since it allows researchers to use huge amounts of data, but access to these collections is often expensive. And other essential features of newspapers may be neglected in the rush to digitize. For many researchers, for instance, the visual aspect is key, highlighting the importance of the physical aspect of these newspapers. Digital image analysis can be used in searching for photographs or images in an online setting, but the value of the visual moves beyond this. Sometimes, when a digital copy exists, researchers are no longer allowed to see the physical item, and digitized materials or microfilm do not provide the same experience of working with the item and seeing its size, the quality of the paper, where a fold is placed, and which aspects are centralized and which hidden. Advertisements and inserts are often excluded from digitization and article databases, but they contain valuable information as well, depicting aspects of life and culture—habits, values, fads—that don’t necessarily have a place in the news itself but that are of course incorporated into it. Advertisements are also crucial to bankrolling a newspaper’s production, allowing it to be printed with the frequency and distribution which is the medium’s essence.

This chapter only scratches the surface of this topic, especially since the situation regarding newspaper access and preservation is rapidly changing. Readers are advised to consult chapters in Section 1 of this Handbook for information on newspaper collections and resources specific to a region of Europe and Eurasia.

As always, the most valuable resource will be your colleagues and counterparts at other academic libraries and research institutions, so please be active in joining mailing lists and professional organizations, and in sharing your questions and expertise with others in your field. Useful professional organizations for European studies include but are not limited to:

- Association for Slavic, East European, and Eurasian Studies (ASEEES), in particular its Committee on Libraries and Information Resources (CLIR)
- European Studies Section (ESS), a section of the Association of Research & College Libraries
It should also be noted that some of CRL's Global Resources Programs, such as the German-North American Resources Partnership (GNARP) and the Collaborative Initiative for French Language Collections (CIFNAL), offer personal memberships for librarians at libraries which are not institutional members. In addition, there are other professional organizations that might be relevant, such as ALA's CORE division's Newspaper Interest Group, the American Historical Association (AHA), the Modern Language Association (MLA), the Music Library Association (also MLA), and so on. Ask your colleagues which professional organizations and groups they find most useful!

Collaboration across institutions, national borders, subject areas, and languages is key to supporting research, as is learning from and listening to your users about how and why they are interested in using newspapers.

Key Takeaways

- Newspapers are a valuable but fragile resource for researchers, holding information unavailable elsewhere.
- There are numerous projects and initiatives to identify and access foreign-language newspapers, both print and online; the challenge is to discover what existed and where it might be accessible.
- Print bibliographies offer a wealth of information that users might not be aware of, since most are not available online.
- Ultimately, the best resource for identifying and discovering newspapers might be your colleagues. There is simply too much information to have in one place, so draw from the collective knowledge of those in your field.
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Focusing on Western Europe, this chapter introduces resources for finding and using European official statistics. It highlights major sources and notes challenges with and confusion about some key resources, and unpacks the developing European data ecosystem, identifying major data archives, products, services, patterns, and trends.
About Europe and the European Union

European official statistics and the European data system are uniquely complex. Europe's governmental membership and transnational governance institutions overlap, encompassing varied groups of European organizations, European countries, regions, and the “European neighborhood” (countries and regions that border the European Union). Although the European Union (EU) is the largest of these institutions; “Europe” and “the European Union” are not synonymous. Both EU sources and popular sources often muddle this significant distinction, referring to “Europe” when meaning the more limited EU. European institutions distinct from but sometimes confused with the EU include the Council of Europe and the European Free Trade Association (EFTA).

Ever since the foundation of the three original European Communities in the aftermath of World War II, the EU and its precursors have been advanced intentionally. The European Coal and Steel Community (ECSC), the European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom), and the European Economic Community (EEC) became the European Communities, then the European Community, and then in 1992 the European Union, while membership expanded to include most of the countries in continental Europe along with Great Britain and Ireland. Historically dynamic, with policy areas, institutional complexity, and deeper integration developing over time, in breadth of scope and economic and political significance the EU is unique among international institutions. Brexit and other recent incidents demonstrate that the institution is still dynamic and changing. For more details, see the History of the EU.

Most European countries belong to the European Union; exceptions are Great Britain, Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, Switzerland, and, in Eastern Europe and the Mediterranean region, Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia, Montenegro, Serbia, and Turkey. European Free Trade Association (EFTA) members include Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, and Switzerland. The European Union possesses characteristics of both an international organization and a supranational organization: that is, depending on the policy area, an organization whose members have retained authority in certain areas yet delegated upwards some authority to EU institutions in others. We see these characteristics playing out in the data ecosystem of Europe.

Getting Started/Essential Tools

Starting a search for social science data requires the same tactics used in general reference. First, looking at popular and scholarly literature is key for understanding the scope and major players of a particular subject. The popular literature will help users understand which agencies are involved in a topic; if a patron is researching voting patterns, for instance, articles in major newspapers will mention election data sources. And the scholarly literature will often cite sources of data used in the analyses; a study looking at public opinion about trust in the media in multiple EU countries might cite the European Social Survey. The literature is always a good starting point before looking for data.

Next, there are several concise European guides to understanding and communicating about data and statistics that are useful references for non-specialist librarians. They introduce key topics for communicating with users, and are especially useful for librarians with less background in social sciences than humanities. One set of communication guides is Making Data Meaningful, produced by the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) to help the staff of statistical organizations enliven statistics for non-statisticians. These four clear and practical guides cover presenting statistics, writing about statistics, improving statistical literacy, and presenting statistics to the media. All guides are freely accessible and kept up-to-date.

Many libraries already have access to databases that provide key European data. World Bank Open Data data products and OECD iLibrary's Statistics (both open access), for example, have many publications and data series
that include European countries. Subscription sources like Statista, for market data, or Economist Intelligence Unit are also great starting points if your library has access. And general guides to data reference may touch on European data. The Reference Guide to Data Sources (2014) by Julia Bauder, is an excellent introduction to major online international statistics sources that are freely available.

Finally, specialized resources can help those working with data communities in various countries. An essential tool for translating data and research terminology across countries is the European Language Social Science Thesaurus (ELSST), a broad-based, multilingual, multi-featured thesaurus for the social sciences maintained by the Consortium of European Social Science Data Archives (CESSDA) and providing preferred terms, definitions of terms, scope notes, and translations into other languages. For the entry on Absenteeism (Work), for instance, it suggests translations such as Absentismus in Czech and Fravær in Danish. It is available in 14 languages and updated annually.

Historical Statistics

Accessing historical statistics and data is always challenging for researchers in any country. The library is a key starting point for discovering compendia of statistics, such as International Historical Statistics: Europe, 1750–2005 (2007), by B.R. Mitchell, or Statistics Sources (2010–), updated continuously by the Gale Group. Data citations help users track down original sources and the data producers. Such compendia are a great starting point for most research questions as they give users an overview of who is collecting data within a country or at the international level.

In addition to general reference guides to historical statistics, remember to look for guides to national statistics and to data on themes or topics broader in geographic scope than Europe, which may suggest useful sources. While full coverage of national statistics from each of Europe’s 20-plus countries is beyond the scope of this chapter, several examples are introduced in the next section and are reminders of the variance of national data sources.

When searching for historical statistics, it is useful to remember the research principle of going to the source instead of stopping with the first search results. Mass digitization projects, such as HathiTrust and Internet Archive, provide access to early historical statistical publications, such as those mentioned above. Often, however, the same data might be available not only in the original or digitized print, but in a national data repository or other data source. Data in a data repository will likely be in spreadsheets or datasets that can be downloaded and manipulated, making it a more useful format than images of print. The best source, then, might be the data repository created long after the historical data was captured and printed, or a commercial aggregator, depending on your institution’s subscriptions. The same principle applies to vendors such as Statista and Data Planet (subscription resources) that aggregate data sources. In the end, always remember to look at the source of the data!

National Statistical Institutes

For current data, navigating the European system requires understanding the structure of organizations in the region. Unlike the United States, with its federal statistical system dispersed over multiple agencies, European countries have central organizations called National Statistical Institutes (NSIs). Eurostat maintains an extensive List of National Statistical Institutes and other national authorities arranged by country. Because Eurostat statistics are derived from information collected by NSIs or local authorities, national- or subnational-level
statistics may need to be sourced directly from the NSI or from a more local source if they have not been brought into harmony on Eurostat or if detail has been lost in the harmonization process.

NSIs are devoted to the creation and dissemination of national-level statistics covering a wide range of issue areas, from agricultural production to macroeconomic figures to demographic data. While European NSI websites offer English-language versions, the English version may translate only partial content and may not provide an exact translation of the full website in the national language. For example, the English version may highlight information thought to be of interest to an English-speaking business or tourist audience. Because academic researchers are unlikely to be the target audience for the English-language selection, they may need to use the national language site, assisted by a thesaurus or translation tools, to hunt for needed statistics. Finally, know that the NSIs have assumed varied roles in digitizing, publishing, and archiving historical statistics. Digitized historical statistics may be curated by the NSI, the national library, or a national data repository; no common pattern can be assumed.

The following information about selected European NSIs is intended to suggest the variety in national infrastructures and inspire searchers to be persistent and ingenious. In general, statistics and data sets from European statistical agencies are available open access.

**France**: INSEE (Institut national de la statistique et des études économiques; National Institute of Statistics and Economic Studies) provides statistics in French and English for the current year and the past decade. The INSEE website explains French official statistics in English as well as French, and lists other French agencies producing official statistics. French historical statistics are available in French from the [Bibliothèque numérique de la statistique publique](https://www.insee.fr/fr/documentation) (Digital Library of Official Statistics).

**Italy**: Istat (Istituto Nazionale de Statistica; National Institute of Statistics) includes databases, datasets, and analytic tools with interfaces in Italian and English. Some earlier statistics may be found in the [Istat Historical Archive](https://www.istat.it/cache/istat/historical/), established in 2001 and still growing. Since 2007 it has been open to researchers by reservation for onsite use in Rome of select digitized historical documents.

**Norway**: Statistisk sentralbyrå/Statistics Norway maintains [StatBank Norway](https://www.ssb.no), a database of detailed tables with time series for a variety of topics. Statistics Norway has digitized all statistical publications from 1828 to 1999; they are available at [Historical Statistics](https://www.ssb.no/en/historical-data), Publications from 2000 to the present can be found in the [Publication Archive](https://www.ssb.no/en/publications), which is transitioning to a new content system that is clearly linked from the old archive. Some Norwegian statistics as well as those from Åland, Denmark, the Faroe Islands, Finland, Greenland, Iceland, and Sweden can also be found in the [Nordic Statistics Database](https://www.nordic-statistics.com), a separate project funded since the 1960s by the [Nordic Council of Ministers](https://www.norden.org).

**Spain**: Instituto Nacional de Estadística (INE; National Statistics Institute) is the overarching governmental office responsible for statistics; it includes four other government agencies and a separate statistics system and institute for each of Spain's Autonomous Communities. Idescat, for example, (Estadistica Oficial de Catalunya; Statistical Institute of Catalonia) collects official statistics for Catalonia.

**Switzerland**: Das Bundesamt für Statistik/L’Office fédéral de la statistique/L’Ufficio federale di statistica/L’Uffizi federal da statistica (Federal Statistical Office). The Swiss statistical system is highly decentralized but meticulously coordinated and documented. This website is easy to navigate in English, with full current and historical content available in French and German and partial content in English, Italian, and Romansch. A [Historical Data Catalog](https://www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/de/home/geschichte-historie/catalogue-donnees-historiques.html) “also contains an entire series of publications scanned from historical publications from the previous [i.e., 19th] century.”

### European Union Statistics and Data

For Europe as a region, [Eurostat](https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat), the centralized statistical agency of the European Union (EU), is the major source for statistics and has the most complete coverage for EU members. Structurally, Eurostat is one of
the departments, or Directorates General, reporting to the European Commission (the executive branch of the EU). Eurostat does not collect statistics directly but instead compiles statistics collected by EU member states and some other countries, and produces data in multiple areas for EU policy development. The European Statistical System (ESS), a partnership between Eurostat, EU member countries’ national statistical institutes (NSIs), and members of the European Free Trade Association (EFTA), works with Eurostat and with member states’ statistical agencies to develop comparable statistics at the EU level. European countries that are EU members, and some that are not, report their data to Eurostat through the ESS, which also coordinates with Great Britain and with sources such as the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), the UN, the International Monetary Fund (IMF), and the World Bank.

As noted earlier, EU statistics and data services are purpose-driven, energized by the post-war project designed to invent and establish a supranational entity binding European countries together in an intentionally “ever closer union” in order to avert war and ensure peace. Eurostat’s analytical processes harmonize categories of national statistics so comparisons can be made between EU member countries and regions, helping facilitate policy developments and fund allocations that contribute to this ever stronger union. A good discussion of the complexity and pitfalls of harmonization can be found in the Cross-cultural Survey Guidelines maintained by the Survey Research Center International Unit at the University of Michigan. Eurostat also works with the ESS to support the work of member countries’ data gathering and processing to conform to Eurostat standards.

The following characteristics thus need to be considered when using data from the European Union:

- Intentionality: the purpose or official audience for the data.
- Dynamic policy scope: the topics are covered for data collection and why certain topics are not included.
- Dynamic institutions: European Central Bank (ECB), European Court of Justice (ECJ).
- Dynamic membership: EU membership at a particular time, as it has expanded (and contracted), and relationships with candidate countries and other non-EU members.

Eurostat’s Statistics Explained: Your guide to European [i.e. EU] statistics offers an excellent introduction to EU statistics and links to the most-visited EU statistics sites. An entry-level portal, it is useful for approaching statistics on particular topics, such as the environment or housing, provides data in a more accessible way, and offers tutorials. Eurostat’s Access to Microdata explains that microdata may be available from Eurostat for research purposes, on application.

In addition to Eurostat, the European Commission supports an official data service portal, Data Europa EU. Launched in 2021 and merging the EU Open Data Portal and the European Data Portal, Data Europa EU aims to provide free-access links to all data produced in the public sector by member states as well as the EU, and to encourage its re-use. The catalog pulls from Open Data Portals and GeoData Portals in most (but not all) EU countries, and has both the benefits and challenges of an open data portal. Records sourced from 50 smaller data catalogs are grouped by major EU policy categories, linking to more than 1.3 million records without being nearly comprehensive. As with most open data portals, including the US’s data.gov, it is in the early stages of development and aggregates a variety of data in many formats, but not comprehensively or uniformly. It is managed by the Publications Office.

In addition to these EU sources, other sources of comparable statistics for groups of European countries include the Nordic Statistics Database, supported by the Nordic Council of Ministers since the 1960s, and CISSTAT CISSTAT/Статкомитет СНГ, the statistics database of the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), a regional intergovernmental organization founded in 1991 whose members are countries formerly part of the Soviet Union.
European Censuses

A census is the count of a population of a country, administrative unit, or particular sector (such as agriculture or housing). Familiar examples include the U.S. Decennial Census of Population and Housing, a population count recording some basic demographic characteristics and the housing stock, and the U.S. Economic Census, which measures the business sector and the economy. Census data are official statistics—statistics collected and disseminated by a national or local government authority. Around the world, national census collection methods vary.

As in the US, European countries conduct censuses, and most population counts are undertaken at least every ten years. Some countries, such as France and Denmark, carry out population censuses every year, and France's rolling census is published every five years. Recent census dates for European countries can be found in the table [Census Dates for All Countries], compiled by the UN World Population and Housing Census Program. The censuses of EU members must meet standards determined by EU legislation that mandate the type of data and metadata to be created to facilitate transnational comparisons.

Census questions in any country are impacted by national concerns at the time of creation, meaning that questions vary across years and countries. In addition, some variables available in US Census data will not be available in individual European countries. Race, for example, is recognized as a demographic category in only one European country, the Republic of Ireland. [IPUMS International] (open access) is a good tool for browsing the census questions for many European countries across multiple years. As all of the source documents are translated into English, it is a helpful tool for users who have language barriers.

Most recent censuses for European countries can be found on CensusHub, created by the ESS to provide a portal where data structured in similar ways could facilitate better comparisons between member countries’ data points. Other census dissemination channels include the Eurostat database and the [Geographical Information System of the [European] Commission] (GISCO). Eurostat includes some older data (from 1990/91, 2001, and 2011), all available at the national level; data on some internal regions are also available. GISCO maintains a geographic information database and offers visualizations that enliven discussions of regional geospatial variation.

The 2021 Censuses will be released on Census Hub starting in December 2022. National census collection methods vary, but most countries will provide information sourced from administrative data supplemented by surveys. EU members are required to collect certain data to facilitate transnational comparisons and may collect additional data that is not reported out.

Finally, historical census microdata sets are available from [IPUMS International]. As with all IPUMS data, the datasets are coded and harmonized across time and countries to facilitate comparisons. Because the data are microdata—data about individuals and households—they are not available in aggregate tabular format; users need statistical software to create tables or analyze the data.

European Research Data

Research data is the data collected by researchers for the purpose of furthering specific scholarly agendas. This category is somewhat artificial, as official statistics are often used or combined with other data for scholarly purposes. However, research data has become an accepted term for data created through scholarly and scientific process to support research findings.

Research data can take a range of forms and include all of the objects produced in the process of conducting research. Although a dataset might be the first thing to come to mind, it cannot be understood without its related documentation, such as codebooks, survey instruments, or code. The official statistical institutes gather
documentation as well as data, but as most of their data are reported in aggregate form (through tables with percentages and sums), most users do not interface with the documentation unless they are conducting research that requires access to microdata.

Research data are typically not reported out in aggregate form except as part of the scholarly record through journal articles or other publications. Researchers may choose or be required to deposit research data in a data repository. The Registry of Research Data Repositories (not limited to Europe) is a useful finding tool with a compelling visual browse system.

Similar to the official statistics system, social science research data tends to be archived within designated data archives. In Europe, this coordinated system of archives is governed by a European Commission-based European Research Infrastructure Consortium (ERIC). The ERIC legal framework entered into force on August 28, 2009, and facilitates the establishment of legally-recognized entities that support key research endeavors of interest to the EU. There are 14 such entities as of 2021; for example, the main social science surveys in ERIC are SHARE ERIC (Survey of Health, Aging, and Retirement in Europe) and the European Social Survey (ESS). Other examples familiar to librarians are CLARIN ERIC (EU language research infrastructure) and DARIAH ERIC (digital humanities and arts research).

CESSDA, the Consortium of European Social Science Data Archives, established in 1976 and hosted in Bergen, Norway, is of particular interest to social science researchers. The organization became an ERIC in 2017, and most European countries are members or partners. CESSDA has worked to provide uniform tools and support for all members. All member archives, for example, are required to adopt requirements set by the CoreTrustSeal, an international, trustworthy repository certification program. CESSDA has also created the CESSDA Data Catalogue, a union catalog of metadata from the member country data catalogs that enhances the discoverability of European research data and provides over 24,000 results in English alone, with several thousand more in other languages. Data-seekers are directed to the member data archive that holds the data, where data access depends on the various policies of individual national archives. Each CESSDA member has a designated national service provider; Germany’s, for example, is CESIS (Gesellschaft Sozialwissenschaftlicher Infrastruktureinrichtungen; German Infrastructure Institute for the Social Sciences), described below. Some countries, such as Spain, have not designated national service providers. The CESSDA Data Catalogue claims to contain records for all of the data sets in its service providers, which cover 20 countries, but discovery is complicated by incomplete translation of metadata into English. The search interface is only in English.

**European National Data Archives**

In this section we introduce three CESSDA partners—major national data archives that are service providers, noting some of the data products they maintain and their relationship with other statistical organizations. Each of the three is a designated national repository, CoreTrustSeal certified, and also curates some specialized transnational data. We highlight these three because they are some of the largest organizations in CESSDA and provide access to data that has wide interest. If you are interested in a particular country, be sure to look at that country’s CESSDA partner for more localized data.

**UK Data Service, United Kingdom**

The UK Data Service (UKDS) is the UK’s national research infrastructure for data curation and access to the largest social science data collection in the UK. Partnered with several key service providers, including its primary partner, the UK Data Archive, UKDS is the main infrastructure supporting data collection, curation, and training in data analysis, and provides access to a wide range of social science data related to both the
UK and international organizations. Major holdings include the UK Censuses and international macrodata from organizations such as the International Energy Agency (IEA), IMF, OECD, the World Bank, and more. In addition, it holds survey series representing all aspects of life in the UK and its constituent nations. A few examples include the National Survey for Wales, the National Youth Social Action Survey, begun in 2014 to measure activism levels among 10–20 year-olds, and the General Lifestyle Survey (formerly the General Household Survey), which ran from 1971–2012.

Non-UK academic users have access to data after registering for a username and password. Some data are only available to UK researchers; this is indicated on the “Access” tab in the data catalog. Restricted-use data is only available through the UK Data Service’s SecureLab, which provides a virtual enclave through the UKDS’s Safe Room; access requires a Secure Access User Agreement between a researcher’s organization and the UKDS, and some data are only available to UK researchers.

GESIS, Germany

GESIS (Gesellschaft Sozialwissenschaftlicher Infrastruktureinrichtungen; German Infrastructure Institute for the Social Sciences), which forms the research infrastructure for the Leibniz Institute for the Social Sciences, is the largest in Germany. Headquartered in Mannheim and Cologne, Germany, it provides a range of services, including survey methodology and planning, data collection, data curation, and preservation support. The GESIS system has made significant contributions to data curation, access, analysis, and comparability for European as well as German data.

GESIS hosts several major European survey programs, including the following, most critical ones:

- **International Social Survey Programme** (ISSP) is a cross-national collaboration running annual surveys on social science topics. Founded in 1984 with four members (Australia, Germany, Great Britain, and the US), it has grown to 42 international members.
- **Comparative Study of Electoral Systems** (CSES) integrates post-election survey data from more than 50 countries around the world.
- The **European Values Study** (EVS) is a comprehensive, large-scale, cross-national, longitudinal study, started in 1981 and repeating every nine years, now in an increasing number of countries. Publications include the *Atlas of European Values: Change and Continuity in Turbulent Times* (Halman, Reeskens, Sieben, and Zundert 2022) (open access), *Atlas of European Values: Trends and Traditions at the Turn of the Century* (Halman, Sieben, Zundert 2012), and the *Social Atlas of Europe* (Ballas, Dorling, and Hennig 2014) Surveys are conducted by Tilburg University; data and documentation are free from GESIS.
- **European Election Studies** (EES) maintains data on voting in European Parliament elections, primarily since 1979.

GESIS hosts the European Union’s Eurobarometer public opinion survey results. These surveys on various topics are commissioned by the European Commission together with the relevant EU Directorate(s) General or the European Parliament. Most results are published and available through the Commission’s Eurobarometer portal; a few are subject to clearly defined embargos. GESIS provides the Eurobarometer Data Service.


Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD), Norway

Norway’s progressive leadership in digitization, data archiving, and open science are noteworthy. In 2022, the Norsk Senter for Forskningsdata/Norwegian Centre for Research Data (NSD), which has archived data on behalf of the Arkivverket (National Archives of Norway) since 2014, merged with two other organizations to form the Norwegian Agency for Shared Services in Education and Research (Sikt). Although not a member of the EU, Norway is the primary host for CESSDA.

NSD is a core member and the host of the European Social Survey (ESS), curating and archiving ESS data. Cross-national and cross-cultural in scope, ESS has gathered data on attitudes, beliefs and behaviors in 40 countries at intervals since 2002. Researchers may request access to data by registering.

Other Significant Sources of European Statistics and Data

Several important sources that fall outside the frameworks described above are noted in this final section. Cross-National Time-Series Data Archive (CNTS), a longitudinal national data series provides ranges of annual data from 1815 to the present for over 200 countries with 196 variables and features domestic conflict event data. Tags added in 2021 to the Anti-Government Demonstrations variable differentiate events related to Black Lives Matter, COVID-19, and gender-based violence. Various access options.

ILOSTAT from the International Labor Organization (ILO) is the leading source of data on labor. There are country profiles and a Catalogue of ILOSTAT Sources. Other European labor data sources include EurWORK (European Observatory of Working Life), a project of the European Foundation for the Improvement of Living and Working Conditions, and a “Labour” tab on OECD Statistics.

Migration Data Portal aims to provide timely, comprehensive access to data and research documentation on transnational and global migration. A project of the International Organization of Migration (IOM), the Data Dashboard launched in 2021 allows geographic and national comparisons. See also the Migration Data Hub.

SHARE (Survey of Health, Aging and Retirement in Europe) is a multidisciplinary, cross-national panel database of microdata on health, socio-economic status, and social and family networks from 28 European countries (and Israel) from 2004. Data are harmonized with the US National Institute on Aging and with national sources. SHARE’s Data Access for research is free, by prior registration.

UN Data links to 32 United Nations databases and various frequently-consulted tables. The UNECE (United Nations Economic Commission for Europe) Statistical Database supports environmental and sustainable development policy and initiatives across the countries of Europe, with data in six areas: economics, forestry, gender, transportation, the Millennium Development Goals, and international migration. World Bank Data Catalog is a project designed to make World Bank data easy to find, download, use, and share.

Conclusion

If you are a librarian who assists or partners with researchers, teaches European studies research skills, or creates or builds collections, you are accustomed to navigating complex research sites, working with unfamiliar languages, and untangling complex inquiries. Your existing skills are an excellent foundation for work with European official statistics and research data and for partnership with data specialists who lack foundation in European studies.
Much European data is available to North American users. Although some archives limit access to researchers or citizens, or require permission, many more are open on application. Some data has been harmonized to be compatible with US survey data. Common translation tools and the European Language Social Science Thesaurus (ELSST) are essential companions. The European data landscape is dynamic; we hope that this chapter is a useful overview and will induce confidence in exploring that landscape in greater depth and detail.

Key Takeaways

- Familiarity with the political and administrative structures of the European Union and the various bodies is essential to navigating data sources.
- While many data sources are available in translation, especially aggregated data sources at the European level, language skills may be necessary depending on the country and the data source.
- As with any data question, examining the literature on a topic and exploring compendia are key time savers for isolating possible sources of data.
- The Consortium of European Social Science Data Archives (CESSDA) has staff available to assist researchers. Contacting the data archive can often save you valuable time and effort.
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International Trends Toward Open Access

In March 2020, the European Commission awarded a contract for the creation of a new, Open Access (OA) publishing platform for scientific articles. The European Commission's Online Manual Funding Tenders Opportunities, a searchable resources website which launched in 2021, continues a continent-wide trend in scholarly publishing: a movement towards open, freely accessible models of online publishing. The portal compiles organizations that have worked towards open solutions or have been awarded Horizon 2020—a research and innovation program for European researchers and organizations, now succeeded by Horizon Europe. One tenet of both Horizon 2020 and Horizon Europe is a mandatory OA policy, which represents the growing trend toward open publishing across Europe, and promises to deliver many more open projects to be funded via partnerships.

The European University Association published a report in December 2021 on the results of the Open Science Survey (Saenen et al. 2021), conducted across 2020 and 2021; the report illustrates the direction and growth of open access in Europe. And the OA2020 initiative “estimates that roughly 85% of new research articles published globally still appear in journals behind paywalls” (“Open Access 2020 Executive Summary” 2020, 1); this does not necessarily exclude hybrid articles.

In addition to Horizon Europe, cOAlition S, a consortium of research institutes across Europe advocating for open publishing practices, launched Plan S in September 2018, with the following mission:

With effect from 2021, all scholarly publications on the results from research funded by public or private grants provided by national, regional and international research councils and funding bodies, must be published in Open Access Journals, on Open Access Platforms, or made immediately available through Open Access Repositories without embargo (Plan S, n.d.).

Supported by Science Europe and the European Commission, Plan S has started to have an impact in the science community.

In February 2023, the Swedish Presidency of the Council of the European Union (EU) stated that research papers should be made freely available under open licenses as a standard for European research (Silver 2023). Citing the high costs of publishing and subscription, lawmakers are noting the growing frustration with traditional publishing, and noting the changing culture around publishing. A draft text published by the same office outlined the imperative of OA research in contributing to high-quality research, and encouraged member states to establish new standards for OA publishing “as soon as possible” (Silver 2023).

By May 2023, the European Commission was calling for more robust OA for research projects funded by state institutions. An “Outcome of Proceedings” document entitled “High-quality, transparent, open, trustworthy and equitable scholarly publishing,” written by the Council of the European Union, did not mince words in terms of the Council’s expectations for a more equitable, accessible model of publishing, insisting “that immediate and unrestricted open access should be the norm in publishing research involving public funds, with transparent pricing commensurate with the publication services and where costs are not covered by individual authors or readers” (Council of the EU 2023, 3). And the drumbeat for open science continues to grow louder across Europe
as more researchers and authors begin to see publication in OA journals and forums as a legitimate way to impact discourse in a given field.

More recently, cOAlition-S published “Towards Responsible Publishing: A proposal from cOAlition S.” (cOAlition S 2023), identifying common problems in the industry—delays in research output, inequitable models for determining what is published, outdated methods for peer review, and more—pointing to a set of models that could be scholar-led, questioning the role of large publishers that depend on embargoes and high fees in order to sustain or defend their profitability.

As more research institutions begin to adopt OA policies, open repositories become useful places to gather materials, explore further citations, and continue to produce open content, which, as a consequence of being open, is made fully available upon acceptance. At the beginning of 2010, 14 research institutions across Germany had OA policies in place; by September 2022, there were 78 such policies. Between 2010 and 2019, OA policies in the United Kingdom grew from 47 to 120. And by 2017, there were 22 Ukrainian institutions with OA policies, compared to three in 2010. Across Europe, such increases have led to a broader acceptance of sources from the Registry of Open Access Repositories Mandatory Archiving Policies (ROARMAP). See the Open Access publishers included in the registry (ROARMAP, n.d.).

In the US, the University of California system forced Elsevier into a more favorable, open deal; see “UC’s Deal with Elsevier: What It Took, What It Means, Why It Matters” (Kell 2021). Additionally, colleges and universities are declining to renew big deals in favor of more efficiently piecing together collections, with an eye towards including more open methods of publishing. With global pressure continuing to mount for publishers to make more publicly funded research available open access, the White House Office of Science and Technology Policy issued a press release in August 2022 titled “OSTP Issues Guidance to Make Federally Funded Research Freely Available Without Delay” (White House 2022), echoing the sentiments of cOAlition-S and Plan-S, though its guidelines are not mandated. While it is not entirely clear what this will mean for the balance of OA publications, it is indicative of the direction in which states and governments are moving as more institutions expect to access publicly funded content in an open capacity.

In August 2020, SPARC Europe launched a two-and-a-half year program to grow infrastructure for Open Educational Resources (OERs), culminating in the European Network of Open Education Librarians. This network currently includes 110 members from 27 countries, and conducts surveys from participating libraries on their involvement in and aspirations in developing OERs across disciplines. See the Handbook chapter “Open Educational Resources in Europe: Current Opportunities and Future Potential” for more information on OERs.

Looking again at the results of the European University Association’s survey results, “A Closer Look at Open Access to research publications in European universities” (Morais, Berghmans, and Gaillard 2022), it becomes clear that the next three to five years may be a pivotal time for the growth of OA publishing in Europe. Of those universities with a specific target for the percentage of articles that would be published open access, 76% set that target between 2021 and 2025 (Morais, Berghmans, and Gaillard 2022, 7).

Big Deal Cancellation

A Focus on the UK

Depending on budget constraints, priorities, and disciplinary needs, planning for implementation of OA programs is different for every institution. Some universities and university librarians have formed consortia as a means of crowdsourcing and sharing resources. In 2021, Jisc (formerly the Joint Information Systems Committee), representing more than 150 universities in the UK, announced a two-year transformational partnership with the National Academy of Sciences in the US. Part of a common, growing trend for many
universities and consortia, this "Read and Publish" partnership allows free access to scholarly content and reduction or removal of article processing charges for consortial authors. Jisc consortia members have full access to Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences articles dating back to 1915, and are able to submit OA articles to the journal without incurring any article processing charges.

Transformative OA agreements like these are becoming more popular as institutions, faculty, and scholars expect to be able to access their content without having to incur fees for reading or publishing open access, and as major institutions are forcing publishers to the table, negotiating large deals that, while they may not be fully open access, provide an experience for university or consortia members that is essentially a modeled, smaller-scale open access.

The Springer Nature Open Access Agreements website continues to announce deals with consortia across several countries, getting ahead of the trend in OA publishing to ensure revenue streams from each large contract, while enabling universities across Western Europe and the US to provide their students and faculty “free” access to content and reduced or removed article processing charges. While Springer has “Transformative agreements” with institutions across Europe, including Finland, Spain, Norway, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom, it maintains “Fully Open Access agreements” (Springer Nature, n.d.) with institutions in Sweden, Germany, and Hungary.

With fully OA agreements, authors at participating institutions can access all Springer content, and submit their scholarship to hybrid or OA Springer journals free of charge. Transformative agreements tend to have more limitations; some stipulate a limit on the total amount of coverage for article processing charges, making some authors responsible for article processing charges after the limit has been met, and some limit the types of articles covered. In the US, the University of California (UC), after going through protracted negotiations, held out for an OA contract with both Elsevier and Springer Nature. As a result, researchers affiliated with the UC network have extensive Read and Publish rights within many quality OA Springer and Elsevier publications. While this was an exceptional case with a very large system, many universities and systems with enough leverage to pressure publishers into OA deals are doing so.

A June 2021 article from Ithaka S+R, “What's the Big Deal? How Researchers Are Navigating Changes to Journal Access” (Cooper and Rieger 2021) found that a university's decision to cancel a “Big Deal” journal subscription with publishers like Elsevier and Springer did not heavily impact the day-to-day workflow or research of scholars at the institution. The authors discuss the impact of Big Deal cancellations on negotiations as well, reporting that some institutions, “primarily in Europe, have negotiated new deals that align with their evolving open access policies, using cancellations as part of the negotiating strategy” (Cooper and Rieger 2021, 7). All in all, the study found that “when a suite of journals is no longer available through a Big Deal subscription package, researchers experience little negative impact in the short term” (Cooper and Rieger 2021, 3.).

Between the rising subscription rates of transformative journals and the growing hesitance to continue using traditional subscription models, a sharp question is posed: where should librarians turn to help researchers and faculty discover and develop accessible scholarly material? The key work for librarians is to establish connections to repositories that are fully open access, expanding the possibilities for accessible content for research and intentionally bolstering and developing their institution’s connection to consortial repositories. And they must consistently work to familiarize faculty, researchers, and other librarians with newly emerging networks that provide access to cutting-edge scholarship at a cost significantly less than what the publishing companies provide.

**A Focus on Sweden**

Some Swedish universities are participating in the “fully” OA package offered by Springer Nature, but in November 2021, Wilhelm Widmark, Library Director at Stockholm University and co-chair of the Swedish Bibsam consortia (with over 80 Swedish research institutions), published an article in the UKSG eNewsletter,
“Will there be any transformation or are we stuck with the transformative agreements?” (Widmark 2021). He summarized the feeling of libraries and educational institutions towards the complicated and slow-moving nature of the transformative agreement: “Swedish universities are committed to reach the goal [of a fully open access Sweden] but we don’t find the transformative agreements sustainable for the future. When Plan-S came up it stated that they should be temporary, and then recommendations were for a short transitional period” (Widmark 2021), but, he noted, many transformative agreements do not seem to have an end date, or finalized transition to fully open date, as promised. “Why should research funders or readers and libraries maintain the profit levels of large commercial organizations” (Widmark 2021), he asks-and many librarians and administrators are starting to ask the same questions.

Some countries have differing levels of access even within Springer, depending on the institutions involved. In Hungary for example, some institutions have agreed to the transformative agreement, which covers fees for publishing in Springer’s hybrid journals, while others participate in the fully open program, which allows authors to contribute free of charge to fully OA journals in BioMed Central, Palgrave, Nature Research, and SpringerOpen. Comprehensive deals leave researchers with less to worry about in terms of potential fees, but are more expensive for the institution. As more institutions look to open options and work with each other to resource and create open infrastructures, they develop more leverage when it comes to negotiating their deals with large publishers.

A Focus on Germany

While the past decade has seen an increase in OA policies in Germany in line with changes across the rest of northern and western Europe, the German model is a unique combination of consortia and non-profit agencies creating resources and an audience for OA publication. And for scholars in Germany, as well as around the world, publishing internationally—i.e., in American journals—is a top priority, which plays into the hands of the major, well-established publishers, who market their longstanding reputations as international authorities on various disciplines. To satisfy faculty and university demands, universities sign Read and Publish or OA agreements with major publishers—opening the scope of research available for scholars at affiliated universities, but also continuing a problematic tendency in publishing.

For individuals, access to Read and Publish or transformative agreements is determined by scholarly affiliation; a login to an associated university or research institution means fewer financial barriers to submission than at a university not able to sign a large contract with the likes of Elsevier or Springer. Additionally, some universities have funds set aside to cover the costs of APCs for researchers submitting from their institutions. The availability of these funds varies, and associations with universities able to sign a Read and Publish agreement or produce consistent resources for OA publication plays a significant role in whether a scholar can publish their work open access. Considering that the OA model was developed to circumvent some of those financial incongruities, this reality is less than ideal, and the reliance on large publishers to produce OA content stifles the movement for further development of open platforms.

Consider Nature’s announcement “Nature sets article processing charge at the equivalent of $11,250 for researchers selecting open-access publishing” (Seltzer 2020). While the move towards a more open model signifies a positive direction for the publishing landscape—this amount is regressive, and points to the ouroboric nature of universities making massive payments to publishers which ultimately refuse to embrace the fully open model. While funding work to be more openly available is an end many OA supporters gladly embrace, the fact that millions of dollars each year are paid in fees to large publishers points to the dependence on these publishers. It is hard to imagine where the funding and resourcing of new OA publishing platforms will come from if it’s not the money already funding OA projects, whether or not they are part of developing further open models.
A Focus on OPEN APC

The Open APC Initiative was created to monitor and aggregate data from university publishing funds worldwide. With data submitted voluntarily, for many countries the dataset is clearly incomplete. In Germany, however, with a robust effort to submit data to Open APC, the dataset tells a cautionary narrative about the nature of OA publishing, and how it is playing out for major publishers.

Of the nearly €62.5 million spent on covering OA article processing fees (including hybrid and fully open journals), €13.5 million has gone to Springer Nature journals, €2.8 million to other Springer imprints, and €2.2 million to Elsevier. Approximately €18.5 million of the €62.5 million set aside for OA publication fees has thus been paid to large publishers dependent on subscription models. And this funding comes from German institutions hoping to engage in a more radically accessible form of publishing. To put it in perspective, while these three publishers account for almost one-third of total APC expenditures in Germany, they are only three of 354 publishers that have published an OA work in Germany. It is optimistic and perhaps foolish to think that small, newer publishers are ready to handle the same load as Elsevier, Springer, Wiley, and so on, but as librarians, it is important that we recognize the problematic nature of big publishing companies taking in large portions of funding directed toward a new, more accessible model of publishing meant to take the burden of cost off the reader and to allow library collection budgets to free themselves from the heavy burdens of yearly subscriptions.

A Focus on Eastern Europe

While OA publishing continues to grow around the world, the ability to create or adapt new open technology depends somewhat on the number of institutions in a given network, and their ability to donate time and resources to building shared repositories or collectively building leverage when negotiating with a large publisher. Despite some of the challenges faced by universities and research institutions with smaller budgets or consortial leverage, the popularity of the new open models for publishing has been circulating and resonating worldwide, particularly within the last decade.

While the UK, Germany, and the Scandinavian countries have had a stable foundation of policies and consortia over the past decades, in Turkey the number of policies has grown rapidly, particularly in the last seven or eight years. At the end of 2013, Turkey was home to only four institutions with OA policies; by the end of 2020, there were 108. In the Czech Republic, Poland, and the Republic of Moldova, the number of OA policies has doubled since the end of 2015. With roughly 15 new policies, the number may be relatively small compared to that in other countries across Western Europe, but it shows a continuing trend in countries where even national consortia might not have enough content in repositories to threaten the large deals.

In Poland, a group of hundreds of universities formed the ICM Consortium, which has Read and Publish agreements in place with the Oxford Academic Press and IOP Publishing; this agreement allows for discounted APCs and access to Oxford and IOP content. Deals with Cambridge and Elsevier have followed, illustrating increased interest in finding ways to publish open access, even when the number of policies in the country is significantly lower than that of some western neighbors. In January 2020, the Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education produced a brochure titled “Polish Roadmap for Research Infrastructures” (Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education, n.d.), giving ideas and examples for open projects in different areas in the sciences.

Also in Poland, the CeON repository, or the Repository of the Center for Open Sciences, receives submissions from a variety of Polish universities and can be freely accessed anywhere in the world—most easily through the CeON Aggregator, which allows a simple search to connect to over 371,500 documents in 22 repositories across Poland.
Many of these titles or submitted pre-prints may not appear in a standard university library catalog, and the prospect of cataloging a country’s worth, or a world’s worth, of OA content does not make much sense, but knowing about sources like this for submissions across different disciplines allows a librarian to enhance collections and make good suggestions to faculty, while also promoting a new method of publishing that represents a more equitable way of sharing information and research. Additionally, the CeON Repository is accessed, most easily, through their CeON Aggregator which allows a simple search to connect to over 371,500 documents in 22 repositories across Poland. Such tools can supplement collections in a way that enables librarians and universities to think about their budgets and the amounts being spent on subscription deals, and pose several questions: How much would an institution’s researchers be harmed by the cancellation of a big deal? Is it worthwhile to redirect funding towards other projects, or to join and build other shared repositories? Long term, how does an investment in an OA repository, or in developing a quality infrastructure for submitting OA content compare with returns on continuing to pay subscription costs for journal articles? And perhaps most pertinently, can a subscription be negotiated, and what leverage can be created by developing and curating new, affordable collections that can be used to work toward favorable deals with big publishing companies?

Open Science

The European Commission has a policy priority to make the scientific research it funds available in open repositories across Europe, and uses an eight-pronged approach to creating a dynamic, relevant set of open resources. Part of this approach is the creation of FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Re-usable) data and open data sharing as a default method for publishing the results of scientific research, development of a European Open Science Cloud as a pilot for the new European Research Area, and the establishment of career research evaluation systems that acknowledge open science activities.

The push for Open Science across the EU has led to the growth of consortial repositories and a strengthening of open networks where researchers can find resources and submit pre-prints or fully edited works. For librarians in participating countries, knowledge of networks such as the EOSC can bolster collections and help circumvent the potential loss of research through cancellation or prolonged negotiations.

Additionally, as pressure builds on publishers and institutions to make their research freely available to the public, the importance of open source industry players increases, as they are able to leverage their influence toward more open ends. In April 2023, a number of open source organizations released a letter to the EU saying that the Cyber Resilience Act could have “a chilling effect on open source software development” (Sawers 2023), and could slow the development of open source projects that now make up a large portion of new science initiatives in the EU.

It would be impossible to fully cover the scope and landscape of the development of open resources in Europe without discussing the proverbial Robin Hood of academic-and particularly scientific publishing, Sci-Hub. While no academic or professor would ever dream of officially referring to it or sending a student there for resources, the reality is that many scholars turn to streaming services when they are denied access because of a paywall or limited access. In the past few years, Elsevier has begun to seek damages for content illegally posted to the site and shared. The reality, however, is that wherever these court decisions land, scholars and researchers are turning more and more to freely accessible resources like Sci-Hub. In Russia, where Sci-Hub has its physical home, a growing network of OA materials is cited on eLIBRARY.ru, a rather basic website on which millions of scholarly articles and documents are made available. The growth of these repositories and networks shows how scholars are looking to publish their work without barriers, and how researchers are seeking cutting-edge scholarship in repositories that will not charge for downloads.
Finding Open Access Resources

As open repositories and infrastructures develop and become more popular, finding the right resources can be challenging. While the most pertinent scholarship on a subject may be freely available and accessible, this does not mean it will appear in library catalogs. With consortial efforts to create accessible repositories for OA content, many institutions and publishers have policies that allow for pre-prints to be held, open access, in university repositories. But this can depend on several different factors: Do scholars generally submit their work to open institutional repositories? Do faculty and librarians check the repositories frequently for new submissions and materials? And perhaps most importantly, is there a consistent process for creating metadata around submissions that makes it easy for prospective researchers to find them? Different universities are in different places in terms of establishing workflows for their open source materials.

The Global Sustainability Coalition for Open Science Services (SCOSS) recently selected OAPEN (an online library and publishing platform for academic books) and the Directory of Open Access Books (DOAB) for its second-funding cycle. While these repositories make available thousands of academic texts and open books, these resources do not necessarily flow into library catalogs, and thus need to be sought out by researchers and, in particular, librarians. Establishing common standards for metadata creation is a key step for securing and making the most of open infrastructure across a variety of institutions and disciplines. The DOAB hosts over 47,000 academic books from more than 670 publishers; all are freely available to anyone with an internet connection.

The DOAB makes its metadata readily available for searching by librarians or researchers, and the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-PMH) is also available directly on the website. Consistency in protocols is a crucial piece of a librarian’s ability to index in their own catalogs, and as more institutions begin to rely on open source repositories and databases, there is a growing need to establish a working set of standards.

What Librarians Can Do

Considering more findings from the EUA survey, it is clear that librarians are at the forefront of the open access movement. Among institutions preparing to implement Plan S, 78% involved library staff in the process, 57% involved administrative or technical staff, and 23% involved high-level university leadership (Morais, Berghmans, Gaillard 2022, 10). As we consider the growth of OA publications and contracts in Europe and, given the recent memorandum from the White House, librarians in the US, for better or worse, will have a large role in the upcoming battles between publishers and institutions, and in the ongoing development of open resources.

This role is dependent on librarians’ willingness to explore new repositories and set aside resources for consortial projects. Participating in local consortia and adding to repositories helps increase the viability and usefulness of open source databases. And pointing faculty towards these repositories can increase awareness of resources that might otherwise be ignored in favor of the subscription content that has worked well in the past, but has cost universities and students a great deal of money.

In 2017, David Lewis, from Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis, published “The 2.5% Commitment” (Lewis 2017), asking about the collective sacrifices universities can make to improve librarianship and knowledge acquisition? The commitment makes the case for the following: “Every academic library should commit to contribute 2.5% of its total budget to support the common infrastructure needed to create the open scholarly commons” (Lewis 2017, 1).

Ultimately, the array of assets available for a librarian to share with faculty or students goes beyond the individual school catalog, and providing affordable course materials can be made much easier with knowledge
of freely available resources that can supplement or even replace expensive subscriptions. Additionally, as more open access content is uploaded into repositories in the sciences or broad disciplines, these repositories become more viable for other researchers, who may in turn decide to index their work in an open repository or to publish open access.

**Types of Open Access: Green, Gold, and Diamond**

Whether or not a university has an OA policy for all of its publications, there are a number of steps authors can take to make their work open. For better or worse, however, it is generally the responsibility of librarians to point out these open source digital spaces and explain how to work with them. Two common tiers referring to the "open" status of a piece of material are Green Open Access and Gold Open Access; most simply, the difference can be seen as open repositories versus fully open journals.

Green Open Access refers to scholarship that is in open repositories; even if it is also in a non-OA journal, some authors are allowed to submit pre-prints to institutional repositories at their universities without violating their license with the publishing journal. Gold Open Access, on the other hand, means that the final, published versions are freely available across the world for anyone with internet access. OA journals are examples of "Gold" open access. Additionally, the terms “Diamond” or “Platinum” are used to describe Gold Open Access publishers that do not charge a fee (such as an Article Processing Charge) for publication.

Universities are increasingly trying to bolster awareness of their digital repositories, and while many schools already deposit theses and dissertations into their repositories, making repository submission a common part of article publication at a given university allows researchers there to have cutting-edge access without having to wait or pay. This creates a more thriving environment for current scholarship, and increases the relevance and ultimate citations of authors whose work is now more accessible. Whether authors use their institutional repository to deposit pre-prints may vary across institutions, but librarians can play the important role of familiarizing new departments with changing methodologies in publishing and pointing out the high-quality work being made available through OA publishing.

**Digital Scholarship and Scholarly Communications**

The growth and development of OA journals is a key concern for Digital Scholarship and Scholarly Communication librarians at academic libraries. As open source publication tools are being tested and improved, digital scholarship librarians are poised to show off modern publication platforms. Without a full understanding of the political and financial background of open access, these platforms could become obscure, fancy websites containing multitudes of obscure and inaccessible metadata. It is in the context of the OA movement that these publishing platforms can start to be used to replace parts of a collection that may be overpriced, and that negotiating positions can be bolstered. Digital scholarship and scholarly communications librarians should work together as more technology is developed and as legal, contractual precedents for OA deals with big publishers are set.

The reality playing out across Europe and in the US is that publishers are not willingly relinquishing their subscription model; it is an exceptionally profitable model that puts a publisher’s products—and therefore the publisher itself—very close to the academic experience. Faculty, administrators, and librarians can help combat this reality by building new frameworks and infrastructures that can begin to erode the dominant grip many big-name journals have in their disciplines.
Key Takeaways

- The landscape around Open Access is anything but stagnant; constant changes in policies and burgeoning publishers across different funders and companies make vigilance a key differentiator in a librarian’s ability to discover and guide patrons to new and developing OA journals.
- Think critically about APCs. As OA publication methods become more popular, the prevalence of hybrid and transformative journals threatens to undermine the true ideals of full open access.
- There will always be content that exists outside of the catalog. A working knowledge of open repositories, such as the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ) and the Directory of Open Access Books (DOAB), will lead you to resources that might not be be indexed in university catalogs, as they are accessible and free to use.
- The larger and more active the library coalition negotiating deals with publishers, the more leverage libraries will have. Swedish higher education and the University of California system represent large deals for companies like Springer and Elsevier. When libraries are willing to take risks to fight for friendlier, more open deals, there is space to win—without major repercussions to researchers.
- Developments in Open Access and Open Educational Resources are happening every day in different pockets around the world. Earmarking and consistently checking these spaces is a key way to bolster the prevalence of open publishing at your university.
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30. Open Educational Resources in Europe: Current Opportunities and Future Potential

MARLIES BAUHOFER

Introduction

Open Educational Resources (OER) and Open Access (OA) offer important opportunities for digital learning. Many European institutions of higher education have OA policies and repositories, as do many major research organizations. Data from OpenDOAR Statistics list the European countries with the most OER and OA: Germany (303), the United Kingdom (268), Spain (181), France (160), and Italy (144) (OpenDOAR Statistics, n.d.). The Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) emphasizes the important potential of using OER and OA: “Now is the time for countries to build on the lessons of the pandemic to reconfigure the people, spaces, time and technology to devise more effective and efficient educational environments” (OECD Education and Skills Today 2021).

This chapter begins by describing OER and examining recent surveys from SPARC Europe. It then offers examples from selected European countries (Austria, France, Germany, Italy, and the Netherlands), showing how they introduced OER in a national context.

Open Access versus Open Educational Resources

OA refers to removing barriers to access, such as paywalls. It is designed to make research articles and other scholarly material freely available to the user, and regulates barriers on use and reuse through OA licenses. Similarly, OER are defined as “learning, teaching and research materials in any format and medium that reside in the public domain or are under copyright that have been released under an open license” (UNESCO 2017).

The COVID-19 pandemic provided an opportunity to introduce educators to OER and advocate for their use. OER can be in any medium: paper-based, video, audio, and/or multimedia. While they are not necessarily the same as e-Learning, they can be part of e-learning platforms (Butcher, Kanwar and Uvalić-Trumbić 2015, 5–8). The literature on “Open Education” refers to the broader effort to remove unnecessary barriers to access, and OER are tools for open education; this movement has larger implications for the entire system of education.

Creative Commons Licenses

Creative Commons licenses allow copyright creators who want to support education or knowledge transfer the ability to voluntarily grant some usage rights to the public, but reserve other rights. Fox Valley Technical College has created a helpful guide on OER Background: Creative Commons (CC) – Licensing and OER, which explains
the role of licensing in OER. Additional information can be found on the Creative Commons’ webpage About CC Licenses.

Organizations using OER are encouraged to release material that fits the “5 Rs” criteria (Wiley 2014):

1. Retain: the right to own a copy of content/material and to duplicate the material as many times as needed
2. Reuse: the right to use the content/material in its current form in classrooms and/or other educational settings
3. Revise: the right to adapt, modify, and change the content of the material itself
4. Remix: the right to use original content and adapted content, combining them to create new products
5. Redistribute: the right to make copies of any new remixed product and to share it with others.

Guidelines for Creating OER – Toolbox

Two Swiss institutions have created resources for developing OERs. Pädagogische Hochschule (PH Bern; Bern University of Teacher Education) created the OER-Toolbox, which includes checklists to help analyze OER by categories, including content, copyright (legal framework), and technical standards. In particular, one list helps users determine whether available OER conform to and correspond with Switzerland’s educational standards, and a second is for teachers who want to create new OER. Both are helpful in overcoming common concerns about OER use, and help insulate contributors from any accidental wrongdoing while using and producing OER (PH Bern n.d.). Both this toolbox and the Open Educational Resources checklist, by the Zürcher Hochschule für Angewandte Wissenschaften (ZHAW; Zurich University of Applied Sciences), however, are published only in German, making their use difficult for non-German speakers.

These checklists provide reminders of issues that should be considered when creating or using OER:

- Is the material as barrier-free as possible? Is it well-written (simple language)?
- Is the file format uncomplicated to use and change under the 5 Rs (retain, reuse, revise, remix, and redistribute)?
- Are the sources in the material transparent, verifiable, and traceable?
- Does the layout or design support learning, and is it contemporary?
- What does the copyright symbol mean? Where can I find openly licensed material?
- Can I mix and match materials with CC licenses?
- How do I choose the right license?
- Why are open licenses relevant when everything is freely accessible on the Internet?

Issues related to regional copyright, personal rights, data protection, and university law must also be considered when using OER (Krüger and Nesme 2021, 33–38). The Bern University of Teacher Education and ZHAW have created these checklists to help content creators. In both resources above, legal issues loom large because of Swiss copyright laws. Platforms must differentiate between regions, university types, and institution-specific issues. The mission statement of ZHAW’s OER policy (ZHWA 2020, 1) mentions OER as part of a “Kultur des Teilens” (culture of sharing). Essential key areas of research and teaching at ZHAW include digital transformation, internationalization, practical application, and sustainability, all four of which are significant in achieving ZHAW’s desired goals, which focus on Open Science, Open Education, and the Culture of Sharing. The OER policy provides greater legal certainty and has helped create a new organizational unit in the library, “ZHAW digital” (Krüger and Nesme 2021, 33), which advises faculty and students about publishing and licensing of OER and answers questions about searching, finding, or processing OER.
The European Union Initiative for OER

Within its work on “Shaping Europe's Digital Future,” the European Commission (EC) recognized that “[h]armonised standards promote cultural diversity and bring better access for consumers and business to digital content and services across Europe” (European Commission 2023). In fact, the EC has opened up a wider discussion on what they describe as “the digital transition” (European Commission 2023). As part of the long-term European Union (EU) budget for the coming years, the EC will provide €7.5 billion toward the digital transformation of Europe's society and economy. The importance of this effort has only increased because of the recent public health crisis: “the COVID-19 pandemic highlighted not only how much we rely on our technology to be available to us, but also how important it is for Europe not to be dependent on systems and solutions coming from other regions of the world” (European Commission, n.d). The EU has recognized that European countries must invest more in the future of education, economic development, and technology in order to catch up with other countries. European countries need to show the world that they are fit for the future and can meet the future needs of the next generation.

The Current European Situation

In its strategic plan, the European Network of Open Education Librarians (ENOEL) emphasizes that “librarians are in a unique position to advance Open Education by bringing experience in both publishing and facilitating access to knowledge to both creators and consumers” (ENOEL, n.d., 4). The plan focuses on raising awareness, advocating, promoting, and facilitating access to OER and providing guidance to build up the network. Despite different levels of knowledge and practice in relation to their national education systems and libraries, network members learn from and support one another, assisting in professional development (ENOEL, n.d., 4–6). In the long run, members will have a proactive role in enhancing OER activities and initiatives.

According to a 2020 survey, “Open Education in European Libraries of Higher Education” (Proudman et al. 2020), OER are still not widely used in Europe. (This online survey was distributed and utilized by ENOEL networks, e.g., the Information Literacy Group (INFOLIT), the Association des directeurs et personnels de direction des bibliothèques universitaires et de la documentation (ADBU; French Association of Academic Libraries and Documentation) and the Red de Bibliotecas Universitarias Españolas (REBIUN; Spanish Network of Universities Libraries). The survey addressed seven major areas: funding, organization, policies, library engagement and leadership, advocacy, services, related skill sets, and related challenges and benefits. While a total of 146 libraries from 29 EU countries took part, there are more than 5,900 academic libraries (including national libraries) in Europe (EBLIDA 2017, 6). The SPARC authors pointed out that “this number [146] is somewhat low, however, since this survey is the first of its kind, it is important to begin such an investigation” (Proudman, Santos-Hermosa, and Smith 2020, 15). Survey results show that,

On average, across institutions, 61% of funding for educational resources was provided by the organisation, 27% came from students, and 12% came from other sources showing a mixed model, which also reflects the different educational systems in place and how they are funded across Europe. (Proudman, Santos-Hermosa, and Smith 2020, 10)

Most libraries collaborate on a regular basis with academic departments, information technology departments, faculty members, e-learning and distance education programs, and teaching and learning centers, and most had an advising role or provided other support by helping with copyright and licensing, OER co-creation, and knowledge exchange (Proudman et al. 2020, 12–24).
Challenges to creating OER for K–12 educational use

The 5 Rs criteria (described above) offer important ideals, but these are not always easy to meet. In Germany, for example, the federal government must approve teaching material before it can be offered to schools by the Bundesland (similar to a state in the US or province in Canada), effectively throttling the movement for creating OER for K–12 levels. Most course materials in Germany are produced by commercial publishers, who have longstanding ties to educational institutions and many employees able to focus exclusively on creating teaching material for schools. And teaching material created by a publisher is, of course, protected by copyright. To show the complexity of copyright situations in the national education contexts, Teresa Nobre (2017) published an overview of “Copyright and Education in Europe: 15 everyday cases in 15 countries.” She observes that not all types of work are treated equally in the context of education, and that every country has restrictions and exemptions. Her findings indicate that:

- a significant number of countries only allow educational uses if they are made by schools or other formal education establishments. These are Germany, Italy, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Spain, and the United Kingdom. In these countries, museums, libraries, and other providers of non-commercial education must therefore ask for permission before making certain uses of protected materials in their educational programmes. (Nobre 2017, 6)

She concludes that unless the EC broadens copyright regulations to include exceptions for educational use, copyright will continue to be an obstacle to the promotion and easy use of OER.

Overcoming Obstacles to finding OER

Because OER are located in repositories, it is not easy to find them through a simple internet search. The best approach is to search in repository portals know to host OER projects.
The OER World Map (archived at https://zenodo.org/record/6922065) was an important online tool providing information about where OERs were available and demonstrating how far European countries had come in using and promoting OER. The map interface was available in three languages–English, German, and Portuguese, and users could choose from a variety of filters. For example, one could use the “country” filter to select only the European countries, which resulted in a list of 2,354 OERs. In 2018, the OER World Map received an Open Education Award for Excellence. The map was, however, removed from the North-Rhine Westphalian Library Service (hbz) on April 29, 2022 (OER World Map Community 2022). The host has uploaded the metadata records for the site to the Open Science Platform “Zenodo” (OER World Map Community 2022), making it possible for any library or library association (e.g., IFLA, SPARC Europe, or ENOEL) to host the map.

**MOOCs in Europe**

Massive Open Online Courses, or MOOCs, combine traditional forms of knowledge transfer (e.g., videos, reading material, and problem-solving exercises) with discussion forums and quizzes. Teachers and learners can communicate with each other, potentially creating an interactive and engaging process of learning. World-renowned universities such as Harvard, Stanford, and the University of California, Berkeley have created content for these courses. MOOCs use a modern online course format and are accessible without restrictions to many
users at the same time ("open" and "massive"). On one of the biggest platforms, edX, users can find some of the larger European universities, including Delft University of Technology, RWTH Aachen University, ETH Zürich, and Technische Universität München. Most MOOCs are in English, which raises questions about accessibility in countries where English is not the national language. Barnes confirms some of these challenges in “MOOCs: The Challenges for Academic Librarians” (Barnes 2013).

Although edX is an American MOOC platform, some European countries actively employ it. In the Netherlands, for example, enough courses are taught in English to make the platform useful. In fact, the Dutch government has been a pioneer in the promotion of Open Access and Open Science, and has shown strong interest in promoting OER more broadly. In the new position paper, “Dutch Digitalisation Strategy (DDS),” the Dutch government describes how different sectors of life are impacted by digitization and how the government plans to adapt. As an example, the report notes that “in 2020, the government invested approximately €24 million in order to provide 75,000 devices to students, so that they could fully participate in online education” (Nederland Digitaal 2021, 23).

The Netherlands is also home to SURF, a cooperative association of Dutch educational and research institutions that includes research universities, universities of applied science, senior secondary vocational education institutions, and university medical centers. SURF’s purpose is to ensure that education and research communities have access to excellent network infrastructure, including Information, Communication, Technology (ICT) facilities (SURF n.d). SURF publishes position and information papers on various subjects, including digital learning resources, digital infrastructure, and free access to education material. Its “Values Guide” is designed to support those engaged in dialogue about digitization in the education sector and about related technological developments. Formerly available only in Dutch, it has been translated into English as Value Compass for Digital Transformation of Education and focuses on three factors: humanity, autonomy, and legal certainty that should impact the decision-making process (Kennisnet and SURF [2022?]).

EMMA, the European Multiple MOOC Aggregator, is a European platform that provides content in multiple languages, including as Catalan, English, Estonian, French, Italian, Portuguese, and Spanish, and also includes an automated translation module. This 30-month pilot project from the EU fosters OERs, offers some restricted content to provide a cross-cultural and multilingual learning approach, and aims to help preserve Europe’s rich cultural, educational, and linguistic heritage. EMMA works closely with specialists from various fields who support the platform on pedagogical, technical, and multicultural matters. Each content provider of the content decides which licenses to use.

Country-Specific Offerings

There are several OER offerings of note in European countries that have been most active in this regard, including Italy, France and the Low Countries, and the German-speaking countries.

Italy

EduOpen is a project of the Ministero dell’Istruzione, dell’Università e della Ricerca (Italian Ministry of Education, University and Research). Many well-known multi-universities from Italy are listed as creators for online courses, including the University of Pavia, Ca’ Foscari University of Venice, and the University of Modena. Fabio Nascimbeni describes the EduOpen experience as including “courses, either as individual learning experiences or organized in learning pathways, that include a group of courses connected to each other” (Nascimbeni 2020, 54). All participants can receive a “participation certificate and an open badge;” they also have the option to take a face-to-face examination for a paid certificate with credits. Most courses are in English and Italian. It is
not clear how helpful the search process is for non-Italian speakers; users may get a better result by using Italian terminology. When users change the interface into English, the course description is provided in English; most courses, however, will be in Italian.

Scuola valore is a publicly funded online repository that promotes activities and learning resources for primary and secondary school teachers. It provides 800 resources in various subjects, which can be adapted to the different levels of the Italian school system, and content is free and downloadable without the need to register. It is not fully an OER, however, because the platform’s content is protected by Italian copyright. Users are not allowed to remix resources.

TRIO is a web-based learning system developed by Regione Toscana and used primarily by Italian primary and secondary schools. It includes about 1,800 courses targeting vocational training and professional development. As its users, TRIO lists students, employed and unemployed persons, and citizens and non-citizens. All courses have been adapted to the latest EU regulations for online learning. Users need digital identity in the form of an electronic identity card or national service card (health card) from Italy. For non-Italian speaking users, it is not clear how the content can be accessed to create an account.

In “Open Education Resources in Italy,” Fabio Nascimbeni provides more examples of OER in Italian schools and institutions of higher education; he also discusses challenges and benefits related to OER. Not unique to Italy, these recurring barriers include quality standards, searchability, language, lack of teacher capacity, and lack of institutional strategies. He notes that language barriers, the lack of available translation, and searchability in a particular language can be common barriers, as can issues related to style and cultural expression (Nascimbeni 2020, 58).

France, the Netherlands, and Belgium

FUN (France Université Numerique) was launched by the French education ministry (Ministère de l’Enseignement supérieur, de la Recherche et de l’Innovation) in 2013, and now includes almost all midsize and large well-known universities and partners in the country. More than 160 partners create free courses, but users need to register. Around 2.5 million users at educational institutions have generated 1,800 MOOC courses, and nearly 11 million registered participants have attended them (FUN MOOC, n.d.). Participants learn interactively and collaboratively and at their own pace, but the platform encourages its use for “professional training,” suggesting that organizations and institutions should engage in active professional development and not leave this work to the platform alone. This is a reminder that an online seminar will not achieve the same results as a professional in-person training session.

Other OER in French-speaking countries are described in a 2014 report by Sophie Touzé, Open Educational Resources in France: Overview, Perspectives and Recommendations. Though somewhat dated, it offers additional examples of French and Francophone OER; it is published in English and French.

KlasCement is an educational resources network created by Belgian teachers. Teachers with different backgrounds-including nursery education, primary and secondary education, part-time artistic education, and adult education-share resources they create themselves, support one another, and give tips and reviews. Various organizations from the field of education and vocational training can add material as well. More than 69,000 items have been created as OER, including articles, interactive materials such as video and audio clips, and teaching materials such as textbooks. Most have a Creative Commons license. The platform also offers subsites-related webpages within the same initiative that support education and contain materials (including interactive exercises) from other smaller platforms such as oefen.be, classy (a web space for teachers) and from sites that focus on teaching material for STEM fields.

Edusources, a Dutch network of OER in partnership with SURF (described above), includes different types of material such as presentations, articles, and online e-modules. All materials have a Creative Commons license so users can share and use the content under certain conditions. More than 4,500 OER can be found and searched
in English and Dutch. Teachers and librarians make their materials available through the network, and these can be reviewed by the community. Users can search for materials by discipline.

**German-speaking countries: Switzerland, Germany, and Austria**

iMooX is the first and so far the only MOOC platform in Austria. Sponsored by the Bundesministerium für Bildung, Wissenschaft und Forschung (Austrian Federal Ministry of Education, Science and Research), it has been developed primarily by Technische Universität Graz (Graz University of Technology) and Universität Wien (University of Vienna). Other active supporters of the platform include well-known educational and research institutions from Austria, Switzerland, and Germany, including research universities, universities of applied science, and vocational training programs. Content is accessible free of charge and freely reusable. It is not a large platform, but its creators have reached out to promote it, endorsing it, for example, at the Austrian Universities Conference in October 2021 (Graz University of Technology, n.d.).

MOOChub brings various MOOC platforms together across universities and national borders, primarily in German-speaking countries. The network’s intentions are to standardize online teaching, exchange knowledge, and develop synergies for the long run. MOOChub sees education as “a supporting pillar of society; it emphasizes that everyone should have access to knowledge and should be able to take part in the community of knowledge” (Technische Universität, n.d., my translation).

Medienportal für den MINT Unterricht at Siemens Stiftung (Media Portal for STEM Instruction) offers OER about STEM subjects, including environmental science, geography, biology, chemistry, and technology. In English, Spanish, and German, the resources target elementary and secondary students. Over 4,500 OER have been created by teachers, and can be modified, combined, and shared. More than 50,000 people from 120 countries are using the platform’s diverse content, including worksheets and educational games. All content is reviewed to ensure high quality. The student section is animated and user-friendly; it includes puzzles, tests, games, and videos to use in presentations. The Media Portal uses “Design Thinking,” a pedagogical approach in which the teacher acts as organiser and partner to help the student solve complex problems in ways that are appropriate to the student’s background and skills. It is a “shared and appreciative learning experience from and with others” (Siemens Stiftung, n.d.).

Unsere Atlanten is an OER created by the Heinrich Böll Foundation, which was founded by the German Green Party. Focused on subjects related to the environment, such as the plastics use and energy production, it has content in German that can be downloaded as a PDF or ePub. The content is complex, showing different points of view, and each OER includes articles, diagrams, and a bibliography. The content is well-edited and user-friendly, and targets high school students and courses at vocational training institutions (Heinrich-Böll-Stiftung, n.d.).

Verein Zentrale für Unterrichtsmedien im Internet (ZUM.de) is a membership network based in Freiburg that relies on voluntary contributions. Its aim is to promote learning and provide teaching aids for all types of schools, along with extracurricular educational programming. Its educational content, created and reviewed mainly by teachers, includes interactive exercises, course planning ideas, and teaching material for creating lessons; it provides an open, non-commercial learning management platform and learning paths. While this approach is ideal for independent learning, it can be used in the classroom as well. All materials are OER and licensed as CC-BY-SA. A related portal, Lehrer Online, is a unique media portal for teachers; instructors pay €8–10 per month and are able to download materials and to reuse, remix, and adapt the OER. Together, ZUM.de and Lehrer Online have around 1.5 million page views per month (Eduversum, n.d.).

Klexikons is a Wikipedia-style encyclopedia targeting children aged 8–13. Only in German, it has 3,200 entries in 12 subject areas, including frequently searched topics such as the human body, the conflict between Israel and Palestine, the history of the Roman Empire, and the French Revolution. Schools in Berlin, Vienna, Bern, and Brixen are part of the project; teachers in these locations create and improve articles. Children can suggest
topics and put them on their Wunschliste (wish list). Over 5 million children used the Klexikon in 2020, and usage continues to increase (Zentrale für Unterrichtsmedien im Internet, n.d.).

Additional OER portals for primary and secondary schools can be found on specific topics, including music (e.g., Open Educational Resources zur Musik), history (e.g., segu-geschichte, Learning Platform for Open History Lessons), mathematics (e.g., GeoGebra), and combined subjects.

Zentrale Repositorium für OER der Hochschulen in Baden-Württemberg (ZOERR) is an OER platform across higher education institutions in the state of Baden-Württemberg. It was founded by the Ministerium für Wissenschaft, Forschung und Kunst (Ministry of Science, Research and the Arts Baden-Württemberg), which works to bring together experts from pedagogical centers, e-learning services, and libraries to promote OER. ZOERR, a service for teachers, university faculty members, and students around the world, is available free of charge, and its contents include teaching and learning materials from all types of universities and subject areas. External content can be added through a link and can become part of the repository. The publication process has been made as simple as possible and, for quality assurance purposes, all OER go through a formal editorial process and are checked for technical function and metadata. Authors are reviewed for basic qualifications (on the basis of affiliation to the specified university). “Digitization in Teacher Education” is a highlighted collection that promotes the repository and its related workshops (Menkor and Spaeth 2021).

Hamburg Open Online University (HOOU) is an OER platform that includes all universities in the city of Hamburg, other institutions involved in education or vocational training, and some outside partners. HOOU is directed toward adults, including refugees and citizens interested in learning something new. The HOOU interface shows 257 Lernangebote (eLearning offerings, workshops and seminars) and 239 Materialien (videos and short presentations) (Hamburg Open Online University, n.d.). Although HOOU has less content than ZOERR, it has lower barriers to access and its interface is more user-friendly, especially for non-academic library users.

Twillo is offered by the Leibniz Information Centre for Science and Technology and University Library (TIB) and the state of Lower Saxony, along with other cooperation partners. The Twillo portal separates OER into four categories: Kleinteilige Lehrmaterialien (small education materials such as presentations, and brief explanations), Aufgabenorientierte Materialien (task-oriented materials such as quizzes, scripts with questions to be answered, old exams), Lektionen (lectures, including interactive elements and task-oriented teaching and learning materials), and Kurse (courses, with e-learning materials that may include lectures and required readings) (Technische Informationsbibliothek, n.d.).

Conclusion

OER are used throughout Europe in various parts of the educational system and in vocational training programs. The emphasis of these OER is not, as in English-speaking countries, on Open Textbooks; instead European OER provide material and exercises to supplement existing textbooks. While European users are often hesitant to use OER because of barriers such as language, copyright, and OER quality, some educational institutions and libraries are working to reduce this hesitancy and promote these resources. They have created checklists and offered presentations to overcome barriers and advance the process of digital transformation. Many OER projects exist on the state or country level, but they are not well connected with one another, and are therefore not as widely available as they could be. While the unique languages, education systems, copyright issues, and technologies across Europe can make it difficult to connect countries, a great many resources are available, and they have potential to break down barriers and improve access to education for all.
Key Takeaways

- An interesting range of Open Education Resources (OER) is available in Europe—perhaps more than might be assumed by those not yet acquainted with the various platforms and programs.
- The COVID-19 pandemic gave libraries and various educational institutions the opportunity to promote and invest more in OER.
- Institutions and organizations offering OER need to become more connected with other partners in order to overcome barriers such as language, copyright issues, educational methods, and differences in approaches to digital knowledge transfer.
- There are more OER for primary and secondary institutions than for institutions of higher education.
- STEM subjects are especially well represented among European OER.
- OER show that teaching and learning can be an enjoyable and diverse undertaking in contemporary society. While North American librarians may be surprised to find only a few textbooks, they may discover many other useful materials.
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